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ADHESIVE STAMPS

Revolutionary Government.

November 15th, 1850.

Lithographed on white wove paper, with

arms embossed without color in the center

of the stamp, and a. blue silk thread running

vertically down the center of the stamp.

The principal part of the design is a spread

eagle which is overprinted with a similar

design in greenish blue ink on the I schill

ing and a delicate pink on the 2 schillinge.

This was probably done as a safety check

against counterfeiting. Size 18%:(21 mm.

  

I Isch blue and greenish blue

2 Isch deep blue and greenish blue

3 2sch rose and pink

4 zsch deep rose and pink

These stamps were in use for only a few

months, when they were superseded by the

stamps of Denmark.

Auotro-Frussian Oooupatiom

March IstI I865.

Embossed on white wove paper. There

are two designs-one for the M, t‘ and 2

schillinge, and the other for the 1X3 and 4

schillinge stamps. Size 19x26‘ mm.

  

Rouletted.

5 %s rose (March Ist)

6 1X5 green (June 1st)

7 1%s mauve (August 20th)

8 25 blue (August 20th

9 4s bistre (September 15th)

Holstein and Lauonburg.

March rst, r864.

Lithographed on white wove per

covered with a gray network and sho nga
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large capital " P" in white in-the center of

the stamp. Size 19x19 mm. There are

four types of this stamp, their principal

characteristics being as follows:

I. The wavy lines between the wreath of

oak leaves and the frame are close together.

There is a period after each of the letters

H a z o 1. in the frame at the left.

The “4" of )4 has a vertical bar at the

end of the horizontal one.

The “rt” of SCHILLING has no bar.

II. The wavy lines between the wreath of

oak leaves and the frame are close together.

There is no period after the "L" of H R z G

L in the frame at the left.

The “4" of K has a vertical bar at the

end of the horizontal one.

The "H" of SCHILLlNG is barred.

The "G" of SCHILLING is smaller than

the other letters.

Ill. The wavy lines between the wreath

of oak leaves and the frame are further apart

from one another.

There is no period after the letter "L" of

H R z G L.

There is a period after each of the letters

5 R M in the lower label.

The "H" of SCHILLlNG is barred.

The “t's" of SCHILLING are dotted.

The “4" of ;{ has no vertical bar at the

end of the horizontal one.

The “4" in the lower label has no hori

zontal dash at the bottom.

IV. The wavy lines between the wreath

of oak leaves and the frame are further apart

from one another.

There is no period after any of the letters

H R 2 G L in the left frame.

There is no period after "5 R" in the lower

label. 7

The "H" of SCHlLLlNG is barred.

There are no dots over the “1's" of

SCHILLING.

The “4" of )4 has no vertical bar at the

end of the horizontal one.

The “4" in the lower label is more open

and has a horizontal dash at the bottom.

 

 

iuséhnoqg

IO 1%s blue and gray, type I

11 1X5 pale blue and gray, type I

I2 1%5 blue and gray, type 2

t3 1%s bright blue and gray, type 2

14 1X5 blue and gray, type 3

15 1X5 bright blue and gray, type 3

16 1,145 dull blue and gray, type 3

I7 IKs blue and gray, type 4

I8 1,145 light blue and gray, type 4

May, 1864.

Ltthographed on white wove paper with a

rose ‘background formed of diagonal lines

crossing each other and with a large letter

"P" in the center. Size t8}4xt8% mm.
  

Rouletted.

It) 1%5 blue and rose

20 If/{s deep blue and rose

Vancly: tl/{s stamp cut diagonally in two

each half being used as )4 schilling.

2t %5 blue and rose (half of lljs)

Schleswig.

March 15th, 1865, to November, 1865.

_ Embossed on white wove paper. There

ts one type for the )4, U4, 2 and 4 schil

linge, and another 1‘ th 1 h'll'Size I9x2t§j mm. or 6 IA SC I mg.

  

Rouletted.

2: Ms green (November 1st, 1865)

23 1X5 green (April 1st, 1864)

24 [Ks mauve (November 1st, 1865)

25 1%5 rose ( “ "

26 2s blue (November 1st, 1865;

27 4s carmine (March 15th, 1864)

28 4s bistre (November 1st, 1865)

Holsteip.

November 1st, 1864.

Embossed on white wove paper. The M.

1% and 2 schillinge are of one type, and the

I% and 4 schillinge are of another. Size

19%x22 mm.
  

Rouletted.

29 %s green

30 I %s violet

3t 1%5 carmine

32 25 blue

33 4s bistre
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March and August, 1866.

Embossed on white wove paper. Size

195x22 mm.
  

Rouletted.

34 U45 mauve

35 as blue .

OOUNTERFEITS.

There are some good forgeries of the

stamps of the first issue of Schleswig-Hol

stein. These, however, are easily disting

uished by the absence of the secret over

printing, principally discernible in the “0"

and “5" of“ POST," in which, on the genuine,

the vertical lines of the safety print are plainly

visible, while they are absent from the for

geries. This test is easily applied to the 1

schilling stamp, but is not so easy with the

2 schillinge, on which the safety print is

generally very faint. In this case, the follow

ing points pertaining to the genuine may

also be considered :

The H and r of SCHILLING are joined.

One of the claws of the eagle shows below

the bottom of the first stroke of the N of

SCHXLLING.‘ The four corner ovals have no

border line. The genuine stamps are printed

on a paper with a silk thread running ver

tically down the stamp ; this thread is in the

paper. In the fargeries, to obtain the same

appearance, the stamp has been made of two

pieces of very thin paper pasted one against

the other and a silk thread pasted between.

By immersing the counterfeits in water for a

short time, the back and the silk thread will

easily be removed and thus show the fraud.

The forgeries of the subsequent issues are

rather poor and, consequently, not dan

gerous.

SERl/IA.

CURRENCY: roo PARAS-I mama-=20 CENTS

U. S. CURRENCY.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

October Ist, I866.

Lithographed in color on various papers in

sheets of 12 stamps, composed of three hori

zontal rows, showing slight variations in the

figures of value. Size I8x2r )4 mm.
  

\Vove paper, colored on the surface.

1p yellow green on rose, Ia varieties

1p green on rose, 12 varieties

rp olive green on rose, 12 varieties

1p bright green on rose. 12 varieties

1p pale brown on lilac, 12 varieties

2p pale brown on lilac, t2 varieties

2p red on lilac, I2 varieties.

Varizly: Error of impression.

\lOUIJhuNr-arl

8 2p green on rose. I2 varieties

II. \Vove paper, colored through.

9 Ip green on rose violet, 12 varieties

to Ip deep green on rose violet, t2 “

October, 1866.

Typographed (portrait of Prince Michael

Obrenowitch III.) on white wove paper.

Size M K112i!‘ mm. This issue was printed

in Vienna.

  

Perforated 12.

II rop orange

:2 20p rose

13 20p deep rose

14 40p dull blue

November, 1866.

I. Ordinary white wove paper

Perforated 9%.

r5 1p green

:6 1p yellow green

:7 Ip pale green

18 2p brown

to 2p deep brown

20 2p bistre brown

at 20p rose

22 20p deep rose

23 40p ultrarnarinc

24 40p deep ultramarine

Varizlz'er:

a. IIAPF, instead of IIAPE

25 2p deep brown

26 2p bistre prown

b. Dash after IIAPA.

27 1p green

0. Imperlorate horizontally.

28 20p deep rose

yarieties a and b are caused by detective

printing.

II. Yellowish white wove paper.

Perforated 9%.

2g 20p rose

III. Pelure paper.

Perforated 9%.

30 top deep orange

3! mp yellow orange

,
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32 20p rose

33 20p deep rose

34 40p ultramarine

35 40p deep ultramarine

The principal difference between the stamps

printed in Vienna and those printed in Bel

grade is the perforation. The impression of

those printed at Belgrade is much coarser

than of those printed in Vienna.

1868.

Same type and impression as preceding

issue.

I. White wove paper.

Imperforate.

36 IP green

37 Ip bright green

38 2p brown

39 2p pale brown

40 2p bistre brown

P an'eries .

a. Dash after "AM.

41 rp green

b. A'S of IlAPA smaller than the other

letters.

4: 1p green

c. llAPF instead of “are.

43 2p brown

11. Yellowish wove paper.

lmperforate.

44 1p olive green

45 2p yellow bistre

July, 1869.

Typographed (portrait of Prince Milan IV.)

on white wove paper varying in thickness.

Size 19%x23% mm.

  

" 1.

I” Perforated 9%.

46 rp yellow

47 Ip deep yellow

48 top brown

49 IOp bistre brown

50 15p orange yellow

51 20p ultramarine

52 20p bright ultramarine

53 25p rose

54 25p red

55 40p violet

56 40p bright violet

57 50p deep green

58 50p emerald green

Varieties : Imperforate.

59 top bislre brown

60 20p ultramarine

2° Perforated 12.

61 Ip yellow

62 Ip deep yellow

63 20p ultramarine

64 35p green

65 40p violet

66 40p bright violet

67 50p deep green

I an'elie: :

a. Double perforation.

68 top brown

b. Imperforate vertically.

69 xp yellow

3° Perforated 9%xr2, or vice versa.

70 rp yellow

71 15p orange yellow

72 20p ultramarine

73 25p rose

74 35P gfeen

75 40p violet

76 50p deep green

4° Perforated 9}4x12%, or vice versa.

77 40p violet

5° Perforated 12%x12, or vice versa.

78 !p yellow

79 20p ultramarine

8o 25p rose

8! 40p bright violet

6° Perforated 11%):12, or vice versa.

82 20p ultramarine

The above list of perforations comprises

only those seen by us, probably there are

more.

August. 1872.

Same type, impression and paper as pre

ceding issue.

Imperforate.

83 1p yellow

84 1p pale yellow

June 1st, x873.

Same type, impression and paper as pre

ceding issue.

Imperforate.

85 2p black

1879.

Same as issue of July, 1869, but printed

from new plates on which the distance be

tween the stamps is from 3% to 4 mm., in

stead of 2% to 2% mm.

1° Perforated 9%.

86 top bistre

87 20p ultramarine

88 2 5p rose

2° Perforated 11%.

89 20p ultrarnarine

3° Perforated I2.

90 rop bistre

9r rop reddish bistre

92 top orange

93 20p ultramarine

94 mp bright ultramarine

95 25p rose
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Varieties-.

a. Imperforate.

96 20p ultramarine

b. Imperforate vertically.

97 25p rose

c. Double perforation vertically.

98 rop reddish bistre

4° Perforated 11%xrr, or vice versa.

99 20p ullramarine

5° Perforated IIXIZM, or vice versa.

I00 20p ultramarine

6° Perforated lzxnyz, or vice versa.

101 mp blstre

r02 rop reddish bistre

103 mp orange

r04 20p ultramarine

7° Perforated I2%xtr}4. or vice versa.

I05 20p bright nltramarine

8° Perforated 12%xr2, or vice versa.

roo 20p ultramarine

107 25p rose

9° Perforated 12%:(9'2, or vice versa.

[08 25p rose

10° Perforated 12x95, or vice versa.

109 25p rose

Variety : Vertical pair, imperforate be

tween.

no 25p rose

January 1st, 188: .

T pographed on white wove paper.

I7}Z;t21%mm.

Size

  

Perforated I3.

‘I II 5p green

112 5p pale green

113 5P gray green

n4 5p blue green

1 r5 lop rose

I16 Icp deep rose

I17 10p orange

1 18 20p yellow

1 r9 25p blue

no 25p ultramarine

r21 25p pale ultramarine

12a 50p bistre brown

123 50p dark brown

124 50p brown violet

:25 rd lilac

Varielier:

a. Imperl'orate.

126 25p blue

b. Perforated horizontally across center of

stamp.

.127 10p rose

February, 1890.

Typographed (portrait of King Alexander

I) on white wove paper varying in thickness.

Size 17%x2r%mm.

  

Perforated I2.

I28 5p green

129 5p blue green

130 mp rose

r3r rop deep rose

132 r 5p violet

r33 20p orange

134 20p yellow orange

r35 25p ultramarine

r 36 50p brown

13 7 rd lilac

1894.

Typographed on thin white wove paper,

with fragments of silk threads. Size {6%x

21% mm.

  

Perforated I3.

138 5p green

139 rop rose

140 15p violet

r41 20p orange

r42 25p blue

I43 50p bistre

I44 Id blue green

UNPAID LETTER STAMPS.

I894.

Typographed on thin white wove paper,

with fragments of silk threads. Size 18%):

21 mm.

to ,f'iofiit'lmf . »

  

Perforated I3.

301 5p lilac rose

302 Iop dark blue

303 20p orange brown

304 30p dark green

305 50p rose
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COUNTERFEI'I'S

The only dangerous forgeries of the stamps

of Servia which we have seen are the r and

2 Paras of the issue of November, 1866 (per

forated and imperforate), and all the values

of the issue ofjuly, 1869.

November, 1866.

I para. In the genuine, the small dash

below the scroll in the frame at the left is

Crossed, which it is not in the counterfeit.

The three parts of the ornament with three

dots in the upper label are of equal width

in the genuine, while in the forgeries the

central one is much wider than those at the

sides. In the counterfeits, there are four

vertical lines of shading to the left of the

head, close to the pearl frame.

2 paras. In the genuine, the first letter

(II) of para is not crossed, which it is in the

counterfeit. In the forgeries, the central

part of the ornament in the upper border is

wider than in those at the sides, and the line

below the scroll in the frame at the left is

not crossed.

Issue ofJuly, 186g. 1, r0, I5, 20, 25. 35,

40 and 50 paras. In the counterfeits, there

is a distinct white line at the outline of the

base of the neck, and the last link of the

chainwork at the right side is a perfect

circle.

8EYC—HELLE8 isttgins.

  

 

  

CURRENCY: roo Cam's-r auraz- 32 cams

U. S. CURRENCY.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

April 15th, 1890.

Typographed on white wove paper, the

name of the colony in the upper label

and the tablet with figure of value in the lower

label are printed in a different color from

the remainder of the stamp. Size r8}4x22}é

mm. \Vatermarked Crown and CA.

savc ELLES

kl fr’ _

.V

Perforated 14.

2c green and carmine

4c carmine and green

8c brown violet and blue

ice blue and brown

120 blue gray and black

16c orange brown and blue

48c yellow and green

96c violet and carmine

February, 1892.

Provisional issue.

Stamps of the preceding issue surcharged

CO\IChm-505D“

in black with new value. watermarked

Crown and CA.

(0

'POSTAGE

Perforated r4.

9 3c on 4c carmine and green, black

surcharge

to me on 16c orange brown and blue,

black surcharge

11 15c on 160 orange brown and blue,

black surcharge

12 45c on 48c yellow and green, black

surcharge

13 90c on 96c violet and carmine, black

surcharge

Varidiv: .

a. Surcharge inverted.

r4 3c on 4c carmine and green, black

surcharge

15 151: on 16c orange brown and blue,

black surcharge

b. Double surcharge.

t6 3cx3c on 4c carmine and green, black

surcharge

c. “cents" omitted.

17 20 on 4c carinine and green, black

surcharge

18 12c on 16c orange brown and blue,

black surcharge

d. Horizontal pair, one with and the other

without surcharge.

:9 go on 4c carmine and green, black

surcharge

e. “cents" above the value.

20 3c on 4c carrnine and green, black

surcharge g)

f. “5" above the line (cent'

21 go on 4c carmine and green, black

surcharge c

g. "c" above the line( ens)

22 3c on 4cc carniine and green, black

surcharge Ce

h. "ce" above the line( ms)

23 3c on 4c carmine and green, black

surchar e
i. "ce" and “sg above the line (cents)

24 go on 4c carmine and green, black

surcharge

i893.

Same type and impression as issue of

April, 1890. watermarked Crown and

CA.

Perforated I4.

25 3c violet and orange

26 12c olive brown and blue green

27 15c olive and purple

28 45c brown and carmine
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REVENUE STAMPS USED FOR S.

° 8 .POSTAGE. 40x 1 BICZT’OIS‘LOX7 mm

1893. 2,, s.Postage stamps of the issue of April, 1890, 402 rslzzifiioxgil mm‘

surcharged in black “Revenue" and new

value. watermarked a Crown and CA.

Perforated I4. . ‘ “fem: mmmih 1.! 26"’30! 4c on So brown violet and blue, black “1 “Wm “

surcharge

ENVELOPES.

r895.

Stamp typographed in upper right corner

on thick white wove paper. The type of

the stamp on the 15 cent envelope is the

same as that on the 8 cent envelope.

  

3° Size 140x110 mm,

403 30c brown

COUNTERFEITS.

We do not know of any forgcries of the

stamps of the Seychelles Islands.

  

CATALOGUE OF THE RUssmN RURAL sump/1P3.

By WILLIAM HERRICK.

  

  

(CONCLUDED)

l/OLTSCHANSK. (Charkoft)

r872. Perforated II.

Color on grayish wove paper, lithographed, 2 5k orange yellow, vermilion 81 black

size 40%):23 mm. ENVELOPES

-~ ~ 1868.

Round hand stamp (d'am 31% mm.)

I 5k yellow, dull red and black

1883.

Color on white wove paper, size 40%x23

mm. Previous type slightly retouched, the

inscription in frame being smaller.

I. Printed on upper flap,

51 5k black on white wove paper; size

[25x75 mm‘

52 5k black on while wove paper, size

120x IlO mm.

53 5k blue on white wove paper, size

120x110 mm.
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54 5k black on white laid paper, size

125x75 mm.

55 5k black on white laid paper, size

120x110 mm. .

56 5k blue on white laid paper, size

120x110 mm. _

57 5k red on white laid paper, size

rzoxrio mm.

The interior of envelope is colored. _

58 5k black on white laid paper, size

rzoxrro mm., interior blue

59 5k red on white laid paper, size

rzoxtro mm., interior blue

60 _5k black on white laid paper, size

rzoxlro mm., interior green

61 5k red on white laid paper, size

120x110 mm.; interior green

62 5k black on white laid paper, size

lzoxrto mm., interior rose

63 5k red on white laid paper, size

rzoxrro mm., interior rose

64 5k black on white laid paper, size

120x110 mm., interior yellow

65 5k red on white laid paper, size

tzoxrro mm., interior yellow

66 . 5k black on white laid paper, size

I20xIl0 mm., interior lilac

67 5k red on white laid paper, size

rzoxr I0 mm., interior lilac

68 5k black on white laid paper, size

120x110 mm., interior salmon

69 5k red on white laid paper, size

raoxiro mm., interior salmon

II. Stamp printed on face in left upper

corner.

70 5k black on white wove paper, size

125x75 mm.

7! 5k black on white laid paper, size

125x75 mm.

72 5k blue on white laid

125x75 mm.

73 5k blue on white laid paper, size

120x110 mm.

74 5k black on yellowish laid paper, size

125x75 mm.

Varifly: Stamp inverted on face in right

bottom corner.

75 5k blue on white laid paper, size

I20XIIO mm.

III. Stamp printed on face in right upper

corner.

paper, size

70 5k black on white wove paper, size

I2OXlIO mm.

77 5k blue on white wove paper, size

120x110 mm.

78 5k black on white laid paper, size

120x110 mm.

79 5k blue on white laid paper, size

120x110 mm.

80 5k red on white laid paper, size

120x110 mm.

The interior of the envelope is colored.

81 5k black on white laid paper, size

120x110 mm., interior blue

82 5k black on white laid paper, size

raoxrro mm. interior green

83 5k black on white laid paper, size

rzoxrio mm., interior rose

84 5k black on white laid paper, size

120x110 interior yellow

85 5k black on white laid paper, size

120x110 mm., interior lilac

86 5k black on white laid paper, size

rzoxi 10 mm., interior salmon

The lLIm dent‘ in ed ll lB'9lJ lb ll‘ l'which were liiiopprmidirll‘firsifnpem a n l y OM11‘!

ZADONSK. (lloronolol

April, 1878.

Color on white wove paper, lithographed.

stamp with stub attached, size with stub

51%:(37 mm.; without stub 24%:(37 min.

yrirfir‘ .-. tr“  

  

  

i: t " '
ndiblack

'I: — 775k greena

November, 1883.

Color on white wove paper, lithographed,

similar to previous issue but smaller. size

with stub 39%)(31 mm.; without stub 20%):

31 mm.

'7': f‘!- j;

is“ i
I > |

U saonti
, 1 tamper " t

    

 
  

  

Stamp perforated all around.

2 5k olive green and black

July, 1885.

Color on white wove paper, same.

Unperforated.

3 5k olive green and black

1886.

Color on white wove paper, same but pero

forated 12 between stamp and stub

4 5k olive green and black
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April 1st, 1887.
  

. ._M u.“

5k blue arid-black

 

January 1st, 1 888.

Color on white wove paper, lithographed,

siz

~OCD~IO~

Color on white wove paper, lithographed,

e 16%x22 mm.
  

Perforated 11%.

1k rose

1k carmine

3k green

5k pale blue

March 13th, 1888.

size 16x22 mm.

I0

[I

12

Color on white wove paper, same as Jan

118

Is

14

Is

16

  

Perforated 11%.

1k yellow and black

3k blue and green

5k red and blue

February 25th, 1 889.

ry, 1888 issue, but color changed.

Perforated 11%.

1k green

3k orange

5k dark blue

P ariety .- Unperforated vertically,

1k green

  

 

  

  

End 1890.

Color on white wove paper, same as pre

vious issue.

Perforated 1 1%.

17 5k purple

1891.

Color on white wove paper, lithographed

size 16x22 mm.

Perforated fry.

18 1k purple

Same issue.

Color on white wove paper, size 16%X

21% mm.

Perforated 11%.

19 5k blue and brown

End r8gr.

Color on white wove paper, same as pre

vious issue but figures of value larger.

Perforated 11%.

20 1k purple

21 5k blue and brown

1893.

Color on white wove paper, lithographed,

size 16x22 mm.

Perforated x 1 %,

22 1k green

23 2k bistre

24 3k carmine

25 5k dark blue

October, 1893.

Color on white wove paper, lithographed,

similar to the 3k of previous issue, size 16::

22 mm.

Perforated 1 1%.

26 3k orange
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I894. (?) 3 Bk yellow and dark blue

Color on white wove paper, lithographed, 4 8k yellow and light blue

re-engraved types; the figure of value is April’ Ig3o_

larger and the branches on each side are Color on white wove paper’ lithograph“,

sh t ' " I , .or er and tluner, size 16x22A mm sue 26x26% mm

  

27 Ik purple

28 3k red and blue

1894‘ _ 5 5k orange and dark blue

Color on whlte wove paper, March 1888 6 3k orange and dark blue

stamp printed in different color.

Perforated my. *i'* *A H ‘i

29 5k orange

1895. ZlENKOl-‘F- (Pol'tava.)

C l h' ' . ' _mmo or on w ite nove p'tper, size r7~<23% January 1st’ 1878.

Black on colored wove paper, lithographed,

size zoxzzyz mm., fiat headed 3.

  

Perforated ny.

  

3o rk red ‘ v . 4. .

31 5k lilac * , ;._._,_, ._‘____J

I 3k black on buff

ZEMLIANSK- (l/oropele.) May, 1879.

Color on white wove paper, lithographed,
January 15'' I874‘ size 20x23% mm., round headed 3.

Color on white wove paper lithographed,

size 36}§z36% min.

  

2 3k bright vermilion

March 1st, 1880.

Color on white wove paper, size 20x22%

mm., similar to 1878 stamp, flat headed 3;

1 5k Yellow and dark blue the figure 3 in bottom right corner touches

2 5k Ye11°w and light blue the inside frame.
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3 3k dull Vermilion

Same, rouletted.

4 3k dull vermilion

July, 1882.

- Color on white wove paper, same as May

I 8 79 issue.

5 3k yellow brown

End 1882.

Color on white wove paper, same as March

1880 issue.

6 3k brown

1883.

Color on white wove paper, same as May

1879 issue.

7 3k bright carmine

8 3k pale rose

November 5th, 1884.

Color on white wove paper, similar to

previous issue; the letters and figures of

value are taller and thinner, size 20%x23mm.

  

9 3k dark bistre

10 3k dark brown

January 18th, 1885.

Color on white wove paper, retouch of

March 1880 stamp; the figure 3 in bottom

right corner is in the center of the colored

field.

  

rr 3k bright pink

 

May, x887.

Color on white wove paper, lithographed,

size 20%x23% mm,

  

12 3k yellow green

April, r888.

Color on white wove paper, same as May

1879 issue.

I3 3k dull red

I4 3k dark green

March 6th, 1390.

Color on white wove paper, lithographed,

size 26x29 rnrn.

  

Perforated I 1%.

I5 3k dark brown

Variely .' Unperforated.

{6 31: dark brown

August 30th, r891.

Color on white wove paper, type set, size

22x25% mm., rouletted in colored lines ;

3 types printed in one vertical row ; the last

letter of the right side word of the inscrip

tion is a K.

FQ-eo'QQQo a n lqo'u'oll'flo
  

-adgflqrl-r- ~

:7 3k bronze

18 3k vermilion

19 3k green
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September (P), 1891 .

Color on white wove paper, new setting

up of previous issue; 2 types printed side

by side; rouletted; the last letter of the

right side word is a C.

  

._.u

  

  

 

(‘gluon Va,

/* \"rtoqrtr-o 1,“

neon-mu

  

_ .* .idinlleié  
  

mm.,.WW.“.wwanrinlnl.

20 3k gold

21 3k vermilion

22 3k green

Varieties.‘ a. Not rouletted horizontally,

23 3k gold

24 3k vermilion

b. Not rouletted vertically.

25 3k gold

End 1892.

Color on white wove paper, same as March

1890 issue, but coarsely printed.

Perforated 11%.

26 3k blue

27 3k rose

28 3k dull brownish purple

1893.

Color on white wove paper, lithographed,

size 19%x26% mm.

t‘f-T- . - _=

‘(t-man harm

 
  

if?"J

Perforated 12%.

29 3k gold, green and black

ZOLOTONOSCHA.

January 1st, 1880.

Color on white wove paper, lithographed,

size 19x27 mm., the last word of the second

line of the inscription ends with a B.

(Pollava-)

 

liumtfifimm
tannormumtra .

l uaHAZ Kort.
 

1 2k yellow, green and black

2 10k yellow, red and black

The 10k stamp was made by changing the

value on the plate of the 2k consequently

there are numerous varieties of the figure IO.

Varieties: a. Printed sideways.

3 2k yellow, green and black

4 10k yellow, red and black

b. Te'le br’c/lz.

5 2k yellow, green and black

6 10k yellow, red and black

1885.

Color on white wove paper, stamp of pre

vious issue retouched ; the letters are smaller

and the last word of the second line ends

with an A.

  

n'o-trummriu I

~ aonoroitamcm ‘
i (‘*P k' '  

l new: 2koni

7 2k yellow, green and black

Varime: : :1. Printed sideways.

8 2k yellow, green and black

b. T5” bit/n‘.

9 2k yellow, green and black

End 1890.

Color on white wove paper, lithographed,

size 20x27}; mm., similar to previous issues,

but the letters of the inscription are slanting

backwards.

  

‘if- h‘ -- :1 r

*1 nour‘mimt test

I aontmmmtter \

, ' 1

5:1

I.

  

 

to 2k yellow, green and black

11 10k yellow, red and black

Van'ely .- Printed sideways.

I2 2.: yellow, green and black

13 21-: yellow, red and black
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December, 1891. r7 3 on _2k yellow, green and black (1890

21: stamps of 1885 and 1890 issues with , lfwel

manuscript surcharge 3 in black ink over the b- T”! 5”,“

original value. I3 3 on‘ak y<)ellow, green and black (1885

’ issue

 

 

' noin'oiitiitivki ,- 1892.

Color on white wove paper, lithographed,

size r9%x26% mm,

usiin axon.

14 3 on air yellow, green and black (r885

  

issue)

15 3 on 2k yellow. green and black (1890

issue)

Varieties : a. Stamps printed sidewa s. Perforated 12%.

16 3 on 2k yellow, green and black 1885 19 3k gold, green and black

issue) 20 10k gold,'_red and black

OUR ENGLISH LETTER

 

BY EDWARD ]. NANKIVELL.

 

LONDON, 2d December.

At last the long‘promised Part I. of the African book of the Philatelic

Society of London has been published. Its full title is “The Postage

Stamps, Envelopes, Wrappers, Postcards, and Telegraph Stamps of the

British Colonies, Possessions and Protectorates in Africa.” It comprises

British Bechuanaland, British East Africa, British South Africa, (including

British Central Africa,) and the Cape of Good Hope. It is embellished

with illustrations of the stamps described, sprinkled about in the text, and

has also eight sheets of Photo-mezzotype illustrations of the Envelopes,

Wrappers and Postcards.

 

I will not attempt any criticism of the work. That will fall more prop

erly to the share of your Reviewer. But I may add that 600 copies were

printed. Of these 300 are required for our members, 50 more will be re

served at the call of new members, as elected, and the remainder sold to the

public. I have repeatedly hinted in my letters that my American friends

should early secure copies to be certain of getting the work. Those who

have not taken advantage of my hints will, unless they are very sharp, be

left out in the cold, for before the copies were all delivered by the printers

the rush began. One enterprising dealer wanted to buy up the whole lot

right away. And he was lucky enough to secure too. When this got out

others began to growl and an imperative ofi‘icial decree was at once issued

that no person was to be supplied with more than 6 copies, in the hope that

the society would be able to supply at least a few to most of the dealers, and

still reserve a few for individual collector buyers. But I doubt if at the

time of writing there are 50 copies left, and I should say that before the

month is ended it will be out of print and selling at a heavy premium.
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When Part II. will follow I cannot even guess, Possibly in a few

months. I should say that it will require three parts to complete the work,

even though very much more bulky volumes are issued than Part I. In

Part I. only five of the 17 colonies are dealt with. The_full list of countries

to be included is as follows :

1. British Bechuanaland. 10. Mauritius.

2. British Central Africa. 11. Natal.

3. British East Africa. 12. Niger Coast Protectorate.

4. British South Africa. 13. St. Helena.

5. Cape of Good Hope. 14. Seychelles.

6. Gambia. 15. Sierra Leone.

7. Gold Coast. 16. Transvaal.

8. Griqualand. 17. Zululand.

9 Lagos.

For the information of those who may not have seen any of the previous

works of the Society, I may say that the page measures 11% by 7% and

is uniform in size with the Society's Journal, the London P/zz'lale/z'rl.

 

Those who are inclined to hero worship may perhaps find food for their

appetite in a contemplation of the illustrations, the greater part of which are

prepared from stamps kindly lent by our Honorary Vice-President, the

Duke of York. I don't know if the Cape “ error " pair is a royal possession,

but the fine series of imperforate Bechuanas, facing page 7, are certainly

from the royal collection.

The squabbling which has been going on between some of our London

dealers is not at an end yet, I regret to say.‘ The latest phase of one

squabble is thus set out by one of the parties, Mr. Harry Hilckes, in his

Stamp Collectors’ Fortnrgrlztb', as follows :

The/acts are that a book of West Indian stamps was sent to a customer on approval,

uninvited, and not on his a plication, as suggested, and from the appearance of the book

many stamps had been sol from it before it came into the possession of the cu§tome|-_

The latter Submitted the book for my examination and opinion, and finding that it con

tained at very large number of St. Lucia fiscals with forged post-marks, priced in the ownerts

handwriting and other evidences of want of care in arranging the stam s, l rightl or

wrongly considered that the matter was one which called for explanation, t e owner 0 the

book holding himself out as a “ Phllatehc Expert."

1 was called upon to send the book back at once, and subsequently threatened with an

action for its detention, or payment of the value as priced, and for damages. On consider

ing my position, I came to the conclusion that it was my dutyto hand back the book to

the person from whom l had received it, Wl‘llCl't l accordingly did. I was, however, served

with a writ in the threatened action, but on the stamps being sent back by Mr. Ginn's

customer, the claim for their return by me and for their value, and for damages for deten

tion of the book, were abandoned, leaving only the question of costs to be decided, I was

held to have technically detained the book in the eyes of the law, and the costs of the pro

ceedings, fixed at fifly shillings, have been awarded against me. These being paid, the

action IS at an end.

 

Mr. Hilckes now proposes that the dispute as to the genuineness of the

stamps in question should be referred to the Council of the London

Philatelic Society. The opinion of that body on any West Indian stamps

would certainly be absolute, for there are several on the Council who are un

deniable authorities on those Colonies. It is to be hoped that the Council

will also be able to use its good offices to put an end to the perpetual nag

nag, nag-nag, that has been going on.
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Most of our London dealers are the best of personal friends despite the

fact that they are sharp rivals in business. You may frequently see three or

four of the Strand fraternity dining together at Gatti's, and the chaff to

which they sometimes treat each other when one has a haul which the others

have missed is very enjoyable. Mr. C. J. Phillips is the very best of good

company at those little gatherings, for he has generally the laughing side of

the hauls that are made in the Strand ; but, now and then, Mr. Peckitt holds

a trump or two, and of course when the laugh is turned on against the cute

head of Stanley Gibbons L’t’d I can tell you the ring of it is decidedly hearty.

 

De la Rue 8: C0., have been caught napping at last. It is a saying with

us that it is a waste of time looking for varieties in the work of the printfirs

of the English stamps, and so monotonous has absolute accuracy become

that it is quite a relief to have an occasional slip to record, just by

way of establishing the fact that, after all, they are only human like the rest

of us. This latest slip has been discovered by Mr. Whitfield King. It Com

sists of a quarter sheet of sixty stamps of Straits Settlements, 32c. rose, which

were specially printed in order to be surcharged three cents, but the sixty

stamps in question have no surcharge whatever upon them, the machines

having missed this quarter sheet altogether. The remaining three panes of

sixty each were all properly surcharged “three cents," and one of these

panes is still attached to ‘the unsurcharged'pane, making half a sheet of 12°

stamps, sixty of 3c. and sixty of 32c. It 1s surprising that such an error

should escape the notice of the many persons through whose hands the

stamps had to pass.

Aphilatelic curiosity comes to_me from the Transvaal in the shape of

a new journal called the South African Philatelist. The curiosity of it con

sists of its being typewritten and reproduced by duplicating apparatus. It is

so full of fresh newsy items about South African stamps that one cannot

help regretting that it is not turned out in the ordinary dress of orthodox

type.

However, it is welcome, if only for one fact, that it gives me a rod with

which I may have the exceptional pleasure of pitching into my Editor, a safe

experiment when so much sea rolls between us. You, Sir, have found fault

with the S. S. S. S. for too hastily condemning the commemorative label of

the Transvaal. Now, Sir, listen to this, and then down on your marrow

bones and beg to be forgiven :

It was ofiicially notified that one and a half million ofthese stamps were to be printed.

Instructions were given to all the Postmasters that they were to give timely notice of the

quantities they would require and also_that during the period from the 6th, to the 30th,

September, none but the commemorative stamps were to be sold to the public. The in

structions state further that all commemorative stamps that remained in the Post Ofiice on

the lst of October must be returned by first mail to the Assistant Postmaster General, who

would exchange them for the ordinary penny stamps. Strange to say on the 7th, of

September not a single commemorative stamp could be obtained at any Post Office in the

Republic. Had the public absorbed the enormous quantity of one million and a half com

memorative stamps within the short space of twenty-four hours? No, decidedly not.

At the johannesbur Post Office a supply of stamps to the value of 1.750 was in hand

on the morning oftie 6th, and within an hour and a half requests for supplies were met

with the startling and laconic announcement “SOLD OUT,” in the face of official instruc

tions that they were to make provision to meet public demands.

We happen to know, and do positively assert, that certain Officials retained large

quantities of these stamps. We alSO know them to have been Offered “over the counter”

atasubstantial premium. No grosser breach of trust could have been committed. We
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find it, however, but fair to add that the Postmaster General had no power to act far in

this matter as there are no regulations reventing Postal Ofilcials from having preferential

rights over the public. Thus, though egally justified, morally, wrong was done.

25,000 sheets (each sheet consisting of 60 stamps) equal to 1,500,000 were printed, rep

resenting aface value of £6,250. From the Johannesburg Postmaster‘s report we learn

that although £2,000 face value of these stamps were ordered by him, only £750 were

su lied.
ppFrom other Sources we learn that the Pretoria ofiice received £2,000 worth, while the

supply to the other Post-Ol’fices of the Republic is estimated at £t,25o. This makes a total

{0 £4,000. What became of the stamps representing the balance ot'£2,25o? Why were

these not supplied to the various Post-Offices to be sold in the usual manner over the

counter?

Of course you will tell me there is no direct evidence in this to condemn

the issue. That may be ; but there is enough to more than justify the

suspicion that the whole business is one in which speculative officials have

pulled the strings. One only need to read between the lines to see that the

commemorative instinct is all bunkum

You have earned the good opinion, and the unstinted praise, of the best

English collectors (it has even been voiced in a meeting of the London

Philatelic Society), for your straightforward announcement that you intend

ed to exclude from your Catalogue and from your Albums the Speculative

rubbish that has been condemned. But I wish I could have an undisturbed

quarter of an hour with you over your revolt against the condemnation of

this same Transvaal commemorative stamp. I say, unhesitatingly, that you

should have accepted the condemnation loyally, as it was better to have been

a party to one wrong decision than have led the way, so influentially as you

do, to jeopardizing the power of the S. S. S. S. Do you not see that others,

and for very different reasons, unfortunately, will now use your precedent as a

cloak for their sale of such rubbish as to which they may have the courage

to say that it is a matter on which they, like you occasionally differ from the

S. S. S. S? It is a risky road for any one to travel who would rather loyally

support the Committee of the S. S. S. S. in the arduous work they have so

unselfishly undertaken. If we cannot agree among ourselves to back each

other up, right or wrong, then we shall indefinitely postpone the reform we

have so much at heart. I say, even right or wrong, we should loyally

support the decisions. We know they are honestly arrived at, and should

therefore be very chary of defying them.

 

Again the presumptive evidence is all against commemorative issues.

Beginning with our own postal absurdities, where is the commemorative issue

that has been required for postal needs ? Not a blank one of them

I hail with the greatest pleasure the initiative that is contemplated by

the German representatives at the next Postal Congress of proposing to ex

clude such rubbish from circulation or recognition under the Postal Union.

That will put an effectual stop to Jubilee issues. I may add that it is intend

ed to wait upon the English representatives on the matter before the next

Postal Congress. But it will seem a little strange that such an objection

should have to be discussed in the land of Commemorative issues for

excellence. It is one of Times’ revenges.

 

 

Mr. Luff, by his splendid series of articles on U. S. plate numbers, has

given an impetus to the collection of plate numbers, even on this side of

the water. As one of the afilicted I don't mind the confession that I

anticipate a great deal of pleasure and genuine instruction from the study of

a‘
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plate numbers when I have been fortunate enough to secure an appreciable

quantity for examination. Mr. Westoby, the Editor of the Philatelic Record,

thinks them of no particular interest, "as the numbers are only on the

margin, and are unconnected with the stamps.” I only wonder if Mr.

Westoby could have, say some Sydney Views, with plate numbers, whether

he would say they were of no interest and unconnected with the stamps

Would they not help interestingly to the study of the plates of the stamps

and solve a few questions now in doubt?

 

We are again looking forward to the possibility of the Duke of York

presiding at our Annual Dinner of the London Philatelic Society. Other

engagements have prevented his doing so in previous years, but it is no secret

that our Hon. V. P. will turn up at our “ Annual” if he can manage it in the

pressure of other duties.

Now that we have brought out our African book, or rather a part of it,

the question of holding an exhibition to illustrate it as we have done in the

case of other works, has cropped up, and the probability is that we shall have

something of the sort in February next ; at least, that is the hope of many

prominent members.

There is a treat in store for Collectors from your side who propose to

visit us next summer ; Mr. Bacon tells me that he will have the U. S. issues

of the Tapling Collection on view by that time, and as the collection is very

rich in many of U‘. S. gems, collectors will no doubt be glad to have an

opportunity of inspecting it. ‘

 

Mr. Ginn has recently sold a record stamp, to wit, the two-pence Sydney

view, N. S. W., “Crevit ” omitted, unused. It was sent ‘by a former resident

of New South Wales to an old acquaintance on a farm in Scotland, and he

wrote on the back of it “This is unused. I send it for you to keep. It cost

two-pence at the post-office.” An unused copy has never turned up at any

one of our auctions. Mr. Ginn got £80 for his specimen.

Will the list of Bechuanaland Stamps be closed? I presume it will, as

under the terms arranged with the Chiefs recently here, the country will

henceforth be administered by the British South Africa Chartered Company.

I have said very little about the war of the Catalogues. It is not an

agreeable topic. A lot of unpleasantness and recrimination makes un

savoury reading. I will therefore content myself by saying that the dis

cussion has largely paved the way to the greater popularity of your own

Catalogue, for it is evident that it is the only Catalogue that even professed

ly attempts to give the market prices of all stamps. But we are now waiting

to see what the so-called “ A. B. C.” is going to be like It is to be published

by Messrs. Bright & Son, of Bournemouth. It is to be sold at one shilling

and nine-pence, half the price of Gibbons and it promises to let us into the

correct market prices, with clear and readable type and illustrations. Of

couse it will be a pocket size. Copies, it is announced, will be ready in

January. Special attention, we are told in the advertisement, has been paid

to the pricing. Many stamps, long over-priced, will be given their correct

valuation, and others, that have been purposely catalogued low, will at last

be given their proper value. It will be an easy matter to raise prices, but
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there is one inevitable answer to any attempt to lower prices, and that is an

order for asupply at the new quotation. If the supply is not forthcoming the

quotation becomes all but worthless. Then we shall have to fall back on an

average of auction prices. If the new quotation is based on such a range of

actual sales there will be no gainsaying it. liven so, many stamps are

ridiculously low priced by auction sales. As an instance, take Transvaals ;

(South African Republic) they are practically given away at auctions,

simply because they are not understood.

 

You will be pleased to learn that the attention that you drew to the

making of all sorts of compound envelopes in this country has resulted in the

Philatelic Society of London taking up the matter and passing a very strong

resolution and referring it to the Committee on Speculative Issues to com

municate with the authorities It is not the fault of the authorities. They

afford certain facilities to the public for having their own envelopes stamped

in large quantities, and it is the abuse of these facilities which has led to the

manufacture of every conceivable combination for sale to collectors. In all

probability, now that the attention of the authorities has been called to what

is going on, combinations will be narrowed down to those values which can

not be met by impressing a single stamp.

 

Vendors of mended stamps will need to be very careful what they do in

Germany. According to the S C. F. a very important opinion has been

pronounced by the German Revision Court (the highest tribunal) that every

seller of an article is bound to inform his customer of any ' defects which it

may contain.

Messrs. Buhl & Co., are preparing for the press their Slump News

Annualfor 1896. They tell me that they have promises of some very good

matter for it, and that it will be quite up to previous issues. It has been, in

the past, a goodly budget of philatelic information.

 

We take the liberty of replying to Mr. Nankivell :

As to the particular stamps concerned in the present debate, we still

hold to the opinion that they should not be classed among the speculative

i5;ue5_ When a small country like the South African Republic issues 1,500,

000 specimens of a stamp, all of the value of one penny, the presumption is

that no speculation is intended, particularly when the sale is to extend over a

period of three weeks. “ It is certainly no fault of the authorities," to quote

our correspondent, if speculators succeed in defeating the government. No

official down there would have dreamed of such an extraordinary demand

for a one penny stamp; and, even if some of the employees of the Post Ofiice

Department have made use of the circumstance to venture into a little

speculation, the issue itself should not therefore be condemned.

Besides that, the general rule adopted by the S. S. S. S. in regard to

stamps is sued by competent authority in countries of recognized standing,

places the ban only on such articles the use of which for postal purposes is

limited in time. These particular labels are as good to-day for the prepay

ment of correspondence as they were from September 7th to September 30th,

the period of time within which it was originally contemplated to sell them

As to our general position, we have been thoroughly loyal in our support

of the S. S. S. S. ; but still we cannot consent to place ourselves in a position

of abject subservience to their opinions or dictates. We might possibly have
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subordinated our individuality even to this extent if the society in question

had shown itself worthy of such absolute confidence; but we are sorry to

say that they have not done so, as, notwithstanding our suggestion, not a

single member of the society, as far as we have seen, has even suggested the

carrying out of our idea that compound English envelopes, which are as

utterly absurd and inexcusable as any stamps that have ever been made,

should be placed on the black-list.

As to the paragraph which condemns all issues not absolutely required

by postal necessities, we think that Mr. Nankivell himself would be appalled

if he carried his arguments to the logical extreme. It would simply meanI that no government would have any right to issue a new set of stamps as

long as they had others of corresponding value in circulation. There is

absolutely no need for a new issue in France as long as the present stamps

will serve the purpose of being pasted on a letter and recognized by the

government in prepayment of postage ; nevertheless, we scarcely believe that

the most advanced adherent of the S. S. S. S. would attempt to maintain

the position that the government of France have no right, for artistic reasons

to even contemplate the creation of a new series. THE EDITOR.

THE P08TAGE star/1P8 0r FRANCE

Translated from Le Collectz'onneur de Timbrrr-Poste.

 

(Continued from page 610.)

1879. Pneumatic Trlegratlr. We should have preferred as a title

Pneumatic Port, which would have been more exact, as there is no question

of the written transmission of thought as in telegraphy, but of the accelerated

transportation of special cards and letters.

But the administration has classed this system of correspondence in

the telegraph service, and all the forms or blanks which we shall mention

bear this title.

The principle of this mode of transportation is very simple : it consists

in placing the cards and letters in a small cylinder of sheet metal covered

with leather, 3. sort of cartridge about six or eight centimeters in diameter

by fifteen centimeters long.

This cylinder, stuffed with despatches rolled together (it can contain as

many as 60 or 80 of them) is placed in the opening of a tube which we will

suppose to begin at oflice A and end at office B. This tubc—of wrought or

cast iron—is exactly fitted to the diameter of the cartridge, it follows by

appropriate curves the underground road to be traversed, and is perfectly

smooth, notwithstanding the joints which at certain intervals join the pieces

together.

The end A of the tube is put into communication with a pump which,

by the compression of the air, pushes the cylinder to the extremity of the

tube, that is to say, in office B, which, on its part, makes a vacuum. The

despatches are then collected after a short journey at the rate of r kilometer

per minute, which is the mean speed of railway trains.

An electric bell announces the departure of the despatches.

As will be seen, this system is the application of the old children's toy

in which the air compressed by means of a handle acting as a piston violently

forces out a cork placed at the other end, the tube and corks being often

supplied by a branch of elder. '
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‘We give the principle grass-0 moa'o ; of course, the application of it re

quires a very complicated mechanism which we can not describe here; we

will limit ourselves to saying that the tube mentioned above often forms a

circuit serving several oflices of the same town. In Paris the network is very

complicated, and the apparatus is visible in several post olfices where it

attracts the attention of the public by the noise of the escape of air when an

employee works the openings and also by the four large tubes, one for the

despatches, two for the compressed air and the rarified air of the reservoirs

and the fourth communicating with the open air.

It was in 1867 that the system of pneumatic tubes was first tried in

Paris; the question then was only of the prompt transportation to the Central

post OfilCfi, Rue de Grenelle, of the ordinary telegraphic despatches deposited

at the Bourse, the Grand Hotel, the Théatre Franeais, &c. A line of tubes

leaving the Rue de Grenelle and returning there by way of these various

ofiices constituted the first pneumatic system.

On the other hand, the Central post office sent to each of these offices the

despatches to be distributed in its district.

The importance of the office at the Bourse led to the establishment of a

direct line to the Rue de Grenelle, then gradually other systems leaving the

Bourse served the most important neighborhoods; the network was not

complete until 1887.

Analogous services were installed in London in 1858 and in Berlin in

1867, but it was not till 1872 in Berlin and 1873 in Vienna that the first

special envelopes for the pneumatic post (Rohrpost) appeared.

1879-87. Cardr, envelopes and telegram Idlers. We give here the decree

with regard to the rate on despatches destined to circulate exclusively

through the tubes in Paris.

“Article I. On and after the 1st May, 1879, the rate for despatches

confided to the Telegraph Administration, and destined to be exchanged

within the limits of the old octroi of Paris, will be independent of the num

ber of words. These despatches must be written on prepaid forms and will

be carried through the pneumatic tubes.

“ These special forms will be supplied to the public by the Telegraph

Administration.

“The price of the forms intended for open despatches will be 50

centimes; that of the forms intended for closed despatches, 75 centimes.

“Art. 2. The Minister of Finances is charged with the execution of

the present decree, ~

“ Given at Versailles, January 25th, 1879. ’

Signed: MARSHAL MAC-MAHON, Duke of Magenta.

By the President of the Republic:

The Alz'm'sler of Fz'nanrer,

LEON SAY."

A few days later Mr. Grévy took the place of Marshal MacMahon in

the Presidency of the Republic, and Mr. Cochery became Minister of Posts

and Telegraphs. The inauguration of the pneumatic service came very near

suffering from these events.

It is related that Mr. Cochery was advised that the law could not be put

into operation at the proper time for the simple reason that the prepaid

forms indispensable for this new service were not yet printed. The engrav~

ing of the stamp ordered of Mr. Chaplain was far from being finished.

This communication was received with such severity by the minister

that everything'was ready in time all the same.
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_ Only, the vignette of the postage stamp, which had the capital defect of

not‘bearmg the inscription “ t'elégraphe," had to be used provisionally.

Thus appeared on the rst May, 1879 :

Card.

(Ce cbré es! excluswemdm reserve :\ l'adrBseJ

SERVICE TELEGRAPHIQUE

TUBES PNEUMATIQUES..

CARTE-TELEGRAMME.

Ne pouvam circulcr que dans lcs limiles dc l'ancien octroi dc Paris.

 

an
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111[mumd:I'm-mmGlut‘J:Pan:um.

L‘Tmmllm,Innun"!duR014:km::1ArWnpnn

Hmmlaup“annun":‘p-Uwrdxman‘.

{rpm}llbilliardJrCaulmlul'uql')hhn'a’:Gun”:
mfun-1n!pr1-flueduTnludActual(1Bug.

PARIS

(linceimc d: l‘ancicn mm!)

L: m m ‘um-l.

l-t Hombre des n‘lQlS n'est pas limuc

5o centimes rose on buff

Letter card.

Pour ouvrir 1c lélegnmmc, déchimr en suivam k poinrillé.

iDIOVICIQOCQQIIIIOIUQIDIIIIQQQIIIIIUI-Q-GIIIQIIOIUIIIIQQIIIIUi
nu‘

Ce ooze est exclusivcmcnr reserve 1 l'adresse.
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I i i 5 SERVICE TELEGRAPHIQUE 2
o _ _ . s

E TUBES PNEUMATIQUES. :

: ‘ ‘ I ' :

1 s1 5 T‘ELEGRAMME. :
I '51‘ 5 'li Ne pouvan! circulcr quc dans les limiics dc l'anclcn ocuoi de Paris, :

z E 3k ct dcvam éuc dos par l'expédiieur lui-nvtmc. -
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- 55$‘! -

I i "=5 5 :
, _ I
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E a ,1 u mills: sliiifrliisi'w rm. 5

75 centimes black on blue

It was only in April, 1880, that the double card with reply paid was put

into circulation.

50x50 centimes rose on buff

And it was not till the following year that the forms appeared with the

stamp of Mr. Chaplain.

We have already seen that this composition is one of the three which

had been awarded a premium in the competition of 1875 ; the only altera

tions made in the original drawing are that the word “TELEGRAPHE” has

taken the place of the word "POS'I‘E" in the lower part and that “REPUBLI

QUE FRANgArsE," which was abreviated, has been written in full.
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Card (May, 1880).
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eé ‘runes rnsumrrouss
e is i

2 ~: ~‘ ' ' we‘ ‘

‘5,5,: CARTE-TELEGRNMME. massing
in? E Ni: pom-mu circuler que dam in Iirnites dc l'am'iflr txu-li J‘ Paris.

0 ‘= i is‘,

1 B "-5 ‘S E s g g .'lt'_

i 5 2-? I‘
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3i i E 3

_ .1

b I is mam

A . .
e (Eat-enm- \|\' lancicn ocuoi).

I: you an [In-h. V

Le nornbrc ties mots n'est pas limit; (In Carl; ri-jw'ult 0! drrlinh d in diam:

5o centimes rose on buff

(T0 be continued.)

ESSAY on THE New SURCHARGED BELGIAN stat/1P3 FOR

PRINTED MATTER

By Juuas Bouvizz.

It is known that in the United States there have long existed in the

post ofiices of the most important towns canceling machines that have

given excellent results from the point of view both of speed and exact

ness of work. By these machines 30,000 letters can be marked in an hour,

whereas in the same time hardly 30cc could be stamped by hand. This is an

immense advantage, especially in the more rapid despatch of the corres

pondence which is deposited in considerable quantities in important ofiices.

Following the example of the United States, several countries succes

sively adopted this mode of canceling; but the Belgian Postal Administration,

often the first to introduce useful innovations into the service, inaugurated

in 1894, in the office of Brussels-Centre, a special system which, we must

frankly say, realizes the most practical method discovered so far for attain

ing the object in view.

The results of the trial which was made in the office of the capital hav

ing been satisfactory, the Administration did not hesitate to extend the

measure. We can not do better, therefore, than reproduce in exlmso the

ministerial decree relating thereto.

“ The Minister of Railways, Posts and Telegraphs,

Considering the royal decree of October 12th, 1879, for the execution of

the law of May 30th, 1879, and notably article :07 of this decree;

Decree: Art. I ——There shall be placed on sale in certain post offices

postage stamps of r and 2c., cancelled in advance and intended for the pre

payment of newspapers and other printed matt-r.

Art. 2.—These stamps are not to be sold in quantities of less than 1000.

Art.—They will be cancelled by means of a rolling stamp bearing the.

name of the ofiice and the year and the first month of the following year.

Art. 4.—Shipments prepaid by stamps cancelled in advance must be

deposited at the wicket of a post oflice in quantities of 1000 at least. These
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stamps are of no avail when applied to shipments thrown into the letter

boxes.

(Signed) J. VANDENPEEREBOOM."

Brussels, June 21st, 1894.

The stamps in question are sold only in Brussels-Centre. Antwerp,

Ghent and Liege, as well as at the sub-office of Sichem for Abbaye d'Aver

bode despatches only. Shipments prepaid by means of these stamps can

celled in advance have to be deposited either at the wicket of the office

indicated by the mark of the stamps or at the wicket of an ofiice situated in

the same group as the first.

Shipments of this kind found in the boxes are returned to the senders,

if they are known; otherwise, no account is taken of the value of the stamps

affixed, and the articles are taxed in consequence.

Stamps cancelled in advance afi‘ixed to journals or other printed matter

returned to the senders are again cancelled by the despatching post oflice by

means of a stamp with the word “rebut " (refuse).

Philately, which never loses its rights, considering that this was a matter

of a special and limited sale, immediately took hold of the decision arrived

at by the Belgian Postal Administration, and before the S. S. S. S. had pro

nounced itself, it saw in the marks placed in advance on these stamps a sur

charge rather than a cancellation. Advanced philatelists have therefore

sought for collectlon the two values (I and 2c.) specially used in Belgium

for the prepayment of newspapers and other printed matter, and their ex

ample was very soon followed by a large number of other collectors.

When the measure was applied exclusively to the office of Brussels

(centre) in 1894, the values bearing the surcharge described were

to black gray and 2c orange.

A short time after, the black gray impression of the to stamps was replaced

by bluish gray, and the orange color of the ac stamps was changed into

red brown. The alteration in the former value was hardly perceived, but for

the second the change was the subject of a decree on July 16th, 1894, which

was put into force on August rst following. However. as a certain number

of stamps of to black gray and 2c orange remained in circulation when the

decree of June 2|st, 1895, appeared, these stamps were included in the series

of values with date surcharge.

So far this series consists of fourteen varieties in colors and surcharges,

as follows :

1) 1c black gray, surcharge Bruxelles 1894

2 2c orange “ “ "

3) 1c bluish gray

4) 2c red brown

) 1c bluish gray, surcharge Anvers 1895

) 20 red brown “ “ “

) 1c bluish gray, surcharge Gand 1895

) ‘i

)

n‘ (l (I

(I (6 L‘

2c red brown “ "

IC bluish gray, surcharge Liege r895

10) 20 red brown “ “ “

11) to black gray, surcharge Sichem r895

12) 2c orange “ “ “

13) 1c bluish gray

14) 2c red brown

We think it well to add that only 5,roo of No. l were issued, 3.600 of

No. 2, 900 of No. It and 1,500 of No. 12. This will show that it would be

H H H

‘i H (i
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very difficult to satisfy a large number of collectors devoted to this category

of surcharges. As to the other varieties of the series given above, they are

all in use, but as, in accordance with the Belgian postal tariff, they are used

generally in the internal service alone, it is there that philatelists will have to

look for them.

COUNTERFEIT FRfIi/ISIONALS 0F iii/Kermit AUSTRALIA

BY JOHN N. LUl-‘F.

The Australian Colonies of Great Britain offer to the collector and the

student of stamps a most difficult and interesting group. In collecting them

appetite increases by that it feeds upon and perfection seems always a little

before us, but never quite attained. Now that the Castle collection is only a

memory, I doubt if we see again a perfect and complete collection of Aus

tralians. The various issues of these colonies present a complication of

watermarks, papers, perforations and shades that is positively fascinating.

Furthermore. the careful student may expect to find among them occasional

“ snaps." While virtue may be its own (and only?) reward, the painstaking

philatelist holds snaps to be his legitimate portion and heritage; a sort of

reward of merit for industry and heirship from the careless.

In looking at a collection, I always give careful attention to the Aus

tralians. I regret to say, I find the average collection quite uninteresting and

far from complete. But I am reasonably sure to find one or more specimens

of the Western Australian provisional issue of March, 1875, ONE PENNY sur

charged in green on two pence yellow. Very frequently my attention is called

to an uncatalogued variety of watermark or perforation in this stamp. I have

been at some pains to gather as many as possible of these varieties and, after

‘careful study of them, have concluded that some of our enterprising friends(?)

have been trying to make the supply equal to the demand. I wonder if a

certain notorious London firm-now happily dissolved-could not give us

light on these creations. The work bears all the marks of their misdirected

abilities. I believe that a very large proportion of these surcharges now in

collections and on the market are counterfeits. Having made this assertion,

it is incumbent on me to prove the correctness of my conclusions. Let me

quote a few dates of issue of Western Australian stamps. I have these

dates in part from the articles by Mr. C. ]. Phillips, in volume IV of Stanley

Gibbons’ Mont/11y journal, and in part from personal research. I give either

the date of issue, as found in ofiicial records, or the earliest known cancella

tion:

Watermark, Crown and CF, perf. r296 rp, July :3, 1867.

l I I‘ H

2P- " 24, I874
“ H H. u [4 1p, Mayzl’ ‘877

‘t l‘ ‘( l‘ (O __ 5’ “

“ “ CA, “ r: Ip: Mar. 12, 1883.
K‘ ‘\ ‘Q “ \‘ 2p. _ 9, ‘l

l‘ ‘( ‘l ‘(

14 xp, Nov. 9, i885.

“ “ “ “ “ 2p, Mar. i5, 1882.

12x14 2p, Apl. 20, 1883.

Provisional issues: ONE PENNY on 2p yellow, March, 1875.

1d, on 3P brown, May, 1885.

our: PENNY on 3p brown, January, 1893.

(i H I‘ ‘i
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I have before me a number of two pence yellow, surcharged in green ONE

PENNY. These stamps are watermarked Crown and CC, perforated 12% and

I4, and Crown and CA, perforated I2 and [4. One of two things becomes

at once evident; either this provisional was repeatedly issued during a period

of at least ten years or some of the surcharges are bogus. We have no reason

to think the former to have been the case. In these days of careful records

and watchful philatelists we would have had prompt information of any such

issues. I have not been able to find any note in philatelic journals or special

publications of any issue beyond that of March. i875, on Crown and CC paper

and perforated I2 96. Nor does it seem probable that so common a value as the

one penny would so often be allowed to run short. The abundance of copies

of this value with both watermarks and the various perforations, indicates long

and constant use and does not at all suggest frequent scarcity. An exhaus

tion of this value has occurred three times in eighteen years, and that is surely

quite often enough for ofiicial foresight to be found lacking, at least in days

gone by. We have changed all that now, and ofiicial vagaries and oversights

are past all finding out and apparently profitable to those concerned. On the

last two occasions the three pence brown has been overprinted to supply the

deficiency. It will also be noted that the want of one penny stamps in 1885

was supplied by overprinting the three pence and not the two pence, Crown

and CA, then in use, and should be a strong argument against the genuine

ness of surcharges on stamps of that watermark

I believe the only genuine surcharge on the two pence is that printed in

dark yellow green on stamps watermarked Crown and CC and perforated

11%. This surcharge is 2| mm. wide, measured at the tops of the small let

ters; the initial capitals are 3 mm. high and the small letters 1% mm; the

word “Penny” is 11% mm. long, measured at the bottom, and the distance

between “One" and “ Penny" is 3 mm. This surcharge is either printed

across the center of the stamp or over the original value. I am inclined to

consider the former as the normal position.

There is a very deceptive surcharge, which‘ is almost identical with the

genuine The height of the letters is exact and the length of the words only

% mm. greater. But the space between the words is mm. longer and

“Penny" is correspondingly compressed, the letters being less spaced and

narrower, notably the second “ N." The loop of the “P" is also slightly

wider. The surcharge is printed over the original value. I have seen it on

stamps watermarked Crown and CA, perforated I2 and r4(?). The water

mark on the copy perforated I4 was at the edge of the stamp and much cut

by the perforations, but I believe it was CA.

The commonest variety of these doubtful surcharges has the correct

measurements of length and of distance between the words, but the small let

ters are too high, being 2 mm. This difference is quite apparent to the un

aided eye. The serifs of all the letters are shorter and less distinct than in

the genuine surcharge and the shading of the initial capitals is too pronounced.

I have this surcharge on stamps of Crown and CC, 12 $4 and I4, and Crown

and CA, [2 and I4. I believe them all to be counterfeits. I am aware the

stamp with Crown and CC watermark, perforated 14, has long been listed, but

I do not think it has the full confidence of the cataloguers, and, for my part,

I believe it to be as bad as the others If it exists with the surcharge having

the small letters 1% mm. high, I have not seen it.

Not the least important argument against these surcharges is the color,

which is paler and thinner than the genuine.

Oceania is authority for the provisional ONE PENNY. on two pence, the

letters being all of one height, followed by a period and printed in black.
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Mr. Phillips says, “it is considered very doubtful at best.” This stamp is in

the Tapling collection. I have seen but one copy which agrees with the de

scription of this stamp. 'l he width of the surcharge, without the period, is 19

mm.; the letters are 2 mm. high and the distance between the words is mm.

The perforation is [4, and from the color the watermark should be Crown

and CC, but only the crown is visible

I have among my counterfeits a black surcharge of a different type. This

has initial capitals and is followed by a period. The small letters are of the

correct height, but the words, not including the period, measure only 18%

mm. and have a space of 3% mm. between them. This stamp is also on

Crown and CC paper and perforated 14. I think both these black surcharges

may safely be condemned as fraudulent. There is an unpleasant resem

blance between all the doubtful surcharges I have described, which gives the

impression that they are all of the same category and equally bad.

It is to be regretted that so many discreditable imitations of this inter

esting provisional have been made. But I hope this article may prove a warn

ing to philatelists and enable them to avoid the counterfeits.

THE sTAMPs AND FoRomms 0F SWAZIELANU

(T11: Soul}: African P/u'lalelz'st.)

To the mind of the South African collector, Swazieland is a country

whose stamps must be fully represented in their collections. In the first in

stance, in that it comprises comparatively few stamps; it is a surcharged issue

(a great attraction), not deficient in interesting varieties.

Will readers be astonished to learn that but one specialist of Swazieland,

of all who are interested in this country, can have an absolutely complete col

lection, as I will show further on in my article.

There is but one issue proper of Swazieland stamps, that of 1889. Type

Transvaal 1885 (2d of 1887).surcl1arged in black“ Swazieland." The values

issued are as follows :

No. 1, %d. Grey, black surcharge. No. 5, is. Green, black surcharge’

“ 2, 1d. Carmine, “ “ 6, 2s.6d. Yellow, “

“ 3, 2d. Olive, “ " 7, 5s. Slate, “

“ 4, 6d. Blue, “ “ 8, 10s. Fawn, , "

In 1893 the color of the surcharge on the yzd. was altered to red.

No. 9, %d. Grey, red surcharge.

Now follows a most important feature in connection with the issue of

stamps from a collector's point of view, namely: the quantities printed and

circulated of each value.

On the 18th of ()ctober, 1889, 30,000 each of the IAd, 1d, 2d, 6d and 1s

were issued.

On the 20th of October, 1890, 1 ,500 25 6d, 600 55 and 300 105 were dis

tributed to the post offices in Swazieland.

I would here draw your attention to the small quantity of 10s stamps is

sued, which put beside the fact that many were fiscally used, places this stamp

on a rank with great rareties.

On the 10th of August, 1891, a further supply of 1,500 5s stamps reached

Swazieland, making a total of this value of 2,100.

In 1892 between [5,000 and 20,000 }6d, surcharged in red, were issued.

I cannot, however, give the exact figu'es 0f the number issued of this value.
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Like well-nigh all other surcharges, the word “ Swazieland " has suffered

at the hands of the printer.

Scarcity of space will not permit me to enumerate all the smaller varie

ties of misprints, broken types, etc. I will, however, mention those important

errors which have come under my notice.

No. 10 Md, black and grey. Surcharged “ Swazielan," final “d " omitted.

xi yzd, “ “ ‘ “Swazieland,” inverted.

“ i 2 2d “ “ olive. “ “ Swazielan," final “d ” omitted.

“ 13 2d, “ “ “ " “ Swazieland," inverted.

“ 14 is, “ “ green. “ “ Swazieland," “

“ 15 5s, “ “ slate. “ “ Swazieland." “

“ 16 5s, “ “ “ “ “ Swazielan," final ‘d" omitted.

“ 17 5s, “ “ “ “ “ Swazielan," inverted surcharge.

“ 18 }4d, red and grey. “ “ Swazieland," inverted.

“ 19 %d, “ “ “ “Swazieland," double surcharge.

Of the rs inverted. onlyr three sheets, of 60 stamps each, exist, while of

the 5s inverted only one sheet was printed.

The 5s inverted with the final “d " omitted is a unique stamp, and is in

the possession of a well known collector here.

The error “Swazielan." which occurs in the %d (black surcharge), 2d

and 5s, is found in the left hand bottom corner of each sheet

In January, 1893, notification was given by the Postmaster General of the

withdrawal from sale of the Swazieland stamps, those still remaining in public

hands could be used in the ordinary way for postage until the 7th of Novem

ber of that year when they were recalled from circulation.

The simple nature of the surcharge naturally attracted the active atten

tion of the forger.

Below I give a description of a few of the forgeries which resulted.

There is a surcharge " Swasieland " (“ s ” in place of “ z "), against which

I wish to warn you. It is purely a forgery, such an error not occurring in

any of the various printings.

I have seen the 1885 3d and 6d Transvaal surcharged ‘ Swazieland " in

black.

The first, of course. is purely bogus. The type is slightly larger, the

greatest difference being that the initial letter “ S," quite plain in the genuine,

is of a fancy type in the forgery. On examining the stamps closely under a

magnifying glass, I find the surcharge to have been printed over the post

mark The naked eye would not easily discover this, only heavily postmarked

Transvaal stamps having been brought into service.

The most outrageous of all the forgeries is the 2d Swazieland surcharged

“ 4," in violet, in the corners of the stamp on each numeral " z " and once in

the centre.

The stamp itself is genuine in all respects, the provisional “4 " being

bogus. The forger disposed of quite a quantity of these to unwary Philatelists.

In 1893 a Transvaal Postcard, surcharged “ Swazieland," was announced

to have been issued in Bremersdorp, by Senf's Journal. The information had

been supplied to Senf by the local postmaster It turned out, however, to be

a bogus card, not authorized by Government.

It now only remains for me to warn both collectors and dealers against

the Swazieland stamps with full stop after the surcharge. I have seen a large

quantity of these on the 56d, 1d. 2d and 105- The surcharge, with the ex

ception of the full stop, is perfectly identical with the original. I am not at
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the present moment in a position to give further information as regards these

stamps, but, though I may not yet designate them forgeries until I have made

further inquiries at headquarters (it being too late to do so for this issue), I

again warn readers against purchasing Swazieland stamps with the above de

scribed surcharge.

Regarding my remarks about the “ Swazieland " surcharge with full stop,

I am now in the position to present to the readers a letter from the Postmas

ter-General to the Postmaster of Johannesburg on the subject:

Generaal Postkantoor,

Zuid Afrikaansche Republiek,

Pretoria, 12 Juni, 1896.

We] Edele Heer,

Postmaster, Johannesburg:

Wel Edele Heer: In gevolge Uw verzoek heb ik het genoegen hiermede te

certificeeren dat de door U van het Hoofd kantoor gekochte zegels overdrukt

“ Swazieland " (met een punt erachter) deel uitmaakte van een voorraad van

to vellen, elk van ya. r. en 2p en een vel van ros, waarvan de overdrukken

geschiedde in de maand Juli, r894.

Ik gaf instructies dat deze zegels op denzelfden ouden vorm zouden

gedrukt worden, en het onderscheid is my nu eerst gebleken, en doet my leid.

Ik heb de eer te zyn

U Eds Dienstw. Dienaar,

(w. g.) I. VAN ALPHEN,

Postmeester Generaal.

(TRANSLAT1ON.)

General Post Office,

South African Republic,

Pretoria, 12 June, 1895.

The Postmaster, Johannesburg.

Dear Sir: In response to your request, I have the pleasure hereby to cer

tify that the stamps surcharged “Swazieland" (with a full stop after it),

bought by you from the Head Ofi'ice, form portion of a supply of 10 sheets

each of )4, 1 and 2p, and one sheet of 105, of which the printing took place

in the month of July, 1894.

I gave ins ructions that these stamps should be printed from the old type,.

and the difference h is only now been noticed by me, and grieves me.

I have the honor to be

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) I. VAN ALPHEN,

Postmaster General.

It will be seen from the letter that this printing took place in July, 1894,

long after they were withdrawn from circulation. In reply to my query why

were they reprinted, I was informed that it was on account of political reasons

which could not be divulged to me. It is therefore evident that they are

Official Reprints.
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THE SOCIETY FOR THE SUPPRESSION or SPECULA'l'll/E grams.

Circular No. 4.

39r STRAND, LONDON, W. C.

The Society, in conjunction with the Special Committee appointed by

the London Philatelic Society, having taken into consideration the Stamps

mentioned below, are of opinion that they are not worth the attention of

Philatelists, and appeal to all Collectors and Dealers to discountenance col

lecting or dealing in the same.

r7. ECUADOR.—WC have received a communication from a very trust

worthy authority in New York, that a set of Commemorative Stamps will

shortly be issued for this country, of the values of r, 2, 5, 1o, 20 and 50

centavos and I sucre respectively. Our correspondent further states :

“I have seen a letter from the holder of the concession to a large

exporting firm here, wherein he asks them to submit the designs, and states

that he will be prepared to supply the stamps in any quantity, either can

celled or uncancelled; but that they must state the quantity they will engage

to take before the issue is made. This would seem to be the worst kind of a job

on the part of the Ecuadorian Government. In the first place, they have

farmed out the control of the issue for so many dollars cash in hand to the

holder of the concession, and in the next place, the concessionaire evidently

is prepared to milk the philatelic market to its extreme capacity."

18. FORMOSAN REPUBLIC.-—A set of these stamps was brought out by

Liu-Yung-Fu, the chief of this newly-formed Republic. The following

information respecting them has been furnished by an Englishman out there:

“ There have been 1100 issues; the first was impressed from a very poor

die (I fancy, locally made). on a rough kind of tissue paper. 'l‘hese were

not perforated, but had to be cut off the sheet as required. T/n's issue is

entirely ex/zausled, as only 2,000 were made. Although on the spot, and very

favorably situated for getting official stamps, I know that no genuine ones of

this issue are available, as I have tried to get them. It is stated that the die,

being so imperfect, was remelted (sic) and attempts made to make another.

This was also a failure, and so a die was ordered from Canton, where this

work is well done, and the second issue made. These have the same device

as the first, only much clearer, and only three kinds of ez'l/zer variety were

issued, viz. (face value), 3, 5 and I0 cents, in red, violet and blue respect

ively (the first issue were in red, violet and green respectively). There have

been no surcharged stamps. The second issue is on perforated paper, speci

ally got for the purpose. The greatest care will have to be exercised in

accepting stamps after the republic ceases, as the die is in the possession of

the Chinese associated with Liu, and as they are quite aware of the financial

opening these stamps afford, may go on manufacturing them. Liu has

already opened negotiations with the Japanese, so the whole thing will last

ten days or a fortnight. [The letter is dated the roth October.] These

stamps have been compulsorily used for native letters going hence to the

mainland of China, and all letters sent through native Post Ofiice had to be

vised at the Custom House to see they had the stamps afl'ixed, so thus far

they are genuine. Tbe Customs has been under the supervision of a foreigner,

who, it is said, is or was a member of a foreign syndimiz lo sell these stamps.

There have been only 5.000 of the second issue impressed up 10 date, but

whether more may be made in the interests of speculation before the end

actually arrives, I cannot say."
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r9. ToNoA.—Correspondents in Australia having drawn our attention

to the issue of Stamps now being sold, which consist of stamps prepared

some time since (but not issued, as it is said the reigning monarch was not

pleased with his portrait), and which stamps have now been issued with a

variety of surcharges, in a variety of colors, and in a variety of types, we

endorse the opinion expressed by our Australian friends, that these stamps

are unnecessary and speculative.

2o. KoREA.—Pending further investigations, caution should be exer

cised with regard to a new issue of stamps of this country.

Referring to Circular No. 3:

r6. SwEDEN.-—We have received from a trustworthy correspondent in

Sweden (who has obtained his information direct from the authorities) a

letter, in which he states that the Swedish Post Office does not intend to

make a commemorative issue of any kind. We have much pleasure in

making this announcement.‘

GORDON SMITH,

Seeretary, S. S. S. S.

HERBERT R. OLDFIELD,

Seerelary to the Special Committee, London Plzilatelie Society.

Deeember, 1895.

Pt FEW 30UTH Ptl'RlCPtN STAMP FoRelRllis

(South African P/u'latelz'rt.)

BRITISH BECHUANALAND. Issue, 1887. Surcharged on Cape of Good Hope

Watermark, Anchor. Perf.

No. 8, 1d. Black and carmine.

In the forgeries “British ” measures 9% mm. and “ Bechuanaland " 18

mm., while in the genuine they respectively measure 7% mm. and 10% mm.

This is a very feeble forgery. The type used is slightly larger than that

of the genuine.

CAPE OF GooD HOPE. r860. Imp. red Error.

The general appearance of this forgery is very deceptive. On closer ex

amination I find that the figure of “ Hope " and the Anchor do not come out

so clearly as in the genuine, the face being totally unrecognizable, nor are

the corner ornaments as regularly formed.

The length of the base of the triangle in the forgery is 42 mm.. against

40 mm. in the genuine, while the left and right sides of the triangle in the

forgery each measure 30% mm., as against 29 mm. in the original. The

paper is yellowish wove, that of the genuine laid.

STELLALAND. r884. Perf.:z.

 

No. 1, 1d. Red No. 4, 6d. Lilac.

“ 2, 3d. Orange. “ 5, id. Green.

“ 3, 4d. Blue.

There are a large number of doubtful stamps circulating. I am inclined

to believe that they have been reprinted from the original plates by a printer

in Cape Town in conjunction with a dealer.

The perforations of the reprints are more jagged than those of the genu

ine. The size of the body of the stamp in the genuine, measured from per

foration to perforation from top to bottom is 31 mm., and from left to right

28 mm., while in the reprints they are, respectively, 33 mm. and 30 mm.

I will conclude this short paper with the description of a bogus Zululand

stamp.
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ZULULAND. Surcharge on Natal rd. Rose. 1882-4. Watermark, Crown

and CA. Perf.

No. 1, rd. Flack and rose.

The Natal 1d rose was never surcharged “Zululand ” for use in that

country. The type used is larger in all respects than that of the genuine. The

Natal stamp on which it is surcharged has gone through the post.

Norrs.

According to Der P/n'latelirl, the stock of postage stamps of 5 centavos

having been exhausted in Ecuador, diagonal halves of the regular adhesives

of lo centavos of the 1892 issue and of revenue stamps of IO centavos of

1895 have been used as 5 centavos.

G G G G G

Mr. C. Witt calls our attention to the fact that the 1 cent reply cards of

the United Stated now have the separation line dotted.

G G G G G

Mr. I. M. Andreini informs us that Porto Rico letters with 8 centimos

stamps of the 1894 issue have recently been received, showing that the stock

of the 1895 stamps of this value must be exhausted.

G G G G G

Mr. C. Witt has shown us a horizontal pair of the current 15 bani of

Roumania imperforate between.

G G G G G

We have seen two horizontal strips of the current 5 poon of Corea im

perforate between.

G G G G G

Mr. W. Brettschneider informs us that the % penny wrappers of Vic

toria are gummed since September roth.

G G G G G

Mr. I. M. Andreini has shown us a curiosity in the shape of two cur

ren '- ent envelopes of the United States No. 4, on white paper, folded

together and the stamp of the inner one embossed without color (albino).

G G G G G

According to the Philatelic Chronicle and Adverlz'ser, all the stamps of

Turks Islands of the old type are obsolete, except the one penny.

G G G G G

According to Le Timbre-Poste, Mr. Thomas Ridpath has seen a used

copy of the 1885 % anna postal card of Jhind with arms in black, instead of

bistre, and the name spelt Jeend.

G G G G G

L'Ez/lo de la Tz'mbrologz'e announces that a provisional card of 2 cents

will shortly be issued in Mauritius, 300,000 of this card having been ordered

from a local printer.

G G G G G

La Collectz'anneur a’: Tz'mbrer-l’osla states that the stamps of Diego

Suarez mentioned by us under reserve last month are frauds, as anticipated

by us.

G G G G G

Le Collettz'onneur a’: Timbres-Poste states that the current stamps of Indo

China will shortly be surcharged with the value in cents, on account of the

continued decline in the value of the silver dollar.
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The Nederlandse/z Tzjzistllrlfl war Pastzege/kum/e chronicles the 75 cent

unpaid letter stamp of the Dutch Indies perforated 11%.

G G G G G

Le Tz'mbre-Posre states that Bulgaria will shortly issue regular adhesives

of 2 and 3 leva and unpaid letter stamps of 10 stotinki.

G G G G G

The Siam) News notes the New Zealand one penny orange of 1863-64

watermarked a Star, perforated 10x13.

G G G G G

We illustrate the Bulgarian provisionals chronicled last month.

  

G G G G G

Messrs. Whitfield King & Co. inform us that the upper left corner pane

of a sheet of 240 Straits Settlements stamps, 32 cents rose, which were to be

surcharged “ 3 cents," was left unsurcharged.

The same correspondents inform us that they have a sheet of 60 one

cent on 6 cents lilac with double surcharge, one of these being reversed.

G G G G G

Mr. Julius Adenaw has shown us two uncatalogued United States

revenue stamps in the shape of a horizontal imperforate pair of Surety Bond

50 cents and a vertical pair of the 25c Power of Attorney imperforate

horizontally.

G G G G G

Mr. C. Witt has shown us the current 10 paras postal card of Servia

without the coat of arms at the right. Whether this is a new issue or an

accidental variety is an open question with us.

G G G G G

We have seen the 5 pesos ofiicial stamp of the 1893 issue of Nicaragua

with the surcharge inverted at the top of the stamp.

G G G G G

We have seen a horizontal pair of the 6 cent Labuan, lithographed, of

the 1894 issue, imperforate between.

G G G G G

We have seen two vertical strips of the 2 pesos green of the 1893 issue

of Nicaragua imperforate between.

G G G G G

The Illuslrz'erte Brz'efmarken-Zeihmg states that on the 1st of January,

1896, the stamps of I and 2 gulden of Austria are to be printed in bright

green and bright lilac respectively.

G G G G G

We have received some sheets of the latest 2atts on 64atts of Siam. We

find that the sheets are surcharged in two blocks of 50 at a time in 5 rows of

ten. We find the following varieties on each block :

Stamp No. 10, s of Atts inverted,last Siamese character but one broken.

We also found one sheet with the upper half surcharged on the back as

well as on the front. This gives us the following varieties :
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(1) front correct, back “5" inverted.

(2) front “s” inverted, back correct.

(3) vertical pair, upper stamp surcharged on back.

(4) vertical pair, but lower stamp has “s” inverted.

(P/u'lalelz': journal of Great Britain).

t} C- {it {1" C?

A certain amount of hanky-panky is to commence in the Seychelles

Islands on January 1st. The 8, 13, 15, 16, 45, 48, and 96c values are to be

done away with, and 5, 20, 40c and Ir are to be introduced. Certain values

are to be surcharged, the 13c to be reduced to 50, the 450 to ace, the 48c to

40c, and the Envelopes are not to escape, the r5c will be altered to toe, and

the 30c to me. As an inducement to buy we are told that only small stocks

of some of the values will be on hand, and therefore there will be only a few

to surcharge, and various dealers have been “ privately " offered a supply by

a gentleman in the Island.

(Philatelic journal of Great Britain).

{11* Cl’ Q {1' Cr

Mr. Henry O. Pocklington sends us the following clippings from the

Sydney Daily Press.

PHILATELIC TRoUnLEs.

MR. Cook GIVES WAY.

The philatelists of the colony are very much annoyed at the action of

Postmaster General Cook in debasing the stamp currency of the colony by

issuing copies of the old stamps of the colony at cheap rates, and to-day a

deputation from the society waited on Mr. Cook to argue the point with him.

The deputation did not mince words. They considered that the issue of

stamps purporting to be postmarked which were out of date and had never

been through the post amounted for all practical purposes to a forgery.

Any private individual who made a postmark on stamps was a forger, and to

them the department seemed equally culpable. Stamp collectors obtained

stamps which had been used for franking letters, but here the Government

was selling copies which never had franked letters as genuine. The result

was a great injury to the dealers, and the Government seemed to be follow

ing in the lines of South American republics, where the revenue was some

times assisted by bargaining with New York stamp dealers. As a result of

the conversation the Minister promised that he would not have any more of

the stamps printed. He explained that altogether a thousand sets were

printed, and of these a considerable number had been sold. He would not

withdraw any of the balance from sale, but when they were all disposed of

that would complete the issue.

 

 

REPRINTING “o. s." POSTAGE STAMPS.

Alderman F. J. Josephson, Messrs. ]. G. Griffin and J. McLean, as a

deputation representing the Sydney Philatelic Club, waited yesterday upon

the Postmaster-General to complain of the action of the department in re

printing the “ O. S." (on service) postage stamps which are obsolete, putting

lightly printed postage marks upon them and offering them for sale to col

lectors. It was pointed out that these post erasures implied that the stamps

had served their purpose in frankingletters through the mail, and to collectors

gave them enhanced value, as they signified that the stamps were genuine,

whereas, in fact, they were only reprints, and in the view of collectors mere

imitations and consequently valueless.
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After considerable discussion, Mr. Cook said he could not consent to the

stoppage of the stamps already printed, but when they were disposed of he

would promise that no more would be issued.

{)GQ‘DQ

Mr. Geo C. Evans sends us the following newspaper clipping :-

Mr. Walter Bentley, the well known actor and lecturer, who is at pre

sent on a lecturing tour through New Zealand, offers that colony £15,000

for £20,000 worth of specially prepared New Zealand postage stamps, and

for the difference undertakes to lecture in Europe, Asia, America, etc., on the

above Colony as a field for emigration, to publish in London, England, pre

sumably, a newspaper devoted to New Zealand interests, and to sell the

stamps to collectors. The Postmaster General does not seem to favor his

idea.

Now, most people who know him give Mr. Walter Bentley credit for

smartness, but he is a cleverer man than his friends allow if he is successful

in inducing the Postmaster General to take up his curious proposal. We

have no desire to rob him of the credit of its originality, and it is quite

possible that he never heard of a somewhat similar project which attracted

attention in Italy last year. The Berlin Post, of December 29 last, had the

following :—“ After a festivity the giver of the same has generally the only

satisfaction of paying the cost. However, the small republic of San Marino

(Italy) has by a clever management proved the contrary. In this republic

lately a new Government palace was opened with great r'r/at. To cover the

expense of the building and the festivities connected with the opening of the

same the heads of the republic, being business men of no small capacity,

decided to issue jubilee and remembrance letter stamps, and such stamps

have now all been sold. There were issued 400,000 stamps at twenty-five

centimes each, 200,000 at fifty centimes, 100,000 at one lire (one franc),

100,000 post cards at ten centimes, and 2000 printed envelopes at five lire.

There were thus issued postal stamps of the total value of 320,000 lire (equal

to £12,800 of English money). Thus the authorities of the republic of San

Marino take credit to themselves for having done a grand stroke of business,

and the stamp collectors have paid out of their own pockets more than two

thirds of the cost of the new Government building." Mr. Bentley's ex

perience is not singular ; he is but an exemplification of the recognised fact

that great men are often possessed by the same idea, though unknown to and

without communication with each other. And we are quite satisfied that he

is only seized with a desire to do a philanthropic turn to a country which on

the whole has treated him uncommonly well!

QQQQG

Mr. George L. Toppan calls our attention to the following varieties in

United States Envelopes :

20 on white, official size, but a new knife which differs from knife 45,

having a much shorter top flap and the side flaps longer and more pointed.

The side flaps of knife 45 are folded under the bottom flap, while in this

knife (which should be called knife 58) they are folded over the bottom flap.

2c on white. This also comes on knife 53, large ofiicial. It will be

remembered that this knife differs from 52 mainly in being very high cut,

almost to the top of the envelope.
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CHRONICLE

UNI'I'HD STATES-Mr. J. F. Beard has shown us envelopes Nos. 4 and

I4 of the new die, but with the old watermark.

Envelopes.

Watermarked US in monogram.

Amber paper.

Size 150x92 mm.

so green

Size 160x95 mm.

20 green

 

BRITISH CENTRAL APRIOA.-—Messrs. Whitfield, King & Co. send us

an envelope, franked by some of the stamps which we chronicled in July, and

which plainly perform full postal duty. We understand that these stamps are

used in the Nyassaland Protectorate, over which there is a British Commis

sioner, who, we fancy, is under the authority, not of the Colonial Office, but

the Foreign Ofiice; and this, perhaps, accounts for their not having the Crown

and CA watermark, and possibly for the extraordinary gimcrack appearance,

which is decidedly not in their favor. They supersede, within the Protec

torate, the use of the British South Africa Company's stamps surcharged “ B.

C. A.," and we believe there is a prospect of this surcharge being done away

with, a consummation devoutly to be wished. Just before the arrival of the

new stamps, we regret to state, the 1d value of the “B. C. A." stamps ran out,

and the ad was accordingly converted, by means of a surcharge of “oNE

PENNY," printed just above the lower label, and a thick bar across the latter.

Messrs. Whitfield, King 8: C0 send us an envelope franked in part by some

of these provisionals.—(Monlhly journal.)

Our publishers have shown us some curious varieties of the Registration

envelopes, with the value 2d converted to 4d. Those with the word “ TWO "

obliterated and “FouR" printed between the ends of the scroll, were thus

altered, we believe, in London. Some envelopes of the same printing, the

inscriptions upon which differ somewhat from those upon the first issue, ap

pear to have been sent out with the value unchanged, and these were sur

charged locally. We have the smaller size with “ TWO FENCE " ruled across

in red and “4d " written below and initialed “ E. E. H." in the same ink; and

the larger size, with the original value cancelled by a printed bar and “ FOUR

FENCE” printed below it in black. One copy of the latter has three‘impres

sions of this surcharge, the first two being struck too high-(Monthlyjournal)

Adhesive stamp.

Provisional issue.

' Perforated.

rp on 2p sea green and vermilion, black surcharge

Envelopes.

Size 227x100 mm.

4p on 2p ultramarine, black surcharge “ FOUR PENCE ” (this was already

chronicled and illustrated by us in August).

Size 150x98 mm.

4p on 2p ultramarine, red surcharge “ 4d I‘

 

B'RITISH EAST AFRIOA.—The Illurlrz'erle: Briefmarhen journal

chronicles the current %anna and zannas 6 pics of India surcharged “British
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East Africa” in three lines, and a 4%anna of the British East Africa Co.

also surcharged “British East Africa" in black and “295" in red.

Adhesive stamps.

Provisional issue.

Watermarked a Star.

Perforated 14.

%a green, black surcharge

2a 6p green, black surcharge

Unwatermarked.

Perforated r4.

2%a on 471a slate violet, black and red surcharge

 

BULGARIA-We have received the provisional unpaid letter stamps of

30 stotinki surcharged on the 50 stotinki imperforate in dark blue as well as

light blue.

Unpaid lez‘l'er stamp.

Provisional issue.

Imperforate.

30s on 505 dark blue, red surcharge

 

OEYLON.-

Mr. E. G. Rushbridge has shown us the current 2, 3, 5, 15,

25 and 30 cent adhesives surcharged in black “On Service,"

as per illustration.

Ofiicial slumps.

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated.

2c green, black surcharge

3c orange brown and green, black surcharge

5c lilac, black surcharge

15c olive green, black surcharge

25c brown, black surcharge

3cc mauve and orange, black surcharge

  

CAPE OF GOOD HOPB.—We have received a one penny letter card

with stamp of the same type as on the one penny postal card.

Leller lard.

1p carmine, gray, perf. V.

BANTANDBIL

  

Mr. G. A. Arenas has sent us a 5 centavos stamp of a new

design, which was issued on January 1st, 1896.

Ad/lesizw' stamp. l

Perforated 13.

5c brown

l
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Der Philatelz'st chronicles the issue of 1, 2 and 20 centavos

adhesives of the same type as the current stamps of higher

Adhesive stamps.

V __ Perforated I5.

»~ 1c blue, rose

{stem 20 green, light green

20c blue, yellow

 

 

  

 

OURAOAQ-Two provisional stamps have been issued, consisting of the

current 10 and 30 cent stamps Surcharged 254e, as per illustration.

Adhesive stamps.

Provisional issue.

  

Perforated.

2%c on me ultramarine, red surcharge

zlzc on 30c gray, black surcharge

The circumstances under which these stamps were issued and the

absorption of almost the entire stock by relatives of the Postmaster, who

offer them at 40 to 100 times the face value, make these provisionals of very

doubtful value. Our advice is “ hands off."

 

HOUADOR.—Der Philatelist mentions having received a 10 centavos

stamp of the same type as the preceding, but dated 1895 instead of 1894.

Mr. N. F. Seebeck informs us that the complete issue with this date was sup

plied by him.

Adhesz've stamps.

Perforated.

1c blue (1895)

ac yellow brown

5c green

10c vermilion

20c black

50c orange

1s carmine

55 dark blue

 

FINLAND-According to the London Phz'latelist, a change of perfora

tion has taken place in the current adhesives; where the perforation has

been 12% it is going to be 14. So far only the 25 pennia has been issued.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated 14.

25p blue
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GIBRALTAR-Die Post chronicles the issue of 20 centimos and 2

pesetas stamps of the same type as the remainder of the series.

Adhesive stamps.

watermarked a Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

20c olive

2p black and carmine

 

GREEOE.-The Monthly jrourna/ states that the 25 lepta stamp is now

printed in reddish mauve.

Aa’hesioe stamp.

Perforated 1 1 yz.

251 reddish mauve

NOWANUGGUB .

The Philatelie Your/1a] of Great Britain chronicles the

current adhesives surcharged with two native characters for

oflicial use.

Ofieial stamps.

Perforated.

rd blue, magenta surcharge

2d green “ “

3d yellow
H I‘

 

According to the Deutsehe Brzefmarken-Zeitung, the

current adhesives have been surcharged “On S. S. S."

Oflfeial stamps.

Perforated.

3p orange, black surcharge

. 6p green “ “

1a blue, black surcharge

2a carmine, black surcharge

MAURITIUB.-—

A 3 cent adhesive and a wrapper of the same value, both

of the same design, have just been issued. According to a'er

Phi/ate/ist a 2 cent Postal card has also been issued with.

stamp of the new type.

Adhesive stamp.

watermarked a Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

  

3c mauve.

lVrapper.

Manila paper.

Size 125x300 mm.

3c green

Postal eard.

2c red brown, hufl'
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OAMPEOHB.--Mr. J. C V. dc Lacerda has shown us an undoubtedly

genuine specimen of a 5 centavos stamp——a value hitherto unknown of this

rare stamp.

Adhesive slamp.

5c blue

 

MOZAMBIQUE Oo.—The Illustrierles Briefmarhen y'aurnal states that

the 50 reis stamps of the 1890 issue have been surcharged “Provisorio" in

red.

Adhesive slamp.

Provisional issue.

Perforated.

5or blue, red surcharge

PBRU.—We have received the r and 2c of the current type printed re

spectively in red and blue, and the rec llama type printed in yellow. The

current 5c rose (llama) has been surcharged “ Gobierno " in vermilion.

Adhesive stamps.
  

Perforated I2.

rc red

2c blue

10c orange

Ofifeial slump,

Perforated

5c rose, vermilion surcharge

QUEENSLAND.

x 5 Mr‘. E. Cooper has sent us a 5 pence of the same design as
i the 2% pence, and the current 1 shilling printed on beer duty

. paper.

' Adhesive stamps.

Perforated 12%.

; Watermarked Q and Crown.

bro‘vn

watermarked large Q and Crown (Beer duty paper).

15h violet

  

BALVADOR.—

The current 30 and 20 centavos adhesives have been sur

charged 1 and 2 centavos respectively. The 30 centavos has

also been surcharged 3 centavos.

Adhesive stamps.

Provisional issue.

Perforated.

' 1c on 30c deep blue, red surcharge

2c on me slate green “ "

3c on 30c deep blue

  

I‘ (‘
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SUNGBI UJONG.-We have received a 3 cent of the same type as the

current Pahang, Perak, etc.

Adhesive slam/r.

watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated 14.

3c lilac and carmine

 

URUGUAY.-I.e Timbre Poste chronicles the 1 and 2c of the 1894 issue,

and the current 5c as having been surcharged in black OFICIAL, reading

downwards vertically.

At the moment of going to press, we receive the 2, 7, 1o, 20 and 25

centccimos of the new series. They are all of different designs, the 20 and

25 centecimos having the central vignette printed in black; the ac illustrates

the capitol of Montevideo, the 7c bears the head of a bull and the 10, 20 and

25c represent respectively Ceres, a transatlantic steamer and Minerva. We

shall il ustrate all these in our February number.

Au’hesiz'e stamps.

Perforated 15.

2c blue

7c deep green

roc brown

20c green and black

25c red brown and black

Ofieial stamps.

Perforated.

1c blue, black surcharge

2c brown red “ “

5c red “ “

 

VICTORIA.

Mr. W. Brettschneider has sent us one of the new 9 pence

printed in carmine of the same design as the preceding

issue. They were issued on October 19th.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated 12x12%.

' watermarked V and Crown.

’" 9p carmine

  

THE MARKET

 

Auction of Cheveley & Co., November 6th, 7th, 20th and 21st :

Great Britain, 1847, rod, unused, £2120

“ “ “ 15h, pale green unused, 8. 5.0

Ceylon, Star watermark, 8d yellow brown, unused, 16.1o.o

“ “ “ 5d purple brown, unused, 7.|o.o

" Crown and CC, 5d purple brown, 8.10.0

l‘

Service, 2sh imperforate, unused, 6. 5.0
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Hongkong, 96c yellow brown, used, I. 9.0

Labuan, watermark CA sideways, 6c orange brown, used, 2.14.0

Victoria, 1861, 6d orange, superb, 8. 0.0

British Columbia, perf 14, $1, unused, 7.10.0

New Brunswick, rsh violet, very fine, 21.10.0

L “ “ “ Connell,” 5c brown, unused, 22.I0.0

Nova Scotia, rsh mauve, a superb specimen, 26.100

“ “ 1sh violet, large margins on three sides, 20.10.o

“ “ 6d green, unused, 6. 0.0

“ “ 6d dark green, unused. 4. 7.0

Newfoundland, 4d carmine red, fine color, 7.10.0

“ another similar specimen, 5.15.0

“ 6d carmine red, superb, 10. 0.0

“ 6%d carmine red, unused, 11.150

“ 4d orange, unused, 7. 0.0

" rsh orange, superb, 27.10.0

Montserrat, watermark CA, 4d blue, unused, 0. g., 9. 5.0

Bahamas, 1d imperforate, used, 3.10.0

Barbados, 1873 55h rose, unused, 4. 4.0

“ another one, 4. 4.0

British Guiana, 1850, 40 black on orange, fine, cut round specimen, 32. 0.0

“ “ “ 4c black on yellow, fine. cut round specimen, 38. 0.0

" “ “ 80 black on green, cut round, 23. 0.0

“ “ “ 1 2c black on indigo, cut square, very fine, 35. 0 0

“ “ “ 12c black on blue, cut octagonally, 15. 0.0

“ “ “ no black on sky blue, cut square, 17. 0.0

“ “ 1851, 10 black on magenta. large margins, 7. 5.

“ “ “ 4c black on blue, superb, 8.15.0

‘ “ 1 856, 4c black on crimson, cut square, stamp measur

ing 3cmm. square, 24.10.0

“ “ “ another one, cut oblong, measuring 35x27mm., 21. 0.0

“ “ 1862, 4c black on blue. border of rosettes, unused,

extremely fine, 15. 0.0

Dominica, watermarked CA, rsh unused. 5. 0.0

“ “ another one, 5. 0.0

St. Christopher, 6d olive brown, unused, 2 15.0

“ watermarked CA, 1d lilac rose, unused, 4.10.0

St. Vincent, rsh brown, unused, 7. 0.0

“ %d on 6d yellow green, unsevered pair, 4. 7.6

“ 1d on half of 6d blue green, unsevered pair, 17. 0.0

“ “one penny" on 6d yellow green, 4. 0.0

“ 4d on rsh vermilion, unused, 16.10.0

“ 5sh unused, 18. 0.0

“ . 4d red brown, unused, 6. 0.0

Trinidad, lithographed, 1d red, used, 3. 5.0

“ “ Lady McLeod," pen cancelled, superb, 12. 0.0

Virgin Islands, perf. 15, 6d rose, 7.10.0

“ ‘ another one, on yellow paper, 8. 5.0

“ “ similar specimen, 7. 0.0

“ ‘: 1sh carmine with thin outer line, 4.15.0

H \

another, with double outer lines, 7. 0.0
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Auction of Ventom, Bull 8: Cooper, November 28th and 29th:

Ceylon, 4d imperf., grand margins all around ; lightly postmarked ; £2200

“ 8d brown, imperf., even margins all around, lightly post

marked, used, on piece of original withid and ish imperf.; 22.0.0

Barbados, 1d on half of 5sh, unsevered pair, fine, 18.0.0

New South Wales, Sydney View, 2d blue, plate 1, unused, very early

impression, grand margins, 25.0.0

 

Auction sale by Ventom, Bull 8: Cooper, December 12th and 13th :

Alsace and Lorraine, to green, with inverted network, unused

block of 4, £2126

Austrian Italy, 1858, 2 soldi yellow, unused block of 5, o. g., 5. 5.0

Bavaria, 1 mark, imperf., unused, o. g., 2.17.6

“ 12kr perf., unused, o. g., 2.12.6

Belgium, 1850, watermarked in frame, we dark brown, unused, 2. 4.0

Bremen, 4sgr green, peree’ en .teie, unused, o. g., 3. 5.0

Cyprus, 1sh green, used, 2. 0.0

Denmark, 48 skilling, unused, 1. 4.0

Gibraltar, 1st issue complete, unused, o. g., 3.17.9

Great Britain, 5sh Carmine, plate 4, Anchor watermark, unused, o. g., 9. 0.0

“ “ 10sh gray green on bleut'e, Anchor watermark,

unused, o. s . 24. 0.0

" “ 2sh 6d lilac on bleute, unused, o. g., 2. 7.6

Moldavia, 54 paras blue on green, very fine, 14. 0.0

Spain, Madrid, 1 cuarto. used. 3. 3.0

“ “ 12 cuartos rose and blue, inverted center, 7. 0.0

“ “ 19 cuartos rose and brown, perf., 2.16.0

Ceylon, 2 rupees 50 cents. unused o. g., 4.15.0

India, 4 annas blue and red, showing blue dividing lines on each

side and the 4 rosettes at each corner, magnificent unused

specimen with gum, 33. 0.0

“ 2 annas green, unused, o. g., 2.17.6

Shanghai, 1876, 1 cand rose, postmarked, 4. 0.0

Gambia, Crown and CC, 4d brown, imperf., unused pair, 0. g., 4. 0.0

“ “ “ 6d blue, imperf., unused pair, 0, g , 2. 5.0

New Brunswick, rsh violet with dotted obliteration, 15. 0.0

Barbados, 5sh rose, unused, 4.15.0

“ 1d on right half of 55h, 4. 0.0

“ Id on left half of 55h, 4. 0.0

Nevis, 1861, perf. 13, 4d rose unused, 4.10.0

“ “ another, used, 3. 0.0

" “ " 6d gray violet, unused pair, 0. g., 6.10.0

" “ “ 6d gray violet on bluish, unused, 3. 2.6

“ “ “ 1sh green, unused, 4. 4.0

“ 1867, perf. 15, 1d lake, entire sheet, 0. g , 6.10 o

“ " “ another sheet, 7. 0.0

“ “ “ 1sh yellow green, superb unused specimen, o.g., 21. 0.0

“ 1879, lithographed, 4d orange, superb unused pair, 0. g., 27. 0.0

“ “ " 6d gray, entire unused sheet in mint

condition, 155. o o

“ Crown and CA, 6d green, superb unused pair, 0. g., 20. 0.0

St. Christopher, Crown and CA, 1d lilac rose, superb unused pair, o.g., 11. 0.0

“ 4d blue, unused, o. g., 10. 0.0

St. Lucia, 1sh black and orange, superb unused pair. 0. g., 14.10.0

“ 1885, rsh orange brown, unused, o. g., slight tear, 5.10.0
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St. Vincent, Star, perf. 11%, 15h rose red, unused pair. 0. g., 1!. O-0

“ “ “ 55h rose red, unused, o. g., l6.l0-0

“ “ “ 4d on 1sh vermilion, superb unused

specimen, 0. g., 16.100

“ Crown and CA, perf. 14, 4d bright blue, superb unused

Pa", 0 8-, 10. 0.0

Trinidad, Crown and CA. perf. 14, 4d gray, unused pair, 0. g., 7'lS-°

Tobago, Crown and CC, 6d ochre, unused pair, 0. g., IO-IO-O

“ Crown and CA, 6d ochre, superb unused pair, 0. g., 29. 0-0

" " “ single specimen, used, 15. 0.0

“ “ %d on 6d ochre, unused block of 4, the

bottom pair having the surcharge inverted, 15- O-0

Turks Islands, 1sh prune, unused, o. g., perfectly centered, 30. 0.0

“ 2%d on ish prune, type 4, unused pair, 6. 6.0

“ 2%d on 1sh blue, type 6, 11.1o.0

“ 4d on 1sh prune, types 9 and I0, unused pair, 0. g., :3. 0.0

Virgin Islands, 1sh crimson, single line border, unused pair, 0. g , 10- 0.0

“ “ single unused specimen, 0. g., 4.10.0

Antioquia, 1868, 5c green. very fine, 11.100

Victoria, “Registered," 1sh red and blue, unused, 6- 0-O

Auction sale by Puttick & Simpson, December 10th and I 1th :

Brunswick, 1852. 3sgr Vermilion, unused, o. g., £5100

Gibraltar, 1st issue complete, used, 3.10.0

Great Britain, VR, very fine, unused pair with part gum, 22. 0.0

Hamburg, 9s imperf., used, 3. 0.0

Spain, 12 cuartos blue and rose, imperf., with inverted center, 11.15.0

“ 1865, 19 cuartos brown and rose, unused, 2- 3-0

British Columbia, imperf., 5c rose, unused, o. g., 10. 0.0

British Guiana, 1856, 4c crimson, superb copy on original, size

33x46 mm., 21. 0.0

“ 1862, 2c yellow, No. 4, rouletted on 3 sides, 4 15-0

Dominica, Crown and CA. 1sh lake, unused, o. g., 5. 0.0

Montserrat, Crown and CA, 4d blue, 3. 7.6

Nevis, 1sh yellow green, 5. 0.0

“ lithographed, rsh green, entire sheet, unused, 26.100

“ Crown and CA, 6d green, unused, o. g., 9. O-0

St. Vincent, 5sh rose, unused, o. g., 14.14.o

“ another, used, small tear, 1 1. 5.0

“ 4d on 15h vermilion, very fine, 11.1o.o

Victoria, 1854, lithographed, 2d mauve, unused block of 9, with side

margins, one stamp slightly torn, 20.100

COMMUNICATIONS

We publish below a letter addressed to Mr. G. B. Calman by Mr. D.

Benjamin, and which clearly establishes the fact that the stamp referred to

in the letter is purely speculative.

SHANGHAI, CHINA, Saturday, 30th November 1895.

GEORGE B. CALMAN. Esq., New York, U. S. A.:

Dear Sz'r.-—Enclosing press-copy of my last respects of the 20th instant,

I have none of your favors to acknowledge.

Macao-Referring to the remarks in my last note the 5 avos stamps
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surcharged on 30 reis, my correspondent in Hongkong informs me that he

is advised by his agent in Macao that these stamps are not procurable at the

Post Office, as the whole issue, amounting to $600.00 has been sold by the

Post Office to a Messrs. Weilan, in Hongkong. I am therefore unable to

send you a supply of these stamps. I am of opinion that these stamps are

purely speculative, as there is no 5c tariff in the Macao Post Office, and the

fact of their all having been sold to one party confirms this belief. I think

the S S. S. S. should make a note of this.

With nothing further for to-day, I remain,

Yours truly, DAVID BENJAMIN.

 

BRooRLvN, December 21, 1895.

Editors AMERICAN JOURNAL or PHILATELY:

In your next number will you kindly answer the following questions:

What does téte béche mean and how do you pronounce it ‘ What is the

correct pronunciation of Curacao, Miquelon? BROOKLYN SUBSCRIBER.

ANSWER-1f in making up a plate of electrotypes one or more single

electrotypes are put in upside down, they will give rise to what are known as

téte béche pairs, in which the top of one stamp will be where the bottom

should be. Of course if the inverted stamp is by itself it cannot be dis

tinguished from any other stamp of the sheet. Pronounced as though

spelled tatbesh. According to Webster the pronunciation of Curacao is

Kii'—ra—so' and Miquelon Mé'—ke—l6n'.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

 

We have received from Messrs. Harry Hilckes & Co.. of London, a com

plete epitome of prices received for rare stamps at London auctions during

the season 1894-95. In some respects the compilation is very valuable, as it

will give an excellent idea of the advance which has taken place during a sin

gle year; but for the purpose of determiningthe value of any particular speci

men, it cannot be considered authoritative, as some of the quotations are 15

months old, and all of them over 5 months old '

At the same time, such a compilation is very interesting as indicating the

enormous difference in prices between specimens in mint state and ordinary

copies Messrs. Hilcke\ 8: Co. deserve a great deal of credit for their work,

as it appears to be carefully and conscientiously done.

The Postage Slam/1s, Envelopes, lVrappers. Post Cards, and Telegraph Stamps

of the British Colonies, Possessions and Proleetorates in Afriea. Part 1.

Compiled and published 11)’ the Philatelic Soeiety, London

“'e have received part I of the above work. which is to be published in

three divisions, and we think it of sufficient importance to review it inextehso.

The illustrations indicate a new departure, as the greater part of them are

contained on the same pages as the letter press. In general, we consider the

style of the work superior to any of the previous publications of the society,

as the so-called reading matter is more limited and the‘ reader is not burdened

with so large a quantity of uninteresting ofi‘icial documents. We find a great

deal that is new, and present herewith to our readers what we consider of suf

ficient importance in that direction.

British Bechuanaland. We see here that the Tapling collection contains

an entire envelope franked with a Two Pence with “2d" in blue green, a pair

of the same value with 2d in red and a single Two Penny stamp unsurcharged
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The postmarks are “Vryburg—Bechuanaland, Sp. 15, 1888, Jersey, Oct 9

1888." It is also stated that only 800 of the Half Penny stamps were sur

charged “Protectorate" in the larger type.

We also copy the following: “Specimens of all the stamps listed have

been examined and passed by the Society, but in addition to these the Scott

Stamp and Coin Co., Limited, of New York, give in the 55th edition of their

Catalogue the following: 71d, with ‘Protectorate’ surcharged in small black

black capitals; 1d, with similar surcharge, but in rather larger capitals, and

‘1d,’ both surcharges being in black; ad, with the usual surcharge of Protec

torate’ in black and ‘2d’ in red. It is possible that the last of these is a genu

ine variety, but the two others must be looked upon with grave suspicion so

far as the surcharge of the word ‘Protectorate’ is concerned. The same re

mark applies to the Three Pence, which has been seen with ‘Protectorate’

alone, in small block capitals, and to the One-half Penny with the added frac

tion ‘% ’ "

British East Afriea. Under this head we find something that is indeed

interesting, viz., positive information that the following values were issued

imperforate, sold indiscriminately at the post offices and regularly used for

postage:

% anna brown,

1 anna green,

2a vermilion,

295a black on yellow,

3a black on rose red,

4a pale red brown

4%21 lilac,

8a blue,

1 rupee rose.

We also note that a 4 anna value was prepared in gray and issued imper

forate. The British East Africa Co state that, “as regards these gray stamps,

it was at first intended to use them for inland revenue purposes, but, as this

was found inconvenient, it was decided to use up those already printed for

postal purposes. Fortunately, only a few of the eight annas and one rupee

had been printed. The four annas, gray, had not. advanced beyond the im

perforate stage, and those we had in that form were sold and used along with

the others, in the usual course."

The Society notes, as a separate issue or as a separate variety, stamps on

unwatermarked paper, but we do not consider that they are entitled to any

such special classification, as it is distinctly stated in the notes on these

issues that the watermark did not cover the entire sheet, and, hence, some of

the stamps must have appeared without such watermark.

In the provisional issue of 1891 only four stamps are recognized, viz.:

%a on 2a vermilion,

and 1a on 4a brown,

with both hand-stamped and manuscript surcharge. It is positively stated

that the $4 anna on 3 annas vermilion and 1 anna on 3 annas ver

milion, with signatures differing from the genuine, have been included in

some catalogues and sold at auction, but were never issued by authority of

the Company.

Cape of Good Hope. The appearance of the triangular series is defin

itely proven to have been made on September 1st, 1853, the issue consisting

of the one penny and four pence on blue paper. The six pence and one

shilling values were issued on February 18th, 1858. The rates of postage

were as follows ;
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For newspapers, 1 penny.

% ounce, local, 4 pence.

% ounce, to Great Britain, 6 pence.

In April, 1863, the rate to Great Britain was raised to r shilling per

half ounce for all letters carried by packet boat, and reduced to 4 pence for

all letters carried by private ships. On September 15th, 1860, the local

delivery rate was reduced to one penny. The quantity issued of each value

of the triangular series is annexed for the purpose of establishing the com

parative rarity. They were as follows :

1p, 5,850,000

4p, 7,510,000

6p, 920,000

rsh, 380,160

As to the wood block series, considerable interesting information is

given, including exact statements of the number of sheets and stamps that

were printed. The Postmaster General of the Colony furnishes the follow

ing particulars in regard to this issue :

“ The stamps were printed by Saul Solomon & Co., of 49 and 50 St.

George's St., Cape Town, the one penny on April 10th, 1861, and the four

pence on April 12th of the same year. The original dies for the stamps were

engraved on steel, from which sixty-four impressions were afterwards taken

of each value, by what is known as the stereotype process. These impres

sions were cemented on'to a wooden block to form the printing plate, hence

the designation ‘wood-blocks’ that has always been applied to these two

stamps. The sixty~four impressions of both values were each arranged in

four horizontal rows of sixteen stamps to the row, forming eight squares, and

in cementing the impressions on to the two wooden blocks, one of the four

pennies was by mistake placed among the one pennies, and vice versa, thus

accounting for the two well-known errors of these stamps. The number of

the one penny stamps printed was 24,600, while there were 12,840 of the

fourpence, and both values were issued as soon as they were obtained from

the printers. Laid paper with fairly wide lines was used, and although the

laid lines in some specimens are only visible in part, and on others are appar

ently altogether absent, the quality and make of the paper seems neverthe

less the same throughout the issue.

“ The number of the errors of course entirely depends upon whether the

mistakes on the plates were noticed and corrected previous to the completion

of the printings. Supposing they had been, I cannot but think that the

errors would at once have been cut out of the sheets and destroyed. Ac

cording to the number of stamps printed, there were at the most but zor of

the One Penny error and 386 of the Four pence error, so the only surprise

is that these stamps are not even rarer than they are.

“Only one printing of these provisional stamps was required, as on

referring to the appendix it will be noticed that Messrs. Perkins Bacon & Co.

forwarded further large supplies of One Penny and Four Penny stamps to the

colony on the 1st and 29th of April, and again on the 8th of May, 1861. The

provisional stamps could not, therefore, have been wanted beyond a few

weeks, but no doubt the stock printed off of both values was used up by the

Post Office.

“ ln March, 1883, Messrs. Saul Solomon 8: Co. reprinted 195 sheets of

the One Penny and the same number of the Fourpence. Each sheet of the

former value consists of 62 stamps only, i. 6., there are two stamps deficient,

while each sheet of the latter value contains 63 specimens, in, with one
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stamp deficient. The reprints are made upon smooth wove paper, and the

colors of the stamps are much darker and brighter than any of those issued.

m.» l‘Although the errors are catalogued as having been reprinted, I am as

sured by Mr. S. R. French that they do not exist on the sheets of the reprints,

as both errors and a damaged stereotype of the One Penny were removed

from the plates before the reprints were made.

11»- “ Mr. French also tells me that"these reprints were made solely for the

purpose of distributing specimens to the various postal administrations

throughout the world, the stamps not being issued or sold to private col

lectors.”

In view of the fact of the number of One Penny stamps exceeding the

number of the Four Penny stamps, it might appear strange that the former

value should be by far the rarer of the two; but this peculiarity may easily

be explained by the fact that the One Penny value was used for local postage

only, and the majority of the letters were undoubtedly destroyed. The Four

Penny stamps were used almost exclusively for foreign correspondence ad

dressed to business houses, who kept their mails intact for many years there

after.

As to the celebrated One Penny triangular, with Crown and CC water

mark, we need only quote the following remarks:

“The list I have given above comprises all the triangular stamps Messrs.

De La Rue & Co. sent out to the Colony. It is therefore difficult to account

for the existence of the One Penny watermarked ‘Crown and CC. I am un

able to give the true raison d'e’tre of this variety, and I can only suggest that

it may be due to the following cause. It was in the year 1863 that Messrs.

De La Rue 8: Co. first commenced to use paper with the ‘ Crown and CC ’

watermark, and they may have intended to print off the whole batch of One

Penny and Four Penny Cape stamps ordered at the end of that year upon it.

After trying a few sheets for the One Penny value they probably found the

size of the paper and the watermark so ill adapted to the plates of these tri

angular stamps that they at once abandoned their intention and applied to

the Crown Agents for a further supply of the ‘Anchor ’ watermarked paper.

Whether they forwarded any of the stamps with ‘Crown and CC ’ watermark

to the Colony is very doubtful. I have never seen or heard of a used copy,

and, in face of the list of consignments I have given, it looks as if none of

these stamps were sent out. In this case the variety would be merely an in

teresting essay. To help any one who may feel disposed to search through

used specimens, I may tell that the color of the variety is identical with that

of the One Penuy value printed by Messrs. De La Rue & Co. upon the

‘Anchor’ watermarked paper, i. e., red brown, and that the watermark ‘Crown

and CC’ is found placed sideways, and only a portion of it is seen upon each

stam ."

llVith the information thus far obtainable it would appear that this stamp

should be excluded from catalogues of postage stamps and relegated to the

field of essays and proofs.

An interesting fact is noted as to the issue of a half penny stamp about

six years before there was any use for postal purposes for any such value. It

appears that a supply of this value was forwarded to the Colony, and sold at

the Post Office as early as 1876, and when after July 1st, 1882, the halfpenny

value was required. the stock on hand must have been very small indeed, as

in August, 1882, a provisional halfpenny stamp had to be provided.

In the general reference list we also find some items of considerable

interest, which are worthy of being reproduced in this review. It is stated
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that all four triangular stamps are found rouletted and some of the values

peree' en are. All these varieties are declared to be almost entirely unotficial,

and, as they have been extensively imitated of late years, great caution is

required in accepting any such specimens as having been perforated at the

time the stamps were in use.” The variety of the fourpence wood block

spelt “pencl-z" is noted, but is declared to be due to defective printing. At

the same time, we find mention of another variety with the right hand corner

ornament replaced by irregular white parallel lines, owing to a damage

caused to one of the stereoblocks.

In regard to the Fourpence lilac rose without surcharge, it is said that

they should be looked upon only as proofs. We can scarcely find the

argument conclusive on this point, as it may easily have happened that a

sheet or a part of a sheet escaped the overprint in the same way as has been

recently discovered to have been the case in a sheet of 60 stamps of Straits

Settlements 32 cent lilac rose.

Of the issue of August, 1892, viz., the provisional halfpenny on three

pence carmine lake, it is remarked that the Tapling collection contains

specimens of the one penny red watermarked Crown and CC surcharged

Halfpenny in a line of sans sérif type 15 mm. in length. This variety is

declared to be undoubtedly spurious.

Under the general heading of fiscals used postally, it is stated positively

that the use of fiscal stamps for postal purposes was never sanctioned in Cape

Colony. All such specimens must bear fradulent postmarks, or have passed

through the post office unobserved, or have been obliterated on purpose, and

in any case are not worthy of the attention of philatelists,
 

THE METROPOLITAN FHILATELIC CLUB or saw ANTONlO.

Organized Nov. 13. 1894.

Headquarters : DULLINO BLOCK, SAN ANTONIO, TEX

Exnuh've Cnmmr'ttn: EDWARD W. Hausmcen, President,

E. G. CERVANTES, Vice-President, HENRY A. Rauss, Treasurer,

JOHN G. Ro-ru, Secretary, J. F. MURPHY, Assistant Secretary

Literary Board.- CoR. josaPH FLYNN, U. S. A. Chairman.

H. C. GLAZE, Secretary, 111.1115 JERMY, Librarian.

Department afAuclz'nn, Pure/mung, Sale and Exchange: OSEPH A. MUELLER, Superintendent,

CHARLES ROBMER, Counterfeit Detector, C. T. FINCHAM, Attorney.

 

PROCEEDINGS or THE FIRST ANNUAL CELEBRATION.

T111‘. EXHIBITION.

At 10:00 A. M. the doors of the Club Rooms were opened to the public,

to witness the first international philatelic exhibition held in the United

States and from then on a stream of people flowed in and out of the rooms,

until the closing of the exhibition at 5:30 P. M,when over 400 persons placed

their names upon the register.

The rooms were prettily decorated with bunting, flags of all nations and

large brass eagles. On one side of the rooms were palms and other tropical

plants back of which were seated the musicians. It was Prof. A. G. Garcia's

Grand Mexican Orchestra that had arrived the day before from Mexico,

which played the many beautiful selections during the day.

Shortly after the doors were opened, Edward W. Heusinger, President,

rapped for order and declaring the exhibition open, delivered an address of

welcome.

At 1:00 P. M. the judges examined the exhibits and the awards were

made as follows :
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Fz'rsl.—For the best general display, gold medal and diploma—Edward

W. Heusinger. Second best, honorable mention—I-Ienry A. Reuss.

Second.—For the best general collection, silver medal and diploma—

Henry A. Reuss. Second best, honorable mention—Charles Roemer.

T/u'rai-For the best collection of United States stamps, bronze medal

and diploma-H. C. Glaze. Second best, honorable mention-S. V. Pfeuffer

of New Braunfels, Tex.

F0url/z.-—For the best display of stamps of any country, diploma to each

—Australian, Australian Stamp Co., of Adelaide, S. A; Italian, Rag.

Emilio Corsi, of Rome, Italy. Roumanian, Capt. Constantin M. Moroui, of

Bucuresci, Roumania. Philippine Islands, Senor Francisco Carreras y

Candi of Barcelona, Spain. Mexican, Senor Eduardo Aguirre, of Guana

juata, Mexico.

Fzftlz —For the best collections of entires, Diploma-Edward W. Heu

singer.

Sheila-For the best collections of revenues. Foreign, Diploma—Wal

ter Morley, of London, England. United States, Diploma-E. B. Sterling,

of Trenton, N. J.

Swenllz.—For the best display of stamps in sets and packets, Diploma

Henry A. Reuss’ Continental Stamp Depot. lli'ii

Ezlglztla-For the best mixture of continentals, Diploma—Henry A.

Reuss' Continental Stamp Depot.

Ninth-For the best display of philatelic supplies, Diploma-Edward

W. Heusinger.

Tenlk.—For the best publications. Albums, Diploma-Wm. Brown, of

London, England. Journal, Diploma-also to Wm. Brown. Approval

Books, Diploma—Walter Morley, of London, England. Catalogue, Diploma,

also to Walter Morley.

Besides the above there were many more and valuable exhibits.

THE AUCTION SALE.

At 5.30 P. M an Auction Sale was inaugurated, it being the first ever

held south of St. Louis. There were about fifteen buyers present, Prof.

Jermy kindly acting as Auctioneer. One hundred lots were sold under the

hammer in 50 minutes, and the total sum realized was $206.00, the following

lots being worthy of mention.

No. 2, United States, 185:, 5c brown, good, close trir'nmed to R., $ 6.50

“ 9, “ " 1893, Columbian, 1c to $5.00, unused, fine, 25.00

“ 11, “ " “ " $1.00, unused, fin 7.00
‘l 16’ I‘ ‘K i‘ ‘I ‘I I‘“ I7, “ “ 1895. $500, used, 475

" 26, “ “ State, 90c, used, 5.00

“ 40, Brunswick, 1863. yfisgr, pair, unused, 12.00

“ 87, Oldenburg, 1860. 2sgr, rose, 6.00

THE ANNUAL MEETING.

At 8.30 P. M. the First Annual General Meeting came to order, President

Edward W. Heusinger presiding. with Messrs. M. Adler, Charles Bull, E. G.

Cervantes, Corp. Joseph Flynn, Julius Jermy, Edward C. Jungkind, Her

man Michaels, F. J. Murphy, F. I. Northrup, Franz Pfeiffer, Henry A.

Reuss, Adolph Richter, Charles Roemer, John G. Roth, Carl Seutter,

Charles G. Staats, H. D. Stumberg members, and S. Vieth, P. Engelking,

William]. G. Dulling. Dr. A. A. Allen, E. A. Bruni, Edward Everett, re

presenting the “Daily Express,” Herman Breusing, representing the “Daily

Light," and Albert S. Moss, representing the “Daily News,” guests in

attendance.
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The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

Mr. Murphy proposed for active membership Mr James Treahey and

Mr. Roemer proposed for corresponding membership Mr. T. W. Robinson,

of Denison, Tex. There being no objections to these candidates, they were

declared elected members Nos. 201 and 202. respectively.

The Secretary presented his Annual Report, which showed that the

membership of the club was 196, or 36 active and 160 corresponding mem

bers. It also embraced such other matter as generally is included in these

reports.

The Treasurer presented his Annual Report, which showed receipts of

$119.67 during the year, and disbursements as follows: Secretary's ex ense

and postage. $20.75; stationery, seal, etc, $11.36; printing. $25.75; rent, 8.00;

A. P. A. donation of books, $1.75; library, $2.00; banquet, etc, $47.80, with

a balance of $2.26 in the treasury.

The Librarian presented his Annual Report, and therein stated that the

most important donation was received from the President, Mr. Heusinger,

who donated some 2.500 books, journals and catalogues.

The Superintendent, in presenting his Annual Report. stated that he had

received for circulation 30 books, valued at $736. of which there were retired

November 1st, $470.12, and that the total sales were $102.80.

The Assistant Secretary's Annual Report stated that he had sent for this

celebration 500 invitations by mail.

After these reports were accepted, the election of the officers of the Ex

ecutive Committee for 1896 took place, resulting as follows: President, Ed

ward W. Heusinger; Vice-President. E. G. Cervantes; Treasurer, Henry A.

Reuss; Secretary, John G. Roth; Assistant Secretary, F. J. Murphy.

There being no further business before the meeting, it was adjourned at

10.00 P. 1\1.; after which

THE BANQUET

was held, which will ever be pleasantly remembered by all present, as the

many eatables, wines, cigars, beautiful selections by the Orchestra, coupled

with good fellowship, and songs and good stories following each other in quick

succession, made the evening seem almost too short.

JOHN G. ROTH, Sec’y.

 

MINUTES OF THE FOURTEENTH MEETING, HELD DECEMBER I1, I895.

The meeting came to order at 8.30 1211., President Edward W.’

Heusinger presiding, with the following members in attendance: Messrs.

Henry A. Reuss, Joseph A. Muller, H. C. Glaze, Charles Roemer, Julius

Jermy, Nelson Mackey, Jr., and John G. Roth.

On account of the Secretary not being present at the time the meeting

was called, Julius Jermy was elected temporary Secretary.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved and the Report

of the Executive Committee was read and accepted.

A letter from the Rev. G. Q. A Rose, manager of “The Mid-Winter

Fair," to be held in this city during January, 1896, was read, inviting the

Club to make an exhibit of stamps, etc., was upon motion of Mr. Roemer

accepted, all members being requested to aid the Club in making said exhibit.
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A letter from R. F. Albrecht & Co. was also read, who sent for the

Club’s Library a copy of their Auction Epitome, which was accepted with

thanks.

Mr. Reuss proposed for active membership, Messrs. Nelson Mackey, 11.,

No. 203, Louis Glaiser, No. 204, and for corresponding membership, Mr.

Max Paltz of Zittan, Saxony, No. 205.

Mr. Roemer proposed for corresponding membership, Mr. Charles

Beamish of Philadelphia, Pa., No. 206. .

No objections being made the above candidates were declared elected.

The collecting of plate numbers of United States stamps was then

discussed at length, after which an Auction Sale of the Exhibit of William

Brown was held.

The meeting adjourned at 10 P. M.

 

JOHN G. ROTH, Secretary.

BIRMINGHAM PHILATELIC SOCIETY.

w. T‘. WILSON, President.

R. HOLLICK, Esq. and W. PIMM, Esq., Vice-Presidents.

COMMITTEE;

MR. V. LUNDEBLAD. MR. C. A. STEPHENSON,

MR. w. 5. VAUGHTON, MR. “1'. F. WADAMS.

Hon. See. and Treat. G. JOHNSON, ll. A., 208 Birchfield Road. Birmingham.

 

November 21.—]. A. Gailbraith (Trinidad), E. Sigerist-Moser (Schaff

hausen), A. C. Jones (Bermuda), were unanimously elected members.

Votes of thanks were accorded Messrs. E F. Wurele and Croome for

25 Philatelic Journals and “The Stamps of Egypt" respectively.

Mr. C.,A Stephenson then gave a very interesting and carefully pre

pared paper on the “Stamps of the United States from 1847 to 1869,"

illustrated by his own collection and a number of other good collections

belonging to the members present; also some sent by corresponding mem

bers. In the intervals between the various issues and at the end of the paper

there was a very lively discussion on the minor varieties of die, ornament

and grille.

December 5.—R. S. Bhatavadeker (Bombay), J. G. Wilson (Barbados),

were unanimously elected members.

Subs. were voted to L. P. Society's "South Africa," and other publica

tions.

A vote of thanks was accorded Mr. H. L. Ewen for a bound copy of

his “Priced Catalogue of the Stamps of Great Britain."

Then followed the “Display of the Stamps of Italy and the Italian

States together with the forgeries and reprints of the same."

The exhibit was very fine and included most of the rarities unused and

used on originals.

December Paehet.—-This requires special notice, as it is probably the

finest packet ever circulated in an English exchange. The sheets sent in

were worth over £1,200, and about half of this value consisted of fine

unused Colonials, especially British North America and West Indies, and

nearly all priced considerably below catalogue. The St. Vincents included
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55 star, 4d yellow, no \vmk, 4d red brown CA, all unused; Nevis, St. Kitts

Virgin Is., Dominica, Nova Scotia were almost complete in shades. Con

sidering that all the sheets were sent in at reasonable prices, it was thought,

advisable, with the owners’ consent, to keep over two duplicate sheets, worth

over £300, till next packet, leaving the value £894 55 5%d. But from

promises already to hand it is very likely that the January packet will be

very considerably larger than this.

8TATEN ISLAND FHILATELIC SOCIETY.

Braneh of the A. P. A.

 

 

Meetings held the third Tuesday of each month. Communications relating to the Exchange De art

at 8 o'clock P. M., at [.oescher's Hotel, 36 Canal ment address to Edgar R. Carter, Box 86, Temp 'ins

SL, Stapleton, S. 1., N. Y. ville, S. 1., N. Y.

President, AUGUST DRJONGB. . . . . .

Communications relating to Examination of

s'cyu'n'yi ROMRT S" LEHMAN' Stam s Department, address Henry Clotz, P. O.

For information address the Secretary, 0 “I. Box ,N. Y. City.

116th St., N. Y.

 

152d MEETING.

THURSDAY, November 21st, 1895.

In the absence of the President who was confined to his house sick,

Vice-President Albrecht presided in his stead, the Secretary also being absent

Mr. E. R. Carter was appointed to act in his stead.

Members present : Messrs R. F. Albrecht, H, Clotz, H. Obert, A.

Richter, E. R Carter, Dr. R. Roehre and O. Dejonge.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

Mr. Julius Rubens was unanimously elected a member of the Society.

Messrs. J. N. T. Levick and W. A. Haylock sent their resignations,

which on motion were accepted with regret.

A friend sends two Heligoland reprints for the counterfeit album.

A friend sends two cuttings from newspapers for the scrap book.

Mr R. F. Albrecht presents the Society with a copy of his new

Auction Epitome.

Messrs. Stanley Gibbons L'd., send a copy of their latest catalogue for

the library.

Mr. A. Lohmeyer presents the Society with No. 21 of the Postal Card

Bulletin.

All of the above are accepted with thanks.

After an exhibition of U. S. stamps by Mr. H. Obert, and British col

onials by Mr. E. R. Carter, the meeting adjourned at 10 1*. M

EDGAR R. CARTER, Sec’y pro. tem.

 

153d MEETING.

THURSDAY, December 19th, 1895.

Present: Messrs. R. F. Albrecht, Henry Clotz, A. Richter, Adolph
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Lienhardt, Henry Obert, A. C. Carstanjen, Edgar R. Carter, Oscar Dejonge,

Dr. R. Roehre, Hugo Kessler, and R. S. Lehman, and Mr. J. W. Sittig as

_ uest.
g President August Dejonge being absent Vice President R. F. Albrecht

took the chair.

The meeting was called to order at 8:30 P. M.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and upon motion

accepted.

Dr. W. I. Gascoyne proposes for membership Dr. James W. Craighill, of

Baltimore and Mr. A. Richter proposes Mr. I. W. Sittig of Stapleton, which

propositions were referred to the executive committee.

An old and true friend of the Society presents some counterfeits for the

counterfeit album and Mr. A. Lohmeyer sends No. 22 of the Monthly Bulle

tin of the Postal Card Society. The thanks of the Society are tendered to

the kind donors.

The Society received an invitation from a collector in Constantinople to

enter into exchange relations; as the envelope was only addressed Staten

Island Philatelic Society, America, and reached its destination, it was put up

at auttion and was sold to one of the members realizing a good price.

Mr. Wm. Rasmus tenders his resignation, which was accepted with

regret.

Upon motion it was carried unaminously, that the sympathy of the

Society be tendered to our President, Mr August Dejonge, upon the occasion

of his sickness, and the members wish him a speedy recovery.

Mr. Rud. Sulzberger reports that his address is now care of Vereinigte

Fabriken Photographischer Papiere, Dresden.

Exhibition of stamps followed, Mr. Clotz showing some of his rarities,

which were admired by all.

The meeting was adjourned upon motion at 10:30 P. M.

ROBERT S. LEHMAN, Sec'y.

NATIONAL PHILATELICAL SOCIETY.

Organized r874. Incorporated 1892.

Meetings held Second and Fourth Tuesdays every month, at Room $6, Bible House, at 8 P. M.

OFFICERS.

Pren'dtnt, ]. N. T. LEVICK, 54 William Street, Secretary, W. F. GREGORY, 11 Park Row, New

New York. York.

Vicz-Przrr'dznt, R. R. Boomer, 160 Nassau Street, New York.

Tran-urn, Max MEYENBBRG, 58 Eighth Street, Hoboken,N. J.

C0511”!TTEES.

R. R. BOGERT, M. C. BBRLBPSCN,

Enhrtaz'nmmt H. GREMMBL, Finance G. W. D. CRI'ITBNTON,

DR. B. M. Facmum. A. L. BMRD.

Geo. R. u'rrLB, C. L. MoRnAu,

Haas: Jus. S. Rrcu, Manda-sh) H. Comm,

J. N. Lure. J. M. Axumzmr.

Librarian, J. S. RICH, 489 Manhattan Avenue, Ext-bang: Manager, G. W. D. CRI‘ITBNTON, 203.

New York West End Ave.. New York.

December roth, 1895.

The 49th meeting of the Corporation and 297th of the Society, was called

to order at 8.15 by President Levick.

Present: Messrs. Andreini. Betz, Berlepsch, Blake, Crittenton, Drew,

Dr. Feldman, Gregory, Heller, Holmes, Dr. Hyatt, Krassa, Levick, Moffatt,

Perrin, Rich, Stein, Peterson, Thwing, Tuttle, Williams, and Walter S. Scott

as a visitor.

Applications for membership were received from William F. S. Pell,
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Joseph F. Beard, Walter S. Scott, Rudolf Kersting and F. Cormack, all as

active members.

Auction Manager Crittenton having prepared a small list of stamps to

be disposed of, Mr. Berlepsch was invited to act as Auctioneer. The 34 lots

offered were quickly sold for $29.37 to the satisfaction of those present.

After the sale Mr. Andreini displayed a portion of his United States

collection, showing plate numbers. It was greatly admired and was well

calculated to cause envy on the part of many less fortunate collectors.

Adjourned at 10. W. F. GREGORY, Secretary.

December 24th, 1895.

The 50th meeting of the Corporation and 298th of the Society, was called

to order at 8 o'clock by President Levick.

Present : Messrs. Andreini, Bogert, Dr. Feldman, Gregory, Lynde,

Levick, Mead, Thwing. Tuttle and Williams.

Reading of minutes of last meeting was omitted.

A communication from Dr. Hill was read in reference to permitting the

use of the room to the Manhattan Philatelic Society.

Referred to the House Committee with power.

The following report was also read by the Secretary :

NATIONAL PHILATELIC SOCIETY,

Gentlemen—The Committee on the Suppression of Speculative Stamps

met December 14th, at Room 1, 25 Ann Street.

Meeting called to order at 3.20 P. M. by Chairman Herrick. Present:

Messrs. Herrick. Andreini, Calman, Davison and Rich.

Minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The Sub-committee on European letter reported progress.

The Committee have under consideration a set of stamps purporting to

emanate from the “Republic of Formosa,” and pending further investigation

warn all collectors to refrain from purchasing this issue as probably specu

lative.

Moved by Mr.(.‘alman and seconded by Mr. Scott and unanimously carried

that the action of the Society for the Suppression of Speculative Stamps in

condemning the sale of New South Wales stamps, surcharged O. S., by the

Post Office Department of that colony is fully endorsed by this Committee.

Adjourned subject to the call of the Lhairman at 4.45.

Jos. S. RICH, Secretary.

The Election of Oflicers being in order, resulted as follows:

For President-Seven ballots were cast: Six ballots for J. N. T. Levick,

one blank.

For Secretary-‘W. F. Gregory received six votes. and one blank ballot

cast.

For Treasurer-Max Meyenberg received seven votes.

For Trustees—Dr. Feldman, Messrs. Andreini, Baird and Luff each

received eight votes.

As no other names were presented for any offices, the above were

elected unanimously.

The report of Mr. Crittenton as exchange manager was read and

accepted. The thanks of the Society were voted to Mr. Crittenton for the

faithful discharge of the duties of his ofiice.

Adjourned at 9.10. W. F. GREGORY, Secretary.
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CURRENCYi I6 CASH==I CANDAREEN ; I00 CANDAREENSflII MACE; IO MACE-I TAELBQO

CENTS, U. S. CURRENCY. I00 CENTs=I DOLLAR=6O CENTS, U. S. CURRENCY

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1864-65.

Type-set, hand printed on various papers.

Size about 27x30 mm. There are several

printings of these stamps, differing only in the

relative position of the inscriptions and of

the compartment lines, the center piece

(dragon) being the same for all the values in

311 [he printings.

film“. i

A. First printing.

The s of SHANGHAI is close to the line at

its left. The center piece is equi-distant from

the lines below and above it. The small line

below the upper left corner character has the

ends turned upwards. The small horizontal

line above the lower left corner character

also has the ends turned upwards. The

horizontal lines above and below the center

piece are on a level with the small lines at the

sides. The center piece is closer to the line

at the left than to that at the right. The

word Candareens is in the plural. In the

2 candareens stamp the first character in the

left label is the Chinese character Liang m‘

Antique numerals of value, except the I

of 16, which is Roman.

Thin white wove paper.

I 2 cands black

2 4 cands yellow

8 cands grass green

4 I6 cands scarlet

B. Second printing.

The s of SHANGHAI is not close to the line

on its left, except in the 16 candareens. The

center piece is a trifle closer to the line above

than to the line below it. The small lines

below the upper left corner and above the

lower left corner have the ends turned up.

The horizontal lines above and below the

center piece are on a level with the small

lines at the sides. The word Candareens is

in the plural. In the 2 candareens the first

character in the left label is the Chinese

character Liang.
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Antique numerals of value, except the I

of 16, which is Roman.

Thin white wove paper.

2 cands black

6 8 cands green

7 16 cands scarlet

C. Third printing.

Similar to B, but the horizontal line above

the center piece has the right end turned

down and the line below the center piece

slants a trifle downwards from the left to the

right. The s of CANDAREENS, in the 2 and 4

candareens stamps, is further away from the

line on its right. The s of SHANGHAI is not

close to the line on its left. The word Can

dareens is in the plural. In the 2 cnndareeiis

stamp the first character in the left label is

the Chinese character Liang.

Antique numerals of value, except the I

of 16, which is Roman.

Thin white wove paper.

8 2 cands black

9 4 cands yellow

10 8 cands bright green

II 16 cands scarlet

D. Fourth printing.

Same as C, but the s of CANDAREENS is

close to the line at its right. The word Can

dareens is in the plural. The first character

in the left label is the Chinese character

Liang.

Antique numerals of value.

Thin white wove paper.

12 2 cands black

E. Fifth printing.

The s of SHANGHAI is close to the line

on its left. The center piece is closer to the

line below it than to the line above it. The

line below the upper left corner character is

higher than the one below the upper right

corner character. The line below the upper

left corner character has the ends turned

upwards. The line above the lower left

corner character has the ends turned down

wards. The line below the center piece is

almost on a level with the lines at the sides.

The word Candareens is in the plural, except

in the I candareen stamp. In the 2 can

dareenS the first character in the left label it

the Chinese character Liang. In the 4 and

8 candareens stamps the central character in

the left label is the Chinese character Tsien,

making the inscription read 4 (8) mar:

silver, instead of 4 (8) mna'arrmr silver.

Antique numerals of value.

I. Thin white wove paper.

13 2 cands black

14 4 cands olive yellow

15 8 cands dark green

II. Horizontally laid white paper.

16 I cand blue

F. Sixth printing.

Similar to E, but the line below the center

piece is lower than the lines at the sides,

and the line below the upper left corner

character is lower than the one below the

upper right corner character. The word

Candareen is in the singular.

Antique numerals of value.

Horizontally laid white paper.

17 I cand blue

I 'arr'elie: .

a. .P. 0. above the line.

18 1 cand blue

b. L. r‘. 0. below the line.

19 r cand blue

6. SH of SHANGHAI above the line.

20 I cand blue

G. Seventh printing.

The s of SHANGHAI is close to the line at

its left. The line above the center piece is

a. trifle higher than the lines at the sides.

The center piece is closer to the line belowit

than to the one above it. The word Canda

reen is in the singular for all the values. In

the 2 candareen stamp the first character in

the left label is the Chinese character Liang.

Antique numerals of value, except the 3

candareen, which is modern.

1. Thin white wove paper.

21 r cand dark blue

22 2 cnnd black

23 3 cand brown

24 4 cand yellow

25 B cand sage green

26 I6 cand vermilion

ll’ariefr'cr .'

a. The final N of CANDAREEN is below the

line.

27 2 cand black

b. CAND is below the line.

28 4 cand yellow

II. Horizontally laid white paper.

29 4 cand yellow

H. Eighth printing.

The s of SHANGHAl is close to the line at

its left. The s of (‘ANDAREENS is not close

to the line at its right. The line above the

center piece turns up at its left end and

down at its right end. The line below the

upper left corner character is higher than

the line below the upper right corner char

acter. The line below the centre piece

slants downwards from the left to the right.

The line below the upper left corner char

acter has the ends turned downwards. The

word Candareens is in the plural, except on

the one candareen stamp. In the 2 can

dareens stamps the first character in the left

label is the Chinese character Erh. _

—

Antique numerals of value.

I. Thin white wove paper.

30 r cand blue
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gr 1 cand dark blue

32 2 cands black

33 3 cands brown

3 t 4 cands yellow

35 4 ends orange

36 6 cands brown

37 6 cands chocolate

38 6 cands scarlet

39 6 cands orange vermilion

40 8 cands gray green

41: I2 cands orange brown

42 I2 cands vermilion

43 t6 cands scarlet

44 I6 cands carmine red

Varielie: .‘

a. The I of 12 is inverted.

45 I2 cauds vermilion

b. I before the 6 (of 16) omitted.

46 6 cands scarlet

47 6 cancls carmine red

This variety is probably due to defective

printing.

c. The period after 0 is below the line.

48 3 cands brown

49 6 cands orange vermilion

d. The period after CANDAREENS is below

the line.

50 4 cands yellow

II. Ordinary white wove paper, coarse tex

ture.

5r 6 cands brown

52 8 cands gray green

III. Horizontally laid white paper.

53 3 cands brown

J. Ninth printing,

The s of SHANGHAI is close to the line at

the left. The period after 0 is above the

line, owing to the type being inverted. The

line below the upper left corner character

has the ends turned downwards. The line

below the center piece slants downwards

from the left to the right and is higher than

the line at the left Side and lower than that

at the right side. The center piece is a

trifle closer to the line below it than to the

one above it. The word Candareens is in the

plural, except on the r candareen stamp.

In the 2 candareens stamp the first character

in the left label is the Chinese character Erh.

Antique numerals of value, except the

figure I, which is Roman.

I. Thin white wove paper.

54 r cand blue

55 2 cands black

56 4 ends olive yellow

57 6 cands terra cotta

58 I2 cands terra cotta

Varieq/z Period in normal position.

59 6 cands chocolate

II. Horizontally laid white paper.

60 2 cands black

K. Tenth printing.

Similar to J, but the center piece is closer

to the line above than to the line below it.

The line below the center piece is lower than

both the right and left lines at the sides. In

the 4 candareens stamp the period after the

0 is in the normal position. The word Can

dareens is in the plural.

Antique numerals of value.

Thin white wove paper.

61 4 cands yellow

62 8 cands~ sage green

63 8 cauds dark sage green

L. Eleventh printing.

The s of SHANGHAI is cl0=e to the line at

the left. The line below the upper left cor

ner character has the endsturned downwards

and is higher than the one below the upper

right corner character. The line below the

center piece is a trifle higher than the lines

at the sides. The center piece is closer to

the line below it than to the line above it.

The center piece is about equi-distant from

the lines at the right and left. The word

Candareens is in the plural, except on the

I candareen stamp. There is no period after

the word Candareens in the 2, 3 and 4 cauda

reens stamps. In the 2 can‘lareens stamp

the first character in the left label is the

Chinese character Erh.

Antique numerals of value, except the 3

candareens, which is modern.;

Toned white wove paper.

64 r cand blue

65 2 cands black

66 3 cands terra cotta

67 3 cands red brown

68 4 ends deep yellow

M. Twelfth printing.

The s of SHANGHAI is close to the line

at its left. The line below the upperleft cor

ner character has the ends turn ed downwards.

The line below the center piece slants down

wards from left to right. The center piece

is closer to the line below than to the line

above it. The center piece is a trifle closer

to the line at its left than to the line at its

right. The word Candareens is in the plural

except on the I candareen stamp. In the

2 candareens stamps the first character in

the left label is the Chinese character Erh.

Modern numerals of value, except in the 12

candareens stamp, in which the number 12

is composed of a Roman r and an antique 2.

I. Thin white wove paper.

69 I cand blue

70 1 cand slate blue

71 2 cands gray balck

72 2 cands black

73 3 cands chocolate

74 I2 cands chocolate

Variety: Without period after CANDAR

EENS.

75 3 ends red brown
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ll. Toned paper.

76 1 cand blue

N. Thirteenth printing.

The vti-of SHANGHAI is close to the line at

its left. The line below the upper left corner

character has the ends turned downwards and

is higher than the lme at the right 5 de.

The line below the center piece is on a level

with the lines at the sides. The center piece

is closer to the line below it than to the line

above it. The word Candareens is in the

plural, except on the I candareen stamp. In

the 2 candareens stamp the first character in

the left label is the ChltHSC character Erh.

Modern numerals of value,a trifle larger

than those of the twelfth printing except tn

the 3 candareens on which it is of the same

size.

I. Ordinary white wove paper, coarse tex

lure.

77 I cand blue

78 1 cand ultramarine

79 2 cands black

80 3 canes dark brown

81 3 cands carmine brown

82 4 Lands yellow

83 6 cands olive green

84 8 cands emerald green

85 12 cands orange vermilion

86 16 cands red

87 16 cands rose

88 16 cands carmine brown

89 16 cands red brown

II. Grayish white wove paper, open tex

ture.

go 2 cands black

This stamp has no period after CANDA

REENS.

lt’eprintr.

I869.

Yigflugraffied on ilringrayirlt wove paper,

printed in pairs, the eenlerpieee being difi'er

en! on ear/1," Candnreens in Meplural, (me)!

[be 1 mndareen.

1. filorlern numeral: of ‘value, mine Jize 124"

ill: twelfllr printing.

91 E mmlr Mark, 2 type:

92 8 randy llrown, J {3pm

11. lllodem numeral: 0f 1 nine, .mmller Man

pram/ing.

116' l (and blue, .3 type:

.94 .3 mm]: Mail’, .3 type:

fllere repnn': 70bit‘)! are z'irlually mun/er

feit: are easily dirlinguirlredfrtvn the original:

by Ilze paper and ll)’ {be renler fine; in type 1

of the n‘prinl: (‘06/1 .iiile of the dragon’: mous

Iaelre 1': formed of two hair: ending in a paint

like a barn, and Me dragon liar nine fret/r, Illa

first one from Ike rig/Ll being much smaller

t/mn Ilze atln'rr.

Tjgfie 111': a elort'rimt'falion 0f (lte genuine

ljpe, llui l/tt dragon 1111: also nine feel/1, lml

shorter than t/mse of {1[)e I,‘ in Me genuine

type the dragon Ila: only .1 yen It'd/1.

As will be seen by the preceding, we have

arranged the stamps of the first issue of

Shanghai in an entirely different way from

other compilers, dividing them into printings

and placing the issue of the stamps \Vllll

“Candareens" in the plural ahead of those

with the same word in the singular; in order

to prove the correctness of the stand which

we have taken, our Mr. john N. Lufl' is now

preparing an interesting article on the sub

ject, which we expect to publish shortly.

June, 1866.

Typographed on white wove paper. Sizes:

2 ccnts,19}£x223/{rnm.; 4 cents, 1g%x23}{

1pm.; 8 cents, 2ox23}§mm.; 16 cents, 20x

23%mm.

  

Perforated I2.

95 2 cts rose

96 4 cts lilac

97 4 cts gray lilac

98 S cts blue

99 8 cls pale blue

100 I6 cts yellow green

Variely : Numeral 3 instead of 8.

101 3 cts blue

This variety is probably caused by defect

ive printing.

December, 1866.

Typographed on white wove paper.

2ox23mm.

Size
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Perforated 15.

102 1 cand brown

103 1 cand light brown

104 3 cand yellow

105 6 cand slate

106 12 carid olive brown

Variztz'e: ;

a. Blotch after CAND, having the appear

ance of an s.

107 1 cand brown

b. Numeral 6 instead of 3.

108 6 cand yellow

Both of these varieties are caused by

defective printing.

1872.

Same type, paper, etc.

June, 1866.

Perforated 15.

log 2 cents rose

January, 1873.

Provisional issue.

Stamps of preceding issues surcharged

diagonally in blue with new value, the sur

charge reading from the left bottom to the

upper right corner.

as the issue of

  

I Perforated I2.

110 1 cand 0n 4 cts lilac,blue surcl arge

111 I cand on 4 cts gray lilac, blue sur

charge

Varielie: :

a. Surcharge inverted, reading from right

top to left battom corner.

I I2 I cand on 4 cts lilac, blue surcharge

b. Surcharge inverted, reading from the

right bottom to the left top corner.

113 1 cand on 4 ctslilac, blue surcharge

c. Surcharge reading from the left top to

the right bottom corner.

I14 1 cand on 4 cts lilac, blue surcharge

115 I cand on 4 cts gray lilac, blue

surcharge

d. Double surcharge.

116 Icand on 4 cts lilac, blue surcharge

e. Original value obliterated with blue

pencil.

117 1 cand on 4 cts lilac, blue surcharge

October, 1873.

Provisional issue.

Stamps of the preceding regular issues

surcharged diagonally wiih new value, the

surcharge reading from the left bottom to

the right top corner, as in the preceding pro

visioaal issue.

I. Black surcharge.

Perforated 12.

I18 1 cand on 4 cts lilac, black surcharge

Variety: N0 period after CAND.

119 1 cand on 4 cts lilac, black surcharge

11. Blue surcharge.

1° Perforated 12.

120 1 cand on 2 cts rose, blue surcharge

121 1 cand on 8 cts blue " “

I22 I cand on 16 cts green “ “

Vi1r1'rt)/.'.Nunieral 3 instead of 8.

I23 1 cand 0n 3 cts blue, blue surcharge

2° Perforated I5.

124 1 cand on 2 cts rose. blue surcharge

Varie/y: Original value obliterated by blue

pencil.

125 1 end on 2 cts rose, blue surcharge

III. Red surcharge.

Perforated I2.

126 1 cand on 4 cts gray lilac, red sur

charge

127 r cand on S cts blue, red surcharge

123 1 end on 16 cts green, red surcharge

We are very suspicious of the stamps with

red surcharge, ihe surcharge differing materi

ally from the blue and black surcharge. In

these the D of “ cand " is always broken ex

cept in the very earliest priming of the Jan

uary 1873 is~ue, and the distance between

1 and D is 3% mm., while in the red sur

charge the D is unbroken and the distance

between the 1 and D is only 3% mm. on all

specimens that we have seen.

January, 1875.

Provisional issue. ,

Stamps of the preceding regular issues sur

charged in the same manner as the provis

ional issue of January, 1873.

I. Blue surcharge.

1° Perforated I2.

12) 3 cand on 2 cts rose, blue surcharge

130 3 canrl on 16 cts yellow green

2'’ Perforated I5.

131 1 cand on 3 cand yellow, blue sur

charge

132 1 (‘and on 6 rand slate, blue surch'ge

133 I caid on 12 Cllld olive brown, blue

surcharge

I34 3 cand on 12 cand olive brown, blue

surcharge

135 3 caad on 2 cts rose, blue surtharge

II. Red surcharge.

Perforited 15.

136 1 cand on 6 cand slate, red surch'ge

137 1 cand on 12 cind olive brown, red

surcharge
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July, 1875.

Same type as the regular issue of Decem

ber. 1866, typographed on tinted wove paper.

Perforated 15.

138 1 cand yellow on pale yellow

139 3 cand carmine on pink

Varirly: Perforated 1 I140 1 cand yellow on pale yellow

February, 1876.

Same type, impression and paper as the

regular issue of December, 1860.

Perforated 15.

141 1 cand yellow

142 3 cand rose carmine

143 6 cand deep green

144 9 cand pale blue

145 12 cand light brown

Variety .- 1. r. 0.. instead of L. P. o.

146 3 cand rose carmine

This variety is undoubtedly caused by

defective printing.

I877- .

Same typ: as preceding issue, typographed

on tinted wove paper.

Perfora‘ed 12%.

147 1 cand carmine on pink

March, 1877.

Provisional issue.

Stamps of the preceding regular issues sur

charged with new value in the same manner

as the preceding provisional issues.

Perft rated 15.

I. Blue surcharge.

148 1 cand on 3 cand carmine on pink,

blue surcharge

149 1 cand 0.1 3 cand rose carmine, blue

surcharge

150 1 cand on 6 cand green, blue sur

charge

151 1 cand on 9 cand pale blue, blue sur

charge

152 1 cand on 12 cand light brown. blue

surcharge

II. Red surcharge.

153 I cand on 12 cand light brown, red

surcharge

We also doubt the authenticity of this

stamp on the same grounds on which we

suspect the stamps with red surcharge of the

issue of October, 1873.

April 14th, 1877.

Typographed on white wove paper. The

types are similar to the preceding regular

issues, but the currency has been changed

from Candureens to Cash; the 100 Cash

stamp is ofthe same type as the 80 Cash stamp

  

  

Perforated 15.

154 20 cash lilac

155 20 cash gray

1 56 40 cash rose

157 60 cash bright grten

158 80 cash blue

159 80 cash light blue

160 I00 cash light biown

The 20 ca~h blue given in certain catalogues

is due merely to discoloration through ex

posure.

July, 1879.

Provisional issue.

S'amps of the preceding issues surcharged

in blue with new value, the surcharge reading

diagonally from the left bottom to the right

top corner.

  

Perforated 15.

161 20 cash on 40 cash rose, blue surcharge

162 60 cash on 80 cash blue. blue surcharge

163 60 cash on 100 cash, light brown, blue

surcharge

July 20th, 1880.

Same type, paper and impression as pre

ceding issue.

1" Perforated 11%.

164 20 cash lilac

165 20 Cash dark lilac

166 40 cash rose

167 60 Cibh bright green

168 80 cash dark blue

169 100 cash light brown

"arid/fr.

a Grayish paper.

170 20 cash lilac

b. Horizontal pair, imperforate between.

171 40 cash rose

2° Perforated 15x11}4.

172 20 cash lilac

End of 1884.

I. Provisional issue.

Stamps of the preceding issue surcharged

with new value in the same manner as the

provisional issue of July, 1879.
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Perforated 1 1 V.

l 73 20 cash on 40 cash rose, blue surcharge

60 cash on 80 cash dark blue, blue sur1 74

charge

175 60 cash on 100 cash light bro\vn,blue

surcharge

II. Regular issue.

Same type, impression and paper as pre

ceding regular issue.

Perforated 11A.

176 20 cash green

1885-86.

Same type, impression and paper as pre

ceding regular issue.

Perlorated 15.

177 20 cash green

178 20 cash dark green

179 40 cash brown

180 40 cash dark brown

181 60 cash lilac (1885)

182 60 cash red lilac “

183 80 cash flesh (September, 1885)

I84 I00 cash yellow “ “

Varieties :

a. Perforated 11% at top and 15 at bo‘.tom

and sides.

185 20 cash green

b. Perforated 11% at bottom and 15 at

top and sides.

186 20 cash green

0. Perforated 11%1115.

187 20 cash green

188 60 cash red lilac

January 29th, 1886.

Provisional issue.

Stamps of the issue of 188586 surcharged

in blue with new value in the same manner

.as the provisional issue of 1884.

(beginning of 1885)

u 1

(.\Ia1 ch 28th, 1886)
11 1

  

a   

  

  

ri'innunnuu

Perforated 15.

r89 40 cash on 80 cash flesh, blue sur

charge

190 60 cash on 100 cash yellow, blue sur

charge

Varietie! :

a. Surcharge reading from left top to right

bottom corner.

191 40 cash on 80 cash flesh, blue sur

charge

192 60 cash on 100 cash yellow, blue sur

charge

b. Surcharge inverted.

193 60 cash on 100 cash yellow, blue sur

charge.

January 10th, 1888.

Provisional issue.

Stamps of the issues of 1885-86 surcharged

with new value.

Perforated 15.

I. Blue surcharge.

194 20 cash on 40 cash brown, blue sur

charge

195 20 cash tn 80 cash flesh

Varieties.

a. Surcharge inverted.

r96 20 cash on 40 cash brown, blue sur

charge

197 20 cash on 80 cash flesh

b. Surcharge in double line frame with

rounded corners.

198 20 cash on 40 cash brown, blue sur

charge

II. Red surcharge.

19g 20 cash on 40 cash brown, red sur

charge

200 20 cash on 80 cash flesh

'I hese two are supposed to be essays.

March and July, 1888.

Same type, impression and paper as pre

ceding regular issue.

Perforated 15.

201 20 cash gray (March)

202 40 cash black (July)

203 60 cash rose (March)

204 80 cash yellow green (July)

205 100 Cash bright blue (July)

Variety .- The top stroke of the third

Chinese character in the left label is missing.

206 60 cash pale rose

June, 1888.

Provisional issue.

Slamps of the issues of 1885-86 surcharged

wi'h new value in the same manner as the

provisional issue of January 29lh, 1886.

Perforated 15.

I. Blue surcharge.

207 40 cash on 100 cash yellow, blue sur

charge
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1889.

Same type as preceding regular issue,

typographed on white wove paper; water

' L1

marked

1° Perforated I 5.

222 20 cash gray (May 10th)

223 40 cash black (July 18th)

224 60 cash rose (December 9th)

Variety : The third Chinese character in

the left label has the top stroke missing.

225 60 cash rose

2° Perforated 12.

80 cash green (August 14th).

‘100 cash dark blue "

226

227

January Ist, 1890, and May, 189i’.

Typographed on white or yellowish wove

paper. Size 18x22 mm.

  

A. Unwatermarked.

1. White paper.

Perforated 15.

22B 2 cts brown (1890)

229 5 cts rose "

23o 15cls blue "

II. Yellowish paper.

Perforated 15.

231 5 cts rose (I 891)

232 I5 cts blue “

ll. Watermrrkcd Chinese characters, as

preceding issue.

I. White paper.

I° Perforated I5.

10 cts black (I890)

20 cts violet “

2° Perforated I2.

2 cts brown (189i)

5 cts rose "

233

234

Varieties :

a. Surcharge reading from left top to right

bottom corner.

208 40 cash on 100 cish yellow, blue sur

charge

b, Surcharge inverted.

209 40 cash on I00 cash yellow, blue sur

charge

c. Double surcharge.

210 40 cash on 100 cash yellow, blue sur

charge

II. Red surcharge.

211 40 cash on 60 cash red lilac, red sur

charge

212 40 cash on B0 ca=h flesh, red surcharge

213 40 cash on 100 cash yellow, red sur

charge

214 60 cash on 100 cash yellow, red sur

charge

Varielie: :

a. Surcharge reading from left top to right

bottom corner.

215 40 cash on 100 cash yellow, red sur

charge

b. Surcharge inverted.

216 40 cash on too cash yellow, red sur

charge

Surcharges Nos. 2n. 212, 2x4 are suppos

ed to be essays.

April, 1889.

Provisional issue.

Stamps of I00 cash of the issue of 1885-86

su rcharged horizontally “20 cash" in a double

line frame in black and diagonally “too

cas " in red.

Perforated I5.

217 I00 cash on 20 cash on 100 cash yellow,

birch and red surcharge

Vari'r/y: \\'ith out the surcharge of loocash.

218 20 cash on 100 cash yellow, black

surcharge

May, I859.

Provisional issue.

80 and 100 cash stamps of the issue of

July, 1888, surcharged in red with new value

in the same way as the provisional issue of

January Ioth. 1888.

Perforated 15.

219 20 cash on 80 cash green, red sur

charge

220 20 cash on I00 cash hlue,red surcharge

Variety: Surcharge inverted.

221 20 cash on 80 cash green, red surcharge

235

236

ll. Yellowish paper.

1° Perforated 12.

2 cts brown (I891)

5 cts r0;e “

2° Perforated I5.

237

238

239 I0 cts black (I891)

240 15 cts blue “

241 20 cts violet "
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September, 1892.

I Same type and impression as preceding

Issue, watermarked Chinese characters.

I. Yellowish wove paper.

Perforated I2.

242 10 cts orange

II. White wove paper.

Perforated I2.

243 2 cts green

244 5 cts red

245 ro cts orange

246 15 cts violet

247 20 cts light brown

End of I 892.

Provisional issue.

Frve cent stamps of the I89I issue sur

charged wtth new value in blue.

  

Unwatermarked.

Yellowish paper.

Perforated I5.

248 2 cts on 5 cts rose, blue surcharge

Var-1'21]: Surcharge inverted.

249 2 cts on 5 cts rose, blue surcharge

May to August, I893.

A. Provisional issue.

I Stamps of the issues of 189r-92 divided

vertically m two by a perforation gauging 12

and surcharged with new value. There are

two types of the surcharge In type I the

bottom stroke of the 2 is straight % in

type 2 it is curved “'atefmarked

Chinese characters.

  

Perforated I2.

250 % ct on 5 cts rose, blue surcharge,

type I, right half

25I % ct on 5 cts rose, blue surcharge,

type I, left half

252 % ct on 5 cts rose, blue surcharge,

type 2, right half

)4 ct on 5 cts rose, blue surcharge,

type 2, left half

253

254 % ct on 5 cts red, ,blue surcharge,

type I, right half

255 % ct on 5 as red, blue surcharge,

type I, left half

256 % ct on 5 cts red, blue surcharge,

type 2, right half

257 h’ ct on 5 cls red, blue surcharge,

type 2, left half

258 I ct 0n 2 cts brown, blue sur

charge, right half

259 I ct on 2 cts brown, blue sur

charge, left half

260 I ct on 2 cts green, red sur

charge, right half

26! I ct on 2 cts green, red sur

charge, left half

Van'elie: .'

:1, Period after “ Ct" below the line,

262 % ct on 5 cts rose, blue surcharge,

type I

263 % ct on 5cts rose, blue surcharge,

type 2

264 % ct; on 5cts red, blue surcharge,

type r

265 )4 ct on 5 cts red, blue surcharge,

type 2

266 I ct on 2 cts brown, blue surcharge,

left half

267 I ct on 2 cts brown, blue surcharge,

right half.

b. Surcharge inverted,

268 % ct on 5 cts rose, blue surcharge,

type I, right half

269 % Ct on 5 cts rose, blue surcharge,

type I, left half

270 % ct on 5 cts rose, blue surcharge,

type 2, right half

271 % cl on 5 cts rose, blue surcharge,

type 2, left half

I ct on 2 cts brown, blue surcharge,

right half

273 I ct on 2 cts brown, blue surcharge,

left half

c. Surcharge inverted, with period below

the line.

% ct on 5 cts rose. blue surcharge,
274

type I

275 1% ct on 5 cts rose, blue surcharge,

type 2

276 I ct on 2 cts brown, blue surcharge,

right half

277 1 ct on 2 cts brown, blue surcharge,

left half.

(1. With additional surcharge “I Cent” in

green.

278 I ct x I ct on 2 cts brown, blue and

green surcharge, right half

279 I ct x I ct on 2 cts brown, blue and

green surclnrge, left half

e. With additional surcharge " I cent" in

black.

280 I ct x I ct on 2 cts brown, blue and.

black surcharge, right half

2SI I ct x I ct on 2 cts brown, blue and

black surcharge, left half
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Perforated 13%): I4.

292 % ct orange and black,black surcharge

293 I ct brown and black “ “

294 2 cts vermil'n and black “ “

295 5 cts blue and black " “

296 10 cts green and black “ “

297 I5 cts yellow and black " ‘ ‘

298 20 cts lilac and black “ “

Variety: Surcharge inverted.

299 2cts vermilion and black, black sur

charge

UNPAID LETTER STAMPS.

January, 1892.

Regular adhesive stamps of the issues of

1890-92 surcharged horizontally “Postage

Due."

  

A. Unwaterrnarked.

I. \Vhite wove paper.

Perforated I5.

40I 2 cts brown, blue surcharge

402 5 cts rose “ "

403 I5 cts blue “ "

II. Yellowish wove paper.

Perforated I5.

404 5 cts rose blue surcharge

B. watermarked Chinese characters.

Yellowish wove paper.

I” Perforated I2.

2 cts brown, blue surcharge405

II. 15 and 20 cent stamps of the issue of

1892 surcharged in blue with new value.

Unwaterrnarked.

Perforated I2.

282 )éct on I5 cts violet, blue surcharge

283 I ct on 20 cts brown, blue surcharge

May to December, 1893.

Typographed in color on white wove paper.

The inscriptions in the labels at top, bottom

and sides are printed in black. Size, 20x25%

mm.

Perforated I 3 %xt4.

284 % ct orange and black

285 I ct brown and black

286 2 cts vermilion and black

287 5 cts blue and black

288 I0 cts green and black

289 I5 cts yellow and black

290 20 cts lilac and black

End of 1893.

Jubilee issue.

A. Stamp typographed in color on white

wove paper ; the date, the value, the words

“Local Post" and the Chinese characters

are printed in black. Size, 24%x3tmm. . I,

Perforated I3%.

291 2 cts vermilion and black

B. Stamps of the preceding regular issue

surcharged diagonally in black ‘ 'I843-jubilee

4893“ in three lines.

\

2° Perforated I5.

406 I0 cts black, red surcharge

407 I5 cts blue, blue "

Van'nie: ,- Surcharge inverted.

408 2 cts brown, blue surcharge

409 I5 cts blue “ "

End of I892,

Stamp and surcharge same as in the pre

ceding issue. Watermnrked Chinese char‘

acters.

White wove paper.

Perforated I2.

4x0 2 cts brown, blue surcharge

4n 5 cts tose " “
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1892-93.

Regular adhesives of the issue of the end

of 1892 surcharged as in the preceding issue.

watermarked Chinese characters.

5 White wove paper.

."’ Pertorated 12.

412 2 cls green, blue surcharge

413 5 cts red “ “

414 10 cts orange " “

415 15 cts violet, red "

416 20 cts brown " “

1892.

Typographed in color on white wove paper.

The inscriptions in the upper, lower and side

labels, as well as the value in the center, are

printed in black. Size, 22x28 mm.

Perforated 14x13%.

417 % ct orange and black

418 1 ct brown and black

419 2 cts vermilion and black

420 5 cls blue and black

421 10 cts green and black

422 15 cts yellow and black

423 20 cts lilac and black

ENVELOPES.

1893.

A. Provisional issue.

Dingonally laid white paper or buff wove

paper, with the inscription “I’o~tagc paid 1

cent." on the upper part of the envelope; oval

seal embossed without color over the inscrip

tion.

I. White lnid paper.

Size i20x82mm.

501 1ct black

Van'zly: Inscription reads “Postage 1

cent."

502 xct black

II. Bufl wove paper.

Size 145x95mm.

503 Ict black

B. Regular issue.

Stamp embossed in color in upper right

corner. The inscriptions in the upper, lower

and side labels are in black.

  

I. White laid batonne paper.

Size 125x71mm.

504 1 ct brown and black

II. Creamish laid batonne paper.

1" Size 145 x 83 mm.

505 2 cts vermillion and black

2° Size 152 x 94 mm.

506 5 cts blue and black

C. Jubilee issue.

Envelopes of the regular issue surcharged

diagonally “ 1843-g3-jubilee " in two lines.

  

I. White laid bntonne paper.

Size 125 x 71 mm.

507 1 ct brown and black, black surcharge

II. Creamish laid batonne paper.

1° Size 145 x 83 mm.

2 cts vermilion and black, violet

surcharge

508

2° Size 152 x 94 mm.

5 cts blue and black, violet sur

charge

509

WRAPPERS.

1893.

A. Provisional issue.

Thin wove paper. Inscription in the upper

part "Local Post Newspaper \Vrappcr

Postage paid A cent" in two lines, and oval

seal embossed without color over the in

scripiion.
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LOCAL POST NEWSPAPER WRAPPER.
 

  

Size, 117x258 mm.

55! )4 ct black

B. Regular issue.

Stamp of the same type as on the regular

envelopes of the corresponding issue. em

bossed in color at the right side. The in

scriptions in the upper, lower and side labels

are printed in black.

1. White laid batonne paper.

Size 102x280 mm.

C. jubilee issue.

Wrappzrs of the regular issue with the

stamp surcharged diagonally "I843-93—

jubilee " in two lines;

I. While laid batonne paper.

Size 102x280 mm.

555 % ct orange and black, violet sur

charge

II. Cream’sh laid batonne paper.

Size 102x280 mm.552 % ct orange and black

11. Creamtsh laid batonne paper. 556 1 ct brown and black. black sm

Size 102x280 mm. charge I

553 1 or brown and black 557 2 cts violet and black, violet sur

554 2 cts vermilion and black charge

OOUNTERFEITS

As the forgeries of the first issues are

numerous, we shall describe some of the

points of the genuine stamps.

The four thick lines forming the frame do

not touch one another in all the four corners

very seldom more than one, and quite often

in none at all. The dragon has seven teeth.

Each side of the dragon's moustache is

formed of three lines, the two lower ones be

ing close together and much shorter than the

top one. In the lower part of the dragon's

  

body, between the gth and Ioth upper scales

from the right and the 7th, 8th and 9th lower

ones, there is a small triangular scale. The

.line setnrating the 12th upper and Ioth lower

scale; from the right is broken and does not

touch the I tth lower scale.

Of the sub=equent issues we do not know

of any good forgeries, except ofthe surcharges

of the issue of 1873-77. 0! the r candareen

surcharge, almost all the specimens seen by

us, of whose genuinenes; we have no doubt,

had the D of 'CAND" broken at the top. The

only stamp; with a perfect “ D ” were a few

of the “ t cam)" surchtrgcd in blue on the

4 cent stamps of January, 1873

\\'e believe that all surcharges on other

stamps and in any color other than blue,

with a perfect “ D," are t'orgeries.

There is a pretty goad forgery of the sur

charges of the 20, 40 and 60 cash of the

provisional issues of I879. 1584 and 1886.

In the forgeries, the letters of the surcharge

measure only 3 mm. in height, instead of

3%. The height of the two lines of sur

charge from the top of the s to the bottom

of the Chinese character below it is 7 mm. in

the forgery, and 7% run. in the genuine.

DANGEROUS COUNTERFEITS or UNll'ED 8TATES GRILLS

We have been shown some United States stamps of the issues of 1868

and 1870 with grills, which, after careful examination, prove to be very dan

gerous forgeries.

with large grill, both with points up and with points down.

Of the 1868 issue there were the r, 3, 5, I0, 12 and 30 cents

The grills on

these measure r3_x 16% mm. and show 16 points horizontally by t9 vertically,

whereas the original 13 x 16 grill shows 20 points vertically. Besides, the
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grills are all too heavily impressed, which is due to the fact that they had not

been put through the hydraulic press, as was the case with all that were sold

to the public.

The r870 issue was represented by the following values: r , 2, 3, 6, 7, r0,

15, 24, 30 and 90 cents, the full set being again shown with points up and

points down, the grill measuring 9 x 12 mm. and showing [I x 14 points. In

these, as in the 1868 set. the impressions are all too strong, this being due to

the same causes as mentioned above. The last named grill is not known on

any genuine specimen of the stamps of this issue, and what proves absolutely

that they are fraudulent is the fact that some of them appeared on stamps

which were not printed by the National Banknote C0., but by the Continental

Banknote Co. Further on we shall give details in regard to the different

values.

The lot shown us contained also a magnificent block of four of the I

cent of 186:, grilled all over, which showed the same difference in impres

sion from the originals as the other stamps already mentioned. A few of

the speiimens, if shown to us.separately. would certainly have elicited a

favorable opinion as to their genuineness, but from the fact that some of the

stamps in the lot were certainly fraudulent, we have arrived at what we con

sider the warranted conclusion that the entire lot was wrong, from beginning

to end.

The characteristics of the stamps of the 1870 issue, without respect to

grill, are as follows:

rc, both National print, in two different shades and both medium im

pressions.

2c, National print, medium red brown. two slightly different shades, one

from an early plate and one a rather later impression.

3c, National, color medium bluish green, both were of the same shade

and neither from the earliest state of the plate.

6c, National, very light shade of rose, and not carmine. This plate was

also rather worn. '

7c, National, very deep carmine vermilion, one rather darker than any

we had seen before. Both of these, however, were rather dirty, and it was

therefore difficult to form any impression as to the condition of the plate.

roc, National, in two shades of medium brown; one of these was a very

fine early impression and the other very much worn, both in the corners and

at the bottom, which proves that it was an impression made at a much later

date than its companion.

15c, National, rather late shades of printing of this company. One was

a fine impression and the other made from a worn plate.

24c, National, both were very late prints and entirely different in color

from any 24c ever seen by us. The stamps, however, had a rather washed

appearance, and this may have been the cause of the faded appearance.

The 30c were both Continental, as far as it is possible to identify them,

and the color fell far short of the intense black of the early National prints.

90c, both of these were Continental prints and one was a very bright

rosy carmine, printed by the improved process, which was not introduced

until about 1879, or nearly eight years after the grills went out of use.

The points which we have given above will, we think, be sufficient to

convince every one that these stamps are rank frauds, and we warn collectors

in general against investing in full grills with points down and small grills of

r868 and i870 with points up. We have at different times seen specimens

of the go of 1867, with the grill covering the entire stamp, offered at auction

with the grill showing the points down. We feel sure that no such impressions
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were ever made at the time, and that a careful examination of the specimens

will prove them to be counterfeit. Also there have recently appeared speci

mens of the re and 5c of 1868, with grill covering the entire stamp, and we

would advise collectors to be very careful about purchasing any of these. It

is very easily possible, although we are not able to state it as a fact, that they

come from the same lot from which the stamps described herein emanated,

and, if so, they are of the same character.

 

on TH}: ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORRESPONDENCE

CARD.

BY JULEs Bouvizz.

 

For a long time past a subject of inquiry has been the origin of the

correspondence card, that easy and economic ‘81 means of corresponding

which made its appearance a quarter of- a century ago, and which all

civilized nations have long since adopted in their reciprocal relations under

the name of postal card.

Although Germany claims the honor of being the first to think of this

fortunate innovation, the fact is not yet completely established.

As a matter of fact, history shows us that very often inventions or inno

vations are produced simultaneously in various countries, for the simple

reason that the'same needs are felt at the same time in different parts.

This, as we shall see, is exactly what happened in regard to the correspon

dence card. But let us see, first of all, what could have given rise to the

claims of Germany on this subject.

The German-Austrian postal union, which was founded in i850 and

was a source of prosperity to the states of Germany and Austria-Hungary,

had shown, on the publication of comparative statistics, the considerable de

velopment of the exchange of letters through the post, of which the penny

postage system of Rowland Hill had, so to speak, laid the corner stone.

Fifteen years later, about 1865, the attention of Mr. Stephan, Postmaster

General of the Germanic Confederation, was drawn to the fact that, as a

large number of letters which passed through the post were only simple com

munications, it was desirable that they might be more easily exchanged by

suppressing all the polite formulre which are necessary in closed letters, and

by doing away with all the operations of folding the paper, using and closing

the envelope, sticking stamps on, &c. From this sensible suggestion the idea

of being able to send a simple card, open, instead of a letter, was a natural de

duction. Therefore, on the occasion of a conference of the delegates of the

German postal administrations which took place at Carlsruhe a short time

afterwards, Mr. Stephan presented a memorandum with the object of intro

ducing a postal card bearing an adhesive stamp of r silbergroschen,

irrespective of the distance, and destined to receive on the obverse the

address of the recipient and on the reverse the manuscript communication.

In spite of the immense advantage which was to accrue to the public from

this innovation, the idea of introducing it did not obtain the assent of all the

delegates of the German administrations; some held that the rate of one sil

bergroschen would be very favorable to the movement and to the receipts;

others, on the contrary, considered it disastrous, and thought that it would

result in a considerable reduction in the receipts if adopted. Therefore the

project was abandoned.
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While the postal administration in Germany was making this examina

tion, a proposition of the same kind was introduced into Belgium. On

November 20th, 1864, in a special order addressed to the staff of the Post

Ofi’ice, Minister Vanderstichelen decided that printed matter could in future

be sent under a movable string, not crossed, which should take the place of

the wrapper prescribed by the law of December 29th, 1835. But this string

was not required for circulars or prospectuses printed on cardboard and not

folded. These could have, in a conspicuous place, on one side, both the

stamps for prepayment and the address, which latter was to constitute a

special and isolated item, On December 12th, 1864, Mr. Rogister, then

Postmaster at St. Josse ten Noode and later Provincial Director, remarked

that certain business men sent, prepaid as letters. cards bearing on the ob

verse the address of the addressee and on the reverse a written communica—

tion. It was in some sort the private postal card as it circulates at the

present time. This fact suggested to Mr. Rogister the idea of proposing the

issue of cards of that kind at a reduced price. His proposition was based

on these considerations: That the reduction made in 1849 had produced a

notable increase in correspondence, and that a new decrease of rate, pro

ducing similar effects (if not greater), would give a fresh impetus to the

dispatch of correspondence. which would more than compensate for any loss

that the public revenue might suffer. At first this proposal remained with

out any action being taken on it, but on the occasion of the examination of

the budget of Ways and Means in 1868 this new reform was brought before

the Belgian chamber. After a careful examination it was decided that a re

duction in the rate could not produce a sufiicient increase in the correspon

dence to maintain the receipts at the same figure and, as in Germany, the

proposal was rejected.

It was not until the following year, 1869, that the idea of the creation of

the correspondence card was taken up again, and this time it was pursued

with ardor and tenacity. This idea, which had originated at about the same

time in Belgium, in Germany, and, perhaps, in other countries, where the

development of the postal service was becoming more and more marked, had

thus far been only of problematical value. The merit belongs, necessarily,

not to those who had the first sight of the necessity for'this reform, but to

him who brought it about by making it practical. This honor was reserved

for Dr. Hermann, Professor of National Economy at the Imperial Military

Academy of Austria, at Vienna-Neustadt. After long researches this savant

demonstrated by means of more precise data than had been furnished pre

viously, that a considerable number of letters were sent, the contents of

which were insignificant, and that these letters could be replaced by simple

cards which could be sold to the public by the postal administrations at a

price below that of the ordinary postage of a letter. Dr. Hermann, strongly

supported by the free press of Vienna, after having established the medium

price of an ordinary letter, showed by what had already taken place in Bel

gium and Germany how advantageous it would be to the business community

to be able to correspond without any envelope at less cost and without

having to comply with all the formalities required by a closed letter. He

strongly urged the Austrian Postal Administration to adopt his proposal,

which was favorably received and put into force on the rst of October, 1869.

From that date the Austrian Postal Administration placed on sale in all its

ofiices correspondence cards with framework, size 9%x7yz centimetres, at

the reduced price of 2 Neukreutzer, bearing at the right the stamp of the

issue of 1867, the arms of the kingdom and the inscription in black on buff:

‘‘ Correspondenz-Karte."
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The first correspondence card had been created; it was greeted with

enthusiasm and became in a very short time the real means of correspon

dence of the traveler and the business man, for it presented to them the

double economy of time and money.

From October rst to December 31st, 1869, there were sold in Austria

nearly three millions of correspondence cards. This enormous success soon

attracted the attention of all civilized countries, who were not very long in

adopting this new means of correspondence, which, at the present time, finds

only admirers everywhere.

The North German Confederation was the first to follow the example of

Austria, for it decreed the issue of the correspondence card from the 1st

July, 1870. However, not being able to lower the domestic rates, which had

just been decreased considerably, it fixed the rate at r silbergroschen or 3

kreutzer. This example was followed by the states of the South of Germany

on September 1st, 1870; by England and Switzerland on October 1st of the

same year; by Belgium and the Netherlands on January 1st, 1871.

Although in America the correspondence card did not make its appear

ance until two years later, it is not uninteresting to note that already, in his

annual report for 1,870, the Postmaster-General of the United States, being

persuaded that the use of the card would be very advantageous to the public,

had expressed his desire for its issue at the rate of one cent, including ex

penses. In accordance with this proposition a law of June 8th, 1872,

authorized the issue of this card at one cent, which was put into circulation

on May 1st, 1873. It was so well received, and the demand was so great in

the post offices of the United States, that the administration was with diffi

culty able to satisfy it. In the first six months of issue the sale reached the

colossal figure of sixty millions.

Finally, to show the rapidity with which the correspondence card spread

itself everywhere, it will suflice to say that towards the end of 1873 it was

adopted in the five continents of the world.

THE PO8TAGE STAMPS 0r FRANCE

Tfans/am! from Le Collertl'onneur a’e T[mares-Posh’.

 

' (Continuedfram page 22.)

June 1, 1880. Reduclion in file rates on telegram card; and letter eards.

The report and the decrees which we reproduce show the progress of the

city telegraph since the introduction of the telegraph cards. This was to be

foreseen on account of the advantage to the public of not having to limit the

number in words used in the dispatches and further on account of the in

crease in rapidity over what could be obtained from the electric telegraph.

As a matter of fact, before the advent of the pneumatic cards, the electric

lines in Paris were overburdened and encumbered during business hours;

not only was the transmission slow because of that encumberment, but the

service of distribution by the carriers was almost impossible without great

delay on account of the small number of centres of distribution. An urgent

message arrived more certainly in time if confided to the messenger at the

corner than if entrusted to the telegraph.

When this service was established, it was necessary to create a body of

new carriers recruited among very young lads who have shared with the

closed dispatches the quaint name of “ petits bleus ."
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Report to the President of file Republie eancerm'ng tire lelegrapln'e serm'ee

t/zrouglz l/ze pneumalie lube: in Paris.

"Mr. President, in the course of the discussion of the law of March

“ 21st, i878, on the alteration in the telegraphic rates. the government

“ promised to make an effort to reduce the rate on telegrams circulating in

“ side the city of Paris. Art. 2 of that law gave them the power to do so, by

“ promising to fix the city rate by decree, on condition of having it approved

“ later by the Parliament in the next financial law.

“ Beginning May 1st, 1879, we placed at the disposal of the public tele

“ gram cards and closed telegrams destined to circulate in the limits of the

“ old octroi of Paris. The number of words was no longer limited, except by

“the size of the blanks. The rate for the telegram cards was fixed at 50

“ centimes, that of the closed telegrams at 75 centimes.

“ There was no delay in taking advantage of this reduction.

“From the 1st of May, i879, to April 30th, 1880, the number of Paris

“ telegrams for Paris reached 743,565. The corresponding period from May

“ 1st, 1877, to April 30th, 1878, had produced only 411,991 dispatches. The

“ receipts were raised proportionately from 273.541 fr. 55 centimes to 5 19,141

“francs. The increase in the number of dispatches was therefore 80 per

“ cent ; that of the receipts 90 per cent.

“ These results encouraged us to introduce fresh improvements into this

“ service.

“ We at first thought of extending the pneumatic network through which

"our telegrams circulate and which now stops at the bounds of the old

“ octroi. We have asked the Chambers for the credits necessary to carry

“ this network to the new octroi bounds. The work would be divided over

“ four years and would be met by credits included in the financial laws of

“188i, i882. i883 and 1884.

“ As it is, we have completed the present system with the resources

“ borrowed from the budget of 1880. The work is now finished in its

“ principal parts. Our motive power is sufficient; we could stand a con

“ siderable increase in the circulation.

“ It seems to us. therefore. that the moment is opportune to proceed to

“ a new reduction in the price of the telegram cards and closed telegrams.

“ It will probably result in a temporary reduction of our receipts, but if the

“ reduction in the rate is important it will rapidly produce a great increase in

“the traffic. The present receipts will soon be, not only reached, but far

“ surpassed. The results shown by the application of our new internal tariff

“and those produced at present by our international telegrams since April

“ 1st, last, the date of the application of the tariff per word, give us the cer

“ tainty that our anticipations will not be disappointed.

“I have the honor, therefore, Mr. President, to submit for your sig

“ nature the annexed project for a decree the object of which is to reduce

“ the rate for telegram cards to 30 centimes and that for closed telegrams to

“ 5o centimes.

“ I beg to remain, Mr. President, &c.,

“ COCHERY,

“ Minister of Posts and Telegraphs."

Decree redua'ng the rate on telegraphic drlrpate/zes, eireulalz'ng l/zroug/z [lie

pneumatie tubes in Paris.

“The President of the French Republic, in view of the article of the law

“ of January 25th, 1879 ;

“On the report of the Minister of Posts and Telegraphs,
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“ Decrees :

“ART. 1. The price of telegraphic dispatches circulating through the

“ pneumatic tubes in the limits of the old octroi of Paris in conformity with

“ the dispositions of the decree of January 25th, I879, and written on special

“ prepaid blanks, is from the Ist of June reduced to 30 centimes for open

“ dispatches and 50 centimes for closed dispatches.

“ART. 2. The Minister of Posts and Telegraphs is charged with the

:‘ execution of the present decree, which will be inserted in the ‘ Bulletin dc:

‘ Lois.’

“ Given in Paris, May 22nd, 1880.

"Jules Grevy. _ _

"By the President of the Republic:

" Ad. Cochery."

In consequence of the new tariff, the cards and letter cards were sur

charged with the words “TAXE REDUITE, 30c" for the cards and

“TAXE REDUITE, 50c ” for the letter cards. The figure of value in

both blanks was at the same time obliterated by several strokes. (I)

Cards.

rst type (I879), allegorical group.

I"

  

 

a (Cccbtécst uclusm'mmi rtwcrvc A l'ailrcsst- )

L: s . as“
i; 55.! SERVICE TELEGRAPH/our.- 0: 9

E ale = s . . .

as :51 TUBES PMEuiIArIQtrs ‘v ‘to

q‘i, .

gig-,3 CARTE-TELEGRAMME
-3 ~

g: N: DOUVJI“ circulcr que dans lesl'unilcs dc l'armm (\"lll \!\ l‘ul:

L- — we‘

a is‘? i
gig}; a\___________._- ___ __.. -

is3ii

iifii *" ‘

21a
. m . PAR/S

Le nombreldc'sotnois‘iizsrlbas ham: .Ylinia-im: dt- l‘ansiq qdroo;

30c on 500 rose on manila, black surcharge

andltype (I880), goddess seated.

 

  
(Cedmcst mlusivcmcnt reserve a l'adrcsse ) 63' ,s s. , _

355 ii SERVICE TELEGRAPH/QUE #9 a; ;

5.’: TUBES PNEUMATIQUES ‘$2 \ I‘

ar=_ . .

5555f; CARTE-TELEGRAMME.

ii 2 ~15 2 Ne pouvanr drculer que dirt.‘ is limits d: l'ancicn octroi dc Pails.‘

“ 3': a

‘£253 M _-__-_..
55:2 t

a‘ a l

5&5; sh, g..

aid!

.1 is

‘ I. w. .. ,...... PARIS
LC nombr: des mos n'est pas limit! (Encnnt: Jc l'anclcn octrod

(I) If the distance separating the O of the surcharged figure from the original figure of

value be measured, it will be found to be very variable.
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30c on See rose on manilla, black surcharge

Reply card.

Type r879, goddess seated.

3ox3oc on 5cx5oc rose on manila, black surcharge

Letter card.

Type 1879, allegorical group

50c on 75c black on blue, black surcharge

These provisional cards and letter cards were bought in great numbers

by collectors and dealers who were entrusted with commissions for the prov

inces and abroad, as these blanks circulated only in Paris.

The definitive card with the goddess stamp of 300 appeared on October

rst, 1880.

Card.

30 centimes rose on manila

The letter card appeared in January, 1881.

Letter card.

q

Pour ouvrir lc \élegmmme, déchim en suivam le pcimillé.

nu 50000.0louflcocctoiill‘on...eollnullllnnuconncao
  

  

 

‘

, .
, .

.5 3
. C

o . _ . .

= ' Ce we est mluswemcm rim-vi A ladresse. :

§ é smmcz TELEGRAPHIQUE- . . .

: 3354f TUBES PNEUMATIQUES, l g

. :g ~ . . '

5 g.,} TELEGRAMME. 5
1 Ne pouvant circulerque danslcslim'izcs d:_l'ancicr_\octroi de Pu‘u, :

E g high at devam ém do: par lexpédncur lur-méme. :

* I .4 °
: éiidi M :

: =5 4 t
: ~%—‘= i :

._ “ l

= 355% g 5: éti, =
5 ~ 4% “mamas-"salts. i
I Il l

'50 centimes black and blue

As for the reply card, it did not appear until February, 1882.

Reply card.

30x30 centimes rose on manila

( To be nmtz'nued.)

BRll'lsH EAST AFRlCPt COMPANY

( T12: Australian P/n'lalzlz'sl.)

We have received from the Secretary of the Philatelic Society of New

Zealand a most interesting communication, addressed to Mr. Acocks, of

Wellington, N. Z., regarding the stamps issued by the British East Africa

Company, and, in view of the fact that the Company's territory has been

handed over to a Protectorate, by whom a new series will probably be issued,

we think that the publication of the communication in full will be a useful

addition to the records. It is as follows :—
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"Imperial British East Africa Company, Ltd.,

" 2 Pall Mall East,

"London, W., 20th July, r895.

“My dear Acocks,—Your brother read me that portion of your letter

referring to the Imperial British East Africa Co.‘s postage stamps, and, as

you appear to be under a great misapprehension regarding the final disposal

of these stamps, I feel I ought to set you right on the matter. But, first of

all, in defence of the Company having issued 15 varieties of the stamps,

which you consider far too many for the requirement of the Company's

post offices, though I do not see that you are in a position to know what is

required in Mombasa, let me say that in this they have only followed the

course adopted by the postal authorities of other administrations. For

instance, the post office of Great Britain issues no less than 17 varities. from

yzd. up to £r in value, and I do not suppose anyone accuses the British

Government of manufacturing stamps for the purpose of selling them to

dealers. Besides, the efficiency of a postal service requires that, both for its

own dignity as well as for the convenience of the public, the latter shall be

able to make up an amount for postage, revenue, &c., with as few stamps as

possible, and this would not always be feasible if there were only 6 varieties

or so.

“As a matter of fact, the Company started with only ro different values,

viz., yz, r, 2, 4, and 8 annas. and l, 2, 3, 4, and 5 rupees. The remaining

five were added for the following reasons :—

“(1) The postage at that time (1891) from East Africa to England be

ing 4% annas per )9 02, it was obviously desirable to have a stamp of that

value, so one was issued.

“ (2) The 3 annas was found a very necessary value for parcel post and

revenue purposes, as well as being required for ordinary postal use.

“ (3) In 1891, you will remember the postage on letters from the United

Kingdom to all places outside was reduced to 2%d. East Africa had -to

respond, though it meant a loss to the Company at first, and, of course, a 2%

anna stamp had to be issued.

" (4 and 5) The 5 and 7% anna were, of course, multiples of the 2%,

and were added to relieve the excessive drain on the latter for letters over %

an ounce in weight and prevent the possibility of their running short and I a

provisional having to be issued.

"As regards the final disposal of these stamps, I must say I am surprised

at your thinking that the Directors would think of such a mode of procedure

as to sell the plates as they are, and the Mombasa obliterating stamps with

the balance of stamps. If this were done the value of the I. B. E. A. stamps

would at once go down to zero, and few people, I should imagine, would

touch them, as the market would be simply flooded. What the directors

intend to do is to sell the entire balance of the stamps to one man, together

with the deslroyed plates, as a guarantee that no more will be printed. The

whole stock being thus held by one man, for obvious reasons, the stamps,

instead of depreciating, will appreciate and every year go up in value The

obliterating stamps at Mombasa are now the property of the Zanzibar

Government, so these could not be sold if the Directors wished to do so,

which they don't. The Government took over the territories on July I, so

that no more of the Company's stamps will be postmarked after that date,

except for an occasional mail or two until the Zanzibar Government are

ready.

“I may mention that the sales of the Company's stamps have been
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large, and have increased very materially during the last winter. Amongst

the customers for them are dealers in France, Germany, Belgium, Sweden,

Norway, Italy, Canada, the United States of America, and South Africa.

The stamps are in good repute here as it is known that every value, includ

ing the provisionals, has been issued for legitimate use in the Post Ofiice,

whereas, another Company connected with Africa, and which I could

mention, issued stamps which were sold in London but not used for postage.

Only the other day, an envelope bearing one of this Company's surcharges,

and one or two low value stamps fetched J6H5 at an auction sale, and even

single stamps now obsolete are not to be obtained except at an exceptionally

high price.

“I enclose a complete list of all the stamps that have been issued by

the Company, together with a few explanatory remarks thereon.

"The manuscipt provisionals were executed at Mombasa, owing to the

half anna and one anna stamps having run short, and only sufi‘icient were

issued for postal purposes until a fresh supply of the permanent ones had

arrived from London.

“ The 5 anna and 7% anna provisional were issued in London. and sent

out for use until permanent stamps of the same value were ready, the rate of

postage having been reduced, it was found very inconvenient not to have

stamps of those values, but only sufiicient were issued to keep our post office

supplied for a couple of mails or so.

“ In the accompanying list a mark has been placed against those stamps

which were issued in an imperforate condition, and which were used for

postal purposes in the usual manner.

“ As regard the grey stamps, it was at first intended to use these, more

especially for inland revenue purposes. but as it was not found convenient

to have two stamps of the same value in different colours, it was decided to

use up those already printed for postal purposes. Fortunately only a few of

the 8 anna and r rupee had been printed. The 4 anna grey had not got

beyond the imperforate stage, and those we had in that form were sold and

used along with the 8 anna and 1 rupee in the usual course.

IMPERIAL BRITISH EAST AFRICA Co., LTD.

List of postage stamps, etc., issued by the Company (in chronological

order) :—

FIRST Issue (PROVISIONAL)

)4 anna on id English stamps, May, 1890 4anna on 5d English Stamps, May, 1890

I 1| 2d u n it u

PERMANENT Issue (CoMPANY’s Own STAMPS)

*% anna, October, I890 l rupee (grey), October, I890

*l “ “ “ *4 annas “ imperforate only, Oct., 1800

*2 “ “ “ *3 annas, February, |8ol ’
*4 H u n *4% annas H n

4'8 “(blue) “ “ *2}; annas, July, 1891

*1 rupee(red) “ “ s annas, December, 1894

H i2 u u u u s

3 “ “ “ Stamped envelopes (2% anna), jan., 1893

4 " “ “ Registration envelopes (2 annas Web, 1891

s “ “ “ Post-cards (34 anna), ]an., I893

H H82mm grey “ “ “ (l anna)
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PROVISION ALS,

)4 anna on 2 annas sur. in type, initialled in M. S. “A D " January to April, I89!

1 “ “ 4 “ sur. and initialled "A. B.” in M. 5., February to May, r891

“ “ 8 “ sur. printed November, 1894
7% u H l rupee, u at

K “ " 3 annas, sur. and initials "T. E. C. R. ” in M. 8., February, 1894

Those marked * were issued in an imperforate form and sold at the Company's office

in the usual manner. They were used for postage and are still available for that purpose.

There is much in the above communication to support the necessary

character of the stamps generally, but we fail to see the necessity of issuing

imperforate as well as perforated copies of the same values. No reason is

assigned for this peculiarity. Again, the explanation of the issue of 1100

provisionals of 5 and 7% annas to avoid the possible contingency of having

to issue one provisional 2% annas is somewhat naive.

A’? COMBINATION Lot.

By Joan N. Lurr.

 

 

 

There is always something new under the sun, at least so we think until.

we discover that everything is old after all. But in philately the effort is

usually to make the new thing appear old. And that too is a pre historic

trick. The latest bit of philatelic jobbery comes from New Foundland.

Rvprinls/ It is enough to make a British North American specialist

weep tears salter than the thrice salted codfish of the foggy isle. Can these

things be? New South Wales. El lu New Foundland. Will some one

please suggest that the “ hupper succles ” of the fashionable British Colonies

are expected to set a better example. Toll the bell and let the ofiicial heads

man of the S. S. S. S. stand forth and do his duty. “They never will be

missed.”

A correspondent sends me reproductions of the r, 2 and 3 cents of the

1880 issue and the V2 and 3 cents of the 1887 issue. He writes me they

were made to oblige a local dealer. The colors are not well reproduced.

In the 1880 issue the color of the original one cent varies from red lilac to

dark violet brown, that of the reprint is brown with a very slight tinge of

yellow. The original two cents is a pale yellow green, the reprint a deep‘

blue green The original three cents is printed in amber brown, the reprint

in a rich violet brown. Of the I887 issue the half cent is reprinted in orange

red, instead of the original carmine. and the three cents in dark blue, instead

of the dull or chalky shades of the originals. I believe other values of the

obsolete issues have so far escaped reprinting. They are gummed with old

brown gum (original gum cranks please note) and perforated 12, the gauge of

the originals. 'l‘hey bear the imprint "British American Bank Note Co.,

Montreal " and, presumably, were printed by that company The paper is

closely woven, having much the appearance of a fibre paper. The late

printings of the originals are on very similar paper, but the early printings are

on a very coarse wove paper, much like that used by the American Bank

Note Co. for their printings of United States stamps, though not as thick

and soft as the latter.

 

Mr. H. B. Phillips sends me an interesting novelty in the shape of a

United States envelope of the 1881 issue, three cents rose on buff paper,
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with the frank of Wells, Fargo & C0,, and a handstamp in blue, consisting

of the British coat of arms, “PosT OFFICE" curved above, “VICTORIA. v. 1.”

curved below and the whole enclosed in a single lined oval. Concerning

this Mr. Phillips writes me :

“ At Victoria, V. I., in r863. all letters carried out of the country by the

express companies or any private carrier had to have the postage on them

prepaid. This was usually done by affixing Vancouvers Island adhesives to

the letters, of which you, no doubt, have often seen examples As an

exceptional circumstance (probably because they were out of stamps,

possibly for some other reason) envelopes in quantity were taken to Victoria,

and probably Westminster and other post ofiices, and the postage on them

prepiid. The envelopes were handstamped with the official stamp of the

post office, instead of having adhesives afi'ixed. This oflicial stamp thus

standing for prepaid postage and the envelopes being good for use at any

subsequent time I have seen them used in March, May and August, 1863.

Now is this thinga provisi -nal stamp or a provisional envelope? Besides

the copy on buff paper, which I send for your examination, I have its mate

on white paper and also on the 10 cents white envelope of the same issue.

I may add they are rather scarce. I have never seen more than about half a

dozen of them, all told."

This is certainly interesting and none the less because we apparently

owe to it an escape from a surcharge or some other form of provisional

adhesive, which we might feel compelled to collect.

 

Here is something to amuse the plate number collectors and set them

hunting. Plate no (two cents) is composed of stamps of triangles II and

111. Only the three vertical rows at the left side of the upper left quarter of

the sheet are of triangle II. The balance of the plate is of triangle III.

I am indebted to Mr. H. B. Phillips, Mr. Calvert Meade and Mr. E. Roberts

for information on this subject.

The explanation of this oddity is that two transfers were used in enter

ing the stamps on the plate. It is not probable that new dies were made for

the stamps of the second and third varieties of the triangle, but rather that

the alterations were made on the transfer rolls. It might easily happen that

two transfers were used on one plate, especially as there are often several

transfers on one roll. It would be possible to have all three types of triangle

on one plate and in almost endless variety of arrangement. But this is not

at all probable.

 

The use of two transfers in making a plate has been previously illustraq

ted in the capped two cents of the 1890 issue. Perhaps a few words in re

gard to these capped numerals will not be inappropriate. They are the

result of damaged transfers, in other words defective workmanship. By

some means a bit of the transfer was chipped off, in one case at the top of

the left-hand figure, in the other case at the top of both. These broken trans

fers were used in making plates and the combination of the two with others

not damaged made some very interesting things for collectors of pairs and

blocks. I have seen in the collection of Mr. H. E Deats a strip of ten

stamps from the right upper quarter of plate VV246, of which the first three

stamps (counting from the left) had caps on the left hand figure, and the

other stamps of the row had caps on both figure-. In the same collection

are strips from plates TT235, VV247 and VV248 all the stamps of which

have caps on the figure at left, and a strip from VV245 with caps on both
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figures. It may be of interest to mention that plates SS232,TT236, 238 and

239 have no caps. UU240, 241. 242, 243 and 244 are one cent stamps.

Other adjacent numbers I have not seen. It is possible that some of them

are of the capped varieties.

I have not said anything about the variety with cap on the right 2, be

cause I do not believe in it. It has been listed and I have seen several

copies. but I consider them simply dirty work. Some careless workman

failed to properly clean his plate at night and the next morning the dried ink

in the sunken lines of the plate made the cap. I have seen blocks of this

sort of thing with caps, dashes and assorted spots all around the numerals.

Examples of this poor workmanship are also found on some of the Colum

bian issue, but I cannot say I think them worthy of much attention. It has

always been a surprise to me that these capped stamps were ever printed. I

understand that in the great bank note companies all plates undergo a rigid

and almost microscopical examination by several experts. This being the

case, it is surprising that any such fiaw should escape notice or be passed

when noticed. I believe a number of philatelists have sought an explanation

of these caps from the American Bank Note Company. I have never heard

that any of them received a very satisfactory reply. But I will wager that

their inquiries caused an investigation behind the scenes and an unpleasant

quarter of an hour for some one.

 

This subject of caps reminds me that I was much amused recently by a

somewhat hysterical outburst in one of the philatelic “penny dreadfuls"

over the omission of these capped stamps from the 56th catalogue. The

writer's meaning was rather vague. but it was apparently his intention to

charge the publishers with unfair discrimination, and to threaten-if such

gross injustice were to continue—that he would publish a catalogue himself.

There is a proverb about the hesitancy of angels and the impetuosity of

others, which fits the case. Presumably the writer has a dozen of the stamps

laid away, hoping for a phenomenal rise. Could he visit the dealers of this

. city, he might find they are not so excessively rare. and could probably pur

chase a few thousand copies from those same misguided publishers. I think

the best philatelists are agreed that “hair-line and pin-hole varieties " are

out of place in a general catalogue. and belong only in works intended for

specialists and students. There are many things now listed which could well

be spared from the crowded pages of our priced catalogues.

 

THE MARKET

AUCTION SALE OF CuEvELEv & Co , DECEMBER 20TH and zisr, 1895:

Bavaria, 1874, 1 mark, imperf., unused, 15212.0

North German Confederation, 2kr gray, ofiicial, used, 2.10.0

Nevis, 4d rose, unused. 4.10.0

“ 4d orange. engraved, unused, 3.17.6

“ ish yellow green, used, 3. 5.0

“ 6d olive, lithographed, unused. o. g., 16. 0.0

“ “ “ " used specimen, 11.10.0

“ 1sh pale green, used, 4.12.6

“ 6d green, unused, o. g., 1o.r5.o

4‘

6d red brown, used 3. 0.0
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Mauritius, Greek border, rd, very fine, 3.10.0

“ small fillet, 2d blue, very fine, 2.14.0

“ 1848, 2d blue, superb pair in very early state of plate, im

mense margins, 50. 0.0

Zululand, 55h, unused, o. g., 3. 5.0

St. Vincent, star, Ssh, unused, o. g., r7.ro.o

Virgin Islands, rsh, thin border, double outer line, 5. 0.0

Nevis, rsh yellow green, used, 4. 5.0

“ 6d green, used, 10. 0.0

St. Lucia, rsh, revenue used for postage, 4 specimens on entire en

velope, 5. 5.0

vSt. Christopher, 6d olive green, unused, o. g., 2.18.0

 

AUCTION SALE or BOGERT AND DURBIN Co, JANUARY 4TH, 1896:

United States, 1869, 24c. unused, $10 50

“ “ 1875, re-issue of 1869, 30c, 14 50
l‘ u u u u 9°C' 22 0°

“ “ Newspaper stamps, 1875, $24, 13 5o

“ “ “ “ “ $36, very slightly damaged, 15 00
u u u u a $48’ I9 00

“ “ “ “ “ $60, very slightly rubbed, 18 oo

“ “ Interior, complete set marked “Specimen,” 20 oo
- 4- u Justice ‘1 u U u 27 so

I‘ l‘ I‘ ‘l l‘ I‘“ " Post Office, complete set, except the 6c, marked

‘ Specimen," 19 35

“ “ State, 1c to 900, marked “Specimen," 16 5o

“ “ “ $2, unused, but slightly stained, 12 50

‘l H C‘ I‘ I‘ H“ “ “ $10 “ “ “ stained, 4: 00

I‘ l‘ ‘ ‘i 6‘ l‘ (I“ “ Treasury, complete set marked “Specimen," 3o 25

‘l H ‘var u H i‘ u 24Barbados, 1d on 55h, unsevered pair, used, 82 oo

“ %d on 4d, double surcharge—one in red and one in black

unused (this is an essay), 24 50

British Guiana, r850, 80 green, cut to shape, 90 oo

" “ “ another one, smaller margins, 76 oo

“ “ “ rectangle, 1c magenta, on piece of original,

very wide margins, 33 oo

“ “ “ rectangle, another one. slightly scraped, 18 00

‘l l‘ C‘ ‘5

4c blue, large margins on 3 sides, 36 oo

“ “ r862, provisional, rc, No. 2 on sheet, slight tear, used, 17 00

‘C

“ " “ rc, No. 3 on sheet, unsigned, 13 5o

“ “ “ “ rc, Nos. l7 and 23, unsevered pair,

unused, unsigned, 3o 00

" “ " " 20, No. I, unused, unsigned, 46 oo

“ “ “ “ 4c, type I, used, rouletting on 3 sides, 42 oo

Madeira, 1879, I501‘ yellow, used, 12 :5

Monaco, 1885, 5 fr. used, 12 00

St. Christopher, 1d on 2%d, inverted surcharge, on piece of original, 44 00

St. Vincent, 1861, 4d orange, used, 17 oo
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Tobago, 1d on half of 6d orange, 24 00

Trinidad, 1d red, lithographed, used, 17 00

 

AUCTION SALE or Car-:vrs1.1ar& Co., JANUARY 8TH AND 9TH, 1896.

Bavaria, rmk, imperf , unused, o. g , £ 3. 0.0

Naples, %t blue, Trinacria, immense margins, 14. 0.0

“ )ét dark blue, Cross, 4. 4.0

Oldenburg, Second issue, Xagr, unused, without gum, 6. 5.0

“ " “ 2gr black on rose, unused, without gum, 4.10.0

“ “ “ 3gr black on yellow, unused, without gum, 4.15.0

Sweden, 66re, with Posthorn at back, unused, o g., 0.12.0

Hongkong, 96c yellow brown, unused, without gum, 7. 0.0

Lagos, zsh 6p brown, unused, o. g . 3.12.0

Swazieland, complete, unused, 4. 0.0

Zululand, 55h, unused, 3. 0.0

Antioquia, r868, 2%c blue, pen cancellation, 10. 0.0

“ “ 1 peso red, postmarked 7. 0.0

British Honduras, 6p yellow, unused, 2. 6.0

“ “ rsh gray, unused, o. g., 2.12.0

" “ sec on rsh, unused, 3 3.0

Dominican Republic. 1865. 1r black on yellow, cut close, lightly

postmarked, 7. 5.0

“ “ 1865, y“ black on green, unused, 4. 7.0

" " another one, rather worn impression, 3.10.0

Nevis, engraved, 4p rose, unused, 3.10.0

“ “ 6p gray, unused, 2.10.0

" “ another one, 2.10.0

“ “ another one, 2.12.0

“ “ rsh green, unused, 3.10.0

“ " 4p rose, used, 2.12.0

“ “ rsh yellow green, used, 4. 4.0

“ lithographed, 4p orange, unused, o. g , 9. 0.0

" “ 6p olive, unused, o. g., 13. 0.0

“ “ another one, very fine, 12. 0.0

" “ 6p green, very fine, 8.10.0

Nova Scotia, 6p dark green. unused, o g., 10. 0.0

St. Christopher, 6p olive brown, unused, o. g., 2.12.0

St. Lucia, Star, set of 3 unused, very fine, 9. 0.0

“ 1886, 6p lilac, unused, o. g., 3.12.0

“ “ rsh orange, unused, o. g., 6. 0.0

St, Vincent, no watermark, 4p orange, unused, o.g., 3. 3.0

“ “ another one, without gum, 2.14.0

“ “ 15h blue, unused, o. g., 5.10.0

“ Star, 4p dark blue unused, 6.10.0

" “ 6p yellow green, unused, o. g., 3. 8.0

“ “ 6p pale green, unused, without gum, 2.14.0

" " lsh vermilion, unused, without gum, 2.10.0

" “ 55h rose, unused, o g., 15. 0.0

“ CA., perf. 12, 4p ultramarine, unused, o. g., 3.10.0

Tobago, CC., 6p ochre, unused, o. g., 4- 4-0
I‘

CA., 6p ochre, fine specimen, 11.r0.o
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Trinidad. 1862, rsh purple blue, unused, 7.10.0

Virgin Islands, perf. 15, 6p rose, unused, without gum, 6.10.0

“ “ 4p on rsh, unused strip of 5, 6. 0.0

 

AUCTION SALE or THE NEW ENGLAND STAMP Co., JANUARY 20TH, 1896.

Providence, entire sheet, $ 75.50

St. Louis, 100, die B, used, 171.00

1856, 50 red brown, unused, 18.00

“ 5c brick red, without gum, 16.50

“ 90c unused, 17.00

“ another, 15.25

1869, 24c unused, . 12.40

“ 30c unused, 1o 75

“ 900 used, 14.00

1875, re issue of I869, 3c, 15 00

“ “ “ 10c, 11.00

“ "‘ " 15c, . 12.00

u u u 24c, 12.75

“ “ “ another one, 11.25

“ “ “ 300. without gurn, 17.00

“ “ " another one. used, 11,00

“ “ “ 90c, without gum, 23.00

1870, 3cc, used, 23.00

Newspaper 5c blue, colored border, '3 1 2.25

Another one, 1 2.50

Executive, 6c, 12.25v

Justice, 300, 18.30

“ 900, 48.00

Navy, 2c green, error, 33.50

State, $2, 14.10

“ another one, used, 13 00

Revenues, $15 Mortgage, imperf., 10.30

" $200 “ first issue, 13.50

“ $20 Probate of Will, machine stitch, 16.50

“ $200 perf, 12.00

“ $20 blue and black, 10.25

“ $200, second issue, 79.00

Canada, 1855, top blue, without gum, 28.00

“ 1857, 71,611 green, used, 20.75

Cape of Good Hope, 1p red, woodblock, used, 18.60v

Dominica, rsh CA, 27.75

" another one, 24.25

Lagos, 2sh 6p. olive brown, 24.25

Montserrat 4p blue, CA, used, 2050

Nevis, 6p lilac gray, grayish paper, 12.25

“ rsh green, grayish paper, 15.00

“ another one, used, 11.10

“ 6p olive, lithographed, 61.15

“ rsh dark green, lithographed, 12.00

“ another one, used, 1 1.25.

“ 4p blue, CA, 10.00

“ another one, 10.00

“ 6p green, CA, 35.25
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New Brunswick 6p yellow. used. 21 - 1°

2: another, on piece of cover, 22 .OO

“ “ another, on original cover, 25.25

‘I ‘ half of 6p used as 3]), on cover, 27 .10

' half of we used as so on cover, 13. IO

Newfoundland, 4p scarlet vermilion, used, I6J5

Nova Scotia, rsh violet, magnificent copy, used, I36-°°

St. Christopher, op olive brown, I5 -5°

f‘ another one, 14.75

St- Lucia. I360. 6p green, wi hout gum, II .00

“ 1883, rsh orange, 26-OO

“ another one, 23-75

“ 1887, 6p lilac, 20.25

" another one. without gum, 20.25

St. Vincent, 5sh rose red star, 100-05

“ rt) on 6p yellow green, without gum, n .50

Victoria. Ssh blue on yellow, used. 22.50

Virgin Islands, rsh, double lined frame, 22.25

Zululand, Ssh, 25.00

AUCTION SALES
 

We omitted in our last number to refer to a very fine collection of post

age stamps and entire envelopes which are to be sold at auction on February

3rd and 4th. The sale is advertised as our 136th auction, but should have

been numbered 137, as the former number had already been used for a coin

sale. It is not necessary now to enter into details in regard to the sale, as it

is so near at hand. but we feel certain of a successful result. Our 138th

sale is devoted to the coin department and this will be followed by the 139th

which will be held some time in the early part of March. It will contain a

magnificent collection of entire United States envelopes, being the property

of Mr. William Heyer, of Cologne, Germany.

The sale will also contain a magnificent lot of Spanish stamps, includ

ing almost every rarity, and probably a fine lot of United States stamps to

include full sets of the Departments, fine lots of all the early issues, both

used and unused, specimen sets of almost all the Department issues, etc., etc.

The auction season is now at its height, and we expect to announce some

further sales in our next number.

Of late, considerable controversy has arisen as to the responsibility

which a cataloguer of auction sales should assume towards the buyers and

for how long a guarantee of genuineness should be considered valid. We

take advantage of the present opportunity to state our position, to which we

have consistently adhered since auction sales have been held under the aus

pices of this company. In our opinion, the guarantee of a dealer as to the

genuineness of any stamp which he may sell should be good for ever, and

whenever it is proven that any stamp sold by him is counterfeit, no matter

whether such discovery be make within five days or five years of the time of

purchase. he should stand prepared to return the exact amount which was

paid for the specimen at the time. A guarantee holding good for five days

or for a year is absolutely valueless, as a collector in purchasing a specimen

relies upon the honesty and knowledge of the party who makes the sale, and

in most cases he has no occasion to doubt that the stamp in question is
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exactly as represented. It may be that it is some years before an expert

discovers that any particular stamp in a collection is a counterfeit, and if the

collector should then not be able to recover the money which he expended

it would certainly undermine his confidence. '

 

Nopcr To sUBscmBERs
 

We are mailing this number, as we did last month's, to every subscriber

who appeared on our books last year, and would request those who have not

yet renewed their subscription to do so at once, as the March number will be

sent only to those who appear on the paid list for 1896. We also beg to call

attention to the fact that we have prepared, for circulation with this number

a lithotype plate of the different varieties of Shanghai stamps, which how:

ever, has been sent only to those who have paid their subscription for’ 1896.

All who may renew during the coming month will receive the plate in ques_

tion with the March number.

 

Norrs.

Mr. S. Chapman has informed us that owingto a general cleaning up in the

post office of Mexico, the following postal cards and letter cards remaining in

blank have been utilized for current use by printing on them the current stamp

They consist of our RC. 23, PC. 25 and RC. 34. The first two have beeri

impressed with the 3 centavos stamp and the last with a 2 centavos stamp

Also L. C. 5 (1411), which has been impressed with a 5 centavos stamp. Of

this last, one was printed with the stamp on the back, instead of on the face

Of the postal cards they printed respectively 4, 8 and 50 copies, and of the

letter card 20. Besides this, about 500 of the current envelopes were printed

without eagle in the left corner.

Two more varieties were shown us by the same correspondent in the

shape of the current 3 centavos postal card with brown stamp and rose in

scription on a white card—one was with the stamp inverted in the lower left

corner and the other was with the stamp inverted in the upper right corner.

We do not suppose that many of these curiosities were sold at the stamp win

dow, and we certainly think that they should come under the index of the

S. S. S. S.

{I} ‘D i} G C}

Mr. Mansur has shown us the current I shilling stamp of Fiji perforated

II x 10.

Cr {It {I} Q {1'

We have seen a horizontal strip of three stamps “ HALVE PENNY " in red

on r shilling green of the South African Republic, in which the central stam

has the upper bar formed of three pieces. p

{.‘r {I} Q i} {It

The A. P. tells us that an alteration has been made in the perforation of

the current Letter Card of Queensland. every third needle of the machine

being apparently removed, so that the holes are in pairs, with a space equal

to a hole between the pairs. The edges are thus rendered less likely to et

broken off in the post : but it is difiicult to remove the edges without tearign

the card. The use of a better material, with the ordinary perforation would

robably answer better. (Mont/11y journal). ’
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“ The stamps of India, with the surcharge ‘ On Postal Service,‘ are

supplied to post-ofiices to represent Custom‘s dues, levied on foreign inward

parcels. The amount of Custom's duty recovered from the addressee is in

dicated by these labels, afiixed t0 the parcel receipts, which are either

despatched to the Comptroller of Post-offices at Calcutta, or to the Local

Examiner. The stamps are obliterated with red ink. and are ultimately

destroyed by being punched with a large round hole. They are not available

for sale to the public, although specimens have no doubt been sold, and

otherwise obtained, both obliterated and unobliterated.

“ Another matter to note is in connection with the new high value stamps.

Where these bear obliterations, in red or magenta ink, they have been used

to pay for parcel postage, in a similar way to the Custom's stamps surcharged

‘ Postal Service.’ They should. if trea'ed properly, have passed under the

Examiner's punch. I believe, however, that a great many have been rescued

from this fate. 'l he only case, as far as I am aware. in which stamps are

obliterated in red, except when used in payment of parcel postage or Custom's

dues, is in the case of stamps recovered as fined. The ofiicials,’ from whom

the stamps or fines are recovered, sometimes obliterate them in red, and

sometimes in black.

“The overprinting of nine pies postage labels for Native States has

ceased, that value forming no postal rate for such States." (Mont/II)» journal).

Q {I} {k {3 G

Apropos of unchronicled errors. About twelve years ago I had an ap

proval sheet from a leading (then and now) English dealer, from which I

took a stamp, purporting to be the 400., I854, Italy. It was undoubtedly a

genuine used stamp, and had not been removed from the piece of original

letter. On closely examining it, however, I found the inscription embossed

to be “c. cinque," instead of "c. quaranta." I prized that stamp very much,

and it was only the temptation of the late Dr. Ellison, who offered the two

Cape “wood-blocks" in exchange, that induced me to part with it. As late

as I892, I saw it again at Brisbane, Q., in Dr. Ellison's collection, but where

it has gone to since his decease I know not. I have never seen this particular

error chronicled, and yet there must have been at least one whole sheet printed.

(London Plu'lale/isl.)

C} Q <1} <5} s}

Victoria has made a new and decidedly objectionable departure, in print

ing post cards with glaring advertisements on the address side. I have the

1d of current type, printed in blue, with the inscription crowded up between

the stamp and two hideous blocks, advertising aromatic tobacco and a popular

brand of lager beer ! The regulations governing the issue of postal cards in

most countries are very strict on the point of forbidding anything to be

printed on the address side, save the words "Post Card," but in the case of

Victoria, they have apparently “made other arrangements." The departure

has roused a perfect storm in the Colony. Ministers, total abstainers from

beer and tobacco, Secretaries to Young Men's Christian Associations, &c.,

have taken strong objections to the demoralizing advertisements. They have

cut them off or pasted paper over them, only to find that the mutilated or

covered card is charged 2d on delivery 1 Mr. Duffy, the Postmaster-General,

says that revenue is wanted, and if any members of the public object to use

the advertisement cards they can use their own cards with 2. Id adhesive stamp.

I think, however, that the reign of the “ Beer and Baccy " card will be a short

one, as even now non abstainers dislike the thing and complain about it.

(London P/u'lalelisl.)
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Mr. Bredel has shown us the 5 cent envelope of the provisional govern

ment of Hawaii with double surcharge, one under the other.

{11> ‘3} {I} 43* G’

Wuhu has issued a new series of adhesives, but, as they certainly will be

under the ban of the S. S. S. S., we shall simply mention them. The values

are 12, I, 2, 5, 6, 1o, 15, 20 and 40c. There are two different % cent stamps.

One of the % cent and the 1, 5 and 20 cent stamps are of the same type as

the 6 cent of the preceding issue. The other values are as illustrated below,

the 15 cent being of the same type as the )4 cent, the 10 cent of the same

type as the 2 cent, and the 40 cent of the same type as the 6 cent.

  

0 C} {it (1* {1'

We have seen a horizontal pair of the 1 centavo brown of Antioquia, of

the 1892 issue, imperforate at top.

1} Cl’ C: Q {1*

La Gazelle a’: la Timbrolugi: notes the 5 francs of France of the issue of

1864 with 5 fr. omitted.

C} i} {1' ‘I? C’

In one of our previous numbers, we stated that all the Leeward Islands

stamps were still available for postage, and that, therefore, high prices for

used specimens, even when bearing the old number cancellations, were not

justified. We regret to say that our statement was incorrect, as we are now

informed by the postmasters of the various islands concerned that their old

stamps are no longer receivable for postage and are considered obsolete.

We doubt very much whether, if application were made to the Colonial

Otfice in London, this ruling of the postmasters would be sustained, but as

long as it remains in force there would appear to be some reason for an ad

vanced price for a used specimen, while unused specimens are on the market

in quantities, or even in limited quantities. At the same time, collectors

should be very careful as to the source from which they obtain cancelled

specimens of these stamps, as it is easily possible that some of the old cancel

ations, which are still on hand, may be obtained by favor on unused speci

mens.

{} C‘ {3' C? D

The Mont/21y journal chronicles the Congo Parcels Post 3 fr. 50c. in

blue on 5 fr. lilac with surcharge inverted. We congratulate our friends on

this discovery, but would advise them to keep a file of the Ameritan journal

of P/zilate/y for handy reference. We described this variety in October,

1890.

D {} 42> {it ' {.5

L’Ecllo de la Timbrologie announces that envelopes of 3 and 12% cents,

with the portrait of Queen Wilhelmina, will shortly be issued in the Nether

lands, as well as an adhesive stamp of 5 florins.

i} {1' {1' l} C?

We have seen the 20 centavos official of the issue of 1893, of Nicaragua

without the surcharge “ Franqueo oficial."
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Le Timére Paste has seen the provisional r stotinka on 2 stotinki of Bul

garia with surcharge inverted.

{I} G {k {1* C?

We have seen a vertical strip of the 10 centavos green of the 1892 issue

of Ecuador, the left side of which went twice through the perforating ma

chine, giving it the appearance of a serrated perforation.

{1' C? G {I} {31>

La R. P. B. reports the existence of a 2 avos on 10 reis card of Timor

and also what we presume is a 5x5 avos card, formed by adding another sur

charge to the 300 reis adhesive of Macao, overprinted “Timor " and “ 30,"

and attached to cards. Possibly the 2 avos on 10 reis should refer to the

other card of a similar nature. We await further information. (Mani/11y

yaurnal. )

Q’ {1* i} Cl’ G

Mr. Joseph Rechert sends us the following revised list of varieties of

the Columbian issue of envelopes.

Class A. Class B.

With dot with meridian. Without dot with meridian.

1 cent, A. P. Q. 1 cent, A. P. Q. N. R.

2 cents, A. N. P. Q. R. l. 2 cents, A. P. Q. N. R. o. H. I.

5 cents, P. Q. R. o. 11. I. 5 cents, Q. P. R.

10 cents, Q. H. 1.

Class C. Class D.

With dot without meridian. Without dot without meridian.

1 cent, A. P. Q. N. R. 1 cent, A.

2 cents, P. Q. R. 2 cents, A. P. Q. N. o. H.

5 cents, Q. R. G. H. I. 5 cents, c. Q.

{.5 {It 41> ‘D G

Tire Philatelic journal 0f Great Britain notes the 5 centavos ofiicial of

Nicaragua of the issue of 1893 with surcharge inverted.

{I} C’ i} C? G‘

We illustrate below the Uruguay stamps chronicled last month.

‘ 1

  

. k h \ '.

)Iilfqin‘figllfll 1.
._._

4.} i} {1* G G’

The postmaster of Zanzibar informs us that the current Indian stamps

have been surcharged “Zanzibar " to be used until the Zanzibar Protector

ate's own stamps are issued.

{1' {it Q Cr s}

We have received the 8 annas blue of the British East Africa Company,

surcharged “British East Africa, ”with double surcharge.

Q {31> G {1' Q

L’Ecllo ale la Timbrologie notes a variety of the 15 centimes reply letter

card of France, on which the reply card is not perforated.

G i} Q G’ if?

L: Timbre Port: states that a 60 centimes Postal Packet stamp will
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shortly be issued in Belgium, also that the label of the Sabbatical stamps is

no longer to be perforated.

QQQQC?

The Mont/11y journal mentions that a % anna adhesive has been added

to the unnecessary issues of Bussahir State.

{#GGQC}

We read in Le Colleztz'mmeur a’: Tz'mbres Pasle that the r and 2 centesimi

stamps of Italy are shortly to be replaced by new ones of a design similar to

the current 5 centesimi.

CHRONICLE.

UNITED STATES.-Mr. John Zug has shown us the current 1 cent

envelope on manila paper with the penalty watermark, and we have found in

our stock the 30 cent black on manila of the 1886 issue with the same

watermark Mr. Joseph Rechert has shown us the 2c Columbian envelope,

size 1, (extra official) on heavy linen paper, without watermark.

Envelopes.

Watermark@ (Reduced size).

Size 149x85 mm.

1c blue on manila

Size, 224x99.

30c black on manila

Unwatermarked, cream linen paper.

Size I, 258x110 mm.

2c violet

 

BRITISH nas'r APRIOA.—-In addition to the stamps chronicled last

month, we gather from the London P/zz'lalelrlzt that the current 1 and 2 anna

Bmrisn

Indian stamps have also been surcharged EAST

AFRICA

Ad/zesz've sta 2211):.

Provisional issue.

watermarked a Star.

Perforated r4.

ra purple brown, black surcharge

2a blue, black surcharge
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BULGARIA-Mr. Gremmel has shown us the 25 stotinki unpaid letter

stamps of the re-engraved type of 1894.

Unpaid letter slamz‘l.

Perforated 11.

25s carmine, re-engraved

GUANAOASTE.—

Mr, W. C. Eaton has shown us the 2 centavos revenue

stamp of Costa Rica surcharged in black “Correos" and

Guamcaste, the latter word measuring 2xi7% mm.

Adlzesizle stamp. .

Perforated.

2c blue, black surcharge.

 

Mr. I. M. Andreini has shown us the new issue of stamps,

the type of which is the same as the preceding, the colors alone

having been changed.

Ad/zesz've .rtampr.

  

   

IflC‘Hd-I'l‘i‘lfil Perforated‘

95m blue green to lilac brown

1m blue green _ 2c claret

2m blue green 2%c rose

3m blue green 5c slate blue

4m blue green roc emerald green

8m blue green 20c violet

 

FERNANDO PO.-Le Timon Post: states that the color of the current

10 centimos is now claret.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated.

roc claret

 

PINLAND.—L: Tz'mllre Poslc states that the design of the to pennia

reply card has been altered in a similar manner to the single card chronicled

in December.

Poslal card.

roxrop rose and black, [ream (altered type)

FRENCH OFFICES IN MOROCOo-—Tlze P/zr'latelr': journal of Great

Britain chronicles the 5 centimes envelope of France as having been sur

charged “5 centimos" in the same type as the current adhesives.

Elmo/ope.

5c green, vermilion surcharge
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HONDURAB.-—

We have received from this Central American Republic

a stamp which from all appearances is home made.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated 11%.

me red (lithographed)

  

INDIA.—We copy the following from the Mani/11y yourmzl:

“I send a specimen of the new official card. which has the inscription

altered to allow for the sender's name and oflicial designation appearing on

the front."

The card is the %8.., blue, with the stamp with the Queen's Head, but

the instruction now reads:

" The address only to be written on this side; the address includes the

signature and official designation of the sender."

We have received this in two very distinct shades.

Ofiirz'a/ Postal Card: .

%a pale blue, toned card

)éa ultramarine, white card

 

 

BHOPAL-Le Tz'mbre P031: notes the current 8 annas stamp with small

pin perforation.

Ad/zesiz/e slam17.

  

White wove paper.

Small pin perforation.

8a blue black

 

GWALIOR-T/M Manllz/y fourna/ mentions the envelope of 1 anna on

blue laid paper with pointed flap and brown seal surcharged with the name

and arms in black. The same contemporary notes the current 3 annas as

having been surcharged for oflicial use in the same manner as the other val~

ues chronicled in November.

Ofizz'al slam/L

Watermarked a star.

Perforated r4.

3a orange, black surcharge

Envelope.

Blue laid paper.

Size, 1z|x7l mm.

1a brown, black surcharge
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RAJ’ NANDGAM.—From Le Tz'mbre Pnrle we learn that the 1 anna of

ficial stamp is now printed in blue, with violet surcharge M B D in oval.

Ofia'al stamp.

1a blue, violet surcharge

MAURITIUS._We have received the provisional 2 cent postal card

heralded in the January number. The design and inscription are typo

graphed on white card with a 2 cent adhesive pasted in the upper right

corner. According to Le Timbre-Poste, there are 18 varieties, differing in

the length of the lines, the relative position of the letters of the inscription

and of the printer's namev

Postal eard.

Provisional issue.

  

 

1.‘;

g

S

5

g

3 .§
3 a

:- E

2 ;€

2 a
'3 ‘in

a it

'5

2-1
MMu.’ an“

2c black and green, av/lz'le

MEXIOQ-Mr. S. Chapman sends us the new 1 centavo wrapper with

stamp of the current type and with the word “Fajilla" this time spelled

correctly—with two l’s instead of three.

It seems that the department, in order to manufacture these wrappers,

has made use of all the remnants of manila paper in stock. The wrappers

are the same as the preceding issue, but the inscription at the left is printed

in large capitals and the stamp is surrounded by a double frame, the inner

one being formed of wavy lines and the outer one of semi~circles.

Wrappers.

Size, 250x80 mm.

Flap at right side, truncated, gummed.

1c green, thick glazed buff paper

to green, thick coarse buff paper

1c green, thin buff paper

1c green, thin manila paper

1c green, thick manila paper
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_MONTENEGRO.-According to the Aurtrz'a P/u'latelzlrt, the 15 novitch

Jubilee stamp of the 1893 Issue exists with red surcharge.

Ad/zesfve stamp.

Jubilee issue.

Perforated.

15n brown, red surcharge

MOROOOO.—

  

We have received a series of stamps purporting to be

used for the mail service between Tangiers and Arzila. \Ve

recommend our readers to await developments before pur

chasing these stamps.

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated 12.

5c violet 50c sepia

roc rose 1p brown

_2oc yellow 2p gray

25c blue 5p green

NEW SOUTH WAL1-3S_-Tlze Australian Plu'late/z'st reports that the

Letter Card is now printed on paper colored drab outside, and pink inside;

the inscriptions and perforation are unchanged —M01zt/zly yournal.

Letter Card.

1%s red on drab, inside pink.

 

NORTH BORNBQ-Le Tz'mbre Paste chronicles the Postal Card of 8 cents

with surcharge “4 cents," in two lines.

Postal eara’.

Provisional issue.

4c on 80 green, white, black surcharge

 

NORWAY-From the Philatelic Yournal of Great Britain we learn that

the r ore is now used with Norge in Roman capitals.

Ad/zesizIe stamp.

watermarked Posthorn.

Perforated.

I ore gray.

 

SALVADOR-We have received two more provisional stamps of I centavo,

this time the 12 and 24 centavos of 1895 have been the victims and have been

surcharged in the same way as the three provisionals chronicled last month‘r

their life must have been very short, as at the same time we received some

of the new stamps issued for I896; the design of these is similar to that on the

stamps of I894, but with the female turned to the left instead of to the right

The lllustrz'erte Briefmarkm Zeitung chronicles, in addition to these, a.

series of II stamps, each of a different design, and supposed to be for regular
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issue, the inscription on them reading “Correos de el Salvador;" as the in

scription on the stamps chronicled first reads “Correos del Salvador,” it is

possible that the second set was made to correct the spelling of the first, a

precedent to this being the simultaneous issue of two sets last year for the

purpose of making a correction.

 

We copy the following from the Mont/11y yournal: “ In accordance with

the usual custom some little varieties have been brought out at the end of the

year, just to carry on the interest until the new issue comes into use. This

time we have two dear little envelopes, of white wove paper, 109x65 mm.,

impressed with re. and 2c stamps of the 1895, envelope, type, surmounted

by the words "Sarw'cz'o Nacional y Lora!” and " Serz'irz'o a'el Exlen'ar,"

respectively. As we duly chronicled and catalogued this set, we suppose

we must add these-—they are only little ones and will not take up much

room even entire ! "

Ad/zniz/e stamps.

Provisional issue.

  

Perforated.

1c on rzc red, black surcharge

1c on 24c mauve, red surcharge

Regular issues.

  

Perforated.

2c dark brown.

5c olive brown

roc yellow

30c orange

Various designs.

Perforated.

1c blue (Volcano and Flags)

are red brown (Temple)

3c orange (Locomotive)

so dark blue (Volcano)

10c dark brown (Vessel)

‘12c gray violet “

15c dark green (Building)

20c carmine (Landscape)

24c dark violet (Waterfall)

30c dark green (Arms)

rooc dark blue (Portrait)
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Enos/apes.

White wove paper.

Size 109x65 mm.

1c gray brown, black surcharge

2c deep green “

BPAIN.-Die Post states that the stamps of the new type have been issued.

Also that postal cards have appeared with stamp of the same type as the new

adhesives.

Alt/writ): stamp1.

Perforated 14.

1c green 30c gray

20 blue green 40c dark brown

5c light blue 50c rose

10c red 75c yellow

15c-violet 1p light violet

20c light green 4p carmine

250 blue 10p flesh

Portal cards.

5c green on buff

- 10c carmine on buff

15c blue on buff

NEGRI SEMBILAN.-According to Le Collectiomzeur ale Timbres Paste,

this State has also issued a series of adhesive stamps of the same type as the

current issues of Pahang, etc.

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated.

1c lilac and green 10c lilac and orange

2c lilac and brown V 500 lilac and black

3c lilac and carmine 1d blue green and yellow green

5c lilac and ochre 5d blue green and blue

80 lilac and blue

 

TURKS ISLANDQ-Die Port chronicles a registration envelope of 2

pence with stamp of similar design to that of the regular envelopes.

Registration envelope.

Size, 1 50x94 mm.

2p blue

VICTORIA-We have received the current 1 penny letter card surcharged

in blue “'I‘wo pence."
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Lefler eanl.

Provisional issue.

.ou‘Que-u...-n~neununnunusuueuu0-0.0.-....n.u..e-|..|-|-sou...

LETTER CARD.

PRICE: 7WO—PENCE.

  
nlo'oonllOIQIIIIOIDIOOIIOOIIIOOOOOg

up on rp rose, pale azure, perf. IV, blue surcharge

 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA-We read in the Stamp Collector's Fortmlq/rf/y

that a provisional stamp was issued by the Perth Ot’fice on the 25th of Novem

ber, consisting of the 3 pence surcharged in green “ Half penny." 12,000 of

these were printed. 90 stamps were issued in red at first, but when it became

apparent that this color was not pronounced enough these 90 stamps were

re-surcharged in green.

Adhesive .rlamps.

Provisional issue.

watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated.

%p on 3p brown, green surcharge

%p on 3p green, red and green surcharge

COMMUNICATION.

New YORK, January 9th, 1896.

MR. HENRY L. CALMAN,

Editor Ameriean journal of P/u'lalely:

DEAR SIR: Will you permit a reader of your JOURNAL to express his ideas

on the natural versus arlrfin‘al rise in m/ue: of stamps, as shown by a com

parison of your catalogues of 1895 and 1896. I am, and I believe the greater

number of philatelists are, a general collector, desiring rather to show a well

filled and well mounted album of genuine postal issues than a few rarities and
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minor varieties. I think that most collectors care rather to have a general

knowledge of the postal issues of every country than the minute differences

that must occur in any issue where wear of plate, accidental flaws in a die,

‘different consistency of ink at different temperatures, etc., make countless

varieties in a single issue. As a general collector, I express the belief that

artificial changes in values, if persisted in for several years, will tend to make

the collector lose confidence in his standard work on the subject, which to

nearly every American collector is Scott’s Catalogue. Let once confidence

be lost in this and, like the seaman who has lost confidence in his compass,

he will try to reach dry land and get another guide if he has enough love for

his hobby to venture on the uncertain sea of philately. There are certain

laws which govern a normal increase in values. Obsolete issues are expected

to increase in value slowly year by year. High values should increase in

greater proportion than low values. or rather denominations. Recent issues

which are soon after withdrawn, as well as surcharged issues, should increase

greatly in value for a few years and then be governed by the slow normal in

crease. Stamp collecting is not a fashion or a craze, like the stamp plate

craze, which soon dies out. but a hobby which one takes up and keeps up for

years, especially when he realizes that he can give it up to advantage. The

question of outlay and return must be taken into consideration when one first

takes up the subject, for without this the fascination of collecting and exam

ining stamps is not strong enough to hold its thousands of devotees very long.

'When a person has begun a collection he then reckons upon an increase in

its value, not as a whole, but upon each individual stamp, and here his only

guide is what would be naturally considered natural causes, as I have stated

above. Obsolete issues should increase slowly. Obsolete high values should

increase in greater proportion and still more if cancelled. The same ought

to apply to surcharges where a temporary surcharge is necessary. I venture

to say that more uncancelled stamps find their way into stamp dealers’ hands

than are used postally; and of those used postally, only a small part find their

way into the dealers‘ or collectors’ hands. These are natural causes for in

crease in value and are counted on by every collector in his estimate of what

is or will be a rare and valuable stamp. The natural causes which the gen

eral collector cannot figure upon, and which in themselves greatly enhance

their value, are a sudden general demand for the stamps of a certain country

as the present demand for British West Indies, the recent call on U. 8., etc..

and another cause is where a country ceases to be a stamp issuing country.

These are natural uncertainties to the collector. But let us look at those

other causes which throw the general collector completely off his guard and

which tend to make him lose faith in the financial aspect of his hobby I

mean those sudden changes in value for which the dealer or a combine of

dealers are responsible. It may be a good business trick for a dealer to corner

a certain issue, or, better still. to control a complete issue before it is put upon

the market. In the former case no one has the right to complain. In the

latter case it should not be countenanced by the philatelic world. No fault

can be found in the cornering of the one dollar Columbian stamp, for every

one had an even chance to get them, while where an entire issue is taken by

.a dealer, such stamps are purely speculative. But this is not so much a cause

for complaint as the sudden rise in the price of stamps for which there is

neither an unusual demand on or any other assignable cause. A year after

this peculiar rise there is a still more peculiar fall, as is seen in the catalogue
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values of old issues of Great Britain, especially the cancelled issues. Take

the 6 pence, 1865, which, cancelled, in your 1895, was 75 cents, and in 1896

but 15 cents, one-fifth of its former value. It is not a question of a few cents

difference, but of an unaccountable rise out of all proportion to the normal

increase and the subsequent fall. The same thing can be said of some French

and German stamps. Why the 40 centimes r876, type one, should be cata

logued $2.00 a year ago and but 40 cents this year, when these stamps are no

more common now than a year ago and no more rare then than now, can only

be answered by those who make arbitrary prices take the place of market

values. It seems to me that it is a fallacy to fix the value of stamps by the ex

tent of a dealer's stock. Of course the prices of stamps are subject to fluc

tuation, controlled by the law of supply and demand, but the law is based on

universal supply and universal demand and not on a local supply and where

prices are governed, a local dealer's supply, without regard to the stock of

others and where the general collector has no means of finding out the true

state of affairs at the time, it will simply demoralize the collector when he

does find it out and make him lose faith in the stability of his hobby. Rare

Stamps have a fixed value, which rises normally with time and with their de

creasing number. This is shown by the slight variations in price as seen at

auctions, but the common stamps, those of which hundreds of thousands were

put in circulation, which are most easily procnrable and which every collector

begins with, these should not vary with time or decreasing numbers. A fall

in their prices shows either a speculative failure or a decline of interest in the

subject. If not, the latter is apt to produce it. These opinions may be pre

sumptuous, coming from a mere tyro who fifteen months ago began a collec

tion with a two cent current stamp and a one cent newspaper wrapper. The fact

that as a poor devil I lay aside ten dollars a month for the purchase of stamps

and that I spent every evening since the 3d instant, when I received your

new catalogue, comparing that with last year's (the first I bought), shows my

enthusiasm for philately and is my excuse for this letter. I hope other col

lectors would take this matter of controlling artificial fluctuations up and,

though but a fad, place it on a sound financial basis.

Sincerely yours, NOETE.

The “Hints for Collectors" in your catalogue is admirable. I learnt

more from them than I learnt in 15 months, since I began collecting.

As far as we can see from the letter published herewith, our correspondent

has but little cause for complaint He finds that occasionally a stamp is re

duced in price and considers that this is an injustice to collectors, forgetting

at the same time that hundreds of other stamps have advanced while a single

specimen has declined. Besides that, such discrepancies as he points out

often occur through lack of information on the part of the cataloguer when

establishing the first quotation. This, of course. is remedied as soon as bet

ter information is obtained, and if a collector has thereby been led to pay

more than the market value of any particular stampI it is to be regretted. but

certainly no fault can be laid at the door of a cataloguer who honestly at

tempts to give a proper quotation.

As to the Great Britain 6d of 1865, the quotation of 75 cents in our 55th

edition was merely an error, and it can hardly be expected that so vast a work

can be compiled without a few mistakes creeping in, and our only purpose in

publishing this letter is to give some idea of what is expected of the firms who

compile the standard catalogues.
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BIRMINGHAM PHILATELIC SOClETY.

W. T. WILSON, President.

R. HOLLICK, Esq. and W. PIMM, Esq., Vice-Presidents.

COMMITTEE;

Mk. V. LUNDERLAD, "R. C. A. STEPHENSON,

MR. W. S. VAUGHTON, MI. W. F. WADAMS.

Hon. Sec. and Treas. MR. G. JOHNSON, B. A., 205 Birchfield Road. Birmingham.

 

December 19, 1 895.

Messrs. A. Tsimis, Athens; E. F. Wurtele, Quebec; H. B. Squire, Lon

don; R. Reed, London, were unanimously elected members

Votes of thanks were accorded Mr. E. F. Wurtele for 15 philatelic peri

odicals and Mr. R. F. Albrecht for a bound copy of "Auction Prices "

Mr. W. Pimm then gave his paper on St. Vincent, which was illustrated

by one of the finest displays we have had, including his own collection and

those of Messrs. G. F. Jackson, R. Hollick, G. Johnson, together with selec

tions from other members. Almost every variety of watermark and perfora

tion was shown in unused and used condition, in singles, pairs and blocks.

The 4d on 15 was shown in both types, used and unused. All recent values

and provisionals, from %d to 5s, inclusive, were shown in complete sheets.

It was noted that the only stamp required to complete the exhibit was a used

copy of the 5s, star watermark. Several unused copies were shown, but no

one showed it used.

January 2, 1896.

Messrs W Hadlow, London; H. L. Hayman, London; H. J. Stuart,

Pietermaritzburg; H. Gremmel, New York; G. C. Philippides, Alexandria,

Egypt, were unanimously elected members.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded all those publishers who had sent

their periodicals and had printed the monthly reports of the society during

the past year.

A vote of thanks was given to the Santiago Philatelic Society for a copy

of their "Anales."

It was decided to purchase Vol. I of the London Philatelist and 10 vol

umes of the Philatelic Record for the library.

A committee meeting was called for January 13 and an extraordinary

general meeting for January 16, to decide as to Division of Exchange Packets,

Sheets for Packets, etc.

Then followed the display of the Stamps of West Africa. All countries.

excepting Liberia, which only one member showed at all, were all exhibited

complete, very many varieties being shown in complete sheets.

fanuary Exelzange Parket.—This easily beat last month's record and

reached the total of £1,422 2s 6%d, more than half of which consists of un

used colonials, including early Mauritius, British North America and West

Indies. all in mint condition. Besides this, ‘£200 worth has been received

from colonial members, but has to await enquiries as to discount, etc., and

three sheets were refused, owing to untidiness. Soiled or untidy sheets will

not be circulated under any circumstances, and senders of such will have

them returned at their expense and will lose their position on the postal list.
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slim ISLAND Prllllirzuo SOCIETY.

Brand: of Me A. P. A.

 

 

Meetings held the third Tuesday of each month, Communications relatin to the Exchange De art

at 8 o clock P. M., at Ioescher's Hotel, 86 Canal ment address to Edgar R.%£lrter, Box 36, omp ins

SL, Stapleton, S. l., N. Y. ville, S. 1., N. Y.

Prru'n'ent, At'ot's'r DIJONGB. c . t. l l- ' E amination of

. v ommunica Ions re .1 mg 0 x
S‘Tr‘fmyv Rq'llm' 5- LEHMM“ Stam 5 Department, address Henry Clotz, P. O.

For information address the Secretary, 9 W. Box , N. Y. City.

116th St., N. Y.

 

154th MEETING, THURSDAY, JANUARY 16, 1896.

PREseNT:-—Messrs. R. F Albrecht, A. Richter, Adolph Lienhardt, R.

H. Benary, Henry Obert, A. C. Carstanjen, E. R. Carter, Oscar Dejonge. Dr.

R. Roehre, Wm. Clausen, J. W. Sittig and Robert S Lehman.

The meeting was called to order at 8.30 P. .\r., Vice-Pres. Albrecht pre

siding, our honored president being still confined to his room. The minutes

of the last meeting were accepted as read.

Mr. C. Witt proposed for membership Mr. Henry Fiacre, Frankfurt,

O.—M., which proposition was referred to the Executive Committee. The

applications of Mr. J. W. Sittig and Dr. Jas. H. Craighill were favorably

reported on by the Executive Committee. and the gentlemen were, upon bal

lot, unanimously ellected as members of the Society.

Our member, Mr. \V. C. Ormiston. Azusa, California, sends a copy of

“_Land of Sunshine," published at Los Angeles, Cal., giving an illustration of

his residence. The C. H. Mekeel Co. sends a number of copies of their new

daily Stamp Item. A priced copy of the Auction Catalogue of the Bogert &

Durbin Co’s 52nd Sale was received from the publishers for the library. The

thanks of the society is tendered to the kind donors.

Mr Carstanjen arrived at this time and reported that our president,

Mr. Dejonge had recovered so far as to be able to leave his bed, and that he

sendsdhis regards to the members. All hope that he will soon be entirely re

store .

M. E W. Heusinger tenders his resignation, which was accepted with

regret.

The Garfield Perry Stamp Club of Cleveland. 0 , sends an invitation to

the annual Banquet to be held on Feb. 6th, 1896 for which the Society ex

presses its thanks, and at the same time its regret at not being able to send a

delegate.

A marked copy of the Philatelic Californian was received and the article

was read by the members with interest.

Mr. Richter exhibited a. fine (?) collection of Japanese stamps, which, alas

had turned out to be of the kind which are usually offered to globe trotters

when they arrive in the empire of the Mikado. where the landing places are

over-run by vendors of all kinds of curios They are imitations of the origi

nals in true Japanese style Mr. Carstanjen notified the members that his

address is now l9 W. 93rd St., New York City.

Mr. Witt sends a prospectus of a work published by Hubert Schmidt,

Buhl, Baden. Germany, describing the postal administration of the ancient

Roman Empire, which appears to be a very interesting work. Exhibition of

stamps followed and the meeting was adjourned at 10.45 P. M.

Next meeting February 20th. 1896.

ROBERT S. LEHMAN, Surelary.
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A CATALOGUE FOR ADVANCED COLLECTORS

_OF—

POSTAGE STAMPS, STAMPED ENVELOPES AND WRAPPERS.

COMPILED FROM THE MOST RECENT AUTHORITIES AND INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH

BY

HENRY COLLIN AND HENRY L. CALMAN.

( Conlinued. )

811W!- _

CURRENCY: 12S Lor'rE=-=64 .\'rrs=32 warms-=16 soncrv=4 SALUNG=I TICAL-4O CENTS

U. S. CURRENCY.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

July ‘6th, 1833- Perforated I5.

Engraved (portrait of King‘ Chula Lon- 11 dark blue

horn) on white wove paper. he desi us of 1a carmine

from the three lower values. Sizes: 1 lotte,

1 att and r pynung, 2ox25%mm.; r songpy,

18x22mm.; 1 salung, 22%x27mm.

rso yellow

rsa orange

1

2

the I sungpy and the r salung are di erent 3 Ipvermilion

4

5

Provisional issue.

I lotte stamps ot the preceding issue sur

charged in red with new value. There are

three types of this surcharge: in type I all

the letters of the surcharge are capitals; in

types II and III only the initial letter is a

capital. In type II the surcharge measures

3xr3%mm.; in type III it measures 3%x

13%mm.
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16 12a lilac and carmine

17 24a lilac and blue

18 64a lilac and orange brown

1889.

Provisional issue.

A. Stamps of the issue of July, 1883, sur

charged with new value in black.

Unwatermarked.
  

Perforated 15.

19 1a on 1p vermilion, black surcharge

B. Stamps of the issue of April, 1887, sur

charged in black with new value. There

are three types of the numeral " 1." In

type I, the figure 1 has the top stroke al

most horizontal and has no bottom stroke.

In type II, the “ 1 " has the top stroke de

cidedlyslanting and has a bottom stroke.

In types I and II, the " 1 " measures 6mm.

in height and about ;,{m1n, in thickness.

Type III is similar to type I, but the figure

is 7mm. high and about 1mm. think.

watermarked a flower.

l
  

Perforated I5.

6 It on 11 dark blue, red surcharge,

type I

7 It on 11 dark blue, red surcharge,

type II

8 It on [1 dark blue, red surcharge,

type III

Varietie: :

a. Surcharge inverted.

9 It on 11 dark blue, red surcharge,

type II

b. Double surcharge.

10 It on 11 dark blue, red surcharge,

type II

0. Double surcharge, one in red the other

in black.

11 rtxrt on 11 dark blue, red and black

surcharge, type II

Moens catalogues a number of varieties of

type II differing in the figure “ 1." We

think these differences are simply caused by

defective printing, and only deserve passing

notice.

April 1st, 1887.

T o a. bed on white wove paper (por
traitytff Igginpg Chula. Lonkorn). The 2, 3, 4

and 3 atts stamps are printed in green, with

the upper corner ornaments and tablet con

taining the value printed in a different color.

In the higher values the body ofthe stamp

is printed in lilac and the corner ornaments

and tablet also in different colors. Size

18}4x22)4mm.

watermarked a flower

IclIAct

twrvrnvu

Perforated 14.

12 2a green and carmine

13 3a green and blue

14 411 green and red brown

15 8a green and yellow

Perforated 15.

20 In on 211 green and carmine, black

surcharge, type I

21 is on 2a green and carmine, black

surcharge, type II

22 Is on 2a green and carmine, black

surcharge, type III

23 In on 3a green and blue, black sur

charge, type II

Varieties.

a. Horizontal pair, one of which is with

out surcharge.

24 In on 2a green and carmine, black

surcharge, type II

b. Numeral " 1 ” omitted.

25 1e. on 2a green and carmine, black

surcharge

End of 1890.

Provisional issue.

3 atts stamps of the issue of 1887 sur

charged in black with new value. There

are three types of this surcharge. In type I,
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the numeral “3 " measures 6%mm. in height

and the first Siamese character is lower than

the one following. In type lI,,the numeral

“2" measures 6mm.high and the first Siamese

character is on a level with the one following.

In type III, the numeral measures 4mm. in

height and the first Siamese character is on

a level with the one following.

watermarked a flower.

  

Perforated 14.

26 2a on 3a green and blue, black sur

charge, type I

27 2a on 3a green and blue, black sur

charge. type II

28 2a on 3a green and blue, black sur

charge, type III

r89r.

Same type and paper as the issue of April

1st, 1887, but printed in one color.

watermarked a flower.

Perforated I4.

29 la green

1893-.

  

Provisional issue.

24 atts stamp: of the issue of April 1st,

1887, surcharged in black with new value.

watermarked a flower.

A. Surcharged with Siamese characters

only.

Perforated 14.

30 4a on 24a lilac and blue, black sur

charge

B. surcharged in Siamese and English,

the latter measuring Iomm., including the

period. The second Siamese character

measures 3%mm. and the distance between

the English and Siamese surcharges is about

13mm.

Perforated 14.

31 4a on 249. lilac and blue, black

charge

Varietz'rr .' g

a. English surcharge printed twice.

‘3: 4a on 24a lilac and blue, black aur

charge

S111"

b. Siamese surcharge omitted.

33 4a on 24a lilac and blue, black sur

charge

C. Same as B, but the distance between

the English and Siamese surcharge is about

Slum-sometimes only 6mm.

Perforated I4.

34 4a on 24a lilac and blue, black sur

charge

D. Same as B, but the English surcharge

measures tr}4mm., including the period.

Perforated I4.

35 49. on 24a lilac and blue, black sur

charge

Varieties.“

a. Horizontal pair, one of which is sur

charged in Siamese only.

36 4a on 24a lilac and blue, black sur

charge

b. “a " of atts inverted.

37 4a on 24a lilac and blue, black sur

charge

E. Same as D but the second Siamese

character measures 4mm in height.

Perforated I4.

38 4a on 24a lilac and blue, black sur

charge

F. Same as B, but the English surcharge

measures qmm. and has no period after atts.

Perforated 14.

39 4a on 24a lilac and blue, black sur

charge

G. Same as D, but the English surcharge

measures 10mm. and has no period after

atts.

Perforated I4.

40 43. on 24a lilac and blue, black sur

charge

Variety: Double Siamese surcharge.

41 4a on 24a lilac and blue, black sur

charge

r894.

Provisional issue.

64 atts stamps of the issue of April 1st,

1887, surcharged in black with new value in

English and Siamese. There are a number

of minor varieties, consisting in the spacing

between the English and Siamese surcharges

and between the numerals of value and the

word " atts " in the English surcharge.

watermarked a flower.

A. “atts” measures 9mm., including the

period, There is only one type of the

numeral I, but there are six types of the

numeral 2, as per illustration. "atts" is

spelt in the plural in all the values.

2 2 2 2 2 I 2

I. II. III. IV. V. VI,

Perforated I4.

42 Is on 64a lilac and orange brown,

black surcharge

43 2a on 64a lilac and orange brown,

black surcharge, type I
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44 211. on 6411 lilac and orange brown,

black surcharge, type II

45 211 on 64a. lilac and orange brown,

black surcharge, type III

46 an on 6411 lilac and orange brown,

black surcharge, type IV

47 2a on 6411 lilac and orange brown,

black surcharge, type V

48 29. on 648 lilac and orange brown,

black surcharge, type \"I

Van'zly : Inverted period after atts.

49 In on 64a lilac and orange brown,

black surcharge

B. "att" measures 8mm., including the

period, and is in the singular.

Perforated I4.

50 In on 64a lilac and orange brown,

black surcharge

C. " att " and “ atls " measure respectively

5% and 7mm., including the period.

Perforated 14.

51 In on 64a lilac and orange brown,

black surcharge

52 211 on 6411. lilac and orange brown,

black surcharge

1895.

Provisional issue.

:4 atts stamps of the issue of April 1st,

1887, surcharged with new value in English

and Siamese. The word “ attts" measures

7mm., including the period.

\Vatermarked a flower.

Perforated 14.

53 10a on 2411 lilac and blue, black sur

charge

Van'eiy; "s" of “ atts” inverted.

54 ton on 2411 lilac and blue, black sur

charge

OFFICIALLY SEALED.

1 895.

  

Inscriptions embossed in white on colored

ground on white wove paper. Size, 42x37

mm.

101 (no value) red

COUNTERFEI‘I'S.

We do not know of any good forgeries of

the stamps of Siam. But I lotte stamps with

aforged surcharge of 1 tical are plentiful.

Some of these are quite dangerous, and we

advise collectors to be very cautious and to

purchase these stamps from reliable firms

only.

 

SIERRA EONE.

CURRENCY: r2 FENCE-I SHILLING; 2o

smuauos-r rouno (£r)—$4,87 U.S.

CURRENCY.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1861.

Typographed (portrait of Queen Victoria)

on bluish or white wove paper, Size 18%

xzayémm.
  

I. Bluish wove paper.

1° Imperforate.

I 6p deep violet

2° Perforated r4.

2 6p deep violet

II. White wove paper.

Perforated 14.

3 6p violet

4 6p mauve (1867)

1872.

Same type as preceding issue, typographed

on bluish or white wove paper.

I. Bluish wove paper.

Perforated 12%.

5 6p mauve

II. White wove paper.

Perforated ray.

6 6p mauve

1872-76.

T pographed on white wove paper.

132x22 )4 mm.

\‘Vntermarked a Crown and CC.

Size

  

Perforated 12%.

1p rose (April, 1872)

2p magenta (October, 1873)

9 3p yellow bullr (April, 1872)

10 3p golden yellow (February, 1876)

II 4p blue (October, 1873)

12 rsh green " "

January, 1876, to July, 1877.

Same type, paper and impression as pre

ceding issue.

mg
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Watermarked a Crown and CC.

Perforated r4. ‘

13 %p bistre

:4 1p rose

15 1%]: violet (July, r877)

[6 2p magenta

[7 3p yellow

18 4p blue

to rsh green

June, 1883.

Same type, paper and impression as pre

ceding issue.

Watermarked a Crown and CA.

Perforated :4.

2o ‘3 Mp bistre

2! 2p magenta

22 4p blue

r884.

Same type, paper and impression as pre

ceding issue.

Wntermarked a Crown and. CA.

Perforated I4.

23 %p green (June)

24 rp rose (September)

25 2p slate (June)

26 4p bistre (July)

Variety.‘ 2 penny stamp cut in two, each

half being used as r penny.

27 rp slate (half of 2p)

1885-90.

Same type as the issue of I861, typograph

ed on white wove paper.

Watermarked a Crown and CC.

Perforated I4.

28 6p mauve (r885)

29 6p violet brown (I890)

Variety.‘ 6 penny stamp cut in two, each

half being used as 3 pence.

3o 3p mauve (half of 6p)

November, 1888.

Same type, impression and paper as the

I shilling stamp of the issue of r876.

\Vatermarked a Crown and CA.

Perforated r4.

3! rsh red brown

1891-92.

Same type, paper and impression as pre

ceding issue.

Watermarked a Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

32 1%p violet (r892)

33 25p blue (April, 1891)

34 2p yellow

End of 1892.

Provisional issue.

1% penny stamps of the issues of 1877

and 1892 surcharged in black with new value

the original value being obliterated by two

'black lines.

A. Watermarked a Crown and CC.

  

Perforated I4.

35 %p on I}4p violet, black surcharge

It is said that only 60 of these stamps

were issued.

B. Watermarked a Crown and CA.

I. Original value obliterated by two black

lines of equal thickness close together.

Perforated I4.

36 %p on Uép violet, black surcharge

Varieties .'

a. Surcharge inverted.

37 %p on 34p violet, black surcharge

b. Double line across the value and across

‘ ‘ Postage. "

38 %p on Uép violet, black surcharge

II. Original value obliterated by two black

lines of equal thickness not close together.

Perforated I4.

39 %p on 1%p violet, black surcharge

Varier‘izr.‘

a. With two additional lines close togeth

er over the value, the two others being below

the value,

40 %p on 1%}: violet, black surcharge

b. With additional lines in ink across the

original value, the printed ones being placed

too high or too low.

4! %p on 1%p violet, black surcharge

III. Original value obliterated by two

lines-a thick one and a thin one-the thin

one above the thick one.

Perforated I4.

42 }4p on 1%p violet, black surcharge

Varieties:

a. With additional line in ink across the

original value, the printed one being placed

either too high or too low.

43 )4 p on 1%!) violet, black surcharge

b. With two addition al lines in ink, the

printed ones being placed either too high or

too low,

44 54p on ryép violet, black surcharge

IV. Same as ill, but the thick line is

above the thin one.

45 %p on r%p violet, black surcharge

We have seen some of these surcharges

spelled HAIF, HALF, and PFNNY, but these

are merely caused by defeetive printing and

are not errors of setting.

End of 1895.

Same type. impression and paper as 6

penny stamps of preceding issues.

Watermarked a Crown and CC.

Perforated I4.

46 6p red violet
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REGISTRATION ENVELOPES. _

1° Size 132x88 mm.

1894. .
Stamp embossed on flap on linen lined ‘OI 2P ultramnme

envelope. 2° Size 150x90 mm.

r02 2]: ultramorine

3° Size 227x100 mm.

103 2p ultramarine

OOUNTERFEITS

' We do not know of any good forgeries of

the stamps of Sierra Leone.

  

BANK STAMP ADDENDUM NUMBER TWO

(Bzing Addenda to Bank Stamp: lislm' in Ottabn, 1894, and May, 1895, N"-)

To the list of stamps in my article on “ Bank Stamps " in the JOURNAL

for October, 1894, and the subsequent chronicle in the May, 1895, numbe

I have some additions to make.

In 1892 and during a part of 1893, the banking firm of Schaar, Koch

8: C0., of Chicago, used a 5c stamp printed in black. It is of the same

design as that of the Bank of National City, previously noted. Its measure

ments are the same—2ox26 mm. and perf. :4. Copies of this stamp are‘

scarce, the total number known to be extant being less than two dozen.
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The Denver Savings Bank, of Denver, Col., has used a we blue of the

same design and specifications as the stamp issued by the New Mexico

Savings Bank 8.: Trust C0., of Albuquerque. (31%“: mm., perf. I4.)

  

The Denver Home and Savings Association, of the same city, has used

a 5c stamp of the same design as that used by the Minneapolis Savings 8:

Loan Association, as illustrated in the JOURNAL last May, yet its general

description is considerably different.
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It is printed in deep blue instead of dull blue, is perforated 12 instead

of It, and measures 17%)(23 mm. against 18x23 mm. in the other. In the

Flour City stamp the numeral of value has MINNE on the left and SOTA on

the right. In the Queen City stamp this is of course omitted, and in its place

are two stars, completing the circle around the numeral, making 13 stars in

the Denver stamp while there are but It in the Minneapolis stamp.

In 1891 the Savings Bank of San Diego County, San Diego, Cal , issued

a stamp of the annexed design. This 5c stamp was the only value issued,

and was printed in black. It measures 20x26% mm. and is perforated 12.

The bank “ went under " in June, 1893, and stamps are now, as far as I know,

procurable only of Mr. Horace N. Matthews, of San Diego, who would be

pleased to exchange some for other good stamps.

  

The California Savings Bank, of San Diego, also, used a 5c stamp of

familiar design and color. (Size, 20x26; color, green; rouletted.) This

makes the fourth stamp of the same general specifications-the one here

noted, that of the International Bank, of West Superior, Wis., and the two

illustrated below.

  

The California Savings Bank failed in November, 189r.

Thayer's Bank, of Sparta & Tomah, Wis., used a so blue stamp a few

years ago. It is of the same design as that used by Siegel, Cooper & Co., of

Chicago, previously illustrated. It is a full half a millimetre wider, measur

ing 2oyzx26 mm. It is rouletted, and was engraved by the Chicago Bank

Note Co. Thayer's Bank assigned July 27th, 1893.
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The Associated Charities Penny Savings Bank, of Newtonville, Mass,

made a change in the colors of two of its stamps in the latter part of the

Summer of 1895. The re now comes in bright yellow green, and the toe

in a bright clear blue-the bluest blue I ever knew. Previous to this the

colors were dark green and dark purple, respectively.

The reason for this change was a practical one, as these bright colors

appealed more strongly to the aesthetic tastes of the many young depositors

than did the duller colors, and there is manifest a tendency towards larger

and more frequent deposits.

  

In the October, 1894, JOURNAL (page 486), I mentioned the Newburgh

Penny Provident Fund, of Newburgh, N. Y., and chronicled a stamp from

there which I had in my possession. The stamp was not illustrated but

mentioned as being similar in design to those issued by the Penny Provident

Fund, of New York City. The copy I have is a poor one, but far better than

none. Two or more other values were issued, and I hope that some JOURNAL

reader in or near Newburgh can aid me in procuring information concerning

those “other issues," and perchance the stamps themselves. I have been

unable to get at anything by mail, other than the green 5c stamp here illus

trated, and the statement that “there are others." Mr. George B. Carver is,

or was, cashier, I believe.

  

“ T/ze T/zrz'j't," Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, the issues of which were

chronicled in October, 1894, has discontinued its stamp system.

Here ends my chronicle of domestic issues, for the present, and, after a

few remarks, I will proceed to note a few foreign issues I have acquired.
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I understand that there are, or have been, in the following cities, banks

which have used provident stamps in their system of work: Pittsburg. Pa.,

Cleveland and Columbus, 0., Louisville, Ky., Rockford, Ill., and Omaha,

Neb. Can any of the JOURNAL readers give me any information on this

subject ?

For certain information and stamps in this article I am indebted to Mrs.

M. Martin, Secretary of the Associated Charities Penny Savings Bank, of

Newtonville, Mass. ; Mr. E. G. Berger, of Chicago; Mr. C. C. Harrington,

of the “ Rocky Maum'az'n Stamp,” of Denver; and to Mr. H. N. Matthews,

of San Diego, Cal.

In my first article on Bank Stampi- I mentioned a government issue for

Alsace-Lorraine, Germany, merely noting the values and illustrating the

lowest. This was all my knowledge of them admitted of at that time.

I now add the other three.

V as 01 ringen

Though not bank stamps in the sense that they are issued by any par

ticular individual bank, they are issued for precisely the same purpose, 1'. e.

to represent the uncredited amount on deposit, and thus save unnecessary

bookeeeping.

éf‘i They are issued by the German government and supplied to the various

counties or provinces of the Empire. As far as I know, the designs and

colors are uniform throughout all the provinces, the only difference being

the name of the province, that being printed in black in the label of the

stamp. I do not think there has been any previous issue.

These stamps are known locally as “ high age " or “invalidity insurance "

stamps. The saving of a certain portion of wages is compulsory among

certain grades of working persons, and this tax is officially collected from the

depositor’s wages. The Roman numerals, I on the lowest value, II on the

2opf., III on the 24pf., and IV on the highest value, represent the class of

the wage-earner in regard to the pay he or she receives. The stamps are

used in the same manner as are our own individual bank stamps.

Each stamp measures 21x11 mm. and is perforated 14%. The values

and colors are :

  

at

  

lsa'ss-Lutbringeq

r4pf. pink

zopf. blue

24pf. green

3opf. brown-red

I have the full set of four from each of the following provinces :

Alsace-Lorraine,

Pommern,

Schleswig-I-Iolstein.

Wurtemberg.

I understand that these stamps are issued by each and every province,

but I am at present unable to give a full, definite and specific list of them.

In my next addendum I hope to be able to do so.

Though each value is probably meant to be of uniform shade throughout

the entire series, the 14pf. value of Wurtemberg which I have is of a very

dull pink, while the same value for Pommern is a very bright pink.
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Numerous instances have been noted where these stamps have done

postal duty. Though not postage stamps, they were allowed to pass probably

because they were government obligations and that the depositor had paid

to the government the value of the stamp, and by using it had forfeited so

much to his credit on his bank-book or card.

It has been stated that a similar system is in vogue in England, and has

been since 1861. Can any of my English readers give me any information

on the subject? If so, I would be pleased to hear from them, and I would

most willingly reciprocate any similar favor at this end of the line, and if

stamps are procurable, to pay a reasonable price for them.

LEwis H. BENTON.

TAUNTON, Mass" February 9th, 1896.

BELGIAN STAMPS or 1885.

Translated from Le Timbre Poste.

On the strength of “Oflicial " information, we formerly published a state

ment both in Le Timfirc-Paste and in a work" devoted to the stamps of

our country that there was a series of stamps of 1865 printed in London as

well as one printed in Belgium. But the 10, 2o, 30 and 40 centime stamps

of the former print having completely disappeared for us, we have since had

doubts as to their existence. But how were we to make sure whether these

doubts were well founded or not ? That was materially impossible for us,

and as to addressing our virtuous Minister of Posts, this was a thing not even

to be dreamt of.

Having conferred on this subject recently with our old friend, Mr.

Westoby, he was able through his friendly relations to obtain reliable infor'

mation on the matter which will put an end to the searches and to the des»

pair of many lovers of stamps. Here is the letter which we have received:

FOLKESTONE, January 15th, r896.

DEAR MR. Morass,

The doubts which you have expressed with regard to the London print

ed stamps of 10, 2o, 30 and 40 centimes of the issue of 1865 are perfectly

justified. I can tell you positively that the only printing of stamps of this

issue which was done in London was limited to 1500 sheets of r franc, and

all were delivered perforated.

It is true that the shipment was accompanied by a few essays of color

of the to, 20, 30 and 40 centimes, but there were none of these values for

the use of the post office.

I am, dear sir, very truly yours,

W. A. S. Wasronv.

When the printing plant arrived in Belgium, it was found that Messrs.

De La Rue 8: Co., of London, had included in their shipment a supply of

the various inks and even of the paper used for the printing of the stamps.

Highly paid English workmen (25 francs per day, it was said, formerly)

made the first printings in order to instruct the Belgian workmen who were

to continue the work. It is this first printing which has caused the confus

ion with the London print.

Consequently there would be only one value of the London print of

1865, on white satin paper and perforated 14x14.

If!‘ lilac

*Timbres de Bclgique, by j. B. MOENS
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and of the local print, an the same paper, perforated 14x 14%:

1o centimes iron~gray

2o “ pale blue, blue

30 “ ' reddish brown

40 “ carmine

r franc lilac

For lack of a machine, the perforation was confided to a private party,

Mr. Gouweloos, of Brussels; this perforation changed when, in consequence

of incidents which we have already mentioned here, the government decided

to purchase a machine, perforating in both directions at once, which Gou

weloos' machine did not; hence the perforation of r 5 on all four sides.

We determined to have a look at the stamps which were said to have

been printed in London. On comparing them with the essays that were in

cluded in the shipment of Messrs. De La Rue & Co. we find that:

The 10 centimes is of the desired shade;

“ 2o “ is of a slightly darker blue;

“ 3o “ is of a darker and less reddish tint;

“ 4o “ is rose instead of carmine.

The impression in all is less clear.

If we compare the r franc of the London impression with the essay of

the same color, we find them identical.

TH; POST OFFICE SCANDAL 1N MEXICO.
 

SENSATIONAL DETAILS.

(Clippings from Mexican newspapers.)

It is now almost certain that the department of “ Postal Insurance " will

be re-established by the concern which sometime ago obtained the conces

sion and rescinded the contract, giving up the deal on account of the ditfi

culties of all kinds which were met with on the part of the employees of the

post oflice, to whom it did not appear prudent to have a company assuring

that which they themselves were making so insecure.

There have been cases in which persons wishing to insure packets were

told : “ That is all a farce ; if they are to be lost, they will be lost, in spite

of insurance and everything else, and there will be difficulties about paying

the indemnity "-and losses occurred constantly.

With regard to registered letters, which, on going astray, cause so much

loss, there are many anecdotes and stories, as well as allusions to this one and

that one in whose hands they have disappeared.

Now it is decided that any employee who is discovered to be in the least

degree responsible for any loss shall not only be dismissed, but shall go to

prision after being condemned in due form.

 

A very minute examination is being made in the local administration.

The Commissioners should pay much attention to the P. O. Box department

as there are a great many irregularities in that section.

One of the most frequent is that in box 892 letters and correspondence

generally for boxes 81:, 822, &c., are placed; it seems that the employees

are not expert in the reading of figures, and frequently make mistakes in the

numbers. We».

Mistakes are also made in the names, for it is very common to find in

the box of one paper exchanges which are intended for another, and in the

distribution of the correspondence the necessary care is not taken.
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An American stamp dealer almost entirely monopolized the $|.00 blue

stamps, buying 4,000 of them from a partner of the post office employee who

has been discharged for such doings.

It is of importance that collectors should ‘know that a change has been

made in the ofiicial stamps, the black color being replaced by red ; so that

there is one more variety to speculate in.

Also in the postal cards, envelopes. wrappers and letter cards there is a

great deal of fraud, there being about a hundred varieties introduced in order

to make the speculation more profitable.

These varieties are found particularly in the cards of 2 centavos for the

city service, those of 3 centavos for the interior service, and those of 2 and 3

centavos intended for transmission abroad.

On this account representations were made to the Mexican government,

and the printing of these cards was prevented.

The wrappers which were sold in the post office were refused to different

persons, because somebody wished to monopolize them. On this point there

are many complaints from collectors and dealers.

In the Ministry of Communications there are proofs that the greater

part of the employees speculated with stamps, and a great deal of correspond

ence has arrived at its destination without the stamps, which it is supposed

were taken off on their arrival at the general post office in this capital.

Into the issue of sets of stamps which were made in black to present to

the diplomatic corps, there was also introduced a variety printed in red, an

employee of the post ofi’ice monopolizing the entire remainder.

By means of these speculations some pretty good fortunes have been

made and are still being made, whilst collectors who speculate honestly are

deprived of the power of operating as they did previously both in this coun

try and abroad.

One of the chief abuses discovered in the post ofiice is that of which we

are treating, that is, that there has been so much speculation with stamps,

even to cheating, that great confusion has been produced among collectors

and dealers which can not now be remedied.

 

Another important point in this affair is that in the post ofiices the

plague ‘of money brokers existed, and who knows whether this intolerable

abuse will continue or not. Not only did money lenders from the street go

there, but also from the inside of the ofiices themselves, there being every

where charitable persons who lent money or discounted salaries for a modest

12% per cent.

Combinations more or less onerous for the borrowers are spoken of, and,

naturally, the loans were made only with ample security.

It is evidently immoral for a sectional chief to be in the brokerage busi

ness, even though it be without his appearing.

The post ofiice was becoming the property of a few, and if all the rotten

ness were known the scandal would be still greater.

 

ADDITIONAL FACTS REGARDING THE SENSATIONAL AFFAIR-THE POSTAL

SERVICE TO BE REORGANIZED. -

The sudden removal, on Tuesday morning, of Postmaster General Go

chicoa, Local Postmaster Romero Montiel and a number of subalterns closely

allied with the discharged high employees, was the direct result, it is said, of

General Francisco Z. Mena's most ardent desire to reorganize that impor

tant Government branch. Postal matters were in urgent need of a change
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and it was'swiftly and summarily brought about by the Department Of Com

munications under which the postal authorities must bow for instructions in

the management of its affairs.

The first measure that was adopted by the sub-secretary of the depart

ment of Communications, Mr. Santiago Mendez, when that gentleman put

in an appearance at the building, on Moneda street, was to install Mr. Ig

nacio Garfias, the noted civil engineer in the seat made vacant by the out

going postmaster general, the latter gentleman being advised that his func

tions as such had ceased. The same course was pursued with respect to

Mr. Montiel who was obliged to make room for his successor, Mr. Francisco

Flores Gardea.

REMARKS ON THE COMMEMORATll/E STAMPS 0F BELGIUM.

BY JULES Bouviaz.

 

It was in 1889 that the first commemorative stamps appeared. They

were issued in New South Wales, in commemoration of the 100th anniversary

of the establishment of that colony. This example was followed in 1891 by

the government of the colony of Hongkong, which was ceded to the English

by the treaty of Nankin, in 1842. The following year, the memorable date

of the discovery of America, (October 12th, 1492) furnished the occasion to

celebrate the 400th anniversary of the great work of Christopher Columbus,

by the issue of special postage stamps in the different countries of the new

world.

While we do not wish to go into the details of these various issues, we

cannot help admiring the excellence of the work on the different com

memorative stamps which appeared successively in 1892, in the Argentine

Republic, in 1893, in the Republic of Salvador and Venezuela, and which

reached their climax the same year in the United States of America where a

splendid issue of sixteen values was made, depicting the principal circum

stances in the history of the discovery of America.

This last issue, which is already very much sought after, is rightly con

sidered everywhere as the real fortune of the philatelists of the future. It is,

in some sort. the starting point of various issues, for the most part without

artistic value, which appeared in the five parts of the world and which would

certainly have caused great despair to philatelists if the speculation to which

they gave rise had not, so to speak, had a stop put to it.

In Europe, Montenegro was the first to think of following the example

of America, but she did it without going to great expense, for she did not,

properly speaking, issue a commemorative stamp. To celebrate the 400th

anniversary of the introduction of printing, she confined herself to surcharg

ing with Slavonic characters and tilt due, 1893, her postage stamps of the

issue of 1874.

Apart from this issue, it may be said that in Europe, Belgium was the

first to issue commemorative stamps. .

A royal decree given at Laeken, on October 31st, 1893, provldes for the

issue, on the occasion of the Universal Exposition at Antwerp, in 1894, of

postage stamps with the arms of that city. These stamps were to serve the

same purpose as the ordinary postage stamps and to bear the inscription

“ r894 Anvers-Antwerpen-Belgique-Belgie." Each had a small counter

foil bearing the notice in French and Flemish “Not to be delivered on

Sunday."
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The values and colors were settled as follows : 5 centimes green on

rose, 10 centimes blue on rose, 25 centimes carmine on blue.

As they were to be sold and used only during the exposition, that is to

say, from May 1st to December 31st, 1894, but a limited quantity was issued,

fixed approximately at one-twentieth of the number of the ordinary stamps

sold during a period of six months :

5,000 sheets of 300 stamps each, = 1,500,000 5c stamps,

10,000 sheets of 300 stamps each, = 3,000,000 100 stamps.

2,000 sheets of 300 stamps each, = 600,900 :50 stamps.

Before they were issued it became evident that it was advisable to

advance the dates of issue and to modify the colors of the to and :50 stamps

in order to make them agree with the regular stamps of the same values.

Consequently, on January 14th, 1894, a ministerial order appeared in

these terms :

“ Reconsidering our decree of November 29th, 1893, relative to postage

stamps of the city of Antwerp, we order the following modification 0f the

said decree: the colors and the dates of issue of these stamps are fixed as

follows : 50 green on rose, February 20th, r894 ; 10c carmine on blue and

250 blue on rose, March 20th, 1894,

Brussels, January 19th, 1894. J. VANDEPEEREBOOM."

A few sheets of stamps :00 blue on rose and 250 carmine on blue were

printed by the stamp factory, but they were not put into use. Although

considered as essays, some collectors are very anxious for them and attribute

a certain value to them.

It appears from statistics of the Belgian postal operations during the year

1894, and from information gathered with regard to the issue of these

three values that their use may be summarised as follows :

 

l

 

Stamps withdrawn

from circulation and Stamps used Stamps used for the repay‘

suppressed at the ex- stamps used on postal ment of correspon ence'

Values, I piration of the term | ?y schvqols notgg [0 in

v of validity. Ibmf; 32mg: crease the \ With Without

(Dec. 31th, i894.) epos' 5' amount. dominical dominical

label. label.

(I) (1) (3) (4) (5)

5c 42.814 315,958 10.085 349,618 772.025

10c 9s,619 519.3"? 12,149 931.415 1.430.501

25¢ l |:8,|o9 529,316 I 2,614 |73,4z8 309,849

Since 1893, philatelists have attached a value to Belgian stamps only

when they have the dominical label, and, those given in columns 2 and 3

having been destroyed by the administration when the documents on

which they were had come in, there remained for collectors only those shown

in column 4. The number of these is comparatively small, when the
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importance of the issue is taken into account; we will say, however, that

there was no marked enthusiasm in hunting for these stamps, speculation in

which had at first been reckoned on.

The Belgian press, echoing the sentiment of the public in this respect,

was not sparing in its criticism of the unfortunate selection of the design, of

the engraving and of the colors adopted, which last were found to be dull

and changeable. It was justly remarked on this occasion that in this regard

Belgium was one of the most backward countries in the world. Such a

verdict could not fail to raise hopes of something better for the future. So,

for the occasion of the International Exposition in Brussels which is to take

place in 1897, the Minister has just decided that a new commemorative

stamp shall be created which is to be the subject of national competition,

the following being the conditions: The design is to serve for the im

pression by typographic process after having been transferred and engraved

on steel. The drawing, natural size, is to be enclosed absolutely in a

rectangular frame 35 mm., high by 24 mm., wide. It is to have two com

partments, A and B between which the line of perforation will be run on the

printed sheets, allowing of the counterfoil B being detached. The com

partment A will receive the design, properly so-called, and the following

inscription :

“ Bruxelles—-r897—Brussel

- “ Postes—Posterijen "

In addition, a place is to be reserved for a circle with the denomination of

values, which is to be very prominent and to be composed of two figures.

The compartment B, forming the counterfoil, is to be exactly 7 mm., high

to the center of the line of perforation and to have the inscription “ Ne

pas lz'vrer la dimanc/ze-Niel Bestellm 01> Zondag." The design may 'be

prepared with a view to printing in two colors or in one only. The lineal

dimensions of the drawing are to be ten times (surface 100 times) those of

the stamps as it will be printed.

The drawing is to be made entirely in black on very white paper ; it is to

be entirely finished, so as not to require any touching up, the form of the paper

to be such as to leave a margin of 5 cm. on each side of the rectangle form

ed by the two compartments.

Competitors will have to supply : (I) the type drawing destined to be re

produced by engraving in the prescribed dimensions ; (2) should the project

require the use of two colors, a tracing of the type drawing made in two

colors ; (3) a photographic reduction of the type drawing to the actual size

as it is to appear on the stamp. The competitor may also add a colored

photographic reduction.

The projects and their accessories are to be delivered at the Central

Post and Telegraph Ofiice in Brussels, on or before March 31st, 1896.

The verdict on the competition will be entrusted to a jury composed of

artists and state oflicials.

A premium of rooof. will be awarded for the work which, being well

adapted for reproduction by typographic processes, shall have been classed

first with regard to the subject and the esthetical value of the work. On the

recommendation of the jury, the Minister may increase this premium to

1500f. and he may grant a premium of looof. to another project worthy of

being executed. In addition to this, a sum of not less than 5oof. and not

more than Iooof. shall be divided among certain other projects according to

their relative merits.

Under these circumstances, we hope that through this competition a
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first class work will be produced which will not fail to receive a warm greet

ing from philatelists.

 

(In our opinion the philatelic community will give this issue a very warm greeting,

perhaps even in advance of its appearance. It IS a pity that prominent countries like Bel

gium cannot keep their hands off.—‘Tb: Publishers.)

THE CLIFPERTON ISLAND STAB/IP8

Our friends, Messrs. W. Sellschopp & Co., of San Francisco, have sent

us the letter published herewith, which they received from Mr. Frese, of the

Oceanic Phosphate Co. We have advised Messrs. Sellschopp not to take

any action in regard to the matter referred to, but to point out to Mr. Frese

that the term “fraudulent issue" is specifically defined in the catalogue as

intended to indicate a stamp which for postal purposes is illegitimate and the

issue of which unauthorized, if not actually illegal. Besides that, as Mr.

Frese expressly disclaims any desire to sell these stamps to collectors, we

have been unable to see wherein either he or the Company could have been

injured in any way by the designation employed by us.

SAN FRANCISCO, January 14th, 1896.

MESSRS W. SELLSCHOPP & Co., San Francisco,

Dear Sir: .- My attention has been called to your Standard Postage Cata

logue, 56th edition, in which you refer on page 617 to Clipperton Island

Stamps under “fraudulent issues." Since my name is connected with these

stamps, I strongly protest against this expression !

Under date of April 4th, 1895, at a meeting of the Board of Directors of

the Oceanic Phosphate Company, the legal owners of Clipperton Island and

its Guano deposits, situated about 110° W. 10° N. in the Pacific, I was

authorized to issue a set of stamps, illustrating features of Clipperton Island.

These stamps were intended for local use between Clipperton Island and

San Francisco and as an advertisement for the products of Clipperton Island

only. Since I do not offer and never did offer these stamps for sale to

stamp collectors or dealers, I fail to see with what authority you claim

“fraud."

I request you to withdraw the Clipperton Island stamps from the space

“Fraudulent Issues," or otherwise bear the consequences.

Very respectfully,

W. FREsE.

THE MARKET

Auction sale of Ventom, Bull 8: Cooper, January 14th, 1896.

Monaco, rst issue, 5fr, unused, ,6 2. 0.0

Naples, )ét blue, Cross, fine, 4.12.6

Spain, 1852, 2 reales, fine, ro.1o.o

“ 1853, 2 reales, fine, 6. 0.0

Tuscany, 3 lire dark yellow, lightly postmarked, slightly cut into

at bottom, 40. 0.0 ‘

Ceylon, 4d rose, good margins all around, r5.r5.o

“ ash blue, fine margins, 7. 0.0

“ 8d yellow brown, perf., unused, IO. 0.0

“ 9d brown, perf, unused, 4. 0.0
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Zululand, 55h carmine, used, 3.17.6

Natal ISh green, carmine surcharge, 14.10.0

“ rsh green, curved black surcharge, 3. 5.0

Nova Scotia, 1sh cold violet, very fine, 18.10.0

United States, 1857, 90c blue, used, 4.15.0

“ “ 1869, unused complete, except 6c, 9. 0.0

Dominica, Crown and CA, rsh carmine, used, 7.10.0

St. Christopher, 6d olive brown, fine used pair, 7. 7.0

St. Vincent, 4d on 1sh vermilion, very fine, 9.10.0

Virgin Islands, Ish, single line border, unused, 4. 4.0

“ “ another one, used, 4. 4.0

Brazil, slanting figures, 180r, 2. 0.0

“ “ " 3001', 2. 2.0

“ “ “ 60or, V 5. 0.0

Peru, medio peso rose, 12. 0.0

Auction sale of Messrs. Cheveleyv8r Co., January 23rd and 24th, 1896,

Nlevis, rsh yellow green, unused, without gum, 15.10.0

" 6d green, unused, mint state, 10.100

St. Christopher, 4d blue, CA, unused, mint state, 8. 0.0

St. Lucia, Star watermark, blue, unused, 3. 6.0

“ fine used specimen, 2.16.0

“ 1sh black and orange, unused, 4.10.0

“ fine used specimen, 3. 8.0

“ 1885, 6d lilac, unused, 3. 0.0

" “ 1sh orange, unused, o. g , 7. 0.0

“ “ fine used specimen, 4. 0.0

St. Vincent, Star, 4d dark blue, unused, without gum, 6. 5.0

“ “ 55h rose, unused, small ink spot near top, 10.10.0

“ “ 1d on half of 6d blue green, unused, 4. 0.0

Tobago, CC, 6d ochre, unused, o. g., 3.16.0

“ CA, 6d ochre, unused, o. g., 12. 0.0

Turks Islands, 254d on rsh prune, unused, o. g., 2.12.0

“ " 2%d on 1sh blue, unused, 7. 0.0

Auction sale of Puttick 8: Simpson, January 28th and 29th, 1896.

Baden, Landpost, rzkr, used on piece of original, 2.12.0

Bremen, imperf., 7gr yellow, 3 14.0

Great Britain, 10d brown, superb unused copy, 0. g., 4. 7.6

Hanover, 10gr green, superb unused copy, 0. g., 3. 3.0

Naples, )ét cross, superb copy on entire, 5. 5.0

Spain, 1850, 10r green, 3.17.6

Switzerland, Basel, 2%r, superb copy on original, 5.13.0

Tuscany, 60cr, slightly rubbed, 7. 0.0

Wurtemberg, 70kr violet, magnificent copy, 0. g., 3.12.0

" 70kr rose lilac, in same condition, 3. 16 0

Ceylon, imperf., 4d rose, very fine, 20. 5.0

‘ perf. 12Vzx14, 2 rupees 50 cents, 4 4.0

Lagos, 25h 6d brown, unused, o. g , 3.12.0

" 5sh blue, unused, o. g., 5. 7.6

Mauritius, 1848, 1d red on white, early state of plate, on large

piece of original, ... 0 .°0
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Mauritius, 1848, Id red on white, superb pair, very fine color,

“ “ “ a very fine vertical pair,

“ another vertical pair,
I‘ (L

H (I it

rather worn plate, both with fine margins,

2d blue, superb copy, large margins,

4d black on green, fine strip of 3,

British Columbia, imperf., 5c rose,

“ “ “ $1.00 green, unused, o. g.,

Canada, 7%d green, large margins, unused, o. g.,

“ rod blue, thin paper, block of 3, unused, o. g.,

rod on thick paper, unused, o. g ,

perf., 6d purple and black, unused, o. g.,

New Brunswick, lsh mauve, used,

Nova Scotia, rd brown, strip of 3, unused,

Confederate States, Tellico Plains, unsevered pair of the 5 and roc,

St. Christopher, 6d olive gray, unused, o. g., with control number,

St. Lucia, rsh orange, unused, o. g.,

St. Vincent, Star, 4d dark blue, unused, no gum,

“ “ rsh rose, large perf., unused, no gum,

4d on rsh vermilion, superb used copy,

Tobago, CC, 6d ochre,

Virgin Islands, 15h, single line border, unused, o.g.,

Bolivar, 100 green, unused pair, 0 g.,

British Guiana, r850, 8c green, fine copy, cut round, on entire

original,

1862, ac yellow, No. 2r, rouletted on 2 sides,

Queensland, rd carmine, imperf., 2 very fine copies on piece of

original,

(I H

u H

H

H

I‘ ‘I

H

Auction Sale of Ventom, Bull 8: Cooper, January 30th and 31st

Servia, ist issue, error, zpa green on rose, full gum, margin slight

ly clipped,

Spain, 1854, 2 cuartos green on bluish, unused, o. g.,

“ r865, imperf., 4 cuartos blue, unused,

Tuscany, 2 soldi brick red,

India Service, 8 annas green and lilac,

“ another one,

Mauritius, 2d deep blue, one of the earliest impressions, pen

stroked, grand margins,

Large Fillet, 2d blue, superb copy,

Natal, rsh buff, very fine,

Newfoundland, rsh buff, very fine,

Newfoundland, rsh orange, vermilion, grand margins, bottom

margin slightly torn into,

rsh carmine vermilion, grand margins, one corner

cracked,

British Guiana, 1862, 10 black on rose, very slightly defective,

New South Wales, 3d green, error, watermark 2,

New Zealand, serrated perforation, 6d brown,

Tasmania, watermark Star, rd dull carmine, unused,

Victoria, rod gray, unused, o.g.I

“ Ssh blue on yellow,

H

(I

25. 0.0

20. o o

r9.io.o

another one, medium state of plate, and 2d blue,

17. 0.0

n. 0.0

to. 5.0

13. 0.0

3.10.0

14. 0.0

r5. 0.0

5- 5°

10. oo

15. 0.0

6. 5.0

21. 0.0

3. 3o

5. 0.0

5. 0.0

7. 5.0

II. 5.0

3.100

4.15.0

11.10.0

15. 0.0

7. 5.0

4. 5.0

, 1896.

)6 9.17.6

3. 0.0

x.i8.o

5. a6

8. 0.0

9. 0.0

3t.1o.o

3|. 0.0

4. 0.0

4. 0.0

18. 0.0

ro.ro.o

5. 7.6

18. 0.0

6. 0.0

5. 5 0

3.10.0

7.10.0
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Auction sale of the Scott Stamp & Coin Co., L'd., February 3rd and

4th, I896.

UNITED STATEs.

New York, 1845, 5c, variety with double line, slightly damaged, $ 13.50

Providence, complete sheet, 42.00

St. Louis, 1845, 1st paper, so die 3 ; 2nd paper, die 3 ; on piece

of original letter, 440.00

1851, 50 brown, very fine. 10.00

1855, 5c brick red, horizontal pair, 17.00

“ 900 blue, very fine, o. g., 17.50

I868, 30 rose, full grill. - 10.00

“ grill 9x13, 900 blue, ' 15.25

“ horizontal pair, unused, o. g., 50.00

1869, 240 green and purple, not evenly centred, unused, 10.00

“ 90c black and carmine, very fine, 15.00

“ another one, 15.00

Re-issue of 1869, 30c blue and carmine, unused, o. g., 17.50

" " 900 black and carmine unused, o. g., 22.00

Carrier stamp, 1851, U. S. P. O. Despatch, 10 black, type A21,

not very fine, 50.00

Newspaper stamp, 1865, 50 blue, colored border, 13.00

" “ I875, $60 violet, 24.00

Justice. 300 purple, without gum, 17.00

“ 90c purple, without gum. 36.00

“ another one, cancelled with ink stain, 25.00

War, Envelope, I873, 100 light red on white, cut square, 10.00

CONFEDERATE STATES.

Athens, 5c purple, on part of original envelope, 50.00

Fredericksburg, 50 blue, used, on original envelope, 16.50

Lyncliburg, 50 light blue, 26.00

Memphis, envelope, 50 red on yellow paper,’ cut square, 29.00

FOREIGN.

Azores. r882, 150T blue, small surcharge, cancelled, 23.00

Barbados, 1873, 55h pink, 12.00

Bremen, imperf., 7gr yellow, 14,00

British Guiana, I862, Provisional issue, 2c yellow, crossed ovals, 37.50

“ “ 40 blue, trefoil, slightly damaged, 34,00

British South Africa, £5, pen cancellation, 17,00

Brunswick, 1863, para‘ en arc, }égr black on green, 26.00

“ “ Igr black on yellow, I 37_°°

Buenos Aires, 3 pesos green, damaged, 12,00

“ “ 5 pesos orange, fine, 70,00

“ “ 4 reales brown, 10.50

“ “ another one, 1000

Canada, 7%p, slightly cut into at bottom, pen cancellation, 12,50

“ 1858, ribbed paper, %p pink, unused, 16.00

“ 1859, 17c blue, imperf., pen cancellation, 17.50

France, 1849, 20c blue, error, 0. g, 15.00

“ r840, Ifr Venetian red, 0. g., 20.00

“ “ another one, cancelled, 12.50

‘t H

rfr vermilion, large margins, very fine, unused, 57.00
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Hanover, 10g, green, minute tear, unused, 11.00

“ another one, cut rather close, 10.00

Hawaii, 1853, 5c on 130 vermilion, on part of original letter, not

very fine, 19.00

Mauritius, 1848, 1p red on bluish, early impression, 29.00

“ 1858, large fillet, 2p blue, damaged but mended, 51.00

“ “ Greek border, 2p blue, 10.50

“ “ Envelope, 15h yellow, cut square, 15.00

Mecklenburg-Schwerin, 1864, rouletted, 4-45, on part of original

cover, very fine, 41.00

Mexico, 1864, Eagle, 30 brown, 36.00

Montserrat, Crown and CA, 4p blue, unused, slightly stained, 30.00

Nevis, 1861, grayish paper, 6p gray lilac, perforation trimmed at

right, unused, 18.00

" “ grayish paper, another one, unused, very fine, 26.00

“ 1867, engraved, 1sh blue green, unused, 21.00

“ “ 1sh violet, unsevered pair, 0. g.. 26.00

New Brunswick, 1851, 3p red, 0. g., 11.00

“ “ 6p yellow, very fine, lightly cancelled, 22.00

“ “ another one, orange shade, very fine, 31.00

“ “ another one, fine, 18.40

“ “ another one, minute tear, 15.00

“ “ rsh violet, slightly damaged, but mended, unused, 100.00

Newfoundland, 6p orange, lightly cancelled, unused, 10.25

“ 6%p scarlet vermilion, slightly damaged, but mended, 36.00

“ 4p orange, slightly scraped on face, 12.00

Nova Scotia, 6p yellow green, very fine, 1 1.00

Oldenburg, 1858, yssgr green, grand specimen on part of original cover, 48.50

Portugal, 1853, 1001 lilac, 10.00

Roumania, 1858, 54 paras, large margins, very fine, 88.00

“ “ 108 paras, fine specimen, 185.00

Russia, Levant, 1865, 5k brown and blue, 25.00

“ “ “ 20k blue and red, 33.00

St. Christopher, 6p olive brown, unused, o. g., with margin, 12.00

St. Lucia, 6p lilac, unused, o. g., 20.25

“ rsh orange, unused, o. g., 40.00

St. Vincent, 1861, perf. 15, rsh slate, 10.10

Saxony, 1850, 3p red, very fine, 30.50

Spain, 1851, 21 orange, lightly postmarked, magnificent specimen, 152.50

“ 185:, 21 red, heavily cancelled, 32.00

“ “ “ vertical strip of 4, very heavily cancelled, 136.00

“ Madrid, 3 cuartos bronze, slightly damaged, 37.50

“ 1853, 21 scarlet, very fine, 21.40

Switzerland, Basel, 2%1 red and blue, 20.00

“ Zurich, 1843, vertical lines, 41 black, slightly thin on

back, unused, 120.00

“ another one, slightly damaged, used 91.00

“ (Winterthur) 2%1 red and black, unsevered vertical

pair, 38.00

Tuscany, 2s brick red, 40.50

“ 60c brick red, 48.00

“ 9c violet on white, cut a trifle close, 14.70
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Tuscany, 9c violet on white, very fine, on original envelope, 15.00

" 9c violet on white, unsevered pair, very fine, 56.00

“ 1860, 3 lire ochre, cut across upper right corner, 160.00

Two Sicilies, 1858, 50g, oxidized, 10.00

' %t blue (trinacria), 102.00,

“ )ét blue, cross, 21.00

Auction Sale of Cheveley 81 Co., February 6th and 7th, 1896.

Great Britain, 1854, 6d violet, unused, 0. g., £4. 0.0

Switzerland, Vaud, 5c unused, 4.16.0

Tuscany, rq black, on blue paper, superb unused copy, 5. 5.0

Mauritius, rsh yellow envelope, cut square, 10.10.0

‘Virgin Islands, 1sh with single outer line, unused, o. g., 4.15.0

“ another one, without gum, 3.17.6

" Watermarked CC, 1d, old type, used, 2.16.0

“ “ 1d, new type, used pair, 1.18.0

“ watermarked CA. %d orange, used, 1.12.0

Dominica, CA, rsh, unused, o. g., 5.10.0

New Brunswick, 15h violet, fine specimen, 17.10.0

St. Vincent, 4d on ish, II.!0.0

United States, 1869, 90c, superb unused specimen with margin, 6.10.0

Nevis, rsh violet, unused pair, 4. 8.0

New Brunswick, 1sh violet, superb, ' 16. 0.0

Nevis, 4d on grayish, unused, 3.10.0

“ 15h yellow green, very fine, 4. 4.0

St. Lucia, rsh orange, 0. g., 5. 5.0

“ another one, without gum, 3.12.0

United States, 1869, 90c unused, without gum, 4.12.0

St. Vincent, 1d on half of 6d unused, 3. 5.0

Nevis, 1sh violet, used on entire envelope, 4.15.0

Virgin Islands, CA, 4d, 6d and 15h, used on one envelope, 4.15.0

“ 6d purple (3), rsh brown (2), used, on entire envelope 7. 0.0

United States, 1847, 50 brown, unused strip of 3, o.g., 6. 5.0

Turks Islands, 4d on 1sh prune, unused, o.g., 4 7.6

Auction sale of Walter S. Scott Stamp Co., February 6th, 1896.

UNITED STATES.

New York, 50 black, unused, 0. g., $10.25

1851, 10 blue, broken circle, slightly creased pair, with gum, 25.50

“ 5c brown, vertical strip of 3, used, 31.50

,- “ 120 black, 0. g., 12.75

1857, 30 red, outer line, 0. g., 12.75

“ - 90c blue, unused, 0. g., - 15.70

“ another one, no gum, 15.25

“ 50 yellow, unused, slight tear, 12.25

Reprint of 1861, 30c orange, 23.00

“ “ 900 blue, 29.00

1867, grilled all over, 30, 10.00

another, 10. 50
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1869, 24c, fine copy, unused, 10.00

“ 30c, very fine, 13.25

“ 90c, very fine, 27.00

Re-issue of 1869, 3c, 0. g., 10.00

I‘ 24c, no gum, 10.25

‘ 30c, r5.oo

“ “ 96¢, 23-75

1870, 30c, faint grill, 10.50

FOREIGN.

Dominica, CA, rsh lake, 25 oo

ANOTHER WESTERN AUSTRALIA PROVISIONAL.

(T12: Australian P/zz‘lalzlz'sl.)

 

A Western Australia paper says :—“ The curious craze of stamp collect

ing is not pursued without method by many philatelists, and not without a

keen eye to the main chance.

An opportunity not to .be missed was afforded by the local post ofiice

last week. The supply of half-penny stamps was in danger of running short,

and several months ago the department ordered from London a quantity of

fresh “ ha'pennies." The consignment was expected to arrive by the recent

mail boat, but as it did not come to hand the department had to fall back

upon a make-shift. A lot of old Crown Colony “threepennies " were lying

useless, and these were seized, sent to the printer, and surcharged a half

penny. They were offered for sale on Friday. On Saturday not a single

one of the new issue remained. Fifty pounds represented the new face value

of the total, which was bought up pounds worth at a time. The ofiice was

besieged with collectors, who were quickly apprised of the valuable phila

telic strangers. Amongst the most eager purchasers were some of the post

office staff, who seized upon the chance of augmenting their meagre salaries

with a modest speculation in paper. The issue having been all bought up,

the stamps rose to a premium at once, and are now selling at six times their

postal value. If the country were in the financial straits of some of the

colonies, the incident would probably suggest a new way of adding to the

consolidated revenue fund. Following the footsteps of New Zealand, the

Government might issue special marked stamps for a limited period, and

having held them until their quotations rose in the market, they could be

sold at a great profit, thus improving the annual treasury returns." As the

yokel remarked, “ They mid, and agen they mid not !"

A rumour that it was proposed to print a further supply of the provis

ional Md Western Australia, with the surcharge in green our rm’, having

reached the Philatelic Society of W. A., and that Society being a branch of

the S. S. S. 8., it was decided to form a deputation to wait upon- the Minis

ter for Posts and Telegraphs to protest against the proposed action. An

interview was granted on the 12th inst., at which Messrs. Dornela, Salmon,

Stables, and Levine represented the Society. It was submitted to the Minis

ter that the surcharge in red was an error, subsequently corrected, and that

to print a further supply, repeating the error, would bring the transaction

under well deserved condemnation as being purely speculative, and not one
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rendered necessary by postal requirements. The Minister replied that he

was unaware of the existance of the surcharge until the previous day, and

requested the Postmaster-General to explain how matters stood. The P.M.G.

said a further printing was required to enable him to furnish the usual

quantity of specimens (750) to the Berne office of the Universal Postal Union,

and that the regulations demanded that every variety, however minute, and

particularly surcharged stamps were to be forwarded.

In reply to a question as to the necessity for printing more than the

stipulated 750, the P. M. G. said he thought that while they were printing

these they might just as well have some more to supply demands that might

arise. It was argued on behalf of the Society that such a proceeding would

bring the colony into disrepute among stamp collectors throughout the world.

The Minister retorted, “If we want to print a necessary stamp, are we to

submit the matter for the approval of the Philatelic Society." The members

disclaimed any such demand.

The Minister finally agreed that if there was a supply of ordinary fld

stamps on hand sufficient to meet postal requirements, he would not permit

the sale of any more surcharged stamps. The deputation thanked him and

withdrew. The interview lasted 45 minutes.

It appears that during the interview about 120 of the reprints were sold

over the counter. It is stated officially that they are on Crown C. A. paper,

the originals being on Crown C.C.

The reprinting has had adisastrous, though not altogether to be re

gretted, effect on the market value of originals. The double surcharges,

held for £2 each are falling rapidly, and the single surcharges have dropped

from 45 to rs 5d, with a further fall imminent.

FRANCES NEW s'fPrMPs

From the London Daily News.

 

  

The new French postage stamp will not only, as preface writers say

gratify a long-felt want, but it will be the starting point of a new develop

ment in philatelics. The long-felt want has been for a stamp symbolizing

the French Republic. When the Government decided last year to have a

new stamp, an open competition was formed. but first-rate artists did not

respond, and the result was a lamentable failure. Mr. Lebon then took it

upon himself to apply to M. Grasset, the French decorator and engraver.

The latter has worked for eight months at his design, which has been

approved by M. Mesureur, the successor of M. Lebon at the Commerce

Department.

France, or the French Republic, is represented by the figure of a girl or

very young woman of noble and winning appearance. The face is three
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quarters profile. The large eye, wide open, is expressive of spirit, intellect, and

action. The mouth is refined, and the profile pure in style. The shoulders

are protected by a plate of armor, and the body is dressed in a plaited robe

leaving the arms bare. The left hand in front holds an olive branch, and

the right hand rests upon a sword, indicative of the state of armed peace of

the end of the nineteenth century. In the top right hand corner a shield,

about one-third or rather less, of the length and breadth of the stamp, bears

the value in old-fashioned figures. A scroll on the top bears the word

“ Postes," and another scroll at the bottom “ République Francaise."

A feature of the new stamp is that it is printed in two impressions full

and mezzotint, white spaces furnishing a third value. The style is archaic,

and, be it said without offence, rather German, the manner being not unlike

Albert Durer. This treatment has never been adopted before in postage

stamps, which were either inspired from medals, like the old English penny

stamp, or reduced from photographs from Academy pictures, like the cen

tennial American stamps.

Norrs.

We copy the following from the Demerara Argosy of February 1st, and

suggest the sending of a representative of the S. S. S. S. to this colony :

“Stamp collectors should know what is going on in Ba1bados in the way

of a provisional arrangement. A. farthing newspaper postage rate has been

legalized, and, until farthing adhesive stamps can be imported, the news

papers will be stamped at the counter ‘paid at Barbados.’ Why don’t our

neighbors take the chance to issue a provisional stamp, the sale of which

amongst collectors would be sure to add to the colony's revenue. As to our

own colony, the time has arrived when we ought to be running short,

especially of all the higher-grade stamps, and issuing provisionals for each.

The revenue on the 31st of March will be short of the estimated amount by

a very large sum, and a judicious issue of provisionals would go a long way,

if not altogether, to meet the deficit; and at the same time it would add a

new pleasure to the lives of the myriads of persons whose self-imposed and

hard-enough duty it is to provide for and support their stamp-albums."

C? t} {1' k? {3?

Mr. Berlepsch has shown us the 2 Lcent Canada of the 1868 issue on

ribbed paper.

{7? {1" {7? a‘? {3r

Mr. Mansur has shown us the current 6 penny stamp of Fiji perforated

11x10.

{15 G C’ 11> {5?

We have seen a block of four of the current 3 cent of Newfoundland

imperforate vertically.

41> C’ {t {1? {3'

Mr. H. P. Harris has shown us the Netherlands % cent of 1869 per

forated 13%x13%, and the 20 cent of 1872 perforated rzyzxrz, both on

ribbed paper.

C’ Q Q C? {1'

We read in several of our contemporaries that the Argentine stamps are

now being printed on a paper with the watermark slightly larger than the

preceding issue, and more distinct. It seems that the old watermark was not

an ofiicial one, being impressed in the paper, while the new one is a true
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watermark made during the process of manufacturing the paper. So far, the

96, 2 and 3 centavos have appeared with the new watermark.

o a c» o e

The Monthly journal mentions, on the authority of Mr. T. Ridpath, the

% puttan orange of Cochin on laid paper.

GGGGG

Le Timbre-Poste states that the )4, r and 2 anna stamps of the issue of

1882 of Jhind have been re-issued in sheets of 50 stamps, without marginal

inscriptions, on white laid and bluish laid paper, and the 8 annas on yellowish

white wove paper. All these, with the exception of the 2 annas, have been

re-engraved.

G G G G G

Le Timhre-Poste chronicles the issue of the new 6 cent postal cards,

single and reply, of Mauritius, but does not state either the color or the type.

GGGGG

The Philatelic Yournal of Great Britain chronicles a curiosity of the

1890 issue of Roumania—3 bani on one side and 5 bani on the other.

GGGGG

The Philatelic yournal of Great Britain adds the following variety to

the list of Selangor stamps :

2c rose, watermarked Crown and CA, surcharged large 5., 5x4% mm.,

inclusive of period.

G G G G G

From the Philatelic journal of Great Britain we learn that the 14 kopeck

of Russia with thunderbolts exists with inverted center.

G G G G G

The Nederlanzlseh Tijdsehrij't Z100!‘ Postzegelhuna'e states that the r, 2

and 4 penny stamps of British South Africa exist on thick paper, perforated

1212, instead of 14.

G G G G G

Der Philatelist mentions the following unchronicled varieties of the first

issue of Turkey :

1° 20 paras yellow, thick paper, violet border.

2° 5 piastres carmine, thick paper, blue border, design reversed.

3° 1 piastre lilac, blue border, design reversed, a téte-béche pair.

4° 1 piastre lilac, design reversed, a horizontal pair showing vertical

and horizontal dividing lines.

We are unable to express an opinion as to the status of these stamps, but

Mr. Moens in his catalogue states that the stamps of the first issue with bor

ders of various colors are essays. We shall not be surprised if all of the

above prove to be of the same category.

G G G G G

From Le Timhre-Poste we learn that the stamps of the i886 and 1894

issues of Mozambique were surcharged on the occasion of the centenary of

Saint Anthony; as these come under the ban of the S. S. S. S. we shall not

chronicle them.

G G G G G

Yet another discovery in the prolific field of the varieties of New Zealand,

for which we are indebted to Messrs. Stanley Gibbons, Limited. The stamp

in question is the 2d imperforate, star watermark, slate-blue, assigned-er
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roneously, in view of the present specimens—to the year 1863. The plural

refers to another similar stamp, but imperforate, kindly sent us by Mr. P. H.

Lee Warner, also obliterated December 3d, (or 23d), 1862, whose advent

curiously coinsided with the first named specimen, which bears the oblitera

tion “ B 2-No. 6-1862," in three lines within a circle. This discovery in the

latter stamp consists in its being peree'en Mic. The same value, in the dark

rich blue, has been long known as a fairly rare stamp thus perforated, the 6d

of the same series being less scarce. The stamp under consideration is a.

remarkably clear, fine specimen, postmarked upon part of the original letter,

and its authenticity is beyond doubt. This slate-blue color is approximately

found among the pelure paper series, and we should not think it improbable

that this color followed on next. This slate-blue two penny is therefore now

known imperforate, rouletted, and para’ en sez'e, and the possession of these

three varieties, including the imperforate unused, will be found a task not

unworthy of achievement by the most advanced and energetic Australian

Collector.—(L0nd0u P/zz'latelz'rt).

{l1 C: *5} C5 {.5

Mr. George Gregory has shown us a I2 cent black U. S. of the I851

issue with lower half of another 12 cent printed on the reverse,

Cr 4} C? I} Q

jllekeel‘s VVeek/y states that the new adhesives, envelopes, etc., of Peru

of which the following is a list, are in preparation :

Adhesives.

1c ultramarine, portrait of the Inca Manco Capai

2c Prussian blue “ “ “ “ “

5c indigo t‘ u I‘ it It

100 yellow, portrait of F. Pizarro

20c orange “ “ “

50c rose, portrait of General La Mar

15 vermilion “ “ “

2s carmine

The officials 1 to 50 centavos will be of the same type and color, but

surcharged “GoBIERNo," the envelopes of 5, 10 and 20 centavos and the

wrappers of 1, 5 and I0 centavos of the same type and color as the corres

ponding values of adhesives, and a postal card of 3 centavos with the coat of

arms of Peru.

6‘ ‘6 H

QQQQG

Mr. I. B. Robert has sent us the 5 cent Unpaid Letter Stamp of Curacao,

of the current type which, although catalogued some time, was only issued

on January 1st of this year.

CHRONICLE.

UNITED STATBS.-Mr. Frank P. Brown has shown us the current en

velope, one cent dark blue on amber, size No. 3, with the 1894 watermark.

Mr. C. T. Harbeck has shown us an unchronicled local stamp in the

shape of a second type of the two cent Frazer 8r Co.'s City Despatch. The

stamp in question is printed in black on dark green glazed paper, and was

stuck with a wafer on a letter addressed from Cincinnati to Greenville under

date of September 14th, 1848.

Envelope.

Size No. 3, 150x87 mm.

10 dark blue, amber
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Local stamp.

Frazer & Co.’s City Dispatch.
  

20 black, green

 

AUSTRIA-We have received the new 1 and 2 florin stamps and the

same surcharged respectively 10 and 20 piastres for the ofiices in the Levant.

Adhesive Stamps.

Paper with fragments of silk threads.

Perforated 10%.

rgld pale lilac

zgld gray green

Offices in the Levant.

Adhesive Stamps.

Paper with fragments of silk threads.

Perforated 10%.

ropia on rgld pale lilac, black surcharge

20pia on 2gld gray green, black surcharge

 

IBAVARIA.-Der Philatelist states that the design of the stamp of the

5 pfennige postal card has been re-drawn and the figure 5 made larger.

Postal card.

5pf green, buf, re-engraved.

 

BBLGIUM.---Mr. ]. K. Schuh has sent us the 10 centimes Postal Packet

stamp with figures of value in black. The peculiarity of this stamp is that it

is printed in an ink which seems to dissolve in benzine, at least the orange

color which is in it, as the stamp which we threw into benzine in order to see

its watermark had changed after an immersion of a few seconds from a brown

orange to a bistr'e, although an immersion of several minutes in water, of the

same stamp, had no effect upon it. This is the only stamp in our experience

on which benzine has this effect.

Postalpacket stamp.

Watermark coat of arms in the sheet.

Perforated 15.

10c brown orange and black

 

BRAZlL.-Mr. A. Bruck sends us the current 100 reis letter card, the

stamp of which is now printed in rose, instead of carmine.

Letter card.

1001 rose, dark blue and black, gray

 

BRITISH EAST AFRICA-The Pkz'latelit journal 0f Great Britain

state-5 that, in addition to the Indian stamps mentioned by us last month, all

the other values have been surcharged “British East Africa."
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Adhesive stamps.

\Vatermarked a Star.

Perforated 14.

1a 6p bistre, black surcharge

2%a on la 6p bistre, red and black surcharge

3a orange, black surcharge

4a olive, black surcharge

6a yellow brown, black surcharge

8a mauve, black surcharge

rr carmine and green, black surcharge

2r brown and rose, blacksurcharge

3r green and brown “ “

5r purple and blue

Registration envelopes.

2a ultramarine, black surcharge, size 133x83mm.

2a ultramarine “ " 253xro7mm.

CUBA-We have received the postal cards of the 1896 issue, which are

of the same type as those of of preceding issue, the colors alone being

changed.

Postal Cards.

(l H

TARJETA

  

'''"- ' ‘~ dab! eecrlhlrle goluml'nle la drreccmn

20 blue green, baf

4c dark blue, buf

 

OYPRUS.—The Australian P/zilaIe/isl chronieles the following additions

to the bi-colored series. None of these were on sale three weeks ago.

Adhesive slumps.

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated.

30 paras lilac and green

rpia rose and blue

zpia blue and chocolate

4pia olive and purple

6pia brown and green

rzpia pale brown and black

 

FALKLAND ISLANDS.—The r shilling is now issued on paper water

marked Crown and CA, and the r penny is printed in a bright brown red.
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Adhesive Stamps.

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

1p bright brown red

ish bistre brown

 

PINLAND.—According to the Illustrierte Briefmarhen Zeilzmg, the 10

pennia rose is now also issued with perforation r4.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated 14.

mp rose
 

HONGKONG.-We have received the 4 cent slate watermarked Crown

and CA.

Adhesive Stamp.

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

4c slate

 

INDIA, Patlalm-The Monthly journal chronicles the 2 annas blue sur

charged “ Service-Puttialla ” in black.

Ofiieial stamp.

watermarked a Star.

Perforated 14.

2a blue, black surcharge

ITALY.-The Nederlandseh Tzjdschrzft voor Poslzegelhunde chronicles

the 10 centesimi card with stamp of same design as on the jubileezcard of last

year.

Postal eard.

10c carmine, (ream

 

LUXBMBURG. — The Nedcrlandseh Tijdsehrzfl voor Poslzege/huude

chgpnicles the current 12%, 2o, 30, 37% and 50 centimes stamps perforated.

II 2.

Adhesive stamps,

Perforated 11%.

12%c slate blue

no orange

30c olive

37%c green

50c brown

 

MEXIOQ-Mr. S. Chapman has sent us the 2 centavos wrapperg'iwith

the spelling of the word “ Fajilla " corrected. With the exception of the

inscriptions to the left, which are now in plain large capitals, they are exact

ly the same as in the preceding issuefigg;

Wrapper.

Size 245x8omm.

2c carmine, hufl "“

NICARAGUA-Mr. A. D. Straus has shown us thefnew issue of 1896,

consisting of the regular adhesives, officials and unpaid letter stamps. The
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oFficials are, as usual, of the same type as the regular adhesives, but printed

in red and overprinted in the same color, “ FRANQUEO orlciAL," m oval.

Ad/zesz've stamps.
  

Perforated 1 2.

1c mauve 50c blue gray

2c green rp slate

5c rose 2p claret

10c blue 5p blue

20c brown

Unpaid Letter stamps.
  

Perforated 1 2.

to orange 20c orange

2c orange 30c orange

5c orange 50c orange

toc orange

Oficial slumps.

Perforated 12.

to red

2c red

5c red

100 red

20c red

Ofiie/ally sea/ea’.

  

a?“
ti.
.4

  

Perforated 1 r y“ 1 2.

Deep blue
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NETHERLANDS.—M1. B. Robert has kindly sent us the 20 cent

Unpaid Letter Stamp, printed in ultramarine, issued on February 10th ; the

same correspondent informs us that the 5 gulden stamp will not be issued

before May, possibly even later; also that Letter Cards of 3, 5 and 12%

cent, printed respectively on paper tinted on both sides pale rose, pale blue

and light sea-green. will be issued ; envelopes of 3 cents will not be issued.

Unpaid letter stamps '

Perforated 12%.

20c ultramarine and black, type III.

NORWAY.-—The llluslrl'erte Brie/‘marker; Zez'lung states that the 3 fire

single and the 5 ore reply cards are now issued with the word “ NORGE " on

the stamp in Roman instead of antique letters.

Postal eanls.

36 orange, rvhz'te

56x56 green, white

 

PORTO RIOQ-We have received the 2 and 3 centavo postal cards of

the 1896 issue. Mr. I. M. Andreini has also shown us the following adhes

ives of the new series, the type of which is the same as that of the preceding

issue, the colors alone being changed.

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated.

Km violet 4c brown

1m lilac brown 5c light blue

2m yellow green 60 lilac

4m blue green 8c rose

to claret 20c olive gray

2c red brown 40c salmon

3c ultramarine

Postal cards.

TARJETA POSTAL

  

En ante lmlu dens oocrilnrsa rolnmcen 11 :.‘"‘C(l0h.

2c blue green, 1111f

3c red brown, hufl”

 

PORTUGAL-Mr. C. Witt has shown us the 10 ieis postal card with

stamp of the same type as the current adhesive which was issued on Feb

ruary 5th.
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Postal tar-d.

  

D'anto lldO no no ole-revs n Alrecflo _—u _ __.___L. . i .

101 green, hufir

 

ROUMANIA.—M1. Huch has sent us the 60 bani unpaid letter stamp

on watermarked paper.

Unpaid letter stamp.

Watermarked coat of arms sideways.

Perforated 13%.

60b emerald green

 

SBRVIA.-We gather from the Nea’erlandsrh Tijdsthrift voor Postsegel

hum/e that the 1 dinar is now printed in red, with gray blue ground on white

papen

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated 13.

1d red and gray blue

 

SALVADOR-In addition to the four adhesives chronicled last month

we have received the 1 centavo.

Adhesive stam/1.

  

Perforated 12.

1c dark blue

SIERRA LEONE-The 6 penny stamp is now printed in red violet,

instead of .violet brown.

Adhesive stamp.

\Vatermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated 14.

6p red violet

 

URUGUAY.-We have received the new stamps of 50 centesimos,

1, 2 and 3 pesos mentioned in the decree published elsewhere.
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Adhesive stamps.

   

Perforated 15.

500 blue, cer ter black 2p dark lilac, center green 4

1p orange, center black 3p carmine, center blue ‘"
2:m. 1

 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA-We read in the Nederlandseh Tijdschrzfl vaar

Poslzege/hunde that the provisional % penny stamp chronicled last Lmonth

exists also watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

%p on 3p brown, green surcharge

 

ZANZIBAR.- The Phl'lale/z'e journal of Great Brl'laz'n chronicles

‘ the following current adhesives, envelop:s, etc, surcharged " ZANZIBAR,"

the adhesives in black, the others in blue.

Adhesz've stamps.

Watermarked a star.

Perforated I4

%a green. black surcharge. 6a yellow brown, black surcharge.

1a plum “ “ 8a mauve. black surcharge.

Ia 6p bistre “ “ 12a brown and red, black surcharge.

2a blue “ “ 1r slate, black surcharge.

2%a green “ “ 2r brown and rose, black surcharge.

3a orange “ “ 31 green and brown “

4a olive “ “ 5r purple and blue “

Envelopes.

White laid paper.

%a green, blue surcharge.

ra brown, “ “

2%a orange.

lVrap/Aers.

%a green, blue surcharge Ia red brown, blue surcharge

Registrah'on envelope.

2a blue, blue surcharge

H (6

Postal eards.

%a brown, blue surcharge Ia on 1 12a blue, blue surcharge

%x%a brown, blue surcharge mm on I yéxtyza blue, blue surcharge

 

COMMUNICATIONS.

We have received the following communication, which speaks for itself:

GuAvAQuIL, December 5th, 1895.

DEAR SIR: I beg to inform you that the Goverment of Ecuador, has re

solved to issue a special postage stamp on the 5th of June. 1896. lhis stamp

will be only available for posting purposes on the clay of issue and ten

following days.

The Government intends to commemorate in this way the first anni

versary of the victory obtained by the people of Ecuador over the Govern
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ment that permitted a foreign country to use the National flag in the sale of -

the Cruiser “ Esmeralda." _

If you wish to obtain one or more collections of the said stamps, I will

be pleased to get them on your account.

Kindly inform me if you desire to have the stamps with or without the

post office mark, in sheets, or adhered to card board or envelopes.

The price of each collection, which is composed of seven different

stamps is that which is engraved on the face of the stamps themselves,

namely: One Sucre and eighty eight cents plus a commission of two per

cent (2°/,,)

The money should be forwarded to me when ordering the stamps.

I remain, yours obediently,

E. VALENzuELAR, P. O. Box 284.

 

Below we give the translation of the ofiicial decree authorizing the issue

of the new Uruguay stamps of 50 centésimos, 1, 2 and 3 pesos

GENERAL MANAGEMENT or Pos'rs AND TELEGRAPHS.

NOTICE.

By arrangement of the General Management on January 1st. 1896,

there will be put into circulation a new issue of postage stamps of the fol- '

lowing prices.

$0.50 centésimos, sky blue and black,

1.00 mahogany. brown and black,

2.00 violet and green,

3.00 carmine and sky blue.

Ninety days are allowed from the date mentioned for the withdrawal

from circulation of those of the same values now in use, the exchange of

these for those of the new issue to be made within the last ten days of the

period mentioned, all the offices of the department being authorized to make

this operation.

Warning is hereby given that after the period mentioned postage stamps

of the issue which is being withdrawn will be considered nul and of no value

for the prepayment of postage.

Montevideo, December 30th, 1895. THE SECRETARY.

CITY or LONDON PHILATITLIC CLUB.

HoN. SEcnErARv's REPORT.

Committee for Season 1895-96.

Vice-Presidents, Mr H. Hilckes and Mr. John J. Lane.

Hon. Treasurer and Exthange Superintendent, Mr. J. E. Joselin.

Hon. Librarian, Mr. C. Forbes.

Messrs. H. A. Macmillan, H. J. Bignold. W. Morley, N. Z. Drachachis,

F. B. Carr, H. Thompson, L. Rocklilfe. and W. G. Hawkins.

Press Seeretary, Mr. Percy C. Bishop.

Hon. Seeretary, Mr. C. Forbes, 42, Strahan Road, Bow, London.

The fourth meeting of the season was held on Monday, Jan. 13th, at

Kennan's Hotel, Crown Court, 64, Cheapside, E. C., when a very successful

auction sale was held, many fine stamps were put up for sale, and were sold

at good prices.

Mr. Bignold also exhibited a portion of his fine collection of English

stamps.

It was proposed that a section auction should be held on Feb. 10th,

when it is hoped that many of the country members who are not able to
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_.______.____~__a_.__r_—‘___.

attend the meetings regularly, will send up a few stamps to the Secretary for

sale.

The meetings are held every alternate Monday evening.

Gifts of books and papers for the library. should be sent to the Hon.

Librarian, Mr. C. Forbes. 42, Strahan Road, Bow, London, E., who will be

pleased to acknowledge same.

Application for membership and all communications with reference to

the Club, should be sent to the Hon. Sec.. Mr. C. Forbes, 42, Strahan Road,

Bow, London.

nu: METROPOLITAN PHILATELIC CLUB or SAN ANTONIO.

Organized Nov. 18. 1894.

Headquarters : CLIFFORD BLOCK, SAN ANTONIO, ‘I'IX

Exeeutt'm‘ Committee: EDWARD W. HBUSINGER, President,

E. G. CERVANTES, Vice<President, Hnmzv A. Reuss, Treasurer,

 

JOHN G ROTH, Secretary, J. F. MURPHY, Assistant Secretary.

Literary Board.‘ Con. Joserr-r FLVNN, U. S. A. Chairman.

H. C. GLAzn, Secretary, uuus Jmmv, Librarian.

Defarbnnlt of Auction, Puff/1411M!‘ Sale and Exchange: osaru A. Munnutn, Superintendent.

CHARLES ROEMBR, Counterfeit Detector, . T. FINCHAM, Attorney.

MINUTES OF THE FIFTEENTH MEETING, HELD JAN. 8, I896.

The meeting came to order at 8.30 P. M. President Edward W.

Heusinger presiding, the following members being in attendance: Messrs.

E. G. Cervantes, Adolph Richter, Chas. Roemer, Julius Jermy, Nelson

Mackey, Jr., Louis Glaeser, James M. Treahey, Henry A Reuss, Joseph A.

Mueller, F. J. Murphy and John G. Roth.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved, and the report

of the Executive Committee was read and accepted.

Mr Charles Roemer, Ex-Superintendent of the Department of Auction,

Purchasing. Sale and Exchange. presented his final report which was accepted.

The Librarian reported several donations to the Library which were up

on motion of Mr. Reuss, accepted with thanks.

A discussion of the Mid Winter Fair to be held in this city during the

months of January and February and the club proposed exhibit at the same

took place and the following Committee appointed to have charge of the

exhibit, etc: Edward W. Heusinger, President ex-oficio.

E. G. Cervantes, Henry A. Reuss,

Joseph A. Mueller, Nelson Mackey, Jr.

The following resolution was then presented and adopted :

TO THE PHILATELIC PUBLIC IN GENERAL

Greeting: There having at various times appeared frauds, faker and

speculative stamps for stamps collectors to collect and the latest fake and

money making scheme for those who have them to sell, that, the collecting

of plate numbers of United States Stamps having made its appearance, a

complete collection of which is unobtainable by the average collector and

for the little if any benefit to be derived from the collecting of the same, the

unusefulness and foolishness connected with it and the last and most

important, that the same will materially help to “ kill " collectors of U. S.

stamps and for the benefit of the future of Philately,

Be it Resolved: that this Club, organized for the promotion of the

advancement of Philately, does hereby declare the collecting of plate

numbers of the stamps of the United States or any other country with no

reference whatever with Philately, as it has no relation with the study of any

stamp, nor can any information be gained by the collecting of said plate

numbers.
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And be it resolvedfurlher, that this resolution be filed among the records

of this Club, spread upon its minutes and that a copy of the same be sent to

the leading philatelic organizations and publications in the United States.

Signed by the members of the Metropolitan Philatelic Club of San

Antonio, present at a meeting held this the 8th day of January, 1896,

together with the attachment of the official seal of the I lub.

Edward W. Heusinger. Preside/ll. E. G. Cervantes, Vise-President.

John G. Roth, Seerelary. F. J. Murphy, AssL-Sarelary.

Joseph A. Muller, Superintendenl. H. A. Reuss, Treasurer.

Julius Jermy. Lihrarian. Nelson Mackey, Jr.

Adolph Richer, Louis Glaeser, J. M. Treahey.

The meeting adjourned at 9.30 P. M. JOHN G ROTH, Secrelary

MINUTES 01‘ THE SIXTEENTH MEETING, HELD JAN. 17, 1896.

SPECIAL.

The meeting came to order at 8.30 P. M., President Edward W.

Heusinger presiding, the following members being in attendance : Messrs. E.

G Cervantes, Nelson Mackey, Jr., Adolph Richter, Charles Roemer, Julius

Jermy, Joseph A. Muller, Henry A. Reuss and John G. Roth.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

A postal card from the J. W Scott Co., of New York Lity, under date

of Jan. 10, 1896, was received and read, in which they state, in consideration

of the good work we are doing, they will send their publication the

Metropolitan Philatelist to this club free for one year, which was upon

motion of Mr. Reuss accepted.

An invitation to the Annual Banquet of the Garfield-Perry Stamp Club,

of Cleveland, Ohio, was also received and read, and upon motion of Mr.

Cervantes it was moved to accept same with thanks, but on account of the

Mid-Winter Fair to be held in this city at the same time, it would be

impossible for our members to make the trip.

A letter‘ from Judson N. Burton, of Madison, N. Y , to Mr Roemer, ex

Superintendent of Department of Auction, Purchasing, Sale and Exchange,

was read and discussed and referred to the Attorney for answer.

The proposition to secure better club rooms, and the issue of $100

shares for the purpose of furnishing the same and the settlement of several

past due accounts was then taken into consideration and voted. Two rooms

on the third floor in the new Clifford Block at a rental of $10.00 per month

were selected and the Secretary was instructed to make a contract for the

same.

The meeting was then adjourned at 10.15 P. M.

JOHN G. ROTH, Seeretary.

MINUTEs or TIIE SEVENTEENTH MEETING, HELD FEBRUARY 12, 1896.

The meeting came to order at 8.30 P. 1a., President Edward W.

Heusinger presiding, with the following members in attendance: Messrs.

Henry A. Reuss, Joseph A. Mueller, Nelson Mackey, Jr., Edward C. Jung

kind, Franz Pfeiffer. Otto Schaezler, Adolph Richter and John G. Roth.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved and the report I

of the Executive Committee was read and accepted.

A letter of acknowlegment from the Scott Stamp 8; Coin Co., L'd.,

for a subscription to the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHILATELY, was read.

A letter from Huhl & Co, L’d, was also read, who stated that they

would send for the year 1896 their papers, the Phzlale/ir Record and the Stamp

News.

H. A. Bricker publisher of the Ofieial Hand Book of the S. of P. sent

a copy for the library.
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Chas. Roemer donated all back numbers of the Daily Stamp Item and

offered to supply the club with same each day as published.

Julius Bull. a corresponding member of Moscow (Russian) sent a

number of Russian Locals, &c.

Mr. Mackey made a motion to extend a vote of thanks to the above

doners. ‘

Mr. Roth proposed for active membership Messrs. Wrn. Nagel and F.

H. Miller. There being no objections, the above candidates were declared

elected members Nos.2o7 and 208. Mr. Heusinger showed about a hundred

blocks and pairs and even sheets of rare 5 pesos scarlet and blue-green, of

Mexico, which proved of interest to those present. He also showed several

types we blue, '63 issue of the Confederate States, sent him for exhibition

by Chas. Bergholz, of Millville, Ark., a description accompanying same was

read. '

Meeting adjourned at 9.50 P. M. JOHN G. ROTH, Sctretary.

 

S'l‘ATEN ISLAND PrllllwtLlo SOCIETY.

Brant/r of the A. P. .4.

Meetings held the third Tuesday of each month, Communications relatin to the Exchan e De art

at 8 o'clock P. M., at I oescher‘s Hotel, 36 Canal ment address to Edgar R. Carter, Box 86, ‘amp ins

St., Stapleton, S. I., N. Y. ville, S. 1., N. Y.

Prnidmt, Auousr DRJONGE.

. Communications relating to Examination of

Secretary, RoaaRr S. Lrrnwm.
Stamps Department, address Henry Clotz, P. O.

For information address the Secretary, 9 \V. Box 999, N. Y. City.

116th St., N. Y.

r55'rrr MEETING, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH, 1896.

The meeting was called to order at 8.30 P. M. In the absence of the

President and Vice-President, on motion Mr. E. R. Carter was appointed

temporary Chairman. On motion Mr. Adolph Lienhardt was appointed

Secretary pro z‘em. '

Members present :—Messrs. E. R. Carter, A. Richter, A. C. Carstanjen,

Oscar Dejonge, Dr. R. Roehre, Wm. Clausen, J. W. Sittig. Henry Obert, H.

Kessler, and A Lienhardt. Minutes of the 154th meeting were adopted as

read.

Mr. E. R. Carter proposed for membership Mr. T. W. Gonnewarde. of

Wellawatta, Ceylon, which proposition was referred to the Executive Com

mittee. Report of the Executive Committee was progress. On motion duly

seconded the Secretary was authorized to draw up a suitable resolution of

condolance to the family of our late member, Mr. Albert Schindler, regarding

his sudden death. The Society wishes to acknowledge the receipt of the

Daily Stamp llem N0. 25, from C. H. Mekeel Stamp and Publishing Co. A

copy of the Brz'efmar/cen Barre N0. 9, presented by Mr. P. Tresckow. A

copy of the N. P. S. Bulletin No. 5, of the National Philatelic Society of

New York. A copy ot the First Auction Catalogue from the Walter S. Scott

Stamp Co. A copy of the 130th Auction Catalogue of the Scott Stamp and

Coin Co. Priced catalogues of Messrs. Bogert & Durbin’s 55th and 56th

Sales. '1 he Mont/11y Bulletin of the Postal Card Society No. 10, n, and 12,

from Mr Lohmeyer. Some newspaper clippings for the scrap book from our

President, Mr. Aug. Dejonge. A 3sh Hamburg stamp with counterfeit can

cellation from Mr. Frank A. Knoll. Some counterfeits for the Counterfeit

Album from “A Friend." On motion the donors were tendered a vote of

thanks.

A letter was received from our honored President, Mr. August Dejonge,

who is now convalescent and still unable to attend the meetings, written in

his usual good natured style. The members are all happy to hear of his

recovery, and hope to see him at the next meeting.
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- A communication was received from Mr. Julius Ruben, thanking the

Society for his election as a corresponding member. The Society extends a

cordial welcome to him at any time he should be in our vicinity. Exhibi

tion of stamps followed. There were several fine sheets of stamps placed on

sale by the Exchange Manager.

Meeting adjourned at 10.45 pm. Next meeting March 19th.

ADOLPH LEINHARDT, Secretary, pro tem.

BIRMINGHAM PHILAiELm socirw.

W. T. WILSON, President.

R. HOLLICK, Esq. and W. PIMM, Esq., "ice-Presidents.

coMMn-rnz ;

MR. V. LUNDEBLAD. Mn. C. A. STEPHENSON,

MR. W, S. VAUGHTON, MR. W. F. WADAMS.

Hon. See. and Treas. MR. G. JOHNSON, B. A., 203 Birchfield Road. Birmingham.

JANUARY 16th. 1896

Messrs. R. F. Albrecht (New York), J. A. Schiedt (Germantown, U. S.’

A.), A. Obregon (Mexico), A. Norman (Natal), B. Oxehufund (Sweden),

C. Fendelow (Birmingham), were unanimously elected members.

Dr. G. H. Hart then read his paper on the “ Minor Varieties of the

Stamps of Great Britain,"—a most interesting subject, and it was treated in

a very able manner. Dr. Hart afterwards gave a lantern display of scarce

stamps which was very instructive, as in the case of Minor Varieties they

were placed side by side. This is the first lantern display we have had, but

we trust they will be repeated, owing to the success of this one.

Extraordinary General Meeting called to give effect to the recommenda

tions of the Special Committee called to arrange for the large increase in the

exchange packets. It was decided that in future three parts be circulated

each month.

(a) To be conducted exactly as on present lines-all countries—all

colonies-members see it first in turn.

(b) British and British Colonial Stamps only-position by value of sheet.

(c) All countries except British and British Colonials. It is expected

that this will be strong in Europeans and U. S A , position by value of sheet.

Positions in (b) and (e) will be decided by the value of the member's

sheets sent to those sections. No notice of course will be taken of any

stamps l riced ridiculously high whether by mistake or on purpose.

These and other proposals were ordered to be printed and sent to all

members, and although it was so late in the month it was decided to divide

the packet for February. No foreign member could receive the notice in

time to send sheets, and many other members could not make them up for

this month at such short notice, but nevertheless three nice packets were

started. (a) £813,155; (6) £1093.183; (e)£226.6.11. Total, J62134 0.7.

Aeeounts for September Quarter were all made up and all cash due to

members was paid within four days of the return of the last packet. More

than 24 per cent. of the total value of all the packets had been purchased.

FEBRUARY 6th.

Messrs. C. H. Grell (Dominica), A. K. Aftandiloff (Persia), H. C. R.

Bell (South Australia), J. H. Perry (New South Wales), J. M. Moses (India),

G. T. McDougall (Tobago), A. Hogan (Epsom), Mrs. Simpson (Bath),

Lieut. T. E. Madden (India), were unanimously elected members, bringing the

total of active members up to 122. Two applications were postponed and

one refused.

A vote of thanks was accorded Messrs. Th. Buhl &. Co., for a copy of

the “ Stamp News Annual."

The subject for the evening was “ A Debate on Reprints—for and

against" Some time was taken up in classifying the various reprints-gov
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ernrnent and private, also in distinguishing between these and government

and other forgeries. It was the opinion of the majority that no reprints

should be placed in a general collection-that they were, however, necessary

for‘the student and specialist of any particular country—that the reprints

made by private parties were absolutely worthless to any one, whether gen

eral collector or specialist—that all interest is gone as soon as the proper

authorities have let go the dies and materials—that no reprint, of any kind

whatever, should be sold or circulated without it being marked as such.

NATIONAL FHILATELICAL SOCIETY.

Organ/led 1874. lm'orporated 1892.

Meetings held Second and Fourth Tuesdays every month, at Room 26, Bible House, at B P. M.

OFFICERS.

President, I. N. T. LEVICK, 54 William Street, Secretary, W. F. GREGORY, 11 Park Row, New

New York. York.

Vice-President, R. R. Boomer, 160 Nassau Street, New York.

Treasurer, MAx MEVBNBERG, 58 Ei hth Street, Hoboken, N. J.

COMM]TTEES.

R. R. Boomer, M. C. Bnnurrscn,

Entertainment H. Grumman, Finance G. W. D. Carrrsnrou,

DR. B. M. FELDMAN. A. L. BAIRD.

Geo. R. Tun-1.x, C. L. Menu),

Home 05. S. RICH, illemhtrs/n'f H. Corun,

. N. Luvr. J. M. Annnainl.

Librarian, J. S. Rlcu, 489 Manhattan Avenue, Exehange Manager, G. W. D. CRITI'BNTON, M8.

New York West End Ave.. New York.

JANUARY 14th, 1896.

The 51st meeting of the Corporation and 299th of the Society was called

to order at 8.30 by President Levick.

There were present Messrs. Ams, Andreini, Berlepsch. Betz, Blake,

Bogert, Chittenden, Collin, Crittenton, Drew, Dr. Feldman, Gallien, Gregory,

Gremmel. Heller, Dr. C. W Hill, Prof. J. E. Hill. Krassa, Levick, Luff,

Lynde, Moffatt. Pell, Perirn, Peterson, Rich, Walter Scott, Sherwood, Siddall,

Tuttle and Williams.

As visitors Messrs. I. A. Mekeel, E. Miller and J. C. Welsh.

Minutes of last meeting not being at hand were passed without reading.

House Committee reported a proposed arrangement with the Manhattan

Philatelic Society. Full powers were given the Committee to act in the

matter.

House Committee instructed to provide additional furniture.

Messrs Rich, Berlepsch and Luff were appointed to complete the mem

bership roll to date.

Upon motion of Mr. Rich Mr. I. A. Mekeel exhibited the advertised lots

of the American Philatelic Association exchange department.

President Levick announced his assignments of Trustees to committees

for the year.

An informal auction created considerable enthusiasm, and on the whole

this was one of the most interesting and enthusiastic meetings of the season.

Adjourned 10:15. W. F. GREGORY, Seeretary.

The 52d meeting of the Corporation and 300th of the Society was called

to order at 8 o'clock.

In the absence of President Levick, Mr. Rich was called to the chair.

The chairman appointed Mr. Andreini secretary pro tern.

Present, Messrs Rich, Crittenton, Baird, Thwing. Homburger, Williams,

Lynde, Sherwood, Hill, Michaelis, Pell, Trafford, and Andreini.

It was moved, seconded, and carried that the auction sale advertised for

this meeting be postponed till a future meeting.

After discussion of general philatelic matters, adjourned at 9:30.

' I. M. ANDREINI, Seeretarypro tem.
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The 53d meeting of the Corporation and 301st meeting "of -_'theJ Society

was called to order on Tuesday, February 11th, I896. at 8.20'p.m.,' by the

President, Mr. J. N. T. Levick, William L. Sherwood acting as Secretary

pro tem. Present: Messrs. Levick,Andreini, Rich, Betz, Crittenton. Lynde,

Pell and Sherwood. Reading of last minutes omitted.

Reading of communication from the Manhattan Philatelic Society

thanking the N. P. S. for rental of their room. Upon motion of Mr. Rich

letter was accepted and ordered placed on file. The Secretary read a com

munication from the Metropolitan Philatelic Club of San Antonio, Texas, in

closing a resolution and asking for action on same. Mr. Rich moved that the

letter be received and placed on file. Carried. Upon Mr. Rich's further

motion, the letter as read was ordered to be spread in full upon the minutes.

The following resolution was presented by Mr. Lynde, seconded by Mr.

Crittenton and unanimously carried:

Resnlved: That while the Metropolitan Philatelic Club is entitled to its

opinion in the communication as received and understood by us, the Nation

31 Philatelical Society fails in any manner to concur with the resolution con

tained therein.

Upon motion of Mr. Andreini, seconded by Mr. Rich, the Secretary

was instructed to acknowledge receipt of letter and to communicate to the

Metropolitan Philatelic Club the several resolutions made and carried at

this meeting.

Under Philately. Mr. Andreini, exhibited to the members a complete

collection of the Bureau of Engraving plate-numbers, showing many dupli

cates in shades, and such oddities as sets perforated through the middle of

the stamps; also anumber of the new registering guide lines. and corner

triangles, some of the lines extending across the sheet, and some a distance

of two stamps only. The collection contained a particularly fine specimen

of the $I00 newspaper, with plate number, which was much admired by the

members. _

Mr. Lynde moved that a vote of thanks be extended to Mr. Andreini

for the fine display afforded by the exhibit. Seconded by Mr. Crittenton,

and unanimously carried. '

Mr. E. B. Sterling sent to the Society a lot of strips from the edges of

sheets (selvages). and requested that they be offered at auction. The Presi

dent appointed Mr. Crittenton to act as auctioneer.

After a pleasant chat upon the numerous novelties which have lately

appeared, and Mr. Andreini's presentation to several of the members of

copies of Meekel's Daily Stamp Item. the meeting was adjourned at 11 pm.

Respectfully submitted.

WILLIAM L. SHERWOOD, Seeretary pro 1am.

The ‘54th meeting of the Corporation and 302d of the Society was

called to order at 8:Io by President Levick.

Present Messrs. Andreini, Betz, Berlepsch, Baird. Crittenton, Drew,

Gregory, J. E. Hill, Levick, Lufi, Lynde, Merry, Perrin, Pell, J. S. Rich,

R. M. Rich, Sherwood. Walter Scott, Trafiord, Williams.

It was moved. seconded and carried, that all other business be post

poned and the auction sale be proceeded with at once. _

The 200 lots were promptly knocked down by Mr. Merry at prices

seemingly ridiculous. But an examination of the stamps disclosed a con

dition which in many cases made them dear at any price. Still there were

many good stamps sold and many bargains to please the bargain hunters.

The sale was concluded at I0 and adjourned soon after.

W. F. GREGORY, Seerelary.
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SOUTH AFRICAN REPUBLIC.

    

  

CURRENCY: I2 PENCE=I SHILLING, 2o SHILLINGS=-I POUND (,{,‘l)=$4.87 U. S. CURRENCY‘

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

FIRST REPUBLIC.

End Of 1869. Varieties .'

. Ti b‘lt .

Typographed on thin white wove paper. 2 ‘in;

Printed in sheets of 80 stamps, from two 6 15h green

plates of 40 stamps each. On the left hand b_ lmperfomtm

late of the 6 penny starnps the last stamp 7 1p red

rom the left, in the fourth horizontal row is 8 6p blue

inverted, and in the left hand plate of the I 9 15h green

shilling stamp: the first stamp from the left- c_ Same as b m‘ MUM

in the first horizontal row is Inverted. Size 10 6p blue’

2I%x24}4mm. II Ish green

These stamps were printed in Gustrow,

Mecklenburg Schwerin and were received in

Pretoria in August, 1869. They were to

have been issued to the public on January

rst, 1870. Meanwhile, however, the Euro

pean dealers sent orders for these stamps,

and the entire supply was exhausted before

the Ist of January. As the plates had not

reached the South African Republic at this

time, and arrived there only about the month

of February, I870, the issue was postponed

until May 1st, and new stamps were printed

IPOSTZEGEL 1SENPENNYv-H

'7 . ‘A

Z AFEREPUILIEK

Mecklenburg print, clear impression.

Rouletted 15%. in Pretoria by the Treasurer General of the

1 1p red _ _ Republic himself. ‘

2 Ip vermlllon fed We have never seen any of the imperf

3 6P blue crates but catalogue them on the authority of

4 15h Ere"! Messrs. Moens, Tamsen and others.
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Reprints.

There are no reprints of the stamp: of this

issue, the so-ealled reprints being rnerelyfor

geries made by Adolf Otto, the Gustrow

printer. These forgeries have the frame

exartly like the genuine, duplicates of the

frames having been hep! by the printer, but

the (enter piece is a downright forgery and

difi'ers from the genuine in the following

points :

1n the genuine, thefiagstafl' at the right of

the eagle tourists of a single thirh line, where

as in the forgery it is formed of two thin lines

In the genuine, the flagstafi' never tourhes the

oval containing the arms ; in the counterfeils

it usually touches. In the genuine. the hori

sonlal lines in the upper righlportion oflhe

oval generally taueh the tier/ital line dividing

the left eomparlment from the right one. In

the eounterjeits, these horizontal lines seldom

toueh the r/ertiral one. In thegenuine, neither

of the slaves erossing the handrol inscribed

“ Eendragt maahl lllagt " touches the oval

eontaining the arms, exeeft in very blurred

speeimens. In the counterfeils, at least one of

these stave: always lom'ht's the oval. In the

genuine, the outsider ofthefluhesforrn o eon

tinuous line with the arms of the author,

while in the counterfeit: they are arrow shaped.

In all the genuine stamps seen 11] us there are

two thin white diagonal seratrhes in the lower

half of the oval containing the root of arms,

a trifle to the left of the prairie wagon ; these

.rrratehes are speeially plain in the (I penny

stamps. 1n the local issue these seratches do

not always show on amount of the blurred

printing.

ORIGINAL. COUNTERFEIT.

May 1st to September, 1870.

Same type as preceding issue.

graphed on white wove paper.

TYPO

Local (Pretoria) print-Coarse impression.

1. Thin white wove paper, varying in

texture.

1° Imperforate.

I2 Ip carmine red

I 3 rp red

:4 6p ultramarine

r5 6p indigo

16 1 sh green

Varieties: Téte bfirhe.

I7 6p ultramarine

r8 6p indigo

19 rsh green

2° Rouletted 15%.

2o rp red

2! rp carmine red

22 6]) ullramarine

23 Ish green

I 'orieties .- Tite he’ehe.

2.; 6p ultrnmarine

25 Ish green

II, Thick hard yellowish while wove paper

varying in texture. '

1° Imperforate.

26 1p carmine red

27 1p vermilion red

28 6p blue

29 6p indigo

3o rsh green

Varieties.

a. Trite l/éehe.

31 6p blue

32 6p indigo

33 15h green

h. Brown gum.

34 6p indigo

c. Tile hfrhe and brown gum.

35 6p indigo

2° Roulelted 15%.

36 1p carmine red

37 hp indigo

38 rsh green

Varieties .

0.. Tile biehe.

39 6p indigo

4o Ish green

b. Brown gum.

4! 6p indigo

c. The béehe and brown gum.

42 6p indigo

d. lmperforate horizontally.

43 !p carmine red

October 21st, 1870.

Same type as preceding issue. Typo

graphed on thin or thick white or yellowish

white wove paper.

Printed in Potchefstroom-medium im

pression.

I. Soft porous white wove paper.

1° Imperforale.

44 1p intense black

45 Ip gray black

Variety: Figure I in upper corners framed.

46 rp black

2° Rouletted 15%.

47 1p intense black

48 rp grey black

Varr'et '.' Figure 1 in upper corners framed.

4o rp black

II. Soft porous yellowish white wove paper

1° Imperforate.

5o 1p intense black

5r 1p gray black

Var‘iety: Figure I in upper corners framed.

52 Ip black
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2° Rouletted 15%.

53 1p intense black

54 1p gray black

Variety: Figure 1 in upper corners framed.

55 1p black

III. Thin white wove paper.

1° Imperforate.

56 1p intense black

57 1p gray black

Variety: Figure 1 in upper corners framed.

58 1p black

2° Rouletted 15%.

59 1p intense black

60 Ip gray black

Variety: Figure 1 in upper corners framed.

61 1p intense black

In this issue we catalogue a hitherto un

noticed variety, and which we suppose must

be quite a rarity ; we have found it printed

in black, and also in a later issue in red. As

this variety does not exist in the Mecklen

burg prints, we suppose that for some reason

or other, probably an accident to the plate,

one of the stamps was retouched thus creat

ing this variety. Another peculiarity of the

variety is a break in the right hand part of

the stock of the anchor.

This has been known for some time in the

1 penny red of 1374. but in the 1 penny black

it is a new discovery.

June 30th, 1871.

Typographed on thin white wove paper.

Type similar to the preceding issue, but with

the eagle and center piece re-engraved.

Printed in Mecklenburg Schwerin—clear

impression.

  

3 .nissrzicn. '

  

DRIEREIICE

Rouletted 15y.

62 3p lilac

Reprints.

187 (l).

1. Thin white wove paper.

1" imperforate.

6.! 3;) red violet‘

64 3,9 gray lilac

65 3;) red lilac

2' Rouletted 15%.

66 8p red violet

6‘? 3p gray lilac

68 3,0 red lilac

11. Ordinary white wove paper.

1° imperforate.

69 8;) red viola!

70 8; red lilac

prints from the originals.

2° Rouletted 15%.

71 3;) red violet

73 8p red lilac

111. yellowish wove paper.

1° Imperforate.

78 8; red’ violet

2° Rouletted 15

74 3) red violet‘

[t is very difiicult to distinguish these re

The color of the

originals is a cold bluish lilac without any

reddish tint, while the reprints have eithera

reddish or a grayish tint. The re‘orints are

either on thinner or on thicherpaper than the

originals, that is to say, the impression shows

very plainly on the back or reverse of the

stamp, or not at all, while in the originals the

impression showson the back, but not so clearly

as on the reprints.

July, 1871 to 1874.

Same type as corresponding values of pre

ceding issues. Typographed on white or

yellowish white wove paper. Printed in

Potchefstroom. Medium impression.

I. Thin white wove paper.

1° Imperforate.

75 1p red

76 3p lilac

77 3p gray lilac.

78 6p dull blue

79 6p indigo

80 6p ultramarine

81 rsh

Varieties:

a. Tile hé‘che.

82 6p dull blue

83 6p indigo

84 6p ultramarine

85 rsh green

b. Figure 1 in upper comers framed.

86 1p red

c. Rouletted 6%.

green

87 1p red

88 3p lilac

89 6p blue

90 15h green

2° Rouletted 15%,

91 1p red

92 3p lilac

g3 3p gray lilac

g4 6p blue

95 6p indigo

96 6p ultramarine

97 rsh green

Varieties .'

a. Tile héehe.

98 hp blue

99 6p indigo

10o op ultramarine

101 rsh green

b. Figure 1 in upper corners framed.

102 1p red
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II. Ordinary white wove paper.

1° Impert'orate.

r03 1p red

104 6p blue

105 (up dull blue

106 6p indigo

107 1sh green

Varieties:

a. Tilz-blch.

108 6p blue

109 6p dull blue

no 6p indigo

1r! 1sh green

b. Figure 1 in upper corners framed.

112 1p red

2° Rouletted 15%.

113 1p red _

114 6p ultramarine '

115 6p blue

116 6p indigo

117 lsh green

Varietiz: :

a. Tin bé'clzt.

118 6p ultramarine

119 6p blue

120 bp indigo

121 15h green

b. Figure 1 in corners framed.

122 1p red

c. Rouletted 6;4.

123 1p red

124 6p blue

125 rsh green

III. Yellowish white woveIpaper.

1° imperforate.

1 26 6p blue

Variety : TEte blah:

r 2 7 0p blue

2° Rouletted 15%.

1 28 6p blue

1 29 6p indigo

Van'zlin : TlteIbh/re.

1 30 bp blue

13 1 6p indigo

September, 1874.

Same type as preceding issue. Printed on

thin yellowish white wove papen] , Printed

in Natal ; fair im rcssion.

Perforated 12

132 1p vermilion red

133 1p carmine red

134 6p light blue

135 6p blue

136 6p indigo

Van'th'n:

a. Tit: bé‘clze.

137 6p light blue

138 6p blue

139 6p indigo

b. Impcrforate vertically.

14o 6p blue

October 1st, 1874.

Same type as issue of June 30th, 1871.

Typographed on thin white wove paper.

Printed in Mecklcnburg-Schwerin ; clear

impression.

Rouletted 15%.

14x 6p pale ultramarine

Reprinlr.

187

Tbin ‘whit: 10011: paper.

Roulztled 15%.

142 6; chalky blue

148 6) blue

1! is wry a'zjicull Io diriinguirlz lb: rtprinlr

from I11: originals. TM uriginal: are all

primed in pale ultramarine wfiilr Ill: "print:

'wlzzn natprinfcd in Ill: regular blue, are in a

dull tlmllzy or milky blue. Tbe paper of ill:

reprint: i: thinner and more transform! and

the imprerrian 1': generally more blurred,

npecially :a in flu/lag: and eagle.

I875.

Same type as preceding issue, the 6 penny

stamp being of the same type as the 1 penny.

Typographed on pelure paper. Printed in

Potchelstroom.

1° Impert'orate.

144 1p red

145 3p violet

I46 6p indigo

Variclin:

a. Téte biz/1:.

147 6p indigo

b. Pin perforated (unofiicial).

148 1p red

149 6p indigo

c. Rouletted 6%.

150 1p red

1 51 3p violet

152 6p indigo

2° Roulettcd 15 )4.

153 1p red

154 3p violet

155 6p indigo

Variety.‘ Tétc bl’rbc.

156 6p indigo

October 12th, 1876.

Same type as preceding issue, typographed

on thick hard white wove paper, slightly glaz

ed.

1° Imperforate.

r57 1p vermilion red

2° Rouletted 15%.

158 1p vermilion red

May (P) 1877.

Same type as preceding issue, typographed

on soft porous white wove paper.

1° imperforate.

I59 Ish green

Variety.- Tile bZ’c/u.

60 15h green
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2° Rouletted r5y.

r61 rsh green

Variety.‘ T51: biz/1e.

162 Ish green

BRITISH OCCUPANCY.

May to July, 1877.

Provisional issue.

A. 3 penny stamps of the 1875 issue (pelure

V. R.
h d' dpaper) surc arge in re TRANSVAAL.

  

ZAHLHEPUBLIEK

Imperforate.

163 go lilac, red surcharge

Varietie: .

a. Surcharge ‘printed on the back, instead

of on the face 0 the stamp.

I64 3p lilac, red surcharge

b. Rouletted 6%.

:65 3p lilac, red surcharge

B. Same type as preceding issue. Typo

graphed on soft porous white wove paper and

surcharged in red "v. a. TRANSVAAL."

r° Imperforate.

r66 3p lilac, red surcharge

I67 6p blue “ “

I68 6p dark blue " "

16g rsh green “ “

Varieties .‘

a. Rouletted 6%.

I70 3p lilac, red surcharge

:7! 6p blue “ “

17a Ish green" “

b. The first and second lines of the sur

charge 4%mm. wider apart.

I73 3p lilac, red surcharge

c. Surcharge inverted.

r74 6p blue, red surcharge

I75 Ish green “ “

d. Tit: bir/ze.

r76 6p blue, red surcharge

177 hp dark blue “ “

r78 Ish green " "

e, Diagonal half of Ish used as 6p.

:79 6p green. red surcharge (half of rsh)

f. Vertical half of Ish used as 6p.

r80 6p green, red surcharge (half of rsh)

2° Rouletted 15%.

I8: 3p lilac, red surcharge

182 6p blue “ “

I83 6p dark blue “ “

r84 Ish green " “

Varieh'e: .

a. Surcharge inverted.

I85 6p blue, red surcharge

r86 rsh green“ “

b. The Make.

:87 6p blue, red surcharge

I88 6p dark blue " "

I89 Ish green “ “

c. The first and second lines of the sur

charge 4%mm. wider apart.

I90 3p lilac, red surcharge

d. Diagonal half of 15h used as 6p.

I91.’ 6p green, red surcharge (half of Ish)

C. Same as B, but surcharged in black.

I. Pelure paper.

1' Imperforate.

r92 rp red, black surcharge

2° Rouletted 15%.

I93 1p red, black surcharge

II. Soft porous while wove paper.

I° Imperforate.

r94 rp red, black surcharge

195 3p lilac, " “

I96 6p blue " "

197 6p deep blue “ “

r98 Ish green " “

Varietier .'

a. Diagonal half of lsh used as 6p.

I99 6p green, black surcharge (half of rsh)

b. Surcharge inverted.

20o Ip red, black surcharge

zor 3p lilac " "

202 6p blue “ "

203 6p deep blue “ “

204 Ish green " "

c. Tit: bit/re.

205 6p blue, black surcharge

206 6p deep blue “ “

207 Ish green “ “

d. The first and second lines of the sur

charge 4Zmm. wider apart.

208 rp red, black surcharge

20g 6p blue “ “

2:0 6p deep blue " "

2! I rsh green ‘ ‘ "

e. Same as d, but Tile bh'fie.

M2 Gp blue, black surcharge

2r3 6p deep blue “ “

2x4 Ish green “ “

f. Same as d, but surcharge inverted.

215 6p blue, black surcharge

2K6 6p deep blue “ “

g. Double surcharge.

2r7 6p blue, black surcharge

h. Rouletted 6%.

218 Ip red, black surcharge

2x9 3p lilac “ “

220 Ish green " "

i. No period after TRANSVAAL.

221 rsh green, black surcharge

j. No period after R of v. R.

222 rp red, black surcharge

k. TRANSAAAL (with v inverted).

223 1p carmine red, black surcharge
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c. \Vithout surcharge.

256 6p blue on rose

d. Diagonal half of 6p used as 3p.

257 3p blue on rose, black surcharge

(hall of 6p)

e. Rouletted 6%.

258 6p blue on rose, black surcharge

2° Rouletted 15%.

259 6p blue on rose, black surcharge

V ariefie: .'

a. Téle Write.

260 6p blue on rose, black surcharge

b. Surcharge inverted.

261 6p blue on rose, black surcharge

October and December, 187 7.

Provisional issue.

Same types as the corresponding values 0f

the 1871 issue. Typographed on thick

colored wove paper and surcharged in black

V. R.

2° Rouletted 15%,

224 1p red, black surcharge

225 3p lilac “ “

226 6p blue “ "

227 1511 green " "

Varietie: .'

a. Surcharge inverted.

228 1p red, black surcharge

229 3p lilac " "

23o 6p blue " "

231 rsh green " "

b. Tile bZe/le.

232 6p blue, black surcharge

233 lsh green “ "

c. The first and second lines of the sur

charge “4mm. wider apart.

234 1p red, black surcharge

235 6p blue " “

236 Ish green “ “

d. Same as c, but tile bé'elze.

237 6p blue, black surcharge

23B uh green " "

III. Thick hard white wove paper.

1° lmperi'orate.

239 1p carmine red, black surcharge

240 1p vermilion red “ “

Varieties.

a. Surcharge inverted.

241 1p carmine red, black surcharge

242 Ip vermilion red " "

b. The first and second lines of the sur

charge 45mm. wider apart.

243 1p carmine red, black surcharge

244 Ip vermilion red “ "

c. Rouletted 6%.

245 Ip carmine red, black surcharge

d. No period after R of v. R.

246 1p carmine red, black surcharge

247 I]: vermilion red “ “

e. TRANSAAAL (v inverted).

248 1p carmine red, black surcharge

249 rp vermilion red " '

2° Rouletted 15%.

250 1p vermilion red, black surcharge

Varieh'er:

a. Surcharge inverted,

25: Ip vermilion red, black surcharge

b. The first and second lines of the sur

charge 4%mm. wider apart.

252 1p vermilion red, black surcharge

August 31st, 1877.

Provisional issue.

Same type as the 6 penny stamps of the

issue of 1875. Typogrsphed on thick

colored wove paper and surcharged in black

"v. R. TnANsvAAL," as in the preceding

issue.

1° Imperi'orate.

253 6p blue on rose, black surcharge

Van'etie: .

a. Tit: Make.

254 6p blue on rose, black surcharge

b. Surcharge inverted.

255 6p blue on rose, black surcharge

Transvaal

1° Imperforate.

262 1p red on blue, black surcharge

263 3p lilac on but? “ “

264 bp blue on green " "

Varieties .

a. Transvral (r instead of a)

265 rp red on blue, black surcharge

b. No period after v.

266 1p red on blue, black surcharge

c, No period after R.

267 1p red on blue, black surcharge

d. Surcharge inverted.

268 1p red on blue, black surcharge

269 3p lilac on bufl' ‘ ' "

27o 6p blue on green " "

e. Tit: bée/ze.

27: 6p blue on green, black surcharge '

f. Two periods between V R, and none

after I.

272 1p red on blue, black surcharge

273 3p blue on green " " u

g. Diagonal half of 6p stamp used as 3

pence.

274 3p blue on green, black surcharge

(half of 6p)

h. Rouletted 6%.

275 3p lilac on bufl', black surcharge

276 6p blue on green “ “

2° Rouletted 15%.

277 1p red on blue, black surcharge

278 3p lilac on bufi “ “

279 6p blue on green " "

Varietier.’

a. Transvral (r instead of a).

280 Ip red on blue, black surcharge

b. No period after v.

281 1p red on blue, black surcharge

c. No period after R.

282 1p red on blue, black surcharge
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f. Surcharge inverted.

312 bp blue on blue, black surcharge

g. Without surcharge.

313 6p blue on blue

h. Imperforate vertically.

314 6p blue on blue, black surcharge

i. Diagonal half of 6p used as 3 pence.

315 3p blue on blue, black surcharge

. (half of 6p)

April 15th and May 13th, 1878.

Provisional issue.

Same as preceding issue, but on 27 stamps

of the left pane the ," v. R." are in slanting

capitals (italics), instead of straight capitals.

V. R.

  

d. Surcharge inverted.

283 1p red on blue, black surcharge

284 3p lilac on buff " "

2% 6p blue on green “ ‘

e. 76!: béc/ze.

286 6p blue on green, black surcharge

f. Two periods betweenv and R, and none

after R.

287 1p red on blue, black surcharge

288 6p blue on green " “

g. Unsurcharged.

289 6p blue on green

h. Diagonal half of 6p stamp used as 3

pence.

290 3p blue on green, black surcharge

(half of 6p)

January 18th and March 22d, 1878.

Provisional issue.

Same type, paper, impression and sur

charge as preceding issue.

1° Imperforate.

291 1p red on orange, black surcharge

(January)

292 6p blue on blue " "

(March)

Varietin:

a. No period after v.

293 1p red on orange, black surcharge

b. No period after R.

294 1p red on orange, black surcharge

c. No period after either v or R.

295 1p red on orange, black surcharge

d. Two periods between v and R, but none

after a.

296 1p red on orange, black surcharge

297 6p blue on blue " “

e. Téte 636/12.

298 6p blue on blue, black surcharge

t'. Surcharge inverted.

299 6p blue on blue, black surcharge

g. Diagonal half of 6p used as 3 pence.

30o 3p blue on blue, black surcharge

(half of 6p)

h. Without surcharge.

301 6p blue on blue

i. Rouletted 6%.

302 1p red on orange, black surcharge

303 6p blue on blue “ “

2° Rouletted 15%.

304 1p red on orange, black surcharge

305 6p blue on blue “ “

Van'zlie: .'

a. No period after v.

306 1p red on orange, black surcharge

b. No period after R.

307 1p red on orange, black surcharge

c. No period after v or R.

308 1p red on orange, black surcharge

d. Two periods between vand R and none

after a.

309 1p red on orange, black surcharge

31o 6p blue on blue “ “

e. Tit: biz/re.

311 6p blue on blue, black surcharge

'l‘ransvaa!

1° Imperforate.

316 1p red on orange, black surcharge

(April 15th)

317 3p lilac on bull", black surcharge

(April 15th)

318 6p blue on blue, black surcharge

(May 13th)

Varieties:

a. No period after R.

319 1p red on orange, black surcharge

b. T512 Mills.

320 6p blue on blue, black surcharge

c. Surcharge inverted.

321 6p blue on blue, black surcharge

d. Rouletted 6%.

322 1p red on orange, black surcharge

323 3p lilac on buff " “

324 6p blue on blue “ "

e. Unsurcharged.

325 bp blue on blue

2° Rouletted 15%.

326 1p red on orange, black surcharge

327 3p lilac on bufi‘ " "

328 6p blue on blue “ "

Varitlier .

a. No period after R.

329 1p red on orange, black surcharge

l). Tif: 656/”.

330 6p blue on blue, black surcharge

c. Surcharge inverted.

331 6p blue on blue, black surcharge

August 26th to November 25th. 1878.

Typographed (portrait of Queen Victoria)

on grayish white wove paper. Size 18%}:

23%mm.

Perforated 14.

332 1p red brown (August 26th)
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333 3p claret (November 25th) _

334 4p olive green (August 26th)

335 6p slate (November 25th)

336 ISl‘l green (November 25th)

337 2sh blue “ "

April 18th, 1879.

Provisional issue.

Same type, paper, impression and sur

charge as provisional issue of April 15th,

I878.

A. Straight v. R.

1° Imperforate.

338 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

Varieties ,

a. Inverted surcharge.

33g 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

b. ‘Vithout surcharge.

34o 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

c. "Transvaal” above, "v. R." below.

341 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

d. Period after R inverted.

342 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

e. Periods after v and R inverted.

343 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

f. Rouletted 6%.

344 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

2° Rouletted 15y.

345 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

Van'elier :

a. Surcharge inverted.

346 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

b. Period after a inverted.

347 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

c. Periods after v and R inverted.

348 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

B. Slanting v. R.

1° Imperforate.

349 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

Van'elie: .'

a. Surcharge inverted.

35o 3p lilac on green, blaclr surcharge

b. "Transvaal" above and "v. R." below.

351 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

c. Rouletted 6%.

352 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

d. Pair, one with v. R. slanting and the

other with v. R. straight.

353 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

2° Rouletted 15%.

354 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

Varieties .'

a. Surcharge inverted.

355 3p lilac on green, black surcharge

April 22d, r879.

Provisional issue.

6 penny stamps of the issue of November

25th, I878, surcharged with new value in

black or red, There are seven types of this

surcharge, six of which we illustrate, the

'other one being onlya sub-variety of type II.

in which the curved end of the Y is missing.

I Penny 4 Penny 1 Penny

lPenny 1 kénny lBEllNY

VII

The following diagram shows how these

seven types were arranged on the sheet.

 

 

ziizlzlflzlrlrlrlr

;’_|2_|_2l_2_L_|§|2|4|4l4

5l5|5|5l5l5l5l5|5l5

7|7l7l'il7|6l<>Ifil6l61

Jfll_7l7|7l7l7l7l7l7i

7l7i7|7l7|7l1l7|7|7

Thusgiving:

4 stamps of type I

II “ " 2
2 H ‘l 3

3 z: "4
r0 “ 5
5 I‘ ll 6

25 ll ll 7

Perforated 14.

A. Black surcharge.

356 Ip on 6p slate, black surcharge,type I

357 KP on 6p slate “ " " z

358 1p on 6p slate “ “ “ 3

359 1p on 6p slate “ " “ 4

360 1p on 6p slate “ “ “ 5

36: 1p on 6p slate “ “ “ 6

362 rp on 6p slate “ " ‘ ‘ 7

Varieties .'

a. Surcharge inverted.

363 rp on 6p slate, black surcharge,type r

364 1p on 6p slate “ " " a

365 1p on 6p slate " " “ 3

366 rp on 6p slate " ' “ " 4

367 Ip on 6p slate “ “ " 5

368 rp on 6p slate “ " “ 6

369 1p on 6p slate ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ “ 7

b. Pair, one with surcharge type 4, and

the other without surcharge.

37o rp on 6p slate, black surcharge

B. Red surcharge.

37x rp on 6p slate, red surcharge, type r

372 rp on 6p slate “ " " 2

373 Ip on 6p slate “ " “ 3

374 1p on 6p slate " " “ 4

375 1p on 6p slate “ “ “ 5

376 Ip on 6p slate “ " " 6

377 1p on 6p slate “ " “ 7

Varielir: : Surcharge inverted.

378 1p on 6p slate, red surcharge, type I

379 1p on 6p slate " " “ 2

380 1p on 6p slate “ “ “ 3

38: 1p on 6p slate “ " “ 4

382 1p on 6p slate “ “ “ 5

383 1p on 6p slate " “ “ 6

384 lp on 6p slate " “ “ 7
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August 26th to September 5th, 1879.

Provisional issue.

Stamps of same type as provisional issue

of April and May, 1878, with v. R. in small

capitals close together. Typographed on

colored wove paper.

'V.-R.

Transvaal

1° Imperforate.

1p red on yellow, black surcharge

(August 26th)

Ip red on orange, black surcharge

(August 26th)

335

386

387 3pl1lac on green, black surcharge

(September 5th)

388 3p lilac on blue, black surcharge

(September 5th)

Varietier :

a.,Rouletted 6%.

389 1p red on yellow, black surcharge

39o 1p red on orange " "

391 3p lilac on green “ "

392 3p lilac on blue “ “

b. "Transvaal" with small capital T placed

above the line.

393 rp red on yellow, black surcharge

394 1p red on orange “ “

395 3p lilac on green “ “

396 3p lilac on blue “ "

c. Same as "b" rouletted 6%.

397 1p red on yellow, black surcharge

398 1p red on orange “ “

39g 3p lilac on green “ “

40o 3p lilac on blue “ “

2° Rouletted r554.

40! 1p red on yellow, black surcharge

402 1p red on orange “ "

403 3p lilac on green " “

404 3p lilac on blue " "

Variety: "Transvaal" with small capital

T placed above the line.

405 1p red on yellow, black surcharge

406 1p red on orange " "

407 3p lilac on green " "

408 3p lilac on blue “ ‘ ‘

1880.

Same type as issue of November, 1878.

Typographed on grayish white wove paper.

Perforated I4.

409 ){p vermilion

SECOND REPUBLIC.

August nth, I882.

Provisional issue.

4 penny stamps of the issue of August,

I878, surcharged in black EEN PENNY

Perforated 14.

410 rp on 4p olive green, black surcharge

Variety.- Surcharge inverted.

411: 1p on 4p olive green, black surcharge

February 20th to August 30th, 1883.

Same type as corresponding values of the

issue of July, 1871 to 1874. Typographed

on white or colored wove paper.

A. Colored wove paper.

1° Perforated 11%.

3p black on rose, (Feb. 20th)

2° Perforated I2.

412

4r 3 3p black on rose

3° Perforated rrMxr a.

4:4 3p black on rose

Variely: Diagonal half used in connection

with a 3p stamp to make the 4p rate.

415 rp black on rose (half of 3p)

B. White wove paper.

1° Perforated 11%.

4x6 rp black, (April 5th)

417 3p red, (May 7th)

418 rsh green, (Aug. 3d)

Variety.‘ Tfile hé’ehe.

419 rsh green

2° Perforated 12.

420 rp black

421 3p red

422 rsh green

Variety: Téle hie/u.

423 Ish green

3° Perforated 11%;:12.

424 1p black

425 3p red

426 Ish green

Varieties .'

a. TM heir/1e.

427 Xsh green

b. Imperforate.

428 rp black

c. Imperforate horizontally.

429 Ip black

(1. Imperforate vertically.

43o 1p black

431 SP red

e. Diagonal hall‘ of 3p used in connection

with 3p stamp to make the 4p rate.

432 Ip red (half of 3p)

t‘. Diagonal half of rsh stamp used as 6p.

433 6p green (half of Ish)

Reprints.

188

Perforated 12.

484 8) red

485 8) red on brig/1t 7058

The only way to u’irtinguirh the reprints

from the anlginab is by the imprerrz'on, ‘which

is generally heavier and more hlurred in the

original: than in !he reprinlr. The ro-m/Ied

reprint: of the one penny and one shilling

stamp: are merely eounterfez'tr, and what’ we

have said ahout [he .ro-mlled reprinir of the

firrt issue alro applier to these. 1V0 six penny

stamp: ofthz': irrue exist, all of those oflerm'

being counterfeit: of the some clar: or the

1;: and Irh referred to ohm-e.
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March, 1885.

T pographed on white wove paper.
r8y,yx22%mm.

Size

  

1° Perforated 12%.

436 %p gray

437 1p bright rose

438 3p violet

439 4p bronze green

440 6p blue

441 Ish green

2° Perforated 13.

4p bronze green

3" Perforated 13%.

44»2

443 %P any

  

  

444 4p bronze green

445 6p blue

446 rsh green

4° Perforated 11%x12.

447 3p violet

5° Perforated {2%)(12.

448 MP gray

449 rp red

450 3p violet

451 4p bronze green

452 6p blue

453 15h green

6° Perforated 13%xr3.

454 >41» any

455 4p bronze green

456 6p blue

457 rsh green

Varieties.‘

a. Diagonal half of three penny stamp

used in connection with another three penny

stamp to make up the 4p rate.

458 1p violet (half of 3)

b. Imperforate.

45g 6p blue

May and September, 1885,

Provisional issue.

A. Three penny and one shilling stamps

of the issue of May and August, 1883, sur

charged vertically in black " HALVE PENNY"

between two parallel lines.

I. Surcharge reading upwards.

1° Perforated 11%.

460 %p on 3p red, black surcharge (May

22nd)

461 %p on rsh green, black surcharge

(September 3rd)

Vart'e‘ly: Tit.- bit/Le.

462 %p on rsh green, black surcharge

2° Perforated 12.

463 %p on 3p red, black surcharge

3° Perforated 11%):12.

464 %p on Ish green, black surcharge

Van'rly .' T2!: biz/1!.

465 %p on lab green, black surcharge

II. Surcharge reading downwards.

1° Perforated 11%.

466 %p on 3p red, black surcharge

467 %p on rsh green, black surcharge

Variety .' Tit: 65:11:.

468 %p on ISh green, black surcharge

2° Perforated I2.

469 95p on 3p red, black surcharge

B. Six penny stamps of the issue of 1378

surcharged vertically in red “ TWEE PENCE——

Z. A. R." (in two lines) between two parallel

lines.

Perforated 14.

470 2p on 6p black, red surcharge

Varietiz: .'

a. Imperforate vertically.

471 2p on 6p black. red surcharge

b. Error-surcharged “ HALVE PENNY

z. A. R." and sold as twopenny stamps.

472 %p on 6p black, red surcharge

It is said that only 25 sheets were printed

with this surcharge, all of these having been

sold as twopenny stamps before the error was

discovered and corrected.

September 28th, 1885.

Provisional issue.

Three penny stamps of the issue of March,

1885, surchargeed in black vertically “HA'LVE

PENNY" between two parallel lines, the cur

charge reading downwards.

.m
)ljlZElf-EE

P 1 ~~PFI/EVI‘M Ek
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1° Perforated 11%x12.

473 %p on 3p violet, black surcharge

Varieties.‘

a. PRNNY, instead of PENNY.

474 }4p on 3p violet, black surcharge

b. Second N of PENNY inverted.

475 }4p on 3p violet, black surcharge

2° Perforated 12%x12.

476 ){p on 3p violet, black surcharge

November and December, 1885.

Same type, paper and impression as issue

of March, 1885.

1° Perforated 12%.

477 2p brown (November 2nd)

478 ash 6p yellow (December 2nd)

479 55h dark blue “

48o rosh red brown "

2° Perforated 12%:12.

481 2p brown

482 2sh 6p yellow

483 5511 dark blue

484 rosh red brown

January 15th, 1887.

Provisional issue.

Three penny stamps of the issue'of March,

1385, surcharged in black with new value

and the original value obliterated by a black

line. There are two types of this surcharge.

In type 1 the numeral 2 has a curved foot,

and in type 2 the numeral 2 has a straight

foot.

   

PgyrzE

I31‘
MR RrPuGgEuL 3

ER

  

  

1° Perforated 11%:12.

485 2p on 3p violet, black surch‘ge, type r

486 2p on 3p violet ‘ ‘ " 2

Variety .- Original value not barred.

487 2p on 3p violet, black surch'ge, type 1

488 2p on 3p violet " “ 2

2° Perforated 12%:112,

48g 2p on 3p violet, black surch'ge, type 1

490 2p on 3p violet “ " 2

Variety .' Original value not barred.

491 2p on 3p violet, black surch'ge, type 1

492 2p on 3p violet “ “ 2

3° Perforated 13x12.

493 2p on 3p violet, black surch'ge, type r

494 2p on 3p violet " “ 2

Variety: Original value not barred.

495 2p on 3p violet, black surch’ge, type 1

496 2p on 3p violet “ " 2

April 14th, 1887.

Same type, impression and paper as issue

of November and December, 1885.

1° Perforated 12%.

2p olive yellow

2° Perforated 12%x12.

498 2p olive yellow

March 14th, 1889.

Same type, paper and impression as pre

ceding issue.

Perforated 12%.

499 £5 grew

January 2nd, 1893.

Provisional issue.

One shilling stamps of the issue of March,

1885, surcharged horizontally in black

n ]

h2g3.- between two parallel lines 13 mm.

apart.

497

  

Perforated 12%.

500 2%p on Ish green, black surcharge

P arietier:

a. Surcharge inverted.

501 2%p on rsh green, black surcharge

b. Fractional line misplaced (2 I12)

502 2%[3 on Ish green, black surcharge

c. One bar below, none above me sur

charge.

503 25p on Ish green. black surcharge

d. Two bars below, none above the sur

charge.

504 2%p on Ish green, black surcharge

e. The two bars 14mm. apart.

505 2%p on rsh green, black surcharge

f. Surcharge inverted and the bars 14mm.

apart.

506 2%}: on rsh green, black surcharge

January 26th, 1893.

Provisional issue.

Sixpenny stamps of the issue of March,

1885, surcharged in the same way as the

preceding issue, “1 Penny" between two

parallel bars 13mm. apart.

Perforated 12%.

507 1p on 6p blue, black surcharge

Varieties :

a. Pair, one without surcharge.

508 1p on 6p blue, black surcharge

b. Bottom line of surcharge only.

509 6p blue, black surcharge

c. No line above the value.

510 1p on 6p blue, black surcharge
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Ill-C(rrarnrr Ill

  

Perforated 12%.

526 2%p on rsh green, black surcharge

Varieties.

a. Surcharge inverted.

527 mp on 15h green, black surcharge

b. Bars 14mm. apart.

528 2%p on 1sh green, black surcharge

c. Surcharge inverted and bars 14mm apart.

529 2%p on lsh green, black surcharge

July 2nd, 1893.

Provisional issue.

Same as provisional issue of May 27th,

1893, but surcharged in black.

Perforated 12%.

530 %p on 2p olive yellow, black sur

charge

Varielier:

a. Surcharge inverted.

531 )ép on 2p olive yellow, black sur

charge

b. Bars 14mm. apart.

532 %p on 2p olive yellow, black sar

charge

c. Surcharge inverted and bars 14 mm,

apart.

533 ){p on 2p olive yellow, black sur

charge

August 19th, 1893.

Same type, impression and paper as reg

ular issue of March, 1889.

  

Perforated 12V.

534 3%P 1MP1°

d. No line above and two lines below the

value.

511 1p on 6p blue, black surcharge

e. One line above and no line below the

value.

512 1p on 6p blue, black surcharge

f. Two lines above and none below the

value.

513 1p on 6p blue, black surcharge

g. Distance between the bars, 14mm.

514 1p on 6p blue, black surcharge

h. Double surcharge.

515 1x1p on 6p blue, black surcharge

i. Surcharge inverted.

516 1p on 6p blue, black surcharge

k. Surcharge inverted and bars 14mm.

apart. '

517 1p on 6p blue, black surcharge

1. Same as i, but without bar below value.

518 1p on 6p blue, black surcharge

m. Same as i, but without bar below value

and two bars above.

519 1p on 6p blue, black surcharge

May 27th, 1893.

Provisional issue.

Twopenny stamps of the issue of April

14th, 1887, surcharged in red “ Halve

Penny " in two horizontal lines between two

parallel lines 13mm. apart.

_l° |

Perforated 12%.

520 %p on 2p olive yellow, red surcharge

Van'ztz'e: .'

a. Surcharge inverted.

521 %p on 2p olive yellow, red surcharge

b. Bars 14mm. apart.

522 Mp on 2p olive yellow, red surcharge

c. Surcharge inverted and bars 14mm.

apart.

523 %p on 2p olive yellow, red surcharge

d. Same as a, but without bar below value.

524 %p on 2p olive yellow, red surcharge

e. Same as a, but with two bars above

value.

525 %p on 2p olive yellow, red surcharge

June 24th, 1893.

Provisional issue.

One shilling stamps of the issue of March,

1885, surcharged in black “ 2%-Pence" in

two horizontal lines between two parallel

barsF 13mm. apart.

1894.

Typographed on white wove paper. The

prairie wagon has two shafts. Size 18%:122

mm.

Perforated 12%.

535 %P g"?

536 1p red

537 2p olive yellow

538 6p light blue

539 1sh green
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Beginning of 1895.

Same type, impression and paper as pre

ceding issue, but the fprairie wagon has a

pole instead of two sha ts.

540 %P any

  

  

541 1p red

542 2p olive yellow

543 3p violet

s44 4p Slate

545 rsh yellow green

August, I895.

Provisional issue.

1. One shilling stamps of the preceding

issue (prairie wagon with pole) surcharged in

black “Halve-Penny" and original value

obliterated by two red lines.

Perforated 12%.

546 %p on rsh green, red surcharge

Varien'e: :

2. Upper bar composed of three pieces.

547 %p on rsh green, red surcharge

b. Surcharge inverted.

548 %p on rsh green, red surcharge

c. "Pennij" instead of “Penny."

549 %p on Ish green, red surcharge

II. Twopence halfpenny stamps of the

issue of August 19th, 1893, surcharged in

green “1d." (italics) and original value

obliterated by a thick green bar.

Perforated 12V.

550 Ip on 2%p purple, green surcharge

Varieties:

a. Surcharge inverted.

55 I rp on 2%p purple, green surcharge

b. Surcharge sideways.

5 52 Ip on 2%p purple, green surcharge

c. Surcharged on back of stamp.

553 1p on 2%p purple, green surcharge

III. Current revenue stamps surcharged in

green “POSTZEGEL."

  

Perforated II y.

554 6p red, green surcharge

September, 1895.

Celebration issue.

Issue to celebrate the reduction of the in

land postage to one penny.

Typographed on white wove paper. The

inscription in the upper label reads “anasrr:

PENNY ros-rvaavoaa " (First penny post).

Size 24x22%mn1.

  

Perforated 1 rK .

555 rp red

REVENUES USED FOR POSTAGE.

1882-84.

Engraved (portrait of Queen Victoria) on

grayish white wove paperv

  

Perforated 14.

7o: rp green

702 6p red

703 rsh blue

704 rsh 6p olive green

705 2sh brown violet

706 2sh 6p vermilion

707 55h green
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ENEVLOPES.

Tresses.  

AY

April, 1872.

Stamp same type as adhesive of corres

ponding value and date. Typographed in

upper right corner on white laid paper.

 

Grosrz'sdz‘fg

\Y- .'

  

Z AFR REPUBLIQ

Tress AY.

Size 14ox83mm.

801 op milky blue

January, 1874.

Stamp of the same type as the threepenny

adhesive of the issue of 1871, but with the

numerals in the upper corners changed to 6

and the word "DRIE" in the side labels

changed to " ZES " in colored letters on white

ground. Stamp typographed in upper right

corner on white laid paper.

Posrzrott [ill

  

I. Tress MI.

1' Size, 124x76mm,

6p blue

2° Size, 144x8ornm.

803 6p blue

II. Tress AZ. -

10 Size, I24x76rnm.

802

  

804 6p blue

2° Size, r44x8omm.

805 6p blue

III. Tress ma.

1" Size, 1241176111111.

806 6p blue

2° Size, 144x8omm.

807 6p blue

OOUNTERFEITS.

We do not know of any good forgeries of

the stamps of the South African Republic,

except those already described and which for

a long time were considered as reprints.

The surcharge on the first provisional

issues has been extensively forged, especially

that with “TRANSVAAL" spelt in capitals.

However, the genuine stam s with three

exceptions are printed on a so I porous wove

paper, which was never used for the unsur

charged stamps, the 1 shilling of the issue of

May, 1877 excepted; however, as this un

surcharged shilling stamp is very rare, the

chances of it existing with a forged surcharge

are very small.

The three exceptions referred to are the

1 penny on hard white wove paper, of the

issue of October, 1876, and the 1 penny and

3 pence on pelure paper of the 1875 issue,

and great care should be exercised in the

purchase of these; for the purpose of assist

ing our readers in the identification of these

we give here the measurements of the genu

ine surcharge :

The first line of the surcharge, "V. R." is

8 mm. wide, including the period. The

second line, "TRANSVAAL," is 17 mm. wide

without period, and the letters 2 mm. high.

The height of the two lines together is 13%

mm. and the distance between the top and

the bottom lines is 8% mm. The distance

between the T and R of " TRANSVAAI." is 1%

mm. This is quite important, as most of the

forgeries seen by us have the T and R much

closer than on the genuine.

The subsequent provisional issues having

been printed on colored paper, no forged

surcharge exists, except on forged stamps,

the test of which has been described else

where. Of the other issues we do not know

of any good forgeries, with the exception of

the surcharged one penny on the six penny

Queens head, the forgeries of this sur

charge seen by us are rather poor and easily

recognized.

The envelopes of the first issue were also

counterfeited by the Gustrow printer; but

these are easily distinguished as the test

given for the adhesives, applies to the en

velopes as well.

The above cuts represent two faltes which

for a long time were catalogued and ac

cepted as bona fide envelopes; these exist

on various papers and in different sizes;

these are fancy products made by Jeppe

the postmaster and his successors and are

absolutely of no philatelic value.

Revenue stamps from which the fiscal can

cellation has been removed and replaced by

either a forged cancellation or by one obtained

by favor, are plentiful and collectors should

be specially cautious in buying these.
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soUTH AFRICAN- REPUBLIC

 

A NEW VARIETY.

 

BY JOHN N. LUFF.

 

  

I must admit that I do not approach this subject with entire confidence.

The country presents such difficulties to the student, and the mass of forgeries

and reprints is so vast and confusing, that most of us have felt the task of

collecting its stamps too great and have passed it by. In many things it is

yet an unknown land and the roads are hard to follow, despite the guide

posts left by such courageous and successful explorers as Messrs. Tamsen,

Nankivell, Pearce and others. To the first named gentleman, collectors of

the stamps of this country owe a debt of gratitude for his labors and their

results, as embodied in the valuable series of papers he has published. I am

largely indebted to those papers for dates and other information which I

shall quote.

In studying the stamps of the South African Republic I have recently

noticed a variety which I do not find mentioned by any writer on this 'sub

ject, though I have searched carefully through files of the leading philatelic

journals.* It has seemed to me that this variety is of considerable interest

and that it may possibly lead to the settlement of a vexed point in regard to

the early issues of the country. Since it has remained unmentioned, it may

have escaped notice and be of some degree of rarity. It is found on the one

penny stamps and consists in an extra frame line around the numerals in

the upper c‘orners, within the regular frame lines of the corner squares. It

is not in any way due to misprinting but is a distinct frame around each

numeral.

I am at a loss for explanation of this variety. It must result from a

variation in one of the plates, as originally made, or from repairing an injury.

Mr. Tamsen says the plates are composed of electrotypes fastened to a

block of wood. It is possible the maker tried the addition of this frame in

the corners of a stamp or two and then abandoned it, as not being satisfactory.

It could scarcely have been added to the six penny stamps with success. I

do not regard this theory as being at all probable. It seems more reasonable

to suppose some injury to one of the electrotypes caused part of the frame

and the rest was added, as well as the corresponding frame in the

opposite corner, for symmetry. I have some evidence of this in a stamp

which shows an extra white line below the “ r " in the upper right corner

and suggests a crack in the electrotype. Whatev-er may be the cause of the

variety, it is sufficiently scarce to make me think it occurs on only one of the

two plates and probably only once on the plate. It seems strange that so
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keen an observer as Mr. Tamsen and the owner of so large a collection,

should not have noticed this variety or thought it worthy of record. Writing

of the plates Mr. Tamsen says: “ The 1d plate has no errors." It is

possible, however, that he referred to such prominent errors as téte béche

stamps, since he had just previously described such stamps on the plates,of

the 6 penny and r shilling and called them “ errors."

I have seen but two copies of this stamp, one in intense black on

moderately thin, very white paper and the other in dull red on thick, hard,

white paper. Both are rouletted and both cancelled with the defacing mark

of four concentric circles, which was used in all the ofiices from May 1st,

1870, to about Oct. 1st, 1874, and even after that date in the Potchefstroom

office. The cancelling ink is a dull gray black.

From Mr. Tamsen's articles I take the following data in regard to the

one penny stamps of the first Republic.

Printed by A. Otto, Gustrow, Mecklenburg-Schwerin,

a Sept. 1, 1869 to March 30, I870 4800, red, rouletted.

Printed at Pretoria, by M. J. Viljoen, Treasurer-General.

b April 4, 1870, 6.840, carmine red, imperf.

a April 27, 1870, 4.280 “ roul. and imperf.(?)

d May 10, 1870, 4.320 “

e July 4, 1870, 7.760

Printed at Potchefstroom by J. P. Borrius.

f Sept. 28, 1870, 24.000, black, roul. and imperf.

g June 27, 1872, 14.000, black or red, roul. and imperf.

11 July 5, 1872, 10.520 “ “ “

1' Jan. 9, 1873, 1.200

j May 8, 1873, 2.800

k Apl. 21,1874, 12,960

Printed in Natal by P. Davis & Son.

1 Sept. —— 1874, 24.120, red, Perf. 12%.

Printed in Potchefstroom by the Stamp Commission.

1!: April 29, 1875, 24.000, red, roul.(?) and imperf.

n Sept. 30, 1875, 24.000 “

0 Feb. 29, 1876, 33.080

p Oct. :2, 1876, 35.680

The only printer who used black ink was Borrius, therefore my copy of

the variety printed in black must belong to lots f, g, ll, 1', j 0r k. Mr.

Tamsen is very positive some of these lots were printed in red but, until

further evidence is available, we will have to be content with locating the

black stamp among the Borrius printings. The variety in red is more

difficult to place. It has neither the color nor workmanship which distinguish

lots a, b, a, a’ and e. It cannot be lotf, because that was positively printed

in black, nor lot 1, since that was perforated. It differs both in paper and

color from the majority of copies known to have been printed by the Stamp

Commission and it has the general appearance of Borrius’ work. I feel

satisfied it belongs to one of his printings but I cannot prove it. Were it

not for the unfortunate exception of the Potchefstroom ofiice from the

general change of cancelling stamps in 1874, the cancellation on this copy

would locate it among the Borrius printing and settle the vexed question

of the use of red ink by him I hope some collector of these stamps will be

able to give us more positive information as to this variety.

H ‘I

u H I‘

A I U H

‘i U I‘

I‘

* N0te.—Since this article was sent to the printer I have found the variety listed in

Millington's Stamps oft/1e British Empz'n.
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CUBA’S POST OFFICE OPEN.

 

From file New York Sun.

The postal system, which has been perfected by the Cuban insurgents

on the island and the Junta in this city, commenced operating yesterday.

The stamps of the Cuban republic were put on sale in several places which

have been designated by the Junta as postal stations, of which there are

many in Florida, where many Cubans live. Station No. I is at the office

of the Cuban paper El Porzzmz'r, and a number of stamps, which are of

two, five, ten and twenty-five cent denominations, were sold there, and also

at the offices of the Junta, in this city.

Senor Octavas Zayas is the Postmaster in this city. The letters he

receives are stamped, and the stamps cancelled, with implements which

haved been made for that purpose. Then the letters are sent to Cuba

through channels which are known only to the Junta. When the letters

arrive in Cuba they are stamped again and delivered to the proper persons.

The stamps will be returned to the Postmasters in the different cities whence

the letters came, to be sold to stamp collectors. The Junta are certain that

they can carry out their plans, and deliver safely all letters intrusted to their

care, whereas, now almost all letters received on the island are opened by

the Spanish authorities, and many are confiscated.

THE NEW FRENCH STAMP

Ezlzo de‘ la Tz'mbrologie.

 

  

Here it is at last, just as it came from the pencil of Grasset after eight

months of persistent labor, during which the great artist placed his work

on the frame twenty times. As an eminent critic has rightly observed,

this considerable effort is not very evident; but is it not the peculiarity of

perfect works of art-in architecture, in music, or in any thing else-to dis

simulate under the appearance of an extreme facility those combinations

which have cost the most work to those who have created them.

As represented in 'the sketch which we have the pleasure of presenting

to our readers, our new stamp will represent, not the joyous republic in a

phrygian cap which we had been led to expect, but 2. France barehead, laurel

wreathed, three quarter face, with one hand resting on a sheathed sword

and the other holding the symbolic olive branch of peace. Overhead a

bandrol bears the inscription: “Postes;" another below the body, which is

cut off at the waist, contains the inscription: “République Francaise." The

figure representing the value of the stamp is in a label placed in the upper

right hand corner. In the back ground are the fasces of the lictors crowned

with the phrygian cap and surrounded by alaurel wreath. The ensemble

is harmonious and of an altogether novel appearance.
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Our illustration gives only the sketch of the outline; imperfect as it is, we

have published it at once, because it will give our readers a pretty good idea

of the stamp which has been expected for so long, but we must supplement

it by a few explanations. It is a cameo in which three colors are arranged

with a masterly hand: a deep tone‘for the background and the outline, a

shaded half tone which colors and fills out certain parts of the composition,

and lastly, the white spaces giving light to the hands and the prominent parts

of the face, thus showing animation and life.

Two successive printings make the little engraving perfect: one for

the deep shade and one for the light shade. That bright curly hair

which you see on the proud young head imagined by the artist will be in the

half tone, which will also appear in the plates of the cuirasse and in the folds

of the dress which covers it. This tint will also be used to give a discreet

second place to the governmental emblems which cannot be left out but

which it is useless to call special attention to.

In spite of the great care taken in the engraving, the cost of the machines

andlthe double impression, the cost of the new stamps will be ‘only twenty

four centimes per thousand, whereas foreign countries which employ steel

engraving do not expend less than from fifty to seventy-five centimes. But

our stamp will be none the less superior to the others, for it is a work of art,

of new conception and style, of great character and, moreover, a genuine

engraving, a painter's engraving.

The foreign stamps and those which we ourselves have had so far have

been almost exclusively engraved medals on paper. They did not have the

richness and suppleness of tone that Grasset’s stamp will present, and in

their composition they followed rather the laws which obtain in engraving

precious stones—perfectly applicable to coins-than those of print engraving ,

to which it seems to us that the stamp is more properly allied.

It remains to us only to hope that the period of execution will not be

so long as the preparatory period, and that we may soon be able to send

the £2110 to all our subscribers prepaid with the new French stamp.

THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT or THE coRnrsPonorncr

CARD.

BY JULES Bouv‘az.

(Conlinuea' from page 68.)

The introduction of the correspondence card in all the civilized

countries was certainly, after the invention of the postage stamp, the greatest

progress realized in the postal service.

In countries where the correspondence card was admitted, there was at

first no limit as to the form and value of the object. Among the various

countries there were notable differences, the form varying between r2% and

15 centimeters in length and between 7% and 9% centimeters in width.

The smallest cards were those issued in Austria. the largest were those of

Germany. Austria, however, which had taken the initiative in the intro

duction of this article, was not long in increasing the size of her cards. The

stamp for prepayment, usually placed in the upper right corner, was placed

in the left corner in Switzerland and Italy. Only one country—Spain

—placed the stamp in the center of the upper part. As to the value of the

printed stamp, it represented only the rate for internal circulation ; the
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transmission abroad was not authorized until later, and as a special arrange

ment between the various states.

We will add that everywhere the rate adopted for interior circulation

was half the ordinary letter rate. We must, however, except the United

States of America, where the card cost only one third of the ordinary letter

rate, and France, where the card rate was three fifths of the ordinary letter

rate.

Contrary to what might have been supposed. the introduction of the

corresponding card did not cause the number of letters to decrease-quite

the reverse. From statistics kept in the various countries, it appears that

the co-existence of letters and cards was everywhere most favorable to

the receipts.

The first postal congress, held at Berne from September 15th to October

9th, 1874, was to give the correspondence card a new and very considerable

extension. The members of this congress, having appreciated the enormous

success obtained everywhere by the correspondence card, and considering

the important services that it would be called on to render in international

exchanges, in which commercial and industrial relations play the principal

part and are of much more importance than family relations, at once agreed

unanimously to authorize its circulation in the countries of the Union.

Prepayment was rendered obligatory and the rate fixed at half that of

the prepaid letter, with the right to round off fractions. From the 1st of

July, 1875, the date of the putting in force of the postal treaty of Berne, the

international correspondence card was at last able to circulate in the coun

tries forming the General Postal Union. These countries were then :

Germany, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Denmark, Egypt, Spain, United States

of America, France, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, Luxemburg, Norway, the

Netherlands, Portugal, Roumania, Russia, Servia, Sweden, Switzerland and

Turkey.

These grand results and the growing needs of business transactions

soon led to a fresh innovation to the honor of which Germany can this time

lay claim. We refer to the creation of the correspondence card with paid

reply which was introduced into Germany with the rate of r silber-groschen,

on January rst, 1872. Adopted shortly afterwards by Bavaria, Belgium,

Luxemburg, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden and Wurtemberg, it finally

obtained a considerable extension on the occasion of the postal congress

which met at Paris in the month of May, 1878.

This new postal value admitted of the transmission to the addressee of

a form for the reply, prepaid, on which the sehder could even write his

address (on the part reserved for the reply), which would give him the

assurance that the address would be correct and that the card could not be

sent anywhere else.

The congress of Paris decided that the term Postal Card should be

substituted for that of Correspondence Card, used up to that time, and that

in addition to the single cards, postal cards with replies paid should be

admitted to exchange in the various countries of the Union. This exchange

took place on the following terms :

1°. The two parts of the postal cards with reply paid were to be rated

the same as the single cards of the same origin.

2°. Each was to be furnished with the postage stamp-fixed 0r adhesive

—for the amount of this rate, which was to be retained by the issuing office.

3°. They could not be charged with any expenses for the benefit of

the corresponding office.
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4 .

to them.

Furthermore, it was decided :

1°. That the postal cards circulating in the Union should not exceed the

following dimensions : Length, 14 centimeters ; Width, 9 centimeters.

° That, as far as possible, postal cards issued specially in view of their

The arrangements governing single cards will be entirely applicable

2 .

circulation in the Union should have a fixed stamp and the title “ Union

Postale Universelle " followed by the name of the issuing country. This

title, if not already in French, should be reproduced in that language.

3°. That it should be forbidden to attach any article whatever to

postal cards.

This decision was received everywhere with great satisfaction, and it

was soon perceived that the public everywhere availed themselves of these

new advantages.

The details given in the following table will show the importance

acquired in a period of ten years by the circulation of single and reply cards

in the countries of the Postal Union, which includes from the very beginning,

in 1875, an extent of more than forty millions of kilometers and was bounded,

one may say, only by the limits of civilization itself.

As nothing speaks more eloquently than figures, we would call special

attention to the figures contained in the 2d and 5th columns of the table

which is drawn from the general statistics published by the International

Ofl'ice in Berne.

Number of postal cards sent

 

During the year 1875. During the year 1885.

Cards with Cards with

Single cards reply cards Single cards reply cards.

Germany 61 $4,981 625,875 “9,331,480 1,504,500

Austria-Hungary 26,689,991 ——— 79,906,374

Belgium 7,688,000 65,600 24.906855 lows:

Brazil *-_-— _ 629,370

Chili — * 440,414 l7,417

Denmark —— _— 675,960 3,769

5. Domingo ———— ——_ 244 ———~

Egypt —— —— 2 | 2,000 9,700

United States 107,61 3.000 —-—— —— ———

France & Colonies —— ——— 33,728,940 126,032

Great Britain & Colonies —— ——_ |7|,3o5,oo6 __

Greece —— —— 136,624 2,076

Hayti .— -—— 1,10: -_-__

Italy 8,598,732 1,300,338 31-00s,417 2,515,681

Japan _—'— ——‘ 40' '831737 __

Luxemburg 8 I, 132 —-— 494,489 8. 979

Norway _ —— '_— ‘1061781 9:673

Netherlands 8: Colonies 7,685,074 79,496 2|,6o7,263 |9:,49r

Portugal — —-— 2,243,461 3, I34

Roumania I01 252 1,495,026 __

Russia l,4I9,094 _— ' ‘6151979 '__

Siam —— —-—— 4,187 ——

Sweden 51,400 21400 3,752,953 73,164

Switzerland 4,80! 1432 55,050 ‘1,330,253 93, I98

Uruguay —— —— 151573 ——

* The dashes in the columns indicate that statistics are lacking.

On March 21st, 1885, the rules signed at Lisbon, on the occasion of a

new postal congress, defined more precisely still the conditions of circulation

of postal cards in the countries of the Union. It wat decided first of all that

the countries which signed the treaty should not be bound to issue cards
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with reply paid, but that they would assume the obligation to return the

reply cards sent from other countries of the Union. By article XI, the

decisions of the treaty of Paris were supplemented as follows :

1°. The obverse of the postal cards should be reserved for the address

of the addressee, but the sender could add his name and address by means

of a stamp or other typographical process.

2°. As far as possible, the cards issued specially with a view to circulat

ing in the Union should bear on the obverse. in French, or with a sublinear

translation in that language, the following title :

“ Postal Card

“Universal Postal Union.

"(The address only to be written on this side)"

3°. The postage stamp representing the prepayment should appear in

one of the upper angles of the obverse, and the same will apply to any

Supplementary stamp which may be added.

4°. As a general rule, postal cards with reply paid should have on the

obverse, as a printed title on first part :

“ Postal Card with Reply Paid."

Each of the two parts should fulfil all the other conditions required for

single postal cards ; they should be folded one over the other and may not

be closed in any way whatever.

5“. The sender of a postal card with reply paid may write his name and

address on the obverse of the reply part. The reply portion can be sent

back only to the country from which it came; in any other case it would

not be sent at all.

6“. Postal cards, both single .and with reply paid, of private manu

facture would be admitted to international circulation, provided the legis

lation of the country in which they originated permitted this and that they

were comformable, at least in so far as the dimensions and thickness of the

paper are concerned, to the postal cards issued by the post office of the

country in which they originated.

The last postal congress, which was held at Vienna, on July 4th, r891,

did not make any very marked alterations in the decisions already come to.

While maintaining the previous arrangements, the plenipotentiaries of the

governments of the countries represented at this new congress decided that

the prepayment should be optional and that the irregular postal cards

should be taxed as letters, and that, moreover, vignettes or advertisements

could be printed only on the reverse of postal cards of the international

service.

All these decisions, which gave new advantages to the public in the

different states, resulted in giving a fresh and mighty impulse to the postal

card and in increasing considerably the exchange among all the countries

of the Postal Union. To-day, the results obtained are such that we may say

that the postal card, singly and reply, by the character of universality which

belongs to it, has conquered the world.

 

UNITED STATES GRILLED sTAMPs.

 

BY JOSEPH B. Lanvv.

I have been much interested in recent articles and discussions on this

subject and think the accompanying list may prove of interest to the readers
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of the AMERICAN JOURNAL or PHILATELY. I have made these stamps an’

especial study and can, perhaps, furnish some information not generally

known.

The 3c 1868 exists with grill measuring 13xr6%mm., but the points are

17 rows horizontally by 21 rows vertically, and not 16 rows horizontally by

19 rows vertically as was noted in some doubtful ones lately reported. The

original also exists with exactly the same number of points as the doubtful,

but its measurements are r2%xr5%mm. Particular attention was paid to

the grilling of this issue, and whenever the grill showed signs of wear at the

edges, the outer row or rows of points, as the case might he, were cut away.

I have eight copies of the stamp in my collection, showing as many varieties

of the grill, which ranges all the way from the full grill I3x16%mm.,

mentioned aboveI down to one measuring r2xr4%mm., and showing 15 rows

of points horizontally by 18 rows vertically. The second stamp I note with

points down is from a new grill, on which the points are a trifle closer

together, and shows I5 rows horizontally by 19 rows vertically, measuring

11 %xr4}/zmm. You will notice the last one mentioned with points up, has

the same number of points horizontally, but measures %mm., more, while it

has one point less vertically but measures the same. The next ‘variety with

points down which I find is the one you catalogue as 12xr4mm . but which I

make I l%xr4mm.; it appears on both the 2c and 3c stamps and shows [5X18

rows of points. From this down there are many varieties which it is not

necessary to mention here.

In regard to the 1870 issue, you say in the February JOURNAL that no

genuine specimen is known with grill measuring 9x1 2mm. This I must

contradict, as I have a 900 showing that grill, which I know beyond doubt

to be genuine. I have also seen the re with same grill, but in each case the

points are 12xr5 rows, and not r1xt4 rows as noted in the counterfeits. I

have quite a few varieties of this issue in the ac and 3c values, but have

never found one showing 11x14 rows of points, the nearest I have come to

that being nxrg rows of points, which is the 8%x1o%grill.

‘ Of the grills mentioned in the following list those of the 1868 and 1869

issues are all in my own collection, except the 3 cent with points down.

The 1870 list is made up from specimens in my collection and those

noted in the collections of others. I have not paid the attention to this issue

that I have to those which preceded it.

1868.

GRILL POINTS UP.

30 grill covering entire stamp, grill measures r3xr2% points to the 10 mm.
I \l l‘ l‘C‘ ‘i 5

3c “ 16x21 rows of points, measuring 12 %xr6}é mm.

3c “ 17x20 “ “ 13x16 “

3c “ 16x20 " “ 12%)(16 “

3c :1 11w ‘.2 :1 Ma ::
3c “ 16x19 “ “ r2%xr5% “

3c r7xl8 r3xr4%

3c “ 16x18 “ " 12%x|4% “

H3c 15x18 “ “ lzxr4l/é “
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3c

30

30

2c

30

10

20

3c

:20

10

2c

30

10c

12c

150

1c

20

30

10c

12c

150

10

3c

100

3c

30

2c

30

12c

150

10

2c

30

50

10c

12c

15c

24c

30c

900

1c

20

30

50

10c

12c

24c

30c

30

3c

20

3c

grill 17x19 rows

6‘

66

6!

66

6‘

66

B Q

66

‘6

‘6

a A

A K

A -

6‘

66

6‘

A .~

66

‘6

66

66

66

66

‘6

66

66

66

66

66

66

15x19 “

15x18 “

6‘ 66

15x17 “

14x18 “

66 66

6‘ ‘6

‘6 ‘6

14x17 “

06 ‘6

6‘ 66

66 ‘6

66 66

‘6 66

14x16 “
66 66

6‘ 66

66 ‘6

6‘ 66

‘6 ‘6

14x15 “
66 66

66 66

13x17 “

13x16 “

12x18 “

66 66

66 66

66 66

12x17 “
6‘ 66

6‘ 66

66 ‘6

66 ‘6

66 66

66 6‘

66 66

6‘ 6‘

‘6 66

12x16 “

66 66

66 ‘6

66 66

66 66

66 66

66 66

u 66

12x15 x

11x17

11x16 “

‘6 66

1868.

GRILL POINTS DOWN.

66

66

6‘

66

66

66

6‘

66

‘6

6‘

66

‘6

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

‘6

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

‘6

66

66

‘6

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

‘6

66

6‘

66

of points, measuring 13x15%
‘6

11}6x14}é

1!}6X14
66

11}6x13}é

11x14

6‘

6‘

‘6

11x13}6
66

66

66

66

66

11x13

66

66

66

6‘

IIXIZ

‘1

roxr3}é

10x13

9X14
6‘

‘6

913196

6‘

66

66

66

66

9x13

6‘

mm.

mm.

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

(6

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66

66
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I869.

GRILL POINTS Down.

1c grill 12x12 rows of points, measuring 9x9)‘ mm.

2C 6‘ “ “ “ “ 0‘

3c M i‘ “ “ “ 66

6c “ “ “ “ “ “

“ “ “ “ “ “

“ “ “ “ I‘ “

(6 5‘ “ “ “ “

6‘ “ “ “ ‘6 “

24c u u u u u u

‘6 “ “ ‘C “ ‘6

“ “ “ i “ “ “

1c “ 12x1 I “ ‘: 9x9 “
“ “ “ 6 “ “

:2 ‘6 l‘ “ “ ‘l ‘‘

6C 6‘ “ 6‘ “ “ “

“ “ 6‘ “ “ “

“ ‘6 ‘6 “ ‘- I‘

“ “ “ “ “ “

6‘ “ 66 l‘ “ “

“ 6‘ 66 t‘ “ “

6‘ ‘6 “ ‘6 6‘ 6‘

“ “ ‘6 “ “ “

10c “ I rxrr “ 8%)(9 “
“ 66 “ ‘6 “

1870.

GRILL POINTS DOWN.

1c grill 10x10 rows of points, measuring 8x8 mm.

2c ‘6 “ “ 6‘ “ “

1c “ 10x12 “ “ 8x10 “

2C “ 66 ‘6 “ “ “

3C “ “ ‘6 “ “ ‘‘

3c “ 10x13 “ “ 8x1o% mm.

3c “ “ “ “

1c _“ 11x13 “ “ 8%xro% mm.
2c “ 6‘ ‘6 “ ‘l ‘‘

3c ‘6 “ ‘t “ “ “

7C “ l‘ “ “ 6‘ “

“ “ “ “ “ “

“ “ ‘l “ “ ‘6

24C “ u h H H 6‘

‘6 6‘ “ “ “ “

90c “ 1 1x15 “ “ 8%)(12 “
36 u 12x14 u u 9x11 u

90c “ 12x15 “ “ 9x12 “

1c “ 13x15 “ “ 10x12 “

2C “ 6‘ ‘6 6‘ ‘6 16

3c “ “ “ " “ ‘l

“ “ “ “ “ “
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7c grill 1 3x 1 5 rows of points, measuring 8x8 mm.
1°C U I‘ t‘ H H l‘

> H ‘L ‘l ‘I ‘6 l‘

3°C u a u - u ' u u

re (I ‘I ‘I ‘l

3c I‘ ‘I I‘ I‘ I‘ ‘I

7c ‘I U ‘l l‘ ‘I “

9°C u u a H ‘ u q.‘

I consider the variations in grill of the 1868 and 1869 issues of

considerable importance. All the varieties I have noted of these issues come

in clear strong grills easily counted without the aid of a glass. I believe each

sheet of stamps to have been grilled separately, and the varieties to have

been caused by the cutting away or wearing of the outer edges of the grill.

I think these varieties quite as important, and as worthy of collection, as the

numerous variations in perforation of the British Colonials. The varieties of

the 1870 issue I do not consider of any importance, these stamps were grilled

a number of sheets at a time, and while the top sheets would show a strong

grill the bottom sheets would show little or no grill and the intermediate

sheets numerous variations in size of grill. I have an unsevered pair of 7c

one of which is grilled 13x15 rows and the other 13x16 rows, both are strong

clear cut grills. Ialso have a strip of four 90c, one of the middle stamps

showing grill 13x16 rows strongly cut, the other the same grill poorly impress

ed, while the two outer stamps show no grill at all. Careless workmanship of

this sort appears very often in this issue, while in no case does it occur in

the two preceding issues, where each stamp of a sheet is grilled exactly like

its neighbor.

PROTEST or POSTAGE sTAMP COLLECTORS AGAINST SFECULA

'f'lVE ISSUES.

 

As spokesmen for millions of earnest men who devote their leisure time

and surplus energy and resources to the scientific study and collection of

postage stamps, we, the undersigned representatives of philatelic societies,

respectfully memorialize all enlightened governments to discountenance cer

tain evil practices which tend to demoralize and degrade the postal service.

The evil practices which we condemn may be classed under three separ

ate heads, differing more in form, however, than in substance, viz :

(r) Farming out to printers or private speculators, the monopoly of

balances remaining after a stamp issue has been withdrawn ; the temptation

and tendency being to withdraw the issues prematurely and frequently so as

to make the monopoly more profitable to the speculator and his official con

federates.

(a) Issuing stamps for purely occasional or provisional use, as a com

memorative emblem rather than for the legitimate purpose of acknowledging

prepaid postage ; the tendency being to degrade the historic value and

thereby destroy the commercial value of the token as a postage stamp, and

(3) The reckless or deliberately superfluous multiplication of unusual

varieties of the same stamp by means of surcharging oftener than the legiti
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mate needs of the Post Office require, the tendencyand temptation being that

officials whose surchargmg cannot be controlled will create new varieties for

purely speculative purposes, accounting to the Government only for the’

original values booked against them, and pocketing the commercial profit.

The stamp that is sold by a private speculator after the Government has

ceased to control it, cheapens the product to which it is intended to give

value ; it shakes the confidence of stamp collectors in all the postal issues of

the offending Government, and it even affects national credit by creating the

impression that the nation is too poor to raise revenue by legitimate methods.

But not less offensive, though less deliberately fraudulent, is the evil

practice of issuing commemorative paper emblems which masquerade as

postage stamps. It is debasing, depreciating and discrediting the postal cur

rency of any Government, and subjects its financial methods to the suspicion

of bad faith Besides, the ease and frequency with which this commemora

tive business can be repeated holds out a bait to official speculation.

The same danger attaches to the practice of arbitrary and discretionary

surcharging which enables every petty Postmaster to create at will new

varieties of an established issue. The temptation to exploit this power for

private gain is almost irresistible. For there is no way to check the opera

tion of surcharging. The passion for private speculation tends to grow, and

it grows at the expense of official honesty and industry.

We solemnly protest against all these vicious methods. We do not ask

that our interest as collectors should be considered as even of incidental im

portance. We ask that the postal service be administered without the slight

est regard to our market. The Post Office is a civilizing agency ; we protest

against its degradation to the level of a bargain counter. From the moment

that the postage stamp is consciously made to serve a purpose foreign to its

true character—to prove the prepayment of postage—be that purpose pious

or mercenary, laudable or disreputable, commemorative or speculative, it

loses its integrity, its value and its dignity. And then, even though its sale

be legally authorized, it is nevertheless a masked fraud, a bastard disguised

under an honorable name.

In the interest, therefore, not only of our guild, but of all who honor a

nation's highest aims, we plead for a restriction upon the legalizing of these

frauds. We ask for a return to honest methods. It is proper in this con

nection to say that the Republic of Ecuador, on receipt of our respectful

memorial, immediately issued a decree- -dated November 8, r895—cancel

ling its contract and stopping all sales of unnecessary stamps.

We appeal for the historical integrity of the postage stamp, and for

national dignity in the administration of the postal service, as a factor in the

intellectual, social and moral progress of all enlightened nations.

Rooms of The Philatelic Society, 25 Ann St.,

New YORK, February 15, I896.

The Commitlee for the suppression of speculaliz'e and unnecessary Postage

Stamps.

WILLIAM HERR1cK,President, J. S. RICH, Seerelary, J. M. ANDREINI,

R. R. BOGERT, G. B. CALMAN, ALVAH DAVISON

H. E. DEATS, F. W. HUNTER, J. W. SCOTT.
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THE MARKET

Auction sale of Messrs. Ventom, Bull & Cooper, February 11th and

12th, 1896.

Lubeck, 2%sch brown, error, used, £6, 0,0

Great Britain, V. R., 1d black, unused, without gum, 6, 6_<>

British Honduras, Crown 8: CC. perf. 14, 6d rose, unused, with gum, 2.12 6

Canada, 7%d green, unused mint state, I°,]O,°

“ red blue, unused. mint state, 6_15,o

“ perf., 6d purple black, unused, mint state, _ 8,15,°

United States, 1857, 90c blue. unused, mint state, 4. 4.0

Western Australia, 2d brown on red, rouletted on three sides, unused, 20.10.0

“ “ rsh brown. rouletted all around, unused, 8. 0.0

St. Vincent, 1d on half of 6d dark green, 3.10.0

“ another, on piece of original, 4, 131,0v

“ %d on half of 0d light green, fine, unused pair without

gum, 2. 4.0

“ 4d on rsh vermilion, 7. 7.0

Tobago, Crown and CC, 55h gray, unused, without gum, 5.15.0

Virgin Islands, perf. 15, 6d rose, unused, without gum, 5.15.0

Auction Sale of Bogert & Dnrbin, February 15th, 1896.

1857, reprints, 10 and 12c, $10.80

" “ 24 and 30c, 11.60

“ “ 90c, 13.00

1861, re-issue, 90c, 16.00

1869, re-issue, 24c, 10.00

“ 300, 15.50

“ “ 90c, 20.00

All the above re-issues have the gum somewhat browned, and therefore

cannot be considered as perfect specimens.

1872, 24c, re-issue, no gum, . $10.00

British Honduras, rsh gray, unused, 10.25

British Guiana, 1850, 4c yellow, cut to shape, 80.00

“ “ 80 green, cut to shape, 45.00

“ “ 12c blue, cut close, 30 00

“ 1856, 4c magenta, cut diagonally, slightly rubbed, 27.00

" “ 40 blue, cut octagonally and creased, 30.00

“ 1862, re, border grapes, no signature, unused, 15.00

“ “ rc, border pine apples, used, 18.50

“ “ 2c, border ofpearls, unused, signed, 19 00

“ “ 40, type 3, unused, no signature, 25.00

“ “ 4c, type 1, unused, no signature, 25.00

Cape of Good Hope, 4d wood block, light blue, 10.75

St. Vincent, 1861, 4d dark blue, unused, 10.25

“ 1883, CA, 4d ultramarine, unused, > 15.50

“ “ Star, 6d green, perf. 11, 12.00

“ 1871, rsh claret. unused, 21.00

“ “ rsh vermilion, unused, 17.00

“ “ %d on 6d, unsevered pair, used, on envelope, 18.50

Turks Islands, 256d on 1d, used, 12.00

Trinidad, badly lithographed, 1d gray blue, 10.00

‘4

Lady McLeod, fine copy, used, on original letter, 46.00
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Auction of Walter S. Scott Stamp Co., February 19th, 1896.

U. S. City Dispatch Post, blue, glazed, $11.00

1855-60, 10 blue, type 1 , full ornament, unused, o. g., 10.25

“ 90c, unused, 16.25

1861, 50 yellow, 21 perfect unused specimen, 0. g., 33.00

1868, 900 blue, 10.75

“ another, 10.00

1869, 900 black and carmine, fine copy, ' 15.00

1870, 12c purple, unused, 10.00

Re-issue 1861, 900 blue, unused, 25.25

Re-issue ‘1859, 900 black and carmine, unused, o. g., 26.00

Executive, 60 carmine, unused, o. g., 15.75

“ 10c carmine, unused, o. g , 10.25

Justice, 900, unused, o. g., 40.00

Navy, 7c blue, unused, o. g., 10.00

State, $2, unused, o. g., 17.75

British Guiana, 1850, re magenta, used, 29.75

“ “ r862, Provisional 10 pink, 1st type, 27.50

British Honduras, rsh gray, unused, 13.00

Great Britain, 1880, 2sh brown, fine, 12.75

St. Christopher, CA, 4p blue, unused, 38.00

United States, Envelope, 20 green on manila, rejected die, entire, ' 49.50

Confederate States, Marion, 5c black, very fine, 155.00

“ " Mobile, 20 black, very fine, 18.25

Western Australia, 1864, CC, perf. :4, 4p carmine, unused, 50.50

Auction of Puttick & Simpson, February 24th, 1896.

Great Britain, octagonal, 10d brown, unused, o.g., £4. 0.0.

Cape of Good Hope, 1p blue, wood block, error, fair copy, but cut

into and neatly repaired at bottom, 25.10.0

“ “ 4d red, wood block, error, a nice copy, fine

color, but cut close and slightly defective, 18.10.0

Buenos Aires, 1858, 3 pesos green, superb copy, very lightly post

' marked, 5.10.0

Colombian Republic, 1863, 500 red, error, fine copy, 17. 1.0

Auction sale of Ventom, Bull & Cooper, February 25th and 26th, 1896.

France, rfr. deep orange, cancelled with dotted postmark. £9. 0.0

“ 1876, 10 and 15c brown on rose, unsevered, perforation slight

ly clipped on one side, unused, 6. 6.0

Spain. 1852, 2 reales red, fine vertical pair on piece of original, 22. 0.0

Canada, 7%d. green, unused, very slightly skinned at top, 8.10.0

“ 10d blue, unused, o. g., 6.10.0

Auction sale of Messrs. Cheveley 8: Co., February 27th and 28th, 1896.

Zurich, 4r, horizontal lines, type 3, magnificent specimen, £18. 0.0

“ another one, similar specimen, vertical lines, type 3, 18. 0.0

Great Britain, V. R., 1d black, unused, 11. 0.0

Basel, 2%r, margins not large, 4.15.0

Queensland, 4d yellow, lithographed, unused, 3. 5.0

New South Wales, 1851, 2d, stars in corners, unused, no gum, 7.15.0

Tasmania, 1853, 4d orange, mint state, 2.18.0

Lagos. iosh brown violet, mint state, 15. 0.0

Newfoundland, 4d orange vermilion, unused, margins small, 7.10.0

Dominica, CA, rsh, mint state, 5. 0.0
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Newfoundland, 1sh orange vermilion, all good margins, very light

postmark, 28. 0.0

“ 1sh carmine vermilion, very fine dark color, :3. 0.0

Nevis, first issue, 6d on blue paper, unused, o. g., 5.10.0

British Guiana, 1876, 4c blue, perf. 12%, mint state, 6,101;

Auction sale of Cheveley & C0., March 4th, 5th and 6th, 1896.

Great Britain, 6d violet, octagonal, fine unused pair, 0. g., :6 7. 5.0

“ 1882, 25h 6d lilac on bluish paper, mint state, 2.14.0

“ 5sh rose, plate 4, on bluish, mint state, 8, O_°

“ £1 brown, watermarked 3 orbs, mint state, 445,9

Spain, Madrid, 3 cuartos, unused, 15, 0,0

“ 1850, complete, unused, 9. 0.0

“ 185:, 5r unused, 2. 0.0

“ “ 6r blue, unused, 3. 0.0

Geneva, 10c green, very fine, 30. 0.0

Vaud, 4c, ‘ 24.100

Zurich, 4 rappen, type 2, horizontal lines, 17.100

Naples, % tornese, arms, 15. 0.0

“ )6 tornese, cross, 5. 0.0

Saxony, 3pf red, very fine, _ _ 5. 5.0

Ceylon, imperf., 4d rose, light postmark, fair margins, l6.1o.o

“ “ another one, slightly cut into at right side, 15.10.0

“ “ 8d brown, superb, 23.ro.0

“ “ another one, equally fine, - 21.1o.o

India, % anna red, superb unused pair, r3_1o_°

New South Wales, Sydney view, 2d blue, plate 1, superb specimen,

earliest state, 8, 0.0

Cape of Good Hope, 4d dark blue, wood block, superb specimen, 6. 5.0

“ another specimen, fine, 4. 4.0

“ 1sh emerald green, unused, without gum, 4, 0,0

Gold Coast, zosh carmine and green, unused, mint state. 910,0

Natal, 1st issue, 9d blue, the whole design perfect and margin allround, 23. 0.0

South African Republic, 1877, 1d red small roulette, surcharge inverted, 5.15.0

British Guiana, 1853, 1c brown red, unused, without gum, 4,154)

“ 1856, 4c black on crimson, extra fine, measuring 30 mm., 21.10.0

Nevis, 6d green, unused, o. g., 9.10.0

New Brunswick, 15h violet, superb, 19.100

Nova Scotia, 1sh violet, very fine, 2040.0

St. Lucia, 15h black and orange, unused, mint state, 445,0

“ 1885, 6d lilac, mint state, 3,12,‘;

“ “ 1sh orange, mint state, 6. 5.0

St. Vincent, 1d on half of 6d dark green, severed pair, 4, 4_o

“ 4d on 1sh vermilion, on piece of original envelope, 12.15.0

“ Watermark Star, 5sh rose, unused, o. g., 16. 0.0

“ CA, perf. 12, 4d ultramarine, unused, o. g., 4.12.6

“ CA, perf. 14, 4d bright blue, unused, o. g., 4.12.6

“ another one, 4.15.0

Auction sale of Bogert & Durbin C0., March 7th 1896.

Barbados, 1d on left half of 5sh., $23.00

British Guiana, 1850, 12c blue, cut round, 33_°o

“ rectangle, 1c magenta, slightly rubbed, 15.00

“ 1862, pink, border of pine apples, 20.00

St. Lucia, 1883, rsh orange, unused, 40.:5
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St. Vincent, 6d yellow green, star, perf. 11x11%, 17.50

“ 4d ultramarine, CA, perf. 12, unused, 13.25

“ 4d orange, no watermark, heavily cancelled 10.50

Trinidad, 55h, perf. 12%, used, 15.50

Auction of W. Elliott Woodward 8: Co., March 1 1th, 12th and 13th, 1896.

St. Louis, 50, No. 2, light pen cancellation, slightly rubbed, $251.00

“ 5c, No. 3, pen cancellation, paper creased, 77.50

“ 100, No. I, cancelled by pen mark, 105.00

1852, 5c, imperf., unsevered horizontal strip of 3, 42.50

“ 12c, unsevered block of 10, 42.00

“ 240, 85.00

“ 30c, 90.00

1855, 3c, part perforated, unsevered vertical pair, unused, o. g., 76.00

1855-60, reprint, 100, 11.50

“ “ 120, 26.00

M 41 24C’ 13.50

11 “ 3°C, ls‘oo

“ “ 900, 25.00

1868,'_'g0c, unused, 0. g., 40.25

1869, 90c, unused, full 0. g , ' 44,00

“ original without grill, 150, 35.00

11 11 u :1 24C’ 30.00

:1 11 u u 3°C’ 30.00

66 66 I6 66Confederate States, Baton Rouge, 50, Scott No. A2, 67.00

66 I‘ 66

50, Scott No. A2, on original cover, 61.00

50, Scott No. A3, on original cover, 73.00
66 66 66

Canada, 12d, laid paper, extraordinary margin, used, 445.00

“ 12d, laid paper, unsevered horizontal pair, original gum, 1320.00

" 6d, wove paper, unsevered block of 4, original gum, but

slightly stained, 160.00

“ 6d, very thick, spongy, wove paper, unused, 70.00

“ 10d, narrow oval, thin paper, unused, o. g., 42.00

“ 10d, narrow oval, thin paper, unsevered horizontal pair, used,

on part of cover, 49.00

" 10d, wide oval. thick white paper, horizontal strip of 3, 182.00

“ 7%d, newly discovered die variety, unused, 0. g., 77.00

“ 7%d, unsevered horizontal pair, a trifle stained, ‘150.00

“ 6d perf., unused, 50.00

“ Md perf., soft horizontally ribbed bluish paper, 75.00

New Brunswick, 6d orange, unused, 53.75

“ 6d, ribbed paper, unused, 71.00

“ 15h, fine used specimen, 122.00

“ another one, unusually bright shade, dot cancellation, 110.00

" rsh rose lilac, very fine, 140.00

“ another shade, 135.00

Newfoundland, 2d scarlet vermilion, 27.00

“ 6d scarlet vermilion, 67.00

" 6%d scarlet vermilion, unused, very wide margins, 68.00

“ 6%d scarlet vermilion, very lightly cancelled, 74.00

“ 6%d orange scarlet, lightly cancelled, 82.00

“ 1sh scarlet, lightly cancelled, 153.00

“ another one, different shade, 149.00

“ another one brilliant shade, 150.00

“ rsh orange, wide margins all round, 180.75
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Nova Scotia, 1d, unusually rich color, unsevered horizontal strip of 3,

unused, 46.00

“ 3d light blue, unused, unsevered block of 9, 50 no

“ lsh violet, margins slightly cut into, unused, 108.00

“ rsh violet, white paper, a magnificent specimen, 122.00

“ rsh violet, good margins, except on one side, 108.00

“ another one, good margins, 113.00

“ another one, lighter shade, 111,00

“ another one, cancelled, on original cover, 143.00

“ another one rich violet, light cancellation, ' 135.00

“ 2 copies on original cover, 272.00

“ 1sh mauve, rich color, 121,00

“ another one, slight variety, 150.00

British Columbia and Vancouver Island, 100, imperf., unsevered

'horizontal pair lightly cancelled, 57.13

The above sale consists almost exclusively of rare stamps, the majority

being in the very finest condition, and therefore it is impossible for us to give

more than the most important lots.

Auction sale of Bogert & Durbin Co., March 14th, 1896.

New York, 3c green, glazed paper, large margins, $1125

1869, 15c, re-issue, unused, 15.25

Justice, 30c, used. 12 50

Eagle Post, red, 10.00

Baton Rouge, 5c, used, on piece of envelope, 37.25

British Guiana, November, r862, :0, border of Pine Apples, unused no

signature, 17.00

“ another one, same condition, 17.00

“ “ border of pearls, cut very close, used, 10.00

 

ANSWERS To CORRESPONDENT8.

BROOKLYN SUBSCRlBER.——-Th€ secret mark of the Continental Bank

Note (0., on the 30 cents 1873 has not been discovered though it is claimed

such a mark was put on it, in common with the other values.

The re-engraved stamps of the 1882 issue of the United States may be

distinguished from the 1873 issue by the following points:

1 Cent.—The lines of the background have been added to in the upper

part of the stamp, so that in most printings the background appears almost

solid. The curved ornaments in the upper part have also had lines of shad

ing added so that they do not appear white and distinct as formerly or as

similar lines in the lower part of the stamp.

3 Cents.—The shadings of the central oval are only about one half the

width of those on the 1873 stamps. About 1 mm. below the “ TS " of

“ CENTS ” a short horizontal dash has been added.

6 Cents.—On the original stamps four vertical lines of the back-ground

could be counted from the edge of the panel to the outside of stamp. On

the re-engraved stamps there are but three lines in the same place. Most

of the lines of the stamp have been cut deeper and the stamps seem blurred.

10 Cents.—On the left there were five vertical lines between the oval

and the edge of the shield in the 1873 stamps. There are only four lines

in the re-engraved stamps. Below the ribbon with " TEN CENTS " the

horizontal lines of the groundwork are strengthened.

There are many other points of dissimilarity between all the stamps

but these are the most prominent. We believe the stamps of Falkland

Islands were engraved by Messrs. Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., London.
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STATEMENTOFTHEAGGREGATENUMBEROFOFFICIALPOSTAGESTAMPSFURNISHEDTHE
SEVERALEXECUTIVEDEPARTMENTSDURINGTHEWHOLEPERIODOFTHEIRISSUE,

FROMMAY29TH,1873,TOJUNE16TH,1884.

POSTOrrrcr:DEPARTMENT,

OFFICEOFTHETHIRDASSISTANTPOSTMASTER-GENERAL,

STAMPDIVISION.

WASHINGTON,D.C.,March1st,1896.

 

DIPAI'I'IIIN'I'S.NummnANDDuolnuxnous.VALUE,

 

l-cent.2-cent.3-cent.Merit.7-cent.10-cent.19rccnt.154cm.24-cent.m-ccnt.90-cent.$2$5$10$2)
 

 

 

 

 

  

Executive.-..6,8000,10028,5005,5115,150........a.........,...v.. _sham-00State.........01,00041,000100,20002,10007,00004,0002000022,00010,00020.1000.0400.50836880800%59mg,“
Treasury...2,000,0002,404,50011,250,0004,105,000220,0001,201,500700,000000,000100,000450,500012.500..Lm‘wm

Wain...“3,001,2001,007,1005,000,1370,501,01055,720042,750702,070205,000200,925200,01140,172815,926“Navy100,000201,350500,700254,00010,00055,21001,00007,50020,00029,60011,27081,189“)

PostOfhce1,114,250504,00005,207,7000,000,000.......W450202,700100,25507,025100,25505,200..“76.56135

Interior...004,0001,410,4005,2505001,722,500.......204,050050,050247,100134,125188,80061.8775334mm

Justice.........25,00020,900100084,00020,50025,00012,8000,4008.600830025,47,100

Agriculture05,415200,150405,050120,00025,20551,20554,05000,20580.205------------

88.73155

 

Tm15........7,770,005[10010000,520,70715,245,510020,5202,52%2,000,005139.405520,140155%511.3628.6088680803$5325.69,“
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The United States Ofiicial Postal Guide for March, 1896, contains an

authorized statement of the aggregate’ number of official stamps furnished to

the several executive departments from May 29th, I873, to June 16th, 1884,

when the use of these stamps was discontinued. We present the list here

with, and it contains some remarkable figures, when we take into considera

tion the present relative market price of a number of different varieties. In

some instances it would tend to show that there are still some official stamps

which are far below their real value, whereas, in other cases, it would appear

to indicate that some varieties are held at far too high a figure.

The reasoning in the first instance will generally hold good, as the

amount of stamps of any particular value issued to the departments contains

the entire stock, whether used up, destroyed, contained in collections or left

in the hands of dealers. This figure cannot be exceeded in any case ; hence,

the number of stamps really issued would be a fair starting point for a present

appraisal. However, in many instances where the quantities issued appear

to be extremely large in comparison with the ruling quotations, the fact of

the extended use of these stamps must be taken into consideration and no

conclusion whatever can be drawn as to whether the present price is too high

or too low. Every stamp collector of the period in which these stamps were

issued is well aware of the fact that such departments as War, Treasury,

Interior and Post‘Office were extremely plentiful in those days and complete

sets could be purchased by the hundreds and thousands at a very small

figure. Of the stamps thus used by far the greater percentage was destroyed,

and it is absolutely impossible at the present date to offer any estimate of the

quantity preserved and available for collections.

The most important example of a stamp in which the quantity issued

appears enormous and the price to-day by comparison enormous, is the 240

of the Treasury Department; yet it would be difficult to find 500 of these

stamps in the stock of all the dealers in the United States combined.

Another interesting set of figures is that showing an exactly equal amount

issued to the State Department of each of the three higher values, viz , $5,

$10 and $20. It may seem strange that the order of rarity as at present

estimated begins with the $5 stamp and ends with the $20, which is re

cognized as the commonest of the three. However, this is perfectly natural,

as, while unused specimens of the $5 stamp are far rarer than those of the

other two values, used specimens are found much more frequently. The

De artment of State is in the habit of sending very bulky documents to

mirieisters and consular agents abroad, many of which would at that time have

required stamps of from $2 to $5, while the use of a $10 or $20 stamp must

have been a rare occurrence. As a natural consequence, more of the higher

values remained in the department at the time that the use of the stamps was

discontinued and, therefore, the higher price now obtained for the $5 stamp

is a perfectly natural result. It may be remembered that only three or four

years ago a large quantity of the $20 stamps, somewhere- in the neighborhood

of a hundred or so, were found in Washington and disposed of to a well

known dealer there.

A careful student of the quantities on the market of the different issues

and values of department stamps will find that the present comparative

values as established by catalogues and by auction sales are very nearly, if

not absolutely, in accord with the available material.
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In our January number, in chronicling the new provisionals 2%0 on 100

ultramarine and zyzc on 30c gray, we advised our readers to keep their

hands off, stating at the same time that almost the entire stock had been

absorbed by relatives of the postmaster. Mr. C. C. Van Romondt, the

postmaster of Curagao, addressed us under date of January 30th, demanding

a retraction of this statement, making at the same time a general denial of >

the facts given in our paper. We thereupon replied that we were able to

substantiate our assertions, and to this letter we have received a reply under

date of February 28th, again requesting us to make the retraction previously

asked for. At the same time, we were waited upon by a prominent mercan

tile house in New York, who stated that a committee of merchants in Curacao

had requested them to so call upon us demanding a retraction of our state

ment on the plea that it would seriously injure the general standing of the

island and its commercial interests in the eyes of the philatelic public.

It may be that we somewhat exaggerated the proportion of these stamps

held by relatives of the postmaster, but we can state positively that one

nephew of this official held 5,000 stamps out of the total issue of 40,000 of

the 2%0 on we blue, which he offered at the modest sum of 1 florin each.

It appears that the second provisional, 2%0 on 300, was not to be sold

over the counter of the post office, but was to be affixed by the clerk to all

postal matter which required a 2%0 stamp, and it was stated by the post

master that this intention was strictly carried out. The rate for newspapers

addressed to Venezuela, Colombia and the West Indies is 2%c and as a re

sult of this ruling, thousands of newspapers were addressed to the countries

above named on the date on which the provisional stamps were first offered

to the public, but the majority of these newspapers never left the island of

Curacao. The postmaster informs us that, in accordance with the existing

rules of the office, the greater part of the newspapers so mailed were reclaimed

before they had beenforwarded and that this request had to be complied with.

If in this matter we have done the postmaster of Curacao or anyone else

any injury or injustice, we are prepared to apologize therefor, but at the

same time, this will not, under any circumstances. modify the advice which

we give to collectors to keep their hands off of these stamps until, at least,

they can be obtained at some price nearer their real value. There is no

doubt that the issue was used merely as a matter of speculation, and such

speculations are, in fact, more harmful to the true interests of philately than

an issue of stamps which regularly does service for a certain period and the

purchase of which is open to anyone who may apply, even if the necessity

for such an issue does not appear to be urgent.

It may also be interesting to state that the New York mails which left at

about the same time as the provisional was made also bore regular stamps of

the 2%0 value. so that the necessity of creating the provisionals in question

does not readily appear.

worse

We have seen the provisional British Guiana, 1 cent on 1 dollar with

double surcharge.

C} Q i} i} {1*

Mr. C. Schenkel informs us that the 2 and 3 centavos postal cards of the
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Phillipine Islands were issued in 1895 on yellow card, while those of the

preceding issue (1894) were on buff card.

QGQQQ

Mr. E. Blehr informs us that on the 30th of March the Swedish Govern

ment will withdraw from sale all 6, 12 and 24 ore stamps.

GQGGG

Mr. A. Herrmann has shown us the % anna blue of India re-engraved,

surcharged “ Service " (16 mm.).

QQQGQ

A correspondent at Johannesburg, (South African Republic) kindly

sends us the following cutting from a local paper:—

“Pretoria, January 22 (Special).—In a very short time the postage

stamps now in distribution in the Republic will be supplemented by an

entirely new stock, with improved design. This morning the Postmaster

General has received a few advance sheets of 1d stamps, the value being

printed in the national color green. This idea will be followed out in

every case, and will doubtless be received with favor by the public. Acting

in agreement with his colleague in Cape Colony, the Postmaster-General

has decided that the following colors will be henceforth uniformly employed:

%d green, 1d lake, 2d raw sienna, 2%d blue, 3d carmine, 4d yellowish

green, 6d reddish violet, 1s drab, 2s 6d violet, 5s burnt sienna, 10s slate,

£5 dark gray. Should the change give general satisfaction the Free State

Government has intimated its intention of co-operating in this matter."

One statement in it seems a little obscure; we trust that it does not

mean that “ a few advanced sheets ” of each value, “ printed in a national

- color-green," are to be distributed; or, if so, that collectors will not be green

enough to give long prices for them. ~

Our correspondent assures us that the 2%d has not appeared in the

type of 1895. (Mani/11y faurnal.)

‘J’ {3' {k {t {it

We have seen a good forgery of the Hawaiian Islands 12 cent mauve sur

charge “ Provisional Government 1893 " in black. The font used for the

forged surcharge seems to be identical with that used for genuine, but the

height of the forged surcharge is %mm. more than that of the genuine, being

8mm., instead of 7%mm. Also, if on the forged surcharge a horizontal line

Y be drawn touching the bottom of the letters 1’ and L of Provisional, several

of the letters, especially the V, I and S, would not touch this line, while in

the genuine surcharge all the letters would touch.

{214311594}

Mr. I. M. Andreini has shown us the current one cent postal card of the

United States with all but the last word of each line of the inscription print

ed twice, the second impression being a trifle higher than, and to the right

of the first. The second impression reads :

“PosTAL CARD——ONE 0

“United States of A

"This side is for the address.

QQQQQ

The P/n'lale/z'c Cllronirlc and Advertiser states that the 10 centavos

adhesive of the 1892 issue of Ecuador, and the 10 centavos revenue of 1895

have been cut in two, vertically or diagonally and each half used as a 5 cen

tavos stamp.
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Mr. C. Witt has shown us the adhesive stamps and postal cards issued

on the occasion of the baptism of Prince Boris. There are four adhesives :

1 stotinka dark green, 5 stotinki dark blue, 15 stotinki mauve and 25 stotinki

red. There are three postal cards : two 5 stotinki. on both of which the in

scription and stamp are in green and the baby's portrait in blue or red, and a

10 stotinki, on which the inscription and stamp are in red and the portrait in

mauve. All of these will undoubtedly be put under the ban of the S. S. S. S.

G {1* ‘D *1} 4}

Mr. J. Rechert informs us that the 5 cent envelope. size P of the

Cplumbian issue of the United States exists with dot without Meridian (class

C .

Q G’ '4} C‘ D

According to the Pln'lale/ic Yournal of Greal Britain, Chefoo has made

some additions to the list of speculative stamps by issuing three stamps for

parcel post use.

C> Q C’ {I} (1}

According to the P/u'lalch': yournal of Great Britain, the current Amoy

stamps exist also with surcharge “ Service." These stamps being purely

speculative, we shall not catalogue them.

‘21> Q 1.} {I} G

Mr. Walter L. Frost has sent us a stamp or label which we are unable

to locate. We will be glad if any of our readers can give us any information

on the subject.

BOSTON PARCEL POST,

 
It is inscribed in two lines in a rectangle

3 Cts. Paid

with rounded corners, composed of fancy border type. Size 56x30mm.

Printed in black on dull green paper. The stamp (if such it be) is cancelled

with a red pencil cross and still remains attached to a piece of blue note

paper with a wafer on the back. Nothing is known of it except that it was

found in the desk of a relative of Mr. Frost who died some years ago at the

age of ninety-five, and from the fact of its being cut out of the letter and

laid carefully away, it was evidently of some interest, at least to the former

owner.

  

rcflaomclg.

UNITED STATBB.—The most important discovery for many months

was made a few weeks ago in Louisville, Kentucky, in the shape of a perfect

specimen of a 10 cent stamp of the City of Baltimore, printed on white paper

and on the entire envelope. The same stamp, on bluish paper, was chron
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icled by us about a year ago, but the specimen then in hand was very badly

damaged and recently failed to realize. at auction, a reserve of $1500

which had been placed upon it. We understand that the new comer has

just been sold to a New York collector for the stupendous sum of $4,400. We

also have the privilege this month of chronicling four newly discovered

local stamps, the first being a 3 cent City Despatch Post on scarlet paper,

the second a Gordon's City Express 2 cents printed on red paper, the third

is the 2 cent Metropolitan Post Ofiice (type L 209) with the name “L.

Williams” erased, and the fourth a % cent Mason's New Orleans City Ex

press surcharged with ink “ 1" over the original value. The first three

were shown us by Mr. C. T. Harbeck.

Baltimore.

Adlzerz'z'e Stamp.

fiI-ZlrJfl/n (0"

5 Cents.

100 black on while .

Local stamps.

CITY DESPATCH POST.

3c scarlet

ooRDoN’s CITY EXPRESS.

  

20 red

METROPOLITAN POST OFFICE.

ts“ ~HNTI'JHI s a

}_

UBIBLE HOUSE;

2 uryv YORK. f"

\\ lLXU'll

\ ‘H: 1~ mi.‘

  

2c red (name erased)

MASON'S Naw ORLEANS CITY EXPRESS.

roooomolfi

Care of \

. MASON'S

New Orleanl

cl'rv ixrmzss

Pmd—2 cents

rornnfi

0000’

%c blue

1c on %c blue, black surcharge
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OONFBDHRA'I‘E B'I'ATES.—Bunm0nt, Texan.

Mr. Rareshide has shown a hitherto unknown Confederate

local in the shape of a 10 cent Beaumont.

  

EAUMONT

Ad/zeriz'e slamp.

10c black, yellow

Baton Rouge, La.

gmgzqflmzom We have seen the 2 cent green with the error “ Mc

P_°_l 4:4 Ccrmick." This shows that the 2 and 5 cent stamps were

:: ionRguggLaigl printed from the same setting up, and proves to us the genu

" '0‘ ineness of the 2 cent stamps, which has been doubted b
a n Y

gram cu :g: some collectors.

‘.mcomhh ,0.‘ A dlzeszr'e s‘tamp:

QLQIQZ‘KOZQZM 2c green (McCormick) .

BAVARIA.-The Deutrelze Briefmarken-Zeitung states that the stamp of

the 5 pfennige reply card has been re-engraved in the same manner as that

of the 5 pfennige single card chronicled last month.

Pasta] eara'.

5x5pf green, buf (re-engraved)

 

BRITISH EAST AFRICA-On the authority of the Philatelic journal

of Great Britain, we chronicled last month the 1 rupee carmine and green of

India as having been surcharged “British East Africa." It should have been

the 1 rupee gray.

From the same contemporary we learn that the current 12 annas of

India has also been adorned in the same manner.

Aa’lzesizl'e stamps.

Watermarked Star.

Perforated 14. '

12a brown, red, black surcharge

1r gray, black surcharge

 

CUBA (Republic).

1 The stamps issued by the Cuban Junta have made their

appearance.

Arl'lzesizle Slamps.

Perforated 14.

2c brown

50 blue

roc vermilion

25c green

  

Mr. J. M. Andreini has shown us the 10 centavos adhesive

of the 1896 issue.

Aa’lzesiz'e stamp.

Perforated 12.

10c brown
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ERITREA-Le Col/eelz'onneur a'e Tz'méres-Posie states that the current

20 and 25 centesimos adhesive stamps of Italy have been surchargedAa’llesz'zze stamps.

  

watermarked a Crown.

Perforated.

20c orange, black surcharge

25c blue “ “

 

FRENCH OFFICES IN MOROOOQ-L’Erko de la Tz'mbrologz'e states

that the 10 centimes reply card and 2 centimes letter card of France have

been surcharged respectively “ 1o (25? céntimos " in red.

Postal card.

IOXIOC Hue, red surcharge

Leller :ard.

25c rose, red surcharge

 

FALKLAND ISLANDB.—Several of our European contemporaries

chronicle the issue of two new values-the 2 and 9 pence-both of the same

type as the remainder of the series.

Adhesive stamps. _

Watermark Crown and CA.

Perforated r4.

2p magenta

9p vermilion

 

GUATEMALA-Le Col/eelz'omzwr de Tz'mérer-Poste chronicles the 5

centavos envelope surcharged in black “ 6 centavos 1895 " and coat of arms

Envelope.

Provisional issue.

Size 152x9omm.

6c on so blue, black surcharge

 

HONDURAS.—Mr. E. Schernikow has shown us the new postal cards

with stamp of the same type as the current adhesives. Of the latter we have

received the following values in addition to the 10 centavos chronicled in

February.

Adhesive slumps.
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Perforated I I

Ic dark blue 3cc ultramarine

2c yellow brown 50c carmine

5c purple 1p black brown

20c emerald green

Postal eara’.

2c black and blue, [ink 3c brown, gray

zxzc black and blue, pink 3x3c brown, Tray

 

NBTHBRLANDS.-We have received the 1% cent Unpaid Letter

Stamp. printed in ultramarine.

Unpaid Let/er Stamp.

Perforated 12%.

1 %c ultramarine and black type III

NIOARAGUA.-—

~ 139M595.‘ > .
‘$19.0! Iv", We have received the IQ centavos envelope of I896

, issue.

Envelope.

Blue wove paper.

Size 160x92 mm.

Ioc orange

  

NORWAY.-According to Le Colleelz'onneur de T[mares-Posh’, the 35 ore

adhesive stamp is now Issued with NORGE in Roman capitals.

Adhesive stamp. '

Perforated.

watermarked Post-horn.

35 (Ire blue green

 

PERU-We have received the new adhesives and envelopes mentioned

by us last month. We have also received the 2 centavos mauve with the head

of Bermudez surcharged “ Gobierno."

Aa'lzesiz'e stamps.

  

Perforated r2. 5c indigo blue 50c rose

Ic ultramarine Ioc yellow 15 vermilion

2c Prussian blue 20c orange 25 carmine

Ofiiu'al stamp.

Perforated I2.

2c mauve and black, vermilion surcharge
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Eur/Hopes.

White wove paper.

Size, 140x80 mm.

50 indigo blue

Size, 160x90 mm.

10c yellow

Size, 170x100 mm.

200 orange

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.-Mr. C. Schenkel informs us of a new issue of

adhesive stamps of the same type as the preceding issue, but printed in

different colors.

Adliesive stamps.

Perforated 14.

1m blue 50 violet

2m brown 50 green (U. P. U.)

5m green 6c carmine

%c blue 80 rose

10 green 10c gray brown

2c blue 150 blue green

20 brown (U. P. U.) 20c orange yellow

Postal cards.

20 blue, bufl

3c gray, 61117
 

PORTUGUESE INDIEIB.-From Le Collectionneur dc Timbres-Posle we

learn that a 9 reis adhesive stamp has been issued, the type of which is the

same as that of the other values of the current series.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated.

or pale violet

 

QUEENSLAND-The Australian P/zi/alelist chronicles a twopenny

printed to order envelope with stamp of the same type as the current adhes

ives of the same value.

Envelope.

Printed to order.

2p blue on blue

 

RUSSIA-The lllusirierle Brz'efmarkm-Zeilung states that the 7 kopeck

stamp of the issue of 1879 has been found printed on revenue stamp paper

watermarked with hexagons.

Adlresive stamp.

watermarked hexagons.

Perforated.

7k gray and rose

SALVADOR.

In addition to the adhesive stamps chronicled in February

and March, we have received the 15 centavos.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated 12.

15c lilac
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SOUTH AUB'I‘RALIA.-The Auslrah'an Philatelic! states that the current

fourpenny stamp is now perforated 13.

Adhesive stamp.

Watermarked Crown and SA.

Perforated 13.

4p violet

 

COMMUNICATIONS.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

OFFICE or POST OFFICE INSPECTOR.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., March 8, 1896.

SCOTT STAMP & Com Co., LIMITED,

New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: I beg to advise you that on the 26th, ult., I caused the arrest of

one “ Franz Wooge," at Etna Mills, Siskiyou Co., California, for using the

mails in the futherance of a scheme to defraud.

Under the aliases of George M. Zimmerman, Frank Koenig, Frank

Wooge, Frank Grimmel, W. Rothfucks, W. H. Faber, C. T. Carpenter, he

operated during the past year from the following places :

Sisters. Crook C0, Oregon. Fort Bidwell, Modoc Co., Cal.

Silver Lake, “ “ Cedarville “ “

Summer Lake, “ “ Willow Ranch, “ "

Paisley, “ “ Ager, Siskiyou Co., “

Plush “ “ Yreka, “ “

Lakeiiiew, Lake Co., “ Fort Jones, " “ '

Bly, “ “ Scott River, “ “

gainaiéi h “ _ “ gayllylers Bar, “ort amat , “ “ a a an, “

Klamath Agency, “ “ Etna Mills, “ “

Klamath Falls, “ "

Keno‘ u 11

His scheme was to secure consignments of stamps on approval from

various stamp dealers throughout the United States, representing that he was

a stamp collector and a member of the S. of P, and that he would make

prompt remittances for all stamps kept by him. In no case within my

knowledge has he settled with the parties from whom he received stamps, but

immediately upon receipt of a consignment of stamps from a dealer he

opened negotiations with other dealers for the sale of the stamps and then

pocketed the proceeds.

I desire to ascertain the full extent of the fraudulent transactions of

Wooge, and as it is a matter of interst to all stamp dealers and collectors and

publishers of stamp literature, and beleiving that you are at all times ready

and willing to co-operate with this Department in exposing fraudulent

transactions of this character, I take the liberty of asking you to give

publicity to this communication in the stamp journal published by your firm.

All those that have been defrauded by Wooge and also all who have

purchased stamps from him, can render material assistance in this case by

forwarding to me the original communications received from Wooge and

copies of all communications sent by them to Wooge.
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Wooge has been indicted by the United States Grand Jury and is now

confind in jail in default of $2,000 bail.

Very respectfully.

H. P. THRALL, P. O. Inspector

THE METROPOLITAN PHILATELIC CLUB or saw ANTONIO.

Organized Nov. 13, 1894.

Headquarter. : CLIFFORD BLOCK, SAN ANTONIO, TEX.

Executive Canmu'tln: EDWARD W. Hausmoea, President,

E. G. CERVANTES, Vice-President, HENRY A. REUSS, Treasurer,

JOHN G. R0111, Secretary, J. F. MURPHY, Alsistant Secretary.

Literary Board: COR. joseru FLVNN, U. S. A. Chairman.

H. C. GLAZE, Secret: , uLrus JERMV, Librarian.

Dzfartmtnt of Auctian, Pure/mung, Salt and Exchange: osEPH A. MUELLER, Superintendent.

CHARLES ROBMER, Counterfeit Detector, . T. FlNcI-IAM, Attorney.

MINUTES OF THE EIGHTEENTH MEETING, HELD MARCH XITH, 1896.

The meeting was held in the Assembly Hall of the Club Rooms and

came to order at 8.30 P.M., with President Edward W. Heusinger presiding,

and the following members in attendance : Messrs. Charles Roemer, Henry

A. Reuss, Otto Schaezler, Nelson Mackey, Jr., Louis Glaeser, Joseph A.

Muller and John G. Roth.

Minutes of the last meeting were read and approved, and the Report of

the Executive Committee was read and accepted.

Communications from Davies, Turner & C0., of New York City, Remijio

de Bellido of San Paulo, Brazil. and Pablo Lopez Bosque, of Saltillo, Mexico,

were read and referred to the Governing Committee.

A communication of the Scott Stamp and Coin C0., publishers of the

AMERICAN JOURNAL or PHILATELY, was read and several subscriptions were

entered.

Communications of the Chicago Philatelic Society and the Pacific

Philatelic Society, with reference to plate number collecting were read and

filed in the records.

A communication (to which for politness sake this name is applied),

from the Boston Philatelic Society was also read. and after due consideration,

the following resolution was passed by the Club :

Whereas, At a meeting of this Club, held January 8th, last, a resolution

was passed condemnatory of the practice of plate number collecting, copies

of which were sent to the leading Philatelic Societies, and

W/zerear, The Chicago and Pacific Philatelic Societies, placed them

selves courteous in correspondence with us on the subject, although replying

in the negative, and

Whereas The Boston Philatelic Society replied to said resolution, in the

most undignified, insulting and bombastic manner, showing a lack of any

appreciation of a sister organization. and showing further an entire want of

that courtesy due fromsuch Society, therefore, be it

Resolved, That this, the Metropolitan Philatelic Club of San Antonio,

considers said communication of the Boston Philatelic Society, unworthy of

a place in its records, and the Secretary being hereby instructed not to file

or record the same

Mr. Reuss then invited the Club to hold a social meeting next month at

his residence, a programme of the same to be arranged by the Executive

Committee and that 100 invitations be sent out, which was accepted.
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An informal auction, conducted by Mr. Muller followed, resulting as

follows : .

U. S.. 3 cent pink, grilled all over, cancelled, $7.05.

Brazil, 2000 Reis, current issue, unused, $1.08.

Mexico, 1 Approval Sheet of early Issues, assorted, $3.00.

“ I “ “ Dollar Revenues, id., $1.06.

The meeting was adjourned at 10.30 RM.

1011M G. ROTH, Sezretary.

BIRMINGHAM FHILATELIC SOCIETY.

\V. T. WILSON, President.

R. HOLLICK, Esq. and W. PIMM, Esq., Vice-Presidents.

CoMMn-rxE ;

MR. V. LUNDEBLAD, MR. C. A. STEPHENSON,

MR. W. S. VAUGHTON, MR. W. F. WADAMS.

Hon. Sec. and Treats. MR. G. JOHNSON, B. A., 208 Birchfield Road. Birmingham.

FEBRUARY, 20th, 1896.

Major G. S. Lowe (Devonport), Capt. C. L. Norris-Newman (S. Africa)

H. Edelmuller, Esq. (Birmingham), were unanimously elected members.

One application was postponed.

A vote of thanks was given to the Shefiield Philatelic Society for their

invitation to the exhibition in Sheffield which was accepted.

A display of “ Novelties and New Issues ” was then given by Mr. W.

Brown and other members. A large number of rarities was shown and the

exhibit was especially interesting because, in the case of the recent sur

charged stamps, they were mostly shown in complete sheets to allow the

minor varieties to be more clearly noticed.

March 5.

Sir Edward Sullivan Bart (Dublin). Messrs. F. E. Wilson (Birmingham)

and A. E. Grifiiths (London) were unanimously elected members.

A vote of thanks was given to Messrs. Bright & Son (Bournemouth) for

a copy of their Catalogue.

It was decided to hold no meeting on April and. Then followed the

“Disply of the Stamps of Tasmania,” in which several members exhibited a

very fine lot of the early issues and rare varieties used and unused.

EXCHANGE PACKETS FOR MARCH. The total value of these beat our

record of last month for the highest amount ever circulated in one month by

any society.

“A” Colonials and Foreign, - £599.12.10%

“B" Colonials only. - - 1292. 2. 0%

“C" Foreign only - - 314.11. 7%

Total, - £2206. 6. 6%

One sheet in “B" contained the ordinary stamps of Turks Islands com

plete and the surcharged ones in good variety. “C" although the smallest in

value contained some very nice sheets of unused Europeans, etc., and as a

number of our Continental and United States members have promised to

send regularly to this we hope that very shortly it will rival the Colonial

packet in value as well as interest.
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A CATALOGUE EOR ADVANCED COLLECTORS
__o|r_

POSTAGE STAMPS, STAMPED ENVELOPES AND WRAPPERS.

COMPILED FROM THE MOST RECENT AUTHORITIES AND INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH

BY

HENRY COLLIN AND HENRY L. CALMAN.

( Continued. )

soUTH AUSTRALIA.

CURRENCY : 12 PENCE=I smLuNG; 2o SHILLINGS==I POUND (£l)-=$4.87, U. S. Currency.

’ ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1355-59- 4 Ish violet (r856) '

Engraved in taille-douce (portrait of Queen Thls last was nev" Put ""0 actual ‘15¢

Vicloria) on white wove paper varying in II. Local print.

thickness and rather rough. Size 19x25mm. 5 1p pale yellow green

Watermarked a large six rayed star with 6 Ip dark yellow green

7 2p blood red

8 2p pale red

9 6p slate blue

10 rsh orange (July 81h, 1857)

Variety ,' Printed on both sides.

1: 2p pale red

Rep’ ink.

1885.

Watermarked Crown and SA.

1:? 1; dark green

13 2;) carmine

14 2; red

15 6}) blue

16' 6;) dark Hue

All the reprint: of this and the .ruhrrquent

irsue: are :urrharged “ REPRl/VT" in

long narrow points.

  

  

  

.

black.

London print. Beginning of 1859.I.

1 1p green (October, 1855) Same type, paper and impression as pre

2 2p carmine (January 1st, 1855) ceding issue. Watermarked a large six rayed

3
6p dark blue (October, 1855) star with long narrow points.

7510M: PENNY .-..
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Rouletted.

34 1p bright yellow green

35 1p blue green

36 1p sage green

37 2p bright vermilion (r862)

38 2p pale vermilion (1867)

39 4p dull purple (January 24th, 1867)

40 6p greenish blue

41 6p dull blue

42 6p pale ultramarine

43 6p Prussian blue

44 9p brownish lilac (December 24th,

1860)

45 9p gray lilac

46 mp on 9p orange red, blue surcharge

(July 20th, 1866)

47 10p on 9p yellow, blue surcharge (1867)

48 1511 gray brown (July, 1862)

49 rsh dark red brown

50 rsh bright red brown

51 rsh chestnut brown

52 25h rose carmine (January 24th, 1867)

Varietier:

a. Imperforate.

53 2p pale vermilion

b. Double rouletting at three sides.

54 9P gray lilac

Reprints.

1885.

Rouletted.

17 1p pale yellow green

18 1p dark yellow green

19 2p pale red

20 6p slate blue

21 rsh orange

Varietiee.‘

a. Printed on both sides.

22 2p pale red

23 Ish orange

b. Doubly rouletted vertically.

24 2p pale red

Reprin L7.

1885.

Walermarked Crown and SA.

Rouletled.

25 1;: yellow green

26 210,001‘ vermilion

27 2) orange red

28 6; olue

2.9 6;) ultramarine

80 11k yellow

End of 1859.

Same type, paper and impression as pre

ceding issue. Watermarked a large six

rayed star with long narrow points.

Rouletted.

31 6p purple blue

32 rsh yellow

33 rsh olive yellow

June, 1860-68.

Same type as corresponding values of pre

ceding issues. The 4, 9, 10 pence and

2 shillings are of a new design ; the 2 shill

ings is of the same type as the 4 pence,

and the 10 pence consists of the 9 penny

stamp printed in yellow or orange and sur

charged in blue “TEN PENCE." The sur

charge "rau PENCE" is type set, there being

six different settings arranged in a group of

six in two horizontal rows of three. This

group is repeated forty times in the sheet.

Sizes : 4 pence and 2 Shillings, 19%x24 mm.

9 and 10 pence, 19x22%mm. White wove

paper varying in texture. \Vatermarked a.

large six rayed star with long narrow points.

Walermarked Crown and SA.

Rouletled.

55 9;) gray lila:

56 10; on 91) yellow, blue sure/large

.5 7 10) on 9p pale red, blue surcharge

58 1:11 bro-um

December, 1867-68.

Same types as the corresponding values of

the preceding issues. watermarked a large

six rayed star with long narrow points.

1'’ Perforated 11% horizontally and rou

letted vertically.

59 1p blue green

()0 1p yellow green

6! 4p dull purple

62 6p sky blue

63 6p Prussian blue

64 Ish dark brown

65 rsh chestnut brown

66 6p Prussian blue

2° Perforated 12% horizontally, rouletted

vertically.

67 6p Prussian blue

68 rsh dark brown

3° Perforated 11%1112,I4 x rouletted x

rouletted.

69 bp Prussian blue

4° Perforated 11%.

7o 1p blue green

71 1p yellow green

72 2p vermilion

73 4p dull purple

74 6p sky blue
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75 Ish dark brown

76 Ish chestnut brown

77 25b plle rose carmine

Varieties :

a. Rouletted on four sides and perforated

11% on four sides.

78 2p vermilion

b. Printed on both sides.

79 ash pale rose carmine

5° Perforated II%XI2%.

80 1p blue green

8! 1p yellow green

82 4p dull purple

83 6p sky blue

84 bp Prussian blue

85 Ish dark brown

86 Ish chestnut brown

87 25h pale rose carmine

Varieties .'

a. Perforated 12% on one side and 11%

on the others.

88 4p dull purple

89 6p sky blue

b. Rouletted on four sides and perforated

11% horizontally and 12% vertically.

9o 1p blue green

6" Perforated 12% horizontally, 11%

vertically.

or 6p sky blue

92 rsh dark green

7° Perforated 12%.

93 1p yellow green

94 6p sky blue

Reprints.

1885.

Watermarked Cream and SA.

Perfarated 15'.

95 4; mauve

96 4; dark violet

97 6) blue

.98 1s/: drawn

99 2s}: carmine

September, 1868.

T pographed on white wove paper. Size

18' x23mm. watermarked Crown and SA,

the letters wide apart.

  

1° Rouletted.

Ioo 2p deep orange red

:01 2p pale orange red

Varieties .'

a. Imperforate.

I02 2p pale orange red

b. Printed on both sides.

I03 2p pale orange red

2° Perforated 11%.

I04 2p orange red

3° Perforated 11%xr2%,

105 2p orange red

4° Perforated 11% horizontally and rou

letted vertically.

106 2p orange red

Reprints.

1885.

Watermarked Crown and SA , letters close

together.

Rouletted.

107 an reddis/z orange

November, 1868.

Same type, paper and impression as ten

penny stamps of the issue of July 20th, 1866.

A. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11% horizontally, rou

letted vertically.

108 top on 9p yellow, blue surcharge

Variety .' Printed on both sides.

10g IOp on 9p yellow, blue surcharge

2° Perforated 11%.

110 Iop on 9p yellow, blue surcharge

3° Perforated 11%xr2%.

111 IOp on 9p yellow, blue surcharge

Variety: Perforated 12% on one side and

[1% on the others.

112 Top on 9p yellow, blue surcharge

B. watermarked Crown and

SA, the letters wide apart.

5 'A
Perforated 11 %.

113 10p on 9p yellow, blue surcharge

1869.

Same type, paper and impression as pre

ceding issue. Watermarked a large six

rayed star with long narrow points.

1° Roulerted.

114 mp on 9p yellow, black surcharge

Varieties.

a. Surcharge inverted on upper part of

stamp.

115 top on 9p yellow, black surcharge

b. Imperforate.

115a 10p on 9p yellow, black surcharge

c. Stamp printed on both sides.

1I5b Top on 9p yellow, black surcharge‘

d. Same as c, but rouletted horizontally

and perforated vertically.

115c 10p on 9p yellow, black surcharge

2° Perforated 11%.

116 10p on 9p yellow, black surcharge
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3° Perforated nyéxmyé.

117 10p on 9p yellow, black surcharge

July, 1869.

Same type, paper and impression as irsue

of September, 1868. watermarked a large

six rayed star with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

2p deep orange red

2p pale orange red

2° Perforated 11% horizontally and rou

letted vertically.

12o 2p orange red

3'' Perforated 11%. :

121 2p orange red

Variety : Rouletted on four sides and per

forated 11% on four sides.

122 2p orange red

1870.

Same type, impression and paper as corres

ponding values of the issue of December,

1867-68. watermarked a large six rayed

star with long narrow points.

Perforated 10.

118

119

123 1p yellow green

124 1p blue green

125 4p dull purple

126 4p dull lilac

127 6p Prussian blue

128 Ish chestnut brown

May, 1870.

A. Same type as issue of September, 1868;

white wove paper varying in texture and

either rough or smooth. watermarked

Crown and SA, letters wide apart.

1° Perforated 1o horizontally x rouletted

vertically.

129 2p orange red

2° Perforated 1o.

2p deep orange red

2p pale orange red

1352 2p brownish orange

133 2p pale yellow

Reprints.

1885.

Walznnarhed Crown and SA, llttzrs close

together.

Perforated 10.

134 2p orange vermilion

B. Same type, paper and impression as

issue of 1869. watermarked a large six

rayed star with long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11%:110.

top on 9p orange yellow, black sur

charge

2" Perforated 1ox12%.

10p on 9p orange yellow, black sur

charge

130

131

I35

136

Reprints.

1885.

Walermarhed Crown and SA, Idlers close

together.

Perforated 12.

138 10; on 9p orange yellow, hlorh sur

charge

August, 1870.

Four penny stamps of the issue of January

24th, 1867, printed in blue and surcharged

horizontally with new value; white wove

paper varying in thickness and rather rough.

  

A. Carmine surcharge.

\Vatermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Perforated I0.

139 3p on 4p slate blue, carmine sur

charge

Rzprinls.

1885.

Watermarheri Crown and SA.

Perforalt'd 11;’.

140 6;) on 4;) ultramarine, fld surcharge

B. Black surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Perforated 10.

3p on 4p sky blue, black surcharge

(end 1870)

3p 0n 4p dark blue, black surcharge

2° Perforated 11%.

3p on 4p sky blue, black surcharge

3° Perforated 11%x12}4.

144 3p on 4p sky blue, black surcharge

141

142

143

3° Perforated 11%x12%x10.

top on 9p orange yellow, black sur

charge

I37

Rtprints.

1885.

Walerrnorhrd Crown and SA.

Perforated 1:9.

145 J; on 4;) him, hlarh surcharge

December, 1870-71.

Same type and impression as corresponding

values of preceding issue ; white wove paper

varying in texture and either rough or smooth.

Perforated 11%x10, 10x12% and 11 74x

12}4x1o, irregularly.

1° watermarked a large six rayed star.

with long narrow points.

146 1p yellow green

147 1p blue green

148 3p on 4p dark blue, black surcharge

149 4p dull purple

15o 4p dull lilac

r51 op Prussian blue
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152 6p dark blue

153 rsh chestnut brown

154 2sb pale rose carmine

154a 2sh deep crimson lake

Variety .- Imperforate vertically.

154b 25h deep crimson lake

2° Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

155 2p orange red

Variety .' Imperforate vertically.

156 2p orange red

1871.

I. Same type and impression as preceding

issue, white wove paper, varying in thick

ness and rather rough.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11%.

1562. 1p yellow green

156b 1p blue green

157 3p on 4p dark blue, black surcharge

158 4p dull lilac

158a 4p dull purple

159 6p dark blue

159a. 6p Prussian blue

16o rsh red brown

161 zsh deep carmine lake

2" Perforated 11%x12%.

162 1p blue green

163 1p yellow green

163a 2p orange red

16gb 3p 0n 4p dark blue, black surcharge

1630 4p dull purple

164 4p dull lilac

164a 6p Prussian blue

165 6p dark blue

166 Ish red brown

167 ash deep carmine lake

Variety .' \Nithout surcharge.

168 4p dark blue

3° Perforated 12%x11%.

25h deep carmine lake (December,169

Varietie: .'

a. Printed on both sides.

172a. 4p dull purple

b. Doubly perforated.

172b 2p orange red

0. Perforated 10 and rouletted all round.

1720 2p orange red

June, 1872.

Same type, impression and paper as issue

of December 24th, 1860.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11% x rouletted.

173 9p gray lilac

2° Rouletted x perforated 11%.

174 9p gray lilac

3° Rouletted and perforated 11%x12%.

175 9p gray lilac

July, 1872.

Same type, impression and paper as pre

ceding issue.

\Vatermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11%.

9p red lilac

1870)

40 Perforated 10 at top, 11% at bottom

and 12% at sides.

170 2p orange red

Some of the stamps of this issue can only

be distinguished from the stamps of the issue

of December 1867-68 by the date of the

cancellation.

II. Thin white wove paper.

Watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

171 2p orange red

172 4p dull purple

2° Perforated 11%x12%.

177 9p red lilac

July, 1873.

Same type, impression and paper as pre

ceding issue.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11%.

178 9p violet

179 9p mauve

Variety : Printed on both sides.

18o 9p violet

2° Perforated 11%x12%.

181 9p violet

182 9p mauve

Reprints. -

1885.

Watermarked Crawn and SA.

Perforated 12.

188 9) violet

January, 1875.

Typographed on white wove paper, vary

ing in texture and either rough or smooth.

Size, 19x22%mm.

Watermarked Crown and SA, letters wide

apart.

176
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1° Perforated 1o.

1p blue green

2° ‘Perforated 11'/5'x10.

1p blue green

3° Perforated 11%.

186 1p blue green

Van'ely .' Perforated 10 across center.

186a 1p blue green

4° Perforated 11 %x12_%.

187 1p blue green

Reprints.

Walermarked Crown and SA.

Pnfomted 10.

188 1p gram

September. 1876.

Ninepenny stamps of the issue of 1872

printed in brown and surcharged in black

with new value across lower part of stamp;

soft white wove paper, rather thin and of

uniform thickness.

Watermarked a six rayed star with short

184

185

broad points.

  

1° Perforated 11%.

8p on 9p bistre brown, black sur

charge

Van'ely .- Surcharge across the upper part

of stamp.

19o 8p 011 9p,bistre brown, black sur

charge

2° Perforated I1%x12%.

8p on 9p bistre brown, black sur

charge

1876-77.

Same type as corresponding values of pre

ceding issues, printed on soft white wove

paper, rather thin and of uniform thickness.

189

191

Ish lake brown

ash bright_crirnson lake

3° Perforated 11%.

198

199

200 3p on 4p dark blue, black surcharge

2:01 3p on 4p bright blue

202 4p dull purple

203 4p dull lilac

204 6p dark blue

205 6p bright blue

206 9p lilac rose

207 1sh red brown

208 rsh lake brown

209 25h bright crimson lake

4° Perforated 11 %x12%.

210 3p on 4p dark blue, black surcharge

211 3p on 4p bright blue, black surcharge

212 4p dull purple

213 4p dull lilac

214 6p dark blue

215 6p bright blue

216 9p lilac rose

217 1sh red brown

218 1sh lake brown

219 ash bright crimson lake

5° Perforated 12%111 1 )4.

220 6p dark blue

221 Ish red brown

222 ash bright crimson lake

Var-[din .

a. Perforated 11% on one side, 12% on‘

the others.

223 2sh bright crimson lake

b. Perforated 12% on one side, 11% on

the others.

224 6p dark blue

6° Perforated 12%.

225 15h red brown

226 25h bright crimson lake

1877.

Same type as corresponding values of the

issues of December, 1868 and January, 1875.

Typographed on white wove paper slightly

surfaced. ‘f

Watermarked Crown and SA, letters.

close together.

SA.
Watermarked a six rayed star with short

broad points.

1° Perforated 10v

192 6p dark blue

2° Perforated 10x11%x12% compound

193 4p dull purple

194 4p dull lilac

I95 6p dark blue

196 6p bright blue

197 Ish red brown

1° Perforated 1 o.

227 1p blue green

228 1p dark yellow green

229 2p pale orange red

23o 2p dark orange red

231 2p dull pale yellow

232 2p blood red

2° Perforated 11%x10.

233 1p blue green

234 1p dark yellow green

235 2p orange red
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3° Perforated roxroxroxrrx.

236 2p orange red

4° Perforated IIKXIUQ.

237 1p blue green

238 2p orange red

5° Perforated 10x12}4

239 1p dark yellow green

240 2p orange red

1880.

Same type, impression and paper as cor

responding values of the issues of 1876-77.

I. W'atermarked a six rnyed star with

short broad points

1° Perforated 10x 1 r )4.

241 4p reddish purple

242 8p on 9p yellow brown, black sur

charge

2° Perforated 10x12%.

243 4p reddish purple

3° Perforated 1ox1ox11%x12%.

244 4p reddish purple

4° Perforated 10x1oxr2%x11 y.

245 4p reddish purple

5° Perforated 11%.

246 4p reddish purple

247 8p on 9p yellow brown, black sur

charge

6° Perforated ugmy.

248 4p reddish purple

249 tip on 9p yellow brown, black sur

charge

Vtlrl'tljl : Perforated 12% on one side,

11% on the others.

250 4]) reddish purple

7° Perforated 12%.

4p reddish purple

8° Perforated 11%x10.

4p reddish purple

25!

252

  

Perforated I0.

258 %p on 1p green, black surcharge

Reprints,

1885.

Perforated 10.

.95.’) )4}, an I; grew, blark sari/large

March, 1883.

Typographed on white wove paper

IO%xI8}émm.

watermarked Crown and SA, letters close

together.

Size,

 

 

  

l’HAftFf‘fNNVI  

Perforated 10.

260 %p chocolate

Reprints.

1885.

Watermarkm Crown and SA.

Perfarated 10.

261 %p brown

December, 1 884.

Same type, impression and papef'as cor

responding value of the issue of 1876-77.

watermarked a six rayed star with short

broad points.

1° Perforated 101:1!)4.

6p pale ultramarine

2° Perforated roxr2%.

6p pale ultramarine

3° Perforated 1oxrox1I%x12y.

6p pale ultramarine

262

263

264

1885.

Same type, impression and paper as issue

of September, 1876.

watermarked asix rayed star with short

broad points.

1° Perforated 11%.

8p on 9p gray brown, black surcharge

2° Perforated 1 1x12%.

265

9° Perforated 12%x11%.

253 8p on 9p yellow brown, black sur

charge

Reprints.

1885.

Watermarl'ea' Crown and SA.

1° Perforated I2.

254 8) an 9p pale brown, blur/l2 .turc/rargc

255 8;) on 9;) yellow drown, black .turclmrj> 12

2° Perforated 10.

256 81) on 9;: brown, black run/large

II. watermarked Crown and SA letters

close together.

Perforated 10.

257 2p dark brown

January 1st, 1882.

Provisional issue.

One penny stamps of the issue of 1877 sur

charged in black with new value, the original

value being obliterated by a black line.

\Vatermarked Crown and SA, letters close

ogether.

8p on 9p gray brown, black surcharge266

1886.

Same type as corresponding values of the

preceding issues; engraved on hard, thick,

white wove paper varying in texture.

Watermarked a six rayed star with short

broad points.
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1° Perforated roxrUé.

4p reddish purple

6p pale ultramarine

2° Perforated roxr2%.

4p reddish purple

6p pale ultramarine

3° Perforated 11%.

271 4p reddish purple

272 lsh red brown

4° Perforated r1%xr2%.

273 4p reddish purple

274 rsh red brown

Varie/y .' Perforated 12% on one side,

11% on the others.

275 4p reddish purple

5° Perforated 12%.

4p reddish purple

267

268

269

270

276

End Of 1886.

Same type, impression and paper as the

halfpenny stamps of the 1883 issue.

\Vatermarked Crown and SA, letters close

together.

Perforated I0.

277 }{p red brown

278 %p pale red brown

279 %p dark red brown

December, 1886.

Typographed on soft white wove paper,

slightly surfaced. Size, 22%x39mm.

watermarked Crown and SA, letters close

ogether.

  

  
   

TWO smttmcsl

AND SIXPENCE   

December 3d, 1886, and April 2d, 1887.

Typographed on soft white wove paper,

slightly surfaced.

18%x22%mm.

watermarked Crown and SA, letters close

together.

Sizes, 3p, r8x22mm, 6p,

  

Perforated I0.

293 3p light olive green (December 3d,

1886)

294 6p blue (April 2nd. r887)

r890.

Same type, paper and impression as the

halfpenny stamp of the 1886 issue.

watermarked Crown and SA, letters close

together.

1° Perforated I0.

295 )ép brown

2° Perforated my.

296 %p brown

297 %p pale red brown

298 %p red brown

299 %p bistre brown

3° Perforated 11% at one side. to at

the others.

300 %p brown

301 Mp red brown

302 %p pale red brown

303 %p bistre brown

4° Perforated 12%xrr%.

304 KP pale red brown

V‘ariely: Perforated horizontally

across center of stamp.

305 Mp pale' red brown

12%

  

l' Perforated I0.

280 2sh 6p lilac (December 3)

28r 5sh rose “

282 10511 green (December 20)

283 15sh yellow brown “

284 ,6 I blue "

285 ,5‘2 red brown ‘ ‘

286 £2 roslr Venetian red “

287 £3 sage green “

288 £4 lemon “

259 £5 gray “

290 £10 bronze “

291 £15 silver “

292 £20 mauve “

5° Perforated rr%xr2I2.

306 %p pale red brown

June, 1890.

Typographed on soft white wove paper

slightly surfaced. Size, 18%x22mrn.

watermarked Crown and SA, letters close

together.

Perforated 10,

307 4p light violet
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June 1st, 1891.

Provisional issue.

Fourpenny and sixpenny stamps of the

issue of April 2nd, 1887, and June, I890,

printed respectively in green and red brown

and surcharged with new value, the original

value being obliterated by a heavy line.

watermarked Crown and SA, letters close

together.

1 SOUTH AUSTRALIA

:5; en ,

  

  

  

  

1° Perforated 10.

308 2%p 0n 4p green, brown surcharge

30g 5p on 6p red brown, carmine surcharge

2° Perforated “)4.

310 2%}; on 4p green, brown surcharge

3° Perforated rrxxto.

311 2%p on 4p green, brown surcharge

4° Perforated Ioxny.

312 2%p on 4p green, brown surcharge

Van'zty: Perforated 10 on three sides and

rr % on one side.

3r3 2%p on 4p green, brown surcharge

5° Perforated roxrzlé.

314 2%p on 4p green, brown surcharge

1893.

Same type, paper andimpression as corres

ponding values of preceding issue.

I. watermarked Crown and SA,' letters

close together.

1° Perforated 10.

315 3p dull green

2° Perforated 15.

316 %p brown

3r7 yép pale brown

318 1p green

319 2p orange red

320 2%p on 4p green, brown surcharge

321 3p dull green

322 4p blue violet

323 5p on 6p red brown, carmine sur

charge

324 6p bright blue

Varielizs:

a. Double perforation vertically.

325 4p blue violet

b. Double perforation all round.

326 2%p on 4p green, brown surcharge

II. watermarked a six rayed star with

short narrow points.

Perforated I5.

327 rsh brown

slightly surfaced.

1894.

Typographed on soft white wove paper,

Size 18}4x22%rnm.

watermarked Crown and SA, letters

close together.

‘1 snorn Ausrn'A'LlA
:l

‘-'\. is

Perforated I5.

328 2%p violet blue

329 5p dark violet

1895.

Same type and impression as correspond

ing values of preceding issues.

watermarked Crown and SA, letters

close together.

Perforated 13.

330 rp green

33x 2p red brown

332 2%]: violet blue

333 4p deep mauve

OFFICIAL STAMPS.

1868-74.

Stamps of the regular isiues surcharged in

red, black or blue with one or more initials.

A , (Architect or Audit).

A. Red surcharge

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

I" Roulettted.

50! 2p vermilion (No. 38)

502 rsh brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated rr%.

503 4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated rr%xr2}4.

504 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

505 zsh rose carmine (No. 52)

2° Perforated 11%.

506 6p blue (No. 74)

3° Perforated rr%xrz%.

507 6p blue (N0 83)

4° Perforated I0.

508 4p dull purple (No. 125)

II. watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

509 2p orange red (No. 100)

A (without period).

A. Red surcharge.
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Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

510 1p green (No. 35)

511 6p blue (No. 40)

512 1sh brown (No. 49)

B. Black surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11%.

2sh deep carmine lake (No. 161)

2' Perforated 11}4x12%.

25h deep carmine lake (N0. 167)

A. c- (Attorney General).

A. Red surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted .

57-3

514

515 1p green (No. 35)

516 2p vermilio11(No. 38)

517 6p blue (No. 40)

51B rsh brown (No. 49)

B. Blue surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

519 6p blue (No. 40)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

Roulelted.

52o 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11%xroulette.

521 1p green (No. 59)

522 6p blue (No. 62)

523 1sh brown (No. 64)

2° Perforated 11%.

524 1p green (No. 70)

525 4p dull purple (No. 73)

526 6p blue (No. 74)

3° Perforated 1 1%: 12%.

527 1p green (No. 80)

528 4p dull purple (No. 82)

529 6p blue (No. 83)

4° Perforated 10.

530 4p dull pur le (No. 125)

531 Ish brown No. 128)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated to.

2p orange red (No. 130)

A, 0, (Audit Ofilce).

A. Red surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

532

533

1° Rouletted.

6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated 11%x12}4.

536 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Blue surcharge.

534

535

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 11%.

1p green (No. 70)

3° Perforated 11%x12%.

539 1p green (No. 80)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

540 2p orange red

C. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1" Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 118)

6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 11% x rouletted.

537

533

54!

542

543 rsh brown (No. 64)

3° Perforated 11%.

544 1p green (No. 70)

545 4p dull purple (No. 73)

546 4p dull purple (No. I58)

547 61) blue (N0. 74)

548 rsh brown (No. 75)

4° Perforated “Z1112”.

549 1p green (No. 80)

550 4p dull purple 5N0. 82)

551 4p dull purple No. 164)

552 6p blue (No. 83)

553 Ish brown (No. 85)

5° Perforated 10.

554 1p green (No. 123)

555 4p dull pur le (No. 125)

556 1sh brown FNo. 128)

6° Perforated 1011115, 12% irregularly.

557 4p dull purple (No. 149)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

Perforated 10.

558 2p orange red (No. 130)

III. Watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

559 4p dull purple (No. 172)

BI DI (Births and Deaths).

Red surcharge.

\‘Vatermarked a large six rayed star with

ong narrow points.

Rouletted.

56o 2p verrnilion (No. 38)

561 6p blue (N0. 40)

562 rsh brown (No. 49)
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B c (Botanical Gardens).
I I

A. Red surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

563 rsh brown (No. 49)

B. Blue surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

564 1sh brown (No. 49)

C. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 11% x rouletted.

1p green (No. 59)

Ish brown (No. 64)

3° Perforated 11%.

565

566

567

568 Ip green (No. 70)

569 1p green (No. 156a)

57o 6p blue (No. 74)

571 6p blue (No. 159)

572 Ish brown (No. 75)

573 rah brown (No. 160)

4° Perforated 1 1 %x12}4.

574 1p green No. 80)

575 1p green No. 162)

576 6p blue (No. 83)

577 6p blue (No. 165)

578 1sh brown (No. 85)

579 rah brown (No. 166)

5° Perforated 10.

580 1p green (No. 133)

581 6p lue(No. 127)

582 1sh brown (No. 128)

6° Perforated 10x11)‘, 12% irregularly.

583 1p green (No. 146)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)584

Rouletted.

588 2p orange red (No. 100)

c‘ (Customs),

A. Red surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

589 2p vermilion (No. 38)

590 6p blue (No. 40)

591 I511 brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated II%x12%.

593 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Blue surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star with

592

2° Perforated 10.

585 2p orange red (No. 130)

III. Watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

586 2p orange red (No. 171)

B. M. (Births and Marriages).

A. Red surcharge.

\Vatermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

587 2p vermilion (No. 38)

B. Black surcharge.

Watermarked Crown and SA, letters wide

apart.

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

5°‘ ‘p 5'?“ ‘"‘i‘ it? )
595 4? \1 PmP 6 °- 39

596 6p blue (No. 40)

597 lsh brown (No. 49)

598 zsh rose carmine (No. 52)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

599 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. \Vatermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

600 1p green (No. 35)

601 6p blue (No. 40)

6oz ash rose carmine (No. 52)

2° Perforated 11% x rouletted.

4p dull purple (No. 61)

1sh brown (N0. 64)

3° Perforated 11%.

603

604

605 1p green (No. 70)

606 4p dull purple (N0. 73)

607 6p blue (No. 74)

608 6p blue (No. 159)

609 Ish brown (No. 75)

610 Ish brown (No. 160)

4° Perforated 11KXIZM

611 1p green (No. 80)

612 4p dull blue (No. 82)

613 6p blue No. 83)

614 6p blue No. 165)

615 Ish brown ‘No. 85)

616 Ish brown No. 166)

5° Perforated 10.

617 1p green (No. 123)

618 4p dull purple (N0. 125)

619 6p blue (No. 127)

6° Perforated 10x11%, 12', irregularly.

62o 1p green (No. 146)

621 4p dull purple (No. 149)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.
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1° Perforated 10 x rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 129)

2° Perforated to.

2p orange red (No. 130)

3° Perforated 10 on three sides 11% on

the other.

624 2p orange red (No. 155)

IalII, ‘Natermarked V over Crown.

‘Perforated 10.

625 2p orange red (No. 171)

c‘ D- (Commissariat Department).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayecl star with

long narrow paints.

1° Rouletted.

626 2p vermilion (No. 38)

627 6p blue (No. 40)

628 15h brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

622

623

629

644 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Blue surcharge.

I watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

645 4p dull purple (No. 39)

646 6p blue (No. 40)

If. watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

647 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. Wa'ermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

648 2p orange red (No. 118)

648a 6p blue (No. 40)

649 2sh rose carmine (No. 52)

2° Perforated 11% x rouletted.

rsh brown (No. 64)

3° Perforated 11%.

650

651 4p dull purple (No. 73)

652 6p blue (No. 74)

653 6p blue (No. 159)

654 rsh brown (No. 160)

655 21h pale rose carmine (No. 77)

656 2511 deep carmine lake (No. 161)

4° Perforated 11%xt2%.

657 4p dull purple (No. 82)

658 6p blue No. 83)

659 6p blue No. 165)

660 Ish brown (No. 166)

661 ash pale rose carmine (No. 87)

662 25h deep carmine lake (No. 167)

5° Perforated 10.

4p dull purple (No. 125)

6° Perforated 10x11 '4, I2}; irregularly.

664 4p dull purple (No. 149)

II. watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated 1o.

2p orange red (No. 130)

663

665

666

3° Perforated 11%x12}4.

63o 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Blue surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

631 6p blue (No. 40)

C. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11% x rouletted.

632 1p green (No. 59)

633 6p blue (No. 62)

634 1sh brown (No. 64)

2° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated 11%x12}4.

4p dull purple (No. 82)

4° Rouletted.

637 2p orange red (No. 118)

5° Rouletted on four sides and perforated

11% on four sides.

638 2p orange red (No. 122)

II. watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

639 2p orange red (No. 100)

c, L. (Crown Lands).

A. Red surcharge.

i watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points. a

1' Rouletted.

635

636

640 2p vermilion (No. 38)

641 6p blue (No. 40)

642 Hi! brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated 1r%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)643

3° Perforated 11%x12;é.

3° Perforated rox1r%, 12% irregularly.

667 2p orange red (No. 155)

III. watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

668 2p orange red (No. 171)

669 4p dull purple (No. 172)

Variety .' No watermark.

67o 4p dull purple

c. o- (Censns Olfice).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

671 2p vermilion (No. 38)

672 6p blue (No. 40)

673 15h brown (No. 49)
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REPRINTS AND RfielssUEs OF THE STAB/1P8 OF THE

UNITED spires.

BY JOHN N. LUFF.

(Read before the National Philatelical Society April 14th, 1896.)

These are the days of specialism. Of this there can be no doubt. Even

general collectors usually give attention to minor varieties in the stamps of

one or more countries. In this part of the world this attention is naturally

directed toward the stamps of the United States. A very general interest

has been manifested in the secret marks, papers and printings of the 1872-82

issues and in other varieties which have recently been discovered. All classes

of collectors, from beginners to the most advanced, are seeking these varie

ties and finding the supply not equal to the demand. Nor is the interest

confined to this country alone, for in Europe and all over the world the de

mand for the stamps of the United States is large.

With this interest in the recently discovered varieties has come an in

, creased interest in many other things which are closely related to the regu

lar issues of our stamps. Collectors are adding proofs and essays to their

collections and in time I expect to see this develope into a very interesting‘

branch of our pursuit. “ Specimen ” stamps also receive attention from

those who are most thorough. But most of all has interest developed in the

sets of reprints and re-issues prepared by our government about the time or

the Centennial Exposition. .

I have frequently been asked why the 56th edition of the Standard

Catalogue does not list the reprints of the 1847 and 1857 issues, while it

does those of later issues. It is because the former are reprints and the latter

re-issues, and the 56th catalogues does not list any reprints. Allow me a

few words of definition, for I find many collectors do not clearly draw the

line between “re-issue ” and “reprint." Reprints are printings of stamps

which are not available for postage, either because the original stamps have

been declared obsolete or because the reprints themselves are not allowed to

do postal duty. Re-issues are printings of stamps which are available for

postage, though the originals may have been replaced by a later issue. In

1861 the stamps of the 1847, 185i and 1857 issues were declared obsolete

and of no further postal value, in order to prevent any use of the large

quantity in the hands of postmasters in the disloyal states; hence any sub

sequent printings of these stamps are reprints. But the stamps of 186! and

all later issues are yet available for postage and this applies to all printings

of them, made at whatever date. Therefore the 1875 printings are to be

called re-issues.

I trust a brief description of the 1875 printings and comparison with

the originals will prove not uninteresting.

Reprints of the 1847 issue. It has been the custom for many years to

call these two stamps government counterfeits. I consider this a misnomer.

It is a well known fact that the plates of this issue did not belong to the

government but remained in the hands of the contractors, Messrs Rawdon,

Wright, Hatch and Edson. But the dies were government property. At

the time it was decided to reprint, these dies were brought out and found to

be somewhat the worse for wear and rust. They were, therefore, recut to a

small extent and from them new plates were made. Thus the stamps are
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impressions from new plates made from retouched dies. They are reprints

and in no sense counterfeits. We might as well claim that an impression

from a new plate of the current issue is a new issue. I think a little care

ful study of the stamps will satisfy anyone that my statements are correct

and that the slight differences between the originals and reprints are merely

the result of recutting. We might certainly expect more pronounced dif

ferences had the dies been engraved anew.

The originals of these stamps are usually on a thin crisp bluish wove

paper, much like the ordinary note paper in use at that date. They- also

exist on thin yellowish white wove paper, as is proved by specimens shown

herewith. They are scarce on this paper. The reprints are on a thicker

coarse blusish wove paper of a deeper color than that of the originals. They

are also found on bluish hand-made paper and the five cents on horizontally

laid paper. The colors of the originals and reprints differ decidedly. They

are.

ORIGINALS. REPRINTS.

5 cents : orange brown, red brown yellow brown, red brown

brown, black brown bistre brown

10 cents : deep black, gray black slate black

Owing to recutting the reprints vary somewhat from the originals. The

point most readily noticed in the reprints is the indistinctness of the letters -

“R. w. H. a E.” at the bottom of each stamp. In the originals these letters

are very clear. In the original five cents the left side of the white shirt

frill touches the frame of the oval opposite the top of the “ F" of

“ Five ” while in the reprint it touches the oval near the top of the figure

“ 5.” In the reprint of the ten cents there is a sleepy look about the eyes,

the line' of the mouth is straighter and a strongly defined curl in the

hair near the right temple has been smoothed out.

Reprints of the I857 issue are readily distinguished by the perforation,

which gauges 12, instead of 15, as in the originals. The paper is also very

white and there is a generally new look about the stamps. The colors are :

ORIGINALS. REPRINTS.

1 cent : blue, dull blue, dark blue sky blue

3 cents : rose, brown red, Indian red scarlet

5 cents : brown, red brown, brick red orange brown

10 cents : yellow green blue green

12 cents : full black greenish black

24 cents : gray lilac , dull violet

30 cents : red orange yellow orange

90 cents : marine blue dark marine blue

There seems to have been no attempt to imitate the colors closely, es

pecially the scarcer shades of the five cents. On the original plates of several

of the values the stamps were set so closely together that they would have

been seriously damaged if perforated by a machine of the coarse gauge in use

since 1861. To obviate this difficulty new plates were made for the one,

three, ten and twelve cents values. On these plates the designs are set further

apart, to the improvement of the appearance of the stamps. The one cent

has the full ornaments, so rarely seen on the originals. The three cents

has the outer lines at top and bottom. None of these new plates have any

imprint or number, and they have only one hundred stamps each, while

the originals had two hundred each. The reprints of the five cents are made

from the plate on which projecting ornaments at top and bottom of the

stamps are cut away, and present the two varieties of ornaments partly

and entirely removed.
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The re-issue of the 1861 set can only be distinguished from the original

printings by the whiteness of the paper, brightness and freshness of the colors

and sometimes the crackly white gum. The originals had a brownish gum.

The re-issues were sometimes sold without gum.

The colors are :

ORIGINALS. REPRINTS.

1 cent : pale blue, deep blue, chalky blue pale ultramarine

2 cents : gray black deep black

3 cents : pink, rose, brown rose, scarlet Indian red

5 cents : yellow, brown, red brown, black brown pale brown

10 cents 1 yellow green, dark green blue green

12 cents : gray black hard deep black

15 cents : soft full black hard deep black

24 cents : red lilac, lilac, gray lilac dark violet

30 cents : pale orange, orange brown orange

90 cents : pale blue, deep blue marine blue

No attempt was made to reproduce the pink and scarlet three cents or

the yellow and red brown five cents.

The re-impressions of the 1869 issue have the bright colors, white paper

and crackly white gum, characteristic of the 1875 printings. They also

differ from the originals in the absence of the grill. The very rare ungrilled

originals may be distinguished from the re-issue by their smooth brown gum,

and by slight differences in the colors. Of the fifteen cents only the variety

without the frame and the diamond above the central picture was re-issued.

For this a new plate was used, at least I have not so far found any originals

printed from this plate. In the originals there can be seen behind the

picture a ruling of faint brown lines, making a band about 1 mm. wide. In

the re-issue these lines are omitted, except one which crosses, on a level with

the top of the picture, the space formerly occupied by the diamond. The

colors vary but little.

ORIGINALS. REPRINTS.

1 cent : brown orange dark brown orange

2 cents : pale brown, dark brown brown

3 cents : ultramarine ultramarine

6 cents: ultramarine ultramarine

10 cents : bright orange pale orange

12 cents : dark yellow green dark blue green

15 cents : pale brown and pale blue dark brown and dark blue

24 cents : yellow green, green and violet blue green and violet

30 cents : carmine and pale ultramarine carmine & dark ultramarine

90 cents : gray black and carmine deep black & deep carmine

I have never been able to understand the necessity or reason for a

special printing of the 1873 issue, since, save the few values which were

obsolete, the stamps of that issue were in use at the time. The only explana

tion which I can suggest is the desire to keep the manufacture and sale of

these special sets of stamps entirely separate from the regular business and

accounts of the Post Office Department. On the other hand the regular

stock of department stamps seems to have been drawn upon to supply the

“specimen" sets sold at the same time as the reprints and re-issues. It may

be, however, that the “ specimens " first sold were especially printed for the

purpose-from some peculiarities of paper and perforation I am inclined to

this opinion—and that the “specimens” with gum and apparently from

regular stock may have been issued in later years and under a changed
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system of accounts. Whatever the reason, it is certain that a special printing

of the then current issue was made. This included the two cents vermilion

and the five cents blue (Taylor) of 1875. It is extremely difiicult to dis

tinguish the stamps of this printing from those of the regular issue. The

colors are almost identical. Only those who have given long and careful

study to sets of the stamps known to belong to this printing and who have a

keen eye for color values can tell the majority of them from the regular

issue. They have the freshness which is characteristic of the companion sets

and the appearance of careful workmanship, though many of them are from

worn plates. They are on the peculiarly white hard crisp paper used for the

reprints and re-issues. Occasionally one has the crackly white gum but most

of them have none. A notable feature of this set is that the perforations are

seldom perfect. The stamps were not separated in the usual way, by tearing

them apart, but were cut apart with scissors and very carelessly. As a result

the perforations are usually much mutilated and frequently the design.

Many of the “ specimen " department stamps show the same ill-treatment and

this is one of the points indicative of a special printing of those stamps. The

colors, as nearly as they can be described, are :

ORIGINALS. REPRINTS.

1 cent: pale ultramarine, chalky blue deep ultramarine

2 cents: yellow brown, brown, black brown dark brown

3 cents: dark green, blue green deep blue green

6 cents: carmine, dull rose brownish rose

7 cents: vermilion, orange vermilion carmine vermilion

10 cents: brown, yellow brown dark brown

12 cents: violet, black violet dark gray violet

15 cents: dull orange bright orange

24 cents: purple dull violet

30 cents: jet black, dull gray black clear gray black

90 cents: deep carmine, rose carmine dull carmine

2 cents: vermilion, orange vermilion carmine vermilion

5 cents: full blue, dark ultramarine clear pale blue

Of this set the seven, twelve and twenty-four cents were obsolete and‘

are properly called re-issues. The two cents brown may well be placed

under the same head, since, though it did not become obsolete until July 1st,

1875, some three months after the first oflicial notice of the sale of reprints,

the sale continued about ten years and there is no possibility of separating

the stamps sold before July 1st, 1875, from those sold after that date, nor

any reason for doing so, if it were possible. The balance of the set are

neither reprints nor re-issues and I can find no more distinctive term for them

than “special printing."

I now wish to call your attention to a similar set of stamps which I think

has never been chronicled and which is known to only a very few collectors.

It is a set of the 1873-75 stamps, printed on the soft porous paper used by

the American Bank Note Co. This paper was not used for our stamps before

1879 and the presence in the set of the two cents brown, seven, twelve and

twenty-four cents shows them to be re-issues. Variations in color mark the

rest of the set as a special printing, similar to that made by the Continental

Bank Note C0. in 1875. I have here a letter, or rather a printed form, from

the Post Office Department, dated Feb. 1st, 1881, which was sent to a pur

chaser with certain sets of reprints and "specimens." The 1870 set (it is

thus officially termed) which accompanied this letter was the exact duplicate

of that I now show you. The two cents is a black brown, the twelve and
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twenty-four cents are slightly darker than in the re-issue by the Continental

Bank Note Co and the thirty cents is a greenish black. The colors of the

other values are rather richer than those of the originals, but the differences

are too slight to admit of successful description. This printing was probably

made in 1880. I believe these sets to be of the most extreme rarity. I have

seen. only three of them complete, though I have examined carefully many

large collections.

It is very difi‘ic‘ult to distinguish between originals and reprints of the

Franklin Carrier stamp, especially as some of the latter are said to have been

printed on remainders of the original paper. The color of the originals is

either a bright true blue or a dull dark blue. That of the reprints is a dark

marine blue, varying slightly in tint. The impression of the originals is clear

and fine while the reprints are too heavily inked and somewhat blurred.

The reprints are also found on a thicker paper of a duller and paler color.

These are usually called the second reprint (I do not know on what author~

ity) and it is possible that they also are the work of the American Bank Note

Co.

The reprints of the Eagle Carrier stamp were at first perforated, which

readily distinguishes them from the originals. They were afterwards issued

imperforate and can then be known by the absence of gum, white paper and

rich dark blue color. The originals ha've brown gum and are either a dull

greenish blue or an indigo blue. These stamps are also found on the soft

porous paper of the American Bank Note Co. in color identical with that

used for the 1875 reprints.

There seems to be at present a diversity of opinion on the question of

reprints of the Newspaper and Periodical stamps of 1865. We have been

acustomed to consider certain of the darker shades of these stamps as reprints.

But evidence has lately been supplied from-ofiicial sources tending to prove

that reprints of these stamps were never sold.

We have also the testimony of a prominent dealer that, at the date the

reprints were made, there was on hand a large stock of originals of the two

higher values. Nevertheless, if it was thought necessary to make a special

printing of the current set of adhesives, l fail to see why reprints of the News

paper stamps were not equally desirable.

I wish at this point to call your attention to a set of these stamps which

are usually considered as proofs This set consists of the three values, five,

ten and twenty-five cents, all without the colored border and all imperforate.

They are on a paper similar to, if not identical with, that used for other

reprints. I have heard that these exist in sheets of ten (not twenty, as were

the originals) and that they have neither imprint nor plate number, a

peculiarity of other plates prepared for making reprints. to which I have

already called attention. I am strongly inclined to think these were intended

to form part of the 1875 re-issue but, for reasons not known and probably

not to be learned at this late day, they were never used for the purpose.

There is room for further investigation here but we will have to leave the

subject until further information is at command. But, whatever the Con

tinental Bank Note Company, may or may not have done, the American Bank

Note Company do not leave us in doubt as to their work. Here are two

five cent stamps of this series (1'1 the characteristic porous paper, used only

by the latter Company. and proving them to be reprints beyond question.

I have never seen the other two values on this paper and doubt their exis

tence. Presumably the supply of remainders of those values was more than

sufficient for any demands.
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There seems to be no information of value concerning the stamps supplied

to collectors to represent the 1875 issue of Newspaper and Periodical stamps.

According to the ofiicial circular they were to be sold ungummed and, since

specimens fully gummed might be bought at the Post Ofiices for the same

price, it is not probable that many were ordered from Washington. I have

seen the values from two to sixty cents which, together with some reprints,

were bought at the time. Those shown herewith are in every way identical

and I presume may be safely credited to the same source. The paper is, as

usual, very white, crisp and hard and the workmanship excellent. The

values from two to ten cents inclusive are printed in clear gray black and

from twelve to ninety-six cents inclusive in soft pale rose. About the higher

values I know nothing. I doubt if any of this series were anything else

than regular stock without gum.

Last of all we come to the stamps for Postage Due As they were not

issued until I879, we need not look for any among the reprints and re-issues

supplied by the Continental Bank Note Company. I recently purchased a

set of these stamps from a collection which contained an almost complete series

of reprints and “specimens.” They are of a peculiar deep brown shade

which I have not seen elsewhere and are perfectly matched. Collectors

know that it is almost impossible to make sets of these stamps which are

absolutely alike in tint. For these two reasons I think it is quite probable

that this set represents another special printing for the benefit of philatelists.

I trust I have proved to your satisfaction that reprints and re-issues

were made by the American Bank Note Co. and special printings by both

the Continental and American Companies. I also hope that specialists will

think these stamps worthy of their attention. They will certainly find that

many of them are far from easy to secure.

THE VICTORIAN aovmpsmo PosTAL CARD.
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Mr. H. Russell Drowne sends us a copy of a humorous postal card re

ceived by him from a friend in Victoria, and also a cutting of T/ze Age‘,

a Victorian newspaper.
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' MALDON, V1c., November I8, 1895.

“ It is plainly seen that a great future lies before the advertising post

card, and I look forward confidently to the time when the advertisements

will meander all over the fair open space, leaving the correspondent to sand

wich his letters in between; thus for instance—“Dear Madam,—We have

the honor to inform you that——JINK's CoRsa'rs ARE THE BEST—On Tuesday

next we will-TRY BLINK'S LUMBAGO PILLS-hold a special meeting to—

READ THE “WEEKLY HowL"—discuss our annual report and balance sheet,

and—-DRINK PURE YICTORIA o1N—as it is important to remember that your

committee require—Ron1NsoN's DOUBLE PERAMBULATORS-CVCX‘)’ support, we

trust you will not fail to—\vEAR SCHINCKELSTEINS 12s 6d. PANTS-favor us

with your attendance. Yours truly, Sophonista Spooner,—AsK FOR MC

PHILLABEG'S HIGHLAND winsKEv—P. S. We meet at 4I30.—FUNERALS

CHEAPLY FURNISHED 13v JENKINS & co ”

An infinite variety of advertisements could thus be inserted which could

not escape the notice of the reader, and every section of the community

would be interested and benefited thereby.

 

G. M. A."

 

PROTEST FROM RELIGIOUS AND TEMPERANCE Boonzs.

The office of the Postmaster-General was yesterday crowded to over

flowing by a deputation from religious and temperance organizations protest

ing against the advertisements on the post cards The bodies represented

were the Church of England, the Council of Churches, Presbyterian Assem

bly and its temperance committee, Women's (hristian Temperance Union,

Church of England Temperance Society, Wesleyan Church Conference and

committee, Independent Order of Rechabites, Congregational Union. Sons

and Daughters of Temperance, Baptist Union, Melbourne Total Abstinence

Society, Lhurch of Christ, Good Templars, Bible Christian Church, Young

Men's Christian Association, Primitive Methodists, Young Women's Christ

ian Association, United Methodist Free Church, Christian Endeavor Society,

Victorian Alliance and the ladies‘ committee, and the Victorian Sunday

School Union.

Mr. Balfour, M. L. C., introduced the deputation, and expressed his

surprise at the extreme ugliness of the new cards.

Mr. (‘. I-Iam, M. L. C., objected to the young people in his house

being invited to smoke or drink, and held that the sum paid for the right to

advertise was inconsiderable compared with the injury to the conscience of

the bulk of the public.

Mr. Reid, M. L. A., said that not only the parties here represented but

the general public, were refraining from using the objectionable cards, and

were making their own.

M r. Longmore, M. L. A., considered it a degredation to the State to

advertise drink and tobacco on its property.

Mr. D. Ham, M. L C; Mr. Graham, M. L. A.; Mr. Kirton, M. L A.,

and Mr. Gray, M. L. A., also spoke.

An interruption was here created by some of the deputation complain

ing of members of Parliament having all to say, and demanding that the

public themselves should be allowed to speak

Mr. Harris, M. L. A., and Mr. Sternberg, M. L. C., supported the

protest.

Mr. Vale, M. L. A., expressed an objection to advertisements at all, and
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instanced the railway time table, which was so filled with useless advertise

ments that the public could not find out what they wanted. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. T. Smith, M. L. A., also spoke.

Mrs. Press, on behalf of 3000 members of the W. C. T. U., said they

could not use these cards, which were a menace to the interests of the home; ‘

Mrs. Lee, of the Victorian Alliance, said these cards would degrade the

colony by declaring that the State made one of its chief departments the

medium for advertising the lower class of commodities. (Hear, hear.) In

their own interests the contractors should cancel the contract, for a gentle

man had told her he would never again smoke “Havelock" tobacco. (Loud

laughter.)

Miss Booth (Y. W. C. A.) referred to the evils of spreading the drink

habit.

The Rev. Archdeacon Langly pressed the conscientious rbjection, and

also an objection against pushing any trade through Government agency

under special advantages, which the Government ought not to give.

The Rev. H. Jones (Presbyterian) sympathized with the makers of other

beer and tobacco which did not get this advertisement. At first he thought

the card was a practical joke—(laughter)—but he was now filled with anxiety

lest the respected Postmaster-General should become a sandwich man. (Great

laughter). Then the postman would come round with a letter in one hand

and an advertisement in the other. There would be an advertisement on his

breast and another on his back; and finally the available space on this

magnificent building (the G. P. 0.) would be let for advertisements.

(Renewed laughter).

The Minister was further addressed by the Rev. A. R. Edgar, Rev. J. J.

Halley, Cr. W. G. Stephens, Mr. W. Wilson. Mr. Dominey, Mr. S. Manger,

Mr. S. Binder, Mr. D. A. Ewer, the Rev. F. Mason, Mr. Barber. Rev. J.

Green, Mr. J. W. Hunt, Rev. E. King, Rev. T. Copeland and Mr. George

Bird, . P.
TThe Postmaster~General replied that, like Warren Hastings, he never

knew before how wicked he was, but now he had a chance to amend. The

deputation should now go to the advertising contractors for a large charity

donation, for this agitation had given their wares an advertisement such as .

neither he nor the Government could have given th'm. (Dissent and inter

ruption). If there were other lines besides Foster's lager and Havelock

tobacco he had nothing to do with that; their makers could pay the con

tractor and get their own advertisement. He agreed with the aesthetic objec

tion that the cards were not pretty. He himself disliked advertisements

altogether, and would not allow them on post cards or railway stations and

such places. (Hear, hear). But this was no new departure, and we were not

“degrading the colony" by sending them abroad. In the model colony,

New Zealand, the telegram forms had similar advertisements on the back, and

so had the postage stamps-(A voice: But that has been abolished)—and

another Postal department had written to him for information with the object

of adopting the post card advertisements. This advertisement was only an

experiment, and could be amended. He did not like its appearance, but as

a trustee for the whole public and not one section of it-(Hear, hear)—and

in such a bad time for the department he had to point out that the sum re

ceived for these advertisements would have avoided many of the paltry and

. painful things he had had to do in the country to save a fewv miserable pounds ;

it meant that roo post ofiices in the country might be kept open, or 50 mail

contracts kept going, that would have to be closed. A section of the press
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had objected to these cards, but the press itself lived by advertisements.

'l'here was the Argus, which advertised certain “schnapps ” and “dry gin,"

and it was hardly fair that the press, which existed by advertisements, should

abuse him as a section of the press had done. The deputation should go to

the Argus office and ask that these advertisements be stopped. (Voices:

The newspapers are not Government property). He did not know before

that there was a conscientious objection to tobacco. (Yes). He could un

derstand such an objection to drink. for though he understood that lager

beer was a harmless ‘liquid, it was technically an intoxicating liquor. But

why did they mislead him? Why did they not show some consistency with

their convictions, and go and tell the newspapers they would not take their

papers unless these advertisements were withdrawn? (Interruption and up

roar. A voice : They are in a totally different position). He had heard of

“the intemperance of temperance," but he trusted he was not to have an ex<

hibition of it. Why did they not carry their convictions to his colleague,

Mr. Williams, and ask why the railway time table had been an advertising

medium for years? In this book he found advertised an Old Irish whisky,

and Heather Dew, a Scotch whisky, side by side with the advertisement of

the Presbyterian Ladies‘ College. Then they came to the Wesleyan Metho

dist Ladies’ College, and over the page they were told that some brewing

company's ales were the “purest and best." This time table was Govern

ment property, and throughout the colony on every Government railway

station the same class of advertisements stared everyone in the face. (A

voice: That is a different thing). To his mind the railway advertisements

were much worse than the post cards, because they gave to the advertise

ments, objectionable or not, far greater publicity than the post cards. He

sympathized with the work of the total abstainers, and though perhaps they

carried it too far, he was sorry to interfere with any conscientious scruples ;

but this need not necessarily follow, because anyone could get a plain card

and-put a 1d. stamp on it (Dissent). The remedy was with the public. If

they did not like the cards, they would not buy them, and hen there would

be no advertisements. The great test of their unpopularity would he that the

cards were not used ; but as a fact, for the 13 or :4 days they had been issued

there had been no material falling off in the number used. He would care

fully consider the question, place it before his colleagues, and see what should

be done, as he acknowledged that a large section of the community should

not be ignored. They might talk about the purchase money being paltry,

but the department wanted to get revenue from every source. It was not the

interest of the department or of the advertisers, however, to run counter to

the conscientious convictions of any part of the community, and in a clay or

two he would announce a final decision.

It was subsequently arranged that the Premier and Postmaster General

will take the post card advertisement into joint consideration, and decide

speedily what is to be done. '

 

THE ADVERTISING FIRMS.

OFFER TO TERMINATE THE CONTRACT.

To the Edz'far of I11: Age.

SlR,-—>—SO much has been written regarding the action of the Post-OPfice

authorities in allowing the post cards to be defaced by advertisements, that I

desire it to be known that my company is willing to forego its rights in the

matter in order to assist in putting an end to the objectionable system. The
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enclosed copy of letter to the Postmaster General will explain itself, to

which we have not yet received reply.—-Yours, &c.,

ALFRED D. HART, Managing Director for

Wm Cameron Bros. & Co., Ltd.

13th November.

A'Beckett Street, nth Nov., 1895.

The Hon. John Gavan Duffy. Postmaster-General, Melbourne.

StR,—With reference to this company's contract with the Postal depart

ment, for the right to advertise on all post cards issued by the department for

a period of three years, dating from 1st inst., and our managing director's

(Mr. Hart's) interview with you this morning on the subject, we now beg to

confirm that gentleman's proposal to you viz., that as the advertisements on

the post cards are viewed with great disfavor by a considerable section of the

community, and the two companies advertising “lager beer " and " tobacco "

do not intend to insist on their rights, we are agreeable, and ‘now propose,

without prejudice, that the contract with your department be cant elled, and

the full amount paid by us, viz., £950. refunded We wish it to be distinctly

understood that we are well satisfied with the value of our contract. and our

sole object in submitting the foregoing proposal is deference to the many

objections that have been raised against the use of post cards for advertising

purposes. We shall esteem your kindly informing us, not later than

Wednesday next whether our proposition meets with your approval.—-We

have the honor to be, sir. yours ohediently (Signed). ALFRED D. HART,

managing director Wm. Cameron Bros. 8: Co , Limited.

HISTORY UF THE BELGIAN DOMINICAL STAMPS AND ENTIRE

ENVELOPES.

 

Bv Juuzs Bouviaz.

 

The enjoyment of a day of rest per week has always and everywhere

been considered as a condition of the highest importance for the physical.

intellectual, moral and social existence t f man. For this reason, at all times,

societies of various kinds have been founded with the object of procuring

that Sunday. that natural festival day, should again become for everyone a

day of rest. diversion and meditation.

In Europe, for some years past, a large number of these societies have

had in view principally the sanctification of the Sunday, and they have

directed their efforts specially against the institutions of the carrying business.

Among these none is more interesting than the post ofiice, but the duty

which falls on it and which consists in satisfying incessantly the needs of

the trafiic did not allow of a suspension of its service in such a way as to en

able all its staff to take advantage of the Sunday rest. However, the postal

administrations of most countries have made every effort to secure on that

day a reduction of the service without injuring the general interests of the

service. Belgium. which could not reduce its Sunday postal service to the

extreme limits without provoking protestations. had recourse to a practical

means which threw quite a new light on the Sunday rest.

A royal order given at Laeken on May 14th, 1893, having decreed the
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creation of new types of Belgian postage stamps, the minister, on the day

after, issued the following order :

“ Art. I. The postage stamps of the new issue will bear the inscription :

‘ Ne pas livrer le dimanche-Siet bestellen op zondag’ (not to be delivered

on Sunday).

“It will be optional with senders to detach this inscription from the

stamps before making use of them or to leave it on.

“Correspondence bearing this note will not be delivered at its address

on Sundays and holidays.

Art. 2. The values and colors of the new postage stamps are determined

as follows :

100 red on white

20c mignonette on white

25c blue on white

35c brown on white

50c bistre on white

ifr carmine on light green

2fr lilac on rose

2c orange on white

5c green on white

" Art. 3. The issue of the new stamps will commence with that of the

too‘ which will be put on sale on June Ist next.

"Brussels, May 15th I893,

“J. VANDENPEEREnoou."

A second ministerial order of July 7, I893, afterwards fixed for the rst

of August. 1893, the issue of the new stamps of 2, :o and 25c ; orgthe 1st of

September those of r and 5c; the 1st of October th se of See and the lst of

November those of 35c and zfr.

The values from t to so have the arms of the kingdom (type r); the

other values. from we to zfr, have the portrait of King Leopold II (type 2).
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(Type I-) (TyPe 2)

In consequence of these orders, formal instructions were given to the

employees of the Belgian post office that correspondence bearing the label

with the inscription

“ Ne pas livrer le dimanche

" Niet bestellen op zondag "

and arriving at the distributing offices in time for delivery on Sunday or a

holiday should be laid aside and reserved for the first delivery on the day

after. The Administration formally forbade their distribution on the Sun

day and warned its employees that disciplinary penalties would be inflicted

on those who should disobey. It also gave notice that the use of the domini

cal stamp was not indispensable to prevent a shipment being delivered on

Sunday. and that the sender might indicate his wish in this respect by means

of a written or printed note added‘to the superscription, and this wish was to

be respected, whatever might be the method adopted to manifest it.
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The only exception was in regard to express shipments. These vlere

delivered as soon as they arrived, on Sundays as on other days, whatever

might be the stamps used or the note appearing on the superscription.

From the 1st August, 1893. it was moreover decreed that correspond

ence sent free, with or without the countersign, should no longer be delivered

on Sundays and legal holidays, unless prepaid at the express rate, either with

the 25c postage stamp blue on white (type 2) or with one or more telegraph

stamps (type 3 and 4) for the total amount of the expressage.

  

. (TM)(3 3.) (Type 4-) _

An exception to this rule was made for only a few classes of shipments,

the delivery of which could not be delayed without doing injury to the public

service.

As to articles registered and insured that were to be delivered at an

address, and which were deposited on Saturday or the eve of a holiday. the

sender was to be consulted, if possible. The dominical label was to be

detached from the stamp if the sender could not be consulted or his messenger

were without instructions. They could be left attached only with the con

sent of the sender, and, consequently, registered packets prepaid by means of

stamps with the dominical inscription were to be exempted from delivery by

the mail carriers on Sundays and legal holidays.

It will easily be understood that all these measures produced a very

appreciable diminution in the quantity of correspondence distributed on

Sundays. The post office employees had the benefit not only of the wish of

the sender. marked by the maintenance of the dominical label, but also of the

forgetfulness of ignorance of those who involuntarily left the label attached to

the stamp.

On a careful inquiry into the question of the postage stamps of the issue

of 1893, circulating with the dominical label. it appeared that the quantity

scarcely reached the seventh part of the total number of stamps used.

The statistics for the year 1894 are as follows:

:NllMBl-ZR or DOMINICAL STAMPS or THE i803 ISSUE USED IN 1304

 

 

  

VALUES. I

With the dominical Without the dolll- T t 15
a label. illical label. U a '

lc. I ll,4tl".,2l4 82.168.0l2 9;,85L226

2c. l l,8o4,7|5 o,2l4,otl-'. ll,|oo,7oo

5c. . 5.4l8.66=. 31,736.28: 5 s7,l55.o47

loc. l4,72o.6l4 57,lo|,226 7l,8;o,84o

:zoc. 842,820 2,894,628 3,727,448

25:. I :.6l4,ol8 lo,228,4ol l2,85'§,400

35c. ltlo.765 746.oll 935,776

soc. 2o6,8;4 87o.olo l,l7o,744

lt‘r. ; 54.83; loultl: , 246,0l7

:fr ‘ l2,tlo'; o=,,5ol 78,424

I

TOTALS. I 37,538,243 lo5,4;6,388 2;2,o74.6:l
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Among these stamps there are two to which we think it well to call the

special attention of collectors.

These are the two lowest values. I and'zc, the color of which has been

changed. The former was first of all issued in a black gray color. In thlS

tint 15,000 sheets of 300 stamps, or 4,500 000 stamps in all, were printed. and

these served to supply the post offices until the end of the fiscal year of 1893.

From the 1st of January, r894. the black gray color was replaced by the

slate gray color which is still in use. Of the 4,500,000 black gray stamps

about 640,000 were used with the dominical label. _

As to the stamp of 2c. issued on August 1st. 1893, which served speci

ally for the school savings banks and for the prepayment of postage on pub

lications. advertisements and circulars the weight of which did not exceed 50

grammes, it was first printed in yellow, but the Administration, having recog

nized that this color was defective, deer: ed by an order of July 26th, I894,

that the stamps of 2c, should in future be printed in red brown and supplied

in fulfilment of the requirements of the post ofiice on and after August 1st.

1894.

The Belgian dominical stamp of 2c yellow had. therefore, an existence

of only eleven months. The issue was 30.000 sheets of 3co stamps, or a

total of 9.ooo,ooo stamps, which were used according to the following

statement:

NUMBER OF 2c YELLOW DOMINICAL Sums OF THE lssur. or 1893.

 

Sold to the public for the prepayment of cor- Returned to the Administration and destroyed

respondence and used. after having been used.

With the Dominica] Without the Domini- For School Savings ‘ As Complements on

Label. cal Label. i Banks Postal Notes.

_— _-l

7:8,oi5 1 7.430572 1 8ro,9rS l 14.89‘

 
 

It may be deduced from the foregoing that the ac yellow stamp with

dominical label will acquire a certain value We may mention here that

already this stamp can no longer be obtained in Belgium by collectors,

except at ten times its face value.

There is another peculiarity about this stamp little known to collectors,

but which we cannot pass ov- r. This is that a part was printed on sheets of

paper bearing the Belgian coat of arms as a watermark, for on some copies

divers fragments of the coat of arms have been observed

Has this variety any greater value? It should have. especially if a

larger proportion is not discovered than that found so far Since this was

remarked by a collector who made a long investigation into the matter, it has

been found that out of 1000 2c yellow stamps twelve only had fragments of

the Belgian coat of arms watermark.

From information obtained, it appears that the use of Ibis watermarked

paper was purely accidental and the circumstance must have escaped the

attention of those who looked after the printing of these stamps We will

speak of this again in another article.

( T0 be mnll'nm'a’ )
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Auction of the Walter S. Scott Stamp Co., March 24th, 1896.

United States, 1870, 30c black, used, faint grill, $ 12.75

“ Newspaper, 5c, blue border, 13.25

“ Executive, 6c carmine, unused, 13.50

“ Justice. 24c, unused, 10.25

“ State, $2. unused, 14.20

Confederate States, Athens. 5c purple, magnificent copy on cover, 43.00

" Baton Rouge, 50 green and carmine, error

( M cCcrmick), on cover, 52.00

“ Columbia, envelope, 5c blue on orange, entire, 13.10

“ Danville, 5c black on buff, entire, 75.00

“ Mobile, 2c black on original, 31.00

“ Nashville, roc green on original cover, 125.00

Barbados, r873, 55h pink, 25.00

British Guiana, 1870. 96c, 13.25

British Honduras, 1884, 6d yellow, 11.00

Canada, 1868, watermark, 12%0 blue, ' 10.00

“ “ 15c violet, 4050

Ceylon. r879, perf. 12%x14, 8c orange, 53.00

“ “ 2r Sec, 24.00,
Dominica, rsh lake, CA. I 17.25

Gambia, 1880, CC, rsh green, 12.00

Gibraltar, r886. surcharged rsh bistre, r 1.00

Labuan, 1880, 8 on me red, double surcharge, ‘ 10.00

Lagos, r882, 2sh 6p brown, 18.00

Natal, 1874, perf. r5xr5%, 55h claret, 10,00

Nevis, r861, gray paper, 4d dull rose, 15.25

“ 1867, engraved. 4d orange, 13.00

“ 1884, rsh violet, 12.25

St. Christopher, 1887, 6d olive brown, - 12.50‘

St. Lucia, [881, CA, perf. r2, 4d yellow and black, 18.50

“ r883, perf. r4, 1sh orange and black, 28.00

“ 1885, 6d lilac, 20.50

“ “ 1sh orange, 29.co

St. Vincent, 1871, Star, 4d blue, 33 oo

“ 1880, Star, 55h rose red, ‘ 101.00

Western Australia, 1865, CC, perf. 14, 4d carmine, 25.00

Zululand, 55h rose, 18.00

All the foreign stamps above quoted were in unused condition.

Auction sale of Ventom. Bull & Cooper, March 24th and 25th, 1896.

Spain, 1852, 2r red, very fine, £[2.I2.6

Tuscany, 6o crazie red, very fine, 9. 0.0

Auction Sale of Bogert & Durbin C0,, March 28th, 1896.

United States, New York, 3c blue, glazed paper, on original envelope, $12.50

‘i

1847, half of roc, used, on original letter, ro.oo

“ 1869, 90c evenly centered, 15.00

Bremen, r861, rogr black, rouletted, 10.00

British Guiana, 1850, 1c magenta, 23 00

Nevis, 186i , 4d rose, 14.00
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New South Wales, 1851, 8d orange, 1400

“ 1888, 20sh, unused, 12.50

Queensland, 1860, 2d blue, no watermark, imperf., unused, 25.00

“ 1875, losh watermarked Q and Crown, imperf , unused. 25 00

St Lucia, 1883, 6d lilac, unused, 28.00

St. Vincent, 4d dark blue, perf. 12%, unused, 28.00

“ 6d yellow green, C. A,, unused, 12.00

South Australia, red black on 9d yellow, inverted surcharge, 16.50

Spain, 1854, 1r light blue, used, 52.00

Switzerland, Basel, 2%r, unused, 18.00

Turks Islands. 4d on 1d, inverted surcharge, unused, 17.00

Victoria, 1850, 2d gray, fine background, 10.00

Auction sale of Messrs. Puttick & Simpson, March 30th and 31st, 1896.

Spain, 185 2, 2r orange, fine copy, but rather pale, £9.15»

Switzerland, Geneva, 10c. severed and joined, 12.15.0

Ceylon, CA, 160 lilac, unused, o. g., - 10.10.0

Canada, 6d perf. on thin vertically laid paper, 6.17.6

(We are absolutely sure that this stamp has counterfeit perforations, as

we feel certain that the 6d on laid paper was never issued in a perforated

condition.)-—ED. A. ]. OF P.

Trinidad, Lady McCleod, 2d blue, very fine, £12. 0.0

Auction of Bogert & Durbin Co., April 11th, 1896.

Hongkong, CC, perf. 12%, $10.50

St. Christopher, 1887, 6d brown, unused, 12.50

St. Lucia, 1887, 6d lilac. unused o. g., 11.50

Trinidad, 5sh o. g.. unused, slight tear at right, 15.25

Zululand, 55h, unused, 17.50

Auction sale of the New England Stamp Co., April 13th, 1896.

New Haven, 50, signed reprint, $25.00 _

1851, 10, broken circle, fine copy. 12.00

1851, upper right diagonal half of :20 on cover, _ 25.00

1861, 90c unused, o. g., 14.00

1866, 30 scarlet, unused, 75.50

r868, 30 embossed all over, unused, o. g., . 35.00

“ Another one, 37,00

1868, 90c, unused, o. g., 40.00

Re-issue of 186:, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 24, 900, 147.50

1869, 90c, lightly cancelled, perfectly centered, 18.00

1870, 30c, lightly cancelled. pe'fectly centered, 19.00

(‘arrier stamp, 1842, 30 blue, glazed paper, _ 12.00

Newspaper, 1865, 50, blue border, 14.75

Justice, 300, unused, o. g., 22.00

State, 900, unused, 0. g , 11.50

“ $2, unused, o. g., 15.75

“ $5, unused. gum partly removed, 117.50

“ $10, unused, gum partly removed, 64.00

“ $20, unused, gum partly removed, 46.00

“ Another one, cancelled, 40.50

Revenues, $1.30, imperf., magnificent, ‘ 22 00

“ $15, imperf., large margin, ' 16.50

“ $20 Probate of Will, imperf., pen cancellation, large margins, 45.00
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Revenues, 6c proprietary, cancelled, 36.00

“ $20 Probate of Will, perfect copy, - 23.25

“ $1.60 blue and black, 15.80

“ $20 blue and black, 13.00

“ $200 blue, black and red, 102.00

“ 30c black and orange, inverted medallion, 25.00

“ 500 black and green, proprietary, 20.50

“ $t black and green, proprietary, 85.25

Zululand, 5sh rose, unused, o.g., 20.00

140th auction sale of the Scott Stamp 8: Coin Co., L'd.

This sale contained a very fine collection of entire United States en

velopes, a magnificent lot of United States stamps of all kinds and a splendid

collection of the stamps of Spain ; also a miscellaneous lot of foreign stamps

and a small philatelic library.

The demand for United States stamps was so large in the early part of

the season that the prices realized for many of these may be considered

rather disappointing, but this result is undoubtedly due to the large quantity

of material disposed of at auction during the last six months, emptying in

great measure the pockets of collectors who favor purchasing in that way.

The rare envelopes and the foreign stamps as a whole realized very satisfac

tory prices, the total amount being $6336.83.

UNITED STATES ENTIRE ENVELOPES

1853, 30 red on white, octagon ends, used, $19.00

.1860, 6c red on white, 26.00

“ Another one, envelope slightly creased, 20.25

“ 6c red on buff, 31.00

“ 100 green on white, envelope damaged at left, used, 17.00

“ 100 green on buff, 23 00

“ Another one, 22.00

“ 1c blue on orange, patent lines, 10.25

“ 40 blue and red on white, 13.00

“ Another one, 1 1.00

“ 4c blue and red on buff, 12.70

“ Another one, 12.75

1863, ac black. U. S. Postage, on orange, die 23, 47.00

1884, 20 vermilion on blue, 10.00

War Department, 1873, 60 vermilion on cream, envelope marked

“ Specimen", 10.25

“ 1875, no on amber, 15.10

" “ 15c on amber, 13.00

“ 1876, 1c on amber, envelope marked “ Specimen", 22.00

“ 1878, 30c on cream, 12.00

UNITED STATES POSTAGE STAMPS.

New Haven, 1845, 5c red, reprint, 18.50

1851, so brown, unused. no gum, _ 28.00

1855-60, complete set of reprints, without gum, 80.00

0

another set, 76.00
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1855, 90c blue, 14.50

“ another one, 14.00

1861, re-issue, 1c to 90c, without gum, 11Q_Qo

“ another set, 100.00

1869, 30c blue and carmine, unused, 1°30

“ 900 black and carmine, used, 1315

' " 15c brown and blue, picture inverted, lower left corner damaged, 39.00

“ re-issue, 15c, 1o.co

u u 3°C 14.00

“ “ another one, 1100

“ " 900 18.25

“ “ another one, 18.25

“ “ 1c to 90c, complete set, 77,50

Newspaper stamp 1865. colored border, 50 dark- blue, 11,75

“ “ “ 5C light blue, 12,00

1875, Continental Banknote Co., $9, 0 g., 1375

“ “ “ “ $I2, o.g., 16 00

u u -| (1 $24, OIgH 25-00

“ “ “ “ $48, 0-g-, 25.00
I‘ u u 6‘ $60, o.g., 45.00

1885, American Banknote‘ Co., $24. o.g., 150°

“ “ “ " $36. imperf. at top, 1160
ct .( u ‘I $48’ 0 g’ zs'oo

u u n u $60, o.gl’ 40.00

Executive, set complete, 31.25

“ another set. 32.50

justice, 30c, 12.75

“ 90c, 23.00

“ m to 900, marked “ Specimen", 32.00

Navy, 1c to 900, marked “Specimen", [Loo

State, to to pee, marked “ Specimen", 17_Q5

“ another set, 17.60

“ $2, I3 00

" $2, marked “ Specimen", 20.25

“ $5, slightly damaged, 40.00

“ $20, not well centered, 15.00

S PAIN.

1852, 2r red, minute tear, unused, 35.00

" another one, cancelled, 36.25

1853, 2r scarlet, unused, 44.00

“ Another one, 40.00

1865, 12c blue and red, inverted center, slightly damaged, cancelled, 23.00

Album containing 3688 stamps, 450.00

Another album, containing 3869 stamps, 471,00

Collection of 560 Russian locals, 120,00
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Notes.

Der Pln'lalah'sl chronicles the r shahi wrapper of Persia of the 1888

issue with the Persian inscription inverted.

{1" 4i} *5} Cl’ {15

We illustrate below the Bulgaria Boris baptismal stamps and cards men

tioned last month.

him installs himnlla. - lalgaria. ‘

_ llllllllll MPH.

 

  

cu“ npIrr'n'\ n mum “1 mm 1 11mm.
  

The Mani/ll)’ Yaumal states that Sig. Fabri possesses a halfpenny Malta

watermarked Crown and CC, perforated I4xr2yz, as well as the same per

forated 12%:(14.

{I} C? s} Q G

Mr. Phillips has discovered an unused horizontal pair of the early Natal

three pence blue on unwatermarked paper imperforate between the two stamps.

Q {1, ‘l3’ {1* {1*

Mr. Gurdji sends us the following extract from the Ofiicial Gazette of

Barbados :

PosT OFFICE No'r1cE.—On and after this date all printed newspapers

posted at the General Post Office for delivery in this Island, will be liable to

a postage rate of one farthing for a weight not exceeding 2 ounces and an

additional farthing for every additional 2 ounces.

No word or communication must be written or printed on the newspaper

or on the cover thereof after publication, except the name and address of

the person for whom intended.

No paper or thing shall be enclosed in such paper except the printed

supplement, if any, belonging to it.
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Pending the issue of adhesive one farthing stamps, the postage will be

received at the General Post Oflice in Coin and the words “Paid at Bar

bados ” will be impressed on the Newspaper by a hand stamp in the presence

of the person posting same who will be required to sign a paper stating the

number of newspapers posted and the amount paid thereon.

In the case of Newspapers weighing over 2 ounces the postage will be

required to be paid with adhesive postage stamps.

It will not be practicable at present to post newspapers at any of the

Country Post Offices for delivery in this Island without a minimum postage

of Vzd being paid. W. P. TRIMINGHAM,

General Post Office, 23d January, 1896. Colonial Postmaster.

G {I} *1} f} {it

Several of our European contemporaries have published a long article

on a newly discovered variety of the one centavo brown of the 1888 issue

of the Argentine Republic. This variety. which is simply a new die, was

chronicled by us in December, 1891, and illustrated in the 53rd edition

(1892) of our standard catalogue,

G’ G I} f} {I}

We have received the following circular which speaks for itself.

  

HONDA (DEPARTAMENTO DEL TOLIMA)

REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA,

SOUTH AMERICA.

20th March, 1896.

SIR :-I beg to inform you that a few days ago the Post Office authori

ties here issued 500 of the two centavos stamps surcharged as follows :

HABILITADA

VALE $0.01

HONDA

The stock in hand of the one centavo stamps having been sold and a

number of circulars having been sent to the post office for transmission the

post office officials were obliged to surcharge the two centavos as above

stated pending the arrival of the one centavo stamps from Bogota, the capital

of the Republic.

In order to get possession of a few of these stamps I sent circulars etc.

to some of my friends at the same time requesting them to return me the

stamps and to prove that they have really passed through the post office I have

stamped this circular with two of them. I shall be obliged by your return

ing me one of them, retaining the other for your good-selves.

I am prepared to sell the few stamps which I have in my possession at

the rate of $1.00 (gold) each. Yours truly,

JOHN GILLIES.

{1* {'1' {l G 4;}

Some time ago an item referring to an error of the 1854 issue of Italy

was published by the London Plu'lalelz'sf and copied by almost every
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philatelic paper, including ourselves. In this article it was stated that some

years ago a stamp of the 1854 issue had been printed in the color of the 40

centesimi but with the inscription rinque. We have since had an opportunity

of examining a copy of this great rarity which happened to have been since

many years in the possession of- one of our friends. The specimen in ques

tion was postally cancelled. We compared it with some of the stamps of the

1854 issued, and declared it to be a reprint. As our friend did not have much

faith in our judgment, we sent the stamp to Dr. Emilio Diena, who confirmed

our opinion. .

We wonder now if the stamp in the collection of the late Dr. Ellison is

of the same breed.

G {1* ‘I.’ 4} Q

'1 he Alon/lily journal reports that the issues for Diego Suarez, Nossi

Be and Ste. Marie de Madagascar are to be abolished and to be replaced by

one series for the whole island.

{I} (I) 4} Cr {71>

According to Le Caurrz'er dc Timbres-Portc, the stamps of German East

Africa will shortly be surcharged with the name of the country diagonally

across the stamp.

{it {Q5 42>v Q {3}

Le Tz'mbre Posts states that the five centavos of the Argentine Republic

is now issued with the new watermark.

Q‘QQQQ

We learn from Le Timbre Paste that,. as the inland postage of the Congo

State has been reduced from 25 to. 15 centimes, a stamp of this value will

be issued before long.

Q {15 {1* Q C:

L'Eclzo a? la Timbrolagr'e chronicles two varieties of the current rooreis

envelope of Brazil ; in one the head is inverted and in the other the head is

missing. The current ico rels postal card exists with the error sonar-zoo in

stead of ENDERECO.

Q C’ {2' 41> 1;’

Mr. J. B. Robert writes us that the 2%, 5 and 12%c unpaid letter stamps

of Netherlands of the 1894 issue, printed in ultramarine, only exist in type

III, types 1 and II of these stamps being only color essays and of no value

whatsoever ; thus exit from our catalogue of l\o's. 144, 145, 147, 148, 151 and

152 of the unpaid letter stamps of Netherlands.

QC'C'QQ

The London P/zz'latelist states that the stamps of British South Africa

on thick paper, perforated 12%, were a temporary printing by Messrs. Per

kins, Bacon 8: C0. Also that the sixpenny blue exists on thick paper, but

perforated 14.

{I} Q ‘E ‘Q 4.}

The Nedcrlandscli T'ija'rc/zrij't z'aor Porlzegelkunde mentions a variety of

the current 2% cent unpaid letter stamp of Surinam in which the r of the

fraction is dropped making it 21/2, instead of 2%. This variety is the first

stamp at the left in the top row.
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revival of the Olympic games at Athens; the values we received are the

r lepton ochre, 2 lepta rose, 5 lepta lavender, 1o lepta slate, 2o lepta brown,

25 lepta rose red and 40 lepta purple ; the ll is of the same design as the 21,

the rol as the 51 and the 401 as the 201 ; they are of French manufacture,

having been engraved by E. Mouchon, the engraver of the current French

stamps. They are rather pretty and it is almost a pity that it was necessary

to have these placed on the black list of the S. S. S. S.

{It {it {3} 4} Q

We illustrate here the provisional Guatemala envelope chronicled last

month.
  

G i} {1' {1* {1*

Through the kindness of Sig. G. B. Vallarani we are able to illustrate

the Italian postal card chronicled by us in March.

CARTOLINA POSTALE ITALIANA

(CARTE POSTALE D‘lTALlE).
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We have seen two horizontal strips of the 2 centavos of Salvador, 1894

issue, imperforate horizontally between.

{3' {1‘ Q Q G

The 12 piastre of Cyprus is now issued with the head re-engraved.

G G {1* Q Q

We illustrate below the Salvador stamps chronicled in February.

  

{I} Q Q {I} {'2

We have seen a vertical pair of the X anna ultramarine, of the 1893

issue of Sirmoor, imperforate between.

D Q 41> ‘D G‘

We have seen two horizontal strips of the r peso official, of the 1891

issue of Honduras, imperforate horizontally between and also the 1 centavo

of the same series with the lcttters “Ofi " of “ Oficial " impressed without

color.

{1* {1* {Jr {1' Cl‘

The following varieties exist in the Provisional Zanzibar stamps sur

charged on the current India adhesives :

B of Zanzibar with top stroke only at left side “ b "-all values.

B of Zanzibar with top stroke to right and left “ l) "-—-all values.

Second Z of Zanzibar small-—all values I

Second Z of Zanzibar small and above the line--all values.

Second Z of Zanzibar small and below the line-all values.

Second Z of Zanzibar normal-all values.

Second Z of Zanzibar large and narrow-all values.

Top of B missing “ n "-all values.

“ Zanzidar "-all values.

Inverted “r"-—2, 3 and 5 rupees.

Capital Z below the line-2, 3 and 5 rupees.
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erlrqolxuets.

UNITED STATES.—

The P/u'laielit Manl/zly chronicles a 2c Telegraph

Despatch Post Office, similar to the 1 cent value, but

inscribed-—Tnmzoaprr C. D.--PAID 2 CTS-OFFICE

No. 61 St. 8 St —As may, be seen the letter “ R" was

omitted in the word Telegraph.

Telegraph Derpatt'lz P. 0.

2c black.

  

ABYBSINIA._Le Col/etlz'onneur a’e T{mares-Port: chronicles the issue of

a series of unpaid letter stamps of the same type as the lower values of the

adhesive stamps (portrait of the Negus) and surcharged with Amharic

characters in red or black.

Unpaid Letter stamps.

Perforated 14x13yz.

Mg green, black surcharge

)ég rose “

1g blue, red surcharge

2g brown “

4g lilac brown, black surcharge

8g violet “

16g black, red surcharge

 

BENIN,-—\Ve have received the 5, 10 and 25 centimes envelopes with

the inscription “ Benin,” instead of “ Golfe de Benin."

Envelopes.

White wove paper.

5c green and red, size 116x71 mm.

Greenish wove paper.

15c blue and red, size 122x95 mm.

Rose wove paper.

25c black and red, size 122x95 mm.

 

BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA Co.

We are indebted to Mr. William Fish for a specimen of

the one penny of the new issue of this Company. The

stamp is printed in red with the value in green.

The Monthly faurnal chronicles the four pence of the

same issue.

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated 14.

1p red and blue green

4p blue and lilac

  

CANADA-Mr. Beroard has shown us the current 1 cent card, size

140x86 mm., on straw instead of buff card.

Pasta! tam’.

1c slate, straw

 

EOUADOR._-The 1896 series of adhesives, ofiicials, unpaid letter stamps,

envelopes and postal cards have made their appearance.

Ad/zesfw stamps. .

Perforated 12.
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to dark green 20c orange

2c red 50c dark blue

5c dark ultramarine rs yellow brown

10c brown 55 violet

Unpaid letler stamps.

Perforated r2.
  

10 blue green

2c blue green

50 blue green

200 blue green

50c blue green

rooc blue green

1 00 blue green

Ofiia'al stamps.

Same type as regular adhesives surcharged in carmine

Perforated 1 2.

1c olive bistre

:0 olive bistre

5c olive bistre

10c olive bistre

Envelopes.

20c olive bistre

50c olive bistre

rs olive bistre

5s olive bistre

  

Blue wove paper.

Size r52x92mm.

50 blue

10c brown .
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Postal eardr.

 

  

3c green, blue
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FERNANDO PO.-Le Colleetz'onneur de T{mares-Paste announces that

the 2 and 5 centimos stamps are now issued in the same type as the current

to centimos.

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated.

2C {0S6

5c green.

marten-0mm in Moroooo.—The MOIZl/ll)’ Circular states that 'the

current unpaid letter stamp of France have been surcharged with the value

in Spanish currency.

Unpaid letter stamp:

Perforated.

5 centimos on 5 centimes light blue, red surcharge

IO centimos on no centimes chocolate
‘‘ (I

30 centimos on 30 centimes rose, black surcharge
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5o centimos on 50 centimes claret, black surcharge

1 peseta on 1 franc brown “ “

 

GUATEMALA-We have received the current five centavos adhesive

surcharged “1—centavo-—r895" in three types in red.

Ad/zcsive slumps.

Provisional issue.

 
 

Perforated.

1c on 5c purple, red surcharge, type I

re on 5c “ “ -" II

1c on 5c “ “ “ III

 

INDIA.—Ohamba.-The Illuslrz'erles Briefmarkm-fournal chronicles

the current 1 anna and 6 pies and the 2 annas and 6 pies of India as having

been surcharged in black “ Chamba State."

The Mani/11y journal states that the current 1, 2, 3 and 5 rupees of

India have received the same surcharge.

Adhesive stamps.

watermarked a star.

Perforated 14.

1a 6p bistre, black surcharge.

2a 6p green “

1r carmine and green, black surcharge

2r brown and rose “

3r green and brown

5r purple and blue

H

(I

NET3nnLANDs._-Through the kindness of Mr. J. B. Robert, we have

received the 5 and 12% cent envelopes of a new size issued on April 13th

and replacing the old size; the stamp is of the current type and printed in

the upper left corner,

Emir/apes.

White wove paper, azure inside.

Size 145x111 mm.

50 blue

12%c gray

NICARAGUA.

,_ We have received the envelopes, wrappers and postal cards

of the 1896 issue.

Envelopes.

Blue wove paper.

5c red, size 159x92mm.

roc orange, size 159x92mm.

20c purple, size 238x1o3mm.
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' Straw paper.

Size 17ox252mm.

to red

2c dark blue

4c purple
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2c dark blue, rose

2x2c dark blue, rose (F2)
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3c dark blue, fill/e

3x3c dark blue, blue (F2)

NORWAY.-Mr. C. Witt has shown us an uncatalogued Railroad Card :

t is printed in orange red on white card.
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Railroad card.

 

  

 

Form. No 198 o

No value, orange red, white

 

PERU-We have received four wrappers: r, 2, 5 and 20 centavos, with

stamp of same type as corresponding values of the new adhesives.

"Qt Le Tz'mére Pas/c states that the r sol of 1874 exists surcharged with the

bust of Bermudez in black.

A[Merit-'4 stamp.

Perforated.

lsol rose, black surcharge

Wrappers.

Straw paper.

i re ultramarine, size II8x238mm

"2c:Prussian blue, size r28x26omm.

5c indigo, size r39x281mm.

2cc:orange, size 152x3o2mm.

RUSSIA.-Ofl'ice| in the Levant.—From the I/lurlrz'erter Briafmarkm

fourna/ we learn that the current 1 kopeck stamps have been surcharged in

black “ 4o paras.”

Ad/zesz‘w slump.

Watermarked wavy lines.

Perforated.

40p on 1k orange, black surcharge

 

SALVADOR-We have received from Mr. N. F. Seebeck the two current

issues of Salvador, allowing us to chronicle in this number those not men

tioned before.

We have also received from the same correspondent the unpaid letter

stamps, envelopes and postal cards.

Adhesive slumps.

‘ Perforated 12.

go deep green

I 12c Prussian blue

20c magenta

50c dark brown olive

1p rose
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Unpaid [alter stamps. Envelopes.

Perforated 12 White wove paper.

‘W - _ _ to red Size 153x89 mm.
‘ ' ‘ ' " i ’ 20 red 10 olive green (coat of arms)

30 red 20 red (government building)

50 red Size 160x90 mm.

100 red 50 ultramarine (volcano)

150 red 12c slate (steamship)

250 red 1 50 blue green (post office)

500 red

Postal cards.

 

10 dark blue, pale green

one dark blue, pale green (F4)

 

 

 

 

 

  
/’ ‘S1111 ,\‘:':\, _ f\i§\ ~-‘."”-;>§1i‘__ a V._ .

‘SCRIBASE DE EST: L‘DO LA DIRECCIO" Y [N {L OTRO U COMUNICIC'ON

. .... -.__..,,-——'- \I'II"II.III ls'rlcullln 344-0
C 7 ‘in i M —-V ‘7 WA lumuwma- Nowlnqm\nsmmmgfuNm\mh

\i‘fi-‘q‘;

2c violet brown, straw

2x20 violet brown, straw (F4)
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3c dark blue, salmon

3x3c dark blue, salmzm (F4)

8BRV1A__-We have received a 1 para stamp of same design as the re

mainder of the current series.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated 13.

1p dull red

BIANL-A new provisional has just been received by us: This time it is

the 12 atts stamp which has been the victim having been surcharged 4 atts in

english and siamese; the english surcharge measures 12 mm,, and has a capital

A to atts.

Aa’lzesiae stamp.

Provisional issue.

watermarked a Flower.

Perforated 14.

4a on 12a lilac and carmine, black surcharge

 

 

SOUTH AFRICAN RBPUBLIQ-Three values of the new issue have

just been received. The design and color are the same as in the preceding

issue, but on the 1p and rsh the value is printed in green.

Ad/resive stamps

Perforated 12%.

%p green

1]) red and green

1sh yellow bistre and green —

ZANZIBAR-The llluslrierles Brie/marker: journal states that the cur

rent one anna of India is now 5 ircharged “ Zanzibar" in blue.

Adhesive stamp.

watermarked a star.

Perforated 14.

1a plum, blue surcharge

ZULULAND.-Le Timbre-Pas! chronicles the two shillings and six pence

of the De la Rue type.

Ad/zesive stamp

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

zsh 6p green and black
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COMMUNICATIONS

April 6, 1896.

DEAR SIR :

I send you herewith specimen sets of I896 issue, for Salvador,Nicaragua,

and Ecuador, Regular, Unpaid Letter, and Ofi’rcial stamps. etc.

As you will notice, there are two sets of 1896 issue of Salvador. The

set having the emblematic figure, was engraved three years ago, and shipped

during the Ezeta Regime ; but the new officials objected to the design being

the same for all the different denominations, and ordered that a new set be

engraved, of which every denomination was different, and which under the

terms of my contract I was compelled to do. The old set was in use for a

short time until the arrival of the new stamps havinga different vignette, etc.,

for each denomination.

Very truly yours,

N. F. SEEBItck.

BROOKLYN, N. Y., April 2d, I896.

EDITORS ]OURNALI—

Never having seen anything authoritative in print concerning the so

called Tientsin stamps which have been on the market for the last year or so.

Ienclosed some in a letter to the Chairman of the Municipal Council,

Tientsin, asking an official statement regarding them. I have just received

the following reply from his wife.

TIENTSIN, 26th February, ’96.

SIR,—Mr. Bellingham regrets that your letter with a number of others

has been left so long unanswered having been put on one side and forgotten

owing to illness. He desires me to acknowledge the same and state that

Tientsin has no local post and seems not to be likely to have one for some

time. The stamps you enclose are frauds and I regret to see them advertised

both in English and American papers. ‘

Yours very truly,

H. OCTAVIA BELLINGHAM.

y

This settles this issue and you can remove them from the “ Speculative '

to the “ Fraudulent " pages in your Catalogue.

Sincerely yours,

W. C. Eaton.

 

EDITOR AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHILATELY :

I enclose a few notes on new Envelopes, which I have lately run across ;

they may be of interest to readers of the JOURNAL.

Issue or I886.

2c Kellogg die, size 7, official on manila with watermark like that on the

current 1c and 2c, 1'. e. the penalty watermark, but not TB. 8: R. watermark:H.

ice on oriental buff, size 3, knife 42. watermark J not G.

100 on manila, size 7, knife 45, watermark J. not G.

1895.

to dark blue on white, size 3 (new size 2) knife 42.

GEO. L. ToPPAx.
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STATEN ISLAND PHILATELIO SOCIETY.

Brand: of Mt A. P. .4.

Meetings held the third Tuesday of each month Communications relatin to the Exchan e De art

at 8 o'clock P. M., at Loescher‘s Hotel, 36 Canal ment address to Edgar lléarter, Box 36, Temp ins

St., Staplcton, S. 1., N. Y. ville, S. I., N. Y.

Prudent‘ AUGUST DlJoNGl' Communications relating to Examination of

slfrlfa'fl'i ROBERT 3- LF-HMAN- Stam 5 Department, address Henry Clotz, P. O.

For information address the Secretary, 9 W. Box , N. Y. City.

116th St., N. Y.

156th meeting of the Staten Island Philatelic Society, was held on

March 26th, 1895, at 8.30 P. M. at the residence of the President, Mr. Aug.

Dejonge, 65 Beach St., Stapleton, S. I., Mr. Dejonge in the chair, Members

present-Messrs E. R. Carter, R. F. Albrecht, A. Richter, I. W. Sittig,

Henry Clotz, Dr. R. Roehre, I. Niedermeyer, A. Lienhardt, H. Obert and

Robert S. Lehman.

The minutes of the last meeting were accepted as read. Mr. Dejonge

on opening the meeting made a little speech of welcome, this being the first

time he had presided at the meeting for several months. During his illness

he said his stamps were always a source of recreation and pleasure to him.

The speech was applauded by all the members who were glad to see their

president in the same old trim as formerly.

The application of Messrs. Henry Fiacre and T. W. Goonewaarde were

favorably passed upon by the Executive Committee and upon ballot these

gentlemen were unanimously elected members. Mr. Aug. [)ejonge proposed

for membership Mr. John Schiefer, of Stapleton, S. I. The proposition was

referred to the Executive Committee.

Messrs. E. R. Carter and Aug Dejonge presented some cuttings for the

scrap-book, Messrs. Aug. Dejonge and J. T. McDonald some counterfeits for

the counterfeit album, Mr. Lohmeyer, No. 25 of the Mzmtlzly Bullelin of the

Postal Card Society, Messrs. Bogert & Durbin priced catalogues of their

sales Nos. 57, 58 and 60. The thanks of the members are tendered the kind

donors.

A petition was received from the Chicago Philatelic Society for

signature, asking the Postmaster-General to sell periodical and due stamps to

the public. This could not be acted upon as it is only in the power of

Congress to give such permission. A letter was received from the

Metropolitan Club in San Antonio, Tex., protesting against the collecting of

Plate Numbers and similar Philatelic objects. As it is the policy of the S. I.

P. S. to let everybody collect what he pleases, the letter could not be acted

upon. A letter was received from the North German Society of S. I., ask

ing the members to join with them in a large picnic to be held by the

Germans of S. I. This was duly acted upon and referred to the proper

committee. Exhibition of stamps followed, Mr. Richter exhibiting his fine

collection and Mr. Albrecht a magniocent lot of rarities which were admired

by all present.

Adjournment followed at [0.05 P. M, when a fine collation was served

by our president who treated all the members in his usual hospitabe manner.

The next meeting will be held on April 16th, i896.

ROBERT S. LEHMAN, Secretary.

 

157th meeting of the Staten Island Philatelic Society, held April 16th,

1896, at the residence of President August Dejonge, No. 65 Beach Street,

Stapleton, S. I.

The meeting was called to order at 8.30 P. M.
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Members present were President August Dejonge in the chair, Messrs.

E. R. Carter, Henry Obert, Adolph Lienhardt, A. Richter, R. F. Albrecht,

Oscar Dejonge, Dr. R. Rochre, A. C. Carstanjen and R. S. Lehman.

The minutes of the last meeting were accepted as read.

The Executive Committee having reported favorably upon the nomina

tion of Mr. John Schiefer for membership this gentleman upon ballot, was

unanimously elected a member of the Society

Messrs. August Dejonge and Wm. F. Hasse present some counterfeits

or the counterfeit album.

Messrs. E. R. Carter and August Dejonge, some clippings for the scrap

book.

The Bogert & Durbin Co., priced catalogues of their 61st and 62d sales.

The Raynor Hubbell Stamp Co., a photograph of some rare Canadian

stam s.
'II‘he thanks of the Society are tendered to the kind donors.

Letters were received from the Chicago Philatelic Society and the

Kansas City Philatelic Society and a circular from the Committee of the

Philatelic Society of New York, for the S. S. S., which were read with

interest.

A very interesting and kind letter in regard to the new issued of

Peru. from our honorory member Mr. Paul Ascher, of Lima, Peru, was read;

he offers his services to the members in giving any authentic information

about the issues of his country; upon motion of Mr. Carter, a vote of

thanks was tendered to Mr. Ascher.

The meeting was adjourned at 9.45 P. M . when an exhibition of stamps

took place and afterwards refreshments were provided by our President in.

his usual generous manner.

Next meeting May 11st, 1896.

ROBERT S. LEHMAN, Secrelary,

THE METROPOLITAN PHILATELIC CLUB or SAN ANTONIO.

Organized Nov. 13, 1894.

Headquarters : CLIFFORD BLOCK, SAN ANTONIO, TEX.

Ezecntiw Committee: Enwnnn W. HBUSINGER, President,

E. G. CnnvAm-Es, Vice-President, HENRY A. Rauss, Treasurer,

JOHN G. ROTH, Secretary, _ J. F. MURPHY, Assistant Secretary.

Literary Board.‘ Con. JosnPH FLYNN, U. S. A. Chairman.

H. C. Gun, Secretary, uuus Jxnmv, Librarian.

Dzfartmnlt 0f Audion, Purckanng‘, Sale and Ezc/langz: osxru A. MUELLER, Superintendent.

CHARLES Roman, Counterfeit Detector, . T. FINCHAM, Attorney.
 

MINUTES or THE NINETEENTH MEETING HELD APRIL 8TH, 1896.

The meeting was held in the Assembly Hall of the Club Rooms, Clifford

Building, and came to order at 8.30 P.M., President Edward W. Heusinger'

presiding, with Nelson Mackey, ]r., Adolph Richter, Charles Roemer, John

G. Roth and Otto Schaezler present, the small attendance being due to the

continous rain for several days.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved'and the Report

of the Executive Committee was read and accepted.

A communication of the Staten Island Philatelic Society with reference

to plate number collecting was read and filed.

A circular letter of the Committee for the suppression of speculative and.

unnecessary Postage Stamps of New York City was received, and after due

consideration, it was decided to take no action in the same.
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A number of valuable Stamps were then shown and refreshments served.

the members drinking to the health of the President, who on March 28th,

was presented by his wife with a young baby philatelist, after which the

meeting adjourned at 11.30 nu.

JOHN G. ROTH, Secretary.

01w ofiownow PHILATELIB CLUB.

HON. SEcRETARv‘s REPORT.

Committee far Season 1895-96 :—Vi£e-Presidmls, Mr. Harry Hilckes and

Mr. John J. Lane. Hon. Treasurer and Ext/lung: Superz'nfendcnl. Mr. J E.

Joselin lion. Librarian, Mr. C. Forbes. Messrs. H. A. Macmillan, H. J.

Bignold, W. Morley, N. Z. Drachachis, F. B. Carr, H. Thompson, L. Rock

liffe, W. G. Hawkins, D. Nops and Percy C. Bishop. Hon. Secretary, Mr.

C. Forbes, 42, Strahan Road, Bow, London, E.

The ninth meeting of the season was held at Kennan’s Hotel, Crown

Court, 64, Cheapside, E.C., when a very instructive lecture was given by Mr.

Wall on the 'l‘intometer and Spectrum Analysis, followed by an interesting

and descriptive magic lantern display of forgeries and varieties of English and

Colonial Stamps by our Vice President, Mr. H. Hilckes. At the close of a very

pleasant evening, a hearty and unanimous vote of thanks was given to Mr.

Wall and Mr. Hilckes.

The number of members present, including visitors, was fifty-six, and it

was noted that this is the largest attendance recorded at any of our meetings.

The next meeting will be held on TUESDAY, APRIL 7th, when our fourth

Auction Sale will be held. All stamps bought must be paid for on the night

of the Sale.

Two-and-a-half per cent. commission is charged on all Sales, which

amount is placed to the funds of the Club.

Will new members who do not receive a copy of the Official Organ, The

Stamp Collerlorr' farim‘g/zl/y, kindly notify the Secretary.

IuPoR'rAN'r NOTICE.

On MONDAY, APRIL 20th, a discussion on “ENGLISH STAMPS User)

ABROAD ” will be held, under the following headings :

(a) Under what conditions were these stamps issued by the General

Post Ofiice in London to the various foreign countries, townsI &c.?

(11) Is there any difference, from a philatelic point of view, between an

English stamp used and postmarked at Malta, and one used and postmarked

Manchester?

It is hoped that all members interested in the above will make every

endeavor to attend the meeting.

Will publishers of books and papers on philately kindly send a copy to

the Hon. Librarian, Mr. C. Forbes, 42, Strahan Road, Bow E., who will be

pleased to acknowledge same.

All books and papers received are laid on the table for the use of mem

bers at our meetings.

GENERAL NOTICE.

Applications for membership and all communications with reference to

the Club, should be sent to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. Forbes, 42, Strahan

Road, Bow, London, E.

Collectors and Dealers will find the Club forms an excellent reference,

as every care is taken in electing new members.

The Annual Subscription to the Club is now rol- for London, and 51

for Country and Foreign members ;_ this includes a copy, as published, of the

Official Organ
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NATIONAL PHlLATELlOAl. SOCIETY.

Organized I874. Incorporated 1892.

Meetings held Second and Fourth Tuesdays every month, at Room 26, Bible House, at 8 P. M.

OFFICERS.

Prnr'dml, j. N. T. LEVICK, 54 William Street, Secretary, W. F. GREGORY, 11 Park Row, New

New York. York.

Vin-President, R. R. BOGERT, 160 Nassau Street, New York.

Treasurer, Max l\1I—:vF.r~'BI~:RG, 58 Eli hth Street, Hob0ken,N,_l'.

CUIVJWITTE S.

R. R. BOGERT, tM. C. BERLEPSCH,

Em‘rrtm‘nment l-l. GREMMEL, Finance G. W. D. CRXTTBNTON,

DR. B. M. FELDMAN. A. L. BAXRD.

Geo. R. TUTTLE, C. L. MORIAU,

Haas: 0s. S. RICH, Memhrrlu'p H. CoLLIN,

. N. Lurr. ]. M. ANDREINI.

Librarian, J. S. RICH. 489 Manhattan Avenue, Exchange Mam: 2r, G. \V. D. CRITTENTON, 208.

New York West End Ave.. cw York.

MARCH 10th, 1896.

The 55th meeting of the Corporation and 303d of the Society was called

to order at 8.40 by President Levick. The Trustees having held a protracted

session.

There were present Messrs Andreini, Betz, Berlepsch, Bogert, Brevoort,

Baird, Chittenton, Crittenton, Drew, Gregory, Gremmel, Dr. C. W. Hill,

1. E. Hill, Levick, Lynde, Krassa, Mead, Merry, Luff, Muecke, Perrin, Rich,

Sherwood, Terrett and Williams.

It being late it was moved and seconded and carried, that all business

be postponed and the evening devoted to the Auction Sale.

The sale proved to be the best yet held by the Society, bidding being

good and very good prices obtained.

Adjourned 10.40. W. F. GREGORY, Secrelary.

APRIL 14th, 1896.

The 56th meeting of the Corporation and 304th of the Society was

called to order at 8.50. Present: Messrs Andreini, Bogert, Drew, Hom

burger, Luff, Moreau, Perrin, Rich and Williams ; also Mr. Leavy as visitor.

The President, Mr. Levick. being absent, Mr. Bogert was called to the

Chair, and he appointed Mr. Rich, Secretary pro fem.

The Report of the Committee on S. S. S. was read and accepted, as

follows :

APRIL 11th, 1896.

THE NATIONAL PHILATELICAL SOCIETY :

Gentlemen—Your Committee have held several meetings since reporting

to you in December’, 1895, and have recently sent to the offending Govern

ments our protest against speculative issues. This protest has also been given

wide publication through the daily and philatelic press, and a copy has been

sent to all philatelic societies.

At the meeting of March 5th, 1896, your Committee have decided that

the following are speculative or unnecessary :

Ecuador, the forthcoming commemorative issue.

Bulgaria, the Prince Boris “Baptism " issue.

Greece, the Olympian Games issue.

Salvador, the surcharged stamps, except both IC on 20 of 189i.

Cuba, the issue for the Republic, concerning which it was moved and

unanimously carried, that “ it is the sense of this Committee that the Cuban

stamps contemplated to be issued, as announced in the daily press, for

revenue from collectors, is ill advised, and philatelists are warned against

purchasing them until the stamps are legitimately used in Cuba.”

105. S. RICH, Secretary, Committee an S. S. S.
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Mr. J. N. Luff read his paper, as announced, on “ Reprints and Re

issues of the Stamps of the United States," illustrated by a complete collec

tion of these rarities. It was moved, seconded and unanimously carried

“that the thanks of the members be tendered to Mr. Luff for his valuable

paper, and the view of his fine collection exemplifying his article."

Proposed for membership : Joseph B. Leavy, New York City, James W.

George, New York City.

Adjourned 10.15. Jos. S. RICH, Serretarypra lam

BIRMINGHAM PHILATELIC SOCIETY.

W. T. WILSON, President.

R. HOLLICK, Esq. and W. PIMM, Esq., Vice-Presidents.

COMMITTEE‘,

MR. V. LUNDEBLAD, M11. C. A. STEPHENSON,

MR. W. S. VAUGHTON, M11. W. F. WADAMS.

Hon. See. and Treas. MR. G. JOHNSON, B. A., W8 Birchfield Road, Birmingham.

MARCH 1 th.

Major W. F. Anstey (Devonport), Messrs. A. Scheindling (Russia), and

W. A. Riley (Belgium), were unanimously elected members.

The Hon. Secretary then read a paper on the Stamps of Argentine, in

cluding those of Buenos Aires, Cordoba and Corrientes.

Ext/range Packet: for April again show a considerable increase on any

previous month, and for the first time in the records of Philately exceed

 

£3,000.

Packet “A."—-Col0nials and Foreign, - ,5 950 7.11%

“ “B."—British Colonials only, - 1,768 5. 1

“ “C.”—Foreign only, - - 307 8. 1%

£3,026 1. 2

APRIL 16th.

Messrs. W. Leigh (Birmingham), W. A. Walker (Devonport), J. P. Way

(Bristol), H. A. Young (Queensland), A. Pulin (Spain), L. S. Charlick

(South Australia), J. de Le Retord (Portugal), and T. Torrabadella (Spain),

were unanimously elected members -

An Extraordinary General Meeting unanimously decided that all

accounts should be settled on the return of each packet instead of quarterly

as heretofore. This will allow those members. who have accounts due to

them, to receive the same much quicker, and will also be more convenient to

those who purchase more than they sell. The new arrangement commenced

with the April packets.

The Hon. Treasurer was instructed to open a Banking Account for the

use of the Exchange.

Ordinary Meelx'ng.—Mr. Hollick then displayed a very fine selection

from his private collection, and gave notes and particulars of the same which

were extremely interesting and instructive, and were highly appreciated by

the large attendance.

The most valuable part of the display was the collection of Mauritius in

which some very fine singles and pairs of the early issues were especially

noticeable.—Early Canadians, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, in rows of

shades, and including some very fine shillings;-British Columbia and Van

couver Island, complete;—a large number of complete sheets of Gambia

—reconstructed sheets of Victoria, etc.
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A CATALOGUE FOR ADVANOED COLLECTORS
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POSTAGE STAMPS, STAMPED ENVELOPES AND WRAPPERS.
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BY

HENRY COLLIN AND HENRY L. CALMAN.

( Conlinued. )

801ml AUSTRALIA-Continued.

OFFICIAL STAMPS-(Continued).

- 2° Perforated 10.
0.0. (Census Office), (Continued). 6S8 2p orange red (No. I30)

2° Perforated rr%.

674 41) dun purple (No' 73) 0.0 (No period after 0).

3° Perforated r1%xr2%. BI k h
675 4p dull purple (No. 82) ac sure "89'

watermarked a large six rlyed star with

long narrow points.

1° Perforated II%.

689 25h pale rose carmine (No. 77)

B. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a. large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

676 2p orange red (No. 118) 2° Perforated 1r%x12%.

677 25h rose carmine (No. 52) 690 2sh pale rose carmine (87)

3° Perforated 11%- 3° Perforated 10x11 '5, 12% irregularly.

675 4? dull Purple (N°- 73) 691 ash deep carmine lake (No. 155)

679 6p blue (No. 74.)

630 1511 bmw" (N°- 75) c. P . (Commissioner of Police).

3° Perforated 11%x12%.

68! 4p dull urple (No. 82)

682 6p blue No. 83)

Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

683 uh brown (No, 85) long narrow points.

4° Perforated 10. 1° Rouletted.

684 4p dull purple (No. 135) 692 1p green (No. 35)

5° Perforated 10xr1%, 12% irregularly. 693 2P ""mlwn (NO- 38)

685 4p dull par 10 (N0. r49) 694 6? blue (NO- 40)

686 rsh brown No. 153) 695 “h bmwn (N°— 49)

II. watermarked Crown 8: SA, letters 2° Perforated 11%.

wide apart. 696 4p dull purple (No. 73)

1° Rouletted, 3° Perforated I1%xI2%.

687 2p orange red (No. 100) 697 4p dull purple (No. 82)
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III. Watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

727 4p dull purple (No 172)

cI n - (Colonial Surgeon).

A. Block type.

Black surcharge.

Watermarked Crown and SA,

wide apart.

Rouletted.

728 2p orange red (No. 100)

B. Roman type. C. Sgt].

A. Red surcharge.

I. Watermarked a. large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

729 2p vermilion (No. 38)

730 6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 11%.

731 4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated 11%x12%.

732 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11%.

733 41> dull Purple (No- 73)

734 6? blu= (No- 74)

letters

c. 8. (Chief Secretary or Colonial

Surgeon).

A. Red surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

698 2p vermilion (No. 38)

699 6p blue (No. 40)

700 rsh brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated 11%.

701 4p dull purple (No, 73)

3° Perforated 1r%x12%.

702 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Blue surcharge.

I. Watermarked a. large six rayed star with

long narrow pointl.

Rouletted.

703 4p dull purple 8N0. 39)

704 6p blue (No. 40

II. Watermarked Crown 8: SA, letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

705 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

706 2p orange red (No. 118)

707 4p dull purple (No. 39)

2° Perforated 11%x rouletted,

708 4p dull purple (No. 60)

709 6p blue (No. 61)

710 Isb brown (No. 63)

Variety .' Printed on both sides.

711 6p blue (No. 65)

3° Perforated 11%.

712 4p dull purple (No. 73)

713 6p blue (No. 74)

714 rsh brown (No. 75)

4° Perforated 11%x12%.

715 4p dull purple (No. 82)

716 6p blue (No. 83)

717 rsh brown No. 85)

5° Perforated I0.

718 ' 4p dull purple (No. 135)

719 6p blue (No. 127)

720 Ish brown (No. 128)

6° Perforated 1ox11%, 12% irregularly.

721 4p dull purple (No. 149)

722 6p blue (No. 151)

723 rsh brown (No. 153)

724 2sh pale rose carmine (No. 155)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

725 2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated 10.

726 2p orange red (No. 130)

2° Perforated 11%x12%.

735 4p dull purple (No. 82)

736 6p blue (No. 83)

3° Perforated 10.

737 4p dull purple (No. 125)

4° Perforated 1ox11%, 12% irregularly.

738 4p dull purple (No. 149)

II. Watermarked Crown 8: SA.

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

739 2p orange red (No 100)

2° Perforated 10.

740 2p orange red (No. 130)

c. T- (Commissioner of Titles).

Red surcharge.

\Vatermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

741 rsh brown (No. 49)

D- B- (Destitute Board).

A. Red surcharge

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

742 1p green (No. 35)

743 2p vermilion (No. 38)

letters
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6p blue (No. 40)

1sh brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

3' Perforated 11%x12%.

747 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Blue surcharge.

I. \Vaterrnarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

Rouletted.

748 6p blue (No. 40)

II. Watermarked Crown & SA,

wide apart.

Rouletted.

74g 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed

with long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11%.

750 1p green (No. 69)

751 4p dull purple (No. 73)

2° Perforated 11%x12%.

752 1p green (No. 80)

753 1p green (No. 162)

754 4p dull purple (No. 82)

3° Perforated 12%.

755 1? green (No- 93)

4° Perforated 1o.

4p dull pur 1e (No. 125)

1sh brown No. 128)

5° Perforated 1ox11%, 12% irregularly.

758 6p blue (No. 149)

II. Watermarked Crown & SA, letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. v10o)

2° Perforated 1o.

2p orange red (No. 100)

744

74s

746

letters

star

756

757

759

760

3“ Perforated 11%x12%.

768 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Blue surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

76g 1sh brown (No. 49)

II. Watermarked Crown 8: SA,

wide apart.

Rouletted.

770 2}) orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11%x rouletted.

771 4p dull purple (No. 61)

772 6p blue (No. 62)

773 rsh brown (No. 64)

2° Perforated 11%.

774 4? dull Purle (No- 73)

775 61) blue (No- 74)

776 rsh brown (No. 75)

777 zsh deep carmine lake (No. 161)

3° Perforated 11 %x12%.

778 4p dull purple (No. 82)

779 6p blue (No. 83)

780 rsh brown (No. 85)

781 _2sh deep carmine lake (No. 167)

4° Perforated 10.

782 4p dull purple (No. 125)

783 rah chestnut brown (No. 128)

5° Perforated 1ox11%, 12% irregularly.

784 bp blue (No. 151)

785 Ish brown (No. 153)

II. Watermarked Crown 8: SA,

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

letters

letters

786

3° Perforated 10x11%, 12% irregularly.

761 2p orange red (No. 15 5)

D- R- (Deeds Registry).

Red surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

762 2p vermilion (No. 38)

763 6p blue (No. 40)

E. (Engineer).

A. Red surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

764 2p vermilion (No. 38)

765 6p blue (No. 40)

766 rsh brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated 11%.

767 4p dull purple (No. 73)

2° Perforated 1o. '

787 2p orange red (No. 130)

E IB - (Education Board).

A. Red surcharge.

Watermarked a. large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1" Rouletted.

788 6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 11%.

789 4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated 11%x12%.

79o 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Blue surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rsyed star

with long narrow points.

Rouletted.

791 4p dull purple (No. 39)

792 6p blue (No. 40)

II. Watermarked Crown & SA,

wide spurt.

letters
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Rouletted.

793 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 118)

4p dull purple (No. 39)

2° Perforated 11%x rouletted.

6p blue (No. 61)

3° Perforated to.

4p dull purple (No. 125)

4° Perforated 10x11%, 12% irregularly.

4p dull purple (N0. 149)

5° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (No. 158)

6° Perforated 11%x12%.

80o 4p dull purple (No. 164)

II. watermarked Crown & SA,

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated I0.

2p orange red (No. 130)

3° Perforated 10x11%, 12% irregularly.

803 2p orange red (N0. 156)

III. watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

804 2p orange red (No. 171)

c-F- (Gold Fleldl).

Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

Rouletted.

805 6p blue (No. 40)

II. watermarked Crown & SA, letters

wide apart.

794

795

796

letters

801

802

1° Perforated 10x rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 129)

2° Perforated to.

2p orange red (No. 130)

806

807

c- P- (Government Printer).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

808 1p green (No. 35)

809 6p blue (No. 40)

810 1sh brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated 1 1%x 12%. '

4p dull purple (No. 82)

811

312

B. Blue surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

813 1p green (No. 35)

814 Ish brown (No. 4 )

B15 zsh rose carmine ?NO. 52)

2° Perforated 11%x rouletted.

816 1p green (No. 59)

II. watermarked Crown 8: SA, letters

wide apart.

817 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

818 1p green (No. 35)

819 rsh brown (No. 49)

820 2sh rose carmine (No. 52)

2° Perforated 11%x rouletted.

1p green (No. 59)

6p blue (No. 62)

3° Perforated 11%.

821

822

823 1p green No. 70)

824 1p green No. 156a)

825 25h pale rose carmine (No. 77)

826 2sh deep carmine lake (No. 161)

4° Perforated 11%x12%.

827 1p green éNo. 80)

828 1p green No. 162)

82g 251! pale rose carmine (No. 87)

830 2511 deep carmine lake (No. 167)

5° Perforated to.

1p green (No. 123)

1sh brown (No. 128)

6° Perforated 10x11%, 12% irregularly.

831

832

S33 1p green (No. 146)

S34 Ish brown (No. 153)

835 2sh pale rose carmine (No. 154)

836 2sh deep carmine lake (No. 155)

II. watermarked Crown & SA, letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)837

2° Perforated 1o.

3p orange red (No. 130)838

c ISI (Government Stores).

Red surcharge.

\Vatermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

839 2p vermilion (No. 38)

840 6p blue (No. 40)

841 1sh brown (No. 49)

GIT. (Goolwa Tramway).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.
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1° Rouletted.

842 1p green (No. 35)

843 2p vermilion (No. 38)

844 6p blue (No. 40)

845 rsh brown (No. 49)

Varieties : Without period after T.

846 2p vermilion (No. 38)

847 6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated 11%x12%.

849 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Black surcharge.

I. \Vaterrnarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

2° Perforated n%xrz%.

4p dull purple (No. 82)

3o Rouletted.

852 2p orange red (No. 118)

II. Watermarked Crown & SA,

wide apart.

Rouletted.

853 2p orange red (No. 100)

H - (Hospitals).

Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked Crown 8: SA, letters wide

apart.

1° Perforated I0.

2p orange red (No. 13°)

2° Perforated 10x11 )4.

855 2p Orange red (No. 155)

II. Watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 1o.

2p orange red (No. 171)

848

850

851

letters

854

H I A. (House of Assembly).

A. Red surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

857 1p green (No. 35)

858 2p vermillon (No. 38)

859 bp blue (No. 40)

860 -1sh brown (N 0. 49)

2° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated 11%x12%.

862 4p dull purple (N0. 82)

B. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

6p blue (No. 40)

Ish brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated 11%;: rouletted.

15h dark brown (No, 64)

861

star

863

864

865

3° Perforated 12%): rouletted.

Ish dark brown (No. 68)

4° Perforated 11%.

867 1p green (No. 70)

868 4p dull purple (No. 73)

869 6p blue (No. 74)

866

870 6p blue (No. 158)

871 18h brown (No. 75)

872 15h ‘brown No. (:60)

5° Perforated I1%x12%.

873 Ip green (No. 80)

874 4p dull purple (No. 82)

875 6p blue (No. 83)

876 6p blue (No. 164)

877 15h brown No. 85)

878 lsh brown 2N0. 166)

6° Perforated 10.

879 1p green (No. 123)

880 4p dull purple (No. 125)

7° Perforated 10x11%, 12% irregularly .

8B1 1p green (No. 146)

II. Watermarked Crown 8! SA, letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. :00)

2° Perforated 10.

2p orange red (No. 130)

882

883

I. A. (Immigration Agent).

Red Surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

884 1p green (No. 35)

885 2p vermilion (No. 38)

886 6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (N0. 73)

3° Perforated r1%x12%.

4p dull purple (No. 82)

887

888

I. E I (lntestate Estates).

Black surcharge.

Watermarked a Crown & SA,

wide apart.

Perforated 10.

889 2p Orange red (No, 130)

I. s. (Inspector of Sheep).

A. Red surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

89o 2p vermilion (N0. 38)

891 6p blue (No. 40)

B. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 118)

letters

892
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2° Perforated 11%x rouletted .

893 6p blue (No. 62)

II. watermarked Crown 8: SA, letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. I00)

2'' Perforated IO.

2p orange red (No. 130)

894

895

L- A. (Lunatic Asylum).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

I" Rouletted.

896 Ip green (No. 35)

897 2p vermilion (No. 38)

898 6p blue (N0. 40)

899 rsh brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated II )4.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated 11 %x12%.

90! 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Black surcharge.

I. \Yatermarlred a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

I° Rouletted.

2sh rose carmine (No. 52)

900

902

B. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated ruéx rouletted.

9x9 6p blue (No. 62)

II. watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

I° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated Ioxrouletted.

921 2p orange red (No. 129)

L. L. (Legislative Librarian).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

r° Rouletted.

922 2p vermilion (No. 38)

923 6p blue (No. 40)

Varieh'n : Without period after first L.

924 2p vermilion (N0. 38)

925 6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated rr%x12%.

927 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Black surcharge.

watermarked Crown and S. A.,

wide apart.

Perforated I0.

928 2p orange red (No. 130)

L. T. (Land Titles).

918

920

926

letters

2° Perforated 11%1: rouletted.

6p blue (No. 62)

3° Perforated II%.

904 4p dull purple (No. 73)

905 6p blue (No. 74)

906 rsh brown (No. 75)

4° Perforated 1r)4x12%.

907 4p dull purple (No. 82)

908 6p blue (No. 83)

909 Ish brown (No. 85)

5° Perforated Io.

4p dull purple (No. 125)

6° Perforated roxrr)4, 12% irregularly.

9x1 4p dull purple (No. I49)

11. watermarked Crown & SA, letters wide

apart.

1° Rouletted.

912 2p orange red (N0. 100)

2° Perforated 10.

913 2p orange red (No. 130)

LI 0. (Legislative Council).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

011g narrow points.

Rouletted.

914 2p vermilion (No. 38)

915 6p blue (No. 40)

Varietier: Without period after C.

916 2p vermilion (No. 38)

917 6p blue (No. 40)

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with.

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

929 2p vermilion (No. 38)

930 6p blue (No. 40)

931 rsh brown (No. 49)

Varieties : Without period after T.

932 2p vermilion (No. 38)

933 6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated II}4.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated I1%xr2}§.

935 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Blue surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

Rouletted.

936 6p blue (No. 40)

II. watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

937 2p orange red (No. too)

934
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C. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 118)

rsh brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated 11%xrouletted.

6p blue (NO. 62)

3° Perforated 11%.

938

939

940

941 4p dull purple (No. 73)

942 6p blue (No. 74)

943 op dark blue (No. 159)

4° Perforated 11%x12%.

944 4p dull purple (N0. 82)

945 6p blue (No. 83)

946 6p blue (I65)

5° Perforated 1o.

4p dull purple (No. 125)

6p blue (No. 127)

6° Perforated 1ox1r%, 12% irregularly.

947

948

949 4p dull purple (No. 149)

950 6p blue (No. 151)

951 25h deep carmine lake (N0. 155)

II. watermarked Crown & SA,

wide apart.

Rouletted.

952 2p orange red (No. 100)

III. \Vaterrnarked V over Crown.

Perforated 1o. ,

953 2p orange red (No. 171)

M. (Military).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

954 2p vermilion (No. 38)

955 6p blue (N0. 40)

Ish brown (No. 49)

B. Black surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

ash rose cnrmime (No. 52)

letters

957

3° Perforated 11%x12%.

964 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

965 1p green (No. 35)

966 2p orange red (No. 118)

967 6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 11%.

968 1p green (No. 70)

969 4p dull purple (No. 73)

970 6p blue (No. 74)

971 rsh brown (No. 75)

3° Perforated r 1%x12 1,.

972 1p green (No. 80)

973 4p dull purple (No. 82)

974 6p blue (No. 83)

975 rsh brown (No. 85)

4° Perforated 10.

976 4p dull purple (No. 125)

977 6p blue (No. 127)

978 rsh brown (No. 128)

5° Perforated rox11%, 12% irregularly.

979 4p dull purple (No. 149)

980 6p blue (N0. 151)

981 Ish brown (N0. 153)

II. watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)982

2° Perforated I1%x12%.

958 Ish dark brown (No. 67)

M. 8- (Marine Board).

A. Red surcharge.

\Vatermnrked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

959 1p green (No. 35)

960 2p vermilion (No. 38)

961 6p blue (No. 40)

962 rsh brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated 11%.

963 4p dull purple (No. 73)

2° Perforattd 10.

983 2p orange red (No. 130)

III. watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

98.1 4p dull purple (No. 172)

MI R . (Manager of Railways).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a. large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

985 2p vermilion (No. 38)

986 6p blue (No. 40)

B. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

987 2p orange red (No. 118)

988 4p dull purple (No. 39)

989 6p blue (No. 40)

990 rsh brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated 11%x rouletted.

991 6p blue (No. 62)

992 rslr brown (No. 64)

3° Perforated 11%.

993 1p green (No. 70)

994 4p dull purple (No. 73)

995 69 blue (NO- 74)
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996 ash deep carmine lake (No. 161)

4° Perforated 11 %x12}4.

997 1p green (No. 80)

998 4p dull purple (No. 82)

999 6p blue (No. 83)

ICOO ash deep carmine lake (No. 167)

5° Perforated 10.

1p green (No. 123)

6° Perforated 10x11)‘, 12% irregularly.

10oz 1p green (No. 146)

1003 25h deep carmine lake (No. 155)

II. \Vatermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

1° Perforated 1o.

2p orange red (No. 130)

2° Perforated rox11%, 12% irregularly.

1005 2p orange red (No. 155)

M.R.G.

IOOI

1004

 

(Manager of Railways, Gambierton).

A. Blue surcharge.

Watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

1006 2p orange red (No. 100)

B. Black surcharge.

\Vatermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated 1o.

2p orange red (No. 130)

1007

1008

N . T. (Northern Territory).

Black surcharge.

I. \Vatermarkcd a large six rayetl star

with long narrow points.

1° Perforated 1 r }4.

1009 Ip green (No. 70)

1010 3p on 4p dark blue, black surcharge

(NO- 157)

1011 4p dull purple (No. 73)

1012 6p blue (No. 74)

1013 rsh brown (No. 75)

2° Perforated 1I%x12%

1014 1p green (No. 80)

1015 3p on 4p dark blue, black surcharge

(No. 163b)

1016 4p dull purple (No. 82)

1017 6p blue (No. 83)

1018 Ish brown (No. 85)

II. watermarked Crown and S, A., letters

wide apart.

1'' Rouletted. .

2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated 10.

1020 2p orange red (No. 130)

1019

o- A. (Oflicial Assignee).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

2p vermilion (No. 38)

2° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated 11%x12}4.

1023 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Blue surcharge.

watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

1024 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Perforated [1%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

2° Perforated 11%x12}4.

4p dull purple (No. 82)

3° Perforated 10.

1027 4p dull purple (No. 125)

II. watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

a" Perforated :0.

2p orange red (No. 130)

3° Perforated 10x rouletted.

1030 2p orange red (No. 129)

III. \Vatermarked V over Crown.

Perforated I0.

1031 2p orange red (N0. 171)

PI (Police).

A. Blue surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

Rouletted.

1032 6p blue (No. 40)

II. \Vatermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

I033 2p orange red (N0. 100)

B. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 11%x rouletted.

6p blue (N0. 62)

3° Perforated 11%.

6p blue N0. 74)

op blue No. 159)

IOZI

I022

1025

1026

1028

1029

1034

I035

1036

1037
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4° Perforated 11%xr2)4.

r038 6p blue No. 83)

1039 6p blue No. 165)

5° Perforated I0.

1040 6p blue (No. 127)

II. Watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart. I

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated 11%): rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 106)

3° Perforated II%XI2}4.

2p orange red (No. 105)

4° Perforated 10x roulerted.

2p orange red (No. :29)

5° Perforated 1o.

2p orange red (No. r30)

1041

I042

1043

1044

1045

6'’ Perforated 11%):10.

r046 2p orange red (No. 155)

III. Watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated I0.

1047 2p orange red (No. 171)

P. A - (Protector of Aborigines).

A. Red surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

r048 2p vermilion (No. 38)

B. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

Rouletted.

1049 2p orange red (No. I18)

:050 6p blue (No. 40)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

1” Rouletted.

r051 2p orange red (No. :00)

_2° Perforated IO.

:05: 2p orange red (No. 130)

P- 0- (Post Olfice).

A. Red surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

Rouletted.

1053 1p green (No. 35)

I054 2p vermilion (No. 38)

I055 6p blue (No. 40)

I056 Ish brown (No. 49)

Variety .' Two periods after P and none

after O-.

1057 6p blue (No. 40)

B. Blue surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six

with long narrow points.

rayed star

Rouletted.

r058 2p vermilion (No. 38)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

1059 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

r060 2p orange red (No. 118)

1061 op blue ( No. 40)

1062 rsh brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated II %x rouletted.

Ish brown (No. 64)

3° Perforated 11%.

I063

1064 4p dull purple (No. 73)

I065 6p blue (No. 74)

1066 rsh brown (No. 75)

4° Perforated rryénzfl.

r067 4p dull purple (No. 82)

1068 6p blue (No. 83)

1069 rsh brown (No. 85)

5° Perforated I0.

1070 6p blue (No. 127)

1071 rsh brown (No. 128)

6" Perforated 10x11”, 12% irregularly.

r072 rp green (No. 146)

1073 rsh brown (No. 153)

II. Watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

I074 2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated rox rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 129)

3° Perforated IO.

- 2p orange red (No. 130)

r015

1076

P- s. (Private Secretary).

A. Red surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

r077 Ip green (No. 35)

I078 2p vermilion (No. 38)

1079 6p blue (No. 40)

1080 rsh brown (No. 49)

2“ Perforated 11%,

4p dull purple (N0. 73)

3° Perforated r1%x12%.

r082 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Black surcharge.

I. Waterm arked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points,

1° Rouletted.

1083 6p blue (No. 40)

I084 9p gray lilac (No. 45)

2° Perforated I rl/éx rouletted.

1p green (No. 59)

r081

r085
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I086 6p blue (N0. 62) 3° Perforated to.

1087 rsh brown (No. 64) 1116 4p dull purple (No. :25)

3° Perforated 11%. -

1088 1p green (No. 156a)

1089 3p on 4p sky blue, black surcharge

(No. 143)

I090 3p on 4p blue, black surcharge,

(No. 157)

I09! 4p dull purple (N0. 73)

II. Watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. [00)

2° Perforated 10.

I118 2p orange red (No. r30)

R. B. (Road Board).

rrr7

I092 9p red lilac (No. 176)

1093 zsh pale rose carmine (No. 77)

4° Perforated rr%xrz%.

r094 1p green (No. 162)

I095 3p on 4p sky blue, black surcharge

No. 144)

I096 3p on 4p blue, black surcharge

(No, 163b)

1097 4p dull purple (N0. 82)

1098 9p red lilac (No. 177)

I099 zsh pale rose carmine (No. 87)

5° Perforated ro.

rroo rp green (No. 123)

nor 3p on 4p slate blue, carmine sur

charge (No. 139)

I102 3p on 4p blue, black surcharge

(No. I4!)

1103 4p dull purple (No. 125)

I104 op blue (No. 127)

6° Perforated 10x1r%, 12% irregularly.

r105 4p dull purple (No. 149)

I106 rop on 9p orange yellow, black sur

charge (N0. 135)

II. Watermarked Crown and S. A., letter:

wide apart.

l° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated 10.

I108 2p orange red (No. r30)

III. Watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

I109 2p orange red (No. 171)

P I w(Publlc \Vorks) (no period after W).

Red surcharge.

\Vatermarked a large Six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

I107

I110 2p vermilion (No. 38)

1111 6p blue (No. 40)

um Ish brown (No. 49)

P. w. (with period after W).

Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six raved star with

ong narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 118)

6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 1!}4x rouletted.

rsh brown (No. 49)

r113

r114

Ills

Red surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

rrrg 1p green (No. 35)

I120 6p blue (No. 40)

n2: rsh brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated 1r%xr2%.

I123 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Blue surcharge.

Watermarked Crown 8: SA, letters wide

I122

apart.

Rouletted.

r124 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

25h rose carmine (No. 52)

2° Perforated II.

1126 1p green (No. 123)

r127 4p dull purple (No. 125)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. :00)

2° Perforated I0.

1x29 2p orange red (No. 130)

III. Watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

I130 2p orange red (No. 17x)

R ic I (Registrar General)

A. Red surcharge.

\Vatermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

r125

1128

I131 2p vermilion (No. 38)

1132 6p blue (No. 40)

1:33 1st: brown (No. 49)

B. Blue surcharge.

I. \Vatermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

Perforated Ir%x rouletted.

r134 6p blue (No. 62)
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II. Water-marked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

1135 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

1136 2p orange red (No. 118)

2° Perforated 11%x réuletted.

1137 6p blue (No. 62)

1138 rsh brown (No. 64)

3° Perforated 1o.

6p blue (No. 127)

rsh brown (No. 128)

4° Perforated 1o, 11%, 12% irregularly.

1141 6p blue (No. 151)

II. watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No: 100)

2'' Perforated 10X rouletted.

r143 2p orange red (No. 100)

3° Perforated 10.

1144 2p orange red (No. 130)

4° Perforated 1o, 11 '2, 12', irregularly.

1145 2p orange red (No. 155)

III. watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

1146 2p orange red (No. 171)

S. (Sheriff).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

1147 6p blue (No. 40)

B. Blue surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

Perforated 11%x rouletted.

1148 6p blue (No. 62)

II. watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

114g 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

6p blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 11%.

1139

1140

1142

1150

1151 4p dull purple (No. 73)

1152 6p blue (No. 74)

1153 6p blue (No. 159)

3° Perforated 11%x12}4.

1154 4p dulLpurple (No. 82)

6p blue (No. 83)

6p blue (No. 165)

4° Perforated 1o.

4p dull purple (No. 125)

6p blue (No. 127)

5° Perforated 1o, 11%, 12% irregularly.

1159 4p dull purple (No. 149)

II. watermarked Crown and SA,

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated 10x rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 129)

3° Perforated 10.

2p orange red (No. 130)

1155

1156

1157

1158

letters

1160

1161

1162

SI0. (Supreme Court).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

1163 2p vermilion (No. 38)

1164 6p blue (No. 40)

B. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked Crown & SA,

wide apart.

Perforated 10.

1165 2p orange red (No. 130)

II. watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 1o.

2p orange red (No. 171)

s Ic I (Surveyor General).

A. Red surcharge. ,

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

2p vermilion (No. 38)

GP blue (No. 40)

2° Perforated 11%.

1169 4p dull purple (No. 73)

3° Perforated 11%x12}4.

r170 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Blue surcharge.

watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

r171 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 118)

4p dull purple (No. 39)

2° Perforated 11%): rouletted.

4p dull purple (N0. 61)

3° Perforated 11%.

4p dull purple (N0. 73)

letters

1167

1168

1172

1173

H74

H75
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1176 4p dull lilac (No. 158)

4° Perforated 11%x12%.

4p dull purple (No. 82)

4p dull lilac (No. 164)

5° Perforated 10.

4p dull purple (N0. 125)

6p blue (No. 127)

6° Perforated 1o, 11%, 12% irregularly,

1181 4p dull purple (No. 149)

1182 6p blue (No, 127)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated 10x rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 129)

3° Perforated 10.

1185 2p orange red (No. 130)

III. Watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

1186 2p orange red (No. 171)

s-M I (Stipendiary Magistrate.)

A. Red surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

H77

1178

U79

1180

1183

1184

1187 1p green (No. 35)

1188 2p vermilion (No. 38)

1189 4p dull purple (No. 39)

1190 6p blue (No. 40)

1191 1sh brown (No. 49)

Variefie: .' Without

11 92

1193

period after M.

2p vermilion (No. 38)

4p dull purple (No. 39)

2° Perforated 11%x12%.

1194. 4p dull purple (No. 82)

B. Blue surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

Rouletted.

1195 2p vermilion (N0. 38)

1196 4p dull purple (No. 39)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA,

wide apart.

Rouletted.

1197 2p orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 118)

4p dull purple (No. 39)

2° Perforated 11%xrouletted.

6p Prussian blue (No. 63)

3° Perforated 11%.

1p green (N0. 70)

4p dull purple (No. 73)

letters

1198

1199

I200

I201

I202

1203 4p dull lilac (No. 158)

4° Perforated 11%x12% .

1204 1p green (No. 80)

1205 4p dull purple (No. 82)

1206 4p dull lilac (No. 164)

5° Perforated 10.

1207 1p green (No. 123)

1208 4p dull purple (No. 125)

1209 6p blue (No. 127)

6° Perforated 10x11 '2, 12% irregularly.

1210 4p dull purple (No. 149)

II. Watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated 10x rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 129)

3° Perforated 1o.

2p orange red (No. 130)

4° Perforated 1ox11%, 12% irregularly.

1214 2p orange red (No. 155)

III. Watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

1215 2p orange red (No. 171)

8.1-. (Superintendent of Telegraphs).

A. Red surcharge.

Watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

1216 2p vermilion (No. 38)

1217 6p blue (No. 40)

Varieties: Without eriod after T.

1218 2p vermilion No. 38)

1219 6p blue (No. 40)

B. Blue surcharge.

III. Watermarked Crown and S. A.,

letters wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 10°)

2° Perforated 11% .

1221 2p orange red (No. 104)

C. Black surcharge.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with long narrow points.

Rouletted.

1222 2p orange red (No. 118)

1223 6p blue (No. 40)

II. Watermarked Crown and SA, letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (N0. 100)

2° Perforated 10x rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 129)

3° Perforated 10.

1226 2p orange red (No. 130)

III. Watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

1227 2p orange red (No. 171)

IZXI

[2X2

1213

1220

1224

1225
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I265 6p blue (No. 127)

7° Perforated 1011115, 12% irregularly

1266 rsh brown (No. 153)

1267 2sh pale rose carmine (No. 154)

1268 2511 deep crimson lake (No. 1540.)

II. watermarked Crown and S. A , letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated 10.

1270 2p orange red (No. 130)

watermarked V over Crown.

1° Perforated 1o.

2p orange red (No. 171)

T- R. (Titles Registry).

Black surcharge.

watermarked :1 large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11%.

4p dull lilac (N0. 158)

6p blue (No. 159)

rsh brown (No. 160)

1269

r271

r272

1273

I274

T- (Treasury).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

I" Rouletted.

1228 1p green (No. 35)

1229 2p vermilion (No. 38)

1230 6p blue (No. 40)

1231 rsh brown (No. 49)

2° Perforated 11%11 rouletted.

I232 4p dull purple (No. 61)

B. Blue surcharge.

I. \Vatermarked a large lix rayed star

with long narrow points.

Rouletted.

1233 1p green (No. 35)

1234 4p dull purple (No. 39)

1235 6p blue (No. 40)

1236 2sh rose carmine (No. 52)

II. \‘Vatermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

Rouletted.

1237 2p Orange red (No. 100)

C. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Rouletted.

1238 2p orange red (N0. 118)

1239 6p blue (No. 40)

1240 2sh rose carmine (No. 52)

2° Perforated 11%): rouletted.

6p blue (No. 62)

rsh brown (No. 64)

5° Perforated 11%.

1241

1242

1243 4p dull purple No. 73)

1244 4p dull purple( o. 158)

1245 6]) blue No. 74)

1246 6p blue No. 159)

1247 rsh brown (No. 75)

1248 2sh pale rose carmine (No. 77)

1249 2sh deep carmine lake (No. 161)

4° Perforated 11%x12%.

1250 4p dull purple (No. 82)

1251 4p dull lilac (No. 164)

1252 6p blue (No. 83)

1253 6p blue (No. 159)

1254 rsh brown (No. 75)

1255 2sh pale rose carmine (No. 77)

1256 2sh deep carmine lake (No. 161)

5° Perforated 11%;:125.

1257 4p dull purple (No. 82)

1258 4p dull lilac (No. 164)

1:59 6p blue (No. 83)

1260 6p blue (No. 165)

1261 rsh brown (No. 85)

1262 2sh pale rose carmine (No. 87)

1263 2sh deep carmine lake (No. 167)

6° Perforated 10.

1264 1p green (No. 123)

2° Perforated 11%x12}4.

1275 4p dull lilac (No. 164)

1276 6p blue (No. 165)

1277 1511 brown (No. 166.)

3° Perforated 1ox11}4, 12% irregularly.

r278 4p dull purple (No. 149)

1279 6p blue (No. 151)

v. (Volunteers).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

1280 2p vermilion (No. 38)

1281 6p blue (No. 40)

1282 rsh brown (No. 49)

13. Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted.

I283 6p blue (No. 40)

II. watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (N0. 100)

2° Perforated I0.

1285 2p orange red (No. 130)

III. watermarked V over Crown.

Perforated 10.

1286 2p Orange red (No. 171)

v! A I (Valuator and Auctioneer).

(no period after A).

Black surcharge.

\Vatermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

1284
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Perforated 10.

1287 2p Orange red (No. 130)

V. N. (P)

Black surcharge.

watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

Perforated 10.

I288 2p orange red (No. 130)

wI (\Vaterworks).

A. Red surcharge.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

Rouletted. '

1289 2p vermilion (No. 38)

B, Black surcharge.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Perforated 11%.

6p blue (No. 74)

2° Perforated 11%x12%.

1291 6p blue (No. 83)

A. watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

1° Rouletted.

2p orange red (No. 100)

2° Perforated Io.

2p orange red (No. 130)

1290

1292

1293

OFFICIAL SERVICE STAMPS.

A. Surcharged 01$ in black.

January, 1874.

surcharged on issues of 1870 to July, 1873.

I. watermarked a large six rayed star with

long narrow points.

1° Perforated :0.

4p dull purple (No. 125)

4p dull lilac (No. 126)

2° Perforated Iox11%, 12% irregularly

1294

1195

1296 1p green (No. 146)

1297 4p dull purple (No. 149)

1298 4p dull lilac (No. 150)

1299 6p Prussian blue (No. 151)

1300 6p dark blue (No. 152)

1301 ash deep crimson lake (N0. 154a)

3° Perforated 11%.

1302 1p green (No. 156a)

1303 4p dull lilac (No. 158)

I304 4p dull purple (No. 158a)

1305 6p dark blue (No. 159)

1306 6p Prussian blue (No. 159a)

1307 9p violet (No. 178)

1308 rsh red brown (No. 160)

1309 25h deep carmine lake (No. 161)

Variely .' No period after S.

1310 2sh deep carmine lake (No. 167)

I. Watemiarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

1° Perforated to.

2p deep orange red (No. 130)

2p pale orange red (No. 131)

2° Perforated roxrrfi, 12% irregularly.

1313 2p orange red (No. 155)

January, 1875.

watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

wide apart.

1'’ Perforated 10.

1314 1p blue green (N0. )

Variety : Surcharge inverted.

1315 1p blue green

2° Perforated 11%x1o.

1p blue green

3° Perforated 11%.

1317 1p blue green

4° Perforated 11%x12%.

r318 1p blue green

September, 1876.

\Vatermarked a large six rayed star with

short broad points.

1319

1311

1312

1316

8p on 9p bistre brown, black sur

charge

1876-77.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

short broad points.

1" Perforated 10.

1320 6p dark blue

2° Perforated 101.11%, 12% irregularly.

1321 4p dull purple

1322 4p dull Mac

1323 6p dark blue

1324 6p deep bright blue

1325 ash bright crimson lake

Varieties : Surcharge inverted.

1326 6p dark blue

1327 rsh red brown

1 328 2sh bright crimson lake

3° Perforated 11%.

1329 3p on 4p dark blue, black surcharge

1330 4p dull purple

1331 4p dull lilac

1332 6p dark blue

1333 6p deep bright blue

1334 15h red brown

1335 2sh bright crimson lake

Van'eiiz: .'

a. Surcharge inverted.

1336 rsh red brown

b. Double surcharge.

1337 6p deep bright blue

4° Perforated 11%x12%.

1338 3p on 4p dark blue, black surcharge

133g 4p dull purple

1340 4p dull lilac

I341 6p dark blue

1342 6p deep bright blue

1343 rsh red brown

1344 25h bright crimson lake
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HlS'fORY or 7H}: BELGIAN DOlVllNlOAl. STAMPS, ENTIRE

ENVELOPES, are.
 

Bv JULES Bovvi-zz.

 

(Continued from page 207).

The measures taken by the Belgian Postal Administration to reduce the

Sunday postal suvice by the use of special stamps with a dominical slip

could not give very satisfactory results if it were not also applied to the other

postal values, commonly called “entires" in the philatelic world.

=This extension was not long delayed ; its application was ordered in the

decree which we copy here :

Art. 1. There will be a new issue of postal cards, both simple and

with reply prepaid, letter cards, postal envelopes and letter sheets on which

will be reproduced the postage stamps of corresponding value created by

royal decree of May 14th, 1893.

Art. 2. The inscription ne pas h'vrer 1e dimam'lze-m'et ber/alien 0p

zondag may be crossed out by the senders on the objects mentioned in the

preceding articles. Correspondence on which the inscription shall have

been left is not te be delivered at its address on Sundays and holidays.

Art. 3. The placing on sale of the values of the new issue will be

announced by notices to be published later on in the Mom'leur.

Brussels, October 24th, 1893.

( signed ) J. 'VANDENPEEREBOOM.

In consequence of this order a decision was arrived at which fixed the

following dates for the placing on sale of these different values :

(1) December 1st, 1893, White envelopes, 14%x1156, stamp and im

pression ; bistre

(2) December 1st, 1893. Letter card, pale blue, 11%x8, stamp and im

pression ; bistre

(3) December 15th, 1893, Single postal card, so, 9x14, stamp and

impression yellow green ;

(4) February 1st, 1894, Single postal card, 10c, 9x14, stamp and

impression bistre on blue ;

(5) February 1st, 1894, Reply postal card, me, 91:14, stamp and impres

sion green on yellow ;

(6) February 1st, 1894, Reply postal card, we, 9x14, stamp and impres

sion bistre on blue ;

(7) March 1st, 1894, Letter card, 25c, 11%x8, stamp and impression

blue on rose ;

(8) March 1st, 1894, Letter sheet,roc, 11%x7%, stamp and impression

rose on blue ;

At the time that this order appeared, most of the post offices still had

supplies of 100 envelopes and letter cards, as well as of single and reply postal

cards ; the number of the new values sold during the month of December

was, therefore, insignificant.

It was, moreover, expressly forbidden to commence the sale before the

time determined on, and the prices were the same as for articles of the same

kind of previous types, which continued to be sold until the quantities

manufactured were exhausted. These new values were subject to the rule
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adopted on the occasion of the issue of the dominical stamps, and the do

minical formula had the same effect as on the adhesive stamps.

With the exception of the letter sheet, the type and color of which have

not been changed so far, all the values are of the two following types :

CARTE POST-ALE

POSTKAART'

'(crue rturvb 9 EM. 1291!!‘ may’! ldrn alter: )_

  

at cm lherindm pm‘un'firées-fm murtitwimmmlabm

aoneeeeaeoauolaaeacaaeeloooluueaepaaeeeoaeaoiill‘pl
  

CAB‘I‘TEF'LETI‘TREI A

Franks-enter’.

grands...
first"!‘M

1w .

aso

arcaneconcea-oaoeaaaaqeeoaoaenooeeaocean...)

In the last official statement published by the Belgian Postal Administra

tion, we find the following information with regard to the number of domi

nical entires sold during the first year of issue (1894) :

Letter sheets at 11c, 55,236,

Stamped envelopes at no, 1 16,1 :9,

5c postal cards (single) 3r,588,768,

10c “ “ (single) 2,292,813,

1°C “ “ (reply) 174.907.

2°C “ “ (reply) 31,811,

Letter cards at roc, 3,457,496,

“ “ at 25c, 41,887,

If it is borne in mind that in the Saturday mails the dominical inscrip

tion is struck out on only one fifth of the number of entires which are put

into the letter boxes, an idea can be easily formed of the result obtained by

the Administration in favor of its staff and of the number of dominical

entires circulating intact and through post.
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Among these values there is one to which the attention of philatelists

should be specially called, for it may be considered as having at the present

time for collectors a value far beyond that which has been attributed to it in

catalogues.

This is the letter sheet (No. 8), stamp and impression rose on blue, of

the type shown here, which presents a peculiarity which it is important to

know.

ENVELOPPE-LETTREJ

OMSLAGBRIEF
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ENVELOPPE-LETTREZ

oust manner

  

. . ... >

‘.1 mum July!

in"

(n) Gnu inscription pent em bifl'i-e. - Du opuIln/l may donymaald marine

This postal value, which is, so to speak, the pendant of the letter card, of

which it has the dimensions but not the form, had a perfect success from its

very issue. It was created by a ministerial order as follows :

“ Considering Art. 40 of the Law of May 30th, 1879, on the revision and

codifying of postal legislation. Order:

“Art. 1. On April 1st next, there will be issued, under the name of

letter sheets, stamped sheets of a special shape and of the nominal value

of 10c.

“Art. 2. In execution of Art. 2 of the royal decree of December 10th,

1872,the letter sheets will be sold at the price of 11¢. each fixed for envelopes

in general.

“BRUSSELS, March 25th, 1888, .

(Signed) “ J. VANDENPEEREBOOM."

It will be easily seen that the use of this value presented certain incon

veniences, notably in regard to the closing. the two side flaps and the lower

flap being held by only a small gummed tongue on the upper flap.

In the second year of issue (1889) the sale was reduced by more than

half, and continued decreasing from year to year.

There were issued in all 500,000 letter sheets, the sale of which was

divided as follows :

177.547 in 1888.

84,269 in 1889,

56,333 {n 1890,

41,8o51n 1891,

35,230 in 1892,

48.354111 1893.

or 443,738 during the first six years of issue. There remained, therefore, at

the end of the year 1893 only 136,262 letter’sheets in stock when it was

proposed to issue dominical letter sheets. In order not to waste this large

number, they were altered, the dominical inscription preceded by an asterisk

being hand stamped on them in rose-colored ink, the asterisk being repeated

below the address and in front of the following inscription : Cat/c z'nsrriptz'an

peul élre bzffc-Jht oprrllrzft mag doorge/ma/d warden.

This alteration was made on the 136,262 sheets of the old type, with

which the post offices were provided, and this explains how it is that this

value is the only one which has retained the design and color of the stamp of

the issue of 1884.

There is one point that is not without importance, and that is that the

work of making this change caused a certain number of defects in the im
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pression of the dominical inscription, which was not always applied exactly

under the stamp and does not always present the same shade of color. It

has been remarked that out of ten letter sheets taken at random only two had

the inscription applied exactly under the engraved stamp, three had it applied

one third of a millimeter towards the right. four at one quarter of a milli

meter and one at one millimeter. The discovery of these differences has

naturally led collectors to hunt after the different errors noticed, in order to

catalogue them separately :

In ten packets of 100 of these sheets, that is to say, 1000 sheets, the

following differences were found :

1st type, without error, inscription properly applied‘, 207

and type, inscription at ysmm. towards the right, 297

3rd type, ‘ Kmm. “ “ 402

4th type, “ 1mm. “ “ 94

It has also been observed that on the sheets of types I and 3 the rose

impression is less pronounced and much paler than on those of the other

two types.

Up to December 31st, 1895, there had been sold about 73,500 dominical

letter sheets; there remained, therefore, only 62,762 in stock, and, as this

type will disappear as soon as the stock is exhausted, we may expect soon to

see the new type of letter Sheet, impression bistre on pale blue.

 

THE POSTAGE s'ff'lMPg 0F FRANCE

(From the Calleelz'omzeur a'e Tz'mbres-Parle.)

(Continued from page 73.)

February, 1882-1884. Extension 0f the radius 0f ez'reulalz'on and dis

tributz'on 0f telegram ram’: and telegram let/err.

 

As the report of May 22d, 1880, indicated, the pneumatic system was

extended progressively : to each of the following alterations a decree

corresponds. We will limit ourselves to giving that of December 27th, 1881 ,

which announces the first extension of the pneumatic service.

Deeree eoncerm'ng file extension of the serzlz'ee of telegrap/zz'e dzlrpatelzer

ez'reu/atz'ng tlzroug/z t/ze pneumatfe :yslem. -

“ The President of the Republic,

“Considering Article No. 2 of the law of March 21st, r878 ;

“Considering decrees of January 25th, 1879, and May, 1880 ;

“On the report of the Minister of Posts and Telegraphs ;

“ Decrees :

“ Art. I. The service of telegraphic dispatches, circulating through the

pneumatic system, in the limits of the old octroi of Paris and exchanged in

accordance with the indications of the above mentioned decrees, is extend

ed to the three new districts following, namely :

“ I To that portion of the fifteenth arrondissement comprised between

the fortifications and the Seine on the one side, the Boulevard de Grenelle

and the Rue Lecourbe, inclusive, on the other hand.

“ 2 To the entire sixteenth arrondissement.

"3 To that portion of the seventeenth arrondissement comprised be

tween the fortifications and the Avenue de la Grand-Armee on the one

hand, the Avenue de Wagram and the Avenue des Ternes, inclusive, on the

other hand.
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“ Art. 2. The new service will be inaugurated on the first day of

February next.

“Art. 3. The Minister of Posts and Telegraphs is entrusted with

the execution of the present decree, which will be inserted in the Bulletin

lies Lois.

“ Given at Paris, December 27th, 1881.

" Jules Grevy,

“ By the President of the Republic.

“ The Minister of Posts and Telegraphs.

“ Ad. Cochery."

The successive changes are indicated in an original manner on the cards

themselves by means of a map of Paris, the colors of which show the zones

open to the service.

Up to 1882 the service was extended, as may be read on the left side of

the cards, to the following limits : the Trocadero, the Avenues du Roi de

Rome and de Wagram and the whole line of the former exterior boulevards,

from the Boulevard de Courcelles to that of Grenelle, passing by the Place

du Trone and the bridge of Bercy.

Since February 1st, 1882, the quarter des Ternes, Passy, Auteuil and

Grenelle have been served, the rose tints on the cards showing the zones

open to the service, the parts covered with blue lines those which will be

opened later on.

Cards. '

  

(ct com en mr zexwyfl/cw/ #1‘.

“ "' ' 0%

_. 1 " 42%14/47. /, ,l

  

TUBESPNEUM)TIQUES

puma-‘ummmug:Indulawareanint-r4

duCarIu-Trligmnmc:drpuuIII"Fevrrn1382,

I'lapflrliumbrlnI:was!ullkinrmn!

1' - e .

11 m1 [ST mum" _
Humble to ma rm :4 him:

PARIS!

"-‘_u

30c. black on buff, rose and blue map

As to the telegram letter, which did not appear until November of the

same year, the inscription at the side extends over both portions on the

obverse of the card, on which the same plan or map is printed in pale rose

with a blue tint in the center and dark blue for the zones newly opened to

the service.
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Letter Card.

Pour mnm'r le télednmme. dcclrirer en n'ivant le pmntille'.

c.» we /7 %%%%

, /
if», _\ p

/ WQ%%Q%%%ZZ%Z%’ g!
I /%fv’/./. ’/ v |

  

  

  

  
fly:

‘j %%/// / //

....

...

.

.

igmmnm,dip-u‘:la1"Férm‘n-r882.

  

m. zéa
7§'45',/"‘"////////// ///// ‘1' I

'.,,,I‘ ,./ /.

r~1 ‘ ’‘:Q%%?%%%;; ”,t%%%?/
g s /_ ~ .J I, r; ‘I . , l/

' s W /// / ' \

5cc black on blue, blue and rose map.

Beginning April 1st, 1893. the service was extended to all the north of

Paris; for which reason a new issue of cards marks this improvement ; the

names of Batignolles, Montmarte, La Chapelle and La Villette appear ;in the

tinted zone, which indicates the portions served, the lined part representing

the zones not served.

The card appeared in June 1883, the letter card in April 1883.

Card.

30c black on buff, rose and blue map.

Letter card.

500 black on blue, rose and blue map.

On April 1st, 1894, all parts of Paris were open to the service of pneu

matic cards and letter-cards, with the exception of the southern quarters.

The map of Paris had no more colors, but the close parallel lines indicate

the quarters in which the service was not yet established.

The card and letter card appeared in April 1884.

an".

  

‘0.0-Q-OQUI'IiOQOIOOi‘Il’I

 

PNBUMATIQUES

an.more21:15]

u
e

  

  

  

Card.

:Eis

E’ is 5
{6;

i531

3 ggi

§=S§
= Z.

“52%
5 ‘L21.

a £5,‘ 217"?” \.2: is I’ 'h/ w a‘.

i ,- l ‘7);, ,. [42" __.

a. .aa.%%%%%%%!r'r

11 m1 111 mrulrL! we“ dn m u'cu pu linnL / 2/ PARIS

30c black on buff, blue map.

Letter card.

50c black on blue, rose map.

December 15th, 1884. Spatial card for Me reimburremz'nls of fire
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Natianal (Past Ofiire) Siwings Bank. I _

This card is double ; each part has in the upper right corner the black

stamp of the preceding cards ; the first has the following inscriptions filling

up the card and serving as a superscription :

Mz'm'slbre a’es porter ct T/h’graplzes

CAISSE NATIONALE d'EPARGNE

(Reimbursements)

Paris.

The second part has only :

Bureau de poste N0,

Paris.

all printed in black on buff card ; the inside is filled up by two forms, the

one consisting of the request for reimbursement made by the depositor, the

other the authorization of the reimbursement.

Reply Card. _ '

3ox3oc black on buff, black inscriptions.

December, 1884. Telegram letter azrd wit/1 rep/y roupan.

This letter card very much resembles the ordinary letter cards, except

that it does not have a map and that under the word Mle’gramme it has the

inscription :

Az’ec reponse pay/e (far/ante.

On the reverse we read among the notices :

“ The present telegram will be forwarded to its address with an

ordinary form (blue model) which the addressee will be free to use for the

prepaid reply.” _

The order for the reply, placed at the right of the stamp and separated

from the telegram by a perforation bears the following inscription :

“The present coupon will be detached by the receiving ofiice, which

will annex it to its statement No. 1380 to justify the withdrawal of a closed

card (blue model)."

It is in exchange for this coupon that the office will deliver a telegram

letter card to the addressee.

(7'0 be com‘fnucd.)

 

THE FIRST TYPES by TH}: 1881 ISSUE 01-‘ TH]: UNITED 8TATES

BY JOHN N. LL'FF.

 

 

Read before the National Philatelical Society May 26th 1896.

It may be assumed that the majority of collectors in the United States

are interested in the stamps of that country. Those whose interest extends

beyond merely filling the spaces in a printed album are probably aware of

the existence of proofs of certain values of the 1861 issue, which lack the

usual ornaments at the corners. But I think that few know that these designs

were issued as stamps-—gummed, perforated and complete in every way-that

they have done postal duty and that there is a full set of them, each differing

in some way from the corresponding value of the regular issue. After some

study of this subject, I am prepared to assert these facts, and also that this

set constitutes the first printing from the first plates of this issue. In Europe

—where the set is slightly better known than here—they are always referred

to as premieres gnu/urn, and the term has been adopted by the few

collectors in this country who are familiar with the stamps.
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The differences between these first engravings and the normal types may

be described as follows :
  

One rent From the numerals in the upper corners arabesque orna

ments extend downward and also across the top, resting upon the curved

frame-line of the stamp. The extreme tip of the upper left-hand ornament

is directly above the P of POSTAGE. In the first type this tip rests upon the

curved line but does not extend below it. In the second type there is a

strong dash under the tip and below the line. Other, though lighter, dashes

appear further down the curve. above the s and opposite the U of U. 5.

There are also shading lines under the upper ornament on the right. None

of these marks appear on the first type.

  

Titre: Cents. The first type of this stamp is probably better known to

collectors than any other value in the set. Outside the irregular rectangle

of lathe work there are only some trifling ornaments and the stamp looks

bare and unfinished. In the second type this has been remedied by the use

of more elaborate ornaments, especially at the corners, which have been

built out so that the outline of the design is now approximately rectangular.

  

Fir/e Cents. The two types of this stamp differ but little. The delicate,

leaf-like ornaments at the corners lack, in the first type, the leaflet (if we

may so term it) which projects farthest. The variation from the ordinary

type is so slight that it would probably escape the attention of many

collectors. I have seen proofs of this stamp which lacked entirely the

foliations at the corners and the outer line which frames the mat of lathe

work. I presume these are proofs taken in the course of making the die

and I do not think any plate was made from the design in this condition.
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Ten Cents. The first engraving of this stamp is the type I of the cata

logues, which was brought to the attention of collectors last year. In the

upper part of the stamps are five white stars on a background of ruled lines.

This background is separated from the label containing U. POSTAGE. by

a curved white line. In type II a heavy line of color has been cut along

the lower ends of the background lines, above and following the curve of

the white line. An outer line has also been added to all the ornaments‘ above

the stars. It is strange that this extra line has escaped the sharp eyes of

philatelists while the less prominent one has been pointed out.

  

Twelve Cenls. The first type of this stamp differs so materially from

the second, that at first glance, one scarcely recognizes it as a prototype.

There is nothing outside the mat of lathe work except a thin wavy line

following the outline. In appearance it is even more unfinished than the

three cents of the first type. To make the second type, small ovals and

arabesques were added at each corner and little scrolls at the sides. These

additions, as in the case of the three cents, make the outline of the stamp

about rectangular.

I have not been able to find any variations in the twenty-four and thirty

cents stamps. As there was but one plate for each value, I doubt if any

changes were made in the designs. The colors differ very decidedly from

those of the ordinary stamps, as will be noted later. A few slight retouches

may be found on some of the twenty-four cents stamps, but I think they

indicate late touching up of the plate, rather than alterations on the

die.

  

Ni/m‘y Cents. Above the ribbon with U. s. POSTAGE the lines of the

frame meet in a sort of gable, made by parallel lines of color, separated

by a white space about one half millimetre wide. To form the second type

a strong point of color is added at the apex of the lower lines of the gable

and a series of little dashes drawn through the centre of the white space,

making a broken line of color, between and parallel to the other lines. On

many of the stamps this broken line is too faint to be seen, but the colored

point usually stands out clearly. I think it will be agreed that the

appearance of the stamp would have been improved if, instead of these

microscopic marks, something more elaborate had been added to fill out the

very bare upper part of the stamp.

Beyond doubt the eye is best pleased by stamps whose outlines fill out a

rectangle. The designers of our earlier stamps either failed to appreciate
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this idea or to carry it out. Thus we find in many of the stamps of the older

issues an unsatisfactory bareness and lack of completeness, notably at the

corners. At the same time many of our later issues appear painfully plain

and lacking in variety when compared with the graceful designs and

elaborate ornamentation of the earlier issues.

The paper of the premii'res gravures is very thin, hard and extremely

brittle. The stamps must be handled carefully, for they are easily broken.

The paper is also quite transparent and much of the designs may be seen

from the backs of the stamps. The gum is very dark brown, sometimes

staining the paper. The perforation is r2, as adopted for the 1861 issue.

The colors are very dark and rich and the ink heavily applied, occasionally

giving a blurred appearance, though as a rule the impressions are very fine

and clear. The unworn condition of the plates is pleasingly apparent.

The colors are :

FIRST TYPES. SECOND TYPES.

One cent. Indigo Pale blue, blue, dull blue

Three cents. Brown red Pink, rose

Five cents. Yellow brown Brown, red brown, black brown

Ten cents. Dark yellow green Yellow green, blue green

Twelve cents. Gray black Gray black, jet black

Twenty four cents. Violet Gray, lilac, red-lilac

Thirty cents. Red orange Yellow, orange

Ninety cents. Dull blue Pale blue, blue, marine blue

I have seen proofs in all the above colors and also the following : One

cent, ultramarine; three cents, scarlet and vermilion ; five cents, brown ;

ten cents, pale yellow green and blue green ; ninety cents, marine blue, green

and black.

It has been my good fortune to see some large blocks of proofs of both

the first and second types of the 1861 issue, and from them and some other

information, I am able to quote the following list of plate numbers :

FIRST TYPES. SECOND TYPES.

One cent. Plate I. Plate 9, 1o, 22, 25, 27, 56.

Three cents. Plate 2. Plate 11, 12, I3, 14, 19, 20, etc.

Five cents. Plate 3. Plate 17, 58.

Ten cents. Plate 4. Plate 15, 26, 59.

Twelve cents. Plate 5. Plate 16, 6o.

Twenty-four cents. Plate 6. Plate

Thirty cents. Plate 7. Plate

Ninety cents. Plate 8. Plate 18.

Any numbers not given in this list between 20 and 56, belong

to plates of the three cents value. For the twenty-four and thirty cents

stamps there was only one plate each, as I have previously mentioned.

It is said to be a matter of ofiicial record that, when these stamps were

delivered to the government, the designs did not give satisfaction, and altera

tions were ordered to be made at once. This was promptly done and im

pressions from the altered dies were entered over those upon the original

plates. I have seen evidence of this in blocks of proofs of the two types of

the twelve cents, both from the same part of plate 5 and, by certain peculiari

ties of the imprint and plate number and their relative positions, proving the

impressions to be from the same plate.
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It has been claimed that the premiere: grazmre: were not regularly issued

as stamps and are only essays. But it is known that the sample book of the

contractors contains a sheet of the twelve cents. And still better evidence

that they are stamps is supplied by used copies. The ten cents is well-known

in a used state, the five and twelve cents used are reported by reliable

collectors, and I have a used copy of the twenty-four cents in my own

collection.

Collectors who have sought these stamps have soon learned that they are

excessively rare. The Postmaster-General, in his report dated December

2d, 1861 , says : “ It was the design of the Department that the distribution

of the new stamps and envelopes should commence on the first of August,

but, from unavoidable delays, that of the latter did not take place until the

15th of that month." Tiffany gives August 14th, 186i, as the date of this

issue. Accepting this as the date of issue of the stamps of the first types, we

have yet to learn the date for the second types. If official records were not

inaccessible, we might learn something from the dates at which supplies of

stamps were delivered by the contractors. But we must seek elsewhere for

the needed information. I have been able to examine a large number of let

ters, franked by stamps of the 1861 issue, and have found one, dated Sep

tember 20th, r86r, bearing a five cents yellow, a ten cents of the second type,

and a thirty cents of the second color. This limits the issue of the stamps

of the first types to a very brief period, not exceeding' five or six weeks, at

the most liberal estimate. Knowing this, we can readily understand their

scarcity.

I wish to offer my thanks to Mr. I. M. Andreini, Mr. F. W. Ayer and

Mr. H. G. Mandel, for information and assistance.

THE PERUl/IAN straws or THE ISSUE or MARCH 1895.

TRANSLATION.

We are very glad that the philatelic society, in view of the incontro

vertible reasons which have been given, should have recognized and accepted

as legal and authorized, the issue of stamps put into circulation, during the

last days of the campaign, by order of the Superior Political and Military

Chief of the Northern zone,

The express declaration which we insert below puts an end to all

controversy and establishes the truth as to the facts which we maintained

a short time ago with regard to the issue in question.

Here are the documents to which we refer :

LIMA, March 12th, 1896.

To the Director of El Comereio,

City.

Dear Sir .

We fulfill a duty in publishing the rectification of our opinion in refer

ence to the issue of stamps authorized in 'l‘umbez by the Superior Political

and Military Chief of the North, Mr. Augusto Seminario y Vascones, during

the last civil war.

Doubts having arisen among the members of the Society as to the

legality of this issue, in virtue of the repeated assertions of Mr. Augusto
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Ceminario y Vascones and Mr. Gonzalo Tirado, we found it neccessary to

entrust the solution of this matter to a committee of five members, duly

authorized, with the object of finding out the truth and making a thorough

investigation into the circulation of the said issue.

From the information and proofs presented by our committee, which

was unanimously approved in our meeting of last night, and of which we

have the honor to send you herewith a copy, it results that the issue of

stamps made in Tumbez by the Superior Political and Military Chief of the

North, Mr. Augusto Seminario y Vascones, is of ofiicial origin, that it is

legal and had due circulation, which entitles it to proper philatelic recognition.

We will thank you to give publicity to the present letter as well as to

the enclosed statement, on account of its being of general interest.

We have the honor to sign ourselves once more

Very truly yours,

CESAR A. BAZO, Presz'zz’enl. GUILLERMO CONNING, Secretary.

 

STATEMENT or THE COMMITTEE.

LIMA, March 11th. 1896.

Mr. President :

We, the undersigned active members of this society, forming a special

committee to find out the truth concerning the issue of stamps made in

Tumbez during the last civil war, proceed to render an account of our

mission, after having carefully investigated the subject and sought for the

necessary and indispensable proofs which, in our judgement were required.

From the inquiry into the matter we have the following results :

Considering .- that the decree of authorization given in Tumbez by the

Superior Political and Military Chief of the North, on March 21st, 1895, is

of oflicial origin and perfectly legal. since it was promulgated during the

period in which the said Chief exercised authority in that territory, which

was recognized, as were his political and administrative acts, by the Junta

de Gobierno (Governing Council) and approved later on by the Sovereign

National Congress ; t/zal from the different entire envelopes which at our

request have been sent to us by our correspondent Mr. Leon, of Piura, and

those which this committee has been able to procure and which we have the

pleasure of annexing hereto, it is seen by the cancellation marks on the

Stamps, made in Tumbez and in the city of Piura, as well as by the transit

and arrival postmarks of the different post oflices through which they have

passed, that the stamps were really and truly employed for the prepayment

of correspondence during 40 days, more or less, or from March 21st to April

30th, 1895 ; 11m! from the information given to us by the Postmaster

General, various private persons and business houses 0f Illa! [it], it appears

that their correspondence for abroad and for the interior was prepaid by

means of the said stamps during the period above mentioned ; l/za/ from the

unanimous declarations of the press of the city of Piura, made by the

newspapers La Ram's/e dz! Norle, La Nuer/a Em, and El Camerrz'o, it again

appears that the said stamps had due circulation in that city, having been

used in the offices of those papers for the prepayment of their correspon

dence: llzat Mr. Gonzalo Tirado having explained to us that the bearing

‘of his communication of October 9th, 1895, which was published in the

newspapers of this city, did not extend beyond the time that the gentleman

was in Tumbez ; it did not apply to any later date and still less to what

occurred in other places such as the city of Piura, which he was altogether
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ignorant of; WE ARE OF OPINION: that the issue of stamps authorized by

decree given in Tumbez on March 21st, 1895, by the Superior Political and

Military Chief of the North, Mr.Augusto Seminario y Vascones, composed of

five values, which we describe hereafter, has an official origin, is legal and has

circulated, though for but a short time, both in and out of the Republic,

having been used in Piura, in larger quantities than in Tumbez (where they

were used only on a very small scale and for a few days only).

The issue of five values mentioned above is as follows: Rectangle, :1

trifle larger than that of the currrent issues, perforated. Design somewhat

defective and ordinary : arms in the center, in a frame. Inscriptions :

“Peru" above, “Correos" at the sides, and the value expressed in letters

below. Numerals of value in the two upper corners and below the coat of

arms. surcharged with a double circle with the inscriptions “Provisorio"

above, “Centavos" below, and, in the center of the circle, the numeral of

value corresponding to the value of each stamp in bright red ink.

  

 

 

  

a.‘ 1

nmcmnrnvns
l»

5 centavos, green

s. 1 z

a‘: w 7 ‘ -

("INCOCENTAVOS

  

1o “ vermilion

2o “ chocolate

5o “ blue

1 sol, dark carmine

With the explanation given above we have accomplished the mission

with which we were charged.

GUILLERMO CONNING RAFAEL LOAYZA

FRANCISCO E. VEGA C. RICARDO DEKERC

C. J. 'l‘I-roMsoN

The above is a copy of the original which is in the archives of the

Society. -

Lima, March 12th, 1896. GUILLERMO CONNING.

[E|).—We understand from the foregoing, that these stamps instead of being classified

as fraudulent issues, properly belong under the heading of speculative issues ]

THE 1894 ISSUE or THE UNITED STATES ENl/ELOPES.

This series comprises four values, rc, 2c, 4c and 5c, and 59 varieties,

having the new watermark showing the letters U. 8., with P. O. D. 94.,

interspersed. The ofiicial schedule has again returned to designating sizes

by numbers and not by letters as in 1890 and 1893.

As usual, a number of errors made their appearance, either the water

mark being substituted by the one of 1890 in N. P. S. list) or by service

watermark from the penalty envelope, or a new type of the 5c, different

from 1887 die. _

The ac size 2, came also on unwatermarked white wove paper, and the

4c size 7, manila paper with a claret impression of the die instead of red.

In accordance with the above we can chronicle 16 errors, and the

following classification of this issue may be of interest to collectors in

general :
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OFFICIAL SCHEDULE OF CONTRACTS 1894.

No. 1. 2. a. 4. 5. a. 7. 8.

L. A. c. P. D. E. G. n.

ONE CENT

White Paper | |

Amber | |

Manila | I

Amber Manila |

TWO CENTS

White Paper

Amber

Oriental Buff.

Blue.

Manila

Amber Manila.

t-OUR CENTS

White Paper

Amber

FlVE CENTS (New die)

White Paper

Amber

ERRORS

watermarked of 1890.

TWO CENTS

White Paper

Amber 2

FIVE CENTS

White Paper

Amber

FIVE CENTS(die I887) W. I894.

White Paper

Amber

PENALTY WATERMARK P. O. D. Scrip.

ONE CENT, Manila Paper 1

TWO CENTS, Manila

UNWATERMARKED TWO CENTS on

White 2

FOUR CENTS, Claret Impression, Amber 4

FIVE CENTS, (New die) Amber Wove Paper 5

9. 10.

I. M.

11. 12. 1a. 14.

N. K. r. Q.

u lJuunuN

mm

\IIU'IDurante"

AANNIJN QAnu AAnu to w

I.»

sauuu

u

\lluv\nuv

M

JIUI\lv\ll

NL)

H

RECAPITULATION.

l cent. u

2 cents 36

4 cents (

cents 4

2

a

rappers

——— 59 varieties.

ERRORS.

watermarked I890. 8

Die 1887. 4

Penalty watermark 2

Sundries 3

____. [7

Total. 76 varieties.

KNIVES OF Issue 1894.

No. Denomination. Inches. Mms.

l. L. Small Note, 5}‘ x 2% 134 x 72

2. A. Full letter, 5% x 3,1‘ 140 x 83

3. C. Commercial, 5% x 3% 148 x 85

4. P' New shape, 5% x 3% 148 x 92

5.&6D.&E. Extra letter, 65-|6x3% l6! x90

7. G. Official, 8% x 3% :24 x 98
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8. H. Large Ofiicial, 9% x 4% 242 x lo;

9. l. Extra Official, IOVS x 4%; 258 x 112

IO. M. Small Baronial, 4% x 3 o-|6 118 x 90

n. N. Large Baronial, 5% x 4% I33 x r09

12. K. Wrapper, 10% x 5% 267 x I40

13. F. Legal, 6% x 3% I7! x 95

14. Q. New shape, 6 5-16 x 3% 162 x 96

Total 13 Knives.

Besides we have to mention other variations of importance to collectors

who make United States envelopes a special study, which variations find

their origin through this issue having been manufactured in two places, i.e.,

Holyoke and Hartford. Those made in Holyoke show a much clearer

impression of the die and a darker shade in the color. This is particularly

noticeable in the re, the color of those manufactured in Hartford, being as

dark blue as the 50 die. The ac made in Hartford, vary from green to

yellowish green ; meanwhile those from Holyoke are of a dark green shade.

The 40 impressions vary from pink to deep carmine, and those of size 8

(the old H.) are of a bright crimson on both white and amber paper.

There is no change from former issues to record in the sizes, and the

P. & Q. shapes of the Columbian issues were retained. 'lhe knives were

somewhat different inasmuch as in some cases the left side overlays the right

side flap in the smaller sizes, and the under flap goes over the side flaps in

the larger sizes. The classification of these varieties I leave to a future

article.

Jose?“ RECHERT,

Hoboken, N. 1., May 10th, 1896.

THE OLYMPIAN GAP/IE3 swan/IP3

In the last number of our journal we expressed regret, on account of

the beauty of the series, that our adhesion to the principles of the S. S. S. S.

would forbid our handling the Olympic stamps of Greece, or offering them

to any of our customers.

It has also been stated that it was the intention of the government to

allow the stamps to remain available for postage for an indefinite time, and

if this had been the case there might have been some reason for withdrawing

them from the index of the society and recognizing them as a legitimate

issue. However, we now read in the Ec/w (is [a Tz'mbralogie that the stamps

are to remain good for postage only to the 13th of October and that thereafter

they can no longer be used for prepayment. We also find in the same jour

nal a complete list of the quantity printed of each value, and this furnishes in

itself absolute proof that the issue was intended only as a speculation and

was used as such by the government. It might be well to recall a letter

published by us in November of last year in which we were offered the

monopoly of the one lepton stamp if we desired to make an investment of

20,000 to 25.000 francs. It appears that the amount was a little bit too large

for the speculators: hence, the government must have agreed to reduce its

demands by about half, as they issued only 20,000 of the 60 lepta stamps.

The exact quantities of each value were as follows:

I lepton, - - 4,000,000

2 lepta, - - - 3,000,000

5 “ - - 3,000,000
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r0 lepta - - - 2,000,000

20 “ - - 4,000 ,000

2 5 “ - - - 2,000,000

40 “ - - r 50,000

60 “ - - - 20,000

r drachme, - - - 200,000

2 drachmai, - - 150,000

5 “ - - - 100,000

10 “ - - 50,000

Outside of the 60 lepta stamps, a careful calculation based on the aver

age use of stamps of the different values appears to have been made, and, as

to the particular value in (1L16Stl0n,.th€ length of the purse of the speculator

appears to have been the only thing that was taken into consideration. It

is absurd to suppose that the government thought for a moment that the

postal service would requre 100,000 five drachmai and 50,000 ten drachmai

stamps in the course of six months and only 20,000 of the smaller value, viz:

the 60 lepta. Orders placed by dealers in Athens in advance of the issue of

the stamps were filled in toto, except the offending value. the information

being supplied that this value was exhausted as soon as the stamps were

issued. A few dealers of some prominence have not had the courage to re

ject these stamps, but we are happy to say that evey dealer throughout the

world who has any reputation to sustain has declared his intention of leav

ing them under the ban as far as they are concerned.

 

OBSOLETE LEEVt/ARD ISLAND STAMPS STILL coon FOR

Fosracr.

We have received the following letter from Mr. J. M. Andreini :

_NEw YORK, May 15, r896.

EDITOR AMERICAN JOURNAL or PHILATELY.

DEAR SIR,

Since we discussed the question of comparative value of stamp re

mainders of the Leeward Islands, W. I. last autumn upon the occasion of high

quotations for used specimens in a London catalogue, developments have

certainly favored the theory that the old seperate issues for each Island were

no longer available for postage. English experts, both dealers and

collectors had of late assumed a most mysterious air when touching upon

the subject of used Leewards, specially of used 6d and ish Dominica, St. Kitts,

Nevis and Virgin Islands and I am confident they thought their information

trustworthy for I have seen proofs thereof in the authentic high bids they

transmitted to this side when used specimens were offered for sale. Then

we were confidentially told that Postmasters, the local tyrants, so construed

their instructions that no obliteration was obtainable in recent times, though

I have seen that familiar “ On her Majestic's service " envelopes with

embossed coat of arms, franked by unnecessarily high values and, apparent

ly, cancelled recently.

I determined therefore to ascertain the truth from the fountain head

and addressed my query to the Honorable Frederick Evans, C. M. G.,

Colonial Secretary, Leeward Islands, St. John's, Antigua, W. 1., in this guise.

“ I desire to know for the benefit of collectors at large whether it is true

as reported here by dealers, that postage stamps of the independent islands,

now under the the Consolidated Leeward Islands government, issued previous
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to 1890 are not receivable for postage at the different post-offices in the

group.”

The Acting Colonial Secretary in his reply dated 15, April, 1896, says :

“I am directed by the Governor to inform you in reply to your

letter of the 13th, ultimo, that the question of using postage stamps of a

particular Presidency to frank letters passing through the Post-Ofilce of such

Presidency was referred to the Crown Law Officer who has advised that the

stamps above referred to may be so used in the Presidency to which they

relate."

If Leeward Island remainders are still available for postage at each

Post-Office—and there seems to be no doubt of it from the high authorities

above quoted,——then your position as stated in the JOURNAL of November,

1895, is eminently the correct one.

Yours truly,

I. M. ANDREINI.

PROGRAMME OF THE \lm- FHILATELIC DAY IN GERMANY

The members of the Committee of the VIII. Philatelic Day in Germany,

will be held at Cologne on theRhine, from 20th to 22nd of June, next here

with beg to invite the Philatelists of all parts of America, to honor them

with their visit, during these festival days.

The programme will be as follows : On Saturday, 20th of ]une, reception

of the visitors; in the evening, great “ Kornrners ” Sunday, 21st of June,

principal meeting, after this, dinner; in the evening, sale and exchange of

 

stamps. Monday, 22nd of June, excursion, by saloon-steamer, up the Rhine

to the Siebengebirge, returning the same day.

A. STRATMANN, Hon. Secretary,

Cologne on Rhine,

Severinstr. 143-147.

THE MARKET

Auction sale of Cheveley and Co., April 15th, 1896.

Great Britain, 6d violet, octagonal, fine unused pair, with gum, £4,116

Switzerland, Vaud, 5c, unused, o. g., 3.10.0

Winterthur, 2%c, 3. 0.0

Ortspost, zygrp, unused, o. g., 2. 0.0

Ceylon, imperf., 9d, superb, 4. 2.6

“ another one, equally fine, 3.r2.6

“ 4d rose, light postmark, fair margins, 15. 5.0

“ another one, slightly cut into at right, 15. 0.0

“ 8d brown, superb, 30. 0.0

“ another one, equally fine except cut rather close at right, r8.1o.o

“ perf. Star, 8d brown, 3. 4.0

“ “ rd ochre-brown, unused, 3. 4.0

“ no watermark, 5d brown, 2. 2.0

Tasmania, 1853, 4d yellow, unused, 3. 3.0

Western Australia, 2d black on bright red, very fine, 3. 3.0

Mauritius, 1848, 2d blue, very early state, 8. 5.0
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Mauritius, another one, penoe, error, cut a little close at right side,

early state, 11.10.0

" another one, very early, 7.15.0

“ 1d, very early state, fine color, 5.15.0

British Guiana, 1853, 10 brown, red, unused, 3.16.0

Canada, 6d, perf., superb unused specimen, 0. g., 10 15.0

Nevis, 4d rose, unused, 4. 0.0

New Brunswick, 1sh violet, superb, 18. 0.0

Nova Scotia, rsh violet. very fine, [8.15.0

St. Vincent, Star, 55h rose, unused, o. g., imperceptible tear at bottom, 14. 5.0

Auction sale of Ventom, Bull and Cooper, April 16th and 17th. 1896.

Hamburg, 4sch imperf., fine margins, used, £2. 5.0

" 9sch perf., used, 2. 0.0

Mecklenburg Schwerin, 4-4s, rouletted, 5.10.0

Switzerland, Basel. 2%1, 5. 0.0

Ceylon, imperf., 4d rose, good margins, 14. 0.0

“ “ zsh blue, somewhat unevenly cut, 410,0

Shanghai, r cand on 3 cand rose on pink, used, 3.12.0

“ 1 cand 0n 9 cand blue, 4. 0.0

Gambia, rsh green, unused, 2. 2.0

Nova Scotia, 6d dark green, superb, 3.17.6

Montserrat, C.A., 4d blue, 3.15.0

St. Lucia, rsh black and orange, 4. 0.0

Bolivia, 1867, 500 blue, two fine specimens on piece of original, 7.10.0

“ “ 50c yellow, two fine vertical pairs of pieces of original, 3. 0.0

Dominican Republic, 1862, n black on green, 4. 4.0

Auction sale of Messrs. Puttick and Simpson, April 20th and 21st 1896.

New Brunswick, ish mauve, fine but cut close, £9100

“ another one, fine margins, but small tear and pin

hole, 14.100

Newfoundland, 4d carmine vermilion, unused but cut close, 4. 4.0

“ rsh orange vermilion, a fair copy, but creased, 7.10.0

Antioquia, 1868, 50 green, pen marked and slightly out at top, 9. 0 0

“ “ 1 peso red, pen marked, fine, 4. 0.0

Bolivar, 10c green, unused, 5.15.0

Bolivia, 9 stars 5000 black, used, 2. 6.0

Buenos Aires, 3 pesos green, lightly cancelled, but small tear, 3.10.0

“ 4 pesos vermilion, unused, fine, 19. 0.0

“ another one, used, small defect, 8. 0.0

“ 5 pesos orange, neatly repaired, 9. 9.0

Colombian Republic, 1862, 20c red, 7.15.0

“ “ 1 peso lilac, unused, o. g., 4. 0.0

“ “ another one, used, 2.10.0

Peru, V2 peso yellow, unused, 4. 5.0

“ another one, used, 2.10.0

Tolima, 1870, 50 black on buff, 4. 4.0

New Caledonia, an entire sheet of originals. 18. 0.0

Philippine Islands, surcharged “ Habilitado," 1 real violet, 4. 5.0

“ “ another one, 3. 0.0

“ “ 2 reales blue, 4. 0.0

Western Australia, perf. 12%, 2d mauve, the rare error, unused, but

very slight stain in center, 8. 5.0
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Sale by Ventom, Bull and Cooper, April 28th and 29th, 1896.

Tuscany, 9 cr on white, very fine, £3.r2.6

Great Britain, 1847, rsh green, die 2, unused, 5. 0.0

Lagos, 55h blue, unused, mint state, 17. 7.0

(We wonder is this an error, as the price appears rather high.)

Barbados, provisional, rd on half of 5511, fine pair, 17.ro.0

Nevis, 6d gray, lithographed, used, 10. 0.0

St. Lucia, rsh black and orange, unused, o. g., 4_r5,o

“ rsh orange brown, used, 5. 0.0

St. Vincent, rd rose, imperf., unused, horizontal pair, 5. 0.0

“ rsh indigo blue, unused, o. g., 5. 0.0

“ rd on half of 6d blue green, on piece of original, 6. 0.0

Tobago, rd on half of 6d.surcharged in pen and ink, 4.10.0

Trinidad, lithographed, fine background, rd blue, superb, 7. 7.0

“ “ coarse background, rd blue, superb, 6. 0.0

“ imperf., 6d green, superb, 4. 0.0

Sale by Cheveley 8: Co., April 30th and May rst, 1896.

Great Britain, 5sh rose, plate 4, on bluish, unused, o. g., £8,100

Spain, Madrid, 1 cuarto bronze, used pair, 4.15.9

Tuscany, r soldo yellow on bluish paper, block of 4 on part of cover, 8. 0.0

Ceylon, imperf., 4d rose, margin on 3 sides, 12. 0.0

Lagos, 2sh 6d brown, used, 3.10.0

Mauritius, Greek border, rd red, superb pair and single specimen on

original, 8.10.0

Bahamas, 4d on 6d, surcharge inverted, on entire envelope, 9. 0.0

Nevis, rsh yellow green, 4

“ 6d green, unused, mint state, 3_

New Brunswick, 6d yellow, superb, 4_ Q0

St. Lucia, rsh black and orange, 4

St. Vincent, Star, 4d ultramarine, unused, mint state, 3

Sale by Puttick 8: Simpson, May 4th and 5th, 1896.

Gibraltar, rst issue, rsh brown, used, £2. 9.0

Great Britain, rd on white, large crown, perf. r6, unused, o. g., 3.10.0

“ “ 1847, 6d purple, vertical pair, unused, o. g., cut close

at top, 8. 0.0

“ “ ash 6d, watermarked Anchor, on bluish, unused, o. g., 2. 0.0

Switzerland, Vaucl, 4c fine copy, on original, 24, 0,0

Ceylon, 9d violet, brown, imperf., 2.r6.o

“ 8d yellow brown, perf., 5, 5,0

Labuan, 6c in red on 160, 5. 5.0

Portuguese India, r883, 6r green, an unused téte-béche pair, 2. 4.0

British East Africa, 1895, surcharged “British East Africa," }4 anna

to 5 rupees complete, 5. 0.0

Cape of Good Hope, rd blue, wood block error, a fair copy, cut into

and neatly repaired at bottom, 35, 9,0

“ “ 4d red, wood block error, fine color, but cut

close and slightly defective, 21, 0.0

Mauritius, rd orange red, medium state of plate, good margins and

color, 5. 0.0

“ another one, cut close at top, on original, 5, 0,0

two fine single copies on piece of original, 7.15.0
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Mauritius, a vertical pair, good margins on three sides, a trifle rubbed, 4. 2.6

I‘

2d blue, very fine, large margins, on piece of original, 7,Io,o

“ another one, superb, on piece of original, 8, 2,6

“ another one, large margins on three sides, deep color,

lightly postmarked, on piece of original, 8. 2.6

" another one, very fine, on piece of original. 8. 0,0

“ Britannia, imperf., 6d vermilion, a very fine used pair on

. original, 4. 4.0

Zululand, ssh rose, unused, o. g., z,17_6

British Columbia, perf. 12%, $1 green, unused, o. g., 3_|o,o

Canada, perf., 6d violet, unused, no gum, 7_1°_°

New Brunswick, rsh mauve, a fine copy, but no margins on two sides, 18. 0.0

“ “ Connell, 5c brown, perfs. a trifle cut at top, other

wise a fine unused copy, 17.15.o

Newfoundland, 6%d carmine vermilion, superb used copy, 1315.0

“ rsh orange vermilion, very fine, but cut close, 1 r. 0.0

Nova Scotia, 1d red brown, fine strip of three, lightly postmarked, 5, 6.0

“ “ 6d yellow green, fine unused copy, no gum, 4, 2.6

“ “ rsh dark purple, slightly cut into on one side, 9.r5.o

“ “ another one, paler shade, small margins, 1o.1o.o

Dominica, CA, 1sh mauve, pair, unused, o. g., 9,154,

“ “ single copy, 5. 0.0

Nevis, lithographed, 6d gray, used, ' 12. 5.0

“ 6d green, used, 8. 5.0

“ another one, slightly thinned, 7. 5.0

St. Christopher, 6d gray brown, unused, o. g., 3. 0,0

St. Lucia, CC, perf. 12%», 1d lake, used, 3, 5,0

“ “ 15h black and orange, 4. 0.0

“ “ another one, 4. 0.0

“ CA, 6d lilac, 4.12.6

“ “ 1sh orange, 4. 5.0

St. Vincent, 1d on half of 6d blue green, fine pair, unused, o. g., 14. 5.0

“ 4d on rsh vermilion, superb used copy, IO_IO,Q

“ another one, unused, with gum, superb, 16, 5,0

Tobago, CC, 6d ochre, 4. 0.0

Turks Islands, rsh prune, superb used copy, ' 21. 0.0

“ “ another one, scarcely touched by postmark, but no per

forations at top, 16.1o.o

Virgin Islands, perf. 15, 6d rose, unused, o. g., 7, 0,0

“ “ “ rsh, single line border, 4. 5,0

“ “ “ 4d on rsh crimson, block of four, unused, 5. 5.0

British Guiana, 1862, re rose, border of grapes, No. 23, roulettes cut, 13.13.o

New South Wales, imperf., 5d green, fine pair, but one stamp slightly

nicked in bottom margin, 1r.1o.o

Western Australia, perf. 12%, 2d mauve, the rare error, a few per

forations clipped at bottom, 1o.1o.o

FORGERIES or T€_BRI‘{ISH ms? AFRICAN, 1st ISSUE

PROl/lSlONALS 0N ENGLISH STAMPS

 

We copy the following from the London P/u'lalzh'rt .

Mr. W. T. Wilson writes : I have recently met with a forgery of the I

anna on 2d, and give the following particulars to put collectors and others

on their guard :
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The most striking difference is the color of the surcharge, which is a

dull brownish black, spotty and irregular in appearance, whereas the genuine

is a bright deep black ; the serif of the 1 is more sloping, and comes to a finer

point than in the genuine, and the O in Company is much too large. If an

accurate millimeter scale is placed vertically from the bottom of the second

up-stroke of the second N, it will give the following measurements to the

tops and bottoms of each letter of the surcharge :

GENUINE. FORGERY. "

BRITISH 16% 16%

“ 16 15% full

“ 15% Is

EAST AFRICA 14% 14%

“ 13% 12%

COMPANY 12% r: r-8

“ II 10%

1 ANNA 313 3%

NOTES.

 

Mr. J. B. Brevoort has shown us a one cent stamp of the United States

of the 1873 type,‘with imprint of the American Bank Note Co., but on the

hard crisp paper of the Continental Bank Note Co. It is usually claimed

that, at the time the companies were consolidated, the American Co. was

using the soft porous paper and that all U. S. stamps printed by that

company are on this paper. Doubtless this is correct in a general way, and

the exception to the rule was undoubtedly caused by using up a remainder

of the paper of the Continental L0. The stamp is printed in the pale bright

blue used only by the American Bank Note Co.

We have also seen a three cent stamp on Continental paper, but having

the American imprint.

‘ill’ {I} "I: <2’ {1*

The P/zz'latelz'c journal of Great Britain states that a new permanent

issue of Tonga stamps is now being manufactured in London. The adhesives

are to represent Tonga scenery and subjects, similar to the current Liberia,

Labuan and Congo stamps.

<3 Cr 4;} <1} <1}

The P/u'lale/z't Record notes a copy of the one penny wrapper of

Victoria with the word “DUTY” spelt “.DUTw".

Q6694}

Mr. C. Witt has shown us the 2 and 5 kreuzer Hungarian postal cards

issued on the occasion of the Millennial jubilee at Budapest ; they are of

the same type as the regular current cards, printed on buff card with the

reverse white, dated ('96) in lower left corner on the face and with a view of

Budapest on the reverse.

As these cards belong to the class of commemorative issues, they will

undoubtedly come under the ban of the S. S. S. S.

GGQ'DQ

The provisional 4o paras stamps of the Russian Levant, chronicled by

us last month, on the authority of the lllustricrtes Brz'efmarl-m journal, is,

according to Le Timbre Ports, a “ fake."
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Mr. S, Chapman informs us that the Mexican Official Stamps have been

suppressed, the ordinary stamps being used to replace them.

GQQQC?

Our European contemporaries have recently chronicled a provisional

stamp of the United States of Colombia, consisting of the I centavo green

of the 1883 issue surcharged in black “ 1o centavos;" this however is an old

“ fake” which seems to have been revived lately.

QQG'QK}

We illustrate below the Abysinian Unpaid Letter Stamps, chronicled

last month.
  

QGC>QQ

We illustrate below the provisional half penny of Western Australia and

the fourpenny registration envelope of British Central Africa, both of which

were chronicled some time ago.

  

QQGGQ

We have received the complement of the series of the Olympian Games

stamps, consisting of the 60 lepta black, 1 drachme blue, 2 drachmai bistre, 5

drachmai blue green, and lo drachmai brown. The 60 lepta is of the same

type as the 25 lepta illustrated last month. '
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The coronation stamps of Johore are another addition to the unneces

sary celebration issues, which all collectors should eschew. These corona

tion stamps consist of the current one, two, three, four, five and six cent and

one dollar adhesives of Johore, surcharged “ KEMAHKOTAAN " in black on

the occasion of the coronation of the present sultan, Ibrahim, on March 16.

  

QQQQQ

Mr. 1. Antonio Echevarria has shown us the current one centavo of

Antioquia perforated vertically across the center of-the stamp.

Q ‘I? Q 41> t}

We have seen vertical pairs of the one and fifty centavos adhesives of

the issue of December, I889, of Salvador, imperforate horizontally between.

4} {1e 42> {I} {1'

The Philatelic journal 0f Great Britain mentions a horizontal pair of

the one penny green of Grenada of the I860 issue imperforate between.

‘D i} Q G <2}

The Indian P/u'lale/z'sl states that the current Sirmoor stamps (elephant)

do not exist surcharged (On S. S S.)

GGQ‘DQ

We translate the following two documents from the Rew'rla Filalclz'ca

Argentina.

 

SUPPRESSION or OFFICIAL STAMPS (SURCHARGED “GosIl-znno”).

 

LIMA, December 12th, 1895.

To the General Accountant of the Department :

This Management has information that the stamp used for marking pos

tage stamps, with which ofiicial correspondence is prepaid, has been counter

feited, and as it is necessary to put a stop to the abuse of this counterfeit

stamp. I have resolved that the surcharging of stamps with the word

“Gobierno" in red ink, which has been made use of thus far, shall be

discontinued.

Therefore, you will arrange that the prepayment of official correspondence

be made henceforth with the stamps in use for public correspondence,

adopting such measures as you may consider opportune to safeguard the

interests of the Treasury.

CAuILo N. CARRILLO.
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ECONOMICAL RESULT OF THE COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE.

 

Your Excellency .

By supreme decree of May 25th last, and at the solicitation of this

office, your Ex. was pleased to authorize the issue of stamps commemorative

of the installation of the government of your Ex.; which issues took place on

September 8th with the most satisfactory result that could have been expected,

taking into account the not very prosperous condition of business circles and

the general financial stringency.

In the memorandum which I presented to the Supreme Government

with regard to this issue, I manifested the entire conviction that by it an

extraordinary receipt to the Treasury of from seven to ten thousand sols in

cash would be obtained.

The result has been far beyond expectations, for, as your Ex.

will see by the table prepared by the Accounting Ofiice of the Department,

and which I have the honor to send herewith, the total value of the issue was

sols 33,200, which was almost entirely sold, having occasioned an expense

of sols 3,094.16, which, added to the sum of sols 1,552.88, the value of the

sets sent to the offices of the Postal Union and distributed among various

authorities and employees, has been deducted from the total of the issue,

leaving a net product of sols 28,549 96 which has been deposited in the

Bank of El-Callao until your Ex. decides what use use shall be made of it

for the benefit of the Department, whose necessities your Ex. knows.

CAMILO N. CARRILLO.

Lima, Novemberz7th, 1895.

CHRONICLE.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC —We have seen an 80 centavos stamp of the

same type as the x2 centavos of the current issue.

Ad/zzsz'z/e stamp.

watermarked a large sun and rays.

Perforated.

80c dull violet

 

BARBADOS.—We have received the one farthing stamp heralded last

month; it is of the same type as the other values of the current series.

Adhesive stamp.

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

if slate and carmine

 

BOLIVIA.—The 5 centavos green, perforated I3, is now in use.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated 13.

so blue green

 

BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA OO.-In addition to the 1 and 4 penny

stamps chronicled last month, the following values have reached us.

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated 14.

%p slate and purple
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2p brown and lilac rose

3p red brown and ultramarine

6p violet and pale rose

8p dull green and purple on buff

rsh bright green and ultramarine

Unpaid lelte'r slampr.

Perforated 13.

10s violet

  

cam-:1 OF GOOD HOPE-The 5 shilling adhesive is now printed in

brown orange.

Ad/lerz'z'e slam/L

Watermarked an Anchor.

Perforated 14.

55h brown orange

 

GREAT BRITAIN.-—From the P/zz'laz‘elz'r Retard we learn that a new

official surcharge has been issued, viz., “O.W.," which stands for “ Office of

Works.” It is of the same type as the I. R. Official, and consists only of the

ya and 1 penny adhesives. They were issued on March 12th.

Ofiz'ez'al stamps.

Surcharged O. W. in black.

Watermarked a large Crown.

Perforated 14.

%p vermilion, black surcharge

1p lilac, black surcharge

 

GRENADA-The one penny of the current series has just been issued.

Aa’lzerz'z/e stamp.

\Vatermarked Crown and C. A.

Perforated 14

1p lilac and carmine

GERMAN EAST AFRICA-From the llluslrz'erles Brz'efmarken journal

we learn that the current German adhesives and postal card have been

surcharged diagonally “ Deutsch Ost-Afrika ” and value in pesas in black.

Ad/zesz'r/e stamps.

Perforated 14.

zps on 3pf brown, black surcharge

3ps on 5pf green, “ “

5ps on 1opf carmine, “

iops on zopf blue. " “

25ps on 5opf red brown, black surcharge

Poslal eardr.

3ps on 5pf green, lumf, black surcharge

3x3ps on 5x5pf green, éufi', black surcharge

5ps on 10pf carmine, buf, black surcharge

5x5ps on roxropf carmine, lmfl', black surcharge

H
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HAYTI.—Mr. Gremmel has informed us that the current 2 centimes is

now printed in ochre.

Aa’lzesive stamp.

Perforated.

2c ochre

MAURITIUS.-6 cent cards, single and reply, with stamp of the same

type as the current 3 cent adhesive, have just been issued.

Postal cards. I

6c lilac, buflr

6x60 lilac, bufl'

 

MBXIOO.—Mr. S. Chapman has sent us a new 5 centavos envelope with

stamp of same type as current adhesive, printed on white wove paper and

without eagle in the left corner.

Envelope.

White wove paper

Size r53x90mm.

5c ultramarine
 

NETHERLANDB.-The Plu'latelie journal of Great Britain states that

the following postal cards have been issued, with stamp of same type as

current adhesives.

Postal cards.

2c black and blue,;>ink

zxzc black and blue, pink

3c brown, gray

3x30 brown, gray

 

NEW SOUTH WALES.—According to the Australian Plzilatelist, the

three halfpenny postal card has undergone some further alterations. The

Waratah has been discarded and the words ONE HUNDRED YEARS erased

from the stamp.

Postal card.

1%p blue, lemon

NEW ZEALANn-The Australian P/zilatelist chronicles the current

twopenny stamp perforated r0xrr%, and the eightpenny stamp perforated

r0 ; the P/zz'latelie Review mentiops the current threepenny perforated

12%xr0.

Adhesive stamps.

watermarked N. Z. and a small Star.

Perforated roxrr %.

2p lilac

Perforated 12%)(10.

3p yellow

Perforated r0.

8p blue

 

NORWAY.-Mr. C. Witt has shown us the new military card, similar to

1884 issue, but printed on light buff card. The word " Portofrit," measures

59% mm., instead of 14 mm., and the last word of the first line of the

inscription at the left is now Tjenestesager instead of Tjeneste—.

Military Postal Card.

No value, blue, light buf
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PHRU.—Der Phi/atelist mentions the issue of a new one centavo card

similar to the one centavo card of the issue of 1884. but with the inscription

in the octagon consisting of only three lines. The Philatelic journal 0f

Great Britain announces the issue of a 3 centavos letter card.

Poslal card.

1c on 5c black, while, red surcharge

Letter card.

3c vermilion, while

 

QUEENSLAND-Mr. ]. E. Newell Bull has sent us the I penny adhesive

printed on unwatermarked paper, with a crown and Q embossed on the face.

The Nederlana’seh Tya’sehrij't war Postzegelhunde states that the current 2

penny postal card is now printed on white card.

Adhesive stamp.

Unwatermarked.

Perforated 13.

1p orange

Postal mm’.

2p blue, white

ROUMANIA.—Oflicesln the Levant.—Mr. C. Witt has shown us the cur

rent 5, 10 and 25 bani stamps surcharged with value in Turkish currency for

use in Roumanian post offices in the Levant.

Der Philale/isl mentions the 10 bani postal card with the same sur

charge.

Adhesive Stamps.

 

  

,4; ‘ ..

Watermarke PR.

Perforated 13 56.

Black surcharge.

ropa on 5b blue

zopa on 10b emerald green

rpia on 25b violet

Violet surcharge.

lopa on 5b blue

2opa on 10b emerald green

rpia on 25b violet

Portal Carib.

ropa on 10b red, buf, black surcharge

1opa on rob red, bzmf, violet surcharge

 

SAMOA-Le Col/eeliormeur a’e Timbres-Posie chronicles a one penny

postal card with stamp of the same type as the current adhesives.

Postal eara’.

1p green, greenish

SHANGHAL-We have received the current 15 and 20 cent adhesives

surcharged respectively FOUR CENTS and six CENTS in black.
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Adhesive stamps.

Provisional issue

watermarked Chinese characters

Perforated r3%xr4

4c on 15c yellow, black surcharge

6c on me violet, “ “

  

surcharged 4 atts and also 6 atts in Siamese characters. These two stamps

were used in June, 1893, in the Praket district, during the Franco-Siamese

difiiculties. '

Adhesive stamps.

Provisional issue.

watermarked a flower.

Perforated 14.

4a on 82. green and yellow, black surcharge (1893)

6a on 8a green and yellow “ “ (1893)

8,

SOUTH AFRICAN RBPUBLIQ-The [llustriertos Briefmarken journal

chronicles the following postal cards with stamps of the same type as the

current adhesives :

Postal raro’s.

%p green, bufl"

ygx%p green, lrufl'

rxrp red and green, buf _-—

SOUTH AUSTRALIA-Le Collectionneur de Timllres-Poste states that

the £5 stamp is now issued in brown.

The Australian .P/zilatelist chronicles the 1 and 2 penny official stamps

perforated 13.

The Philatelic journal of Great Britain states that the current 2% and

5 penny stamps have been surcharged O. S.

Adlzesiue stamps.

watermarked Crown and SA.

Perforated 1 r )éxr 2%

,65 brown

Ofiia'al stamps.

watermarked Crown and SA.

Perforated r 3.

1p green

2p red

Perforated r5.

2%p violet blue

5p dark violet

 

STRAITS 8BTTLEMIINT8.-Pahu|g.—The Australian [Vii/atolls! reports

having seen the r and 5 dollar stamps of the new series.

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated.

rd blue green and yellow green

5d blue green and blue

 

Supt Ujong.-—The Australian Phi/atolls! chronicles the following

stamps of the new types :
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A d/zesz'm slumps.

Perforated.

rc lilac and green 10c lilac and orange

2c lilac and brown 50c lilac and greenish black

5c lilac and ochre 1d blue green and yellow green

8c lilac and blue 5d blue green and blue

_URUGUAY.—L’Az/enir de: Tz'mbrer-Porle states that the current ad

heslves have been surcharged “ Oficial ” in black.

Ofia'al stamps.

Perforated.

rc bistre, black surcharge

2c blue, “ “

5c red. “ “

70 deep green, black surcharge

roc brown, “ “

20c green, “ “

ago red brown and black, black surcharge

500 blue and black, “ “

rp orange and black,

2p dark lilac and green,

3p carmine and blue,

I‘ I‘

‘S ‘K

t‘ H

 

ZANZIBAR-The Philatelic journal of Greal Brr'laz'n chronicles a

provisional two and a half annas on the one anna six pies bistre of India, and

notes that the same exists with the error “ Zanizbar.”

Azz’lzesz've stamp.

Provisional issue.

Watermarked a Star.

Perforated I4.

zyza on ra 6p bistre, red surcharge

COMMUNICATIONS.

EDITOR AMERICAN JOURNAL PHILATELYZ

After three months of negotiations the Committee of the S. S. S have

succeeded in effecting an agreement with Mr. Seebeck as given below and

which explains itself. This agreement is being largely signed by dealers.

105. S. RICH, Set‘. Comm. on S. S. S.

“ In consideration of the fact that Mr. Seebeck agrees to use his influence

with certain Central and South American Governments (with which he has

contracts for the furnishing of postage stamps for the years 1897, 1898 and

1899), to induce them to accept, in lieu of a special issue for each year, a

three years’ supply of the stamps for 1897, also to place this issue in circula

tion on January rst, 1897, and use it exclusively for the prepayment of

postal matter for the term of at least three years.

We the undersigned, dealers in foreign postage stamps. hereby agree

that, in case any of the governments above referred to should enter into any

contract similar to those entered into with Mr. Seebeck. we will not

purchase or sell the stamps issued under such contracts, either directly or

indirectly, after they have become obsolete and are rendered useless for the

prepayment of postage in the countries in which they may have been issued."

The effect of this agreement is to practically end the so-called Seebeck issues with next

year, and make these issues simply an incident in the history of stamp Collecting. The

committee is certainly to be congratulated upon the successful result of their efforts.—Eo.
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NATIONAL PHILATELICAL SOCIETY.

Organized 1874. Incorporated 1892.

Meetings held Second and Fourth Tuesdays every month, at Room 26, Bible House, at 8 P. M.

_ _ OFFICERS.

P’nidn“, J, N, T. LEVICK, 54 William Street, Serrelary, W. F. GREGORY, 11 Park Row, New

New York. York‘

Vice-President, R. R. BOGERT, 160 Nassau Street, New York.

Treasurer, MAX MBvRNnaRo, 58 Eighth Street, Hoboken, N. J.

COI‘lIIWITTEES.

R. R. BOGBRT, M. C. BBRLaPscn,

Entertainment H. GREMMKL, Finaxug G. W. D. CRITTENTON,

DR. B. M. FELDMAN. A. L. BAIRD.

Geo. R. Tu-rruz, C. L. MOREAU,

House 50;‘ SLRXCH, [Handlers/u) IIiLL(fIOLI-IN,

, . FF. . . A .Librarian, J. RICH, 489 Manhattan Avenue, Exchange Mann r, G.Pwl.REI;"CRl1TENTON‘ 203

New York. west End Ave., 15:,” York.

_ APRIL 28th, 1896.

The 57th meeting of the Corporatlon and 305th of the Society was called

to order at 9 o'clock by President Levick.

Present: Andreini, Berlepsch, Betz, Bogert, Brevoort, Gregory, Grem

mel, Levick, Luff, Rich, W. Scott and Williams.

The Trustees having been in protracted session made it necessary to

omit much of the regular order.

Thanks extended to RaynorI-Iubbell Stamp C0., for photograph of “find.”

Bound volume of Post-Ofiiee presented by Mr. Gremmel for which

hearty votes of thanks was extended.

The Trustees reported election of Daniel D. Brolzheimer, Dr. Ignatz L.

Nascher and Edward F. Weed as new members.

Joseph B. Leavy and James W. George were proposed for membership,

and applications referred to membership committee. 5

Adjourned 9.20. W. F. GREGORY, Secretary.

MAY rzth, I896.

The 58th meeting of the Corporation and 306th of the Society was called

to order by President Levick.

Present: Messrs. Andreini, Brevoort, Eberhardt, Luff, Meade, Perrin,

W. Scott, Weed and Williams.

The Secretary being absent. Mr. Luff was chosen Secretary, pro tem.

Moved by Mr. Luff, seconded by Mr. Scott, that the Secretary write

certain Trustees who continually neglect their duties, thus interfering with

the proper conduct of necessary business. Amended that Secretary call

attention to section 5, paragraph I of constitution, regarding duties of

Trustees. Carried.

Members were pleasantly entertained by exhibition of Mr. Brevoort's

collection, and collection of post card essays by Mr. Weed.

Adjourned 10 o'clock. J. N. LUFF, Secretary, pro tem.

01w or LONDON Pilgrims CLUB.

HON. SEcRETARv's REPORT.

Committee for Season r895-96 :—Vz'ee-Pre:idents, Mr. Harry Hilckes and

Mr. John J. Lane. Hon. Treasurer and Exchange Superintendent, Mr. J. E.

Joselin. Hon. Liorarz'an, Mr. C. Forbes. Messrs. H. A. Macmillan, H. J.

Bignold, W. Morley, N. Z. Drachachis, F. B. Carr, H. Thompson, W. G.

Hawkins, D. Nops and Percy C. Bishop. Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. Forbes,

42, Strahan Road, Bow, London, E.

The tenth meeting of the season was held ar Kennan’s Hotel, Crown

Court, 64 Cheapside, E. C., on Tuesday, April 7th, the greater part of the
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evening being occupied by our Fourth Auction Sale, many fine copies of

rarities changing hands. Our Fifth Sale will take place on the 4th of May.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

On Monday, April 20th, a discussion on “English Stamps Used Abroad"

will be held, under the following headings :

(A) Under what Conditions were these stamps issued by the General Post

Ofiice in London to the various foreign countries, towns, &c. ?

(B) Is there any difference from a philatelic point of view, between an

English stamp used and postmarked at Malta, and one used and post

marked Manchester. ?

The eleventh meeting of the season was held on Monday, the 20th April.

at Kennan’s Hotel, Crown Court, 64, Cheapside, E. C., when a very important

and interesting discussion on “English Stamps Used Abroad" took place.

The general opinion of the members being that although the postmark

on a stamp does not alter its nationality, yet it is collectable from a philatelic

point of view as being an interesting variety of an English stamp.

The next meeting will be held on May 4th, when the fifth of our

Monthly Cash Auction Sales will be held.

The Secretary would like to call the attention of country members

having rare stamps in duplicate to the facilities offered by these sales for

their disposal, as all stamps must be paid for on the night of the sale.

Blank sheets for mounting stamps for the Auction and the Exchange

Packets can be had free on application.

Will publishers of books and papers on philately kindly send a copy to

the Hon. Librarian, Mr. C. Forbes, 42, Strahan Road, Bow, E., will be

pleased to acknowledge same.

All books and papers received are laid on the table for the use of

members at our meetings.

GENERAL NOTICE.

Applications for membership and all communications with reference to

the Club, should be sent to the Hon. Sec., Mr. C. Forbes, 42, Strahan Road,

Bow, London. E.

Collectors and Dealers will find the Club forms an excellent reference,

as every care is taken in electing new members.

The Annual Subscription to the Club is now 101- for London, and 5!

for Country and Foreign members ; this includes a copy, as published, of the

Official Organ.

THE METROPOLITAN PHILATELIG CLUB 0}" saw ANTONIO.

Organized Nov. 13,. 1894.

Headquarters : CLIFFORD BUILDING, SAN ANTONIO, TEX

Exrcuh'vr Cnmmz'ttre: EDWARD W. HEUSINGER, President,

E. G. CBRVANTES, Vice-President, HENRY A. Riwss, Treasurer,

JOHN G. ROTH, Secretary, J. F. MURPHY, Assistant Secretary.

Litrrary Board: CoR. JOSEPH FLYNN, U. S. A. Chairman.

H. C. GLAZE, Secretary, uuus JBRMV, Librarian.

Department afAudion, Parr/mung, Salt and Exchange: osaPH A. MUELLER, Superintendent.

CHARLES ROKMER, Counterfeit Detector, . T. FtNcHAM, Attorney.

MINU'rEs OF THE TWENTIETH MEETING, HELD MAY 13, 1896.

The meeting was held in the Assembly Hall of the Club Rooms,

Clifford Building and came to order at 9 P. M., President Edward W.

Heusinger presiding, with Joseph A. Muller, J. F. Murphy, Henry A. Reuss,

Chas. Roemer, John G. Roth and Carl von Seutter, members, and D. Harmon,

Edward Guering and Joseph Passin, visitors in attendance.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

Communications of J. Tchakidji 8: Co., of Constantinople ; Walter
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Morley, of London ; Pablo Lopez Bosque, of Saltillo, Mexico; F. Wernigg,

of Vienna ; and Paul von Treskow, of Ruttenscheidt, a.d. R, Germany, were

read and referred to the Superintendent.

A communication of Geo. C. Ross, of Honolulu, was also read, who

stated that he would visit our city in a short while.

Communicatians of the “ Exposition Internacionale de Timbres Poste,

de Geneve, Aug. 1896, and “Exposition Internacionale de Timbres Poste,

The Hague" July, 1896, inviting the Club to attend said expositions was

received and a vote of thanks extended for their kindness, but were declined

on account of the distance.

Mr. Muller presented the following motions, which were carried :

1st. To have the property of the Club insured against fire for $200.

2d. To sell the duplicate books in the Library.

3d. To send the Stamp books of the Club to corresponding members,

requesting them for exchange.

Mr. Roemer made a motion to appoint a Committee of Three to

solicit new members, which was also carried, the Chair appointing Messrs.

Murphy, Roemer and Roth on the Committee.

Mr. Reuss, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Southern

Philatelic Association, asked the Club the privilege for the Board to make

the Rooms of the Club its headquarters, which was granted.

Mr. Heusinger offered the Club the entire matter etc., of the “ Texas

Philatelic Directory " for publication, which was accepted and the Library

Board was instructed to proceed to the publication of the same at once.

There having been no meeting of the Executive Committee since the

last meeting of the Club, the following business was transacted :

Resignations of Wm. Nagel and Otto Schaezler, active members, accept

ed with regret, and H. C. Glaze, Henry T. Phelps and F. H. Miller were

dropped from the roll for non-payment of dues.

A vacancy of the Secretary in the Literary Board was filled by the

appointment of Mr. Mackey, after which refreshments and lunch were served.

The meeting adjourned at 10.30 P. M. JOHN G. ROTH, Seeretary.

 

STATEN ISLAND Prliljtisllo $001131.

Brand: of the A. P. A.

Meetings held the third Tuesday of each month, Communications relating to the Exchan e De art

atB o‘clock P. M., at Loescher's Hotel, 36 Canal ment address to Edgar R. Carter, Box 36, ‘mm: ins

5L, Stapleton, S. 1., N. Y. ville, S. 1., N. Y.

-

President, Auous'r DRJONGE. . . . . .

_ Communications relating to Examination of

5l'fn'm’i7v ROBERT s~ LEHMAN- Stamps Department, address Henry Clotz, P. O

For information address the Secretary, 9 W. 150x909, N. Y. City.

16th 51., N. Y.

Mrrvurr-zs or THE 1581'11 Msnrmo.

(Annual meeting) held May 21st, 1896.

Present Mr. August Dejonge in the chair, Messrs. Henry Clotz, Dr. R.

Roehre, A. Richter, Adolph Lienhardt, R. Carter, Oscar Dejonge, H.

Obert and R. S. Lehman.

The meeting was called to order at 8.30 P. M.

The minutes of the previous meeting were adopted as read.

Mr. E. R. Carter proposed for membership Rev. Chas. H. Jones,

Bayonne, N. J., and Mr. Henry Obert proposed Mr. Ignatius Deissig,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The propositions were referred to the Executive Committee.

Mr. Clotz, Treasurer, reports that there is a balance of $80.27 cash on

hand in the Treasury. Mr. Lehman moved that this report be accepted

with thanks. The motion was carried unanimously.
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The exchange manager, Mr. Carter, made the following annual report :

“ Your Exchange Manager submits the following report of the business

done by the Department from May 16th, 1895 :

Circuits on hand May 16th, r895, - 50

Sales from these amount to $555.65,

Circuits received since May 16th, r895, 140

Sales from these amount to $1039.58

Circuits retired and returned to owner, r40

Circuits now in circulation, 50

(from which sales amounting to $210, have be made)

Total sales, $1595.23

Less reported on May 16th, 1895, but not at that time retired, 139.44

Total sales for the year, $1455.79

“The sales of blank circuit books amount to 730 at a profit of 1%0

each, amounting to $0.95 ; a check for this amount has been handed to the

Treasurer.

“The thanks of the Exchange Manager are tendered to the members

of the S. I. P. S., for the kind and willing manner in which they have assist

ed him in his duties and by helping him make the Department so successful.

Mr. Clotz moves that the report be accepted with the thanks of the Society.

This motion was unaminously carried.

Messrs. Clotz, Roehre and Richter were appointed to act as Committee

of Nominations. The Committee made the following nominations for

ofiicers of the S. I. P. S., for r896-r897 :

For President, August Dejonge.

" Vice-President, R. F. Albrecht.

Treasurer, Henry Clotz.

“ Secretary, Robt. S. Lehman.

“ Exchange Manager, Edgar R. Carter.

“ Librarian, Adolph Leinhardt.

“ Steward, Louis Loescher.

5 C. Witt

“ Executive Committee, Oscar Dejonge, and

l A. Richter.

Mr. E. R. Carter presents some clippings for the scrap book ; The

Bogert & Durbin Co., a priced catalogue of their 63d sale; Mr. Henry

Gremmel, a bound copy of volumeV of The Post Ofiice ; Mr. A. Reinheimer,

Catalogue of Postmarks of German Stamps; Mr.‘ A. Lohmeyer, Nos. 26

and 27 of the Monthly Bulletin of the Postal Card Society.

Accepted with thanks of the Society to the kind donors.

Messrs. V. Gurdji, Chas. Zentgraf, ]. Oakley Hobby tendered their re

signations, which were accepted with regret.

Messrs. Oliver H. Griffin, Henry Knoll, ]. N. Reynolds, F. C. Vehslage

and Prof. August Weise were dropped from the roll of membership on

account of non-payment of dues.

A letter from Mr. W. C. Michaels, of Kansas City, Mo., in regard to A.

P. A., matters was read and referred to the resident Vice-President.

The election of officers of the Society was held and upon ballot it was

found that the entire ticket chosen by the Committee on Nominations was

unanimously elected.

Mr. August Dejonge exhibited his fine and almost complete collection

of Germany and German States mounted in a permanent album of his own

invention and design which received the well merited admiration of all

present. Adjournment then followed at 10.30 P. M.

Roar. S. LEHMAN, Sel'retar}.

H

Next meeting June 18th, 1869.
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A CATALOGUE’ FOR ADVANCED COLLECTORS

——0P_ 4|

POSTAGE STAMPS, STAMPED ENVELOPES AND WRAPPERS.

COMPILED FROM THE MOST RECENT AUTHORITIES AND INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH.

BY

HENRY COLLIN AND HENRY L- CALMAN.

( Canlinued. ) .

SOUTH AU8TRALlA.-—C<>ntinued.

OFFICIAL STAMPS-(Continued).

Van'eh'n .' Vart'etie: .

. v a. Surcharge inverted..,:-.S“".‘;t'§:.;t.::;d It
1346 ash bright crimson lake :32‘; 2P galiomnge "dd,

b. Double surcharge. 3b Douifie ssrcgxnge re

13.47 25h bright crimson lake 136': IP blue greegn'

5° Perforated 12%xn;4. 1363 2p pale orange red

1348 6p dark blue 1364 2p dark orange red

1349 1sh red brown c. Triple surcharge.

1350 2511 bright crimson lake I365 2p dark orange red

Van'eh'er: Perforated 112% on one side and d- wmmut Period after 0

11% on the others. 1366 1p blue green

I351 6p dark blue I367 2]) orange red

1352 2sh bright crimson lake 132-8 wluxlguélgzrgrgeifiel' 5

6° Perforated 12%. 1369 2]) orange red

1353 15h red brown f. Without periods.

,877_ 1370 1p blue greet‘;

I 1 2 man e l’

watermarked Crown and S. A., letters 3; Dougie surgharze, one inverted.‘

close together. 1372 1p blue green

1° Perforated 10. I373 2P “"8"; "4

X354 1,, blue green h. surcharged sideways.

1354a 1p dark yellow green 1374 2P mange red

1355 2p pale orange red 2° Perforated 1151110.

1356 2p dark orange red 1375 IP blue gl'fifll

1357 2p dull ale yellow 1376 1p dark yellow green

1358 2p bIOOlfl'td I377 2p dark orange red
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3° Perforated 10x12 34. December, 1884.

1373 1}) dark yellow green watermarked 1 large six rayed star with

I379 2p dark orange red short broad points.

4° Perforated 1I%xra%. r° Perforated roxrr”.

r380 2p dark orange red 1402 6p pale ultramarine

I880. Variety.- Surcharge inverted.

A. \Vatermarked a large six raycd star with

short broad points.

1" Perforated roxrry.

1381 4p reddish pu'rple

Varieties .

a. Surcharge inverted.

r382 4p reddish purple

b. Double surcharge.

I383 4p reddish purple

c. Without period after 0.

I384 4p reddish purple

d. Without period after S.

I385 4p reddish purple

2° Perforated rox12}4.

I386 4p reddish purple

Varieties :

a. Surcharge inverted.

I387 4p reddish purple

b. Without period after 0.

1388 4p reddish purple

c. Without period after S.

1389 4p reddish purple

3° Perforated 11%.

I 390 4p reddish purple

1391 8p on 9p yellow brown,

surcharge.

Varieties .'

a. Surcharge inverted.

I392 4p reddish purple

b. Double surcharge.

I393 8p on 9p yellow brown,

surcharge.

4° Perforated lI%xI2%.

black

black

I394 4p reddish purple

I395 8p on 9p yellow brown, black sur

charge.

5° Perforated xryéxro.

4p reddish purple

6° Perforated roxroxrl}4x12%.

4p reddish purple

7° Perforated roxroxrzfixrry.

r398 4p reddish purple

B. watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

close together.

Perforated I0.

1399 2p dark brown

January Ist, 1882.

watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

close together.

Perforated I0.

1400 %p on Ip green, black surcharge.

Variety : Surcharge inverted.

1401 MP on rp green, black surchlrge,

1396

I397

6p pale ultramarine

2° Perforated rox12}4.

I404 6p pale ultramarine

Varieties .'

a. Surcharge inverted

1405 bp pale ultramarine

b. Double surcharge, one inverted.

I406 6p pale ultra marine

3° Perforated 1ox1ox11}4x12%.

6p pale ultramarine

4° Perforated 1ox1ox12%xr2%.

6p pale ultramlrine

r403

r407

1408

1886.

watermarked a large six rayed star with

short broad points. Hard, thick, white

wove paper.

1° Perforated loxrflé.

I409 4p reddish purple

I410 6p pale ultramarine

Varieties

I. Surcharge inverted.

141x 4p reddish purple

1412 6p pale ultramarine

b. No period after S.

14:3 4p reddish purple

2° Perforated roxralé.

r414 4p reddish purple

I4I5 6p pale ultramarine

Varieties .

a. Surcharge inverted.

r416 4p reddish purple

b. Without period after S.

1417 6p pale ultramarine

3° Perforated ")4. '

Surcharge inverted.

1418 4p reddish purple

4° Perforated rox1oxr2%x11y.

r419 4p reddish purple

December, 1886.

Water-marked Crown and S. A., letters

close together.

Perforated 10.

1420 55h rose

April 2d, 1887.

watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

close together.

Perforated I0.

142 1 6p blue

June, 1890.

watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

close together.

Perforated I0.

1422 4p light violet
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1° Perforated I0.

1446 3p dull green

2° Perforated 15.

1447 1p green

r448 2p orange red

1449 2Mp violet blue

1450 3p dull green

1451 4p blue violet

1452 5p dark violet

1896.

Watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

close together.

Perforated 13.

1453 1p green

1454 2p red

‘VRAPPERS

January 11th, 1882.

Stamp typographed in upper right part of

the wrapper. To the left of the stamp istho

inscription “ SOUTH wanna-newsmraa

ONLY " in two lines, separated by a dash, and

with the coat of arms of Great Britain

between SOUTH and AUSTRALIA.

(I. ,

  

l-lALFP Y- 1

  

June 1st, 1891.

Watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

close together.

1" Perforated 10.

1423 zMp on 4p green, brown surcharge

2° Perforated rrMxto.

1424 2MP on 4p green, brown surcharge

3° Perforated 1ox11M.

1425 zMp on 4p green, brown surcharge

4° Perforated roxlzM. -

I426 2MP on 4p green, brown surcharge

5° Perforated 11M.

1427 2MP on 4p6een, brown surcharge

B. surcharged . ‘in black.

April, 1891.

I. Watermarked a large six rayed star

with short broad points.

Perforated rrMxtzM.

r428 rsh red brown

II. Watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

close together.

1° Perforated 10.

1429 1p blue green

1430 2p orange red

1431 4p light blue

1432 6p blue

Van'zlin:

a. Double surcharge.

1433 1p blue green

1434 2p orange red

b. Surcharge inverted.

1435 1p blue een

0. Without period after O.

1436 1p blue green

d. Without period after S.

1437 1p blue green

11438 2p orange red

0. Without periods. .

1439 1p blue green

f. With 0 only.

1440 1p blue green

g. Dark blue surcharge.

1441 1p blue green

2° Perforated 11M.

Mp pale red brown

3° Perforated 11M at one side, to at

the others.

.1443 Mp pale red brown

June 1st, 1891. _

Watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

close together.

Perforated 10.

1442

1444 2Mp on 4p green, brown surcharge

1445 5p on 6p red brown, carmine sur

charge

1893.

Watermarked Crown and S. A., letters

close together,

White wove paper.

1° Size 110x285 mm.

1601 Mp purple

2° Size 142x445 mm.

1602 Mp purple

1884.

Stamp similar to the preceding issue, but

re-engraved. The spandrels are more orna

mented, the letters of HALFPENNY are more

spaced and the lines forming the shading of

the face are more horizontal. The inscrip<

tions on the wrapper are the same as in the

preceding issue, but in a somewhat larger

type.

White wove paper.

1° Size 110x285 mm.

m purple

2° Size 142x445 mm.

Mp purple

1603

1604
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OOUNTIRFEIT8.

We do not know of any good forgeries 01*

the stamps of this colony, with the exception

of the surcharges ofthe official stamps. These

forged surcharges can, however, be detected

by the impression, which is not so clear and

bold as that of the genuine, being generally

done by hand instead of by press.

SOUTH BULGARIA.

CURRENCY: 4o PARAS=I MASTER-$0.05

U. S. CURRENCY.

ADI-l ESIVE STAMPS.

September 22d, r885.

Adhesive stamps of Eastern Roumelia of

I8Bt-l884, surcharged a lion in blue or black.

  

-

  

r885.

Stamp and inscription same as in preced

in issue.

anila paper.

r° Size 113x290 mm,

%p purple

2° Size 137x442 mm.

1606 %p purple

r889.

Inscri tions same as in precedingissue, but

stamp o the same type as one penny adhesive

of corresponding date.

Manila paper.

Size 145x283 mm.

1607 1p green

OFFICIAL WRAPPERSI:

1882.

Wrappers of correspondina date with

stamp‘, surcharged in black.

I. surcharged. ojsl

White wove paper.

1° Size 110x285 mm.

){p purple, blue]: surcharge

2° Size 142x445 mu].

1702 ){p purple, black surcharge

II. surcharged 0.8

White wove paper.

r° Size rrox285 mm.

1703 %p purple, black surcharge

2° Size 142x445 mm.

1704 %p purple, black surcharge

r884.

Wrappers of corresponding issue sur

charged in black 0.8.

White wove paper.

1° Size 110x285 mm.

Mp purple, block surcharge

2° Size 142x445 mm.

1605

1701

r705

r706 )ép purple, black surcharge

1885.

Wrappers of corresponding date sur

charged as the wrapper: of the preceding

issue.

Manilufpaper.

1' Size 113x290 mm.

Mp purple, black surcharge

2° Size 137x442m1n.

1708 %p purple, black surcharge

188g.

Wrappers of corresponding date surcharged

as in preceding issue.

Manila paper.

Size 145x285 mm.

1709 1p green, black surcharge

1 707

There are two types of this surcharge. In

type I the second paw of the lion has four

claws and the end of the tail is bushy. In

type II the second paw has three claws and

the end of the tail IS pointed and the second

and fourth paws have spurs.

A. Type I.

f
I. Blue surcharge “

r.° Perforated 13%.

r 5pa black and olive, blue surcharge

2 20px: black and rose " “

3 :Ipia black and blue “ "

4 5pia rose and blue " "

Varieties:

a. Surcharge inverted.

5 mp; black and rose, blue surcharge

b. Double surcharge.

6 5pa black and olive, blue surcharge

c. Pair, one without surcharge

7 rpia black and blue, blue surcharge

2° Perforated 11%.

S 5pa violet, blue surcharge

9 ropa green " “

1o 20pm carmine “ “

Varieties .'

a. Surcharge inverted.

r1 5pa violet, blue surcharge

r2 ropa green " “
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"r' b. Double surcharge.

13 Spa violet, blue surcharge

.14 lopa green “ “

c. Triple surcharge.

15 lopa green, blue surcharge

(1. Pair, one without surcharge.

v16 ropa green, blue surcharge

II. Black surcharge.

1° Perforated 13%.

I7 2Jpa. black and rose, black surcharge

I8 rpiu black and blue “ “

19 5pia rose and blue “ “

Varieties .

a. Double surcharge.

2o rpia‘blsck and blue, black surcharge

b. Triple surcharge.

21 Ipia black and blue, black surcharge

c. Pair, with a. third surcharge between

the first two.

22 Ipia black and blue, black surcharge

2° Perforated 11% .

f 23 Spa violet, black surcharge

24 tops green “ “

25 2opa carmine “ “

Varietie: .'

a. Surcharge inverted.

26 5pa violet, black surcharge

b. Double surcharge.

27 5pa violet, black surcharge

B. Type II.

I. Blue surcharge,

1° Perforated 13%.

28 5pa black and olive, blue surcharge

29 zopa black and rose “ “

3o Ipia. black and blue “ “

31 5pia rose and blue " “

Varietie: :

s. Surcharge inverted.

32 5pa black and olive, blue surcharge

33 2opa black and rose " "

b. Double surcharge.

34 20p: black and rose, blue surcharge

c. Pair, one without surcharge.

35 2opa black and rose, blue surcharge

2° Perforated 11%.

36 5pa violet, blue surcharge

37 tops. green “ “

38 20p: carmine " “

Varieties.‘

a. Surcharge inverted.

39 5pc violet, blue surcharge

b. Double surcharge.

4o 5pa violet, bluo surcharge

.41 aops carmine “ “

II. Black surcharge.

1° Perforated 13%.

.42 stops black and rose, black surcharge

43 rpia black and blue, black surcharge

4; 5pia rose and blue “ “

Variety : Pair, one without surcharge.

45 1 pia black ani blue, black surcharge

2° Perforated 11%. _

46 5pc violet, black surcharge

47 tops. green “ “

48 2ops carmine “ “

Variefier .'

a. Surcharge inverted.

49 5pc violet, black surcharge

5o tops green “ “

b. Double surcharge.

51 5pm violet, black surcharge

52 aopa carmine “ “

c. Tet: bleke.

53 ropa green, black surcharge

Srptcmbcr 24th, 1885.

Adhesive stamps of Eastern Roumolin

ofthe issue of 1881-1884. surcharged with lion

in frame in black or blue.

There are also two types of this surcharge.

In type I the right part of the first Russian

character 10 in the inscription above the

lion is s. rounded O and the brush of the tail

of the lion is open. In type II the right

part of the first Russian character is an oval

O and the brush of the tail of the lion appears

solid.

A. Type I.

@“H‘

6‘
f

64m?“

I. Blnc surcharge,

Perforated 11%.

54 5p! violet, blue surcharge

55 tops green " "

Van'efier.‘

a. Surcharge inverted.

56 5p: violet, blue surcharge

57 tops. green “ “

b. Surcharge sideways.

58 5pa violet, blue surcharge

ropa green “ “

c. Tit: biz/re.

60 5pm violet, blue surcharge

61 ropa green “ "

d. Double surcharge.

62 5pa violet, blue surcharge

63 ropa green “ "

II. Black surcharge.

1° Perforated 13%.

64 5pa black and blue, black surcharge

65 topa black and green “ ‘

66 2opa black and rose “ "

67 lpia black and blue “ “

68 5pia rose and blue " “
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Varieties :

a. Surcharge inverted.

69 5pa black and blue, black surcharge

7o 20pa black and rose “ “

7r Ipia black and blue " “

b. Double surcharge.

72 2opa black and rose, black surcharge

c. Pair, one with type I with lion only and

the other with lion with frame.

73 20pa black and rose

2'’ Perforated mp4.

74 5pa violet, black surcharge

75 Iopa green “ “

76 2opa carmine “ "

Varielier:

a. Surcharge inverted.

77 5pa violet, black surcharge

78 Iopa green “ “

79 20pa carmine “ “

b. Surcharge sideways.

80 5pa violet, black surcharge

SI Iopa green “ “

C. Tit: Malls.

82 5pa violet, black surcharge

83 lopa green “ "

(1. Double surcharge.

84 spa violet, black surcharge

S5 ropa green “ “

86 aopa carmine “ "

e. Pair, with a third surcharge between

the first two.

87 5pa violet, black surcharge

B. Type II.

‘x0 "4

c e
64!]

1. Blue surcharge.

Perforated 11%.

B8 5pa violet, blue surcharge

S9 ropa green “ “

II. Black surcharge.

1° Perforated 13%.

go 5pa black and olive, bladt surcharge

91 2013a black and rose “ “

92 Ipia black and blue “ “

93 5pia rose and blue “ “

Var id]: Double surcharge.

94 lpia black and blue, black surcharge

2° Perforated 11%.

95 5pa violet, black surcharge

go ropa green “ ‘

97 zopa carmine “ “

Van'rlie: .'

a. Surcharge inverted.

9S 5pa violet, black surcharge

99 IOpa green “ ‘ ‘

b. Double surcharge.

100 5pa violet, black surcharge

r01 ropa green " “

102 zopa carmine “

COUNTERFEI'I'S

There are a good many forgeries of these

stamps, but careful comparison with the

various types, as given by us, will generally

be sufficient to distinguish the bad from the

good.

u

SPAIN

CURRENCY : 8 CUARTOS=X RmL=$oo5

U. S. CURRENCY.

rooo muzsrmts=r RscUno=$o.52

U. S. CURRENCY.

roo CEN’I‘lMOSmI PESETA—=

$0.19 U. S. CURRENCY.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

MONAROHY

Reign of Isabella 11.

January 1st, 1850.

Typographed (Portrait of Queen Isabella

II.) on various papers. On the 6 cuartos the

head of the queen ts turned to the left and on

the other values to the right. The 6 and I2

cuartos stamps have thezword "FRANCO" in

right label and the higher values “ CERTIFI

CADO". Sizes: 6 cuartos rsxzal/z’ mm., 12

cuartos 17%x21 mm., 5 reales r7§4 x21 ;{mm..

6 reales 17x21 mm., to reales 17%x22 mm.

  

1. Thin white wove paper

1 6c black _

2 6c gray black

3 120 lilac

4 12¢ gray lilac

5 5r red

6 Ior green

If. Thick white wove paper

7 be black

8 6c gray black

9 12c bright lilac

1o 1 2c lilac

I I 5r red

1: 5r pale red

13 6r blue

I4 61' bright blue

I 5 ror green

16 Ior pale green
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III. Thick yellowish wove paper.

17 6c black

January 1st, 1851.

Typographed on white or yellowish wove

paper The 6 and r2 cuartos stamps bear

the word “ FRANCO" and the higher values

" CERTIFO" (certtficado). Size : 18x22mrn.
  

I. Thin white wove paper

XS 6c black

19 6c grey black

20 12c lilac

21 12c bright lilac

22 12c brownish 'iilac

23 2r orange

24 5r rose

25 5r carmine

26 or blue

27 6r slate blue

28 ror green

29 lor dark green

The so-called error: 2 realesblue, is only

an essay.

II. Yellowish white wove paper, slightly

thicker.

30 6c black

January 1st, 1852.

Typographed on white wove paper. The

6 and r2 cuartos bear the word "FRANCO,"

the higher values “CERTDO." Size:

18x22%mm.

  

I. Ordinary white wove paper.

3t 6c rose

32 6c pale rose

33 12c lilac

34 12c brownish lilac

3411 12c reddish violet

35 2r orange

36 5r green

37 5!‘ yellow green

38 br greenish blue

39 or deep greenish blue

II. Thin white wove paper.

40 6c rose

4! 6c brownish rose

January rst, I853.

Typographed on bluish or white wove

paper. The 6 and I2 cuartos have the in

scription“FRANc0" and the higher values

“ CBRTDO." Size: 18%x22%rnm.

  

, mired-01g c

1. Thin bluish white wove paper

42 6c carmine

43 6c red

44 12c red violet

45 no dark red violet

46 2r orange red

47 5r yellow green

48 5r deep yellow green

49 or dark blue

II. \‘Vhite wove paper. slightly thicker.

50 6c carmine

April and October 1853.

Typographed on thin white wove paper.

Size: 18x22” mm.

  

51 re bronze (October 15th)

52 2c gold

53 3c bronze (April 10th)

The 2 cuartos, although prepared for issue.

was never put into actual use.

Reprint:

1870.

Thin ratiné white ‘wave paper, ungummed.

54 1: bronze

55 3: bronze

The only way to dirtinguirh the reprint:

of the 1 euarlor from the original: is by the

paper, 'whieh in the original: is mareyel/owzkh

than in the reprints. 1n the reprint: of the

.‘i euartar the ball 0f the bottum :urz/e of the 3

is mining and the tail of the right side a]

R of " CUARTOS" ix broken.

January 1st and November 1st, 1854.

Typographed on white or bluish wove

paper. There are two types of this issue.

n type I, the Coat of Arms is on white

ground, and in type 2, on colored ground.

Size: raxzzmm.
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GORREOS; 18 i‘,

J

  

I. Thin white wove paper.

56 2c green, (November Ist)

57 2c yellow green, (November 1st)

58 4c carmine, “ “

59 4c deep carmine, " "

60 6c carmine, (January 1st)

or Ir black blue, (November 1st)

62 2r vermilion, (January 1st)

63 2r dark vermilion “ "

(:4 2r scarlet, " “

65 5r green, " “

66 5r dark green, “ “

67 Gr dark blue, “ "

Il. Bluish wove paper.

68 2c green

69 4c carmine

70 4c rose

71 It‘ pa‘e blue

72 2r dark red

III. Ordinary while wove paper

73 4c carmine

IV. Ribbed bluish paper, watermarked

lJOPS (I8 55)

74 2c green

This stamp was never placed in actual use.

Counterfeits used postally.

Lithographed on white wove paper.

75 4c carmine, Ist‘counterfeit.

76 4c carmine, 2d counterfeit.

In the two counterfeits the scallops at the

right of the crown have respectively two end

three dashes, instead of three and four (as in

the genuine).

In the first counterfeit the oval in the center

of the Coat of Arms has no shading. Both

of the counterfeits have a very lithographic

look and feel.

April rst, r855.

Typographed on ribbed bluish paper,

watermarked lo ops. Size : 18x22 mm.

  

  

reen77 2° 8

7 2c yellow green

79 4c carmine

80 4c deep carmine

S I 4c red

82 4c brown red

83 4c violet red

84 Il' blue

85 Ir deep blue

86 Ir greenish blue

87 2r brown violet

S8 2r pale brown violet

89 2r red violet

Van'eliz: :

a. Cliché of the zreales stamp inserted in

the plate of the 1.’ real.

90 2r blue

or 2r greenish blue

b. Very thick paper.

g2 21" brown violet

In some catalogues are found such varieties

as CORRLOS, PEALES, etc. These, however,

are merely defective impressions and are not

worthy of being catalogued.

Counterfeits used postally.

Bluish paper.

I. Watermarked loops.

93 4c violet red, tst counterfeit.

II. Unwatermarked.

94 4c violet red, 2d counterfeit

95 4c violet red 3d counterfeit

In the first counterfeit the letters of the

inscriptions are larger ; the pearls around the

head and those ofthe groundwork are irregu

lar. The second and third counterfeits are

easily distinguished, being on unwatermark

ed paper. In the second counterfeit the ex

tremity of the bust touches the pearled

circle. In the third counterfeit the extremi

ty of the bust is further away from the circle

than in the genuine,

January 1st, 1856.

Same type as preceding issue, typographed

on course ribbed yellowish paper.

Watermarked crossed lines, forming

diamonds.
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96 2c green

97 2c yellow green

98 4c red

99 4c pale red

roo rr blue

tot Ir greenish blue

102 1r bluish green

103 2r brown violet

105 2r brown lilac

105 2r brown red

Counterfeits used postally.

1. Thick white wove paper.

Watermarked diamonds.

106 4c bright red

II. Thick yellowish wove paper.

Unwatermarked.

:07 4c bright red

Both ofthese forgeries are of the same type.

The pearled circle is only % mm. from the

frame at left. instead of 1 mm. CORREOS is

in small, badly shaped letters. The head is

too small and the laurel wreath is not curved

at the end.

April nth, 1856.

Same type as preceding issue, typographed

on various papers.

Unwatermarked.

I. Ordinary white wove paper.

108 2c green

109 2c yellow green

no 2c blue green

rrr 4c violet red

It: 4c rose red

113 4c dull red

U4 4c dull rose

115 rr blue

r16 rr dull blue

H7 tr deep blue

:18 tr greenish blue

119 2r lilac

no ' 2r brown lilac

121 2r mauve

122 2r dull lilac

Variety: Error of impression‘.

123 4c brown lilac

 

II. Bluish white wove paper

124 2c green

125 4c rose

III. Thick white wove paper

I26 2c yellow green

127 4c bright rose

I28 Ir bright blue

:29 2c brown lilac

Counterfeits used postally.

White wove paper

130 2c yellow green

I3! 4c yellowish red, Ist counterfeit

r32 40 yellowish red, 2d counterfeit

133 4c yellowish red, 3d counterfeit

134 4c brownish red, 4th counterfeit

135 tr blue

136 2r mauve, Ist counterfeit

137 2r brown violet, 2d counterfeit

In the forgery of the 2 cuartos the letters of

CORREOS and CUARTOS are too close and the

wreath does not go beyond the head. In the

first forgery of the 4 cuartos the pearl: of the

circle are too small and those of the ground

work are irregular. The extremity of the

bust is too far away from the pearled circle.

In the second forgery the laurel wreath does

not go beyond the head ; the ear is hardly

visible; the bust is too square and too far

away from the circle, and the pearls in the

groundwork are very irregular. The third

forgery is similar to the second and only

varies in the ornaments at the sides and in

the lettering. The letters of the fourth

forgery are very small and badly formed;

the wreath and the extremity of the bust are

too far away from the circle ; the pearls of

the circle are too small and too far trom one

another.

In the forgery of the I real the bust is

rounded, instead of pointed. The word

REAL is in thick letters and the figure I is

!}{mm., from the side, instead of 3mm.

In the first forgery of the 2 reales the

laurel wreath touches the circle above it and

the word CORREOS measures 9;,{mm., instead

of 10mm. The second forgery of the a rcales

is similar to the first but the word CORREOS

measures only 9%mm.

End 1859.

Same type as preceding issue.

graphed on white wove paper.

138 12c orange

139 12c pale orange

Variety : Period after Cttartos.

140 12c orange

14! 12c pale orange

This stamp was never placed in actual use.

February rst, 1860.

Typo

Typographed on tinted wove paper varying

in thickness. Size: 18%“: mm.
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stead of one ; the circle is close to the frame ;

the second E of mamas is too close to the s.

July 16th and August 4th, 1862.

T pographed on tinted wove paper.
/y mm.

Size:

195x22};
  

165

166 2c deep blue on yellow, (August 1st)

167 4c brown on reddish buff, (July 1st)

168 4c dark brown on reddish bufi' (July

16th)

169 4c dark brown on buff

170 12c blue on flesh, (August 1st)

171 no dark blue on flesh " “

172 19c carmine on bluish “ "

173 too deep carmine on blue " "

r74 Ir brown on yellow “ “

175 1r red brown on yellow “ "

I76 rr dark brown on yellow “ "

177 2r green on flesh “ “

178 2r dark green on flesh " "

179 2r yellow green on flesh “ “

Counterfeits used postally.

180 4c brown on salmon

The counterfeit is I mm. smaller than the

genuine. In the genuine the first two pearls

of the diadem are to the left of the head, in

the forgery there is only one to the left of the

head. In the genuine the hair is wavy, in

the forgery it is Straight. The figure 4 is

much nearer to the C in the forgery than in

the genuine.

January Ist and March 1st, 1864.

T) pcgrttphed on tinted wove paper. Size:

19x22 mm.

  

181

142 2c yellow green on green

143 20 green on green

144 4c orange on green

145 4c yellow on green

146 4c orange on bluish green

147 12c carmine on buff

148 no deep carmine on buff

14g Ir blue on green

150 1r deep blue on green

—I5l.’ 2r lilac on mauve

152 2r mauve on mauve

153 2r red lilac on mauve

154 2r red violet on bluish mauve

The so-cnlled errors of this issue are only

essays.

Counterfeits used postally.

155 4c orange on greenish yellow, 1st

counterfeit

156 4c orange on greenish yellow, 2d

counterfeit

157 4c orange on greenish yellow, 3d

counterfeit

158 4c orange on thick greenish yellow,

4th counterfeit

159 12c red on bufi'

I60 Ir blue on white

161 2r violet on mauve, 1st counterfeit

162 2r red violet on mauve, 1st counterfeit

163 2r violet on mauve, 2d counterfeit

164 2r slate on bluish,2d counterfeit

In the first forgery of the 4 cuartos the

pearls are blurred; the s of centres is badly

shaped;the shading of the neck is poorly

done. In the second counterfeit the letters

of CORREOS are elongated, especially the s ;

the head is smaller and the bust does

not end squarely. 1n the third counterfeit

the circle is too far from tlte frame ;

the right horizontal branch of the 4 is too

wide ; the “ c ” and “ s " of CORREOS are

too open.

from an original die stolen from the Govern

ment, it differs only in the paper, which is

much thicker than that of the genuine.

\Ve cannot describe the forgery of the t2

cuartos, as we have not been able to find a

description of it anywhere.

The counterfeit of the r real has no

horizontal dash at the top of the circle.

In the first forgery of the 2 reals the s

of REALES is inctmplete. The figure 2 is

often short and thick, the pearls of the frame

are thinner and the diadem is only

mm., from the ttp of the head instead

of I mm. In the second forgery there are

two pearls in each of the upper corners in

The 4th counterfeit vras printed '

182 2c dark blue on pale lilac “ "

183 4c rose on reddish bufi', (January 1st)

184 4c vermilion on reddish bufi " "

it u

185 4c carmine on reddish bufl'

186 12c yellow green on pale pink, (March

1st)

r87 12c green on pale pinlr,

188 19c lilac on pale pink

189 19c deep lilac on pale pink “ "

190 tr red brown on green " "

191 2r blue on pale pink “ "

X92 2r deep blue on pale pink “ “

(March 1st)
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OUR ENGLISH LETTER.

 

BY EDWARD J. NANKIVELL.

LONDON, rst June, 1896.

I owe an apology to your readers for my long silence. It has been un

avoidable, mainly owing to my having undertaken the editorship of the

Philatelic Record. Up to this time I have endeavored to find time for

philatelic writing in the spare moments of a busy journalistic life, for stamp

collecting has from my school days been a hobby with me. But with a.

journal under my care and the persistent demand of the editors of the A. f. P.

for “more Letter" it looks as if I may have to face a serious inroad upon my

ordinary working day to keep the editorial mind easy.

But to business. Matters philatelic are jogging along here very satis

factorily. Auctions come and go, big collections are bought and sold, some

clear out and others take their places, and there is a steady flow of philatelic

life that, more than anything else, demonstrates the fact that stamp collecting

is now so wide spread that the coming and going of even a few leading lights

will make little difference. There have been some timorous souls amongst

our dealers who felt that the fabric of stamp collecting was giving away

under their feet because, forsooth, Mr. Castle sold his pet Australians and Mr.

Ehrcnbach his Germans. But they are putting on flesh again now they see

that Messrs. Castle and Ehrenbach are, if possible, keener stamp collectors

to-day than they were before they sold out. For, as a matter of fact, they

did not sell out. Mr. Castle only confined his attention to Europeans and

Mr. Ehrenbach, who has always been a bird of passage from a philatelic

point of view, is now going strong for South Americans. I met him the

other day with a book of Buenos Ayres unused, whole rows‘of the choisest

and rarest. He had just scoured the Continent, cleaning out stocks right and

left. When this philatelic locust starts on such an expedition it is hopeless

to look for anything on this track. His method of collecting is to scoop in

everything he comes across that is fine. Then, when he is satisfied that no

known or available stock is likely to yield anything further he sets to work

to make up his collection of his new country. Hence his collection is a pick

of the finest obtainables. it is shown around. Our lips water and we are

not a little surprised to find so many rare stamps in such abundance. The

hunt has been marvellously successful, but it has come to an end. And the bloa

ter sighs for something philatelic to occupy his attention. Again amagnificent

collection is sold for thousands of pounds, and the accumulator is‘ off on

another quest. And shall we say him, nay. He finds his pleasure in the

hunt, solely, and not in the mere possession. We who have not his means,

his energy, and his time, must be content to plod our weary way along the

beaten track, picking up the crumbs here and there, having our occasional

chuckle when we loot something fine, as we do now and then.

 

We have got to the end of the auction season. There are to be one or

two sales by the principal auctioneers this month, but they will practically

then close till September or October. Cheveley will, as usual, carry on in a.

desultory way through the summer. He has made a bit of a departure in

his last catalogue to hand, for he announces that the sale will be held at
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Manchester. How far the experiment will be successful of. shifting ‘the place

of sale occasionally from the Metropolis to a provincial city, remains to be

seen. I shall be curious to know the result.

 

To return to the auctions of the year ; the auctioneers seem to be fairly

well pleased with the results. They all admit that medium stamps do not

.sell well, and that damaged stamps sell worse than ever, indeed, we seem to

be nearing the time when a damaged stamp will be almost, if not altogether,

unsalable for anything like a price to justify its being catalogued. I should

not be surprised if we find, by and bye, a decided reluctance on the part of

some to sell damaged stamps, on the ground that they injure other lots.

When a good stamp gets lotted with damaged stamps it cannot fail to suffer

from being in such bad company. Therefore, auctioneers who can get plenty

‘of good stamps to sell cannot be blamed if they make a hard and fast rule

against all damaged stuff.

 

To sum up the results of the past auction season, I should call it a West

Indian season, for West Indians have been all the rage, and there are not a

few old West Indian collectors who consider a large proportion of the record

(prices as being a long way beyond the present real market value. There has

been an unmistakable lot of rigging in West Indians. Stocks have been

hoarded, and kept out of the market, and other things have been so un

naturally forced up to fancy prices that most people believe those prices Wlll

never be reached again. Still, at best, the stock cannot be large of the better

class of our West Indian colonies, and though next season may show a falling

off as as investment, they will no doubt come out all right in _the end, and

show that their ultimate value has only been unnaturally anticipated a few

years by forced prices.

 

Australians are still down. They have gone very badly during the

whole season. Some are at wrecking prices, indeed of Australians it must

be admitted just now that they are a bit of a drug on the market ; nevertheless

the wise ones have an unshaken faith in their recovery, But you might as

well expect to get the proverbial camel through the eye of a needle as hope

-to score a record price for anything in the way of used Australians just now.

Unused, in mint condition, seem to be unaffected.

 

But the one engrossing topic for all of us to-day, to-morrow and, prob

ably, for many a month to come, is a decision against the right to illustrate

our chronicles, our catalogues and our albums. For a long time the autho

rities have been making up their minds to swoop down upon us, and I am

told that a hint from the authorities on your side that they looked with

disfavor on the illustration of U. S. stamps set the ofiicial wheels in action.

Consequently, selecting the P/u'lafelz'st': Supplement to the Bazaar, a popular

journal for the sale and exchange of all sorts of goods between private

persons, as distinct from trade sales, they brought an action against the

proprietor for having unlawfully in his possession a die from which a color

able imitation of a stamp might be printed. But the magistrate, a strong

common sense man, saw through the humbug, and recognized that no harm

was being done, or intended, and refused to convict. Thereupon, the autho

rities carried the matter to a higher court. As the decision is of the very

first importance I send you the best report obtainable.
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IN THE QUEEN'S BENCH.

181/: May 1896.

(Before MR. JUSTICE GRANTHAM and Ma. jus'rtca COLLINS.)

FREDERICK ISAAC DlCKlNS (OFFICER or mumo REVENUE), APPELLANT, AND L. urcorr GILL,

RESPONDENT—CASE srxrso BY SIR JOHN BRIDGE.

An information was exhibited by the appellant against the respondent under section 7,

subsection (c) ofthe Post Office (Protection) Act, 1884, for having in his possession on June

8th, 1895, a certain die and instrument for making a fictitious stamp. it was proved that the

die was received by the respondent from one Van Hoytema, who had received it from the

Continent of Europe, and the respondent had ordered such die to be made for him for use in

illustrating the philatelist’s supplement of the Bazaar, The Exzfian e and Mar! newspaper,

and that it had been made and delivered accordingly. With the ie a representation of a.

2%d. Ca e of Good Hope stam could be produced. it was, however, proved to the satis

faction o the magistrate thatt e only purpose for which he had ordered and had in his

possession the said die was for making upon the pages of an illustrated stamp catalogue or

newspaper illustrations in black and white. and not in colours, of the Cape of Good Hope

stamp in question, and that such illustrations were intended to appear thereon, together with

illustrations of other stamps, and that such catalogues were intended for sale only to stamp

collectors and others and as part of a newspaper published for the instruction and amusement

of readers of and persons buying such paper. It was contented on behalf of the appellant

that the possession of the said die or instrument without licence or authority from the Crown

was a contravention of the statute, and that the purpose for which the respondent had the

die in his possession did not constitute a lawful excuse within the meaning of the statute.

It was contented on behalf of the respondent that, inasmuch as is it had been proved and

admitted that the die was used only for the purpose aforesaid, the respondent had shown a

lawful excuse forthe possession of the said die. The magistrate found a) that the respon

dent did have in his possession a die or instrument capable of making a ictitious stamp; (b)

that there were facts which showed absolute bma jfa'z: in the respondent, and there was a

certainty that the respondent would not use the die for any improper pur ose. The magistrate

thought that this was evidence of alawful excuse, and found, as 3 act, that there was a

lawful excuse, and dissmissed the information. The question for the opinion of the Courtv

was-Whether it appeared on the evidence as a matter of law that there was no lawful

excuse, and that consequenly the magistrate was not entitled to find, as a fact, that there

was a lawful excuse.

The Solicitor-General (Sir R. Finlay, Q C.) and Mr. Danckwerts appeared for the

appellant, and submitted that the Act absolutely prohibited the possession of a die unless.

there was a "lawful excuse." By a “ lawful excuse” was rreant such a case as that of a

Custom House ofiicer who seized an im orted die, or a magistrate having a die in his

possession during a hearing of a case, but t e mere fact that there was an absence of guilty

purpose did not constitute a lawful excuse within the meaning of section 7, subsection (r).

Mr. C. W. Mathews, for the respondent, contended that authority from the Crown,

such as that suggested by the Solicitor-General in the case of the Custom House ofiicer or

magistrate, was not necessary in order to constitute “ lawful excuse." Lawful excuse meant

something less than “ authority.”

The Court allowed the appeal.

Mr. Justice Grantham, said,—ln this case, as the respondent could not get the die made

here, he sent abroad and had it made there for the purpose of avoiding the money penalty

under the Act. I think after that it would be difiicult to make out his innocence within the

meaning of the Act. He had in his possession a die which can be used for the purpose of

making a fictitious stamp. it has been argued that if the res ondent were convicted, a

stamp collector might be convicted under section 7, subsection (b , which said that a person

shall not have in his possession, unless he shows a lawful excuse, any fictitious stamp. it

would be very hard that a man who innocently bought a forged stamp should be punished

And I think he would have a “lawful excuse." He would be able to say, “ l believed it to.

be genuine,” and that would be an excuse in law. But here the respondent kn cw that he

must 0 abroad to have the die made, and I do not think he has shown any lawful excuse.

r. justice Collins concurred.

Case remitted to the magistrate, with a direction to convict.

»

You will find very little discussion of this far reaching decision in our.

more responslble journals as yet, for we are waiting to see how far the

authorities are going to push the victory they have won- for the present. I
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dare not say more than give a hint that the end of the battle is not yet, and

that at least one strong party is prepared to fight it to the bitter end, and I

may add that he is well armed for the fray, and that it will not end short

of the House of Lords, our final Court of Appeal.

 

Meanwhile, and in order that the readers of the AMERICAN JOURNAL or

PHILATELY may clearly understand the events which are certain to follow,

it may be well for me to give you an extract from the Act of Parliament up

on which the authorities rely for putting an end to the illustration of postage

stamps. Section 7, of the Post Ofiice Protection Act, 1884, under which the

prosecution took place reads as follows: ——

“ A person shall not make, or unless he shows lawful excuse, have in his possession any

die, late, instrument, or materials for making any fictitious stamps.

lgine J(2o and seizure of materials.

For the purposes of this section, fictitious stamp means any facsimile, or imitation, or

representation, whether on paper or otherwise, of any stamp for denoting any rate of postage,

including any stamp for denoting a rate of postage of any of Her Majesty‘s Colonies or of

any foreign country.”

So that you will see the whole question turns upon the term “lawful

excuse." Obviously, the Act was intended to guard against the improper use

of such dies, and was never intended to apply to such harmless use as that

of illustration in periodicals, catalogues and albums. The matter will short

ly be fully considered by the Council of the Philatelic Society of London.

For them it is a very serious matter. They cannot afford to disregard such

a decision. With H. R. H. the Duke of York, at their head they must act

the part of loyal observers of the law, and, for the present, the law says

“Trtou SHALT NOT rLLUsTRATs” Consequently, the Society will have to go

for special permission, or give up illustration. Needless to say the Society

could not publish its fine works without illustration.

 

Of course a way out of the difficulty might be had by a recourse to re

duced size illustration, but it may be a question whether even that will be

allowed to pass unchallenged. Besides, I am told that the whole matter is

only part of a general intention on the part of the Postal Union to put an end

to the illustration of current postage stamps in all the countries of the Union,

so that it is possible that we innocent philatelists may have a long and bitter

fight for existence before us in which it will behove us to bury all petty

jealousies, and stand shoulder to shoulder as a strong community for the

maintenance of a privilege that we have never abused.

 

The Philatelic Society of London has had a stroke of good luck in

finding a new President. When Lord Kingston died there was much specu

lation as to who could be found to fill his place. It needed a strong phila

telist, and at the same time, if possible, one of commanding social position,

preferably with a title, of course. It was, however, an open secret that there

were not a few members who hoped that the honor would fall to the lot of

one of their distinguished workers, Major Evans, Mr. Castle, or Mr. Bacon.

But the fates, and an indefatigable Hon. Sec., have decided otherwise. H.

R. H. the Duke of York., who is an enthusiastic and advanced collector, has

been persuaded to accept the active Presidency of the Society. He has

been for years the Hon. President, but his new office will bring him into

very much closer relationship with the actual work of the Society.

 

The Society has done well with its last publication, Part I of the African
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Colonies. It has long since been sold out and is now being sought for at a

constantly increasing price. Those readers of the American journal 0f

Plu'la/e/y who took my advice and secured a copy or two will not regret it.

Part II will not be out till the end of next year, I expect. When it is

announced my readers will do well to secure a copy early. Indeed, if they

are wise they will place their orders now, in advance.

 

New issues of the better class have been singularly lacking of late ; but,

before I forget it, there is one new issue that I should advise collectors to

secure while they may, and that is a very interesting variety of the British

South Africa 2d, and 4d. They have both been widely chronicled, but are

likely to be passed over as a common garden variety which may be picked up

at any convenient time. They will be scarce, especially in the unused form.

They are the result of a change of printers from Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co.

to Perkins Bacon & Co. During the changing, and before the new stamps

of the new design were ready, an urgent order came for more ad. and 4d.

stamps. To fill this order at the shortest notice, the Company sent the old

plates to the new printers to print off a supply. Perkins Bacon & Co. turned

out the nearest match they could. But it was distinguished by very much

paler coloring, thick paper, and was perf. 12% instead of perf. 14. They

will be scarce unused for the simple reason that practically the whole supply

was forthwith shipped off to Africa, none being retained, as usual’, at the

London ofiice to supply dealers and other customers. As dealers get their

stocks from the London otfice, and the variety was unknown till it was

queried from South Africa, it follows that only accidental lots will find their

way into dealers’ hands, for the supply must have been all but, if not quite,

used up before there was a chance to lay in a stock. The supply was only

about 30,000 in each case. Therefore, I imagine it will be a somewhat difli

cult stamp to get. As it is a well marked variety in paper, printing and
perforation, it cannot fail to command a pretty stiff price when its true I

scarcity becomes generally known. I believe unused copies can now be

picked up at 10:. to 155.

 

Of the Annual Dinner of the London Philatelic Society I need say little,

for Mr. Calman, who was present, and responded in a neat speech for the

visitors, tells me that he will send you something. I may, however, say that

although we broke up at an unusually early hour two enthusiasts, both pro

vincials, perambulated the Strand till 3 o'clock in the morning, finding it

impossible to get through all they had to talk about on philatelic matters till

that hour.

 

We are on the eve of getting up a big International Philatelic Exhibition

to be held in the early part of next year. As soon as the news got abroad

that such an event was on the cards the Crystal Palace authorities at once

made us an offer to hold the Exhibition at the Palace. We have appointed

a committee to wait upon them and talk it over with them, and that

Committee will report to a joint meeting of the London Philatelic Society

and the leading dealers on the 5th inst. How matters are likely to trend I

cannot say, as opinions seem to be very much divided on the question at

present. Some think that the Palace would be an ideal place for the show ;

others that the insurance risks will be prohibitive, and the place too much out

of the way. However, we shall see. One thing is certain, apart from the

Palace we shall want a very heavy guarantee fund to cover expenses after
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our experience with our 1890 Exhibition. The rent of such a place as we

should require for an International Exhibition to-day, 1n the heart of London,

will be simply enormous.

 

I have already referred to the fashion of the past season in the

matter of a rage for West Indians. Those who would fill up blanks in West

Africans should do so before next season, for there are increasing signs that

West Africans will be the next boom, and then South Africans. Africans

generally, say the knowing ones, but the demand has set in primarily, for

various reasons, for the West African division. And I must confess I know

of few, if any, more interesting groups. On the whole they are at present

fairly cheap, and are not overburdened with long priced stamps, and still

fewer unobtainables. To my mind, the cheapest and most interesting of the

lot for a medium collector is Gambia. Some day its beautifully embossed

stamps will be counted amongst the real gems of the philatelic family.

 

Our mutual friend, Mr. C. J. Phillips, has been doing the Special

Correspondent on his own account, and he has played the part well, so far

as the printed account of his travels is concerned. He recently travelled

through the various countries of Europe en suite, including a private

secretary who spoke all the languages under the sun, and a few more. And

C. I. P. himself writes a most enjoyable account of what he saw. The

glimpse that he gives, now and again, into the beautiful collections laid open

for his inspection and his terse bits about the scenery by the way, are snap

shots that almost make one think he has missed his vocation ; that, in fact,

instead of being a wealthy dealer, piling up £100 notes, he should be a

scribbler of no mean order, hard up for acent. C. I. P. is like the proverbial

cat, throw it up which way you will it is bound to come down upon its legs,

so C. J. P. When his luggage was overhauled on the Russian frontier, and

a lot of Russian Locals betrayed themselves, the Customs Ofiicial turned out,

most conveniently, to be a stamp collector, and actually "knew our firm."

But the most refreshing part of the Letter is the concluding paragraph in

which C. J. P. is delightfully candid. Here it is,

I can safely say that I am not often complimented upon the rlreapners of my best stamps,

but in Copenhagen l was so, seriously, by the two principal collectors, who had been used

to such high local rates, that my best endeavours seemed mild in comparison.

Now, every one knows that there is not a keener judge of the market value

of a rare stamp to be found than the head of the business of Stanley Gibbons

Ltd. He has also a marvellous aptitude for correctly gauging the digestive

powers of a probable buyer, so that, if a customer gets the better of the bargain,

he may congratulate himself upon being smart. In all probability when he

was complimented upon being cheap, C. J. P. at once began to fish about

for information as to what mistakes he could have made in that direction.

 

Will you allow me to congratulate Mr. Luff upon his courage in making

a plunge into Transvaal issues. It is true he has come a cropper, but those

who feel inclined to chuckle had better have a try in the same country. Mr.

Luif’s “new variety" is an old familiar face to the few of us who have

specialised in Transvaals. It deceived the old Transvallers for a long time,

being first introduced to their notice by Dr. Viner. Now, we know from

complete sheets which we have to refer to, that no such stamp was ever issued.

It is, to say the least very amusing, that Mr. Luff should stumble on this par

ticular old fraud for a first flight. However, I hope he will not be deterred

by such a simple slip from prosecuting his researches in, what a few of us»
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consider, the most interesting of all the neglected countries that are worth

studying from a philatelic point of view. There is, I am told, quite an

awakening of interest in the grand old issues of the Transvaal all over the

Continent. As a result of my occasional references to those issues in my letters

to the A. J. P. I have had several letters asking for advice as to making a

start. Later on I will have something to say on this head. Not a few have

been tempted by the fact that the stamps fetch ridiculously low prices when

put up at auction.

 
I

Saturday, 6, June, 1896.-—We last evening thoroughly discussed the

question of holding the proposed Exhibition at the Crystal Palace, and had

to give up the idea. The Palace was so strongly objected to, on many

grounds, that a resolution was adopted declaring it unsuitable. As the

matter is settled, I will not waste space discussing the why and wherefore,

except to say that generally it was objected to on the grounds of insufficient

security and risk of prohibitive tariff for the insurance of exhibits.

 

We then proceeded to face the choice of a more satisfactory place, and

the following were appointed a Preliminary Executive Committee to make

inquiries and to consider and report upon a scheme for carrying out the

Exhibition: Major Evans, Messrs. E. D. Bacon. M. P. Castle, M. Giwelb,

W. Hadlow, E. ]. Nankivell, C. J. Phillips, W. H. Peckitt, and J. A.

Tilleard, Hon. See.

 

The abandonment of the Palace meant the raising of a substantial guar

antee fund to start with elsewhere. Upon this point being raised the

following at once opened the list: Mr. C. J. Phillips, offered £IOO, Mr. M. P.

Castle, £100, Mr. W. H. Peckitt, £100, and Mr. W. Hadlow, £50.

 

Where we are likely to go I cannot say. The only thing that was

emphatic on that point in the course of the discussion was that it must be in

a good and commanding central position, in, or close to, the great main

streams of traffic. St. Martins Town Hall at Charing Cross has been proposed,

and I expect that will be the first place visited by us.

In my next letter I shall be able to tell you that we have fixed upon

a suitable place, for, although we have the summer on us, we do not intend

to let the grass grow under our feet on that account, as, I believe, none of

the Committee consider the time between now and next May any too much

for the proper organization and equipment of such an Exhibition as we hope

to get together. The lowest sum to which we expect to be able to limit our

insurance of exhibits is £200.000 and the probability is that it will

considerably exceed £3oo.o00.

London, r3th, June.

Since my last despatch the case of the Inland Revenue against the

Bazaar has been before the Magistrate a second time in consequence of the

ruling of the Judges of the Superior Court. I send you a report of the pro

ceedings from which you will note that the authorities intend to carry matters

with a high hand. I trust they will next tackle the proper party and accept

the inevitable of a case for the House of Lords. Stamp Collectors and

dealers feel that there has not been a shadow of excuse for this meddlesome

ness of the authorities, and it is no great secret that it originates with an

officious underling of whom, unfortunately, we have too many in our public
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services. A meeting of the trade and collectors should be held at once, for,

as the law stands at present, illustrations will have to be omitted from stamp

albums, catalogues, &c. Anyway, you may rely upon it, the matter cannot

rest where it is now.

[Before Sir john Bridge at the Bow Street Police Court on the t2 june, Mr. L. Upcott
Gill, the proprietor ofthe rBagaar. Exchange and Mari, was again brought up, on the charge

of being in the unlawful possession ofa die for the production of fictitious stamps. The

Defendant was originally summond before Sir John Bridge in November last for this ofi'ence,

and it was then held that Defendant had a lawful excuse for the possession ofthe die in

question, as he intended to produce with it, in a philatelic supplement to his paper, a picture of

a 254d. Cape of Good Hope stamp, in black ink, for the information of the public. The

Inland Revenue authorities appealed against this decision Mr. Justice Grantham and Mr.

justice Collins, before whom the case was heard, allowed the appeal, holding that no lawful

excuse, within the meaning ofthe Act, had been made out, and the case was remitted to the

Magistrate with a direction to convict.—Mr. Alpe now appeared for the Inland Revenue

authorities and Mr. Charles Mathews was for the Defendant. He explained the appeal case

at length, and said the Judges held that it was necessary for a person who was found in the

possession of a die like the one in question to prove either that he did not know he had it in

his possession, or that he did not know that it could be used for such a purpose as the pro

duction of stamps. He hoped that, under the peculiar circumstances of the case, the

learned Magistrate would impose only a nominal penalty, and express some opinion as to

whether the whole of the costs of the appeal should be paid by his client.—Mr. Alpe said

that the decision of thejudges showed that no person could in this country have in his pos

session a die for making any stamp without incurring a penalty. The Commissioners oflnland

Revenue were determined to put a stop to the practice. He had no instructions with regard

to the costs in the High Court, but he had no doubt that anythin his Worship might say

would be taken into consideration. They had gained their point y obtaining the decision

given by theJudges.—Sirjohn Bridge: No doubt, that decision will be beneficial to the

public. It seems to me, therefore, a stron reason why the Commissioners should not ask

for the whole of the costs of the appeal. The judges only went into the question of law.

They did not know, probably, what all the facts of the case were. I therefore repeat

—without being supposed to differ from the judges-that there was nothing in the conduct

of Mr. Gill which showed any desire to do wrong to the public, or to do wrong in any way.

—A penalty of I05. was then imposed.

THE STAMPS or HELIGOLAND.

BY JOKNI Lurr.

 

Heligoland lies at the beginning of Philately, at least for the majority of

us. As a rule we start with the idea of having a general collection and are

anxious to make a showing quickly. Hence, quantity and not quality is our

object. One of our first purchases is apt to be a set of Heligoland stamps.

They are so pretty and cheap. Later, when we have felt the aptness of certain

wise sayings about glittering vanities and overvalued whistles, when we have

learned the baneful word “ reprint," we lose faith in our pretty labels and, too

often, will have none of them. Yet the stamps are beautiful, they are free

from surcharges (the adhesives, at least), there have been no commemorat

ive stamps or similar beguilements for the unwary philatelist, and there will

be no further issues. It is one of the pages which we may hope to fill and

write "finis" at the bottom. But the interesting originals are lost in a flood

of reprints and few of us know anything about separating them. I hope bv

this article to enable my fellow philatelists to sort out the good stamps from

the mass of worthless ones.

For nearly a year, Mr. I. B. Moens has been publishing in Le

Tz'mbn-Posle an elaborate article on the stamps of Heligoland. This has

been transl -ted by several journals in Europe and this country. The article
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is most thorough, careful, and interesting to the specialist. But for the needs

of the general collector it is too lengthy and elaborate, demanding too much

of his time and patience. To the average collector, also, the descriptions of

the grouping of the clichés in the plates and of the marginal perforations and

register marks are valueless, since very few of us have a chance to see ori

ginal sheets of the stamps, to say nothing of owning them. I hope, so far

as possible, to give a clear and simple description of the various issues and

the points which distinguish the originals and reprints. I am largely indebt

ed to Le Timbre-Porle for my information, though some portions of it have

been obtained from other sources and from individual research. If any one

who wishes to collect the stamps of this country will secure a few of the

cheaper varieties from some reliable dealer, he will find them of great assistance

in his study and search for the scarcer ones. They will prove valuable as a

means of comparison for the genuine colors, papers, etc.

It may be well, before beginning a list of the various issues, to say that

the stamps were printed for the Government of Heligoland at the Imperial

Printing Office at Berlin. Here, also, the ofiicial reprints, (those made by

order of the Government, while the plates remained in its possession), of June

6th, i875 and August 16th, 1890 were made. Coming from the same source

as the originals and at a period so close to the time of issue, it will readily be

seen how dangerous are these reprints. The unofficial reprints (those made

after the plates had passed into the hands of a private owner) were made in

various places, but most of them are far less dangerous imitations of the

originals and can readily be recognized- As a rule the paper of the later

unofficial reprints is very white, hard and highly surfaced (saline, Mr. Moens

calls it). The colors are stronger and brighter than those of the originals and

aniline inks appear to have been used for the late printings. Any mention of

reprints in this article may be understood to refer to the ofi‘icial reprints and

the early unofficial ones, unless special mention is made to the contrary.

The stamps of Heligoland are so well known that I shall attempt no

general description of their designs.

  

SCHI LLIN‘ll

  

2

Type I. _

Issue of April 15111, 1867. Rouletted. This issue consists of four

values :

Frame and Cerzlre Sparu'rels

)4 schilling blue-green carmine

r “ rose-carmine deep green

Frame Centre

2 schilling carmine pale yellow-green

6 “ gray-green violet-carmine

The paper is finely made, moderately thin, soft and white ; when held

to the light it shows absolutely no porosity or grain. The gum is a little

crackled and slightly yellowish, occasionally tinting the paper. The distin

guishing characteristic of this set is the large corkscrew curl depending from

the chignon. The head (type I) is 11% mm. high. The word HELIGOLAND
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is 14 mm. long; the G is formed like a c and the 0 is narrower than in the

next issue (1868). SCHILLING is 11% mm. long; the G is formed like a c and

encloses less white space than in the next issue ; the horizontal strokes of the

letters L are shorter than in the 1868 issue. In the % and r schilling the

numerals on the right are smaller and nearer the inner rectangle than in the

issues which follow.

The first stamp of the first row of the z schilling presents a variety.

The “2" in the upper left corner has lost the end of its flag and that in the

upper right corner is larger than usual. The s, c and G of SCHILLING in the

upper label are larger and the H narrower than in the normal type.

In the 6 schilling the second stamp in the third row shows a small

variety. The s of SCHILLING in the upper label has the upper curve brought

down, so that the top is nearly closed.

There are no reprints of file y. and r schilling of 1111': 197:, and the large

corkscrew curl will be found an unmistakable mark of originality for these

two values.

The reprints of the 2 and 6 schilling are more difiicult to detect than

those of any of the other stamps of the country. There are no special marks

of difference. We must depend upon the colors and paper. When we hold

the originals beween the eye and a strong light and look through them the

paper shows no sign of a “weave." It is clear. firm and smooth. When the

reprints are examined in this way they usually show more or less pores, thin

points through which the light passes freely. Viewed thus, the colors of the

originals appear very bright, clear and transparent, while those of the reprints

are duller, more opaque and have less “lite." In the original 2 schilling the

carmine is more rosy than that of the reprints and the green is a pale

apple green with a slight tint of gray. The green of the reprints is a trifle

yellower and darker. In the 6 schilling the green of the reprints is darker,

and of a yellowish, rather than a grayish, tint. The carmine also contains

more violet.

There was only one issue of the 2 and 6 schillings and the stamps were

all rouletted. Perforated copies of these values are, therefore, purely fancy

articles.

  

Type II.

_ Issue of fu/y (7) i868. Rouletted. There is only one value in this

issue:

Frame and Centre Spana’rels

% schilling blue-green carmine

The paper and gum are the same as in the preceding issue. The head

(type II) is 11 mm. high. The chignon, which is not as tall but a trifle

wider, has below it a small comma-shaped curl. HELIGOLAND is 14% mm long;

the c is likea c and the o is wider than in the 1867 issue. SCHILLING is 1 r % mm.

long ; the G is like a c but encloses more space than in the previous issue, and

the horizontal strokes of the letters L are longer. The numbers on the right

are larger and further from the inner rectangle than in the 1867 issue. Only
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10 000 copies of this stamp were printed. It is the rarest stamp of Heligoland'

The paper and the blue-green shade are sufficient to distinguish originals

from any of the reprints.

Beginning with the next issue all the stamps of Heligoland are perfo

rated. Those made in Berlin, whether originals or reprints, are perforated

r3%xr4%, The Leipsic reprints have the same gauge, but those of

Hamburg are perforated r4xr4%. The diameter of the holes of the Berlin

perforations is slightly greater than that of the perforations made in the

other cities.

Issue of Augusl 151/1, r869. This is merely the % schilling stamp of

the preceding issue, perforated i3%xr4}4.

.‘
rn

C

D

O

r

>

. z

; a

  

Type Ill.

Issue of November 1:! [871. A r schilling stamp, similar in type to the

$4 schilling of r869 Perforated r3%xr4%.

The head of this stamp (type III) is similar to the last }6 schilling, as

regards the comma-shaped curl, but is rr% mm. high and the bands of the

hair come down further upon the ear. The descriptions of the words

HELIGOLAND and scmLLiNG, and of the position and size of the numerals on

the % schilling stamp, apply equally well to the r schilling.

These stamps are printed at various dates, from April 3rd 1869 to August

26th, 1873. They may be divided as follows :

A. On a very thick, soft, white paper, which is decidedly opaque.

Frame and Centre Spandrels

1869-1870. % schilling pale green bright carmine

18714872. 56 “ yellow-green “ “

% deep green " "

M “ bright green “ “

% “ olive-green (pale to deep) “ “

r “ bright carmine bright yellow-green

I " dull carmine “ “ “

B. On a very coarsely woven paper, showing close parallel lines, ver

tically and horizontally, which form a fine quadrillé pattern.

Frame and Cenlre Spamlrels

june and Aug, 1873. V2 schilling bright yellow-green bright carmine

“ bright green “ “

r “ violet-carmine pale yellow-green

r “ bright carmine bright yellow-green

The gum is similar to that of the 1867 issue but a little yellower and

more crackled.

In the reprints the colors, as a rule, are not well imitated. The greens

are either olives, dark yellow~greens, gray-greens or blue greensJ None of

them have the paleness and brightness of the originals. The carmines are

usually too violet Some of the late reprints are in red and salmon-pink.

But nearly all fail to reproduce the rosy carmine shades of the originals.
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The paper, however, is the certain test. That of the reprints is rather thin

and transparent, sometimes porous, sometimes highly surfaced. But it is

never Mick or quadri/le', as in the originals. The gum also is too thin and

not yellow enough.

  

SCHILLING

_ 2 

l4

    HELIGDLANIJ

“PfONV‘IOBHJ

Issue of August 121/1 10 December HI, 1873. This is the last issue with

the value in schillings Perforated r3%xr4}4.

Frame Cenlre

% schilling dark carmine-red very pale yellow-green

% " pale rose pale gray-green

% “ pale yellow-green carmine

34 “ green and rose-carmine rose-carmine

1 y, “ pale yellow-green carmine

The quadrillé paper of the issue of June and August 1873, is used for

this issue. The gum, also, is the same. Type I of the head, with the large

corkscrew curl, is again brought into use. All the values have the spandrels

blank. For the first time the letters 0 in HELIGOLAND and scuummo have

the crossbar. -

The % schilling with frame in green and centre in carmine is an error,

having been printed by mistake in the colors of the V2 schilling. As 25,000

copies were issued it is not especially scarce.

The reprints are not hard to distinguish. In the earlier ones the colors

are fairly well imitated, but the head used for the % and % schillings is of

the wrong type, having the comma-shaped curl. The later reprints all have

the head with corkscrew curl but the colors are quite incorrect. The

quadrill'e paper is again a positive test, as it was not used for the reprints.

In 1875 the currency of the German Empire was adopted in Heligoland.

In consequence another issue of stamps was prepared with the values

expressed in both pfennig and pence. This is the “garter” type.

  

Issue of Fellruary 151/1, 1875. Six values. Perforated r3%xr4%.

Frame Cenlre

1 pfennig deep carmine deep gray-green

2 “ deep yellow-green deep carmine

5 “ deep carmine-red deep yellow-green

1o “ yellow-green carmine

25 “ carmine deep yellow-green

50 “ yellow-green deep carmine
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Some of the colors varied slightly in later printings :

Frame Centre

1890 5 pfennig dark carmine dark green

1889 r0 “ bluish-green dark red

1890 r0 “ bright yellow-green pale bright carmine

r890 50 " deep green bright carmine

The paper is yellowish-white wove for the printings of r875, 1885 and

1887. For the printings of 1889 and I890 a highly surfaced white paper

was used. The gum is slightly yellowish at first, becoming almost white on

the later printings. The variety of the r pfennig stamp with the head

inverted exists only as a reprint.

The reprints of the r and 2 pfennig stamps may be known by the colors,
which are neither deep enough nor dull enough. The paper andv gum are

usually too white. The 5 pfennig has also been reprinted in red and deep

green on white paper with yellowish white gum. There is an interesting bit

of history connected with this reprint and that of the I mark of the next

issue On July roth, 1890, the English Parliament decided upon the cession

of Heligoland to Germany. Nineteen days later, July 20th, 1890, the Post

Office Department of Heligoland sent an urgent order to the Imperial

Printing Office at Berlin to print 20.000 stamps of 5 pfennig and 5.000

stamps of I mark. Though the order was executed promptly. the stamps did

not reach Heligoland until August 16th. 1890. seven days after the island

had been formally transferred to Germany and the stamps gone out of use.

As the Deparment had on hand an ample supply of these stamps for any

prospective need, the order was plainly intended to increase the stock of

remainders. Fortunately their late arrival relegated them to the class of re

prints. There have been no reprintings of the to, :5 and 50 pfennig stamps.

  

Issue of fune rst, 1876. This issue introduces two new values, 3 and

20 pfennig. and a new design, the head of the Queen being replaced by a

shield surmounted by a crown. Perforated i3}éxr4yz.

The paper is white or yellow-white. The gum varies from yellow to

nearly white and is always rough and crackled There were two printings of

the 3 pfennig and eight of the 20 pfennig. The colors of the 3 pfennig are

green or deep green for the frame, and black, deep green, orange-red and

yellow or orange for the arms. Mr. Moens gives the following list of colors

for the various printings of the 20 pfennig :

April, 1876. Frame. violet-carmine

Arms. black, deep green, violet-carmine and yellow

April 9, 1880. Frame, deep carmine

Arms, black, dull green, deep carmine and deep orange-brown

June 8, 1882. Frame, carmine-rose

Arms, black, green, carmine-rose, and deep yellow
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Mob. :0, 1884. Frame, rose-flesh

Arms, black, deep green, rose-flesh and deep yellow

April 16, 1885, May 27, 1886 and June 6, 1888.

Frame, vermilion '

Arms, black, deep green, vermilion and yellow

Frame, pale vermilion

Arms, black, pale green, bright vermilion and pale yellow

May 29, 1890. Frame, brick-red

Arms, black, green, brick-red and yellow,

There have been no reprints of the 20 pfennig stamps. The reprints of the

3 pfennig may be known by the duller and paler colors, especially the red,

which is much more vivid in the originals. I am aware that Mr. Moens

states to the contrary of this, but my opinion is confirmed by some of the

best authorities and specialists in Europe and by the evidence of known ori

ginals and reprints of the stamps. The gum of the originals is decidedly

yellow and rough, that of the reprints is white or yellow white and often

smooth.

The last types issued in Heligoland were the two stamps with the value

in marks.

  

Issue of Seplember 28111, 1879. Perforated 13%xr4%.

1 mark, blue-green, red and black

5 marks, blue-green, red, orange and black

A second printing of the I mark was made in 1889.

1 mark, deep green, carmine and black

The paper was yellow-white for the first printing and white for the

second. The gum is yellowish-white and very rough.

The reprints of the I mark which, with those of the 5 pfennig, reached

Heligoland a week after the transfer of the island to Germany, are printed in

deep green and bright vermilion on very white paper with white gum. There

are no reprints of the 5 marks stamps.

I regret to say that a cancellation is not a proof of genuinenss in a

Heligoland stamp. Not only are forged cancellations abundant, both on

reprints and originals, but reprints exist bearing genuine cancellations

applied to oélige.

It may be of interest to know the quantity of Heligoland stamps printed

and the relative amounts issued to the public and sold as remainders. The

quantities printed are taken from the official records. In the fifth column

is given the number of each value which the purchaser of the remainders

claims to have received. The sixth column is taken from the records of the

Post Ofi‘ice Departmet. Because of the discrepancy both sets of figures are

given. The quantity sold to the public while the stamps were in issue is

computed from the other columns.
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Printed

1867

V2 schilling 20.000

1 “ 40.000

2 schilling 200.000

6 “ 100.000

1868

% schilling 10.000

1869

% schilling 140.000

1871

r schilling 60.000

1373

% schilling 165.000

% “ (error) 25.000

34 “ 50.000

1% “ 50.000

1875

1 pfennig 300.000

2 “ 200.000

5 “ 120.000

10 “ 490.000

25 “ 100.000

50 “ 60.000

1876

3 pfennig 80.000

20 “ 420.000

I879

I mark 15.000

5 “ 10.000

2.655.000

 

Issued

20.000

40.000

125.000 or 40.000

60.000 or 20.000

10.000

110.000 or 125 000

59.300 or 56.000

{05.000 or 59.300

5.000 or 9.000

10.000 0r 10.400

35.000 0r 34.200

200.000

140.000 or 96.000

118.265

4‘3-37I

4s-78I

43.252

50.000 or 48.000

345-73l

14.023

2 670

I953-393

Remainders

4.’.

75.000 or 160.000

 

40.000 or 80.000

30.000 or r5000

700 or 4.000

60.000 or 105.700

20.000 or 16.000

40.000 or 39.600

15.000 or 15.800

100.000 100 000

60.000 or 104.000

I~735 I~735

76629 76620

54.219 54.219

‘16748 16748

30.000 or 32.000

74.269 74-269

977 977

7.330 7.330

702607 904007

The above table does not include the 20.000 5 pfennig and 5.000 1 mark

stamps, received in Heligoland August 16th, 1890, and sold by the

authorities as remainders.

The following table speaks for itself. The large quantities received from

' the printers just before the suppression of the stamps (in some instances only

a few days previous) are more indicative of ofiicial thrift in providing salable

remainders, than of needs of the postal service.

Printed

% schilling 100.000

3 pfennig 10.000

5 “ 20.000

-5 “ 20.000

10 “ 100.000

20 “ 60.000

50 " 20.000

1 mark 5.000

Received

December 21 , 1874

June 6, 1880

May 29, 1890

August 16, r 890

May 29, 1890

‘i 1‘ I‘

August 16, 1890

Suppresrea’

January rst, 1875

June 12, 1880

August 9, 1890
n‘ ‘l i

H t‘ ‘l

I‘ ll ‘i

(C ‘l (L

\I ll 6‘
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NOTES FROM ABROAD

Bv HENRY L. CALMAN.

 

 

Leaving New York on the Steamship Havel, on the 19th of May. I duly

arrived in London, the great center of philately, on the evening of the 27th,

after a glorious trip across the herring pond. The ocean was almost as

smooth as an inland lake throughout the entire voyage, so that I could have

but little occasion to render the customary tribute to Father Neptune.

I put up at the Savoy Hotel which is convenient to the Strand, whither

the stamp trade is flocking in great numbers, and which will soon rival our

own Nassau Street as a philatelic lane.

In first order, of course, comes the leading firm of Europe, Stanley

Gibbons, Ltd., whose business has been so successfully extended by that able

philatelist and shrewd business man, Mr. Charles J. Phillips.

This Company has now distanced all its competitors on this side of the

water and occupies the same position in Europe as the Scott Stamp and

Coin Co., Ltd., does in America. However, they enjoy the added advantage

of being spared the many petty and contemptible jealousies which seem to

form the chief stock in trade of many of our competitors at home.

Mr. Phillips, with his well-known courtesy, showed me as many of his

treasures as I cared to inspect, and I did, indeed, have the pleasure of in

specting many a fine line of rarities. The remnants of the Ehrenbach

collection of German States still present a magnificent array, and one at

the sight of which many a specialist in these stamps would grow green with

envy.

Mr. Phillips’ private collection of West Indian stamps, which represents

the accumulations of only a few years, is magnificent in its wealth of shades,

entire sheets of early Nevis, Turks Island surcharges, etc., etc. The shop,

or salesroom, is rather small in comparison with our own palatial quarters,

but about thirty clerks are distributed all over the building, assorting stamps,

filling orders, and attending to the many intricate details of a large

business in our line.

Next in order must come the rising dealer in London, Mr. W. H.

Peckitt, whom Mr. Castle, at the recent dinner of the Philatelic Society,

designated as the “wily panther of the Strand." If this cognomen is aptly

applied, our American ideas of the “ panther ” must indeed be modified, as it

would be difficult to meet a more genial companion and a more earnest

philatelist than this same “wily panther." At Mr. Peckitt's lair I saw many

a fine stamp and shall bring a few of them home with me.

Mr. Ginn, also of the Strand, had just purchased a very fine collection

for about $15,000, but it was not arranged, and I, therefore, had no chance

to inspect or acquire any of its treasures.

Moving over westward, we come to the old firm of W. S. Lincoln & Son,

on Holles Street, in the center of the fashionable shopping district of London.

This is an entirely new store, beautifully fitted out and decorated with all

kinds of philatelic treasures. Along the walls, securely placed behind glass,

may be seen such things as a complete sheet of Montserrat 4d blue (I was

assured they were not C. A. watermark), complete sheets of early Afghanistan,

pairs of fine English, including the zsh red brown, etc., etc.

Mr. Lincoln is one of the pioneers of the stamp trade, and entertained

me with many a story of the treasures WhlLh had passed through his hands

in years gone by.

Mr. Brosnan and Mr. Giwelb, the two other prominent dealers of the

West End, were both away from home, but interviews with Messrs. Mortimer,

Hadlow and Rideout finished that section of the city.
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My journey now takes me into the “ City," the old town of London, with

its crooked streets, countless narrow and dirty lanes and alleys, and dozens of

stamp dealers of all sizes and degrees. The belligerent Harry Hilckes, of

the Stamp Colleetarr" Fortnightly, was unfortunately ill and I missed an

interview with him.

Theo. Buhl & Co., who succeeded to the old established business of

Pemberton, Wilson & Co., do not appear to have marched with the times, as

they had but little to show in the line of fine and desirable stamps.

The other dealers in the “City " are not of international renown, but

almost all had good things to tempt my hungry palate and, in general, they

are a very fine lot of fellows to meet.

My hunt for stamps in this great city has, however, more firmly con

vinced me of a fact which has been dawning upon many of us, for some time

past, namely that the so-called scarce varieties of United States stamps are

really scarce, and that unused specimens of the early issues are absolutely

absorbed and unobtainable anywhere. Some of our collectors have thought

that these have advanced too rapidly of late, but I can assure these gentlemen

that we do not, as yet, begin to appreciate our own stamps, and that many a

sensational advance in price must soon take place.

My presence in London last week was indeed a fortunate accident, as it

enabled me to be present at the annual dinner of the premier society of the

world, the Philatelic Society of London. I had the honor of an invitation

from the Vice-President and presiding officer, Mr. M. P. Castle, and, at the

dinner, was seated between him and the Prince of Philatelists, Mr. E. D.

Bacon. The dinner took place on Thursday, May 28th, and was held at the

Monico Restaurant, on Shaftsbury Avenue, near Piccadilly. The menu was

an excellent one, and the viands were splendidly prepared and perfectly

served.

The tedium of a long dinner was relieved by songs, humorous recitations

and humorous couplets, all of which were admirably rendered. About sixty

people were present, a number of them being invited guests, including only

two foreigners, Mr. Albrecht and myself. With the coffee the serious portion

of the evening began, int he shape of a number of toasts, initiated by the

usual respects paid to the Royal Family of England. The interest in them

was, however, considerably enhanced by the fact that the Duke of York, the

heir presumptive to the throne of England, is honorary Vice-President of the

Philatelic Society, and permitted the announcement through his Secretary,

Mr. J. A. Tilleard, that he would accept the Presidency of the Council of

the Society, and would attend its next annual dinner. With all our ardent

adherence to republican institutions, we must all admit that the acceptance

of this position by a personage of such exalted rank, will, in the eyes of

many an outsider, lend diginity to our pursuit, and will induce many to throw

aside the bushel-basket under which they have been hiding their spark of

enthusiasm for our hobby.

The first toast to the "Philatelic Society" was given by Mr. Castle in a

brilliant address, lasting about fifteen minutes. The Vice-President reviewed,

in extenso, the work of the Society during the past year, and his remarks were

interspersed with many a witticism, all of which were fully appreciated.

Particularly effective was a division of the devotees of Philately into four

classes, following the old game of beasts, birds and fishes.

I cannot, in these short remarks, repeat the very witty framework con

structed by Mr. Castle, but still, for the benefit of our readers, briefly state

the classification.

First, the birds (e. g. the dove); the innocent old-fashioned collector.

Second, the fishes (e. g. the shark); the more modern specialist. Third, the
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beasts (e. g. the lion of the eastern and the wily panther of the western end of

the Strand); the dealers. Fourth, the reptiles: the speculators.

This toast was responded to by Mr. Tilleard, in a few fitting words which

were thoroughly appreciated by all present. _

Then followed “The Press," by Mr. Hubert R. Oldfield, and responded

to by Mr. E. ]. Nankivell, the writer of our London Letter, and the editor of

the .P/zilalelie Record.

“The Visitors" were honored by Mr. Gordon Smith, and responded

to by Mr. Albrecht and myself.

The list was completed by a toast to the Vice President of the Society,

given by Major E. B. Evans, and responded to in a few feeling words, by

Mr. Castle.

The evening was thoroughly enjoyed by all present, and I had the

pleasure of meeting there many of those who have been shining lights of

Philately since it was rocked in its cradle.

I left London on Thursday, June 4th, for a run through the English and

Scottish lakes, and except for an occasional visit to a stamp dealer, this

portion of my journey can be of but little interest to my readers.

At Birmingham, I met the old-timer, Mr. W. T. Wilson, who has been

identified with Philately for over 30 years, and who combines with a

splendid stock of good stamps an intimate knowledge of values, both of the

past and of the present.

I shall next turn up philatelically at the “ Philatelist's Day " in Cologne,

from June 19th to 22d, and expect to be able to furnish some interesting

reading for the August number of the JOURNAL.

THE MARKET

Auction sale of Venton, Bull & Cooper, May 14th, 1896.

Baden, r862-64, perf, 1394,15 kr. rose, unused with part gum and fine, £2.15»

Lubeck, 2% sch. brown, error, unused and fine, z. 2.0

Odenburg, 1st issue, i-r5 th. black on rose. unused and fine, 3. 0.0

“ 2nd issue, 1-3 gr., black on green, unused with full gum

and very fine, 5. 5.0

Wurtemberg, 1859, 6 kr. green, unused and fine, 3. 7.6

“ 70 kr. violet on yellowish, unused and very fine, 3.12.6

“ another one on white paper, 2.ro.o

Spain, Madrid, 1 c., bronze on envelope, 2. 2.0

" 1852, 2 rls. red, a fine horizontal pair, 16. 5.0

Switzerland, Basel, 2% rappen, very fine, 5. 0.0

Winterthur, 2% rappen, very fine, 2.18.0

Zurich, 4 rappen, horizontal lines, unused and fine, 25. 0.0

Tuscany, watermarked Crowns, r quat. black on blue paper, unused, 2. 0.0

Great Britain, 2d blue, without lines, unused with full gum, 5.15.0

“ “ Perf., I4, watermarked Small Crown, 2d. blue, unnsed,

without gum, 4. 4.0

“ “ 2%d lilac-rose, watermarked Orb, plate 3, unused, full

gum, 3. 0.0

Great Britain, wmk. Medium Garter, on white paper, 4d rose, unused

horizontal strip of 3, full gum, 37. 0.0

" “ rosh. graygreen, watermarked Anchor, on blue paper,

“ “ surcharge “ specimen,” 5. 5.0

,, ,. I. R. Official, watermarked 3 Orbs,£r brown-lilac, sur

charged “specimen,” 2. 0.0

u

Mulready, 2d envelope, used 2. 4.0
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Ceylon, 4d rose, imperf., fine margins, slightly postmarked but light

shade of color, 12. 0.0

India, 1st issue, 1 anna red, pin perforation, used on piece of original

letter, 8. 0.0

“ " “ }6 anna red, a superb unused horizontal pair with

bottom margin, ' 12.10.0

“ 1856-64, 2 a green, unused, gum 2.15.0

“ Service stamps, 6 annas 8 pies slate, unused, with gum, 3. 6.0

“ “ 1867, 2, 4 and 8 annas, green and lilac

unused, full gum, very fine, 14. 00

Cape of Good Hope, woodblock, 1d. scarlet, fine, 4. 0.0

" 4d blue, superb, 4. 0.0

“ 4d dark blue, superb. 8. 0.0

Mauritius, “Post Paid," 1d vermilion, first state of plate, 23.150

2d blue, earliest possible impression, slightly

out into on two sides, and good margins on

other sides, unused, with part gum, 22.10.0

“ " 2d blue, early state of plate, small margins,

and used on large piece of original, 3.1 2.6

“ Large Fillet, 2d blue, good margins, but slightly torn into, 10. 0 0

United States, 1851, so brown, imperf. 1.18 o

“ 1856, 90c blue, unused, full gum 4. 0.0

" 1861, 5c mustard, unused, full gum 6.12.6

“ 1861, another one, but no gum 4. 5.0

“ 1868, 24c lilac, with grill, fine unused, horizontal pair,

full gum 3.17.6

“ 1869, issue complete, unused with full gum and superb,

the 15c without frame 13.15.0

“ Re-issue of 1869. without grill, complete, unused with gum

(except 30c) 2o.10.0

“ " 300 blue and carmine, used 3.10.0

“ State, 2 dollars, unused, full gum 2. 2.0

“ “ 5 dollars, unused, full gum 18.15.0

“ “ 10 dollars, unused, full gum 1o.15.o»

“ “ 20 dollars, unused, full gum 9.15.0

British Columbia, perf. 14, 100 blue and pink, perforations cut at

‘ bottom, unused, full gum ' 5.10.0

“ perf. 14, $1 green, perfs. slightly clipped, unused,

full gum 6. 0 o

" perf. 12%, 5c black and red, unused, full gum 2. 6.0

“ perf. 12%, 10c blue and pink, unused, full gum 3. 2.0

“ “ another one, used 2.12.6

“ “ $1 green, unused, full gum 3. 0.0

“ “ another one, used 3. 0.0

Canada, 7%d green, unused, full gum, superb, 1:. 5.0

“ another one, used, immense margins, 3.12.6

“ perf , 12, 6d purple black, unused, full gum, 16.10.o

New Brunswick, 6d. yellow, used, on piece of original, magnificent

specimen, 4. 0.0

" 1sh. violet, very fine, 17. 0.0

Newfoundland, 2d carmine red, very fine, 4. 0.0

“ 6d carmine red, fine, 4. 0.0

Nova Scotia, 6d dark green, superb, 2. 4.0
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Nova Scotia, 6d yellow green, unused, full gum, slightly out into at one

side, 3. 5 0

" rsh violet, very fine, 20. 0.0

Bahamas, no wmk., perf., 15, 1d lake, unused, 3. 0.0

“ “ “ 4d rose, unused, 8. 5.0

“ “ “ 6d violet, unused, 9. 5.0

“ “ “ 6d gray, unused, 8. 2.6

“ watermarked Crown and C. C., 4d. rose, error imp., unused,

gum, 2. 6.0

Barbadoes, 55h rose, unused, gum, 3.13.0

“ another one, used, 2. 6.0

“ Provisional, rd on half 5sh., used, on piece of original, 5.12.6

British Guiana, r851, 10 black on magenta, used, on piece of original, 5. 2.6

“ r860, 10 dark brown, unused, part gum, very slight

tear 2 8o

“ 1862, Provisional issue, 10 black on rose, border of

crossed ovals, very fine 4. 0 0

“ 1876, 96c drab, unused, full gum 3. 0.0

Dominica, watermarked Crown 8: C. A., 10sh unused, with gum, 4. 2.6

“ very fine used specimen 6.10.0

Nevis, perf. 13, 4d rose, unused, very fine 2.12.0

“ “ 6d gray lilac, unused, gum 2.10 0

“ “ 1sh green, unused 4. 8.0

“ “ 4d orange. unused, full gum 2. 4.0

“ another one, darker shade 2.10.0

“ lithographed, 6d gray, unused, full gum 12. 0.0

" 1879, 6d green used, very fine 6. 0.0

Montserrat, watermarked Crown 8: C. A., 4d blue 3.12.6

St. Christopher, 6d olive brown, unused, gum 2.17.6

St. Lucia, watermarked Star, 4d blue, unused, very fine 4.12.0

“ “ 6d green, used 2 16,0

St. Christopher, 1883-84, rsh black and orange, unused, full gum 4.10 0

“ watermarked Crown and C. A. lilac, unused, full gum 2.10.0

“ another one, used. very fine 3. 5.0

“ wmk., Crown and C.A., rsh orange brown, unused,

' with gum, 5. 0.0

St. Vincent, 1862-66, 4d yellow, unused, gum, 2.10.0

“ 1sh slate gray, unused, full gum, 2.12.6

“ watermarked Star, Ssh rose red, unused, gum and very

fine, r5.r5.0

" Provisionals, 1d on half of 6d blue green, very fine,

unused pair, 15. 0.0

“ Provisionals, %d in red on half 6d yellow green, very

fine used pair, 4.10.0

“ Provisionals, 4d on rsh vermilion, very fine, 10. 0.0

" watermarked Crown and C.A., perf. 12, 4d ultramarine,

unused, full gum, 4. 4.0

“ watermarked, perf. 14, 4d red brown, unused, full gum, 6. 5.0

“ “ perf. 12, 6d bright green, unused, full gum, 1.11.0

Trinidad, lithographed, 6d green, imp., used on piece of original, 2.10.0

Tobago, watermarked Crown and CC., 6d ochrc unused, full gum, 4. 0.0

“ " Crown and C.A., 6d ochre, unused, full gum, 12. 0.0
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Virgin Islands, perf. 15, 6d pink, unused, gum, 7.10.0

“ rsh crimson, with single line border, unused, full gum, 4. 2.6

“ another one, but with white gum instead of yellow 4. 0.0

“ another one, used 4. 4.0

“ rsh crimson, with double line border, unused, full gum 4 4.0

Bolivar, 1st issue. 100 green, unused, very fine 7 0.0

Dominican Republic, 1865, 1 real black on yellow, unused, very fine 5.10.0

Uruguay, block letters, 1800 green, used 2.15 0

New South Wales, Sydney View, 1d red, plate II, unused, slightly

cut into I 3. 0.0

“ “ 1d, lake. very fine 3. 5.0

“ . “ plate II. 2d blue, unused 2.10 o

" superb used specimen 2. 8.0

I‘ “ _ 3d green, unused _ I 5. 0.0

‘ Laureated issue, 8d orange, unused, original gum,

very fine 18.18.0

Queensland, 1st issue, 2d blue, very fine 5.10.0

“ “ 6d green, unused, very fine r1.15.0

“ another one, used on piece of original 2. 0.0

Victoria, beaded oval, 6d orange 2.10.0

Western Australia, 1st issue, 2d brown on red, unused 4. 4.0

“ “ 6d bronze, superb 6. 0.0

Auction sale of Cheveley & Co., May 18th and 19th, 1896.

Great Britain, “ V.R." 1d black; unused, several pin holes, £ 5. 0.0

“ embossed. 6d lilac, dark shade, unused, with gum,

cli ped at top. 1. 9.0
“ 2d bliile, Large Crown, small perf., thin white lines,

unused, without gum, plain edge at top, 3.10.0

Hanover, rogr, unused, fine, 2. 0.0

India, long provisional 8 annas, “ Service," slightly rubbed, 6.15.0

Portuguese Indies, [1874] 201 red [small figures], perfs., clipped at

top, otherwise very fine, 2 6 0

Lagos, [188 ] 2sh 6p brown, used, fine, 3. 7.6

Mauritius, 1848), 1d vermilion, medium state of plate, good margins

and light postmark, 2. 8 0

“ same issue, 2d blue, medium state, fine margins, 5. 5.0

“ Post Paid, 2d blue, earliest state of plate, rather thin in one

place, not much margin, otherwise very fine, 4. 8.0

New South Wales. 2d, Sydney, plate II, rare variety with “crevit "

omitted, very fine, 2.12.0

“ do., variety without pick and shovel, very fine, ’ 2.10.0

“ 3d Sydney, unused, slightly cut into at bottom, 3. 0 0

“ 8d orange, imperf., fine, 2. 4,0

“ same issue, 6d purple, error, watermark “ 5," unused, o.g., 2 40

Victoria, “ Too late" stamp, fine, unused, o.g., 2.12.0

“ 5sh blue on yellow, very fine, _ _ 3.15.0

Brazil, slanting figures, 180 reis, unused, good margins, but slightly

re aired. 2.10.0
“ “ p3,00 reis used, a trifle clipped at top, but fine 2. 4.0

“ “ 600 reis, unused, very fine 4.15.0

British Guiana, [1862], provisional, 20 yellow, border of pearls,

unused, No. 18 on plate, 2.10.0

Buenos Ayres, 4 pesos brown, unused, very fine 3, 5_°
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Canada, 7%d green, unused, cut close, without gum 2. 4.0

Dominica, CA, rsh lake, superb unused pair, in mint state 10.100

Nevis, 6d gray, unused, very fine 2. 2.0

Nova Scotia, 6d. dark green, unused, thin in one spot, otherwise very

fine 3. 0.0

United States, 1869, 300 without grill, unused, very fine 2. 8.0

“ “ 900 very fine 2. 0.0

Auction sale of Ventom, Bull & Cooper, May 21st and 22d, 1896.

France, 1st issue, 1 franc deep orange with dotted postmark, fine, 8. 5.0

“ “ “ orange with gridiron postmark, fine, 6.10.0

Ceylon, 4d rose, imperforate, splendid color, lightly postmarked, very

fine, 11. 0.0

“ 8d brown imperforate, no margins top and left side, but

showing considerable portion of next stamp at bottom, fine, 8.10,0

" rsh violet, imperforate, unused, fair margins on three sides,

but rather short at top, 2. 2.0v

“ 2sh blue, imperforate, fine, 4. 0.0

“ no watermark, 5d brown, unused, gum, fine, 4. 0.0

Philippines, 1st issue, 100 pale rose, fine, 2. 0.0

“ “ 10c carmine, unused, gum, fine, 1.18.0

Cape of Good Hope, woodblock, 1d red, fine, 2. 2.0

“ “ 1d red, large margins on two sides, 2. 0.0

United States, 1861, 5c mustard, unused, full gum, 7. 2.6

Nevis, Lithographed, 6d gray, unused, full gum, fine, 12. 0.0.

St. Vincent, Provisionals, %d on half of 6d red and yellow green, fine

unused pair, full gum, 3.10.0

“ Provisionals, }éd in red on half of 6d yellow green, superb

unused horizontal strip of 4, third stamp having

no bar between the 1 and 2 of )4 12.120

Virgin Islands, perf. 12, 6d rose, the variety with large V. used, fine, 4. 0.0.

Brazil, slanting figures, 600 reis, fine, 4. 0.0.

New South Wales, Sydney Views, Plate I , 1d red 2. 0.0

“ “ Plate 11., 1d red, fine 2. 4.0.

" Laureated Issue, 3d green, unused, gum 2.12.6

“ “ 6d brown, error Walls, used on

large piece of letter, fine 2 7,6

“ “ 1854-56, 2d blue, imp., wmk. 5,

unused, full gum 2. 4.0

“ “ 1854-56, 8d orange, fine, 2.17.6,

“ ' “ “ rsh rose carmine, wmk. 8,

unused 6.10.0

Queensland, 1st issue, 2d blue, imperforate, used on entire, fine 5. 0.0

Tasmania, serrated, perf., 2d yellow green postmarked, cut twosides 3. 0.01

St. Vincent, Provisionals, %d on half 6d red and yellow green, fine,

unused pair, full gum, 3.10.0

Victoria, 5sh blue on yellow, used, 4. 0.0.

“ another one, fine, 3.15.0

Western Australia, 1st issue, 2d brown-black on Indian-red, used on

piece of original, fine, 5. 5.0

“ 1st issue, 4d blue, unused horizontal pair, only

rouletted between, severed and rejoined, 2. 6.0.
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Auction sale of Messrs. Puttick & Simpson, May 28th and 29th, 1896.

Denmark, 165k lilac, rouletted. unused, very fine, no gum, 2. 2.0

Great Britain, 25h red brown, fine, 2. 0.0

" another, (10., 2. 2.0

“ £5 orange, postally used, fair, 3. 3.0

Spain, 1850, 6 reales blue, unused, with gum, fair, 2. 5.0

“ 1o reales green, unused, with gum, fine, 4 5.0

" do, another, used, very fine, on piece of original, 4. 0.0

“ 1851, 2 reales orange red, fine, lightly postmarked, good

margins slightly rubbed, 20, 10.0

“ 1851, 10 reales green, unused, 2. 8.0

“ 1852, 2 reales red, very fine pair on piece of original, postmark

rather heavy, 24. 0.0

“ 1853, 2 reales scarlet, fine, on piece of original, with a 6 reales

blue, 7. 0.0

“ 1853, 6 reales blue, unused, 2.15.0

“ 1854, 1 real, pale blue, lightly postmarked, fine, 9. 0.0

“ r2 cuartos rose and blue, inverted center, fine, but cut close

at right top corner, 8. 0.0

“ r856, perf., 19 cuartos brown and rose, a few perfs. clipped, 2. 2.0

Switzerland, 1850, with frame around cross, 10 rappen black and red

on yellow, very fine, 4.12.6

Tuscany, first issue, 2 soldi red, cut rather close at bottom, but fine, 4.17.6

Afghanistan, 1289, 6 shahi purple, unused, torn into round sides,

otherwise fine, 2. 5.0

“ “ 1 rupee purple, unused, cut square, but corners

clipped and torn at top, 4. 0.0

Ceylon, imperf., star, 4d rose, unused, small defect at left bottom

corner, slightly soiled, believed to be imperf.

but not guaranteed, 3.10.0

“ “ “ 5d brown, pair unused, with gum, cut close at

top, but fine 4.12.6

“ “ “ 9d violet brown, very fine, from edge of sheet 2. 6.0

" “ “ 10d vermilion, unused, part gum, very fine 2.10.0

“ “ “ 1sh 9d green, very fine, from corner of sheet,

unused, small hole in margin 1.18.0

“ “ “ another, unused, with gum, small margin on

two sides, 2. 2.0

“ “ “ 8d yellow brown, very fine, lightly postmarked 4. 4.0

“ “ “ rsh 9d green, unused, with gum 4 0.0

Portuguese India, Issue 26, 6- on 2001 yellow, very fine, on entire 2. 2.0

“ Issue 27, 1% on 5 reis black, Crown type, vertical

pair, used, very fine 4. 4.0

Mauritius, Post Paid, 1d orange red on white, early state of plate,

superb, lightly postmarked, on original 11. 0.0

" Britannia, FOURPENCE surcharged in black, fine 2. 7.0

Natal, first issue, 6d green, fair, and 9d. blue, cut small, both on

pieces of original 4, Q9

Newfoundland, 6d orange vermilion, used, slightly postmarked, superb 2. 0.0

Confederate States, Athens; 5c purple, used, large margins, very fine,

guaranteed 6_|°_°

“ Spartanburg; 5c black, cut round and used on

entire, believed to be genuine, but not guaranteed 5. 0.0
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Barbados, imperf., on white, 4d red, a pair, unused, with gum, very

fine. 5. 5.0

Nevis, perf. 13 on grayish. ish green, unused, no gum, z_ 0,0

St. Christopher, Nevis 6d green, “ REVENUE," surcharged “St. Christ

topher " in violet, postally used, very fine, 2. 0,0

St. Vincent, no wmk., 4d orange, unused, with gum, very fine, 3, 0,0

“ do., rsh brown, small perforation, rather closely per

forated at top and bottom, 2_ °_°

“ do., lSh indigo, ditto, very fine, 4. Q0

Tobago, 1886, $4 penny on 6d orange brown, a used block of 4, the

surcharge on top stamps being defective, very fine, 4_ Q0

Virgin Islands, perf. 12, 6d rose, entire sheet of 25. in mint condition 24. 00

British Guiana, r862, Provisional, 20 yellow, fine, but cut close, rou

letted on 2 sides 3‘ 0.0

p, CAUSE CELEBRE—THE STAMP BOURSE.

(From Le Col/ectz'onneur a'e Tz'méres-Parte )

We remember that Mr. Edouard Cadol said to us one day; “The

novel writer has positively no use for your postage stamp collector; stamp

collecting is nothing but a feeble passion of schoolboys, without any deep

 

‘root andconfined necessarily toa small number of devotees. A collector

ruining his family by purchases of postage stamps would produce mocking

laughter in the theatre." _

But now! Philately, gentle Phllately, has just been connected with a

notorious crime which is now filling all the papers, and, contrary to the

opinion of Mr. Cadol, we shall certainly see novelists and dramatists take

hold of this new subject.

On May 21st last, a large and heavy case arrived during the day at the

small station of Couville, and, not being claimed by any one of the travelers,

was placed in the baggage room. It was noticed as emitting a suspicious

odor, and, consequently, was opened by order of the authorities. The case

contained a trunk, and in the latter there was discovered a corpse, partly

naked and doubled up ; the head had been smashed by hatchet blows. The

next day, the lugubrious parcel was called for by the passengers, a young

man and a young woman, who had brought it from Paris. Arrested at once,

they could not deny their crime nor conceal their identity : the man is

named Aubert and his companion Marguerite Dubois. The former had

successively usurped the names of Castel, Castex, Darnis, etc.

It was then learned with surprise that the assassin and his victim were

frequenters of the Stamp Bourse, and that it was to obtain possession of a

collection of postage stamps that Aubert had committed a crime.

Not knowing how to get rid of the body, the murderer had for several

days carted it about in cabs, shut up in the trunk. From the Avenue de

Versailles he took it to the Montparnasse station, removed it from there to take

it to the baggage room of the Lyons Railroad station ; the next day he took

the sinister package to a packer to have it covered with a second case. He

finally decided to take it to the St. Lazare station and thence to Couville

with him, evidently intending to throw it into the sea.

Aubert is thirty years of age, of medium height, slender, with dark com

plexion and sharp eyes ; a twitching of the face causes him to be remember

ed at once by those who have had any dealings with him. He came from a

family of easy means, of Saint Julien, Medoc, soon dissipated a small

patrimony, took to cheating, and went into various operations ; finally, he
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became a postage stamp broker, which could not have been very profitable

since he was entirely without resources at the moment of the crime. At the

Stamp Bourse, he had made the acquaintance of several persons who

came to his house, drawn there by the passion for philately and also by his

companion, Marguerite Dubois.

Mr. Delahaef, unfortunately, was among the number. He was a young

man about twenty years of age, rather timid, living at his father's,

25 Rue Rhumkorff, at least this is the address which we find on his sub

scription slip to the Colleetzonneur de Timbres-Poste, which subscription has

been renewed each year since 1892, with these changes of address : 34 Rue

St. Ferdinand and it Rue Belidor.

He was, therefore. not a novice; he often went to the Stamp Bourse,

buying and selling, and it was the purchase from a Mr. Binard of a collection

worth 2coo francs, which had been much talked of at the Bourse, that attracted

Aubert’s attention to him. It was at that time that the idea must have been

formed in the mind of the murderer of procuring by swindling, robbery or

even murder, important lots of rare stamps, which are easier to sell than

jewels or other merchandise. With this object, he wrote three letters on the

12th of May, to young Delahaef, to Mr. Astruc and to us. These letters are

substantially, though not exactly the same. We give here a photo-engraving

of the one received by us. The name and figures in the corner are marks

added by us.

The following is the translation of the letter which we reproduce :

PARIS, Tuesday, May 12th, 1896.

Mr. Maury, Paris.

I should like to buy a collection of good stamps, guaranteed genuine, for

about two or three thousand francs. I have thought that in your house I might

easily find such. If you can supply me with them within 24 hours, please

send word to me—Mr. Gaston Darnis, Cafe des Negociants, Rue du Louvre,

City. Send one of your employees with the reply to the Cafe des Negociants,

or to my hole which is next door, the Grand Hotel Central, Rue du Louvre,

about 12 or iO’clock. I remain, etc.,

G. DARNIS.

We replied to this letter that we never went to houses, either to buy or to

sell, but that in our store we were willing to give the client all information

which could be useful to him. Mr. Astruc replied to the same effect.

Young Delahaef was not so prudent, he hastened to keep the appointment,

delighted to do business, taking with him his collection and his duplicate

stamps. This was on May 14th. The accessories to the trap were ready-

the fine eyes of Marguerite Dubois, the axe, the empty trunk. The unfortun

ate man did not return.

Meanwhile, Aubert was endeavoring to sell the stamps of which he had

just obtained possession, with the sole object, we must repeat, of procuring

money, and not to satisfy the mad passion of a collector.

From the 15th to the 18th of May, he probably sold the rarest-to

whom? This is not yet known.

On May 19th he sold to Mr. Doubledent, stationer, Rue du Bac, for the

sum of 600 fr. a partly denuded album.

He also presented himself at Mr. Vervelle's, offering him some rather

common duplicates; he said that he had also a good collection to sell, on

condition that he received the money down for it, as he was going away. He

promised to bring all the next morning but probably found a purchaser on

the way, for he did not keep the appointment.
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The reporters of the large newspapers overwhelmed us for three days

with the following questions :

“What is the Stamp Bourse really? What is the origin of the word Phila

tely? Which are the dearest stamps ? What are the names of the principal

collectors and what is the value of their collections? When did people begin

to collect? What does the stamp business amount to?" To all this we have

replied a hundred times, during the past few years, and each time our infor

mation, more or less correctly noted down, has been reproduced in articles

strewn with errors.

We shall, therefore save ourselves a great deal of time by doing this work

once for all. We shall then have nothing to do in the future but to refer

journalists to it ; they can adorn it with their professional flourishes and

adapt it to the requirements of the case.
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THE STAMP BOURSE.

We have already related how a few isolated collectors, numismatists or

collectors of the old vignettes from sheets of stamped paper, among whom we

have mentioned Messrs. Legras and Laplante, had, about 1855, the idea of

collecting postage stamps also. But it was from 1858 to 1860 in Paris that

the fashion-we may say the passion-of collecting stamps burst forth and

increased, especially among children. The first devotees made appointments

to meet in the Jardin des Tuileries, under the shade of the large chestnut

trees along the central walk, between the parterres surrounded by railings

and the square space where there are two statues of young girls running,

copied from some antique statues ; the terrace which overlooks the quays is

further on.

Boys and girls held pleasant meetings there each day, and handed one

another their books of duplicates which they wished to exchange : "I will

give you two Belgians for your Spanish" and the collections gradually

became enriched with types whose novelty rendered them admirable, whilst

mamas and governesses, seated around on the large straw-covered chairs

watched the childish transactions from a distance, reading or doing needle

work.

On Thursdays, and especially on Sundays, the little market was more

lively, as the school boys brought their noise and their pennies. There were

also to be found junior clerks from banks and business houses, where the
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harvest of postage stamps was abundant and easy. The sales soon got ahead

of the exchanges. The name of Petite Bourse [Little Exchange], given in

pleasantry, was a happy one ; all the newspapers mentioned it whenever they

spoke of the mania for stamp collecting. The Little Stamp Bourse was seen

at the theatre and was found in the annual reviews. Sardou introduced into

his Famz'l/e Brno/‘Ian [1865] a broker of eight years of age who got the best

of his little comrades by buying up all the stamps of the Confederate States

of America which were on the market, to sell them again an hour later when

a dispatch announced that the Federals were the vanquishers. This has no

common sense from a philatelic point of view, but let us proceed.

In 1864, the Stamp Bourse met every Thursday and Sunday, gathering

from two to four hundred persons, children no longer figuring for more than

half. It was a real open market, where might be found persons of doubtful

appearance, indelicate dealers and even worse. Complaints were numerous ;

children had received counterfeit stamps in exchange for their genuine ones ;

books and albums had been carried off ; young men there sold stamps which

they had stolen. Under pretext of offering stamps to children, well dressed

men made such proposals to them that the presence of a special agent was

deemed necessary.

The police, whom these periodical assemblies had annoyed for a long

time, were delighted at receiving orders to tolerate them no longer.

Tracked into all the corners of the Tuileries where they had appointments,

the collectors emigrated to the Jardin du Luxembourg. As soon as it be

came somewhat numerous, the new market was again dissolved by order, and

was transplanted to the Champs-Elys'ees, at different points, and finally to the

Carre Marigny behind the Marionette shows. It has remained there ever

since, with ups and downs, according to the more or less tolerant disposition

of the police. '

Independently of the principal group, which these peregrinations have

several times divided up, there have been, at various times, attempts at small

markets in different parts of Paris; on the Boulevards, near the Cirque

d'I-liver, in the Jardin du Luxembourg, in the squares. It was the same

thing in other large towns, but these attempts were not followed up as in

Paris.

Abroad, open stamp markets have been noticed in all the capitals, but

as soon as they got beyond the proportions of children's games, that is, when

dealers appeared, they were no longer tolerated, and they took refuge in

hired premises or in beer saloons. The Little Bourse of Vienna is spoken of

in this way, but it did not become very well-known.

Postage stamp dealers, established in stores, becoming more and more

numerous on all hands, prevented the open market from assuming pro

portions commensurate with the continually increasing number of votaries.

The meetings comprise sometimes twenty persons, sometimes they are to the

number of two to four hundred ; there are some frequenters who come in all

weather, winter and summer, if only to talk postage stamps. The general

air is rather Bohemian, with a mixture of ardent collectors, who are always

hoping, according to the slang of the place, to fair: un c/zopin, that is, find an

extraordinary bargain.

The stranger, the rich collector, who wanders there and, pretending to be

an expert, allows himself to be saddled with faked stamps, is called a pair:

(pear, Angl. gull).
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Neither large collectors nor large dealers habitually frequent this market.

The professionals carry bags with shoulder straps, like omnibus con

ductors, whence they take out their books of stamps and wherein they engulf

their receipts. There are mute and automatic dealers who offer their albums

wide open and, when stamps are pointed at, simply reply : “Five cents, twenty

francs, two cents" and, as soon as they have turned the last page, open

another album. Others are of a more jovial aspect and make speeches in

order to get the buyers to laugh, these latter being somewhat serious and full

of distrust. As a whole the gathering is rather thoughtful and busy, people do

not speak too loud, so as not to interfere with their neighbors. Each group

is composed of only three or four persons. Every new corner is assailed with

discreet offers ; three parts of the habituees know one another by sight only,

without knowing each other's name and address ; still, they know the albums

better than they do the faces.

It is nonsense to say that the prices of postage stamps are made at the

Bourse on the Champs-Elysees; these prices, which are somewhat elastic,

however. are fixed by the catalogues and periodicals of the large firms of

Paris, London, Brussels, Leipzig, New York, etc., which have stocks of seve

ral millions, not of stamps but of francs, and some of which are joint

concerns and as solid as good banks.

This fanciful name of Bourse produces a wrong impression, as in

Sardou's piece. There is no Bourse. except for important securities and for

products in enormous quantities. such as wheat. sugar, cotton, etc., which

absolutely require daily quotations. People do not speak of the Book

Bourse, the Curiosity Bourse, the Picture Bourse. The confusion degen

erates into bad faith and deserves prosecution when we find printed : “ The

Otficial Postage Stamp Bourse," since the word “ofiicial" conveys the idea

that the advertiser has the guarantee of the state, whilst in reality being with

out authority and totally unknown.

Established dealers, who pay heavy taxes which are a considerable

addition to their rent, and who pay the tax of the Commercial Bourse,

are unable to understand why the Municipal Council should. as requested,

favor the open market, which contributes nothing at all to the budget and

is not interesting in any other way.

It is a serious competition to steady business houses, as collections of

from a thousand to ten thousand francs find their way there, and twenty

franc pieces and bank notes circulate ; it is no longer a place where

youngsters go to exchange stamps.

Moreover, it is very strange for people to buy stamps like apples, in the

open air.

The stamp business is at the present time one of the most difiicult to carry

on seriously, since genuineness is the prime requisite ; now this genuineness

is not very easy to discern, on account of the progress made in the art of the

forger and of the advantages which can be obtained from the use of photo

engraving, and also on account of the impunity which is assured to them by

the French courts. as was seen last year when eight habituees of the Stamp

Bourse were acquitted.

In addition to the regretable promiscuousness, the Stamp Bourse has

the defect of exciting in many children who frequent it assiduously a

mercantile precocity which is distressing to witness It often causes

young men to completely abandon their regular work in the ofiice, the store

or the work shop in order to launch into hazardous speculations in postage

stamps, as pernicious as betting on horse races.
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_ To sum up, we do not demand the death of the open market, but we

think they are imprudent who claim for it an ofiicial recognition, which it

would be unjust to accord to it, and an installation at the expense of the

city.

To finish kindly, we will say that the Stamp Bourse is, on a sunny

_Sunday, one of the corners of picturesque Paris worthy of being seen. It has

in its favor the fact that it was the cradle of philately when it was nothing

but a childish stamp mania. But its chief defect is that it is too mixed;

collectors are there taken in—even taken in a trunk.

NOTES

We have seen the United States revenue stamp 2 cents orange,

Certificate, with the word Certificate doubly impressed.

GC’GGQ

Mr. Chaidopoulos, in a letter to Le Timbre-Porte, states that the I

lepton and 5 lepta of Greece, Belgian print, do not exist perforated 1:}6.

Thus, exit of these two varieties from our catalogue.

I n n» a a c» .

We have seen a horizontal pair of the current 5 centavos of Mexico

imperforate vertically, and another one with extra perforation vertically

across the center of the stamp.

{11* {2' {'1' Cl- {1*

The Monthly Bulletin corrects two mistakes which crept into our last

month's chronicle. In the first place, we stated, on the authority of the

Philatelic journal of Great Britain, that 2 and 3 cent cards, single and

reply, had been issued by the Netherlands, when it should have been

Honduras, as correctly given by our contemporary. The second error is

the announcement of the issue of a two penny blue postal card in Queens

land, whereas it should have been a letter card, as there is no postal card of

such a value in that colony.

{I} Q {1' G G

We have seena horizontal pair of the current 1 lepton of Greece,

Athens print, imperforate vertically between the stamps, but the perforations

across the center of each stamp.

{1' G {l‘ G ‘G

The London Philalelirt quotes an extract from a letter from Dr. Michel

sen, of Bogota, to Messrs. Cameron and Co., in which he states that the

Garzon provisionals are bogus and have no philatelic value, as they have never

been used in the postal service. We must disagree with this statement, as we

have now before us an envelope addressed to us, containing a circular offering

these stamps, which envelope is prepaid by a re Garzon, duly obliterated with

the Garzon and New York postmarks, and which was delivered to us free of

any surtax. However, we have no doubt in our mind that'the issue of these

stamps was unnecessary and that they are of very little philatelic value.

{1* {3} Cl’ G {l

We learn from the Monthly Bulletin that both the 2 and 3 centavos
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Cuban reply cards of 1882 exist with the stamp of the first half in the upper

right corner and that of the second half in the upper left corner.

GGGGG

We gather from the Deulrc/ze Briefmarke/z-Zez'lung that the registration

envelopes of Gibraltar have appeared in various sizes with the space for the

address on the flap side, and the instructions on the back.

GGGGG

Le Timore-Porle mentions the IO and 40 centimes of the 1865 issue of

Belgium as existing imperforate.

GGGGG

The Mani/11y journal notes the current 5 shillings of Natal on bleuté

paper.

G G G G G

The {Plant/21y journal chronicles the following curiosities of perforation

of current New Zealand stamps:

}ép rose, double perforation horizontally.

1p rose “ “

2p lilac

4p green

yap rose, double perforation vertically.

2p I‘ (‘ G‘

The same contemporary chronicles a new variety of the newspaper

wrapper, on which the inscription is now in five lines, as follows: " THIS

Wrapper may only be used for transmission of newspapers WITHIN NEW

ZEALAND, and must not enclose any letter, or communication of the nature

of a letter (whether separate or otherwise). If this rule be infringed, letter

rates will be charged"

‘l l‘ ‘f

“ f‘ I‘

GGGGG

We have seen two varieties of the Guatemala envelope 6 centavos on 5

cent avos blue, red surcharge; the first being a double surcharge side by

side on the stamp, and the second an additional surcharge sideways in the

lower left corner of the envelope.

GGGGG

The Pkz'latelie journal of Great Britain states that the Breitfuss collec

tion contains a vertical pair of the Austria 1867.50 soldi, imperforate bet ween.

G G G G G

The London P/zz'latelzltt describes a variety of the one penny 'reply card of

Cape of Good Hope, surcharged for use in the territory of the British

South African Company, in which the word VIA of the surcharge is absent.

G G G G G

The Mani/14y journal chronicles a vertical pair of Brazil to reis orange

unpaid letter stamp, rouletted all round, but imperforate between the two

stamps.

G G G G G

We have seen a vertical pair of the Belgium rec Postal Packet Stamp, of

the issue of 1879, imperforate between.

G G G G G

Mr. J. B. Robert informs us that on the first of July a 5 gulden stamp

will be issued in the Netherlands, also that the 50 cents and 1 gulden adhesives

will be issued printed in two colors on or about the same date.
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_ Mr. I. M. Bartels informs us that he has seen the following two unchro

mcled varieties: United States, Executive _Depar_tment, m on ribbed paper.

British Protectorate 1889, 1p "1" with slanting serif,

' CHRONICLE.

BELGIUM.—

Mr. I. K. Schuh has sent us a Postal Packet

stamp of 60 centimes, which has just been.

issued.

Postal Paeket slamp.

watermarked Coat of Arms in the sheet.

Perforated 15 %x14%.

60c lilac and black

  

BRITISH EAST AFRICA PROTBOI'ORA'I‘IL-The Monthly journal

states that the Indian envelope of 2 annas 6 pies on 4 annas 6 pies has been

surcharged BRITISH EAST AFRICA in blue.

Envelape.

White wove paper.

2a 6p on 4a 6p orange, black and blue surcharges.

 

BRITISH GUIANA-The Mantlzly journal is informed by a correspon

dent that when the 3 cent cards were surcharged 2 cents, a few - of the 1879

variety were found in stock and were overprinted at the same time.

Postal Cara’.

2c on 3c carmine, buff (1879)

 

BULGARIA-Le Colleelianneur de Timber-Paste mentions the issue of 2'

Adhesive Stamps.

Perforated.

2l rose on pink

31 rose on gray

  

CAPE OF‘, GOOD HOPE-From the Pfiilatelz'e journal of Great Brilaz'rz

we learn that the 2% penny adhesive is now printed in blue.

Adlzesive stamp.

Watermarked an Anchor.

Perforated.

2%p blue

  

OBYLON.—According to the Nederlandsell Tijdse/zrifl war Porfzegelkande,

the 1 rupee 12 cents has also been surcharged “ ON SERVICE."
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Ofiieial stamp.

Watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated :4.

1r 12c red brown, black surcharge

OOOEIN.-The Monthly journal chronicles the M and r puttan en~

velopes embossed “ Cochin Government,” without color, on the flap.

Envelopes.

}ép orange 1p red violet

OOLOMBIAN REPUBLI0—T0l1ma.—Le Timhre-Paste states that the

current Cubiertas of 5, 10 and 50 centavos have the coat of arms re

engraved and the date has been changed to “ 18." Also that other values

of the same type have been issued with the date “189."

 

Cubiertas.

5c brown 60c black on yellow

10c vermilion 700 black on brown

20c brown 80c black on green

300 blue green 900 black on pale blue

40c orange 1p black on rose

50c blue

 

DANISH WEST INDIES.——The 1 cent is now printed in brown red with

yellow green frame.

Adhesive stamp.

Watermarked Crown

Perforated

rc brown red and yellow green

 

DNMARK-According to Le Timhre-Poste, the perforation of the

stamps has been changed from 13% to 12%. So far, the 4 and 8 fire have

been issued with the new perforation.

Adhesive stamps.

Watermarked a Crown.

Perforated :2 $6.

4 ore blue and slate 8 ‘(ire carmine and slate

 

Ham-Le Colleetz'anneur de Timbres-Paste chronicles the issue of a )6

centime stamp, and announces the following changes in the colors of the

other values:

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated.

%c red brown

30 lilac 7c gray

5c olive 10c orange

 

LABUAN.-The Philatelic Record chronicles the 4 cent on 8 cent postal

card of North Borneo as having been surcharged LABUAN.

Postal earzl.

4c on 8c green, white, black surcharge

 

MADAGASCAR-Le Collel'tz'auneur a’e Timbres-Paste chronicles the

following provisional and regular issues. The provisional consists of the
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current French stamps surcharged with new value in black, and the regular

issues are of the regulation colonial type.

Aa’llesive stamps.

Provisional issue.

Perforated 14x13%.

50 on to black on lilac - 25c on 30 gray on grayish

150 on 20 brown on buff 250 on 40 claret on lavender

250 on 20 brown on buff 250 on 400 red on straw

Regular issue.

Perforated 14x1 3%.

50 green on greenish 400 red on straw

10c black on lavender 50c carmine on rose

150 blue 75c black on orange

250 black on rose rfr bronze green on straw

Envelopes.

50 green

Letter eards. _

15c blue on gray 25c black on rose

 

MEXICO-Mr. S. Chapman has sent us some new Postal Cards of 2 and

3 centavos, for Inland and Postal Union use; they are similar to the preceding

issue, but the Inland Cards have now three dotted lines for the address, and

on all the cards the little fleur de lys ornaments above the rows of balls at

the sides have been omitted.

We have also received from J. V. Revillo an ofiicial Postal Card, as per

illustration below.

Paslal Cards.

Servicio Interior.

20 rose, rose inscriptions, buf

3c brown “ “ “ 20 balls at sides

30 brown “ “ “ 21 balls at sides

Union Postal Universal

2c rose, green inscriptions, buf

3c brown “ “ “

3c brown " “ “ (direceion)

Oflia'al Posla/ Card.

 

SERVICIO POSTAL MEXICANO

OBSERVATORIO METEoRoLooIco CENTRAL

M 11: x 1 c o

'I'ujeta Postal-Jam Portals.
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En one lndo ‘on, debe eacrthlm In dlrmclon.

CeaJltut ruerwl emlufimnml d l'ndreue_._._................. .

 

'lVSlII'lAlNl'l'IVISOJNOlNl'l

 
 

no value, black gray
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PARAGUAY.-We have received a provisional stamp of 5 centavos

consisting of the 2 centavos Telegraph stamp, surcharged in black as per

illustration.

  

Adhesive slam).

Provisional issue.

Perforated r r M.

Sc on 2c brown and blue, black surcharge

 

ROUMANIA.-The Philatelie journal of Great Brilaz'n chronicles the

issue of adhesives and wrappers of r bani.

Adhesive slump.

watermarked PR.

Perforated.

1b chestnut

Wrapper.

1b chestnut

SALVADOR-We have received the current 2 and 3 centavos of Salvador

‘Null;

‘0mm’

with this surcharge Mr. N. F. Seebeck informs us that these ofiicial stamps

were not made by him, but that the surcharging has been done in Salvador,

by the Post Office Department.

Ofiiez'a/ slumps.

Perforated.

2c lake, black surcharge

3c yellow brown, black surcharge

surcharged in black. We suppose that the entire series exists

SOUTH AFRICAN REPUBLIC.—

F We have received the 2% pence of the new series printed in

. ultramarine, with value in dark green, and the 25h 6p printed

in heliotrope and the value in yellow-green.

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated 12xr2%.

2%p ultramarine and dark green

zsh 6p heliotrope and yellow green
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BPAIhL-According to Le Timbre-Poste, an official stamp of a new type,

for the use of the Members of Congress, has just been issued. We hope to

illustrate this next month.

Ofiia'al slam).

Perforated 14.

no value, rose

ZANZIBAR-Le Calleetionneur de Tz'mbrer-Porle mentions that the

current French stamps of 75 centimes and 5 francs have been surcharged res

pectively 7% annas and 50 an nas; also that the 5 centimes envelope has

been surcharged % anna, the postal card of 10 centimes 1 anna, and the

letter card of 25 centimes 2% annas.

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated 14x1 3%.

7% annas on 75c black on orange

50 annas on 5fr lilac on lavender

Postal eardr.

1 anna on too black,greenz'.rlz

1x1 anna on IOXIOC black, blue

Letter eard.

2% anna on 25c black, rare

 

ANSWERS To CORRESPONDENTS.

 

N., NEW YORK City.—We think, if you had carefully read the journal,

you wouldhave found, in the number for May of this year, the answer to your

question in regard to the U. S. 2c brown, 187;, on the soft. porous paper of

the American Bank Note Co. '1 hese stamps are described by Mr. J. N. Luff,

in an article on the subject of Reprints of U. S. stamps. The Continental

Bank Note Co. did not use the soft porous paper and the American Bank

Note Co printed no 2c brown, except as reprints.

As a rule, the U. S. Post Ofl‘ice Department has no remainders. A large

quantity of old issues, including Department stamps, were burned in 1884.

Since that time it has been the policy of the department to use up all the

stamps printed of each issue ; vide, the sale of the Columbians to the present

time, though they were only intended for issue in the year 1893.

“Muestra" means specimen.

The Rape! Sellada paper of Mexico was intended for Revenue stamps;

whether it was used for postage stamps by accident or intentionally is not

known.

“Habilitado" means re-established or re-habilitated. It has been used

on the stamps of Spanish Colonies to alter or re-establish the value of

certain stamps, for instance, issues of the Philippine Islands. It has also

been used on Revenue stamps to make them valid for postal use. In Spain

it was used to make the stamps of the Monarchy available for the Republic.
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01w 0}‘ LONDON PHILA'fELlC CLUB

HON. SEcRn'rARY's REPORT.

 

Committee for Season 1895-96 :— Vice-Presidents, Mr. Harry Hilckes and

Mr. John J. Lane. Hon. Treasurer and Exehange Superintendent, Mr. J. E.

Joselin. Hon. Librarian, Mr. C. Forbes. Messrs. H. A. Macmillan, H. I.

Bignold, W. Morley, N. Z. Drachachis, F. B. Carr, H. Thompson, W. G,

Hawkins, D. Nops, and Percy C. Bishop. Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. Forbes.

42, Strahan Road, Bow, London, E.

The twelfth meeting of the season was held at Kennan's Hotel, Crown

Court, 64, Cheapside, E. C., on Monday, 4th May, when the fifth of our

series of recently organized Cash Auction Sales was held, over £200 worth of

rare stamps, including a fine lot of unused old Colonials, Europeans, English,

&c., were put up for sale and many were sold at good prices.

Our sixth Sale will be held on June rst.

A number of new members have been elected within the last few weeks,

and a list will be published in the next report.

The thirteenth meeting of the season was held at Kennan's Hotel, Crown

Court, 64, Cheapside, E. C., on Monday, 18th May, when a philatelic treat

was in store for the members who attended, as Mr. Carr (one of our Com

mittee members) kindly brought his collection for the members to look over,

which gave general satisfaction, owing to the great care shown in mounting

the stamps. The collection is especially rich in old Europeans, United

States, and British Colonials, and at the close of a very pleasant evening a

vote of thanks to Mr. Carr was proposed by Mr. Warden and seconded by

Mr. Forbes.

Our next meeting will be held on June 1st, when our Sixth Auction Sale

will be held. Members will greatly oblige by attending as early as possible,

so that the sale can commence promptly at 8 p m,

The following new members were elected durng April and May: 4

N0. 7 G. Cardinale, Rome

24 E. Buhl, London

49 ]. Swinburne, Guernsey

53 F. Vandenbroucque, Beckenham

56 Chas. Ratton, Macon

57 Chas. de Grave Sells, Cornigliano Ligure

60 F. W. Ayer, Bangor, Maine

64 A. Pulin, Sevilla

67 T. J. Wise, Crouch Hill, N.

78 F. Curtiss, Camberwell

80 Dave Thomson, Stoke Newington, N.

86 H. Chetwin, Finsbury Park, N.

87 G. R. Francis, Woodford

88 C. H. Grell, Dominica

89 Dr. J. M. Barbour, Earl's Court, S. W.

Will publishers of books and papers on philately kindly send a copy to
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the Hon. Librarian, Mr. C Forbes, 42, Strahan Road, Bow, E., who will be

pleased to acknowledge same.

All books and papers received are laid on the table for the use of

members at our meetings.

GENERAL NOTICES.

Applications for membership and all communications with reference to

the Club, should be sent to the Hon. Sec., Mr. C. Forbes, 42, Strahan Road,

Bow, London. E.

The Annual Subscription to the Club is now Io/- for London, and 5]

for Country and Foreign members ; this includes a copy, as published of the

Ofi‘icial Organ.

THE METROPOLITAN PHILATELIC CLUB or salt ANTONIO.

Organized Nov. 18, 1894.

Headquarter-l CLIFFORD BUILDING, SAN ANTONIO, TIX.

Exnnflw Committee: EDWARD W. Hausmczn, President,

E. G. CBRVANTBS, VicePreIident, HENRY A. Reuss, Treasurer,

Joan G Ron-r, Secretary, _ J. F. Munrmr, Assistant Secretary.

Literary Beard.‘ Con. Joslvn FLVNN, U. S. A. Chairman.

H. C. GLAzu, Secretary, uuus Januv, Librarian.

Department of Auction, Pure-harm’, Sale and Exchangv: OSRPH A. MUELLER Superintendent.

CuARLns Ronmm, Counterfeit Detector, . T. FINCHAM, Attorney.

MINUTES or THE TWENTY-FIRST MEETING, HELD JUNE 10TH, 1896.

The meeting was held in the Assembly Hall of the Club Rooms,

Clifi‘ord Building, and came to order at 9 P.M., President Edward O. Heu

singer presiding, with E. G. Cervantes, Louis Glaeser, Joseph A. Miller,

Adolph Richter, Charles Roemer and John G. Roth, members; Louis Dietzel,

Carl Gloetzel and Gustave Junck, visitors in attendance. ‘

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved, and the

report of the Executive Committee was read and accepted.

A communication from J. & H. Ferroni & Co. of Ibaque. Dep't. of

Tolima, Rep. of Colombia, was read and referred to the Superintendent for

answer. A communication from Henry A. Reuss was also read and referred

to the Executive Committee for their consideration and action.

Mr. Roth proposed for active membership:

No. 209, Carl Gloetzel, No. zro, Gorrard Tarleton, No. 2r 1, D. Harmon.

Mr. Heusinger proposed for active membership: No. 2r2, Louis Dietzel.

There being no objections to the above candidates, they were, in accord

ance with the rules of the Club, declared elected.

The Superintendent then showed a number of stamp books, after which

refreshments were served.

The meeting adjourned at ro.3o P. M.

Jorm G. Roru, Seerelary.
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STATEN ISLAND PHILATELIG SOCIETY.

Brand of tire A. P. .4.

Meetings held the third Tuesday of each month Communications relatin to the Exchan De artat 5 o'clock I’. M., at Loescher‘s Hotel, 36 Cana men! address to Edgar R. Carter, Box 86, Teomp ins“

St., Stapleton, S. I., N. Y. ville, S. 1., N. Y.

'dnt A D! 0110!. . . . . .Pr“! ’ ‘ ‘Java. 1 Communications relating to Examlnatlon of

S’H‘MTJ'I Ron‘m' 5' LEHMAN- Stamps Department, address Henry Clotz, P. O.

For information address the Secretary, 9 W. 8011999, N. Y. City.

16th St., N. Y.

159th meeting of the Staten Island Philatelic Society was held at

Stapleton, N. Y., on Thursday, June 18th, 1896, at 8.30 P. 11., President

Dejonge presided. At roll call there were present the following members:

A. Dejonge, H. Clotz, Dr. R. Roehre, Oscar Dejonge, A. C. Carstanjen and

E. R. Carter. In the absence of the Secretary, Mr. Lehman, E. R. Carter

was appointed Secretary pro tem. Minutes of the last meeting were read

and approved. A favorable report having been received from the Executive

Committee, the following gentlemen were unanimously elected to member

ship : Mr. Ignatius Deissig and Rev. Charles H. Jones.

The following proposal for membership by Mr. E. R. Carter. was re

ferred to the Executive Committee: Mr. S. A. Stevens. of Portland. Maine.

Mr. A. Lohmeyer sent the Society, Mmt/zly Bulleh'n, No. 28, and for which

our thanks are tendered.

An exhibition of United States and Canadian stamps followed,which were

shown by Mr. A. C. Carstanjen, having been gathered in by him during his

vacation trip, they were disposed of at good prices to the members present.

Adjournment followed at 10.15 P. M,

EDGAR R. CARTER,

Setrelary prn fem.

NATIONAL PH'ILATELIOAL SOCll-I'f‘f.

Organized 1874. Incorporated 1892.

Meetings held Second and Fourth Tuesday of each month, at Room 26, Bible House, at 8 P. M.

OFFICERS.

President, j. N. T. Lavrcx. 54 William Street, Secretary, W. F. GREGORY, 11 Park Row, New

New York. York.

Vine-President, R. R. BOGERT, 160 Nassau Street, New York.

Treanu'er, Max MBYBNBBRG, 68 Eighth Street, Hoboken, N. j.

(‘O/1111!]TTEES.

R. R. Boomer, M. C. BsnLurscn,

Enlertar'nment H. GREMMEL, Finance G. W. D. CRITI‘BNTON,

DIR. B. M. FELDMAN. A. L. B/mzn.

G110. R. Tun-1.11, C. L. MORIAU,

Hear: 0s. 8. Rlcu, Memberrkr‘pg H. COLLIN,

. N. LUFP. .j. M. ANDREINI.

Librarian, J. S. R1c11, 489 Manhattan Avenue, Exchange Mam: er, G. W. D. Cxnrrsnrorc, E!)

New York. West End Ave., ew York.

MAY 26, 1896.

The 59th meeting of the Corporation and 307th of the Society called

to order at 9.25 by President Levick after the adjournment of Branch No 2.

American Philatelic Association.
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Present : Messrs. Andreini, Blake. Bogert, Brevoort, Eberhardt,

Gregory, Gremmel, G. B. Calman,Homberger, Levick, Luff, 'Meyenberg,

Mead, Perrin, Petersen, Rich, J. W. Scott, 'l‘hwing, Tuttle and Weed.

Minutes of last meeting read and approved.

Trustees reported election of Joseph B. Leavy and James W. George as

active members.

Resignation of Chas. M. Ams, which was accepted with regrets.

Also that the matter of Wm. A. Addicks had been referred to the

Society with recommendation that his name be dropped from theroll.

Action in accordance with this recommendation was taken.

Mr. Luff read a very interesting paper on “ U. S. Stamps of 1861,"

illustrated by specimens and enlarged drawings showing the varieties'

described. A vote of thanks was extended to Mr. Luff.

Adjourned at 10 P.M.

W. F. GREGORY, Secretary.

BIRMINGHAM PHILATELIC SOCIETY.

W. T. WILSON, President.

R. HOLLICK, Esq. and W. PlMM, Esq., Vice'Presidents.

COMMITTEE;

MR. V. LUNDEBLAD. MR. C. A. STEPHENSON,

MR. w. 5. VAUGHTON, Mn. W. F. WADAMS.

Hon. See. and Trees. MR. G. JOHNSON, B. A., 208 Birchfield Road. Birmingham.

May 7th.—Paper.—The Stamps of Greece-Mr. P. T. Deakin.

Mr. Deakin‘s elaborately and scientifically arranged collection, together

with autotype enlargements of the chief varieties formed capital illustrations

to one of the most carefully prepared papers ever given to the Society.

There is no doubt that it is one of the most difficult countries to properly ar

range, although at the same time one of the most interesting. and Mr. Deakin

admirably succeeded in his work of distinguishing the numerous printings

and varieties of the various issues. He afterwards presented the series of

mounted autotypes to the Society.

Messrs. W. B. Avery (Birmingham) E. Shorthouse (Birmingham) R.

H. Ridout (London) C. Forbes (London) H. N. Flewker (Wolverhampton)

G. Samarakoon (Ceylon) were unanimously elected members.

A vote of thanks was accorded Messrs, J. Tchakidji & Co. for a copy of

their catalogue.

Extraordinary General Meeting decided that from October rst next all

subscriptions to the Society shall be 5/- per annum, thus placing all members

on an equal footing. In the case of those who formerly paid 2/6, less than the

fair share of expenses was left after paying for the official journal, but this

slight alteration will enable the committee to make such arrangements as will
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cope with the steady increasing roll of membership and the consequent

increase in the exchange packets. The rules as altered were ordered to be

printed in the “Annual Journal" published on October 1st, and which will

also contain Lists of Members, Balance Sheets, Resume, Programme, with

Advertisements of Members and the Trade.

May zrsL-A P/u'lalelie Display by W. B. AvERv, Esqr.

M. P. Castle, Esqr.. (Brighton) was unanimously elected a member.

Mr. Avery commenced the display by first showing his Collection of

New Soul/1 Wales.— a page of picked specimens of each variety of early _

issues used and unused-—pairs and blocks in various stages of the

plates—then the more recent issues including all catalogued and many un

catalogued varieties in splendid condition and finally his complete recon

structed sheets of every variety of Sydney View and laureated. the sheets of

the various retouches being all shown, together with occasional duplicate

sheets for shades in paper and printing. The sheets are for the most part

made up of overlapping blocks, strips and pairs, these in turn frequently

covering up singles.

Passing on to Switzerland he showed a grand collection of the Cantonals

—all types-used and unused including many fine blocks, besides a very

large number of reconstructed sheets of the Federal stamps with a complete

collection of postmarks used on the Cantonal and Federal issues All the

later issues were of course shown complete in all shades, threads, papers,

perfs. etc.

Italy and llalian States followed next, with all the rarities, used and

unused, many on originals. A grand block of 8 half-tornese blue on original

being perhaps the most unusual. All the values of the 1868 issue of Sicily

were shown in complete sheets.

They were succeeded by Wes! Indies which were perhaps admired more

than some of the preceding, as almost every member present collected them

and more fully appreciated the difiiculty of getting together such a fine lot in

such grand condition. Every island was shown complete but, unlike most

collections, the rarer the stamp in many cases the more were shown. Every

variety of Nevis except rsh on laid was shown in uncut sheets, and in the

case of those printed from plates, in reconstructed sheets also, no less than 3

complete sheets of the rare 6d litho. were shown, used and unused.

Although the evening was now getting late all were anxious for even a

hasty look at Weslern Auslralz'a with its grand pages of early isues in superb

condition , inverted Swans and other such varieties.

Throughout the evening Mr. Avery interspersed the display with

amusing anecdotes and a summary commentary of prices given in good old

days for some of his choicest specimens. At the close a very hearty vote of

thanks was given to him for the great amount of trouble he had taken and

the pleasure it had given all the members present. It was not known till

afterwards that he had made a special journey from the Continent to fulfill

his part on the Programme.

The next meeting will be the Annual General Business Meeting for

election of officers etc., on Thursday October 1st, not October and as stated

on the Programme.
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A CATALOGUE FOR ADVANCED COLLECTORS

_0F—'

POSTAGE STAMPS, STAMPED ENVELOPES AND WRAPPERS.

COMPILED FROM THE MOST RECENT AUTHORITIES AND INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH

BY

HENRY COLLIN AND HENRY L- CALMAN.

(Confirmed.)

SPAIN-Continued.

18ml“? 1st-“1d March 1s"!364_(c°m'd') 200 me deep blue, center rose (Jan. 1st

  

Counterfeits used postally. 201 19c red brown, center rose “ “

193 4c red on buff, 1st counterfeit 3°? 196 dark brown, “me! 1'05‘: " “

194 4c red on buff, 2d counterfeit 203 11' Yellow green (January 1.5.‘)

In the first forgery the shading of the neck 204 If dark yellow green "

consists of 12 lines instead of 18 as in the 305 if Pile _Vl0l¢_l “ "

genuine. The nostril in the counterfeit is 206 2r reddlsh violet “ "

straighter than in the genuine. We have 2(>7 2|‘ T056 (January 15!)

not found a description of the second 208 21' Carmine “ “

forgery. Variety .' Frame inverted.

January I“ and June ‘865- 209 12c blue, center rose (January 1st)

Typographed on white wove paper, the 12
and 19 cuartos stamps are printed in two col- H‘ Performed 14‘

ors, the center of both stamps being printed 71° 2° W" U11“)

- _ S- ; 31 l _ an ac carmine rose (June)
In rose no r Ame/4 mm 2" 4': blue (January In)

213 4c dull blue “ “

214 4c dark blue (January 1st)

2:5 He blue, center rose (June)

216 no deep blue, center rose “

217 19c red brown. center rose “

218 19c brown, center rose “

219 Ir green "

220 1r yellow green “

221 2r violet “

I. Imperforate.
b ' l t “195 2c pale carmine (January 1st ":2?" “0 c t

196 2c lgIeep carmine 224 2‘. flesh H

(1;; blue .1 u Variety.- Frame inverted.

199 12c blue, center rose “ “ 225 12c blue, center rose
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Counterfeit used postally.

Imperforate.

226 2r pale mauve

In the forgeries the lines of the ground

work are more spaced than in the genuine.

The N of ESPANA is more open and the right

end of the nostril is vertical instead of curv

ed.

January 1st, 1 866.

Typographed on white wove paper. Size:

18%x22mm.

  

Perforated 14,

227 2c rose

228 2c deep rose

229 4c blue

230 4c deep blue

231 12c orange

232 12c deep orange

233 12c ellow

234 19c rown

235 19c dark brown

236 10c de e. green

237 10c de e. deep green

238 20c de e. lilac

239 20c de e. deep lilac

Variety: Bluish paper.

240 2c pale rose

Counterfeit! used postally.

1° Perforated 12.

2c rose

2° Perforated 14.

4c pale blue

241

242

  

3° Perforated 14%.

243 10c de e. green

244 20c de e. gray

The forgery of the 2 cuartos is easily dis

tinguished by the perforation, whichis 12

instead of 14. In the shield in the upper

right corner the lion has no crown and leans

towards the left. The perforation in the

forgery of the 4 cuartos is very im erfect.

Thec of CUARTOS leans towardsihe le 1. The

lion has no crown. In the forgery of the

rue de e., the tail of the lion does not touch

the body of the lion, but touches the frame

of the shield at its right. This forgery is

perforated 14%. The 20c de e. is also per

forated NV. The Eof DE has the center

bar nearer to the top than to the bottom.

The scroll work in the lower right corner is

about %mm from the circle above it, while

in the genuine it almost touches the circle.

August 1st, 1866.

Typographed on white

Size: 18%1122mm.

Perforated 14.

245 20c de e. lilac

246 20c de e. deep lilac

Counterfeit used postally.

Perforated I4.

247 20c de e. gray lilac

wove paper.

In the forgery the point of the bust is

further away from the circle and the 8 of

1866 and the o of CORREOS are larger than

in the genuine.

January 1st, 1867.

Typographed on white wove paper. Size 1

18%x22mm.

Perforated 14.

248 2c yellow brown

249 2c deep yellow brown

250 4c blue

251 4c deep blue

252 12c yellow

253 12c orange yellow

254 19c rose

255 19c deep rose

256 roc de e. blue green

257 me do e. deep blue green

258 20c de e. lilac

259 20: de e. slate

260 20c de e. reddish lilac

Counterfeits used postally.

Perforated 14%, 15.

261 4c blue

262 10c de e. green

263 20c de e. lilac

264 12c yellow

The counterfeit 4 cuartos measures 18x

21% instead of 18%x22m1n; the top and

bottom bars of the E of CORREOS are of same

length, while in the genuine, the bottom bar

is longer.

In the forgery of the 10 centimos de e.

the shading at the lower right side of the

bust consi>ts of four lines, instead of five,

and the shading above the eyebrow consists

of three lines, instead of five.
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only 72 horizontal lines in the groundwork

of the counterfeit, instead of 90.

In the third forgery, the second 0 of

CORREOS is too round and the horizontal

bars of the second E are too short. In DB of

on nscuoo, the E has the horizontal bars of

the same length. The ear is too small and

the hook forming the nostril is not sumcient

ly pronounced.

November I st, 1867.

Same type, impression and paper as the

to milesimas of the preceding issue.

 

  

Perforated I4.

279 5m de e. green

280 5m dc e. yellow green

28! 5m de e. blue green

REPUBLIC.

December 30th, 1868.

Stamps of the issues of January, July and

December, 1867, surcharged.

HABILITADU

I- . POR LA‘.

NAQIDN)

In the forgery of the 20 centimos dc e.

the band on the crown is wider and the

pearls have been replaced by dashes. Also

the central jewel is larger than in the genu

me.

In the forgery of the 12 cuartos, the shud

ing of the lower right part of the bust con

sists of only four lines, instead of five, and

the outer line of the frame is of the same

thickness as the inner line. whereas in the

genuine the outer line is much thicker.

July, I867. .

Typographed on white wove paper. The 25

and 50 milesimas do e. are of one type, and

the to milesimns of another. Size 18%:(22

mm.

Perforated I4,

265 tom de e. brown

265a 10m dc e. dark brown

266 tom dc e. bistre brown

267 25m dc e. blue, center rose

268 50m de e. bistre

26g 50m do e. dark bistre

27o 50m de e. yellow bistre

Varietier .'

a. Tit: Mehe.

27r tom dc e. brown

272 [om de e. dark brown

273 mm de e. bistre

b. Frame inverted.

274 25m do e. blue, center rose

The to milesimas de e. is found over

printed with a large double-lined numeral

5. This, however, is not a surcharge, but

merely represents a tax to be collected on all

printed matter sent to France.

Counterfeits used postally.

1° Perforated I4.

275 25m de e. blue, center rose

276 50m dc c. bistre, Ist forgery

277 50111 dc e. bistre, 2nd forgery

2° Perforated 14%.

278 50m de e. bistre. 3rd forgery

We have not been able to find any descrip

tion of the forgery of the 25 milesimas.

In the first forgery of the 50 milesimas,

the hair does not touch the eyebrow, and the

extremity of the bust is too far from the oval

and is rounded, instead ofpointed.

In the second forgery, the letters of the

inscription " CORREOS on ESPANA " are a

trifle larger than in the genuine. The cross

shaped ornaments at the sides have the

central ball smaller and the four others more

elongated than in the genuine. There are

The measurements of the surcharge are

as follows :

Width of first line. 2r mm.

“ second “ 8%mm.

“ third ‘ 18 mm.

Height of letters of first line, 2Xmm.

" “ second " :Zmm.

" " third “ 2%mm.

Total height of surcharge, 8%mm.

Distance between the first and second

lines, a. trifle less than 15mm.

Distance between the second and

third lines, 51mm_

This surcharge, being hand-stamped, is

found in various positions: horizontally,

vertically, diagonally, either normal or in

vetted.

Perforated I4.

282 5m do e. green, black surcharge

283 mm dc e. green “ “

284 25m de e. blue &rose, black surcharge

285 50m de e. bistre, black surcharge

286 too do e. green “ “

287 20c dc e. violet " “

288 12c yellow, black surcharge

289 rgc rose “ "

According to Mr. Moens, this is the only

official surcharge, the die having been made

by order of the Provisional Government

(Junta Revolucionaria) on September 30th,
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1868, and duplicates of this die sent to the

principal posl-oflices in Spain and the

colonies. All the other surcharges are of a

private origin, having been made by some of

the oflicials in charge of the post-oflices

which had not received the ofiicial cliche’.

Messrs. Duro, Friederich and Dr. Thebus

sem (M. P. de Figueroa) disagree with Mr.

Moens, and state that two dies were made

by order of the government.

I HABILITADO
POR LA

' 'NACION'.
The measurements of this surcharge are as

follows :

1

Width of first line, 21%rnm.

“ second " 954mm.

“ third “ IBZmm.

Height of letters of first line, 35mm.

" " second “ 1114mm.

" " third “ 3%mm.

Total height of surcharge, ro%rnm.

Distance between the first and

second lines, IXmm.

Distance between the second and

third lines ymm.

Perforated 14.

290 5m de e. green, blue surcharge

291 rom de e. brown " "

292 25m de e. blue & rose, blue surcharge

293 50111 de e. bistre, blue surcharge

294 we de e. green “ A‘

295 20c de e. violet “ "

296 12c yellow, blue surcharge

297 10c rose " “

According to Mr. Moens, this surcharge

was used in the province of Andalusia, but

Messrs. Duro, Friederich and Thebussem

state that this is also an ofi‘icial surcharge

made by the government, and not by private

parties.

HPN
The measurements of this surcharge are as

follows:

7 Length of surcharge,

Height of surcharge,

Perforated I4.

:98 50111 de e. bistre, black surcharge

This surcharge is supposed to have been

used in the Canary Islands.

1... GE)
The measurements of this surcharge are as

follows :

994mm

9 mm.

Height of oval, 12 mm.

Width of oval, 15 mm.

Thickness of frame of oval, x mm,

Height of letters, ;,fmm

Perforated I4.

299 25m de e. blue 8: rose, black surcharge

30o 50m de e. bistre, black surcharge

301 20c de e. violet " "

302 12c yellow, black surcharge

This surcharge has been met with on

letters from Carthngena, Province of Murcia.

  

The measurements of this surcharge are as

follows:

Width of first line, 18%mm.

" second " r2%mm.

“ third “ 14 mm.

Height of letters of first line, 2%mm.

“ “ second " 2%mm.

“ " third " 2%mm.

Height of outer oval, r 7% mm.

Width of “ “ 2r%mm.

Height of inner oval, 95mm.

Width of “ “ 19 mm.

The letters of this surcharge are thin and

irregular, and the inner oval is broken in

several places.

Perforated 14.

303 50111 de e. bistre, blue surcharge

This surcharge was used in the province

of Saragossa.

HABILITADO

,POR LA

NACION .

VI.

The measurements of this surcharge are

as follows :

Width of first line, 16%mm.

“ second " 10 mm.

“ third “ I2}.{mm.

Height of letters of first line, 2;,{rnnn

“ " second“ 2 mm.

“ “ third “ zflmm.

Total height of the surcharge, 14 mm.

Distance between the first and

second lines,

Distanccbetween the second and

third lines,

Perforated r4.

art/mm

3 mm.

304 25m de e. blue & rose, black surcharge

305 50m de e. bistre, black surcharge

306 10c de e. green “ "

307 20c de e. violet “ "

308 12c yellow, black surcharge

309 19c rose “ "

This surcharge was used in the province

of vallndolid.
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HABIL'ITADD

eon. 1A.

NAc'JOitSI

The measurements of this surcharge are

as follows :

VII.

Width of first line, 195mm.

" second “ 12 mm.

“ third “ 13%mm.

Height of letters of first line, 3 mm.

“ " second " 3 mm.

" “ third “ mm.

Distance between the first and

second lines, 1 mm.

Distance between the second and

third lines, 2 mm.

Perforated 14.

310 50m do e. bistre, black surcharge

This surcharge was used in the province

of Oviedo.

HABILITADO

P 0 R LA

NACION.

The measurements of this surcharge are

as follows :

VIII.

Width of the first line, 18%mm.

" second “ 1014mm.

“ third " 14%mm.

Height of letters of first line, 214mm.

“ “ second “ 1%mm.

“ " third " axmm.

Total height of the surcharge, 9%n1n1.

Distance between the first and

second lines, ' 2 mm.

Distance between the second and

third lines,

Perforated 14.

94mm‘

311 50m de 1:. bistre, black surcharge

312 too do e. green “ "

313 200 de e. violet, black surcharge

314 12c yellow, black surcharge

This surcharge was used in the province

of Biscayn.

Habilitado p01‘

IX- la Junta

Relmlueionarld,

The measurements of this surcharge are as

follows:

Width of first line, 18%mm.

“ second “ 11 mm.

" third " 20%mm.

Height of letters of first line, 2 mm.

“ " second “ 2 mm.

“ " third “ 2 mm.

Perforated 14.

315 50m do e. bistre, black surcharge

316 20c de e. violet. “ “

Although this surcharge is pronounced

genuine by Mr. Moens, there is little doubt

that it is a "fake" and itis not recognized by

Messrs. Duro. Friederich and Thebussem.

HABILI'I‘ADO

X. POR LA

NACION.
The measurements of this surcharge are as

follows:

Width of first line, 21 Krnm.

“ second “ 8%mm.

“ third “ 19%mm.

Height of letters of first line, 2J4mm.

“ “ second “ 1%mm.

“ ‘ ' third " mm.

Distance between the first and

second lines, I mm.

Distance between the second and

third lines, lxmm.

The 0 of naarurxno is very thin.

This is a forgery, and is recognized as

such by all authorities on Spanish stamps.

December, 1868, to September, 1869.

A. Same type, impression and paper as

corresponding values of the issue of January

1st, 1867. The 100 and 200 milesimas are

respectively of the same type as the I: and

I9 cuartos. The 50 milesimas is of a new

design.
  

Perforated 14.

317 25111 do e. blue (January, 1869)

318 25111 dc e. deep blue (January, 1869)

319 50m do e. violet “

32o 50m do e. dark violet ‘ '

321 room de e. brown “

322 100111 do e. pale brown “

323 200111 de e. green “

324 200m do e. bottle green "

325 12c red orange (September, 1869)

326 19c brown (December, 1868)

counterfeits used postally.

1° Perforated 14%.

50m de e. bright violet, 1st counterfei t

2° Perforated 13%.

328 50111 de e. bright violet, and counterfeit

In both of these forgeries the perforations

are suflicicnt to distinguish them from

the genuine.

In the first forgery, the R's of CORREOS

have the extremity of the tail turned upward;

and the chignon is further away from the oval.

In the second forgery, the c of CORREOS

is too open and the second 0 too far from

the E. There is no tilde (~) over the N of

ESPANA.

337
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B. The same surcharged.

HABILITADO

I- POR LA

NAC I O N .

Perforated 14.

329 25m de e. blue, black surcharge

33o 50m de e. violet “ "

331 room de e. brown “ "

332 200m de e. green “ “

333 19c brown, black surcharge

HABILITADO
II , POR LA ’

' NACION.

Perforated 14.

334 25m de e. blue, blue surcharge

335 50111 de e. violet “ "

336 100111 de e. brown

337 200m dc e. green

338 19c brown, blue surcharge

III. m

Perforated 14.

339 room do 4:. brown, black surcharge

u u

340 zoom de e. green “ '

1115mm

IV. ,POR LA

NAIJION:
Perforated I4.

341 25111 dc e. blue, black surcharge

342 50111 de 2. violet “ “

343 room de 0. brown

344 200m de e. green

345 19c brown, black surcharge

HABILITADO

v. POR LA ~

" NACION

u 11

  

Perforated 14.

1. White wove paper.

350 4m de e. bistre

351 4m dc e. deep bistre

(June 1st)

352 Iorn de e. rose

353 10111 de e. pale rose “

354 10111 de e. carmine rose “ _

355 25111 de e. mauve (January_1st)

356 25111 dc e. lilac “

357 25111 de e. gray lilac "

358 25111 de 0. purple

359 50m de e. ultramarine

360 50111 de e. deep ultramarine “

36! 50111 de 0. dull blue “

362 50111 de e. slate blue

363 room de e. pale red brown

364 room de e. deep red brown

365 100m de 0. brown red

11

Perforated 14.

346 50m de 0. violet, black surcharge

HABILITADO

VI- P o a LA_\

.11 Aciom

Perforated 14.

347 5on1 de e. violet, black surcharge

348 100111 dc e. brown " “

349 200m de e. green " "

What we have said in regard to the

surcharges of the issue of September 30th,

1868, also applies to those of this issue.

January 1st and June 1st, 1870.

Typographed on white or colored wove

paper. Size: I8x22mm.

' 395

366 room de 0. claret

367 room de e. orange brown

368 room de 0. orange

369 zoom do e. brown

370 200m de e. pale brown

371 400111 de 0. yellow green

372 400111 de e. blue green

373 400m de 0. green

374 re 600m lilac

375 1: 600m pale lilac

(January 1st)

11

11

11

11

u

u

I:

II

n

u

u

u

u

376 1e 600m brown lilac “

377 20 pale blue “

378 2c deep blue “

379 2e sky blue “

380 12c red brown "

u

381 12c pale red brown

382 12c flesh

383 19c yellow green

384 too deep yellow green

II. Colored wove paper.

385 Im de e. violet on flesh

386 1m de 0. lilac on flesh

387 Im de e. mauve on reddish buff “

388 Im de e. lilac on buff “

389 am de e. black on bufl

39o 2m de 0. black on reddish buff “

391 am de e. brown on reddish buff “

Counterfeits used postally.

1° Perforated 13.

392 50111 de e. ultramarine, 1st forgery

2° Perforated I3, saw-tooth perforation

393 50111 de e. ultramarine, 2nd forgery

3“ Perforated f?)

394 50m de e. ultramarine, 3rd forgery

50m de e. ultramarine, 4th forgery

396 100111 de e. pale red

397 200111 de e. pale brown

m

11

(June 1st)

at
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398 400111 dc e. green

399 to 600m lilac

The first and second forgeries of the 50

milesimas are easily distinguished by the

perforation. In the third, the word

COMUNICACIONES is too far from the oval,

and the small diagonal dash of the nostril

is missing. In the fourth forgery, the

initials of the engraver, E. J., below the

bust are missing, the c's of COMUNICACIONES

are too open and the N's too broad.

In the forgerles of the 100 and 200

milesimas, the lines of the groundwork are

almost invisible.

In the counterfeit 0f the 400 milesimas,

the undulations of the hair are not correct,

the shading of the neck is too short, and the

c’s of COMUNICACIONES are too open.

All the genuine stamps of this issue have a

small break in the line below COML'NICACIONES

and under the right side of the second c of

that word. There is also a break in the

outer frame at the right, about four

millimeters from the top.

MONAROHY.

Reign of Amadeus I.

October 1st, 1872.

Typographed on white wove paper.

There are four types in this issue : the first

for the K centimo de peseta. the second for

the 2 and 5 centimos de pcseta, the third for

the 6, 1o, 12, 25, 40 and 50 centimos, and

the fourth for the peseta values. Sizes : K

centimo, 16x1omm. ; 2 and 5 centimos,

18%:121j4mm. ;6 centimes to 10 pesetas.

18%x22 mm.
  

I. Imperforate.

400 %0 de p. ultramarine

401 },{e de p. deep ultramarine
  

II. Perforlted 14.

402 20 de p. violet

403 2c de p. deep violet

404 20 de p. lilac

405 2c de p. deep lilac

406 5c de p. yellow green

407 50 de p. blue green

408 5c de p. gray green

409 6c de p. blue

410 60 de p. deep blue

411 100 de p. pale violet

412 100 de p. deep violet

413 12c de p. lilac

414 120 de p. gray lilac

415 250 de p. brown

416 25c de p. pale brown

417 400 de p. yellow brown

418 40c de p. deep yellow brown

419 50c dc p. blue green

420 500 de p. dark blue green

421 1p lilac

422 1p pale lilac

423 4p yellow brown

424 4p deep yellow brown

425 rap blue green

426 rap deep blue green

Var ielies : Imperforate.

427 20 de p. violet

428 50 de p. yellow green

The so-called error of the 40 centimos de

peseto blue is only an essay.

Counterfeits used postally.

Perforated 14.

429 12: de p. mauve

430 250 de p. yellow brown

In the forgery of the 12 centimos de

pesela, the collar is outlined by a single line,

instead of a double one, and the name of the

engraver at the bottom ofthe bust is missing.

In the counterfeit of the 25 centimos de

peseta, the name of the engraver has been

replaced by dashes and the C5 of COMUNrCA

CIONES are not sufficiently open.

January 1st, 1873.

Same type as the 6 centimos dc peseta

stamps 0f the preceding issue. Typographed

on white wove paper.

Perforated 14.

431 50 de p. carmine

432 so do p. deep carmine

433 100 de p. ultramarine

434 100 de p. deep ultramarine

435 20c de p. violet

436 20c dc p. deep violet

Counterfeits used postally.

Perforated 14.

437 roe de p. ultramarine, 1st counterfeit

438 100 de p. ultramarine, 2nd "

In the first forgery the name of the

engraver, E. Julio, is omitted on the bust,

the 0's 0t‘ COML'NICACIONES are more open

and the finalS too far away from the oval.
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The figures composing to in the lower left

hand corner are too large.

In the second forgery, the c’s of

COMUNICACXONES are not sufficiently open,

the first N slants more than in the genuine,

the S is too close to the frame and the first

nine letters touch the oval below it. There

are eight lines above the head, instead of

nine.

REPUBLIC.

July 1st, r873.

Typographed on white wove paper.

There are two types in this issue: one for

the % centimo de peseta and another for

the remaining values. Sizes: ;, centimo

de peseta, 16xt6mm.; remaining values,

ISVZXQIZmm.

gr.

g
i

E
h‘

Perforated I4.

439 Kc de p. green

440 %e de p. deep green

44: %e de p. blue green

442 Kc do p. yellow green

443 Me de p. deep yellow green

444 2c de p. orange

445 20 de p. deep orange

446 5c de p. rose

447 5c de p. carmine rose

448 101: de p. green

449 toe de p. blue green

450 Ice de p. yellow green

451: 200 de p. black

452 20c de p. gray black

453 25c de p. brown

454 25c de p. yellow brown

455 25c de p. bistre

456 40c de p. violet

457 40c de p. deep violet

458 50c de p. ultramarine

459 50c de p. deep ultramarine

46o 1p lilac

46! 1p deep lilac

462 4p yellow brown

463 4p deep yellow brown

464 top brown violet

465 top pale brown violet

Counterfeits used postally.

Perforated I4.

466 so do p. rose violet

467 roe de p. green, tst counterfeit

468 we de p. green, 2nd “

469 25c de p. bistre

470 40c de p. violet

47! 50c de p. ultramarine

In the first forgery of the IQ centimos de

peseta there are 88 lines in the groundwork,

instead of 82; COMI'NICACIONES is in too large

type ; ESPANA measures (Sh/mm., instead of

6%mm.; and the foot goes beyond the line

of the groundwork. In the second forgery

the s of commrcacronasis too nearthe E;

the groundwork is formed of 99 lines ; the

foot does not touch the frame ; the inscription

10 CENTS DE PESETA is closer to the line be

low than to theline above; ESPANA in the

right frame has no tilde over the N and the

name of the engraver is missing.

We have not found any descriptions of

the other forgt-ries.

July 1st, 1874.

Typographed on white wove paper ; size,

18%xzzmm.
  

Perforated I4.

472 2c dep. pale yellow

473 2c de p. deep yellow

474 5c de p. violet

475 5c de p. pale violet

476 5c do p mauve

477 Ice de p. ultramarine

478 10c de p. deep ultramarine

479 we de p. milky blue

480 20c de p. blue green

481 20c de p. deep blue green

482 25c de p. bistl'e

483 25c de p. deep bistre

484 40c de p. mauve

‘485 400 de p. pale mauve

486 50c de p. orange

487 50c de p. deep orange

488 50c de p. yellow

48o 1p yellow green

490 rp deep green

491 1p emerald green

492 4p rose

493 4p carmine

494 top black

495 top gray black

Counterfeits used postally.

1° Perforated I4.

496 roe de p. ultramarine, rst counterfeit

497 100 de p. ultramarine, 2nd “

498 we de p. ultramarine, 3rd

499 rp green, 1st counterfeit

50o 4p carmine. rst “

50x roe black, Ist "

2° Perforated I5.

502 4p pale rose, and counterfeit

3" Perforated UK.

top black, and counterfeit

4° Perforated r4}4.

top black, and counterfeit

503

504
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5° Perforated 13.

top black, and counterfeit

6° Perforated 14%xr3.

top black, and counterfeit

7" Perforated r4xr4y. _

Ip emerald green, and counterfeit

8° Pin perforated 12%. _

too do p. ultramarine, and counterfeit

9° Clean out perforation “2%

509 roc de p. ultramarine, and counterfeit

In the first forgery of the Io centimos de

p. the thin inner line of the frame is

missing :the white circle around the blue is

entirely absent, except at the top. In the

second forgery of the to centimos de p.

thes of COMUNICACIONES is close to the

head, the 8 of 1874 is rather lopsided, the

hilt of the sword is close to the knee, and the

top of the Psyche knot is close to the circle

above it. We have not found any descrip

tion of the third forgery of this stamp.

In the first forgery of the r peseta the

knot of hair is not well defined, the 5's of

COMUNICACIONES and PESETA are round

ed, while in the genuine they are square

and have the appearance 0 a figure 5.

The upper part of the figure 8 of 1874 is

smaller than the lowerpart. The letters of

UNA PKSETA are larger than in the genuine.

505

506

507

508

There is no ball at the top of the handle of

the balance. In the second forgery the

upper part of the seat is 5mm., from the

outer frame of the stamp, instead of 4%mm;

the s of COMUNICACXONES is close to the head;

the letters of UNA rssara are larger and

thesis rounder than in the genuine; the

lower part of the B of r874 is smaller than

the upper part. and the 7 is very broad.

In the first forgery of the 4 pesetas the 4

of 4 PESETAS is smaller than in the genuine;

the s’s of PESETAS are rounded ; the hide

over the N of ESPANA is a plain dash; the

left end of the lever or beam of the balance

is not turned upward. The second forgery

of the 4 pesetas is easily distinguished by

the perforation and the color; the knot of

the hair is very imperfect ; the left scale of

the balance is only ){rnmn from the breast

of the figure, instead of Imm

In the first forgery of the to pesetas the s

or COMUNICACIONES is very close to the head;

the s’: of PESETAS are more rounded ; the 8

of 1874 is smaller, and the left end of the

beam of the balance is not turned upward.

The second forgery of the to pesetas is

easily distinguished by the perforation and

by the size, which is 18%x2r ;{mm., other

wise it is a very close imitation of the

genuine.

RrMARKs ON THE ORIGIN or THE ENVELOPE AND ITS U81:

As A Postal. VALUE.

BY JULES Bovv‘ez.

It would be very difi‘tcult to determine the period at which the first

envelopes appeared, but it was certainly very long after the discovery was

made that textile fabrics could be transformed into paper which was to be

come so powerful an aid in communications of all kinds and which had come

to take the place of parchment, which appeared in the third century of our

era.

Although the art of writing had rapidly become very popular, and

writing paper, of all forms that could be desired, was soon distinguished by

its extreme smoothness and great cleanness, it was not until very long after

the improvements had been made in its manufacture, that attention was

directed to the means of preserving the contents of letters from prying eyes.

When paper was first used. the letter was folded several times and the out

side edges were sealed. This process was soon found to be too complicated,

and the wafer was substituted for it, to be followed some time after, by the

gummed seal.

The directions necessary for the delivery of the letter, which constituted

the address, were placed on the reverse of the paper, but it was soon found

that this method was inconvenient in many cases, especially for business

men who wished to work quickly. The idea then occurred to put the letter

under a special cover to which the name of envelope was given.

It was in Sardinia, about the year 182 3, that envelopes first circulated
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through the post. They followed close upon the first stamps for the prepay

ment of postage, which were issued in Sardinia in r8r9, of the values of 15, 25

and 50 centesimi. It is not without interest to remark here that in some

catalogues the first stamps of Sardinia have been wrongly considered as

envelopes. This error has occurred only because of these values having the

form of a quarter of a sheet of paper and the stamp, which represented a

cherub on horseback blowing a horn, was applied to the center of this

quarter of a sheet.

For some time after the first envelopes appeared, those who used them

cut them out for themselves with scissors, for, in Europe. it was not until

about 1838 that envelopes were made for sale. The English, a practical and

industrial people, seeing that there was an opportunity to gain both time and

money, while giving to the envelope :1 more agreeable form, made it an

object of manufacture on a large scale. This industry was not long in

assuming colossal proportions in all countries, principally in England, France

and Austria.

In January, 1840, a painter of London, Mr. Mulready, thought out and

submitted to the British Government an envelope with a design indicating

the postage paid. The chief of the British Postal Department, at that time,

was the illustrious post otiice reformer, Rowland Hill, who, far from allowing

to run to waste an idea so well adapted to the needs of the time,

hastened to put it into practice by introducing in England the stamped

envelope. Envelopes were made of the value of one penny, stamped in

black, and of two pence, stamped in blue ; the central part reserved for the

address was 130 mm. long by 83 mm. wide and bore an engraving

emblematic of the universal commerce of Great Britain. Below, in ordinary

characters, were the words 2 “ Postage one penny" or “ Postage two pence."

The two long sides of the paper had each three silk threads in the pulp.

Along the other two sides there were directions for the public.

The example of England was soon followed by the United States

of America, then by the other countries which successively introduced

the stamped envelope into their postal service.

To enable philatelists to perceive at a glance the time which the stamped

envelope took to spread itself abroad in the world, we give here a

chronological table of the dates at which it appeared in the different

countries of the Universal Postal Union.

Years of Years of

Issue. Countries Issue. Countries

r840 Great Britain ; 1877 Dutch Indies;

1845 United States of America, 1878 Portugal, Danish West Indies;

Russia, Switzerland ; I880 Gold Coast, Cyprus ;

I85I-5: German States; I881 Bahamas, British Guiana,

1860 Canada ; Dominican Republic ;

I86! Austria, Ceylon ; I882 France, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Li

!86: Mauritius, Wurtemberg ; beria ;

1865 Denmark ; i882 Cape of Good Hope, Barbados ;

r866 Uruguay ; i883 Tasmania ;

I868 Baden ; I884 Trinidad, Hawaiian Islands ;

I869 Bavaria, Victoria ; I885 Malta ;

1870 Turkey ; . I886 Gibraltar, Costa Rica, Grenada;

1871 Hungary, South African Re- 1887 Egg/pt, New Republic, Salvador,

public, New South Wales; t. Lucia, Ecuador;

1872 Sweden, Norway ; i888 Nicaragua ;

I873 Belgium ; . I889 Travancore, Tunis, Newfound

|874 Mexico, japan ; , land ;

i875 Heligoland, Guatemala, Peru; l 1890-91 Honduras, East Africa, Monaco.

1876 Netherlands, Argentine Re

public,Persia ; 1
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Of all postal administrations, that of the United States is the one which

has created the largest number of stamped envelopes. They exist from one

cent to ninety cents, and the catalogue of the Scott Stamp 8: Coin C0., Ld.,

of New York, which is prepared with very special care, gives a complete and

exact list, comprising more than 400 varieties, with the characteristic details

of each issue.

Independently of these American postal values, which every philatelist

ought to consider as a prize, there exist others in the United States. and,

although they do not figure in the catalogues, we think we ought to mention

them here, as they are met with in some collections of postage stamps. How

ever, we must state at once that these have no postal value whatever. But

they present curious traits of American contemporary history, and it is no

doubt for that reason that certain philatelists have collected them.

For the most part, these envelopes were made in 186r, the year that the

war broke out between the Northern and the Southern states, and they bear

allusions to political events and personages. Of those made in the

Northern states, the majority bear legends and designs conveying the idea

of fidelity to the Union, others have allegories, caricatures and epigrams

directed against the Southern states.

In New York these envelopes cost one or two cents each. They are

nearly all lithographed and printed in one, two or three colors on white

paper and may be found in hundreds of different designs.

We can not close this article without saying a word regarding another

postal value of the United States, which is also seen very often in certain

postage stamp albums. It is known that, in r86r, the increase in the price of

the precious metals, in consequence of the war, had caused gold and silver

coins to disappear (so to speak) from the United States, and had made the

nickel coins scarce. Under these circumstances, a law of July 27th, 1862,

authorized the issue of postage stamps, to circulate in the same way as the

coins of the same nominal value. The need of this small change was such

that 104 millions of postage stamps were sold in the three months from July

to September 1862, and this quantity, the largest that it was possible to

manufacture, was insufficient. As postage stamps were not made with a

view to circulation in this way, a large number were soon damaged. Never

theless, the owners used them on letters, and trouble arose, which was in

creased by the fact that some persons took advantage of this state of things to

make use of cancelled stamps that had been washed. Two measures were

resorted to : the postal currency was created and means were sought to pre

vent the use of cancelled stamps that had been washed.

In September, 1862, the administration substituted for the postage

stamps, circulating as paper money, bills which were to do service as paper

money and be redeemable in postage stamps, on presentation, by any Federal

post-ofi‘ice. They were in some sort special postage stamps, and were made

of the values of 5, 1o, 25 and 50 cents:

so dark brown on yellow brown and dark bistre paper,

we dark green on white paper,

25c dark brown on yellow brown and dark bistre paper,

50c dark green on white paper.

These bills were of the dimensions of small envelopes. 63x42 mm.,

' and 75x45 mm. The design comprised notably the portrait of Jefferson

which appeared once on the Sc bill and five times on that of 25c ; the rec

stamp (Washington, 13 stars), appeared also once on the toe bill and five
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times on the 500. On the obverse, surrounding the design, was the follow

ing inscription :

“Postage Currency furnished only by the Assistant Treasurers and

designated depositaries of the U. S. Receivable for Postage Stamps at any

Post Office "

The reverse of the bills bore the inscription :

l‘Exchangeable for United States Notes by any Assistant Treasurer

or designated U. S. Depositary, in sums not less than Five Dollars. Receiv

able in payment of all dues to the U. States less than Five Dollars. Act

approved July 17, 1862."

These bills were engraved and printed in New York, some by the

American Bank Note Company and some by the National Bank Note Com~

pany. The paper used was that of the banknotes. Twenty million dollars

worth of these bills were issued.

THE Fosl'piell 8'l'l’ilYll>8 OF FRANCE

From L: Colleclz'onneur da Tz'mbre-Poslz.

(Continued from page 25 2.)

We add the following to our previous article on “ The Postage Stamps

of France."

1849. Mr. Corberon informs us that he has discovered a variety in the

the 40 centimes orange of 1849. This variety consists in the figure 4 at the

left having the slanting stroke more nearly horizontal than usual, forming

with the horizontal stroke a very acute angle ; which the enlarged reproduc

tion that we give herewith will make plain. It comes from the plate having

been retouched.

4 0 - 40 '

The copy which Mr. Corberon sent us is cancelled with dots having the

No. 2024 in the center. After a thorough search, we ourselves found a copy

of this variety in a vertical pair, the other stamp of which had the figures of

the usual form ; these two stamps are cancelled with the rallergrz'll.

 

 

1859. Miss C. D. de C., sends us an unpaid letter stamp of lo centimes

black, of 1859, typographed, which is slightly different from the type describ

ed by us in our articles on the postage stamps of France of that year.

The grave accent over the "a" is thinner, longer and more inclined than ’

usual, and is almost at a tangent with the upper right curl of the “:1."

  

'QLLJ' will‘; :i'

On searching in our stock we have found several stamps similar to that
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sent us by our amiable correspondent, and which, like hers, are on white

paper.

1876. One of our correspondents, Mr. C. I. de R., points out a very

curious variety. He subm1ts_to us an_envelope of undoubted authenti

city, as are also the stamps WhlCll are on it, prepaid with two French postage

 

 
  

stamps of 1876, 25c sky blue. These to stamps are unsevered and the first

is of the type N under B while the second is of the type N under U, which

have already been described in these articles.

.xii'iii'gml]

  

This is caused by the use of a mixture of electros in the same plate.

However this may be, it would be interesting to know whether it is the’

first type, N under B, which was mixed in with a sheet of the second type,

N under U, or the contrary; this problem will be solved only when we have

before us an entire sheet of the 25 centimes sky blue.

 

1870-71. NEWSPAPER LETTERS BY BALLOON.

Several newspapers, the Pelz't journal among the number, had already’

had ordinary photographic reductions made of important numbers ; these

were on albumenized paper and intended to be dispatched in letter balloons.

But we think it was Mr. Jouaust, the well known publisher, who first

conceived the idea of preparing. day by day, a brief chronicle of the events of

the siege and making of it a sort of newspaper, in the form of a letter sheet,

the second half being left blank for the correspondence and address ; the

place of the latter being shown by a form with a square for the postage

stamp and the inscription “ PAR BALLoN-MoNTE."

The exact title of Mr. Jouaust’s sheet was Latin-journal de Paris,

Gazelle a'e: Absentr.

This new style of publication, which saved Parisiens the trouble of

writing the incidents of the siege themselves, multiplied, and for the sake of

bibliophiles, we here give a chronological list of them, as complete as possible.

Lain-journal of Jouaust, typographed on buff paper, 40 numbers from

- October and to February 22nd, 8 supplementary numbers 4 illustrations

and a map of Paris on pelure paper.
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De'p/tlze-Ballon, autographed on white, 28 numbers from October 28th

to January 3rst.

Le Ballan-Pasle typographed on buff paper. Published by the news

paper La Vérile', October 28th.

The same, large size, on rose pelure paper, 22 numbers from October

31st to January 29th.

Correspondance Hal/as, autographed on pelure paper, specially for news

papers of the departments and abroad.

journal-Paste, by Jules Lesage, autographed on white, 17 numbers and

2 supplements, from November 3rd to the 25th.

fournal-Ballon, by Arbaud, 3 numbers (I, 2 and 5) from November 9th

to the 23rd.

L'Er/zo des Elrangerr, 5 numbers, from November 13th to December I rth.

Le MontgoL/ier, only 1 number, November 15th.

Le Petz't journal, 43 numbers, from November 17th to December 30th.

journal d’Oulre-jller, 2 numbers, November 24th and December nth.

Le jllam'leur Ae’n'm, on yellow paper 2 numbers, November 28th.

La Clot/2e, Dujardin's photo-lithographic reduction, giving microscopic

characters, 2 numbers, November 29th and 30th.

L: Sm'r, 17 numbers, from November 29th to December 1 5th.

L’E/ezluer Libra, only I number, November 29th.

Le: Nouwlles, Dujardin's photo-lithographic reduction, only r number,

December 2nd.

L'Enveloppe Gazelle, by Bachy & Co., 13 numbers, from December 7th

to (?)

L’Ami de la France, only 1 number, December 13th.

La C/lroniyue Illusfre'e, only 1 number, December 25th.

POSTAGE STAMPS OF THE SIEGE.

Beginning October nth, the Paris mint delivered the new issue of

stamps with the head of the Republic, printed from plates which had served

in 1849-50 ; these stamps were perforated like those of the Empire-13%

horizontally and r4 vertically.

Three values were printed during the siege :

roc yellow bistre

20c blue

40c orange

These stamps, which lasted several years, presented varieties of shade,

the orange especially :

roe yellow bistre

roe bistre

20c light blue, very clear

no light blue, not clear

we dark blue

40c orange

40c pale orange

40c very pale orange

40c pale red

The to and we exist téte-béche.
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Lovers of minute varieties may look out for the following rather rare

one: the ordinary stamps have the figures 4o exactly like those of the old

issues, since the same plates were used, but there was a retouch of the 40 on

the left side, and this is recognized by the 4 having the slanting stroke more

nearly horizontal than usual, as shown above in the note on the variety of

the_4oc of 1849.

40c orange

40c pale orange

"Vt/O58,’ “loans, Worms."

BY JOHN N. LUFF.

 

Whew ! It's hot !

The same idea has been more emphatically expressed by some people

but we will let it go at this, it's hot.

It is not to be wondered that the men of New York are not entirely

good. The torrid future can have few terrors for those who live in this

climate.

In such weather it is not possible to write of Philately with a capital P.

And. if I did, no one would read it. The serious side of our study must be

left for more suitable weather. The effort to keep cool occupies much of

our attention now and we look only for entertainment of a frothy nature.

Most of us prefer the froth at the top of large cool glasses. Furthermore,

the editor has gone to the mountains for a vacation and will not know

whether I write advanced philately or small talk. The opportunity is too

good to be neglected.

 

Since my list of U. S. plate numbers appeared about a year ago

(Amer-{ran journal of Philately, July, Aug. and Sept., 1895,) I have gather

ed a few more items of information which may be of interest to students of

United States stamps.

1847 issue The original plates of both values of this issue contained

one hundred stamps each. The plates for the reprints contained fifty stamps

each.

1851 issue. 3c red (without outer line) plates 10, II, r2, r3, I4, 15, 16,

17, 13, 19

5c brick-red, plate r

5c brown, plate 1

5c brown (projections removed) plate 2

1861 issue. First types (premieres gravures)

1c indigo, plate 1

3c brown-red, plate 2

5c yellow-brown, “

too deep green, “

no black,

24c violet,

30c red-orange,

90c dull blue,

The plate numbers from 9 to 60 inclusive were assigned to the proper

values in the original list but belong to the second types and colors of the

stamps. The dies for the 24. and 30 cents values were not altered and only

plates 6 and 7 were made. The colors, however, underwent a decided

changes in common with the rest of the set.

H

H

l‘

‘l

3

4

S

6

7

8
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The 5 cents yellow was printed from plate 17

1868 issue. 3c rose, grill 11x13 mm., plate 36

_ 1869 issue. 15c brown and blue, no diamond, frame plate 33, vignette

. plate-—(probably 23)

There is reason to believe that this is the plate from which the reprints

were made.

1873 issue. 2c dark brown. The ? after plates, 234, 241 and 242 may

' be dropped.

3c green, plate 120 corrected to 130.

 

Mr. Henry Gremmel has kindly given me an account of the arrange

ment of plate 2 of the five cent brown, 1857 issue, of the United States.

On this plate the stamps have the projections at top and bottom either partly

or entirely cut away. They are usually referred to as types II. and III.

There are forty stamps of type II. and sixty of type III. on the plate. The

following diagram will explain their arrangement :

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

 

When one has made a mistake the best thing to do is to admit it and

back out as gracefully as possible. From the fun which some of our

English friends are having with my “new variety" of the South African

Republic, it is quite evident that I have made a mess of my first venture in

that ‘country. I can only say I am sorry and will try not to do so again.

The "fake" is certainly a clever one. The idea that it might be such,

was thoroughly discussed with friends before I wrote my article and we

found more points in its favor than against it. I did not find any description

of it as a counterfeit and the fact that Millington’s Stamp: of Me Brilislr

Empire lists it (which I discovered after my article was in type) seemed con

firmation of its genuineness. For the same reasons the editors of the

Catalogue for Advanced Calla-tors included the variety in that work. If the

fraud is as well known in England as some of my correspondents claim, I

am surprised that it should have secured a place in a work like the Slamps of

ill: Britt's/z Empire. But I can only bow to superior information and admit

my error. Philatelic writers know the difiiculty of finding anything new to

write about and the risk, in these days of advanced study, of being forestalled

with any item of information, and will appreciate my haste to put into print

my supposed discovery.

 

When writing my recent article on the premz'éres graz/ure: of the 1861

issue of the United States, I examined a large number of stamps of that issue

on the original covers. From the information thus obtained I have conclud

ed that the dates assigned in our catalogues to certain shades of that issue

are incorrect. It is quite evident that, when the authorities decided to
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improve the designs of the stamps. they further emphasized the alterations by

marked changes in the colors. The one cent was changed from indigo to

dull blue, the three cents from brown red to pink. the ten cents from deep

yellow-green to dark green, the twenty-four cents from violet to red~l1lac,

the thirty cents from red-orange to pale orange and the ninety cents from

dull blue to deep marine blue. The twelve cents, being in black, shows no

change of color but varies from pale gray-black to deep jet black. In the

course of time the colors underwent gradual changes and numerous shades

of most of them may be found. The one cent appeared in many shades

from pale to dark blue, as well as ultramarine and chalky blue ; the three

cents in scarlet and many shades of rose ; the five cents in chocolate, brick

red, pale brown, yellow-brown and black-brown ;the ten cents in blue-green

and shades of yellow-green ; the twenty-four cents in shades of gray-lilac and

slate ; the thirty cents in slight shades of orange ; and the ninety cents in

pale blue and dull blue.

There is no doubt that, of the second type of the 186i series, the five

cents yellow was issued first, the red-brown (chocolate) followed and the

other shades of brown came later. Ihave seen the yellow stamps used at

various dates from Sept. 17, 1861 to Jan. 14, 1862. For the red-brown

stamps I have seen dates from July a9, 1862 to Sept. 16, 1862. I have also

acopy of the five cent yellow, postmarked March 7, and one of the

five cents red-brown, postmarked May i2, i8—. The postmarks are of the

style used in 1862 and! believe the stamps were used in that year, but of

course cannot state positively. The earliest date I have seen on the five

cents brown is April I0, 1863.

A remark in my article on the 186r issue seems to have amused another

of the philatelic scribes. The editor of the Past Ofiic'e makes merry concern

ing the “quiet seclusion of Twenty-third Street." Coming from a man who

lives in the howling wilderness of Brooklyn, his remarks are really neat and

ingenuous.

The event of the past month was the Philatelic Clam Bake, given by the

R. I. P. S., which inelegant misnomer hides the eminently respectable and

progressive Rhode Island Philatelic Society. The prospects of a big feed

attracted several of the fraternity from New York and Boston. Quite an

attendance was expected from the latter city but a threat of rain kept them

at home. Boston philatelists never take any water in theirs. The New

York delegation, of which I was a member, went by boat and were received

by a deputation of prominent citizens and a trolley car. We took breakfast,

took a walk, took in the town and anything we were asked to take. The

people had been warned of our taking ways and all the spoons were hidden

the day before.

We were entertained during the morning by a view of Mr. C. W.

Hopkins’ very fine collection of blocks of United States and British North

American stamps. It was a treat to see so many rare and beautiful stamps

in this shape. Mr. Hopkins’ albums are also well designed and suited to his

specialty.

The clam bake was held in a delightful park, outside the city. There

were numerous good things on the programme besides the gentle clam.

After the feast came a short and satisfactory auction and then chat and a
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few pleasant speeches, in the course of which the Father of Philately denied

any parentage of the hapless infant and insisted he had only been its nurse.

Unless some one can prove relationship, this charming young female will

have to look for some one to adopt or marry her-she is surely old enough

for the latter fate. It will never do for one in whom so many young men are

interested, to go about the world with only a nurse to care for her.

Following the great renunciation, a member recited :

“ Old lronsides at anchor lay,

In the harbor of Mahon.

A dead clam rested on the bay,

Some more to the bake had gone."

I draw a curtain over the subsequent proceedings.

The fact that is it proposed to establish in New York City a philatelic

club has been announced in the journals. But I think many philatelists fail

to realize what this means to the study and business in which we are all so

much interested and how much it means to each individually. The propos

ed club is to be a home for philately. It is designed to gather under one roof

all the philatelic interests of the metropolis. All the local societies will have

their rooms and hold their meetings there. All the stamp auctions of the

city will be held there. If one wants to meet a local collector or a visitor.

that will be the place to seek him. When the subject of stamps palls, there will

be other amusements to turn to. To the visiting collector it will afford the

best possible opportunity to meet the leaders in our societies and in business.

The out-of-town dealer can there meet not only old clients but new ones,

which is an advantage not to be undervalued. It will be in every sense a

headquarters and a centre of philately.

It is to be hoped that the benefits of membership in this club will be

appreciated by non-residents and that they will see that it is more than a

local project and it is destined to be of benefit, both directly and indirectly,

to every collector and dealer in the country. through its influence on phila

tely and the increase of interest it is bound to create. It is not to be for

the benefit of any society or firm but has for its object the advancement of

philately, the drawing together of philatelic interests and the amusement and

benefit of the members. It is conceived on broad lines.

The thing now wanted is encouragement. The committee have secured

signatures for a little more than half the stock. llut half is not enough.

We have many of the best known names in stamp circles, but want the less

known men also. We don't want an advanced philatelists club. We don't

want a dealers club. We want it to be everybody’s club. A few dealers and

collectors in other cities have accepted our invitation to join. But we want

more of them. A little study of the subject should show them how much

they are interested. Don't wait to see if the thing is a success. A thing

succeds. not because of those who wait to see if it isa success, but because of

those who take hold and make it a success. We are all interested in this

club. Let us make it succeed The committee wish to go ahead with the

work of organization and locating. But we can do nothing until the stock is

subscribed for. If we delay too long the project must be abandoned. If you

are thinking of joining, join now.
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THE PERUl/IAN sTAMPs or THE ISSUE or MARCH, 1885,

 

Sometime ago we published a communication from the Peruvian Philatelic

Society and the report of a special committee of that organization which had

been appointed to investigate the philatelic status of the Peruvian provision

als of 1895.

We supposed that this organization was the only stamp society in that

country, or at least, that there was unanimity among the societies on this sub

ject, especially as the report referred to was printed in various important

‘papers in the capital and other large cities.

That there is another philatelic society in Peru, and also that there is a

difference of opinion there in regard to these provisional stamps the follow

ing communication will show. We take pleasure in reprinting it in full, as

we have already presented the other side. Our readers may form their own

opinion concerning the controverted points. as the two organizations from

whom we would naturally expect some reliable information on the subject

hold views diametrically opposed to each other. Here is the communicatiori

recently received from the executive committee of the Sociedad Philatelica

Sud-Americana:

Lima, June 15th, 1896.

T0 l/ze Editor of Maker)’: Week/y Slump News, SI. Lrm's, Ma, U. S. A.

Dear S1r—We desire to offer a few remarks in reply to your recent arti

cle (No. 280) about the local provisional stamps issued at Tumbes last year.

With your permission we will begin at the end and enter a protest against the

concluding words of your article, viz.:

“The decision of the Peruvian Philatelic Society should be accepted as

final in the matter, for they, if any one, are in a position to ascertain for us

the facts of the case."

Now Mr. Cesar A. Bazo and his friends have the same right as any

other group of individuals to form themselves into an association, appoint

committees of investigation and publish their reports. But it does not follow

that they are infallible nor that philatelists generally should accept as “final"

whatever they choose to state. It might be desirable first to make some in

quiries about the commerical and social standing of these persons and to

ascertain what stock of the stamps in question they and their associates in

Piura were able to secure before the “remainders” were ostentatiously deliver

ed to the Lima General Post-Office to be there destroyed. Collectors would

then be able to form their own opinion as to whether Messrs. Bazo & Co.

are actuated by purely philatelic motives.

Leaving aside these personal considerations we desire specially to state

that the Society presided over by Mr. Cesar A. Bazo has no connection with

the “Sociedad Filatelica Sud-Americana" whose catalogue of Peruvian stamps

is still regarded as the standard work on all issues up to the date of its publi

cation in 1887. With this publication the main object of the Society was

accomplished, and the members being too few to carry on an Exchange it

was decided to suspend the session; but the Society was never formally dis

solved. The undersigned are still its executive ofiicers and whenever we can

secure the co operation of a sufficient number of collectors in good standing

and respectability the sessions will be resumed.

We have entered into this explanation with the object of making clear

to collectors abroad that the Society presided over by Mr. Cesar A. Bazo is

by no means the successor of the "Sociedad Filatelica Sud-Americana,” and
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that its utterances do not necessarily represent the opinions of Peruvian

stamp col/valor: as distinguished from slam) spew/altars.

Now for the “Tumbes Provisionals." Were the Sociedad Filatelica Sud

Americana in active operation it would doubtless have thoroughly sifted this

matter and published the result ere this. But the society is in recess-a fact

we deplore but cannot remedy-and the individual members who remain

have not the leisure and do not care to assume the responsibility of such an

investigation themselves. We will therefore take the facts as stated in your

article, add a few others that we have knowledge of and draw some conclu

sion therefrom. I ,

The report of Mr. Bazo’s committee states that the stamps in question

were issued in Tumbes by order of the Supreme Political and Military Chief'

of the North, dated March 21, 1895, and that they remained in use in the

Department of Piura for a period of 40 days. You corroborate this state

ment by saying that you received during that period mail fully prepaid by‘

these stamps. Quite so. The promoters of this speculation being intelligent

persons, took care to mail packets franked by these stamps to the leading

stamp dealers throughout the world, and the Postmasters of Tumbes and

Piura being interested would see that they were properly postmarked, etc.,.

etc., while the postal authorities of foreign countries could not take upon

themselves to stop such packets without instruction from the Peruvian auth

orities. But a fact that does not appear in the report of Mr. Bazo's committee

alters the complexion of the case, and that is, that no letters frankedwitlz llm'e

slam/9s were delivered in Lima, and that the issue was immediately repudiated.

by the Lima General Post-Office authorities and orders given to stop the sale

and seize the remainder of the stamps. Unfortunately the disturbed state of

the district prevented these orders being carried out at once. Notice was also

given to foreign postofiices not to pass the stamps, and although the first let

ters franked therewith did get through Valparaiso, later ones were charged

double postage on delivery.

The question will now be asked-has the "Supreme Political and Mili

tary Chief of the North" the right to issue stamps without permission of the

Lima postal authorities, or were there special circumstances that would justi

fy his going beyond his ordinary powers? To both these questions we must

answer “No." In the first place, Don Augusto Seminario never had the title

“Supreme." That title belongs only to the Central Executive of the Gov

erment or of the Revolution, as the case may be. In the present instance

the "Supreme Chief" was Don Nicolas de Pierola, now President of the

Republic. The functions of a “Political and Military Chief" (without the

Supreme) do_ not usually include the issue of postage stamps, and it is remark

able that an insignificant port like Tumbes, where the mail steamers rarely

call, should be selected for this honor instead of the more important towns

that were directly under the control of the Central Executive of the Coalition.

A decree is cited for the issue of stamps—but who authorized their printing?

The report is silent on this point. Yet it is evident that stamps must be

printed before they can be issued, and it would be natural to suppose that

the committee would endeavor to obtain a copy of the decree authorizing the

printing as well as that authorizing the issue of the stamps. Why we lay

stress on this point will appear further on.

The revolution which had for its object the overthrow of General Caceres

culminated in the attack on Lima on 17th March, 1895. four days before

Don Augusto Seminario issued the decree under discussion. Let us suppose

that these stamps had been printed by authority of. the Central Executive
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of the Coalition, under whose orders Don Augusto Seminario was acting, in

the expectation of the civil war being so long prolonged as to render a sepa

rate postal issue for the Department under the control of the Coalition neces

—sary or desirable,_as was actually the case in the civil war of 1881-5. Even

then we can see no justification [or this issue being made four day: afler the

war lzad come praelieally to an end and being in use for forty days afterwards.

The Coalitionist' forces attacked Lima at daybreak on Sunday, 17th March,

1895; a truce was arranged on the morning of Tuesday, 19th, and General

Caceres capitulated the same evening. As Piura is in telegraphic communica

tion with Lima, news of such importance would be known there immediately

and in the rest of the province within a day. Why then such haste to get

the stamps into circulation at the very moment when the only reasonable ex

cuse for their issue had disappeared? Were the fishermen and charcoal

burners who compose the population of Tumbes so eager to g;t the stamps

that they could not wait the few days necessary to ask and receive instruc

tions from the new Government in Lima? Does it not look as if the pro

moters of the scheme, knowing that delay would mean the loss of the money

invested in the printing of the stamps, rushed around to Don Augusto

Seminario and got him to sign a decree authorizing their immediate issue?

Don Augusto probably was willing to do his friends a good turn and saw no

harm in the substitution of one set of colored labels for another in the post

‘offices of the province, so the deed was done.

The Piura newspaper which you quote gives the case away when it says:

“It seems that the revolutionists desired to perpetuate the memory, by

'means of elegant stamps printed on good paper, of an event so important to

them and their interests."

Thus do the apologists of these stamps themselves confess that they are

no more than a eommemoralz'zle issue, and that not made by a properly consti

‘tuted government, but by a group of revolutionists (or speculators’) in an

obscure corner of the country. The stamps issued in September of last year

'by the General Post-Ofiice in Lima, under government authority and with all

due precautions and formalities, have been condemned by the S. S. S. S.-

'the stamps of the Republic of Cuba, and those of various Chinese towns, are

.also blacklisted—where then will these local-provisional-commemoratives

come in?

Having thus made what we think is a full and fair statement of the posi

tion of these stamps, we leave collectors to judge for themselves whether or

not they are worthy of a place in their albums. We have no interest in the

matter beyond letting the truth be known, but for those who may wish to

‘collect the stamps we will add a few words of advice. A statement has been

published showing how many were printed, how many were delivered to the

Lima authorities, and the inference is that only the difference, a very small

number, went into circulation. These stamps were necessarily printed secret

ly and there could be no efficient control over the number of impressions

taken. Who can guarantee that the figures published are exact and that

there were not some extra sheets struck off of each value? Until we have

some more reliable information, it would be better not to lay in a stock at

fancy prices in the belief that they are going to be very rare.

With apologies for taking up so much of your space, we remain,

Your obedient servants,

A. W. ASCl-IER, President.

WM. C. Dawson, Secretary.

A. B. LEON, Treasurer.
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NOTE3 FROM ABROAD

BY HENRY L. CALMAN.

 

 

My next excursion, in a philatelic sense, was to the Congress of Philatelists

held at Cologne, from June r9th to the and. I arrived in Cologne on the

evening of the 18th, and descended at the Dom Hotel, where a large number

of prominent philatelists, both collectors and dealers, made their head

quarters. The r9th of June was devoted to a “ Dealers’ Day ;" that is to

say, considerable business was done in selling and exchanging stamps, and

the real business of the collectors only began on the 20th, when a large army

had assembled in the old cathedral town. As was to be expected, the

majority of the visitors came from Germany itself; but, as the following

list will show, there was a good sprinkling of foreigners as well.

Russia was represented by the two well known collectors, Mr. Albert

Steudel (of Moscow) and Mr. Eugene Lentz (of St. Petersburg); Italy, by

Mr. Bottacco (of Turin) and Mr. Ravel (of Milan); France, by Mr. Forme ;

Belgium, by Messrs .Gelli and Schuh ; Holland, by Mr. Schreuders; Denmark,

by Messrs. Edward and Julius Ruben and Dr. Vedel. of Copenhagen ; Eng

land by Messrs. Castle, Phillips, Buhl, Hilckes, Gordon Smith etc., etc.: and,

America, by Mr. R. F. Albrecht and myself.

Among the German philatelists we found Dr. Kloss, Capt. Wagner, Mr.

David Cohn, the President of the Berlin Dealers’ Society, Mr. Beddig, Miss

Lehmann, Mrs. Larisch, Dr. Franz, Messrs. Schaefer, Rosenberg, Sohn,

Woelfier and Reinheimer, of Frankfort, Messrs. Schlesinger. Kosack, Stock

and Stoetzer, of Berlin, Messrs. Richard Senf and Paul Kohl, of Leipzig

and many others.

The most important business of the Convention was the consolidation

of all German and Austrian Societies into one grand union of philatelists,

and, as the question had been discussed for some time by stamp journals, as.

well as by the different societies, there was but little bitch in the accom

plishment of this result. I must confess that I do not know the exact

advantages which are to accrue from this consolidation, but in a general way

it appears to be desirable that a closer bond unite all those who are interested’

in our science.

From the standpoint of an American, rather an amusing discussion arose

over the question of the amount which the local society, in the city in which

a convention is held, should be entitled to charge visiting members for the

program arranged for their benefit. It appears that on previous occasions

the amount charged was about Mk. 7.50 or $1.85 of our money, whereas on

this occasion the society in Cologne had the audacity to increase this amount

without authority to the enormous sum of Mk. ro.oo, or $2.50. For this

tremendous outlay they supplied only a Commers (beer meeting), a dinner

with music, an excursion down the Rhine and various other small entertain

ments. It was suggested that if capitalistic tendencies were to be indulged in to

such an extent as to allow one society, of its own accord, to make such an

enormous increase in the charge. on some future occasion another society

might see fit to raise the amount to even three dollars or three dollars and a

half. Fortunately, the majority of the delegates at the convention laughed

down and hissed down these strictures upon the action of the members of the

Cologne Society, who showed by their arrangements throughout, that they

had devoted a great deal of care and attention to the work which they had

in hand and who deserved a great deal of praise and credit for the manner
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in which they had acquitted themselves, instead of being exposed to censure,

or even criticism, for having made what, to our minds, is such a moderate

charge for the variety of entertainment that they offered.

The most important part of the business transacted at Cologne was, of

course. the buying and selling of stamps, and it was positively bewildering to

see such a vast amount of material accumulated in one spot. It was estimat

ed that the Dom Hotel alone shielded from $1,000,000 to $r,5oo,o0o worth

of stamps, without taking into account the vast stocks which were deposited

at the Hotel du Nord. the Hotel Disch and various other caravansaries.

The assemblage consisted of about 250 dealers and 75 to too collectors,

and, as the former class preferred selling to buying. there appeared to be

some little disappointment at the small amount of sales made by each

individual. However, some very fine stamps did change hands and, taken

as a whole, I should judge that the meeting was a satisfactory one, even from

a business standpoint.

From Colognel traveled to the Hague, where however, there are no

prominent dealers or specially prominent collectors of my acquaintance.

Thence to Brussels, where. unfortunately, I was unable to see either Mr.

Moens or his partner and brother in-law, Mr. Hanciau, as both were travel~

ing for pleasure. From Brussels I went to that second center of European

philately. the beautiful city of Paris, and here again I had the pleasure of

seeing some vast stocks of stamps, as well as one or two very fine collections.

The finest stock of rare stamps is now held by that rising young dealer, Mr.

Bernichon, who in a few years’ time has distanced all his competitors in the

French capital. Unfortunately, I was not able to buy very much of Mr. B.,

as his prices were somewhat too high for my American ideas. I expected to

have the pleasure of a short interview with that old philatelist, Mr. Arthur

Maury, but, unfortunately, he was not at home when I called.

Paris, like London, is full of dealers of the second rank, a number of

whom I interviewed during my few days’ stay in their city. I succeeded in

bringing away from there a great many fine stamps, which will go to enrich

some of our American collections.

I left Paris on June 30th, ready to return to America, and after spend

ing a few days in London, I embarked on the Campania, arriving safely on

Saturday morning. a few hours behind that triumph of American ship

building, the St. Louis. It was rather disappointing to me that I placed my

foot on American soil on Saturday morning, instead of Friday evening, as

expected _: but there was some consolation to an American citizen in the idea

that we were beaten by a vessel built entirely in an American shipyard.

OUR ENGLISH LETTER.

 

BY EDWARD J. N_ANKIVELL.

LONDON, 13th July, 1896.

The serious position of matters relating to the right, or rather privilege,

of illustrating postage stamps has not changed for the better since my last

letter. At present neither party is at all satisfied with the result of what has

taken place. The authorities have won an empty victory for the simple

reason that the case has not been properly tried yet. The judges who re

mitted the case back to the magistrate to convict, only demonstrated their

own ignorance of the points at issue. That was perhaps the fault of the

manner in which the case was presented to them. But, as a matter of fact,
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the points have not been argued, and there is a pretty general opinion abroad

that when they are argued a very different result will be arrived at. The

whole thing was made to turn upon “ lawful excuse " and the definition of

that term adopted by Mr. Justice Grantham was simply ludicrous. The

common sense definition of the term surely would be. any possession which

did not justify a suspicion of unlawful intent. The victory won is on such

a flimsy foundation, and so liable to be upset by more competent judges.

that I very much doubt if the atthorities will dare to interfere with us till

they have secured, in some way, a clearer, and sounder decision.

 

Meanwhile, we intend to go on illustrating. All the journals published

since the decision was given have been illustrated What will be the upshot

of the rumpus it is difiicult to say. So many possibilities are in the wind that

any one of them may be the end of the business. Personally, I should in

finitely prefer some arrangement for a special letter of permission to each

responsible publisher. This with the certainty of its being cancelled in the

case of misuse would be amply sufficient for all sane official purposes. But

there is the unquestionable danger that our permanent officials of the Post

Office may run the business to greater lengths and insist upon their pound of

flesh. In that case we shall simply be driven to print our stamp journals on

the continent, and then perhaps the attention of the Government to the fact

that the Post Office, by its stupid and unnecessary interference with a flourish

ing trade, had succeeded in driving a material portion of it out of the country,

would wake up other authorities.

 

Senf's new Catalogue has arrived, and some of us are on the look out

for a renewal of catalogue hostilities. You will remember that Mr. C. J.

Phillips (Stanley Gibbons) pitched into the last Senf most savagely, declar

ing that it was largely priced throughout for buying purposes. Lots of these

prices have been changed. but Mr. Harry Hilckes, the agent for Senf in this

country, has published such a snorting challenge to the enemy to dare to

come on again that I should not be at all surprised if C. J. P. did come on,

with interest. Says Mr. Hilckes: “ Spite and jealousy may still find errors

and mistakes to carp at. as absolute perfection is not possible to mortal man,

but let these who sneer, try to improve on the grey Senf and they will find it

a difiicult task."

 

But again. here in the matter of catalogues we are face to face with the

old difiiculty of illustrations. The question is, what will Gibbons do ? Illus

trations in the Journals may be run for the time. They are not a very seri

ous infringement for the moment. and may be stopped at a month's notice.

But for Gibbons to have to come out with a Catalogue without illustrations

would be a ser sation of no small degree from a philatelic point of view. So

the question of the day is : What will happen ? With matters as they now

stand I don't believe the Inland Revenue authorities will risk such an inter

fer<nce with the business of our dealers, for it might mean a successful ap

peal to a higher court, and a subsequent turning of the tables.

 

One bit of amusement has been afforded us by Mr. Masters "late" as

sistant postmaster of Johannesburg. He has sent a tirade against Stanley

Gibhons around to the philatelic journals, pitching into the publishers and

editor of the ‘Mont/11y jaurnal. Most of us regarded the letter as “ good copy."

it isa delightful mixture of twaddle, bosh and bounce. He threatens to

chaw up the little firm of Stanley Gibbons for insinuating that he had any
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thing to do with the issue of speculative rubbish in the Transvaal. He

wishes it to be known that Masters is above that sort of thing, and then, with

glorious candor, he admits having bought up the remainder stock of “ Post

zegels " and postmarking them for sale on his own account.

 

In referring to the publication of the London Philatelic Society's Part II

of the “ South African Colonies," I see on reference to the AMERICAN JOURNAL

OF PHILATELY that I am made to prophesy that it will not be published “till

the end of next year." On referring to the press copy of what I wrote I

find it should have been, “till the end of Ill! year.” But this trouble in the

matter of illustrating may prove that after all your printer is a better pro

phet than yours truly. _

 

So far as news goes. I am afraid I shall have to cut this fetter very short,

unless indeed I come across something worth a page or two of which I at

present am ignorant. Truly, the summer is, from a philatelic point of view,

the winter of our discontent. That is to say, it is so to the journalistic

spinner. In reality we know it is otherwise. Industrious specialists are

quietly shading, and otherwise arranging their treasurers ; they are filling up

blanks, and noting points for study during the coming winter session. The .

wise specialist is he who fills up those countries that are likely to crop up for

study in the forthcoming meetings. If he wait till he has the assistance of

that study he will find himself among the competing crowd. and have to take,

'very often. what is left after astock has been several times picked over. The

stamps that are up for study are sure to be more or less picked over during

the months of study, and as the bulk of humans only attend to matters at the

last moment, the man who will exercise a little forethought may treat himself

to a gorgeous picking of shades and varieties from practically neglected stock.

Only the other day I dropped into a dealer for a few West Africans, in the

hope that I might happen upon a few shades to add to my collection, when,

by a lucky chance, I found that the dealer in question had just had a large

haul of my favourite colony. He very kindly allowed me the run of the lot,

and I spent a pleasant and profitable afternoon, collaring gems right and left.

Gems, not so much of rare stamps, but beautifully centred specimens, can

celled with dated postmarks, that may be useful to a scribbling journalist in

the sweet by and bye.

 

This afternoon we have a meeting of our joint Committee of Collectors

and Dealers to discuss and decide upon a site for the proposed Exhibition

next year, and I believe it will be found that this matter has been most

satisfactorily settled, but I must not anticipate. though I dare not delay this

letter beyond this mail, for fear it may be too late. Of course I shall post

on by next mail full particulars of the decision arrived at in the hope that it

may be in time for the next AMERICAN JOURNAL or PHILATELY.

Meanwhile, I may say, however, that I had a letter from a correspondent

in Manchester this morning, informing me that a well-known Manchester

collector intends to offer the committee a gift of medals for competition by

Manchester collectors. Whether such a departure will be acceptable remains

to be seen. The feeling which dictates it is a good one. It is desired to give

medium collectors a chance which it is felt they could not have in competing

against the grand collections of the lions of the premier society. This much

I think I may say, as a collector in touch with general opinion, that there is a
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Strong feeling in favor of some liberal arrangement of prizes and medals which

will permit of a more democratic distribution of the honors than would be at

all possible if the medals were only for tip-toppers.

 

Matters are very quiet in the region of New Issues, bogus or otherwise.

As a chronicler I never was so hard up for copy. Still, it is surprising the

number of unexpecteds that tumble in, sometimes, just as you are going to

press. Last month, for instance, we had the whole series of the new and

permanent design for British East Africa They were not a moment too

early, and we dropped them in at the last moment, in sure and certain hope

of their exelusz've resurrection ; but 10, we all have them, at least I should say

the Monthly journal and the Record share the honors. The London Philate

lt'rt was out of the running this time. We are all three of us very keen on

being first, and if we can score off the Major, you bet it is a day of fine

doings. But Major Evans has a quiet way of cantering over the chronicling

course, as though he were the only one started. We are none of us jealous

of him, for none of us are at all likely to compete against such a chronicle as

his. It is only when some important new Colonial issue is coming out that

we try to get a look in to crow a bit on our own account.

BRITISH EAST AFRICA AND ZANZIBAR

BY THE PCSTMASTER-GENERAL.

 

[From the Philatelic Reeord]

 

We have received the following very courteous reply from the Post

master-General of British East Africa and Zanzibar to queries which we

addressed to him in February last. We must confess we see no reason for

the suspicion with which these provisionals have been regarded in some

quarters.

Zanzibar Post Office, dated 12th March, r896.

From the Postmaser-General [British East Africa and Zanzibar], Zanzibar,

to Edward]. Nankivell, Esq., "Philatelic Record,” Carisbrook, Birdhurst

Rise, Croydon.

Sz'r,—I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 15th February,

together with a copy of the Philatelie Record.

I think it is only due to genuine stamp collectors that any doubts they

may have as regards the bona fides of the British East Africa and Zanzibar

surcharged provisional and overprinted stamps should be removed; hence, al

though I am exceedingly hard pressed for time, I feel compelled to answer

your inquiries.

(I) Previous to 20th November, 1895. the Post Of‘fice in Zanzibar was

under the control and formed part of the Indian Post Office. On 20th Nov

ember, the Indian Post Ofiice at Zanzibar was withdrawn, and the Zanzibar

government instituted its own Post Office. As the Zanzibar government's

permanent stamp had not been printed. it was necessary, with the kind con

sent of the Postmaster-General, Bombay, to use, provisionally, Indian stamps

overprinted “Zanzibar."

(2) New stamps are ordered showing a photograph of H. H. the Sultan

of Zanzibar, with palm trees, red flags, and Arabic writing. I expect to

obtain the first supply within the next two months.
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(3) The various values of stamps will be )6, r, z, 2%, 3, 4, 5, 7%, and

8 annas; Rs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

(4) Indian stamps.—I am unable to give you exact figures now, but

over 10,000 of each value overprinted British East Africa, and over 15,000

of each value overprinted Zanzibar. The overprinting was done at Zanzibar

Gazette office, not in London as I have seen stated.

(5) Roughly speaking, about 3,000 of each of the values up to Rs. 1,

and 1,000 of 2, 3, 4, 5 rupees of I. B. E. A. Company's stamps were over

printed British East Africa, excepting the 2 annas stamp, and there were very

few of these in stock.

(6) The new design for British East Africa is orderd, and I expect the

stamps shortly.

(7) The surcharging of the late I. B. E. A. Company's stamp was done

at Mombasa by a hand stamp, under my supervision. This hand stamp was

made by fixing printer's type into a wooden handle with a hollow at one end,

and the type secured by pouring in melted lead. This was the only way to

overcome the difficulty that presented itself when the Government took over

the territory of the late I. B. E. A. Company, as I was unable to get them

overprinted at a printer’s in Mombasa, and there was no time to send them to

Zanzibar. It was owing to the fact that the stock of stamps was so small at

this time in Mombasa that I was compelled to issue the provisional 2% ans.

surcharged on 4% ans. 1. B. E_ A. stamp, overprinted British East Africa,

and the 2% ans. surcharged on 1% ans. Indian stamps overprinted British

East Africa; also the Zanzibar stock of Indian 2% ans. stamp, being so small

and becoming exhausted, compelled me to issue a Provisional 2% ans. sur

charged on 1% ans. stamp.

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your most obedient Servant,

Ti-ios. E. C. REMINGTON,

Postmaster-General.

FHILATELIB CHIMHAT

THE “ FAKING " OF POSTAGE STAMPS-REPAIRS.

(From Le Col/eelz'anneur de Tz'mbres-Poste.)

 

In a note in our January number, we related how a foreign collector,

Baron de M., had lodged a complaint with the Public Prosecutor, on account

of having discovered, with the assistance of a well known collector, that his

albums for which he had paid 25,000 frs. was stocked with patched up, faked

and even counterfeit stamps.

The case came up on the 20th June last before the ioth Criminal Court,

but was adjourned fora fortnight. This case makes a burning question of

the faking and repairing of postage stamps, questions which are agitating a

great many collectors to such a point that their ideas often become extreme,

leaving them to confound the two operations

“ Faking," in curios, is applied to the manoevres which are intended to

give to an article that is more or less authentic a much higher value. Fa

king somewhat resembles repairing, but is distinguished from it generally by

the intention to deceive,

It is faking to put small pistol shots through a modern trunk, in order
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to pretend that it is worm-eaten; it is the clever touching up of an old

picture, giving it the characteristics by which experts recognize such and

such a master; it is the false signature to this picture ;again, it is the Sevres

china bearing its authentic monogram which is decorated by copying the

rarer pieces ; or it is the addition of the monogram to imitations.

Reprints of old books and old engraving are faked by soaking them in

de:octions of tea or walnut, by exposing them to the smoke of damp hay

or by leaving them in a cellar for a long while. .

Repairing is the sticking together of a broken piece of china, the recan

vasing of an old picture which is falling to pieces, the fine-drawing of tapes

tries, the cleaning of a mouldy engraving, even the making up of the lost

parts of a picture, a piece of crockery or a piece of furniture. But in this

way faking is soon the result, for it frequently happens that an object of art,

an old enamel, has nothing ancient, but a very small fraction to which the

attention of the purchaser is called, whereas, all the rest is made up.

Well! all this exists in postage stamps, and latterly it has developed

enormously on account of the continual increase in the prices.

If many collectors consent to pay very high prices for extraordinary speci

mens, well printed, with good margins and still having their original gum,

-or such and such clear cancellations of wh ch they require the set, there are

others, less fastidious, less refined or more economical, who are contented

with any kind of copy, and who above all, wish to complete their sets.

Printed albums especially give collectors that horror of the empty space

—nature abhors a vacuum—which leads them to fill up the spaces even with

defective copies, sometimes with facsimiles.

Here appears the tempting bargain ;such and such a stamp is marked

20 frs. in the catalogues, and somebody offers it at 15 frs. or to frs.; in the

desire to possess it the collector shuts his eyes to its probable defects, for

any bargain generally conceals a snare, and it is rare that the purchaser gets

the best of the seller, which is the ideal that every true collector is ardently

pursuing.

Having been called in to expertize the collection of Baron de M., we

had a rare opportunity to see a collection of the most remarkable examples of

faking and mending that we have ever seen.

We give herea methodical, though very summary, list of the principal

tricks noticed ; we will humbly confess that our capacity of expert does not

make us a diviner, and it is very probable that some pretty things in this line.

masterpieces perhaps, escaped us ; on one hand, because the imagination of

fakers is inexhaustible, on the other, because we were not allowed to take off

the stamps and dip them in water. alcohol or ether and perform other delicate

operations which this rare opportunity of gaining instruction certainly was

worthy of.

1° lmperforale stamps obtained by cutting off the existing perforation.

This childish operation is self-evident, since the stamps no longer have any

margin; this is avoided to a certain extent by taking advantage of the im

perforate margins which often exist at the borders of the sheets; by taking

stamps which are at the angles two good margins are easily obtained. Or,

better still, the finest margins are artificial; that is, with the aid of a knife

and a special ruler the stamp is beveled all around, flush with the outside

line; from a piece of paper like that of the stamp a square of exactly the

same size is cut out with the same instruments; in spite of the slight thick

ness of the paper, we are assured that the cut is beveled, and that the stamp

can be gummed in the frame thus cut out without there remaining any extra

thickness around; anyway, rubbing with very fine pumice stone will smooth
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the whole; the gumming is done by means of a composition dissolved in

alcohol or ether; consequently, a bath even in hot water, will not discover

the fraud. To conduct this operation the stamp is previously stretched and

gummed on a piece of glass by means of a thin gum arabic, the printed side

towards the glass, the frame is added to it, and when the alcoholic or etheral

gumming process is completed, as well as the pumicing, a light coat of col

lodion is passed over the whole, giving unity and consistency to the reverse

of the stamp; the glass is then put into water, the stamp and its frame come

away, and nothing remains but to cut a margin which must not be impru

dently left larger than would appear natural.

This operation, which certainly requires dexterity, is to be found in other

frauds. But, we have been told, putting a margin to a stamp, as well as

putting a margin to an engraving. is not a crime; collectors are quite at

liberty to put margins round their adhesive stamps and around the envelope

stamps which Lallier’s album formerly caused to be cut to shape, round, oval,

octagon, etc. This is true, but when we come to stamps of Queensland, for

example, which are sold at :50 frs. imperforate, instead of 7 frs. for the per

forated, and the stamps of Ceylon, certain of which are worth 30 frs. per

forated and r50 frs. imperforate, there can be no doubt as to the character of

the operation. '

2° Stamp: will: counterfeit perfaratian. Stamps of the same denomina

tion often have various kinds of perforation, of which some are common and

the others rare; it being possible to put new margins on, as we havejnst

seen, nothing is easier than to perforate the stamps at will by means of little

punches prepared expressly and used on florists' blocks.

Essays of the United States have been perforated in this way—the set of

newspaper stamps, for example, and the Department stamps, of which the

magnificent set of proofs, formerly presented by the American Bank Note Co.,

can frequently be obtained at a low figure; if these stamps are on cardboard,

they are thinned down with pumice stone ; if they are on thin pelure paper,

they are glued on to other paper by means of the insoluble preparation ; but

these stamps frequently have the word “SPECIMEN " printed on them in small

letters ; no matter, this word is scraped out and, in its place, falls, as though

by chance, one of the bars of a counterfeit cancellation,

We have seen stamps of the first issue of Hungary, the green of which is

particularly rare, obtained by thinning down and perforating the envelope

stamp of corresponding value.

We have also seen, faked, the 12 kreutzer of Bavaria, which is common

imperforate, but is worth 40 frs. perforated.

3° Fancy re-pieting. From the first ages of philately, the r franc stamps

of the French Empire have been manufactured by gluing to the 80 centimes

dark carmine, the bottom slip taken from the r franc of the Republic.

The same proceeding has produced the rec bistre of the Presidency and

25c blue of the Empire. The most astonishing are the ace of the Republic,

which have never existed, except as essays, and which are found authentically

cancelled on authentic letters, but the cancellation has been adjusted on the

little label marked aoc taken from a stamp of the Empire of the same color.

4° Te'le-b/r/u. It is known that certain stamps in a sheet are found

upside down with relation to the others; this is a defective arrangement

arising from the negligence of a workman when fastening the cuts in the

frame ; collectors call these stamps téte-béche ; some. the old ones of France,

for instance, bring very high prices ; false téte-béches are made by cutting

out along its outside line a stamp forming a group with one or two others,

this leaves attached to the entire stamp a fragile frame formed only of the
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perforated margin ; into this frame the part which has been takenout of it is

put back head downwards, all the precautions mentioned above being taken

_ 5° .__Stamp: with eenter reversed. It happens also that in nearly all stamps

printed in two colors an error of impression brings out the center reversed

with relation to the frame; for instance: the United States of 1869 r5 2

and 30, and also the Spain of 1867, 25 mils, of which we have seen a'fak‘e (‘if

quite apeculiar nature ;_the head is rose, the frame is blue ; if the stamp had

been d1pped_1nto chloride of lime or any other bleaching liquid the rose

would have disappeared, but the blue would not have changed its appearance‘

the only thing done therefore was to expose the stamp to the Summer sun,

covering the blue part with a piece of paper as a shield ; then the head was

printed by means of photo-engraving.

6° .Diseolaratt'ons and change: 0f color, in consequence of chemical reac

tion, are cleverly utilized by cheats—the ror blue of Brazil changed into 101

black, the_ blue Mercury_0f Austria becomes yellow, 15c error of France of

1875 obtained by browning the ordinary 15c and slightly tinting the pa er

rose, etc., etc. Chemistry afl'ords means for obliterating fiscal cancellatigns

made with the pen, thus obtaining unused stamps or stamps postally cancelled

by means of counterfeit cancellations in printers’ ink (like the Bolivia of the

album in question).

7° Counterfeit [ante/[aliens were extremely numerous in this album '

some of them gave a considerable increase of value to sets of stamps of Soutli

Australia, Victoria, and New South Wales, containing some very high values

but marked with the word “reprint” or “ specimen," like the United States

of which we have spoken already; these words had been scraped out, as

could easily be felt_by passing a finger over the stamp, and the place covered

over with a fantastical cancellation.

8° Counterfeit sure/large: are too well-known to our readers for us to

speak of them in detail here ; we just mention a few varieties which we had

not seen previously or which were remarkably well done: Gwalior Tahit'

Gabon, Azores and Madeira. ’ 1’

9° When it is allowed to take out and soak the stamps singular water

marks are discovered as well as wire marks imitated by prihting with wood:

cuts rubbed over with a certain oil, or by striking steel wires on a smooth

steel plate, a process which is employed in industrial operations' certain

watermarks are also imitated by pressing on the paper a thin plate of co er
or parchment in which the watermark design has been cut out ' the a eprpof

the stamp which comes up flush is rubbed with pumice stone. , p p

By these various processes, and particularly by a simple impression in

oil of one tint for the ordinary watermark and of two tints for dark and ii ht
watermarks, we have seen some superb imitations, even of the paper of tgh

Bank of France. . 6

With these various proceedings, which are really pretty simple and b
combining them, a clever counterfeiter will produce extraordinary, effectsy

like a virtuoso with the four strings of his violin. Certainly perfection is

difficult if not impossibleato attain: on folding a doubtful stariip in a certain

way the gummmg often. gives way at the corners, the joining of the cancella

trons is nearly always discovered, as are likewise the false cancellation stam s
and counterfeit perforations are seldom identical with the genuine Butpiri

all cases there is a little something to put you on the alert. Often-the most

difiicult thing is to convince the collector that he has been cheated.
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“You pretend, sir, that this stamp is a counterfeit or has been tamper

ed with. But 1 took it off a letter myself, and a letter from my father too.

Your insinuation is an attack on the honor of my family !"

For this reason, we have long since ceased to give information, unless

we are formally invited to do so.

NOTES.

The Mani/11y journal chronicles the 5 centimes on 25 centimes of

French Congo with the name Congo written “COngo," on which the last

letter of the word “ Francais ” is conspicuous by its absence.

C? C’ {I} D i}

A correspondent of the Landau P/lilaielist reports the discovery of a

variety of the 2% penny stamp of Grenada of the issue of r88r, the T of

POSTAGE being an inverted and reversed L. Inverted letters are, alas! only

too common in over-prints, but reversed ones are, fortunately, impossible ;

this so-called reverse can only be a broken T or an imperfect impression of

that letter.

{1* {it {it {I} {2}

According to the Monthly journal, Messrs. Stanley Gibbons L’d., have a

part of a sheet of the current 96 penny Queensland on thick wove paper

with the blue band of network at the back, one vertical row of stamps of

which does not possess this safeguard. Is it not possible that a similar error

of omission may account for the existence of the 2d and rsh on plain paper?

{I} Q t} {1* {I}

We illustrate below the ofiicial stamp of Spain chronicled last month.
  

C> Q C? {I} Q

We have seen a diagonal half of the current to centavos Bolivar used

as a 5 centavos stamp.

{l {1* G <1} {1*

We copy from the Maul/11y faurnal the following letter referring to the

late Paraguay provisionals :

“ At the G. P. O. I was told that they had been all issued in one day.

I remarked to the employe that, since the issue had been made for home

service only, as there were only 4 cent. stamps in use, there surely must be

some mistake, because the Government would not be so foolish as to con

tinue to lose 1 cent. on every home letter; besides, I added that I had not

even seen one on a letter so far. He then explained that the clerks had

taken them all up themselves, and that not one had gone through the hands

of the public ; adding that he could let me have some at 50 cents each ! !"

We must class these:as: Prepared for issue, but intercepted by the Post

Office clerks.

f} ‘D f} {1' {i

We read in L'Ezlzo a’: la Timbro/ogz'e that the Greek government, in

order to block the game of the speculators who cornered the 60 lepta stamps
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of the Olympic game series, has ordered a new supply of this value, which

has now been placed on sale.

{2 <5 <1} ‘D {It

On the 4th of July, the Venezuelan government issued five stamps and

two postal cards in commemoration of General Miranda. These stamps and

cards will be good for postage until November 4th. There is no doubt that.

this issue will come under the ban of the S. S. S. S.

  

Adhesives : 5c green, 10c blue, 25c yellow, see red, I bolivar vilolet.

Postal cards : roc blue, single and reply.

‘D’ ‘Q’ <3‘ {1* {l

The P/u'lalelz't Retard states that a new issue will shortly appear in‘

Cook Islands.

4} {I} {I} {It ‘D

L: Timbre-Posle describes four varieties of type of the 1 fire of Norway

of the current design, of which we gather that the first variety only (though

we are not quite certain about this from the description) has the posthorn

shaded throughout, the others differing in the form of the small figure r in

the oval band, and (the 4th) in the type of the inscriptions. They are as.

follows:

a. January rst, 1877. With posthorn shaded ; the small figure I has a

sloping top serif, and a well defined horizontal serif below.

i ore deep gray bistre, perf. 13%. '

b. March, 1892. Small figure 1 without serifs ; printed in different

shade.

1 fire deep brown ; perf. 13%.

c. 1893. Small figure r with very small serifs ; color again modified.

1 fire pale yellowish gray ; perf. 13%.

d. December, 1895. The type of the inscriptions changed, as described

last year ; the small figure r is larger than in the preceding varieties, and the

perforation is changed to 13.

1 ()re pale yellowish gray, perf. 13.

The names of the colors given above are literal translations of those as

signed to the varieties by our contemporary.—Mont/zly Yaurnal.

G {15 ‘D {I} {15

A number of our European contemporaries chronicle the 5 shillings St.

Vincent, watermarked Crown and CA, with perforation r: We have grave

doubts about this stamp, as we have seen some the perforation of which was

undoubtedly “ faked."

' {I} ‘D {l C? C?

Messrs. Whitfield King & C0., write the following to the London

Plu'lalelz'sl .

“ There are no stamps in Tonga except 2%d ones. Some of these were

locally surcharged ,léd, but the Postmaster refused to issue them, lest they

should be bought up by speculators, which would leave them worse off for
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stamps than before. Pending the arrival of the new stamps from England,

newspapers and printed matter have to be prepaid in cash, and are hand

stamped with the Tonga Government frank. such as is used for ofiicial

correspondence.” .

This mode of procedure was very thoughtful on the part of the good

Postmaster!

<2} {1* {f ‘D ‘D

We learn from .L’Aoenir des Timhrer-Poste that postal cards of X, K

and I guerche will soon be issued in Abyssinia.

' a» t} e a» e

Mr, C, Witt has shown us the current 5 pfennige postal card of Bavaria

on the face of which is printed in ochre a view of the Bavarian Agricultural

Exhibition (Baierische Landes-Ausstellung) in Nuremberg, 1896, surrounded

by a guilloche' groundwork. We suppose that this is some more material for

the S. S. S. 8.? '

' a o o r.» e

The Philatelic Record has seen the one skilling of the 1874-75 issue of

Norway with a period between the two 15's of EEN.

‘50069

We take the following from the London Philateh'st:

BRITISH SQUTH {Harem-Again we are indebted to Mr. O- Montague

Jacobs for some interesting information regarding what,tto all appearances,

is a very legitimate and necessary resort to surcharging. He writes :

“ When seeing the Secretary and Accountant of the Rhodesia P. O. the

other day, he informed me that, owing to direct postal communication being

interrupted between Bulawayo and Salisbury, he was unable to supply

the former place with stamps from here, and as Bulawayo was running short

of stamps, he had requested the B. S. A. Head Office in Cape Town to supply

from there, and failing any supply there, the P. M. G. of the Cape Colony

was asked to have some of the Cape stamps surcharged for use in B. S. A.

Company's territory and forwarded immediately to Bulawayo. This was

done. and the stamps (in the following quantities) were dispatched on the

evening of the 7th instant, and should arrive in Bulawayo on or about the

16th inst: £5o-kéd, £r5o—|.d, £r5o-2d, £33-3d, £r5o—4d, and £99~6d.

"This is not a speculative issue, but has been an absolute necessity

through the Matabele uprising and consequent stoppage of the mail between

here and Bulawayo." '

‘D i} G’ i} {1'

The Philatelic Record states that the 2 atts on 64 atts of Siam exists

with surcharge on face and back of stamp.

it {1* Q Q i}

We copy the following from the Monthly journal:

INDIA.—AD enthusiastic philatelist (on the spot, we gather) has dis

covered no less than twelve minor varieties of the surcharge “ One Anna "

on the 9 pics envelopes, and gives a list of them in the Quarterly Philatelic

Circular of the Bombay Philatelic Society. It is a little warm in India for

this kind of “ hair-line " (we might almost say “ fur-lined") philately.

We have been shown the %a., blue, envelope, supposed to be of wove

paper, to which we alluded in April, and we are of the opinion that the paper

is of the usual laid nature, but having been soaked, or laid away in a damp

place, the lines in it have become almost invisible. .

Supplementing the information which we published in April, relative t

Q
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supersession of some of the Post-ofi‘ices of the Native States, the same

correspondent writes to us as follows :-—

“ It was the intention of the Indian Post-office to take over, from

January rst, 1895, the Native States Post ofiices in Nowanagar, Bamra, Raj

Nandgaon, Kashmir, Wadhwan, and Poonch. I know Kashmir and Bamra

were taken over, and the native stamps of these States ceased to be used

postally, but I am not sure about the other four.

“ The Indian Post-office has Postal Conventions with Gwalior, Patiala,

Nabha, Jhind, Faridkot, and Chamba States, which use the Imperial postage

stamps overprinted.

“ The P. O. is endeavoring to obtain the closing of all the Native

States Post-offices, but some of the Rajahs are strenuously opposed to the

closing of their offices, and consider they would be shorn of a part of their

dignity, much in the same way as if their salutes were reduced to a few guns.

It will probably take some years to overcome the resistance of the Rajahs,

and close the whole of their POSt-Ofi'lCCS.

“ The ordinary Indian stamps are now used in Kashmir and Bamra, and

not overprinted. In Jhind, where the Indian stamps are used overprinted,

the native issues are no longer current for postal purposes."

As we saw, by the extract from the Postmaster-General's Report, the

Kashmir ofiices were taken over from November rst, i894 ; those of Bamra,

and Nandgaon, which were also mentioned in the Report as taken over dur

ing 1894-95, we may suppose were thus amalgamated from January 1st,

1895. -The other three, no doubt, were not superseded at the date at which

the Report was drawn up, but let us hope that this may have happened

since. The latter part‘ of the letter, which we may add is from an officer in

the Indian Postal Service, shows that the Native and the overprinted issues

are not used concurrently, and that we may assume that the Native issues of

Jhind and Faridkot ceased to be available for Postal purposes in 1885 and

1886 respectively.

CHRONICLE

UNI'I‘ED 8TA'1‘B8.-According to the Philatelic Monthly, the current 3

cent adhesive is issued with triangle No. 3.

Adhesive stamp.

Watermarked U S P S in each row.

Perforated r2.

3c purple, triangle 3

 

ARGENTINE RBPUBLlQ-The Monthly Yournal chronicles the issue

of envelopes and wrappers, postal and letter cards with stamp of new design.

These were issued on May 25th, 1896, the anniversary of the independence

of the Republic, and are intended to replace the current issues. We hope to

illustrate these stamps in next month’s journal. The rec is now issued with

the large watermark.

Adhesive stamp.

Watermarked a large sun and rays.

Perforated r r 5.

rec carmine
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Ewe/apes.

Cream laid paper.

Size 150x87 mm.

5c pink

Size 148x125 mm.

50 pink

Wrappers.

Straw wove paper.

Size |r6x28o mm.

%c pale blue 2c green

to brown 4c gray

Postal eards.

3c orange, bufi' 6c mauve, bufi'

4c gray, bufl' 6x6c mauve, buf

Letter cards.

3c orange, buf

4c gray, buf

 

R BRITISH EAST AFRICA-We copy the following from the Philatelic

eeora’. '

Messrs. Whitfield King & Co. send us an envelope with a stamp of the

new design, printed in blue. In the center is a small medallion of the Queen,

head and shoulders draped in widow's weeds, on each side is a lion rampant,

spears extend diagonally'behind the medallion to the four corners. At the

top, in colored block letters on white ground, in two lines, are the words

" British East-Africa " immediately underneath, in smaller white letters on a

colored ground, are the words “ Postage and Revenue.” A curved label at

the base of the medallion bears the value in colored block letters on a white

ground, " 2% annas,” and in a straight label, extending the whole width of

the stamp at the foot, is the word “ Protectorate" in colored block letters on

a white ground. The whole is surrounded with a thin colored line. The

design is novel, pretty, and effective. The size of the stamp is 2234 mm.

by 19% mm. The envelope, which is of white laid paper, measures 14: mm.

by 78% min

At the moment of going to press we are indebted to Mr. Botiwalla, of

Bombay, for a full set of the new design, as follows:

Adlzesive stamps. .

Perforated.

%a yellow 7%a lilac

ra rose 8a olive green

2a chocolate rr ultramarine

2%a blue 2r orange

3a slate 3r deep purple

4a deep green 4r lake

4%a orange 5r dark brown

5a dark ochre

Envelape.

White laid paper.

Size 14rx78§£ mm.

72%a blue
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BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA-We copy the following from the Philatelic

Reeord .

“ Mr. Garbutt sends us two new surcharges-rd on 3d and 1d on 4sh.

The stamps surcharged are of the first issue of British South Africa. The

surcharge is in black, and measures 16 mm. The surcharge is “One Penny"

in capitals and tall small letters. The original value is obliterated by three

bars close together. Our correspondent informs us that there are only 20

sheets, or 1200 stamps, and that the Company will not sell more than six to

one person. The first sheet had four errors, the "y" of "Penny" being in

verted. At the time of writing, these stamps were being used for fiscal pur

poses only; but as all British South Africa stamps are available for both

postage and revenue, we presume this surcharge will also be available for

postage if required. We shall be glad to hear from our correspondent whether

this is so, and if they have been so used postally.

Adhesive slamps.

Perforated.

1p on 3p green and gray, black surcharge

1p on 4sh red and slate “ "

35 on 55 yellow " "

 

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE-The Month/y Pasta! Cara’ Bullelin mentions

having received the 1% penny card with additional inscription “ Union

Postale Universelle " above " Cape of Good Hope " in the same color.

We have received the one shilling adhesive printed in yellow buff.

Adlzesz've stamp.
  

.- ,3
- - .W, L. _ _ I

POSYICI NALFPlNNv

Watermarked an Anchor.

Perforated r4.

rsh yellow buff

Postal card.

r§4p slate, buf

OBYLON.-Mr. E. G. Rusbridge has just sent us a new postal card ex

actly like our type PC :2, but of the value of 2 cents printed in yellow brown.

Pasta] card.

2c yellow brown, ‘ZN/lift

 

 

FINLAND-The Mont/11y Circular states that the 5, 20 and 25 pennia

adhesives are now issued with perforation r4. We chronicled the IO pennia

of this perforation in March.

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated 14.

SP green 25]) blue

20p orange

 

GRENADA-The Landon l’lzilalelir! chronicles the issue of the )4

penny adhesive of the new type.
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Adhesive stamp.

  

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated.

Mp lilac and green

 

GwaUon-We have received the current 2 annas 6 pies and r, 2, 3

GWALIOR in black.
and 5 rupes stamps of India surcharged nmfimt

Adhesive stamps.

watermarked a Star.

Perforated 14.

2a 6p green

rr carmine and green

2r brown and rose

31’ green and brown

5r purple and blue

 

PARAGUAY.—In addition to the provisional 5 centavo on 2 centavos

chronicled last month, the Phx'late/z'e Record states that the 4 centavos tele

graph stamp has been surcharged in the same way.

Adhesive stamp.

Provisional issue.

Perforated 1 r %.

5c on 4c yellow, black surcharge

 

SAMOA-The London Phx'latelz'st mentions the issue of the r penny re

ply card of the same type as the single card chronicled some time ago.

Postal tard.

rxrp carmine, pale green

 

‘I'ASMANIA.-According to the Australian Philatelist, the 9 pence is

now printed in light blue and watermarked "TAB" type 2.

Adhesive stamp.

watermarked. “TAs"

Perforated.

9p light blue

 

VICTORIA-From the Australian Pht'latelist we gather that the 5 shil

ling (duty) is now printed in carmine red on white paper.
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Revenue usedfor paslagc.

a; _ g. 'i _> l

H i I: l

  

Watermarked V and Crown sideways,

Perforated.

ssh carmine red

 

ZANZIBAR-We copy the following from the Philatelic Record .

"Our publishers have shown us two fresh surcharges—‘2%’ on the

Indian r anna stamp. The surcharge is in black. The principal figure ‘2'

measures 4 mm. in height and exists in two varieties, one having a straight

foot, and the other a. curved foot.

Aa’lresive stamps.

Perforated.

Figure 2 with curved foot.

2%a on ra brown, black surcharge

Figure 2 with straight foot.

2%a on ra brown, black surcharge

 

THE MARKET

Auction sale of Messrs. Cheveley & Co., June 13th, 1896.

Basel, 2%r, unused 5- 5-°

Switzerland, 1850, rorp with border to cross 4- O-0

Ceylon, Star, perf., rsh 9p, unused 3- 5-°

Lagos, rsh, perf. 12%, unused, 0. g. 113-0

Mobile, 2c black, on entire envelope 5-15-°

Bahamas, no watermark, fine perf., 1d lake, unused 3- Q0

Nevis, 4d rose, unused, 5- 5-°

St. Vincent, no watermark, 4d yellow, unused 212-6

“ “ rsh blue 116-0

“ “ 15h gray 2. ‘2.0

Nevis, rsh violet, unused 2- 4-°

“ rsh yellow green, engraved Z-H-O

United States, 1856, 90c blue, unused 3- 6-°

Auction sale of Messrs. Venton, Bull & Cooper, June 17th, 1896.

Natal, first issue, 9d blue, a superb specimen, with large margins

all round design, on large piece of original letter ' £24. 0.0

another one, not quite so fine as above, used, on large piece

of original 20. 0.0

H
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Canada, 7%d green, apparently unused 6_ °_°

“ rod blue, on colored paper, apparently unused 4_1°_°

“ 6d purple black, perf., apparently unused 9459

United States, 1869. 24c green and purple, with center inverted, fine 23.ro.o

Barbados, rd on half of 5sh. fine unsevered pair 25_ °_°

Nevis, 6d green, unused, o. g. 9 ‘Q0

Trinidad, lithographed, rd blue, fine impression, used, on entire 8. 5 0

Auction sale of Messrs. Puttick & Simpson, June 15th and 16th 1896.

Great Britain, 6d octagonal, block of 4, inverted watermark, unused

no gum ,6 9, 9,0

“ ish, plate .3, with hair lines, imperf., unused, un

severed pair 9_ 9,6

“ do. do. single copy, fine, but no gum 3_|5_°

Spain, 1851, 2r orange red, cut rather close at top and small tears 1a.|2.o

“ 1853, :r scarlet, fine copy, postmark rather heavy 5, 5_°

Basel, 2%r . 4.r8.o

Zurich, 4r, vertical lines, very fine 17, 5_°

Tuscany, 2c blue on white, fine unused block of 4 3_ °_°

“ rcr red, fine unused block of 4 6_ 0,9

India, 1853, 4 annas, with blue dividing line, unused 5, 5 0

Cape of Good Hope, 1d blue, wood block error, very slight crack

in surface, cut close at bottom 25. 0.0

Mauritius, 2d blue, medium state of plate, lightly postmarked, fine

margins, deep color 19, °_°

Nevis, lithographed, 6d gray, unused, no gum 7_16_°

“ perf. 14, 18h yellow green 4, 5,0

Turks Island, rsh prune, very fine, lightly postmarked 22 0.0

Fiji, 1875, ad on me on 6d carmine, fancy V R, unused, o. g. 6. 0.0

Auction sale of Messrs. Cheveley & C0., June 24th, 1896.

France, rfr orange, very fine _ ,6 5.15.0

Great Britain, 6d violet, octagonal, fine, unused, o. g. ' 5. 0.0

Sweden, 35k banco, unused, o. g. 2.15.0

Wurtemberg, 70kt, very fine 3. 8.0

Ceylon, 8d brown, superb color, light postmark, large margin on

three sides 19. 0.0

“ 9d imperf., splendid specimen 4. 0.0

“ 9d ochre brown, star, perf., unused, without gum 3.10.0

Mauritius, 2d blue, Greek border, superb pair on entire letter 3. 3.0

British Guiana, 1853, re brown red, unused, without gum 3. 7.6

Dominica, CA, ish, unused, o. g. 5. 5.0

Nevis, 4d rose, unused 4. 0.0

“ lithographed, 4d orange, unused, o. g. 7.10.0

" “ 6d gray. unused, o. g. I3.ro.o

Nova Scotia, ish violet, good margins, good color 20. 0.0

Newfoundland, 6d orange, unused, small margins 7. 0.0

St. Vincent, watermarked star, 5sh rose, unused, o. g. 15. 0.0

Tobago, CC, 6d brown 3.12.6

Auction sale of Messrs. Puttick & Simpson, July 2d, r896.

Cape of Good Hope, wood block, 4d blue, superb copy ,6; 3. 7.6

Natal, 9d blue, fine to. 5.0
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Bahamas, no watermark, rough perforation, 4d rose, unused, o.g. 7. o 0

St. Lucia, watermarked Star, 4d blue, vertical pair, unused, o.g. 7. 5.0

“ “ 6d green, unused, o g. 3.12.6

“ “ another one 3. 3.0

Trinidad, pin perforation, 4d gray. a pair, unused, o. g. ro.1o.o

“ do, 6d green, unused, o.g. 6. 5 o

Turks Island, lsh brown, a fine copy, but clipped at three sides 12. o o

srarsw ISLAND FHILATELIC SOCIETY.

Brant/1 of the A. P. A.

Meetings held the third Tuesday of each month, Communications relatinéto the Exchan e De art

at& o’clock P. M., at Loescher's Hotel, 86 Canal men! address to Edgar R. arter, Box l”, omp ins

St., Stapleton, S. I., N. Y. ville, S. 1., N. Y.

prn'dmt' AUGUST DRJONGB' Communications relating to_ Examination of

S’H'M’J'I ROBERT 5' LBHMM“ Stamps Department, address Henry Clotz, P. O.

For information address the Secretary, 9 W. Box 999,N.Y.City.

16th St., N. Y.

160th Meeting of the Staten Island Philatelic Society, held July 16th, 1896'
The meeting was called to vorder at 8.30 P.M , with the following

members present: President August Dejonge in the Chair; Messrs. R. F.

Albrecht, Dr. R. Roehre, A. Richter, Oscar Dejonge, E. R. Carter, Adolph

Lienhardt and R S. Lehman. As visitor Mr. Chas. H. Seidel.

The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as read.

The following gentlemen were proposed for membership : Mr. Chas. H.

Seidel by Mr. August Dejonge. Mr. A. Schulze by Mr. E. R Carter.

These propositions were referred to the Executive Committee.

The Executive Committee having reported favorably upon the proposal’

for membership of Mr. S. A. Stevens, this name was balloted upon and the

gentleman unanimously elected.

The President reported that three of our members had suffered severe

losses by deaths in their famlies namely : Mr. A. Richter who lost his wife,

Mr. C. Witt who lost a son, and Mr. R. R. Bogert who lost his father.

Upon motion of Mr. Carter, which was carried unanimously the

sympathy of the Society was tendered and the Secretary instructed to write a

letter of condolence to each.

The President read a letter he had received from our member, Mr.

Paul Ascher of Lima. Peru, in which he sent a copy of an interesting document

which his local society, the Sociedad Filatelica Sud-Americana, sent to

Mekeel's Weekly, and which denounced the “Tumbes Issue" (1895) of

Peruvian Provisional Stamps, as an unnecessary and purely speculative one.

He also says in his letter. that the Jubilee Stamps of Peru had no speculative

character, but that “there was reason enough for making this issue, con

sidering the jubilee everybody felt, that'after six years of revolution they

again had a constitutional government" This letter closes with other in»

teresting philatelic information. Upon motion, the Secretary was instructed

to thank Mr. Ascher for the letter.

The President also read a letter he had received from Mr. E. Doeblin,

our member in Allegheny City, Pa., in regard to A. P. A. matters, which

proved of interest to the A. P. A. members present.
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Mr. A. Richter presented some rare stamps for the Society Album._ Mr.

A. Lohmeyer sends the Monthly Bulletin of the Postal Card Society No. 29. '

Messrs. J. Bartels 8: Co.. their price list of plate numbers. The Bogert 8:

'Durbin Co, priced copy of the catalogue of their 64th sale. Mr. Paul

Kohl of Chemnitz, Germany, a catalogue of the stamps of Europe, 1895

edition. 'I he thanks of the Society are tendered to the kind donors.

Mr. C. Witt reports that he has removed to 100 East 83d Street.

Adjournment followed at 10.15 P. M.

The next meeting will be held August 20th, 1896.

ROBERT S. LEHMAN, Secretary.

CITY 0}" LONDON FHILATELIC CLUB.

 

Committee for Season i895-96 :— Vin-Presidents, Mr Harry Hilckes and

Mr. John J. Lane. Hon. Treasurer and Exchange Superintendent. Mr.J E.

Joselin Hon. Librarian, Mr. C. Forbes. Messrs. H. A. Macmillan, H. J.

Bignold, W Morley, N. Z. Drachachis, F. B. Carr, H. Thompson, W. G.

Hawkins, D. Nops, and Percy C. Bishop. Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. Forbes,

42, Strahan Road, Bow, London, E

AN UP RIVER TRIP FOR CLUB MEMBERS.

It is proposed to organize this summer, an Up-River Excursion under

the auspices of the Club, and on the lines of the very enjoyable outing of

two years ago. August is thought to be the most suitable month, and Satur

day. August and has b -en suggested as a good date for the trip. At an in

formal gathering of some of the Committee Members of the ('lub, the pro

gramme was to some extent outlined-tentatively of course. It was suggest

ed that members and others participarting in the outing should meet at

Waterloo Station at 8 3o a.m , proceed by train to Windsor, and thence. by

steam or electric launch up river. Lunch would be taken on board, and tea

either at Marlow or on the return journey. The cost of the trip, including rail

way fare, steam launch, luncheon and tea, would be 125. 6d. per head, or for

double ticket (lady and gentleman), ,{i is. As it is desirable to know at

once how many would like to take part in this excursion applications to that

effect (which would not be in any way binding at this stage), should at once

be made to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. (‘. Forbes 42, Strahan Road, Bow, E.

Any philatelist, member of the Club, or otherwise cordially welcome.

HON. SizcRE'rARY's REPORT.

The fourteenth meeting of the Season was held on Monday. ist June, at

Kennan’s Hotel, Crown Court. 64, Cheapside, E. C., when the fifth of our

Auction Sales was held Although many good stamps were put up for auction,

salts were not up to the usual average—the fine weather no doubt being re

sponsible for the absence of many of the best buyers.
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IMPORTANT.

Members will kindly note that during June, July and August the meet

ings will be held once a month only, the next meeting being on the 29th inst.,‘

when our Sixth Auction Sale will be held. Mr. Wall has also kindly promis

ed to exhibit the Tintometer, so as to allow interested members to personally

examine it.

Will publishers of books and papers on philately kindly send a copy to

the Hon. Librarian, Mr. C. Forbes, 42, Strahan Road. Bow E., who will be

pleased to acknowledge same.

All books and papers received are laid on the table for the use of mem

bers at our meetings.

GENERAL NOTICES.

Applications for membership and all communications with referance to

the Club, should be sent to the Hon. Sec., Mr. C. Forbes. 52, Strahan Road

Bow, London. E.

The Annual Supscription to the Club is now to /- for London and 5 /

for Country and Foreign members; this includes a copy, as published, of the

Official Organ.

NATIONAL PHILATELICAL SOCIETY.

Orpmiud 1874. Incorporated 1092.

Meetings held Second and Fourth Tuesday of each month, at Room 26, Bible House, at 3 P. M.

OFFICERS.

President, J. N. T. LltVlCK, 51 William Street, Secretary, W. F. Glutoonv, 11 Park Row, New

New Yorlt. York.

Vicpi’rnident, R. R. BOGERT, 160 Nassau Street, New York.

Treasurer, MAX Met/nurtures, 58 Eighth Street, Hobolten, N. J.

COMMITTEES.

R. R. Bocnr, M. C. Banal-sen,

Entertainment H. GREMMEL, Finane'rg G. W. D. Cm'r'rRNToN,

DR. B. M. FBLouAN. A. L. "Arno.

Gno. R. TU‘ITLB, C. L. Mona/to,

Hales-e J05. S. RICH, Membrrsbi/g H. COLLIN,

J. N. Lu". . j. M Amman“.

Librarian, J. S. RICH, 489 Manhattan Avenue, Exchange flfmm, r, G. W. D. CRITTBNTON 2m

New York. \Vesl End Ave, ew York.

MEETING HELD JUNE 9, 1896.

The 60th meeting of the Corporation and 308th the Society was called

to order at 9 o'clock p. m. by President Levick.

Present: Messrs. Andreini, Brevoort, Eberhardt, Gregory, G. B. Cal

man, Homberger, Levick, Luff, Rich and J. W. Scott.

Minutes of last meeting read and approved.

Trustees reported the election of Robert A. McKim and the proposal

of‘ G. Schrimer of N. Y. City as a new member.

After display of stamps by Messrs. Andreini and Brevoot and philatelic

talk meeting adjourned at lo.ro.

W. F. GREcoav, Secretary
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HENRY COLLlN AND HENRY L- CALMAN.

I (Continued)

8PAl]\l—-C<>ntinued.

October Ist, I874.

Typographed on white wove paper; size

i8yéxzzmm.

Perforated I4.

510 too do p. dark red brown

51: 10c de p. pale red brown

512 Ice de p. bistre brown

Varieties .'

a. Imperforate.

513 too do p. bistre brown

5x4 100 de p. dark red brown

5. With round top 3 instead ofs in cnn'rs.

515 we de p. bistre brown

c. With flat top 3 instead of s in cams.

516 Ice de p. bistre

d. Hyphen instead of s in can-rs.

5x7 IOC de p. bistre

e. c instead of s in csnrs.

518 we de p. bistre

f. z intead of s in CENTS.

519 10c de p. bistre

Counterfeits used postally.

Perforated IS.

520 we de p. brown

As we have not seen this forgery, nor

found any description of it, we cannot de

scribe it.

MONAROHY.

Reign of Alfonso XII.

August 1st, 1875.

Typographed (portrait of Alfonso XII) on

while wove paper, with a pattern printed in

blue on the back. This pattern consists of a

rectangle containing a number for each

stamp, all the numbers being different and

ranging from I to too, the rectangle be

a dotted groundwork in

Size, rggxzgmrr.

ing surrounded by

a double frame.
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Perforated 14.

541 ac dc p. chocolate brown

542 20 de p. bistre brown

543 5c de p. lilac

544 5c de p. mauve

545 roc de p. blue

546 10c de p. dull blue

547 20c de p. orange

548 25c de p. rose

549 25c de p. carmine rose

550 40c dc p. deep brown

551 40c de p. yellow brown

552 50c de p. lilac

553 50c de p. mauve

554 Ip black

555 rp gray black

556 4P grew

  

  

  

557 10]) uliramarine

Varieties: Imperforale.

558 2c de p. brown

559 5c de p. lilnc

56o IOC de p. blue

Counterfeits used postally.

Perforated.

56! rp black

562 4P green

563 rop blue

In the forgeries the shading is too abun

dant, the sol COMUNICACIONES too round,

and the T of PESETA has the vertical bar too

short, in PESETAS the P is too narrow, the E's

too open and the A too large.

June rst, 1876.

Typographed on white wove paper‘, size,

I8%x22%mm.

watermarked

1. White wove paper of ordinary thick

ness, glazed.

Perforated I4.

564 5c de p. reddish brown

565 5c de p. bistre brown

566 we de p. blue

567 10c de p. deep blue

568 20c de p. sea green

569 25c de p. dark red brown

570 40c de p. gray brown

57x 50c de p. yellow green

572 50: de p. dark yellow green

573 1p dark blue

574 4P magenta

575 10p vermilion

II. Thin white wove paper, slightly

glazed.

Perforated I4

576 5c de p. bistre

577 too do p. blue

578 250 de p. brown

579 50c de p. green _

58o 1p ullramarine

58! 4p magenta

582 mp pale vermilion

October, r877.

Typographed on white wove paper ; size,

r5yéxr5%mm.

583 ){c de p. yellow green

584 },{c de p. blue green

585 Me de p. dark blue green

Varieties:

a. Te’te hie/1e.

586 54c de p. green

b. Perforated in vertical pairs (unofficial).

587 %e de p. dark blue green

July 1st, 1878.

T pographed on white wove paper; size,

I8}Zx22mm.

Perforated I4.

588 ac dc p. brown lilac

589 ac dc p. deep brown lilac

590 5c de p. yellow

591 50 de p. orange

592 we de p. brown

593 10c de p. dark brown

594 20c dc p. black

595 20c de p. gray black

590 25c de p. olive bisire

597 40c de p. red brown

598 50c de p. blue green

599 50c de p. deep blue green

600 1p lilac

6o! 1p gray lilac

602 4p violet

603 mp blue

604 top deep blue

Variety: lmperforate.

605 20 de p. brown violet
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Counterfeits used postally.

Perforated.

606 25c de p. bistre

607 rp gray

608 4p violet

609 10p blue

In the forgeries of the I and 4 pesetas the

outline of the head of the king is very pro

nounced and the letters of the word cou

UNICACIONES are very narrow and the hair

is very irregular. We have not found any

description of the other forgeries.

May rst, r879.

Typographed on white wove paper; size,

18%x22mm.
  

Perforated I4.

610 ac dc p. black

6n ac dc p. gray black

6r: 5c de p. green

613 5c de p. pale green

614 we de p. rose

6r5 we de p. carmine rose

616 20c de p. rich brown

617 25c de p. pale ultramarine

618 40c de p. bistre brown

619 ' 50c de p. yellow

620 506 de p. orange

621 1p carmine

622 Ip pale carmine

623 4p gray

  

  
624 4p dark gray

625 top olive bistre

626 top deep olive bistre

Varieties: Imperforate.

627 ac dc p. black

628 25c de p. ultramarine .

Counterfeits used postally.

Perforated I4.

629 25c de p. pale ultramarine, 1st coun

terfeit

630 25c delp. pale ultramarine, and mum

terfeit

631 50c de p. orange

632 rp red

633 4P gm)’

634 10c pale bistre

In the first counterfeit of the 25 centimes

de peseta there are two white spots-one in

the forehead and the other on the nose. In

the lower part of the hair there is also a

white spot, and in the frame containing the

oval there are no small dots as in the

genuine. The second forgery is similar to

the first, but there are some dots in the frame.

The principal difference in the forgeries of

_ 639

the r, 4 and I0 pesetas is that in each of

the eight foliated ornaments forming the

corner ornament of the inside frame one of

the undulations is missing and the c of

CORREOS is too far away from the o.

In the forgery of the 50 centimos de

peseta the head of Alfonso is larger and the

shading rough and the letters and figures are

not perfect.

January 1st, 1882.

Typographed on white wove paper, size,

rsxzamm.

Perforated 14.

635 15c de p. salmon

636 15c de p. buff

637 30c de p. violet

638 750 de p. lilac

Variety: Figure I missing,

5c de p. salmon

Counterfeits used postally.

Lithographed on white wove paper.

Perforated 14.

640 30c de p. pale mauve

The lithographic appearance of the forgery

is sufiicient to distinguish it from the

genuine.

October rst, 1889.

Typographed (portrait of Alfonso XIII)

on white wove paper, size, r8%x28mm.

Perforated 14.

64! ac dc p. blue green

642 5c de p. ultramarine

643 5c de p. dark ultramarine

644 10c de p. red brown

645 we de p. pale red brown

646 15c de p. brown violet

647 20c dep. yellow green

648 25c de p. slate blue

649 30c de p. slate

650 40c de p. brown

‘651 50c de p. claret

652 75c de p. salmon buff

653 rp dark violet

654 4p carmine

655 top salmon
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Perforated r4.
Counterfeits used postally. 8 8 d b]

o roc e p. ue

Perforated 14.

656 1p dark violet 1876-77
This forgery is %mm., smaller in height Typographed on white wove papa;

than the genuine ; the hair is not so undulat- . _

ed, especially at the top; the A of PESETA

is too near the 'r ; in the genuine, this letter

is under the indentation of the design; in

the counterfeit it is about 1mm., away from

  

it.

REVENUES USED FOR POSTAGE.

r862.
Typographed on colored wove paper. Perforated r4,

__ v i “I v 809 12c de p. blue (1876)

i.» _ 4,. ‘- Yr 810 120 de p. pale brown (r877)

" r877.

Typographed on white wove paper.

  

801 50c blue on yelow

r867.

Typographed on white wove paper.

Perforated I4.

  

. 1° Imperforate.

811 15c dc p. red brown

2° Perforated 14.

812 50c de p. orange red

r878-8r.

Typographed on white wove paper.

‘mm

  

302 5c de escudo lilac

r 87 r-75.

Typographed on white wove poper.

Perforated 14.

813 we de p. ultramarine (1878)

S14 x2e de p. carmine (r879)

8x5 12c de p. red brown (r880)

Perforated 14. 816 me do p. ultramarine (r88r)
803 me do p. green (187!) l 1331

804 me do . 1'1 8 .805 we de ‘221cc Typographed on white wove paper.

806 12c de p. carmine (1874) '

807 we de p. slate (1875)

1874.

Typographed on white wove paper.

‘3* .

  

  

Perforated 14.

817 100 de p. flesh

1883-86.

Typographed on white wove paper.
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Perforated {4.

8X8 106 de p. ultrsmarine (1883)

8x9 we de p. lilac (I884)

820 roe cle p. yellow green (1885)

Sex roc de p. blue (1886) '

822 25c de p. lilac (1885)

1887. '

Same type, impressiou and paper as issue

of 1882.

Perforated I4.

  

823 we do p. red brown

1888-95.

824 100 de p. blue (1888)

825 10c de p. yellow green (I889)

826 loc de p. slate violet (1890)

827 100 de p. rose (1891)

828 we de p. olive (I892)

829 roe de p. blue,(l895)

830 25c de p. carmine (r893)

OFFICIAL STAMPS.

July 1st, r854.

Typographed in black on colored wove

paper. There is no value indicated, but in

stead, the weight of the letter is shown on

the lower label (media onza, una onza, cuatro

onzas, una libra). Size IB}/,{x22%mm.

  

got }4 0 black on yellow

go: I 0 black on me

903 4 0 black on pale green

904 I libra black on lilac blue

Jlnuary 1st, 1855.

Typographed in black on colored wove

paper, with weight indicated in lower half

of oval, (media onza, una onzs, cuatro onzas,

una libra). Size, 18%x22}4mm.

  

Mo black on orange905

906 )40 blsck on strsw

907 Mo black on pale yellow

908 10 black on dark rose

90g 10 black on pale rose

910 10 black on salmon

on 40 black on green

grz 40 black on yellow green

9r3 40 black on sea green

9I4 r libra. black on lilac blue

915 r libra black on pearl gray

1895.

Same type as current adhesive stamps, but

printed in yellow.

Perforated I4.

916 50c de p. yellow

r896.

Typographed on white wove paper

r8}4x22% mm.

Size,

 

_I.
ll

‘

'

  

E1%sr-efiae‘

Qin‘

Perforated I4.

917 (no value) rose

This stamp and the preceding one were

issued for the use of members of Congress.

PRIVATE FRANKS GRANTED BY THE

AUTHORITIES TO VARIOUS

PARTIES.
  

January 1st, 1 869.

Lithographed on white wove paper.

95r (no value) blue

Variet : Tfile hie/1c.

952 die value) blue

This stamp was used to frank the book

"Cartilla Postal de Espana" (The Postal

A B C of Spain.) from January Ist to July

rst, I869. The author of the book was Sr.

Diego Csstell Fernandez.
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. . Ail

Typographed in black on colored wove

paper.

953 (no value) black on buff

This stamp was used by Sr. Mariano

Pardo de Figueroa (Dr. Thebussem) to frank

his correspondence, this privilege having

been granted him by the Postmaster-General.

RETURN LETTER STAMP.

October, 1875.

Lithographed in black

paper. Size, 24x24mm.

on blue wove

  

1001 (no value) black on blue

\VAR TAX STAMPS.

These stamps are only revenue stamps, as

they represented the fiscal tax on all letters

addressed to the interior of Spain or to the

Spanish colonies. But, as many collectors

take an interest in them, we give below a

list of them, although they have no claim to

a place in a postage stamp collection.

January rst, r874.

Typographed on white wove paper.

18%“: mm.

Size,

  

Perforated I4.

1051 5c de p. black

r052 50 de p. gray black

r053 1pc de p. blue

1054 roc de p. pale blue

Variety .' Imperforate.

r055 50 de p. black

October, 1874.

Regular postage stamps of same

surcharged in black in three lines :

date,

P0r—i.\ii>T0—cuEnRA.

Perforated 14.

1056 10c de p. bistre, black surcharge

January 1st, 1875.

Typographed on white wove paper.

I B%x22% mm.

Size,

  

Perforated I4.

1057 5c de p. green

I058 50 de p. yellow green

r059 50 de p. dark green

rooo 5c de p. gray green

I061 100 de p. violet

1062 100 de p. mauve

Varieties.‘ imperforate.

r063 5c de p. dark green

1064 100 de p. violet

June rst, r876.

Typographed (portrait of Alfonso XII) on

white wove paper. Size, 18%):22 mm.

  

Perforated 14.

r065 50 de p. pale green

r066 5c de p. dark green

r067 5c de p. gray green

i068 roc de p. blue

1069 100 de p. deep blue

I070 250 de p. black

r071 rp lilac

r072 5p carmine

Varieties: Imperforate.

r073 rp lilac

I074 5p carmine

September rst, r877.

Typographed on white wove papen': Size

18%:(22 mm.

  

Perforated I4.

1075 150 de p. claret
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1076 50c de p. yellow

1077 50c de p. orange

Variety .' Imperforate.

1078 15c de p. claret

1879.

Same type, paper and impression as pre

ceding issue.

Perforated I4.

r079 50 de p. blue

1080 IOC de p. carmine

roSr x5e de p. violet

1082 25c de p. brown

1083 50c de p. olive

r084 rp bistre

r085 5p gray

These stamps were to have been issued on

May rst, I879, but, as the tax was sup

pressed before this date, the stamps did not

go into circulation.

OARLIST INSURREC'I‘ION.

Provinces of Biscaya, Navarro, Gulpuz

eoa and Alarva.

July rst, r873.

Lithographed (portrait of Don Carlos) on

white wove paper. Size, 18x24% mm.

  

I. Ordinary white wove paper slightly

glazed.

r501 rr blue

1502 is pale blue

II. Thick white wove paper, slightly

glazed.

I503 Ir blue

1504 rr pale blue

Reprints.

August, 1881.

Lithographer! on white ‘wove paprr, un

glazed.

1505 1r light blue

1506 1r blue

1507 1r deep blue

In order to distingrlish the reprints from

the originals, we give below some point: per

taining to each .

In the originals the hair of the heat!’ and

the beard are sharp and clear, and in the

white spot at the top of the head there is a

small dot, plainly discernible. On the cheek,

between the eye and the left whisker there are

it number of minute dots. The bottom of the

neck is shaded with diagonal lines. The

thin line of the groundwork at the top of

t/reE of FR/LVQUEO is generally broken

at the left side, the eighteenth line of shading

at the to) of the right side generally runs be

yond the outer frame ,' in the curred line

above ESPAI'VA there is generally a break

at the left of the E.

In the reprints the hair is blurred and in—

distinct. The dot in the white spaee at the

top of the head is genera/l1’ invisible, and

when it shows, it'loohs more like a colon or a

small dash and generally touches the hair

above or below it. 7 he line above ESPA [VA

is unbroken.

September, 1873.

Same type as preceding issue, but the

curved line above rasmxa is removed in or

der to make room for a tilde (’) above the

Nof ESPANA. Of this issue there are two

plates: the first consisting of 84 stamps in

7 horizontal rows of 12' This is the plate of

the first issue on which the line has been

removed and a tilde added, making, con

sequently, 84. varieties, as this tilde differs

more or less on all the stamps. The second

plate consists of I80 stamps in 15 rows of 12

each, all exactly alike, the plate having been

made from one die.

  

Thick white wove paper, glazed.

r508 Ir blue

1509 rr deep blue

Reprints.

A ugust, 1881. - '

Thieh wovepaper, ung'azed.

1510 1r light blue

1511 1r blue

151:? 1r deep blue

These are exactly the same as the reprints

of the stamps of the preceding issue, with the

exception of the line above ESPA IVA, which

has been replaced by a tilde over the N ; this

tilde is the some in all the reprints, is placed

rather close to the N and is of the same width

as that letter.

July Ist, r874.

Lithographed on white wove paper, Size,
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I513 rr lilac

r514 Ir reddish lilac

I5t5 1r gray lilac

March rst, 1875'

Lithographed on white wove paper.

18x22 mm.

Size,

it

  

:{wt Luau nnl

2' 4,

  

Tn c nil-1A II C

1. Thin bluish white wove paper,

15x6 50c green

Variety .' The figure of value at the right

side is 30 instead of 50.

1517 50c de p. green

This variety is simply the result of defective

transfer.

II. Ordinary yellowish white wove paper.

1518 50c green

[519 50c emerald green

1520 50c yellow green

I521 1r brown

X522 Ir deep brown

Varim'n .' The figure of value at the right

side is 30 instead of 50

1523 500 green

1524 50c emerald green

1525 50c yellow green

Province of Catalonia.

  

    

  

  

  

  

April 15th, 1874.

Lithographed on white wove paper.

t8x2t% mm.

Size,

,_ .45

contests NHL

. . ea.

[526 I6 maravedis rose

r527 16 maravedis deep rose

Varirtiz: .

a. D105. PAlRlA RFY.

1528 16m rose

r529 tom deep rose

b. mos. PAIRIA RFY.

1530 16m rose

r531 16m deep rose

c. Mos. PATRlA. RFY.

1532 16m rose

153;; tom deep rose

d. mos PATRIA RFY.

1534 16m rose

1535 16m deep rose

e. mos PATRIA. REY.

1536 16m rose

1537 16m deep rose

f. mos. PATRIA. REY.

1538 16m rose

1539 16m deep rose

g. mos PATRIA. REY

1540 16m rose

1541 16m deep rose

h. Afio ex

1 542 16m rose

1543 16m deep rose

i. cArAuS'A.

1544 16m rose

1545 16m deep rose

j. CATAIUXA.

1546 um rose

1547' 16m deep rose

k. ro instead of 16.

1548 tom rose

1549 10m deep rose

All these varieties are the

defective transfers.

result of

Province of Valencia.

September, r874.

Lithographcd on white wove paper.

17%xzr mm.

There are two varieties of this stamp print

edside by side in the sheet and distinguished

as follows :

First variety. The bandrol containing

the inscription ESI‘ANA—VALENCIA touches

the frame above it. There are three hori

zontal lines above the head of Don Carlos.

The figures of value are placed in the center

of the space between coaaeos and REAL.

There are 31 horizontal lines of shading at

the left side and 29 at the right side.

Second variety. The bandrol is )4 mm.,

from the frame at the top; there are two

horizontal lines above the head. The figures

of value )4 are placed closer to the REAL

than to CORREOS. There are 34 lines of

shading at the left side and 32 at the right.

(Ki 'TW_7 " '

Size,

\

shy

u.“|llu'I“'

1' ..

1550 %r rose, Ist variety

1551 %r rose, and variety

1552 %r deep rose, 1st variety

r553 Zr deep rose, 2nd variety

May, 1875. '

A. Similar to preceding issue. Litho

graphed on white wove paper. There are

two plates of this stamp ; the only difference
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between the two is in the denomination of

value, which, in the first late, is erroneous

ly given as 4-2 instead 0 %. This stamp

can be distinguish from those of the preced

ing issue by the following points:

The upper banderol touches the frame

above it ; there are 41 lines of shading at the

right and 40 at the left ; there are 4 horizontal

lines above the head.

  

1554 %r vermilion

r555_' 5r vermilion

B.‘,Similar to second type of the issue of

r874. Lithographed on white wove aper.

In this type the upper bandrol is '2 mm.

from the frame above it. There are 30 lines

of shading at the left and 29 at the right ;

Lhet: are three horizontal lines above the

C3. .

I556 Zr wine red

OOUNTERFIITS

Besides the many forgeries made to defraud

the Government, and which we have describ

ed elsewhere, :1 great many have been made

to defraud collectors. Many of these are of

such poor workmanship that it would be a

waste of time to describe them. A few,

however, are so well made that they are

dangerous, even to experienced and intelligent

collectors. In order to help our readers, to

guard against these frauds, we will give below

some points relating to both the genuine and

the forgeries.

I850.—5 reales. In the genuine stamps

there is a colored dot surrounded by a white

circle in the center of each of the four corner

ornaments. There are also several colored

dots in the frame below “5 REALELQ,"

especially below the letters " ALE."

6 reales. In the genuine there are several

colored dotsin the frame below the E and A

of auras. The figure 5 of 1850 is rather

narrow and leans to the left. There are a

number of colored dots on the nose. The

lower horizontal branch of the E of CORREOS

is wider than the top branch. The width

from the back of the chignon to the point of

the nose is 11% mm. The back of the

chignon does not touch the inner frame.

The best counterfeit of this stamp seen by

us has a thin line in the frame between the

head and the date, this line running from

the extreme left to about the center of the

lower label.

10 reales.

rather pointed.

In the genuine the nose is

The s of coanaos is almost

closed at top. The four parts of the cross in

the upper right corner ornaments are of about

the same size. In the upper left corner

ornament the the lower right branch of the

cross is smaller than the upper right one.

In the best forgery of this stamp that we

have seen the thin line above the date goes

beyond the thick inner line of the frame at

the left.

1851. All the values of this issue are

alike in every detail, with the exception of

the inscriptions in the upper part of the

oval containing the denomination of value.

In the genuine, in the four corners, the points

of the loop in the center generally do not

touch, except in blurred prints. This is

also the case with the curves of the scrolls at

each side of the loop. The band of hair is

divided into three parts; in the one at the

left there are four lines of shading in the

upper part, of which the first and fourth

from the left are shorter than the second and

third. The third one generally appears to

be broken. The safest way to ascertain the

genuineness of the scarcer values of this

issue is to compare them carefully with the

6 cuartos, which is quite an ordinary stamp

and is always easy to obtain.

I852. All the values of this issue are

alike, with the exception of the inscription

in the lower label containing the denomina—

tion of value. In the genuine, in each of

the corners of the inner rectangle there is a

small circle with a colored dot in the center.

Opposite each of these dots there is a scroll

work of which the end of the curve at each

side is open, although generally almost closed.

In the nostril, the lower line is thicker than

the one at the side. In the good forgeries

seen by us, the nostril has the shape of a U

sidewaysI the joint of the two branches be

ing quite rounded, instead of angular.

1853. All the values of this issue are

alike, with the exception of the denomination

of value in the lower label. In the genuine,

in the upper corner, there are 1! horizontal

colored lines, the top one being separated

from the upper label by a very thin white

line. There is a minute colored dot in

front and back of the nostril.

1853. I and gcuartos. In the genuine.

in the upper left corner, there are 9 colored

horizontal lines, each a trifle longer than the

one preceding it and cut out diagonally at

the right end. The last one of these lines

fomts a small triangle. In the counterfeit,

there are ten of these lines, more or less

rounded at the right end.

1854. In all the values of this series the

coat of arms is the same. The following

are some of the points pertaining to the

genuine. In the upper left quarter of the

coat of arms, there are 16 vertical lines,

none of which touch the frame above it.
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There are 16 vertical lines in the lower right

quarter, none of which touches the frame

below. The horizontal line dividing the

right top and bottom quarters of this coat of

arms does not touch the frame at its right.

The vertical line dividing the upper left and

right quarters of the coat of arms does not

touch the frame above it. The forgeries of

the stamps of this issue are generally poor.

We have not seen any good forgeries of

the stamps of subsequent issues, except the

t9 cuartos of the issue of 1862, and even this

forgery is easily distinguished from the

genuine by the pearl frame of the oval con

tainmg the head. In the genuine, these

pearls are distinct and easy to count, while

in the forgery they are blurred and cannot

be counted.

There are some very good forgeries of

some of the issues of Carlist stamps,

Issue of July and September, 1873. I

real blue. In the genuine, there are three

horizontal lines above the head, of which

the last. one touches the hair. There are

6 horizontal lines below the head, of which

the top one touches the bust.

Issue of March rst, I875. 50 centesimos

In the genuine, there are at lines in the

upper left spandrel, the last one from the

left being a mere dot. The outer frame of

the circle containing the head touches the

label with value. The shading at the back

of the neck consists of 11 lines.

Issue of September, 1874. Province of

Valencia. )4 real rose. This forgery is an

imitation of variety 2, and has three horizon

tal lines above the head,while in the genuine

there are only two. In the forgery, there

are no lines at eath side of the head.

I real. In the genuine, there are 19 lines

in the upper right spandrel ; the outer frame

of the circle touches the label below it; in

the white circle around the head there are a

number of minute colored dots. The Greek

border on the left side runs at the top from

right to left and on the right side from left

to right.

tats chimes

  

The first of the above cuts illustrates a

fake which for many years was considered as

a Carlist envelope. Itlhas nowbeen satis

factorily proven that it is an imitation of

an official essay or may be of an envelope

  

prepared for use but not issued. As can be

seen by the second illustration. the ground

work of the genuine type is formed of hori

zontal lines of shading, while in the imita

tion it is blank.

AMMMMA v»

"6‘ YSPAri/t't .

git‘ _

1,, ' ~
»

  

This cut represents another fake placed on

the market many years ago by :1 Brussels

dealer.

[XFIDICIONARIO

4

FIANIIIICIIPQSTA

The above illustrations represent a series

of stamps issued in I894, postensibly for the

use of soldiers in Morocco, but are entirely

unauthorized.
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1888.

Provisional issue.

Currency, r2 PExcE==r s1-i1LLmc==24 cams 4 penny stamps of ,he preceding issue

U. S. CURRENCY. surcharged in lilac " rwsa."

Ad/mive rtampr.

  

r884.

Lithographed on bluish white wove paper,

size, 25x27% mm.

EE'I PENNY

GNV1V‘I‘I3LS  

REPUBLIEK

  

In

-|

III

I

l

>
r

>

I

U

  

I

E

1; P0 rr 2 :0: L

a Perforated 12.

‘w 8 2p on 4p blue, lilac surcharge

‘ COUNTERFEITS.

POSTZEGE There are two rather good forgeries of

these stamps. In the first forgery, the per

Perforated I2. , foration is 11% and the stamps are printed

1 [P red on yellowish paper; while in the genuine

2 3p yellow the perforation is I2 and the stamps are

3 4P blue printed on bluish white paper. -

4 6p lilac _ The perforation ofthe second forgery is I3,

5 15h green and both branches under the shield touch

Varied“, the scroll, while in the genuine only the

righ branch touches the scroll. In the in
. I f t . . .a mper on e scriptlons on the forgery, the letters are 1%

6 XP "d _ mm. high, while in the genuine they are

b. Imperforate vertically- a trifle over 1% mm. In the forgery, the N

7 3,) yellow of STELLALAND is larger than the o.

HISTORICAL Non: on THE STAMPED POSTAL ENVELOPE or

BELGIUM

 

Bv JULis Bouvriz.

It was in consequence of the following Royal Order that the stamped

postal envelope made its appearance in Belgium:

“ Leopold II, King of the Belgians, to all present and to come, greeting:

“ Considering Art. No. 29 of the law of April 29th, 1868,

“ On the proposition of the Minister of Public Works,

“ We have ordered and do order:

“ Art. 1. Stamped envelopes for the prepayment of letters shall be

created.

“ Art. 2. These envelopes shall be sold at their face value, plus one

centime each to repay the cost of manufacture.

“ Art. 3. Our Minister of Public Works will determine the face value

and the form of the stamped envelopes, as well as the dates of issue, and will

take all the other steps necessary for the execution of the present order.

“ Given at Brussels, December 19th, 1872.

“ LEOPOLD.

“ By the King:

“ The Minister of Public Works,

“F. MoNcuEUR."
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Four days afterwards appeared the following Ministerial Order:

“ The Minister of Public Works,

“ Considering the Royal Order of December 19th, made in execution of

Art. 29 of the law of April 29th, 1868, and decreeing of stamped envelopes

for the prepayment of letters;

“ Orders:

“ Art. 1. On May 1st next there shall be issued stamped envelopes of

the face value of 10 centimes.

" Art. 2. The stamp on these envelopes shall have the portrait of the

King and shall bear the indication of said value.

" This stamp shall cease to be available if detached from the envelope

on which it is printed.

“ Art. 3. The envelopes bearing the stamp of IO centimes may be used

in the same way as the adhesive postage stamp of the same value, whatever

may be the rate and' destination of the letters, on condition of adding, if

necessary, the complementary adhesive stamps. \

“ The envelopes must not be used for sending objects other than letters.

“Art. 4. All the regulation arrangements regarding the manufacture,

storage, delivery and accounting of postage stamps, etc., are applicable to

the stamped envelopes.

“ The General Management of Railways, Posts and Telegraphs is

charged with the execution of the present order.

“ Brussels, December 23rd, 1872.

“ F. MONCHEUR "

The Stamp Warehouse having been unable to dispatch to the post

masters, in time for the date of issue fixed upon, the first stock of stamped

envelopes, the creation of which had been decided on by the Royal Order of

December 19th, 1872, the date of issue fixed for May rst, 1873, was cancell

ed by Ministerial Order of, April 26th, 1873, and a new order thus couched

was issued:

“ The Minister of Public Works,

“ Considering the Ministerial Order of December 23rd, r872, made in

execution of the Royal Order of the 19th of the same month, and fixing

for May 1st, 1873, the issue of stamped postal envelopes;

“ Considering the Ministerial Order of April 26th, 1873, adjourning the

issue of the said envelopes;

" Considering that there is now no obstacle to the execution of the

Royal Order of December 19th, aforesaid;

“ Order:

“Only article. The issue of stamped envelopes is fixed for August rst

next.

“Brussels, July 18th, 1873.

“ F. MoNcHEuR."

After this decision, it was remarked that these envelopes, which it was

forbidden to sell before the time specified, were of two sizes, and were to be

sold at the price of r r centimes irrespective of size.

Attention was afterwards called to the following points:

I” That so far as the accounting and supplying of the postal envelopes

was concerned, the regulation arrangements prescribed for postage stamps

were to be observed.

2° That the use of the envelopes was authorized both for abroad and

for the interior, but for letters only, and that their use for the other classes

of correspondence was prohibited.

3° That the prepayment of letters for abroad inserted in stamped envel
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opes should, if necessary, be completed by means of adhesive stamps. It

was remarked in this connection that with the exception of the 5 centime

stamps those of a less value than to centimes could not be used for this pur

pose.

4° That the printed stamp of the postal envelope should be exempt from

the cancellation to which adhesive stamps are submitted, and would not.

therefore, receive the postmark, but this was to be placed on another partfof

the front of the envelope. This printed stamp was useless if it was detached

from the envelope to which it belonged, or if this envelope bore any trace of

having passed through the post. .

5° That, in order to prevent frauds which might be committed in the use

of envelopes having already served and the orignal superscriptions of which

had been crossed out, scraped out or washed out with chloride of lime, or

other chemical product, recommendation was made to see to it that use was

not made of ordinary envelopes on which printed stamps cut from postals

envelopes had been stuck.

These frauds, not having in the eyes of the law the character of punish

able offences, were not to give rise to judicial proceedings as in the case of

postage stamps. Action was limited to barring the useless stamp with ink

and taxing the letter as unpaid, with an explanatory note.

The stamped envelopes which were placed at the disposal of the public

on August 1st, 1873, were of the following dimensions:

Small size, 1 :5 x 75 mm.,

Large size, 145 x 115 mm.

Both these types had an embossed 1o centime stamp of green color in

the upper right corner. On this stamp was reproduced, in an oval, the pro

file of the head of King Leopold II, surrounded by an oval frame of lathe

work 4mm. wide, in which at the top was the word “BEI,G1QUE," at the

bottom the word “ cEN'rmEs " and on each side the figures of value “ 10."

Under the bust of the King were also to be seen the initials of the engraver,

Ch. Wiener.

  

In spite of the measures taken by the Administration to prevent frauds

by the re-use of the envelopes, it became necessary to revise the decision not

to cancel the stamp, and on September 8th, 1873, that is to say, five weeks

after the appearance of the stamped envelope, it was decided that the

printed stamp should be cancelled by means of a postmark in the same

way as the adhesive stamps. s“

As the application of this postmark on the printed stamp of the postal

envelopes might, on account of the embossing, often produce a defective

impression, it was also decided that there was occasion to repeat the post

mark on the address. This repetition was obligatory in any case, however

clear and legible the first impression might be.

According to the ofiicial documents of the Belgian postal service, there

circulated through the post from August tst to September 8th, 1873, 26,215

small size envelopes and 18,400 large size.
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The stamped postal envelope of the first type which we are going to

describe remained in use until October rst, 1879, when it was replaced by a

new type differing slightly from the first. What remained in stock of the

first type continued, however, to be sold to the public up to 1886 but at a

reducti0n—10 centimes, instead of 11 . ’

From 1873 to 1876 the sale was as follows:

 
 

 

Number of stamped envelopes sold. Number of stamped envelopes sold.

Years (15‘ Type) Years (15! Type)

Small size Large size v m

‘873 32" 394 ‘73,344 ‘880 4 ,
1874 42;:061 186,315 1881 12,238+ iwfil

I375 267,562 167,382 1882 6,200 3,400

1876 282,966 19;,670 1883 5,600 2:300

I877 155,353 178.368 1884 1.700 800

1878 207,949 140,127 1885 - | , 100 700

1879 241,415 210,492 1886 “300 |_ loo

Totals" 2,005,700 1,231,698 Totals* 79,700 44, 500
 

1r From 1880 on the sale was authorized only in packets of 100 envelopes.

The stamped envelope of the first type is of a grayer paper than that of

the second type. The embossed stamp which is printed on it is of a paler

green and the embossing is not so deep.

There were two printings of the first type; the first, in the month of July

1872, was of 1,200,000 of the small size and 860,000 of the large size. Thé

second printing, in June, 1876, consisted of only 900,000 of the small size

and 400,000 of the large sixe.

The second printing differs from the first in that in the first the impres

sion is heavy under the portrait; great irregularity is also to be noticed in the

thickness of the green line forming the first circle of the oval. This differ

ences arises from the fact that for the second printing the dies made use of

were retouched.

For the stamped envelope of the second type, use was made of a white

glazed paper on which the embossing of the portrait and the lathe work come

out more clearly; the green color of the stamp is also deeper than in the

second printing of the first type; the line in relief which forms the oval sur

rounding the portrait is narrowand regular.

These envelopes were placed on sale in the post ofi'lces from November

1st, 1879, and the sale was as follows during the period of issue:

 

  

(2nd Type) {2nd Type)

Years Numlfw Years Number ofslamped envelopes sold.

Small size Large size Small size Large size

1879 14,000 80 88 6

1880 197,090 liZZBég i888 iig,1881 185,967 159,703 1889 59 262 115,82’

1882 176,006 159,106 1890 541481 114.26?

1883 138,078 147,781 1891 54 451 12-'~66
1884 - 119,206 135 965 1892 281842 12?853

1885 102,786 128 ~8 18 , y'

,3) 93 8,207 1=4,664

1886 88,628 116,292 1894 3,732 _

Totals* 1,022,961 1,034,853 Totals‘ 357,039 1; 835,147

In June, 1891, the small size envelope of the second type was suppressed7
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but the remainder in stock was sold out. This supression was decreed by

the following order:

“ Considering the Royal Order of December 19th, 1872, made in execu

tion of Art. 29 of the law of April 29th, 1868, and decreeing the issue of

stamped envelopes for the prepayment of letters:

“Order:

“The postal envelope of small size is suppressed.

“Brussels, June 20th, 1891.

“ I. VANDENPEEREBOOM.”

As to the large sized envelope of the second type, it was replaced on

December 1st, 1893, by the dominical envelope (see page 249), but continued,

_ nevertheless, to be sold until December 31st, 1893.

POSTAL REFORM IN CHINA‘

(Translated from der Orlariah'rclw Lloyd.)

 

 

In view of the approaching establishment of an Imperial postal service

in China on the European pattern, a birds-eye view of the existing postal

service, as well as its past history, ought to be of general interest. The ser

vice itself was always in the care of the ministry of war. It was during the

supremacy of the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) that the transmission of pass

engers and mails acquired considerable importance, and began to be well

handled. However, in the 17th century, this system fell from its high plane,

because the Government ofiicials began to exploit it for personal advantage.

It was only on the accession of the second Mantschu Emperor that the ser

vice again achieved its previous success. and, in fact became greatly extend

ed. The conquest of new territories made good and regular connection more

necessary than ever. For the management and general control of this ser

vice a special class of officials were appointed, who were under the super

vision of the Minister of War. At the stations, the majority of which were

located on the principal roads, all the necessaries for expedition, such as

horses, camels, wagons, boats, etc., were held in readiness.

The service was divided into two classes. By the means of the first

Imperial despatches and by the second passengers and baggage, as well as

war material, were forwarded. This Imperial Post is at present administered

by the Postmaster General, whose office is in Peking. The branches are

restricted to the provincial capitals, and Vice-Postmasters are in charge.

These officials are selected exclusively out of the upper military class. The

Imperial post was to forward only imperial edicts, regulations, and similar

ofi'icial writings, however, in reality, the messengers also carry the private

correspondence of the upper classes. The carriers are especially selected

and enjoy a number of privileges, as, for instance, the right to live at hotels

and obtain food for their horses free of charge.

The second division is known as “ General Postal Service (Yuting);” it

extends over all of China. The main ofiice is in Peking and in every Chinese

city that is walled in there is a branch. The Taotais, or District Governors,

are generally the Postmasters of their respective districts. They name their

subordinates who act as local postmasters. The latter again control and

are responsible for the carriers and messengers. Each one of these

must forward the mail from his station to those points which are nearest to

his center. The average distance between these does not exceed 100 ii.
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(about 40 English miles). At every station there is a man who keeps ac

counts of all letters received and forwarded. All post-office buildings are the

property of the government.

Almost all oflicial documents, which are to be forwarded, bear a super

scription which states how quickly they are to be carried. Ordinary

documents are marked 200 ll (about 80 miles) per day; those which are to

be especially expedited are expected to travel 400 1i. and those which are in

great haste, as much as 800 li per day. The messenger must traverse this

distance. no matter what the state of the weather may be, otherwise he is

subject to punishment. The best time which has ever been made in China

is 280 German miles (nearly 1,400 miles) in four days, or almost 14 miles per

hour. This occurred in the year 1851 in the Taiping Rebellion. The expense

of this postal service is borne by the provincial authorities.

As perfect as the Imperial postal system of China may have been, even

in former centuries, it was never used to any extent by the commercial or

private interests. Even had they been permitted to send letters or packets

by the means of this service, it is still doubtful if they would have availed

themselves to the privilege, as the officials would have been suspected of

tampering with private letters. In consequence, independent postal agencies

were established in the cities and market towns for the convenience of bank

ers, merchants and private individuals, which undertook the forwarding of

letters and packets. In the large cities there are generally several of these

private enterprises, and these produce considerable competition. As a result,

it occurs more frequently than anywhere in the world, that postal otficials

collect mail matter from the houses of customers instead of the latter send

ing letters and packets to the ofi’ice itself.

These private postal enterprises entrust the mail matter either to native

boats which travel regularly between the different cities, or to letter carriers

the majority of whom travel on foot, although occasionally they go on horse

back. Every one of the postal boats referred to has a special man on board,

who is entrusted with the reception and delivery, as well as the care, of the

letters in the mail. All letters are registered at the ofiice of receipt, the content

are insured up to their full value, and great liberality is shown in the matter

of weight. The postage need not necessarily be paid in advance, but as a

rule the writer pays about 30 per cent, of it, the remainder being paid by the

recipient. These postal agencies frequently carry running accounts with

their customers, which are settled monthly. If the writer is particular to

have a letter delivered rapidly and safely, he writes on the envelope a promise

of payment of a liberal sum in copper coin on the delivery of the letter.

The transmission of mail matter through letter carriers is also rapid and

safe. On the average, these men traverse a geographical mile (four and

three fifths English miles) per hour. As soon as they reach their destination,

that is the next station to which their letters are addressed, they immediately

hand the mail to another man, who, without regard to the condition of the

weather, must immediately start on his way, and having arrived at the next

station, hand it over to a third messenger, which process is repeated until

the final destination is reached. As the country, through which the carriers

walk, is frequently a mere waste and but thinly inhabited, they are exposed

to the attacks of robbers. For protection against these attacks they are

always armed.

In regard to the rates, they are not fixed, although, in general, fixed rates

are made to regular customers, while occasional correspondents must pay

considerably more. For short distances, the rates are lower than in Ger
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many, for longer distances, say beyond a radius of 50 miles, they are natur

ally high. as the dispatches must be transferred so many times.

This private postal system answers the requirements pretty well. Let

ters and packets are delivered just as safely, even if a little less rapidly, than

they are with us. Large sums of money are also sent by this means. The

money, in case it is sent by boat, is weighed by the captain of the vessel,

who makes out a receipt and, for a small percentage, he guarantees to pay

the money to the party addressed. Thefts are of rare occurrence.

In the Spring of 1893, Sir Robert Hart, the chief inspector of Chinese

maritime customs, addressed a letter to the Foreign Office in Peking in regard

to the institution of a postal system in China after the pattern of similar insti

tutions existing in Europe. This memorial was also sanctioned by the throne.

In accordance with the proposed scheme, every capital or province was to

be endowed with a non-resident Director of Posts, and every capital of a prov

ince with a non-resident sub-altern postal official. Their assistants were to

be chosen from the Chinese population, but it was to be required that they

be familiar with the English language. In the country towns, as well as in

cities of the second and third rank, the post office was to be administered by

Chinese. This scheme referred only to the non-treaty ports and the interior

of the country. In the treaty ports the postal administration was to be ad

ministered in connection with the custom house. It was intended to retain

the existing carrier service, but the private postal agencies were to be abol

ished, while retaining, so far as possible, in the new administration, the peo

ple employed in these private agencies.

After three years, this project has finally ripened. Sir Robert Hart has

been appointed General Postal Director, and, according to all appearances,

the new service should be in operation in a few weeks. The Chinese news

paper Sr/ienpao publishes the rules and regulations promulgated by Sir

Robert Hart for the new imperial post. It is stated therein that these regu

lations are intended only to cover the general outlines of the postal service,

and that more minute regulations will follow later on.

ORGANIZATION.

The customs post ofiices in the different treaty ports shall in future be

designated as Imperial Post Offices. The places at which such post offices

exist shall be considered as belonging to the Universal Postal Union. The

remainder are not as yet included therein.

The management of the Imperial Post Ofiices in the sea-ports shall be

under the charge of the customs commissioners, who shall co-operate with

the Chinese customs superintendents.

The existing postal service in Peking, which is under the General

Customs Inspection, shall be raised to the dignity of the Chief Imperial

Post Office. It shall have control over the different imperial post offices in

the sea-ports, and receives its authority from the “Tsungli Yamen,"

(Council of State.) '

As the post ofiice in Shanghai will be the most important ofiice of

transit, special officials shall be appointed for it, but they shall also be subject

to the authority of the customs commissary and customs superintendent.

The director of the Bureau of Statistics in Shanghai shall have general

supervision over the postal service. All reports of postmasters, to the

general inspector of customs, shall pass through his hands.

Later on, branch postal establishments, with special employees, shall be

established in places adjacent to the treaty ports, like Taku, and Tongku

near Tientsin, also at railroad and telegraph stations, in Wysung near
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Shanghai, Tschenhai near Ningpo, Pagoda Anchorage near Futschau,

Whangpo near Canton, Wuhstleh near Kiukiang, Aking and Tatung near

Wuhu, Nanking near Tschingkiang, etc.

METHOD or TRANSMISSION.

The post ofiice transmits letters, postal cards. samples and printed

matter. The transmission of single articles will be either in large mail bags

or separately. In shipments in transit, the mail bags will not be opened, and

mail matter for the immediate neighborhood will be unpacked and distributed

either piece by piece or placed into a new bag for further transmission.

Each mail sack will be accompanied by an exact description of its con

ents. The receiving post office, in the first instance, shall make out a receipt

for the matter to be forwarded, after it has convinced itself that the mail

matter on the waybill has actually been delivered to it.

From one seaport to another transmission of the mail will be by steamer,

and in the inland by the means of Chinese private ofiices, with which

special arrangements will have to be made, and notice of which is to be

given to the public.

POSTAGE.

The rate of postage is different, according to whether letters go from

seaport to seaport, into the inland, or to foreign countries. For foreign let

ters it shall be regulated by Art. 5 and 6 0f the Universal Postal Union

agreement. If a foreign letter is to be sent through an Imperial post ofi-ice

into the inland, to a place which is not included in the Universal Postal

Union, the receiver has to pay the inland postage in addition. Likewise, for

letters from an inland station to foreign countries, the sender has to prepay

inland postage. The amount of this inland postage is to be determined and

collected by the private post office establishments.

For transmission from one treaty port to another the following scale

shall apply:

Post cards . . . . . . r c.

Letters up to X Chinese oz. (Tael) . 2 c.

(s ‘I ‘i % OZ- . . 4 c.

“ “ “ 1 oz. . ‘ . . 8 c.

and upwards on the same scale.

Newspapers, Chinese . . . . I c.

" European . . ' z ¢_

Samples & Printed Matter, per 2 oz. 2 c

For registered letters an additional impost is collected. A receipt is to

be given therefor. For foreign letters, the regulations contained in Art.

5-7 of the Universal Postal Union agreement are to govern. For a return

receiptin addition to the cost of registration, double the impost is to be paid,

All private postal establishments are compelled to inform the nearest

post office of their rates, in order that they may be made public.

For the prepayment of foreign letters and letters addressed to treaty

ports, special stamps shall be printed, which are to be pasted on the letters.

These stamps shall be sold at the post offices, and at such stores as may be

designated by them. Counterfeiting of these stamps will be punished in

the same way as the counterfeiting of bank notes.

SHIPMENTS or MONEY.

The post ofiice undertakes also the transmission of money from one

Postal Union of’fice to another, but only in sums not exceeding 100 Taels.

The sender receives a receipt for his shipment.
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TRANSMISSION or PACKETS.

Later on, as soon as the postal service has been further developed, it

will also, as in Europe, transmit packets. The regulations governing the

weight of the packets, their bulk and the charges will be determined later

on.

Rauvrron or THE POST Orrrces TO THE PRIVATE POSTAL ESTABLISH

MENTS

If a private postal establishment_desires to forward letters by steamer,

via an open port, it must send them in a closed bag to the Imperial Post

Office in that port, which shall attend to the transmission, but in no case

shall they be sent direct to the steamer. For this service it has to pay the

regular rates of postage for intermediate ports. The Imperial Post Office is

to receive a receipt from the private postal establishment to which the mail

bag is addressed.

If private postal establishments desire to be admitted into the Universal

Postal Union, they will have to be registered in an Imperial Post Office, and

will have to obtain a certificate, which, however will be issued free of charge.

If, later on, they desire to sever their connection with the Union, the

certificate must be returned for cancellation.

PENALTIES.

Post Ofiice officials, who open letters or packets and violate the secrecy

of the mails, shall not only be disciplined, but shall be punished according to

the laws of their respective states.

Only registration ofiices are permitted to forward letters within the

circuit of the Imperial Post Office Whoever forwards letters unauthorized

shall be subjected to a punishment of 50 Taels for every piece of mail

matter so forwarded.

Steamship companies, captains, sailors and passengers on steamers ply

ing between the treaty ports shall be prohibited from carrying letters which

should properly be carried by the post. Every infringement of this law

shall be punished by a fine of 500 Taels. Open private papers, letters of re

commendation, business and ships letters are not included under this head.

Accouurmo.

All post offices are to furnish a monthly account of receipts and dis

bursements to the director of the Bureau of Statistics in Shanghai, whoI in

turn, shall periodically send tabulated accounts to the General Inspector of

Customs, who shall present them to the Tsungli Yamen.

RECORDS.

All in and outgoing mail matter is to be entered into the register. The

blanks therefore are to be patterned according to Art. 4 and 17, and to‘Para

graphs 23 and 24 of the special regulations. '

OVERLAND POST in WINTER.

On account of the freezing over of the rivers in Northern China, the

mail shall, in Winter, be forwarded overland from Tschingkiang to Tschifu,

Tientsin, Peking and Niutschuang. The post otfices concerned in this

service shall publish all further regulations in regard to it.

TSCHUNGKING AND YANGTSE Pours.

The post ofiice in Tschungking shall for the present forward only single

letters and not ~mail bags. If private postal establishments desire to have

any of the latter forwarded, they must send them to the Imperial Post Ofiice
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in Itschang. Mengtse and Lungtschau shall also for the present forward only

single letters.‘

Imperial Post Offices, with special officials under the customs commissar

ies, shall be established at the six Yangtse ports: Lu-hsi-kon, \Vu-hsueh,

Hukou, Angking, Tatung and Nanking.

TRANSMISSION OF LETTERS FROM AND TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

The transmission of letters to a country belonging to the Universal

Postal Union, after China shall have entered the Union, shall be in accor

dance with its rules.

Letters from foreign countries must be delivered direct to the addressee

by an Imperial Post Office; they shall not be permitted to use any inter

mediate service. Only, in case such letters are sent via Shanghai. to a place

not included in the Postal Union, they will have to be sent by the Shanghai»

Post Ofiice to a registered private postal establishment for further trans

mission. The latter shall collect the inland postage from the recipient in‘

accordance with its own schedule rates.

If an Imperial Post Office has no direct steam connection, it shall send

the letters for further transmission to a post office with such connection.

The charges for such service shall be in accordance with the rates of," the

Postal Union.

PLAYING THE 8Till/1P3 0F NEVIS

BY JOHN N. LUFF.

 

 

“Trifles make the sum of human things."

In stamp collecting, as in the more serious affairs of life, we are not all of

one mind and our differing preferences and modes of collecting add interest and

variety to the pursuit. Some of us follow advanced collecting, some admire

but do not attempt it, and some repudiate it and cling to the printed album.

Some praise the careful students of philately for the results they have obtain~

ed and others deprecate the multiplying of varieties and consequent increase

in prices. But, whether we approve or disapprove, we must admit that to

advanced collectors we owe much of our knowledge of philately, of the

history and production of stamps, causes of issue, methods of manufacture

and the many details which swell the sum of knowledge and delight the

studious. Surely no one can undervalue the worth of the careful and pains

taking study which has given us minute information of the stamps of the

Australian colonies, the secret marks on stamps of the United States and the

old German states, and work on similar lines, which have greatly stimulated

interest in collecting.

One of the most interesting and delightful features of advanced collect

ing is plating, otherwise the reconstructing of sheets of stamps wherein each

stamp differs somewhat from the others. The Sydney Views of New

South Wales, type-set stamps of Hawaii and early issues of Nevis are among

the number. I propose in this paper to call some attention to plating the

stamps of the latter country. Most of these stamps are within the reach of

collectors of moderate means. And I think much interest and information

may be found in the effort to get together plates of them.

The one penny and one shilling present few difficulties in re-arranging,
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the four pence is not as easy and the six pence is quite difiicult, owing largely

to the indistinctness of the color. I recently had occasion to plate some

hundreds of the latter value and, to assist me in working easily and rapidly.

sought points of identification for each stamp on the plate. It then occurred

to me that this information might interest readers of the AMERICAN JOURNAL

OF PHILATELY, who lacked the time or patience to study out the points for

themselves but would be glad to use them if placed at their command. This

idea I have amplified somewhat, by adding some points for identification of

the stamps of other plates of the firs't issues. The one penny and one shil

ling stamps, being comparatively easy to plate, I have not felt it necessary

to describe them as minutely as the more diflicult four pence and six pence.

As far as possible, I have tried to give points of indentification which are

peculiar to one stamp only; unfortunately the differences are not always

suificiently marked to allow this.

I think I scarcely need repeat that the first issue of Nevis, on Maui! and

gray papers, perforated 13, and the second issue, on white paper, perforated 15,

were printed from the same plates, and that the third issue, also on white paper

and perforated 15, was printed from lithographic transfers from the original

plates. Therefore, any description of one of the stamps applies to the same

value in all three issues.

I assume that any one wishing to plate the stamps of Nevis has secured

a set of autotype plates, as I cannot hope to make my description so clear

that pictorial aid will not be necessary. The custom of using the points of

the compass, as on a map, in describing a stamp, is sufficiently well establish

ed to need no explanation here.

ONE PENNY

The differences most readily noted are found in the bands of interlac

ing lines at the sides. These lines have between them small diamond-shaped

white dots in two vertical rows. In each corner is asquare, containing a

rayed ornament. By noting the positions of the white dots nearest the cor

ner squares-—whether in the inner or outer rows and how much, if any, of

"the dots is cutoff by the squares-the stamps may readily be located on

the sheet. On no two stamps are the dots in all four corners arranged exact

ly alike. Other easy points of identification will be found in the shape of

the top of the rocks in the back ground. The outline of the rocks is very

similar in numbers 5, 8 and 11 and also in 6, 9 and 12.

I think the stamps of this plate do not need detailed description but a

few prominent points may be mentioned.

No. I. In the N. W. corner the clouds and rocks blend in an in

distinct blur.

No. 3. The fissure from which the water issues extends across the rocks

in an almost straight diagonal line.

N0. 4. The rocks have a pyramidal point near the left border and

another in the center. -

No. 6. The falling water does not appear below the outstretched arm of

the kneeling figure. N0. 1 is similar in this particular.

No. 10. There is a saw-toothed notch in the top of the rocks near the

left side. The line of the rocks behind the standing figure has an unbroken

slope

FOUR Panes.

Between the corner blocks extend narrow panels of color, crossed at re

gular intervals by pairs of white lines. The panels at the sides are cut by the

central circle and those at top and bottom by the labels inscribed NEVIS and
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roux PENcE. On numbers I, z, 3, IO and II the pairs of white lines may be

seen, either wholly or in part, all across the top of the stamp. On numbers

7, 8 and 9 there is only a line of color above the middle of the label with‘

NEVIS. And on numbers 4 , 5, 6 and t2 the upper frame line of the label cuts

into the horizontal white line which crosses the top of the stamp. At the

bottom of numbers I and 4 only acolored line shows below the middle of the

label with FOUR PENCE. On all the other stamps of the sheet more or less of

of the pairs of white lines may be seen. In numbers 4, 5, 11 and 12 the

drapery on the right shoulder of the reclining figure is composed of two or

three long straightlines, more nearly perpendicular than on the other stamps

of the plate.

No. 1. The ground extends white and unshaded below the hand of the

reclining figure and touches the frame above the o of FOUR. On the left side

the outer line of the central circle touches the vertical line of color which

frames the stamp.

No. 2. In this number only there is no hair at the neck or shoulder of

of the standing figure.

No. 3. The right hand of the reclining figure is turned back at the wrist,

as if broken. The left end of the label with NEvis does not touch the

vertical white line. The falling water reaches the left hand of the reclining

figure.

No. 4. There are seven white dots in the lower row in the S. E.

spandrel, two of which are not complete.

No. 5. The left end of the label with NEVIS extends nearly across the

vertical white line. The rocks at the right have a straight unbroken slant.

'1 he frame line at the top extends too far at the N. E. corner.

No. 6. The standing figure has the mouth open, giving the face a

frightened expression. The right end of the label with the FOUR PENcE ex

tends nearly to the outer vertical white line.

No. 7. The shoulder drapery of the standing figure is made of two or

three long lines. Nos. u and :2 are similar in this particular.

No. 8. The right end of the label with FOUR PENCE touches the outer

vertical white line, in this number only. There are seven white dots in the

lower row in the S. W. spandrel, as also in number 11.

No. 9. The bottom frame line extends too far at the S. E. corner.

The top frame line extends too far at the N. E. corner.

No. 10. There are eight white dots in the lower row in the S. E.

spandrel. The right end of the label with NEvls extends entirely across the

vertical white line. The shoulder drapery of the standing figure is composed

of a number of short and nearly horizontal lines.

No. 11. The central circle does not extend as far to the left as usual

and the vertical panel is only broken for about the space of 1 mm.

No. 12. There are seven white dots in the lower row of the S. E.

spandrel and all are complete, thus differing from number 4. The water

issues from rocks at a lower point than in the other stamps of the plate.

Six PENcE.

In numbers 8, lo and I I the head of the standing figure nearly touches

the circular line which frames the group. In numbers 3, 7. to and 12 the

drapery on the shoulder of the standing figure is formed of long lines, more

nearly vertical than on the other numbers.

No. I. The lines of the rocks at thelower left are wavy and broken.

No. 2. The only number in which the shoulder drapery of the reclining
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figure is formed of lines running from S. W., to N.E. The rocks on the right

are almost horizontal.

No. 3. The reclining figure has theshoulder drapery formed of short

broken lines and the shading on the left arm runs lengthwise, in the other

stamps it runs crosswise.

No. 4. The hair is very heavy on the shoulder. At the top of the rocks

on the right there is a distinct dot.

No. 5. The rocks at the right slant upward to meet the frame. The

shoulder drapery of the standing figure is composed of many short, thick and

nearly horizontal lines.

No. 6. The reclining figure has a very short, thick arm and misshapen

hand. The vertical panel at the right is almost or quite blank.

No. 7. There is a strong white line from the pitcher to the top of the

shoulder of the standing figure. The shading on the upper left arm of the

kneeling figure is almost vertical.

No. 8. The lines of the rocks at the lower left are drawn together as at

a knot in a piece of wood. In the drapery on the breast of the standing

figure one line is much heavier and darker than the others.

No. 9. There is a rainbow-like curve in the rocks at the upper left.

Above the left arm of the reclining figure is a light blur.

No. to. The rocks at the right have a straight diagonal slope.

No. it. At the feet of the reclining figure is a white line which does not

appear on the other stamps of the plate. At the left the white ground curves

up and away from the frame more than in any number except 1:.

No. I2. The first line of the shoulder drapery of the standing figure is

made by two thin lines close together. The reclining figure has a long,

straight, white line from the shoulder to the waist.

ONE SHILLING.

The relative positions of the right hand of the reclining figure and the 0

and N of ONE will be found of assistance in locating the stamps on the plate.

The joining of the interlacing lines at the sides of the central oval with

the labels at top and bottom will also serve as a guide.

On numbers 1, 2, 3 and 7 the lines forming the drapery on the shoulder

of the standing figure are more numerous, shorter and more nearly horizontal

than on the other numbers.

No. I. A long scratch extends from the coil of the hair to the elbow of

the standing figure. This is apparently an accidental mark. In some copies

another scratch may be seen across the clouds in the upper part of the oval.

No. 3. The right stroke of the N of ONE, if prolonged, would pass

through the hand of the reclining figure.

No. 4. The reclining figure has a very short arm and misshapen hand.

There is a short scratch against the band of loops below the N of NEVIS.

No. 5. The rocks at the right are unbroken and nearly horizontal. Be

low the N of NEVIS the outer line of the loops is broken and does not touch

the label.

No. 6. There is a short scratch across the frame below the v of NEVIS.

The loop joining the label below the s of NEVIS is much elongated.

No. 7. Below the N of NEVIS the inner line of the loops is broken and

does not touch the label.

No. 10. There is a long scratch outside the band of loops below the s of

NEVIS.

No. II. The hand of the reclining figure touches the frame on a level

with the highest part of the o of ONE and higher than on any other stamp i
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If the secondIof SHILLING were prolonged it would touch the foot of t-he

standing figure.

No. 12. The N of NEvIs is larger than usual.

I hope these notes may prove of assistance to some who may have wish

ed to undertake this interesting branch of study but feared its difficulties.

COMMEMORATll/E l88UE8

 

We publish herewith translations of two decrees relating to com

memorative issues which appeared in Venezuela and in Uruguay.

As to the Venezuela stamps, our position will have to remain undefined

for the present, as it is not stated whether the stamps are to remain good for

postage or not, and the final decision as to their recognition or rejection

will, in great measure, depend upon this. This issue was chronicled in our

last number.

As to the Uruguay issue, there can be no question in the mind of any

collector or dealer who feels at all kindly disposed towards the work under

taken by the S. S. S. S., as the stamps are specifically issued for use for only

five weeks, and after that time they are to become absolutely useless for the

prepayment of correspondence. There can be no doubt that both the

General Committee and the American Committee of the S. S. S. S., will

condemn this issue, and certainly we can not advise collectors to recognize

them in any way.

We have also just received specimens of the four new stamps which ap

peared in Japan last month, viz. a 2 and a 5c value with the head of Prince

Kitashirak, and similar values with the head of Prince Arisugawa. (We

shall call them " Kitty ” and “ 'Arry" for short.) As these stamps are to re

main in use and good for postage for an indefinite period, and perhaps for

ever, we suppose that they will have to be recognized finally. The question

of admitting or rejecting commemorative issues as a class, when the quantity

issued is practically indefinite and when their period of availability for post

age remains unlimited, will probably have to be relegated for settlement

to the next convention of the Universal Postal Union, where, as has been

foreshadowed by expressions of opinion of some of the leading governments

interested in the organization, all such issues will probably be refused recog

nition.

TRANSLATION.

PosT OFFICE DEPARTMENT,

MONTEVIDEO, July 11th, 1896.

The Government having decided to celebrate on the 18th inst., the

inauguration of the monument erected by National Gratitude to the memory

of the Great Citizen Don Joaquin Suarez, and this Department desiring to

identify itself with the just homage paid to the virtues of this noble man and

Q _ Considering. I". That the only means remaining open to the Depart

ment is a special issue of postal values with the object before-mentioned ;

2°. ‘That this is at the same time a method of perpetuating the great ex

ample of patriotism left us by the worthy Suarez ;
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This Department resolves :

Art. 1°. To place in circulation throughout the Republic on the 18th

instant a special issue of postage stamps of the following values :

Of one centesimo, portrait of Suarez in the center, printed in black ink

with violet border ;

Of five centesimos, statue of the same person, in black ink with sky blue

border ;

Of ten centesimos, perspective of the monument, in black ink with car

mine border.

Art. z°. The said stamps will be on sale to the public in all the State

post-offices from the 18th instant till the 25th August next, inclusive, and for

the prepayment of correspondence during this period the stamps of the new

issue or those which are at present in use may be used indiscriminately.

Art. 3°. Beginning with the 26th August, the stamps of the special issue

above mentioned will be considered as withdrawn from circulation and con

sequently as without any value for the prepayment of letters, being accepted

only in exchange for the present stamps until the 30th September of the pre

sent year, which exchange the offices dependent on this General Management

are authorized to make.

Art. 4“. In due time the manner in which the remainder of the special

issue is to be cancelled after being definitely withdrawn from circulation

will be designated.

Art. 5". That by the 3rd division all the offices of this Department

will be supplied with the values indicated.

Art. 6°. To be made known to all concerned, entered in the proper

book and filed.

By Order,

E. V. FERNANDEZ,

Sub-Director.

UNITED STATES or VENEZUELA. MINISTRY OF FINANCE. DEPARTMENT

or PosTs AND TELEGRAPHS. No. 126:. CARACAS, June 29th, r896.

85“ AND 38".

TIn Citizen )llz'nister of Public fnstruclz'on.

On this date has been promulgated by this office the following re

solution :

The President of the Republic has thought well to decide that the

stamp issue created by Executive Decree on May 7th last past, to com-

memorate the apotheosis of the Commander in Chief Francisco de Miranda,

be reduced to two millions, in the following manner :

Of B 0.05, B 750,000,

0. to, 400,000,

0. 2 5 , 800,000,

0.50, 30,000,

1.00, 20,000,

B 2,000,000

 

_ The printing will be carried out in the manner established by the Resolu

tion of this Ministry under date of May 13th, last.
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And I have the honor to send you a- copy for your information and

government.

God and Federation.

. MANUEL A. D1Ez.

UNITED STATEs or VENEZUELA. M1N1sTRv or FrNANcE. DEPARTMENT

or Posrs AND TELEGRAPHS. CARACAS, June 29th, 1896.

85° AND 38°.

Let the order of the Citizen Minister be published.

Temporary Manager,

A. GARCIA POLEO.

7H1: NEW PosTAL CARDS or ABYS81NIA

(Translated from the Callectianneur a’: T{mares-Perle.)

Peace is practically made between Italy and Abyssinia, and it is to be

hoped that the definite conclusion of it will soon be announced in a laconic

dispatch, laboriously studied, so as not to hurt anybody's feelings.

The Negus Menelik is already devoting himself to his empire, and we

have the proof of it in his considerable purchases of telegraphic and telephonic

material, as well as the instructions to send forward the postal cards ordered

some time ago at the French Postage Stamp factory.

These cards, the design of which will be found in the chronicle of new

issues, are original ; inscriptions, arms and frame are printed in black, the

stamp alone is printed in color. The inscriptions in Amharic repeat what is

found on all postal cards “ Postal card—This side is reserved for the address.

Name, address, town &c."

The stamp, printed on the left of the card, is of large dimensions ; it

gives a profile portrait of the Negus Menelik wearing his tiara; around it

in Latin : “ Menelik II aeliopiae. imp. rm," and under the portrait, the value

in a. European numeral, followed by the word GU ERCH. The only

Amharic inscription is at the top, and that is the name of the country.

This engraving is certainly one of the finest turned out by Mr. Mouchon ;

moreover, the stamp factory has done things well ; the printing is carefully

done and the card-board is of fine quality, too fine even.

Similar forms, minus the stamp, have been printed in black, on thin buff

card-board; the use for which they are intended is curious, and is worthy of a

moment's attention. These cards have been made principally for the Italian

prisoners, who are to be authorized to use them in writing to their families.

With this object, the shipment of postal cards is accompanied by several

gross of pencils, cut in two and already pointed; for foresight and economy,

it is complete.

When the prisoners were spread about almost everywhere, it was not

possible to allow ‘them to write (P). Now that they are concentrated in the

neighborhood of Entetto, it is simpler, the more so, as the cards have not the

inconvenience of closed letters, and are not likely to be used for writing

things dangerous or disagreeable to the State. If peace were signed to-mor

row, it would be impossible for the prisoners to return immediately, at least,

for the greater number; for at this time, which is the bad season in that coun

try, they could not, with impunity, undertake the march of more than a

month from Entetto to Djibouti.
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Until September, therefore, this measure may soften the lot of the pris

oners and relieve the anxiety of their families.

Steps are to be taken looking to the free admission of these cards into

Italy. Probably some difiiculty will be found about this, arising from the

fact that Mr. Crispi was always opposed to the direct admission of Abyssinia

into the Universal Postal Union; by the force of circumstances all this will

be arranged at the same time.

The postal service of Ethiopia, which has been much neglected during

the war, will receive fresh impulse, as will also the telegraphic service ; the

public will be allowed to send telegrams, and the postage stamps will serve

also to pay the telegraphic and telephonic charges.

When Ethiopia is admitted into the Universal Postal Union, which must

soon occur, one of the stamps in use—the one which is to prepay letters for

abroad-will be surcharged with a figure followed by the word GUERCH in

European characters.

As the stock of these stamps becomes exhausted. they will be replaced by

new ones, bearing inscriptions in both European and Amharic characters.

A curiosity ; We exhibit in our despatch-room an envelope belonging to

a letter addressed to Paris by the Negus ; this letter bears the gilt monogram

of the emperor, it is duly prepaid with Abyssinian stamps, and its postmarks

are the following : Harrar, date in Abyssinian; Djibouti, January 1st, and

the mark of the mail steamer, La Reunion to Marseilles, January 9th, r896.

INTERNATIONAL ALBUMS AND CATALOGUE.

Published by the Scott Stamp & Coin Co., Ld., New York City and C. H. Mekeel Stamp

and Publishing Co., St. Louis, Mo.

 

 

Referring to the circular letter of the Scott Stamp & Coin Co., Ld.,

dated March 20th, 1896, inrelation to the slightly decreased demand for

stamps on the part of the younger collectors, and promising the publication

of a revised and simplified Album, better adapted to the wants of those who

are not interested in minor varieties, we take pleasure in informing you that

the undersigned firmshave decided to unite in the publication of such an

Album, as well as a Catalogue to correspond in every particular with the

Album referred to. In the interest of the stamp business as a whole, we have

thought it of great advantage that only one publication of this character should

appear, and hence the pooling of our issues in so far as these publications are

concerned, without this, however, affecting the independent position of

both firms in all other matters.

It has been decided to call this Album by the old established name, the

International Postage Stamp Album, and, as soon as the present supply of

the old International Album is exhausted, the editions of $r.5o, $2.50 and

$3.50 will be withdrawn from sale entirely, and replaced by similar editions

of the new work, the retail prices to remain the same, with the exception of

the book bound in half cloth, which will be reduced from $1.50 to $r.oo.

This reduction wipes out all possible profit on the publication of so large a

work, but in the interest of the stamp business as a whole, we have consider

ed it advisable to offer the Album at this price, in order to induce a large num

ber of young collectors to purchase it.

It is almost needless to state that the Album in question and the Cata

logue to correspond with it, being edited by Mr. H. L. Calman, of the Scott
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Stamp 8: Coin C0., Ld., will be recognized as the standard in all parts of the

United States. The prices in the Catalogue will correspond exactly with the

quotations for the same stamps to be given in the 57th Edition of the Stand

ard Catalogue of the Scott Stamp & Coin C0., Ld., which is to appear some

time before the end of the year, and, hence, it will represent the standard on

which all business in stamps in the United States will be done for the year to

come.

The simplified Album, in the three editions before mentioned, will be

ready for delivery about Nov. r, 1896, and the Catalogue at about the same

time, or perhaps a few weeks later.

All orders for Albums and Catalogues will be shipped from the nearest

point, in order to reduce the expressage or freight to the purchaser; for in

stance, if an order should be sent from Philadelphia to the C. H. Mekeel

Stamp & Publishing C0., it will be filled from New York, and, vice versa, all

orders sent from Chicago to the Scott Stamp & Coin C0., Ld., will be

filled from St. Louis.

Every dealer in the United States is interested in the success of these

two popularized editions, as upon them will depend the development of

the stamp trade in the United States for some years to come. We hope

‘that we shall be favored with liberal orders for the publications referred to,

and remain,

Yours truly,

SCOTT STAMP & CoIN C0., LD.,

New York City.

C. H. MEKEEL STAMP & PUBLISHING C0.,

St. Louis, Mo.

Discounts will be quoted to dealers on application.

 

THE CLUB PRoJsor.
 

We have referred several times to the projected establishment of a

philatelic club in New York, which was to combine social features with

matters pertaining to stamp collecting. The response on the part of New

York philatelists has been prompt and encouraging, but we are sorrry to say

that collectors from out of town have not joined in as great numbers as was

anticipated. The project is not yet successful, but the organizers have not

despaired of its ultimate accomplishment.

We publish herewith a circular addressed to all those who have signified

their intention of joining, as well as a list of subscribers up to date. We sin

cerely hope that a number of our readers will join after the present appeal, as

the establishment of such an organization must redound to the benefit of

philately as a whole :

P. O. Box 1397, NEW YORK, August 22, I896.

DEAR SIR :

The Committee appointed to consider the establishment of a Club house

in New York beg to thank you for your kind co-operation and financial

assistance promised to the project, and now desire to lay before you the pre

sent status of the enterprise, feeling that they have done all that it is possible

for them to accomplish.

As the result of meetings, circulars, letters and personal solicitation they

have secured the names of the following gentlemen, but there are still lack
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ing thirty-eight to complete the list and unless this number is secured within

two weeks the project must be abandoned. If you can obtain the name and

signature of one or more gentlemen or are willing to double your sub

scription and dues ($50 and $Io annually) the project can be saved, but

immediate action is necessary.

Respectfully,

Committu :

JOHN W. ScoTT, Chairman,

J. M. ANDREINI, Secretary,

WILLIAM HERRICK,

JoIIN N. LUFF,

CHARLES GREGORY.

John W. Scott, Charles Gregory, R. W. Quigley, J. M. Andreini,

Joseph S. Rich, John N. Luff, John B. Brevoort, Walter S. Scott, J. Oakley

Hobby, Frederick A. Nast, G. B. Calman, R. R. Bogert, Ed. C. Hartshorne,

N. F. Seebeck, Henry Collin, Henry L. Calman, A. R. Rogers, H. E. Deats,

Cortlandt F. Bishop, E. G. Wells, George W. D. Crittenton, Wm. Herrick,

J. W. George, Chas. T. Harbeck, Geo. R. Tuttle, Joseph J. Casey, Edward

F. Weed, J. C. Morgenthau, F. A. Perozo, Henry Clotz, C. L. Moreau, H.

N. Terrett, A. Krassa, Alex. Holland, Henry J. Crocker, G. E. Boynton, Wm.

Lawrence Green, W. A. Castle, Henry Gremmel, R. F. Albrecht, Frank P.

Brown, Albert Perrin, Geo. Eberhardt, Joseph B. Leavy, F. O. Conant,

Charles H. Mekeel, 1. A. Mekeel, Charles DeWitt Drew, John Luther

Kilbon, Jacques Krebs, T. G. Peck, Dr. Paul Allen, C. B. Corwin, P. F.

Bruner, E. T. Parker, A. Davison, Frank F. Olney, J. N. T. Levick, O. H.

Williams, Max Meyenberg, Harlow E. Woodward, A. W. Batchelder.

UNUSED sTAMPs or PORTUGAL 0}" THE ISSUE or 1853.

La Philate’h'e Portugal's: publishes the following article :

“ The extreme rarity of a few values of these stamps in unused condition

has set chemistry to work, so that recently some unused 50 and Ice reis of

Dona Maria, hitherto unobtainable, have been found.

“ These two values were often used for prepaying the postage on

summonses or semi-ofiicial correspondence, so that by going over the archives

of the clerks of the various courts, the famous 50 and 100 reis Dona-Maria

were found, almost all cancelled with pen and ink-—some very lightly.

"Hitherto these stamps have been offered at very low prices to dealers

and collectors, who generally would not buy them ; but chemistry has

been operating and now these pen cancelled stamps are found but very rarely,

whereas on the other hand they are very often found UNUSED (WASHED) and

even in pairs and blocks of four and six.

“ Being separated with the greatest care from the paper to which they

had been attached, they sometimes retain a portion of the original gum, so

that the poor collector or dealer who buys them pays a great deal for what is

worth nothing at all.

“ Only a few days ago I was offered a pretty lot of these fine stamps, for

which I did not bid even a cent.

 

“M. J. s."

When our Mr. Calman was in Europe, this spring, he heard many rumors

of a considerable find of unused specimens of these great rarities and prob

ably this explains the origin of the rumors.
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7 THE 57th EDITION or OUR STANDARD Foams}: srAMP

CATALOGUE.

The past season has been marked by many ups and downs, as well as

by the disappearance and appearance of special favorites in succession.

Early in the season, and after the appearance of the 56th edition of our cat

alogue, stamps of the Leeward Islands were the rage, and it was almost

impossible to supply the legitimate demands of collectors as well as the illegi

timate demands of speculators. A few months saw a marked decrease in the

inordinate demand for these stamps, and United States stamps became the

favorites, especially unused specimens of the old issues. These have been

able to maintain and exceed their high standard, as the supply is almost 111'],

while the demand remains enormous. There is no doubt that fine unused

specimens of early United States stamps are still bound to advance to an

enormous degree, and a small idea of this advance will be reflected in the

new quotations of our 57th edition.

During the past three or four months a tremendous demand has sprung

up for all kinds of United States revenue stamps, carrying some values to

actual records of sales at three or four or five times our catalogue rates. This

demand has been in great measure for the perforated stamps, but it is now

becoming apparent that the imperforates are also increasing in popularity,

while the supply of them is far more limited than that of the perforated series ;

hence, their advance will have to be even more rapid than that of the latter.

It will be useless here to enter into any details as to the advances which

have taken place in particular stamps, as we are now working on the advanc

ed sheets of the 57th edition of our catalogue, and expect to distribute the

portion relating to the United States some time during the month of Septem

ber. We shall pursue the practice instituted last year of selling these advanc

ed sheets to anyone who may apply for them on payment of $5 in advance.

The catalogue itself will not appear until about the end of the year, so that

collectors and dealers will readily realize how important it is to them to have

our quotations months and months before the general public.

THE FHILATELIC CLUB AND EXCHANGE, LIMITED, LONDON.

 

We have received the following circular, which we publish by request:

The Philatelic Club and Exchange, Limited, Capital J612,000, in 2,000

Preference Shares and 10,000 Ordinary Shares of £1 each.

Directors-JOHN MACFARLANE, Esq., 2, Lexham Gardens, Kensington,

W. (Chairman) ; FRANCIS A. DoD, Esq., 64, Darville Road, N.; J. KEPPEL

HoPxiNs, Esq., r69, Piccadilly., W; HERBERT N. HEMANS, Esq., 35, Queen

Victoria Street, E. C.

Committee of Managemenl-Smuum RAwsoN, EsQ., 30, Linden Gar

dens, Chiswick (C/lairman)-— H. HoUs'roN BALL, Esq., The Elms, Rusting

ton; R. RAIKES BROMAGE, Esq., M. A., F. R. G. S., 32, Gledstanes Road, W.;

The Rev. BRUCE CORNFORD, M, A., re, Denzil Avenue, Southampton; W.

R. UMFREVILLE RIDOUT, Esq., 99, Strand, W. C.; WALTER T. WILLETT,

Esq., West House. Brighton ; and FRANCIS A. DoD, Esq., 64, Darville Road,

N. (nominated by tile Directors).
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40, JERMYN STREET, S. W. LoNDoN, fun: 5th, 1896,

Sir ur Jllazlam:

I am desired by the Committee to bring to your notice the fact that a

CLUB and EXCHANGE has been established in London, at the above address,

to provide a rendezvous for PHILATELISTS and their friends from all parts of

the world. It is the only Club in England which supplies both the business

and soda! needs of all who take an interest in Philately in any of its branches.

The Club affords the usual accommodation of Reading, Writing, Smok

ing, and Dinning Rooms, in addition to a spacious Hall in which "High

Change" is held every Wednesday evening, from 6 to 10.

The special social feature of the Club is the holding of Musical Even

ings from time to time.

Arrangements have been made for frequent Auction Sales to be held at

which Stamps for Sale by Auction will be received from Members of the

Club. The inclusive commission on all Stamps sent for sale at these Auctions

will be 7%, instead of the usual charge of 15, per cent. This will effect a

great saving to Members who dispose of their Stamps by this means, and in

most cases would more than cover their subscription to the Club.

All Stamps for sale will be carefully catalogued by a Committee of ex

perienced and well-known experts in Philately.

A book will be kept at the Club in which Members can enter the de

scription and value of Stamps they may have for sale either privately or by

auction. In the first case they must state the price required.

The Club offers special facilities to country and foreign Members to

realise, at their full London value, Stamps only in demand amongst English

collectors, and also proposes shortly to circulate, both at home and abroad,

monthly or more frequent postal packets of Stamps for exchange.

Members may submit their Stamps to the Committee of Experts, who

will report on them free of Marge.

Non-Members can have their Stamps examined at a charge of One

Shilling for each specimen found to be genuine, or Sixpence if otherwise.

This Company being Registered under the Limited Liability Acts,

Members of the Club and Exchange incur no liability whatever beyond the

annual subscription, which is fixed at £2 as. for Town Members, and £1 rs.

for Lady, Country or Foreign Members.

After the membership has reached 1,000 the Directors reserve the right

of imposing an entrance fee of Five Guineas.

Copies of the Rules and Regulations of the Club may be obtained on

personala pplication, or will be sent through the post on receipt of a stamped

addressed envelope.

Should the objects of the Club meet with your approval, and you desire

to become a Member, please fill in and sign the annexed form and return at

your convenience.

Yours faithfully,

H. LAWRENCE HARRIS,

Serrztary

P. S.— The Committee lay particular stress upon the fact that in addi

tion to its numerous philatelic attractions, the Club affords to its Members all

the advantages of a social high-class Club, and, moreover, is situated in the

very center of London Club-land.
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OUR ENGLISH LETTER.

BY EDWARD J. NANKIVELL.

 

LoNDoN, 18 August, 1896.

The site of the International Philatelic Exhibition, to be held in London

next year, has been definitely settled. It has been decided to take the beau

tiful rooms of the Society of Painters in Water Colors, which are most con

veniently situated in Piccadilly, one of the main thoroughfares of the me

tropolis. The gallery comprises three fine rooms, all specially arranged as

to light and wall space for the purposes of an exhibition. All three rooms

are lit from the roof only, so that the risk of injury from exposure to the

direct rays of the sun will be practically nil.

But as a consequence of our taking these rooms we shall have to hold

the Exhibition a little later than was at first intended. May was the favorite

month. The Gallery will not, however, be at our disposal till the 15th of

July ; consequently, the date has been changed to the month of July, instead

of May; and I am told that the change will probably lead to a very much

larger attendance of provincial and foreign collectors and dealers.

 

Of other news there is precious little. Stamp dealers, at least on this

side of the pond, do not care to have to work hard during the summer. Said

one to me the other day “ I don't want to be hard at it all through the sum

mer." Many are quietly arranging their stock books of certain countries in

pleasing anticipation of some coming boom.

 

What that boom is to be is open to conjecture. The weight of opinion.

may be said to be in favor of the African Colonies of Great Britain. The

first to be in line for choice will probably be West Africans. Of these Sierra

Leone is among the favorites, but Gambia, as a cheap country, is likely to turn

out the better of the two from an investment point of view. Its pretty em

bossed labels must sooner or later give way to the regulation type; and

then there will be a considerable appreciation of the more or less neg

lected issues of Gambia. I must confess I do not want to see prices rise

just yet, as there are a great many shades I should like to fill out before the

evil day arrives. One wrinkle for those who are filling up in this country.

Don't be too dilatory in securing a few used copies of the Halfpenny of the

1880 series. What is known as the “ yellow halfpenny " is for some reason

or other quite scarce.

 

A great deal of amusement has been created over here by the publica

tion of the so-called discoveries of hitherto undreamt of lithographed British

Colonials. It is somewhat surprising to us that such extraordinary statements

as were made to back up the so-called discoveries did not suflice to expose

their farcical character. As two English magazines have reproduced the

article or paper, we cannot crow much over its being seriously reproduced

on your side. Because of this reproduction, and because interesting topics

want searching upin these dull summer months, Major Evans has in the

Monthly journal taken the space and the trouble to expose some of the

absurdities. To begin, Major Evans shows that the author of the paper does

not apparently know the difference between a pronounced lithograph and a

steel engraving, for he classes two well known lithographed Virgin Islands as

steel engraved. But the crowning absurdity which should have been

sufiicient to stamp the character of his “ discoveries " is his statement that :
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“ Only the steel matrix of the stamp is preserved and kept by the Crown

agent, but not the plates, these being destroyed as soon as the required issue

has been printed therefrom. When a re-issue is required, a new plate is pre

pared from the same matrix ; this takes time-several weeks, at least. When

a demand is made for an immediate supply, the lithographic stone is resorted

to, a transfer made from the matrix, and an edition run off sufficient to last

till the steel plate is ready for use."

This curious statement Major Evans naturally disposes of as “ purest

nonsense,” for the very good reason that it is well known “ no plates, steel

or other of British Colonial stamps, are ever destroyed until they have become

useless, either through wear and tear, or by the stamp becoming obsolete

and they are not invariably destroyed even in the latter case." No one will

deny that we are, now and again, mistaken in regarding lithographed and

badly engraved, but that there is room for such a wholesale list of discoveries

as M r. Weber professes to have made, is out of the question altogether. Be

fore his list would be possible he would have to dispose of too many establish

ed facts.

 

Stanley Gibbons’ Monthly journal has come out in a brand new cover,

resplendant in red and black. It is a decided improvement upon the old

mixed medley of many portraits of philatelic celebrities. Another good fea

ture of the Mont/11y is an addenda to Gibbons’ Price Catalogue, bringing the

Catalogue up to date.

But the most enjoyable thing in the Mont/11y journal is the exquisite

little paragraph in which Mr. Phillips speaks of his particular béte noir,

Senf, thusly :

Mr. Richard Senf had about the second best lot of stuff to ourselves’

and we were pleased to buy some £50 worth from him. He is an extremely

amiable and pleasant gentleman, and if he would only make his catalogue re

flect the correct market prices, we should think there would be no better and

pleasanter dealer on the Continent.

" Second best to ourselves," and “ extremely amiable and pleasant

gentleman " are beyond compare — under what are termed the “peculiar
circumstances of the ease.H

 

There seems to be a pretty considerable scramble after the British South

Africa surcharged on Cape stamps. They served a very temporary purpose,

merely keeping the post office going until communication was established

with Salisbury where the stock was kept. The Postal officials, determined

not to be left high and dry without a supply, seem to have taken every pre

caution to prevent the stamps being bought up by speculators. The conse

quence has been that even the legitimate users of stamps have had some

difficulty in escaping suspicion that they were on speculation bent. To get

six at a time seems to have been the absolute limit of otficial courtesy. One

party who wanted a few used copies posted an envelope or two addressed to

himself. One of these attempts lies before me. The stamp, except for a

small bit of the top corner is absolutely blotted out of existence with such a

black smudge that not the faintest outline of the stamp is at all discernable.

It is quite refreshing to hear of such unobliging postal olficials.

 

I am told that now communication is restored and the Perkins-Bacon
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monstrosities of the new issue are once more available, that the surcharged

Capes are fetching most extraordinary prices. as much as 80 shillings each.

Here in London twelve times face is being asked for the unused supplies got

over. Unused, I should say they would be worth having; used, they should

be more reasonable, as the postal authorities have done their best to prevent

the stock being put to any other than postal use.

Norrs.

The Melropolz'tan Pin'latelisl chronicles two provisional Hankow stamps,

namely, a so on 20c and a so on 300. As these issues are considered purely

speculative they require no further notice.

<2} {1* C? {1' G

Mr. W. N. Wyeth has shown us a Grenada, 1886, 1d surcharged on

three half pence, in which the word THREE is spelt THRFE. This variety,

which is probably due to a broken letter, is known in the revenue stamp, but

as far as we know, has never been chronicled in the surcharged stamps.

G G {l G G

The Philatelic Monthly and World reports the entire set of Porto Rico,

1882, except the 800, with pin perforation. We suppose these are in the

nature of essays.

{l {l {3: {l {l‘

PERU-We illustrate the Postal Card and Letter Card chronicled in our

June number. Of the former we have a specimen with double impression

of the octagon containing the inscription “ Habilitado—Por-r Centavo."

  

  

, iusrunooy ~
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1 pmnvq »
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We have a United States 2c stamp of the r894 issue, triangle I, with an

additional perforation, parallel with the horizontal perforation and 5 mm

above the lower frame of the stamp.

Q G’ G *l} i}

We have specimens of Greece 20 lepta carmine, perf. 11%, with double

vertical perforation. In one stamp this double line of perforation is both at

the right and left indicating an entire sheet perforated in this way.

‘D {I} {I} {I} 4}

Der Pln'lalelirt states that the watermark PR on the current Roumanian

stamps is now 15 mm. high instead of II mm. as it formerly appeared. We

have no list of the values which have appeared with the new watermark.

4} {k G (1' {I}

The Plu'laielz'r Rea/rd chronicles an adhesive of the 186: issue of Mexico,

in green on brown, of the value of 2 reales. Before accepting this specimen

we should like to have some further evidence on the subject.

C? C} {1* {1* G

In our June number, through a printer's error, some postal cards for

Honduras, issued this year, are chronicled under the head of Netherlands.

It was rather surprising that this error should have been copied into Le

Timbre Paste, but that the Post Ofit: presented it exactly as we did, was only

to be expected. We certainly have no objection to our contemporaries tak

ing advantage of any news that we may be first in the field to communicate,

but we think that the last named journal would approach somewhat nearer

to the accepted standard of Philatelic ethics, if they would, with a little more

frequency mention our journal as the source from which they obtain their

information. We have noticed for about a year past that a large part of the

chronicle of the Post Ofiia is copied from the previous number of our

journal, but notice of such copy is served upon their readers about once in

every issue. If our statement were not true, it would be a remarkable coin

cidence, that .odd varieties and minor differences which are shown to us, are

seen within a few weeks, in exactly the same words in which we described

them, by our contemporary.

4} G {k {k {1

Mr. W. J. Manton informs us that, owing to the change in currency in

Seychelles, resulting from the depreciation in the price of silver, the rates for

letters will be somewhat advanced, as follows:

From 3c to 4c

“ I so “ 18c

H 3°C H 36c

As a 4c stamp is already in issue, this will require two new stamps of

the values of 18c and 36c, respectively. We shall not be surprised if a pro

visional issue be made before the two values of the regular set are received

in Seychelles.

4} Cl’ {1* i} C}

We learn the following from the Stamp Cellular: Fortnightly : “ It is

announced from the War Ofiice that from the first of September the cost of

postage of letters and book packets at home military stations, now borne by

the public under a special arrangement, will be defrayed by means of postage

stamps surcharged “ Army—Official.” These stamps will be supplied by the

General Post Office to district and station paymasters only, who distribute

them to the sub-accountants. The stamps are not to be used for telegrams

or parcels post." _

The values to be honored in this way have not as yet been announced.
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A decree has been issued by the French Colonial Post Office, consoli

dating the Colony of Obock with the Protectorate of Somali Coast, and, in

consequence, the separate issues for these two Colonial possessions will be

withdrawn and replaced by an entirely new issue under the name of Céte

Francaise de Somali (French Somali Coast).

‘D O Q Q G

Le Collertionneur a’e Tz'mbres Paste chronicles a remarkable pair of the

present issue of France, namely, an unsevered pair of the 15c blue in both

Types I and II. The only way to account for such a variety is the acci

dental placing of one cliche of the second type in a plate of the first type or

vice versa.

{1} C} ‘D ‘D 4}

La Revue P/u'lat/lique reports having seen a specimen of the Uruguay

25c of the present issue with the center reversed.

Q C’ {it Q {1*

One or two recent numbers of European stamp journals deny positively

that the Bulgaria 255 Unpaid Letter stamp has been re-engraved. They cite

considerable authority in support of their assertions, but we affirm positively

that the stamp exists in the re-engraved type, as we have quite a number of

specimens in our own stock.

{1* ‘D {I} D ‘D

Mr. I. Carbonell has shown us an envelope which prepaid the postage

from Cienfuegos, Cuba. to New York, without being taxed at this end. The

envelope bore no stamp, but was hand-stamped in the upper right hand»

corner as follows:

Ejercito de Operaciones

2° Cuerpo 1' Division

2‘ Brigada

Comisaria de Guerra

\ dC

Cienfuegos.

We suppose that this is a Military Frank, therefore it can be of but little

interest to stamp collectors.

‘D f} I} {it Q

We have just received a pair of the 4 lepta green of the 1891 issue of

Greece perforated Ir%,without horizontal perforation between the stamps.

G O Q Q {1'

We are informed by the Postmaster of Grenada that the announcement

of the issue of a )6 penny stamp of the new type is erroneous. The stock

of the old type is still very large and there is no present likelihood of its

early exhaustion.

G {1' {l G C?

For some time we have listed the 5, I0 and 20 cent Netherlands of the

issue of 1868 in perforation roxro%. We now see in the lllustn'ertes

Brz'efmarken Journal that the other values, viz., I5, 25 and 50 cents, have

been seen by them in this same perforation. This would therefore complete

the entire set in this gauge.

C> Q Q {C} Q

The Austria Pkz'latelist has seen the 1 piastre of the current issue of

Cyprus with the value and name of the country in blue, instead of in black.

It is not yet known whether this is an error or a new issue of the stamp.

C? {1' (1’ Cl’ {1'

We see by Le Timbre Paste that the r franc stamp of Madagascar et
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Dépendences, which has just been issued, has the inscription printed in blue

instead of in rose, as is the case in all the other new I franc French Colonial

stamps. It is stated that only 21,000 specimens were printed in this way, but

as no new stamp with the correct inscription has as yet been issued, it is

impossible to state whether they will continue to print in this color or,

whether this is simply due to an oversight.

G G G G G

Le Colledionneur a’: Timbres Post: also announces that all values of the

current issue of Sierra Leone, except the %d and id are obsolete. As this

colony is still using the old type, there is little doubt that at some time or

other it will adopt the current colonial type; but, nevertheless, we would ad

vise the arrival of further information before plunging into a speculation

in this issue.

G G G G G

Our faithful correspondent, Mr. David Benjamin, of Shanghai, has

kindly sent us a copy of Der Oslarz'alz'rc/zer Lloyd, published in Shanghai,

which contains an interesting account of the Chinese postal system as well

as full details of the new service to be inaugurated by Sir Robert Hart. We

publish a translation of the article in this number, and feel sure that it will

interest our readers.

G G G G G

L: Calledionneur de Timbre: Post: announces a new series of stamps in

two colors for the Island of Jamaica. It is very easily possible that such a

change is in contemplation, but we certainly would not advise collectors to

speculate too heavily on the proposed alteration. Of late we have observed a

tendency to herald prospective changes in the series of many English Colon

ial stamps, some of which come to pass and some not. The result of such

an announcement is always a wild speculation in the stamps of the colony,

resulting in great loss in more than one instance. As an example, we could

point to the announcement that the 8d of Barbados of the current issue is

obsolete, in consequence of which thousands and thousands were purchased

by speculators at double face value and even more. We are reliably inform

ed that the stock of this stamp in Barbados is practically unlimited, and, be

sides that there is absolutely no intention of withdrawing the value from cir

culation, as it is very useful for the parcel service.

G G G G G

Mr. W. G. Ashley, Registrar of the Treasury of the Hawaiian Islands,

who is on a trip to America at present, informs us that a new set of stamps is

being prepared for the use of the foreign office exclusively. We expect in

our next number to present a list of the values of this series, as well as, per

haps, illustrations of the designs.

G G G G G

In our August number, we published an article under the heading:

“The Peruvian Stamps of the issue of March, 1895," and while we quoted

a letter addressed to the Weekly Stamp News, we failed to mention that

the entire article was copied from that paper,

G G G G G

The Sultan of Zanzibar, Hamid Ben Thwain, died on Tuesday, August

25th, and his death is of some interest to stamp collectors, as it has

been announced that an issue of stamps, bearing the head of the late Sultan

was in preparation for Zanzibar. We suppose that the manufacture of

the stamps in question will be discontinued, or else, if they have been made,

that they will not be placed in circulation. However, should we be mistaken

in our supposition, the issue in question will certainly be quickly superseded

by another one.
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CHRONICLE.
 

UNITED STATES.

‘W" We have secured an entirely new local stamp used on

a letter dated Cincinnati, October 19th, 1848 and ad

dressed to Batavia, Ohio. As will be seen by the 1llus'~

tration the inscription is “ H. Frazer's City Express Post ’

and this Post may have been the successor_ to Frazer &

Co’s. City Despatch Post. The stamp is printed 1n black

from a wood engraving, on salmon paper.

  

Local stamps

Imperforate.

H. Frazer's City Express Post.

are black on salmon.
 

ABYSSINIL-We learn from Le Tz'mbre Paste that the postal cards

referred to earler in this number are as follows :

Perla! cards.

Xg green, bufl’ -

%g red, bufl'

lg ultramarine, bufl' _ _

no value, black, bufi' (two varieties)

 

ARGENTINE BIIPUBLIO.-The entire set of the current issue will, no

doubt, appear with the new watermark before long. We have just received

the so with the new watermark, which makes the third stamp of the series.

Adhesive .rlamp.

watermarked a large sun and rays.

Perforated 1 r5c carmine

 

BRITISH EAST APRIOA.—The [l/ustrz'er/es Brizfmarken journal an

nounces the issue of two postal cards with stamp of the new type, one for in

land and one for Postal Union service.

Portal Cards.

%a green

1a carmine

 

BRITISH GUIANA-Mr. A. E. Tuttle has shown us an uncatalogued

variety of the 4c 1863, on thin paper; it is perforated 11% all around, a new

gauge for this series.

Ari/waive .rlamp.

Perforated 1 14c blue

 

BRITISH SOUTH APRIOA.-The surcharged Cape of Good Hope

stamps, referred to in our Notes of last month, have now reached us. This is

certainly a legitimate issue. as communication between Salisbury, the main

town, and some of the other cities was entirely cut off by the rebellious natives.

We also notice that a typographical error crept into our chronicle of the

provisional stamp made by surcharging stamps of the Company; we madeZit

read 35 on 55 instead of 3d on 55.
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Adhesive tramps.

Watermarked anchor.

,' if 70.,

‘ -‘. t p 1 _

“s07 _ \— 1

P onswemw '}

>3 "“ “> I

    

rerun: two vrnei  

Perforated 14.

%p gray, black surcharge

rp red “

2p bistre

4p blue

6p violet

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated :4.

3p red brown, black surcharge

The Philatelic journal of Greal Brilain chronicles the high values of

the new series.

H

H

  

zsh blue and green on rose

25h 6d brown and purple on yellow

35h green and lilac on blue

45h red and blue on green

5sh red and green on white

rosh slate and carmine on rose

 

BULGARIA-According to the Monthly journal, the 5 stotinki unpaid

letter stamp of the new type has just been issued.

Unpaid leller stamp.

Perforated r 3.

5s orange

 

ANTIOQUIA-Le Colleelionneur o’e Timhre: Posle announces the receipt

of an entirely new set of seven values, running from 2 centavos to 50 centa

vos. The type is said to resemble rather closely that of 1892, and the chief

difference consists in the figure of value, which, instead of being in a rect

angle in the lower left corner, is placed directly below the coat ot arms.

Le Timhre Posle states that the set in question is to be increased by

higher values and also by a 2% centavo registation stamp.

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated.

2c gray 20c yellow green
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2%c brown 50c gray brown

3c red I peso

so green 2 pesos

10c violet 5 pesos

Registralr'on (Relurn leller 7) stamp.

2%c

 

SANTANDHl‘L-Le Tz'mbre Paslc states that the current 50 stamp has

appeared in a new color, viz., in yellow green, instead of brown.

A(l/zesz'w stamp.

Perforated 13.

50 yellow green

 

FERNANDO PO.-All the European journals chronicle another change

in color of the 100 stamp.

Ad/zesiz-e .rlamp.

Perforated.

10c gray violet

FIJI I8LANDS.—It is so long since anything new appeared here that it

is not surprising that we have something to announce at last. The Illus

Irz'erler Briefmar/een journal has seen the r penny in lilac. We suppose

that this is the forerunner of an entirely new series.

Adlusz'z'e stamp.

Perforated r1.

rp lilac

 

ITALY.—The lllurlriertes Briefmarken journal announces a new 10

centesimi stamp with figures of value in all four corners, and the lllurtrizrte

Brz'efmarken Zeiiung chronicles the 1 and 2 centesimi newspaper stamps in a

type similar to the current issue. We hope to illustrate these stamps in our

next number.

Adlzesz'zre slump.

Perforated.

roe carmine

Newspaper stamps.

rc dark brown

20 dark brown

 

JAPAN.- Ve have just received “specimens " of the stamps announced

in the stamp journals some time ago and which were to bear the portraits of

the dead heroes Princes Kitashirakawa and Arisugawa.

It appears that one stamp of each value and one stamp of each hero

was not deemed sufficient, and therefore a 2 and 5c value had to be made in

memory of each.

Adlzesizle stamps.
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Perforated r Ias rose, portrait of Prince Kitashirakawa

5s H H I‘

as rose “ Prince Arisugawa

5S I‘ ‘I (l

Our illustrations show the surcharged “ Specimen " inJapanese charac

ters.

 

MBXIOQ-We learn from the Weekly Stamp News that the present

issue of Mexican stamps is appearing pin perforated instead of with regular

perforation as originally issued. Up to the present only a part of the set has

appeared with this perforation, but, no doubt, the remainder will follow in

short order. ,

El Monitor Filatélieo announces the appearance of a new watermark on

the current issue of Mexican stamps. The old watermark consisted of the

letters “coRREos E U M," one letter being found on each stamp in a row,

while the new one consists of the interlaced letters " RM," appearing in full

on each stamp. So far, only the r and 2 cent stamps have appeared in this

way.

Adhesive stamps.

Pin perforated.

rc green 10c rose lilac

2c carmine 12c olive

3c brown 150 blue green

40 vermilion r peso brown

so blue

Watermarked RM interlaced.

Perforated.

rc green

ac carmine

NB'I'HEIBLANDB.—The 5 gulden stamp referred to in the July number

has just been sent us by Mr. D. A. Schreuders. The colors present a very

handsome contrast. ‘

Adhesive slump,

Perforated r1.

5gl bronze green, centre brown

 

NEW SOUTH WALHB.—The rd 0. S. envelope of the 1889 type, with

O. S. in white circles, also appears on bluish laid paper. We cannot give the‘

size of the envelope, as we have seen it only in cut square specimens.

Ofieial envelope.

Size ?

rp violet on bluish laid paper

 

PARAGUAY.-A new issue of stamps was announced to us some time

ago, but the same correspondent now informs us that they have not appear

ed, the old series having been re-issued instead. However, new envelopes, a

letter card and postal cards have appeared, all bearing the stamps of the

current types of adhesives.
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Envelopes.

Size 147x82 mm.

.|

‘I.

‘Ll

\lll

)

.z:
2..

l"5(O
c-‘uivu‘i‘vif

oI‘.

  

5c violet, white

100 Prussian blue, white

Letter card.

.........................‘........‘..........................‘...........o

REPU BLICA DEL PARAGUAY.

CARTA-TARJETA POSTAL.

  

‘0.00.0.0.000.0000...00000000000000.0000’...O.

00000000000ooooooooo‘ooooooo00.000000000000000

20 green, wlzite

_ Postal cards.

UN'ION POSTAL UNIVERSAL. 1 UNION POSTALE UNIYERSELLE.

arrustmAmPARAGUAY. wuatrqmtluPAEAGUAY.

TARIE'l'fiflSTAL. i GARTH PilSTAl-E.

  

I

2.07,,“ _ _ _ ___ a“ _

Wmg -: 1mm 

672  

—.._.m-Mm-—.__._'a -

01 I87! LAOO SC [SCRIII LA OIRICCION. 0 LA COUUN‘CACION SE EQCRIBE AL RIVCH‘O
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Dijon POSTAL umvrnsu. j lllllOll POSTALE nmrnsrur.

EBPUBLICA mYARAGUAY. l REPUBLIQUELIPMAWAY.

rimrrfiosrlr. l ‘GARTH rosmr.
. A

  

QV‘____—______—__LL___LL_

 

on

; Bl “TE LADO 5E (ECRIBI LA olnrcclon.’ 0'4 LA COIIUKICACION u 66ml! Ak sumac.

2c green, white

2 x 2c green, white, F1 and F4

4c red, white

4 x 4c red, white, F1 and F4

PORTUGAL.—The Daily Stamp Item chronicles a new value of the cur

rent set, namely a 500 reis, printed in black on blue paper, the value being

in red. The Item says that the appearance of the stamp is anything but

attractive.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated.

5oor black on blue, value in red

 

QUEHNBLAND.— 1 -

' ~ Mr. E. Cooper has just sent us the new 2%d stamp,

which is exactly like the issue of 1894, except that the head

is on plain instead of lined ground.

Adhesive stamp.

watermarked Crown and Q.

Perforated 12%.

zyzp rose

  

lv ".16- /;
ng’p‘mv"

 

BERVIA.-We have just received a new 1 dinar stamp, of the current

type, printed in red brown on blue paper. Our correspondent states that it

is an unpaid letter stamp while some stamp journals call it a postage stamp.

Its status must therefore remain undetermined for the present.

Adhesive stamp it

Perforated 13%.

1d red brown on blue

SHANGHAL-The publisheas of the Monthly Journal have secured a

sheet of the 1 cent on 20 cents brown, surcharge of r893, in which the nth

and 12th stamps are surcharged Half Cent. This is rather a curious error,

and, as the Journal remarks, it is strange that it was not discovered before.
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Adhesive stamp.

Perforated.

%c on 200 brown, blue surcharge (error)

SIERRA LEONE-Mr. J. Bernichon, of Paris, has shown us a number

of interesting varieties of the surcharge “ HALF PENNY " on Three Halfpence.

Of the rare surcharge on the Crown and CC watermark, there is only one

error, but there are numerous varieties of the more plentiful Crown and CA.

Adhesive stamp.

Watermarked Crown and CC.

%p on r}4p, surcharged HALF PFNNY

Watermarked Crown and CA.

%p on 1%p, surcharged HALF PEN

Jép on 1%p, “ HALF PENN

54p 0" 1%1) “ IALF IENNY

%p on 1%p " HALF IENNY

5413011 154p “ HA PEN

%p on 1%p “ HAIF PENNY

With the possible exception of the PFNNv, all these varieties are due to

defective impressions of the surcharge, but they are of sufficient interest to

be chronicled.

SOUTH AFRICAN REPUBLIC.— The Philatelie journal of Great

Brilain announces the appearance of the ssh value in new colors. As we

have been in the habit of receiving these issues immediately on appearance,

we are rather surprised at our contemporary getting ahead of us.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated.

5sh yellow and green

SOUTH AUSTRALIL-The Australian Philalelisl chronicles the :5

stamp surcharged O. S. in the thin type.

Oficial stamp.

Watermarked star with short broad points.

Perforated.

2s carmine, black surcharge

 

SBLANGOR.—Mr. David Benjamin has sent us anew value _of the cur

rent set, namely a 25 cent. We suppose all the other states Wlll become

jealous of their neighbor and imitate its example.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated 14.

25c blue green and red

 

'I'IMOR.--Dz'e Post chronicles a new provisional, viz: 5 avos, made by

surcharging the provisional 3or on 3oor orange.
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Adhesive stamp.

Perforated 13.

5 avos on 30r on 3o0r orange

TONGA-The London Philatelists chronicles a new surcharge, and we

hope that this is not the beginning of a flood of monstrosities of this sort.

The present item is the old 2%d stamp surcharged 7%d and again surcharg

ed " HALF PENNY " in two lines, the last work being done with a rubber hand.

stamp.

Adhesive stamp

Perforated.

%p on 7yzp on 2%p violet and red on pale blue

 

UGANDA-In the April number of the Philatelic journal of Great

Britain reference is made to a stamp said to have been issued in this part of

Africa. In the August number, the Monthly journal is quoted as admitting

the stamps on the assurance of a correspondent. The labels are said to be

very primitive, and look as if produced by the typewriter. They are

‘almost square and have the letters UG in the upper angles and the numer

als of value in the center of the stamps. The coinage is expressed in cowries.

Notwithstanding the authorities which are quoted, we still have some doubt

as to the authenticity of this series, but think it necessary to chronicle them,

Aa’hesive stamps.

Imperforate.

5 cowries, mauve 50 cowries, black

10 cowries “ 60 cowries “

20 cowries "

URUGUAY.-—In assorting a mixed lot of common stamps, we find the 10

gray of 1884 surcharged “ OFICIAL." Until now this value has been known

only in green with the surcharge, hence, there is something new to chronicle.

Ofiicial stamp. '

Rouletted.

1e gray, type of 1884, black surcharge

ZANZIBAIL-The Monthly journal has seen the r anna stamp of India

surcharged “ ZANZIBAR ” in blue, instead of in black, and it is informed that

this is an earlier variety than the one in current use.

Adhesiz/e stamp.

Perforated.

ra brown, blue surcharge

114E MARKET

Auction sale of Puttick & Simpson, July 20th and 21st, 1896.

Naples: )6 Tornese cross, ;6 4. 0.0

“ % Tornese arms, fine margins on 3 sides, 14. 5.0

Oldenburg, 1858, V3 gros., used, 4.10.0

Roumania, 1858, 81 paras blue on bluish, cut square, but a poor copy, 82.100

“ 108 paras blue on rose, cut square, with large margins all

around, but has been torn across and repaired, 10. 0.0

Switzerland, Geneva, :00, the two halves joined together, 6. 0.0

Ceylon, imperf., 2/- blue with part gum, and large margins on three

sides, 10. 0.0
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Newfoundland, 6%d. carmine-vermilion, used, slightly damaged, 9. 0.0

“ 1/- orange-vermilion, fine color, but cut close, 16. o 0

Dominica, C.A., r/- unused pair, 7. 0.0

Nevis, 6d. gray, lithographed, unused pair, mint state, 2o.ro.o

“ Single specimen, ro.ro.o

St. Vincent, 4d. on 1/-, used, 0. g.. r5.r2.6

Tobago, C.A., 6d. ochre, fine,lightly cancelled copy, with slight tear, to. 0.0

Turks Island, 296d. on I/- prune (Gibbons No. 25), unused, o. g., 7.15.0

“ 4d. on r/- prune, (Gibbons No. 28), unused, o. g., 4 10.0

sTATEN ISLAND PHILATELIC SOCIETY.

Brand: of Me A. P. A.

Meetings held the third Tuesday of each month, Communications relatin to the Exchnn e De art

at 8 o'clock P. M., at Loescher's Hotel, 36 Canal ment address to Edgar R. Carter, Box 36, Tomp in:

St., Stapleton, S. 1., N. Y. ville, S. I., N. Y.

Pfludtu' AUGUST DRJOhGB' Communications relating to Examination of

Sunk?!’ ROBERT Sr LEKMAN' Slam 5 Department, address Henry Clots, P. O.

For information address the Secretary, 9 W. Box , N. Y. City.

16th St., N. Y.

The 161st meeting of the Staten Island Philatelic Society was held

August 20th, 1896.

Meeting called to order at 8.30 p. m. with the following members pres

ent: President August Dejonge in the chair, Messrs. C. B. Corwin, E. B.

Sterling, R. F. Albrecht, Dr. R. Roehre, E. R. Carter, A. C. Carstanjen, R.

S. Lehman, Oscar Dejonge and A. Richter.

The minutes of the last meeting were accepted as read.

The Executive Committee having reported favorably upon the applica

tions for membership of Messrs. Chas. H. Seidel and A. Schulze, upon

ballot it was found that these gentlemen were unanimously elected.

Mr. C. Witt sends the report sheet of the “ Vertrauliches Correspondenzblatt"

which was given to the Society for attention. .

Messrs. H. E. Oswald and R. S. Lehman present some stamps for the

Society album. Mr. J. W. Scott some counterfeits for the counterfeit album,

C. A. Ribeiro & Co., their price catalogue.

The thanks of the Society are tendered to the kind donors.

Mr. E. R. Carter having arranged and catalogued the stamps in the

album of the society, a vote of thanks was given him for his kindness.

It was moved by Mr. Corwin, seconded by Mr. Sterling and unaminous

ly carried that the Society wire its congratulation to Mr. Doeblin on the

occasion of his success at the A. P. A. convention.

Before the closing of the meeting the President, in a neat speech express

ed his joy at seeing two of our oldest and honorary members, Messrs. Cor

win and Sterling at one of our meetings again, and these gentlemen replied

in the same strain, giving among other things their early experiences as

collectors.

Mr. Albrecht gave a few of his reminiscences which proved of great in

terest and amusement to all present.

Adjournment followed at 9 45 P. M.

After the meeting Mr. Sterling exhibited a fine lot of U. S. stamps.

The President calls on all members who have not done so to send in

their photographs for the albums, also that any stamps for the Society and

Counterfeit albums will be thankfully received.

ROBERT S. LEHMAN, Secretary.
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A CATALOGUE FOR ADVANCED COLLECTORS

-—°|l_

POSTAGE STAMPS, STAMPED ENVELOPES AND WRAPPERS.

COMPILED FROM THE MOST RECENT AUTHORITIES AND INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH.

BY

HENRY COLLIN AND HENRY L. CALMAN.

( Continued. )

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.

  

  

CURRENCY : Ico cams-=1 DOLLAR==55 caN'rs u. s. CURRENCY.

ADHESIVE STAMPS.

September, 1867. - 8 24¢ on 8a. rose, blue surcharge

A. Regular issue. 9 32¢ on an yellow orange, black sur

Stamps of Indiaissued at the end of 1865 charge

and in September 1866, surcharged with B. Provisional issue.

Crown and value in cents. 1% cent stamp of regular issue, with the

word “THREE HALF" erased and afigure

" 2 " added in ink.

Watermarked Elephant's Head.

Perforated r4.

10 2c on [Kc blue and red, black sur

charge

This stamp is given on the authority of

Major Evans.

January. 1868.

, o Typographed (portrait of Queen Victoria)
wa'ermarked U on white wove paper. The 2, 4 and 6 cent are

of one type, the 8, I2 and 24 cent are of

another type, and the 32 and 96 cent of still

Perforated 14. h . S' 8 l -lyéc on Ms blue, red surcharge not er no I zxmémm

2c on Is. brown, red surcharge

30 on In brown, blue surcharge

4c on In brown, black surcharge

6c on 2a yellow orange, violet sur

charge

Bc on 28 yellow orange, green sur

charge ‘

7 me on 40. green, red surcharge Twi CENTS

0*UIbbDNv-q   
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watermarked

Perforated 14.

11 2c brown

I2 4c rose

I3 bc lilac

14 6c violet

15 8c yellow

16 8c yellow orange

17 12c blue

I8 24c green

19 32c vermilion

20 96c slate

r873.

Typographed on white wove paper. Size

usjéxzzmm.

  

watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated I4.

21 30c claret

June, 1879.

Provisional issue.

8 and 32 cent stamps of the issue of

January I868, surcharged horizontally in

black PM or seven

Cents. Centss

27 5c on 80 yellow orange, black sur

charge

I880.

30 cent stamps of the issue of 1873 sur

charged in black with new value. There

are four types of this surcharge. In type I

both figures are thick. In type II the O is

thick and the I is thin. In type III both

figures are thin. In type IV both figures are

thin and the O is a trifle smaller than the l.

10 1O 1O 1 0

I. II. III. Iv.

watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated I4.

28 10c on 30c claret, black surcharge,

type r

29 toe on 30c claret, black surcharge,

type II

30 toe on 30c claret, black surcharge,

type III

3r ice on 30c claret, black surcharge,

type Iv

April, 1880.

Provisional issue.

Same as preceding provisional issue, but

with the addition of the word “ Cents" below

the numeral 10.

watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated I4

32 toe on 30c claret, black surcharge,

type I

33 toe on 30c claret, black surcharge,

IV“ 1

34 10' 0 “at; claret, black surcharge,

type III

35 toe on 30c claret, black surcharge,

type Iv

July, 1880.

Provisional issue.

8 cent stamps of the issue of January, 1868,

surcharged in black with new value. There

are three types of this surcharge, as per

illustration.

5 5 5

Watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated I4.

22 5c on 80 yellow orange, black sur

charge

23 7c on 32c vermilion, black surcharge

Varieties :

a. No period after Cents.

24 5c on He yellow orange, black sur

charge

25 7c on 32c vermilion, black surcharge

b. Space between F and i.

26 5c on 8c yellow orange, black sur

charge

c. Period between F and i.

cents. cents. cent!

I. II. III.

\Vatermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated I4.

36 5c on 8e yellow orange, black sur

charge, type I

37 5c on 8c yellow orange, black sur

charge, type II

38 5c on So yellow orange, black sur

charge, type III

1881.

Provisional issue.

Stamps of the issue of January, 1865, and

1873 surcharged with new value in black.
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ber, 1882, and 32 cent stamps of the issue

Januar , I868, surcharged verticallyof y

"W0 There are five types of

this surcharge: in type I the E, N and s are

wide, in type II the E and s are wide, in type

III the s is wide, in type Iv the E is wide,

and in type v all the letters are narrow.

I. Watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated I4.

54 20 on 320 vermilion, black surcharge,

type I

55 2c on 32 vermilion, black surcharge.

type II

56 20 on 320 vermilion, black surcharge,

type III

57 2c on 320 vermilion, black lurcharge,

type Iv

58 2c on 320 vermilion, black surcharge,

type v

II. Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

59 20 on 80 yellow orange, black sur

charge, type I

60 20 on 80 yellow orange, black sur

charge, type II

61 20 on 80 yellow orange, black sur

charge, type III

62 20 on 80 yellow orange, black sur

charge, type Iv

63 2c on 80 yellow orange, black sur

charge, type v

Variety: s inverted.

64 20 on 80 yellow orange, black sur

charge, type I

B. 5 cent stcmps of the type of the I882

issue. but printed in blue, and surcharged

TWO ~GENTS

There are three types of the surcharge Io,

two which have the word “ eenlr" below

the numeral. Of the stamps with the word

“renl: " on the surcharge, there are several

varieties of each, the difference consisting

in the relative position of the letters of the

word "eenlr" to the numeral of value

above it.

cents cents. cents.

I. II. III. Iv.

Watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated I4.

39 50 on 40 rose, black surcharge, type I

40 Ioc on 60 violet “ “ type II

4r 100 on 120 blue " “ “ II

42 100 on 120 blue “ “ “ III

43 toe on 120 blue " “ " Iv

44 100 on 300 claret “ “ " II

The fourth type is considered doubtful by

Messrs. Moens 8: Evans.

I882.

Typographed on white wove paper.

I8§5x22% mm.

Size

Watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated I4.

45 5c brown violet

46 10c slate

1882-83.

Same type and impression as issues of

January, I868, and 1882.

I. Watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated 12%.

47 96c slate

II. Watermarked

Perforated I4.

48 2c bistre (September, 1882)

49 4c rose (June, I882)

50 6c violet (September, I882)

5r 80 yellow ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

52 80 yellow orange (September, 1882)

53 I00 slate (end of I882)

April, 1883.

Provisional issue.

Regular issues surcharged with new value.

A. 8 cent stamps of the issue of Septem

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

65 20 on 50 blue, black surcharge, type I

66 2c on 5c blue “ “ “ II

67 2c on 50 blue “ ‘f “ III

68 20 on 50 blue “ “ “ l\’

69 20 on 50 blue " ‘ ‘ “ v

July, 1883.

Regular issue surcharged horizontally in

black 2

Cents;

I. surcharged on I2 cent stamps of the

issue of January, 1868.

Watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated 14.

70 2c on 120 blue, black surcharge

II. surcharged on 4 cent stamps 0f the

issue of June, I882.

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

71 20 on 40 rose, black surcharge

Variety: Cents.

72 20 on 40 rose, black surcharge
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August, 1883.

Same type as corresponding values of pre

ceding regular issues, but printed in difierent

colors, except the 24 cent.

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

73 2c rose

74 2c carmine

75 4c brown

76 5c blue

77 12c violet brown

78 12c red brown

79 24c green

April, 1884.

Provisional issue.

12 cent stamps of the issue of January,

1 868, surcharged horizontally in black cénls

watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated 14.

80 80 on no blue, black surcharge

September. 1884.

Provisional issue.

5 and 12 cent stamps of the issue of August,

1883 , surcharged respectively 4 and

Varirlies .'

a. Small “ 8 " is inverted.

91 tie on we violet brown, black and red

surcharge

b. With additional surcharge of half of the

large “ 8 " on top of the first one.

92 80 on 12c violet brown, black and red

surcharge

c. Double surcharge of large “ 8."

93 8c on me violet brown, black and red

surcharge

September, 1885.

Provisional issue.

A. 5 cent stamps of the issue of 1882, sur

.8

-centl

  

8 Cent:
4 - There are two types of the sur

Cents
charge 4 cents; in type 1 the “ N " of cents

5 wide, and in type 11 it is narrow.

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

81 4c on 5c blue, black surcharge, type 1

82 41: on 5cblue “ “ “ 11

83 4c on 5c blue, red surcharge, type 1

84 40 on 5c blue " “ “ 11

85 So on me violet brown, black sur

charge

86 80 on me violet brown, blue sur

charge

Varielier:

a. s of cents is crooked.

87 Be on me violet brown, black sur

charge

b. “8" is inverted.

88 Be on 12c violet brown, black sur

charge

October, 1884.

Provisional issue.

8 cent stamps of preceding provisional

issue, with additional surcharge of a large

in red.

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

89 So on me violet brown, black and red

surcharge

90 80 on 120 violet brown, blue and red

surcharge

watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated 14.

94 3c on 5c brown violet, black sur

charge

Variely: Ccntl.

95 go on 5c brown violet, bllck surcharge

B. 5 cent stamps of the issue of August,

charged in black

1883, surcharge in black 3

ENTS
watermarked Crown and1CA.

Perforated I4.

96 3c on 5c blue, black surcharge

Variety .' Double surcharge.

97 3c on 5c blue, black surcharge

1887-88.

Same type, impression etc. , as correspond

in values of the issue of January, 1868.

atermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

98 32c orange

99 96c slate (1888)

April, 1887.

Provisional issue.

32c stamps ofsame type as preceding issue,

but printed in violet rose and surcharged

horizontally with new value and original

value, obliterated by black line.

watermarked Crown and CA.

F‘POSTAGE‘i

Perforated 14.

100 go on 32c violet rose, black surcharge

July, 1887.

Provisional issue.

5 and 8 cent stamps of the issue of 1882

83 surcharged horizontally in black
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2 C61118.)

In type I the C and s of rent: are below the

line, in type II the “ s " is above the line and

in type III all the letters are on a level.

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

lot ac on 5c blue, black surcharge, type I

102 so on 5c blue " “ " II

103 2c on 5c blue “ “ " III

I04 ac on 8c yellow orange, black sur

charge, type I

Io5 2c on 8c yellow orange, black sur

charge, type II

I06 no on So yellow orange, black sur

charge, type III

I89I.

Same type, impression, etc., as I872 issue.

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated r4. -

107 30c violet brown

108 30c claret

End of I89I.

Provisional issue.

24 cent stamps of the issue of August,r883,

surcharged horizontally with new value in

black, and original value obliterated by a

black line.

  

 

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

109 we on 240 green, black surcharge

Varielies:

a. Figure “ I" above the line.

no we on 24c green, black surcharge

b. Narrow " 0."

III we on 24c green, black surcharge

1892.

A. Provisional issue.
I. Stamps of the issuesof 1883-87, sur-I

charged horizontally in two lines with new

value in black, and original value obliterated

by a black line.
  

\Vatermarked Crown and-CA,

Perforated I4.

II: to on 2c rose, black surcharge

II3 to on 4c brown, black surcharge

II4 to on 6c violet " "

115 to on 8c yellow " “

I16 Ic on no violet brown, black sur

_ charge

II7 30c on 32c orange, black surcharge

Variety.- Double surcharge, one inverted.

I18 to on be violet, black surcharge

II. 8 cent stamps of same type as 1883

issue but printed in green and surcharged

horizontally in one line with new value in

black, and original value obliterated by a

black line.

 

  

\‘Vatermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

I19 to on So green, black surcharge

B. Regular issue.

Typographed on white wove paper; on the

25 and 50 cent stamps, the name and value

are printed in a different color from the re

mainder of the stamp, size 18%;:23 mm.

smtts strum‘

  

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

120 to green

I2I 25c mauve and green

I22 50c olive and carmine

1894.

A. Provisional issue.

Same type as provisional issue of April,

I887, but stamp printed in rose.

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

123 go on 32c rose, black surcharge

Variety: One panel of the sheet was un

surcharged.

I24 320 rose

B. Regular issue.

Same type, impression, etc., as corres

ponding value of the issue of I882-83, but

printed in diflerent colors,

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

I25 5c brown

126 8c blue

I27 12c claret
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watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated 14.

2c brown,

4c rose

5c brown violet

6c lilac

8c yellow orange

Ioc slate

:20 blue

24c green

10 30c claret

1 r 96c slate

There is some doubt about the authenticity

black surcharge

u u

rl u

n u

ll u

u u

u u

u u

\0OJ“ouléulN

u c'.

  

1895.

Same type as regular issue of 1892.

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

:28 3c carmine

REGISTRATION ENVELOPES.

January, 1891.

Linen lined envelopes with stamp printed

on right flap.

1° Size 131x83 mm.

201 5c ultrarnarine

2° Size 152x97 mm.

202 5c ultramarine

3° Size 202x127 mm

203 5c ultramarine

4° Size 225x102 mm.

204 5c ultramarine

5° Size 290x152 mm.

205 5c ultramarine

PROTECTED STATES.

BANGKOK.

1882.

A. 32 cent stamps of the 1867 issue of the

Straits Settlements surcharged in black with

a capital B measuring 5% mm. in height and

2% mm. wide at top and 2% mm. wide at

bottom.

watermarked an Elephant’s Head.

Perforated I4.

I 32c yellow orange, black surcharge

B. Stamps of the Straits Settlements of the

issues of 1868-82 surcharged in black with

capital B as above.

g of the 30 cent stamp.

1883.

A. Provisional issue.

Same surcharge as in the preceding issue

on the provisional 2c stamps of the Straits

Settlements of the issue oi April, r883.

watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated 14.

P E, N and 5 wide.

I2 2c on 32c vermilion, black surcharge

2° E and 5 wide.

13 2c on 32c vermilion, black surcharge

3° 5 wide.

I4 2c on 32c vermilion, black surcharge

4° E wide.

15 2c on 32c vermilion, black surcharge

5° All letters narrow.

I6 2c on on 32c vermilion, black sur

charge

B. Regular issue.

Same surcharge on the regular issues of

the Straits Settlements of 1882-83. A

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated [4.

I7 2c brown, black surcharge

18 2c rose " "

19 4c rose " “

20 4c brown " “
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Z; 31:2, bla‘f‘k surchalfge 6 2c rose, black surcharge, 13x2 mm.

23 8c yellow orange “ “

24 10c slate " "

25 12c purple " “

26 24c green " “

Varieties .- Surcharge inverted.

27 2c rose, black surchar e

28 8c yellow orange, blaclc surcharge

Jo H 0 RE.

1884-86.

2 cent stamps of the Straits Settlements of

the issues of 1882 and 1883, surcharged

Johore or Johor in various types.*

A. Surcharged JonoaE

Watermarked Crown and CC.

  

Perforated 14.

1 ac rose, black surcharge, 14x2% mm.

  

1° All letters narrow.

2 2c rose, black surcharge, 16x24 mm.

2° H and )3 wide.

3 2c rose, black surcharge, 16x2;4/ mm.

2c rose " “ 17x2% mm.

3° H wide, E narrow.

5 2c ro'e, black surcharge, 16x2% mm.

q

n

1

1

I

.

a

c

I

a

s

I

I

1

  

I‘According to some compilers, in 1873 the 2 cent

brown of the 1868 issue was surcharged with a Star

and Crescent in oval; this however is merely a hand

stamp, the same having been found struck on the

env: Opes, denoting that the postage has been paid

\

7 2c rose, black surcharge, I1x2% mm.

  

8 2c rose, black surcharge, i 7%):2 94mm

B. surcharged JOHOR.

  

9 2c rose, black surcharge,12%x2%mm.

10 2c rose " " 13x2% mm.

1r 2c rose “ “ !3}4x2§,{mm,

12 2c rose “ “ I4x2% mm.

13 2c rose “ “ 14%11251 mm.

14 2c rose “ “ 15x2;_{ mm_

Varielz'e: .

a. it placed above line.

15 2c rose, b‘ack surcharge, 13x27‘; mm .

b. Double surcharge,

16 2c rose, black surcharge, 132% mm.

c. O misplaced.

17 2c rose, black surcharge, “x2714; mm ,

d. Both o’s misplaced.

18 2c rose,black surcharge, 14%x2;,{mm.

e. H placed below the line,

19 2c rose, black surcharge,14%x2%mm
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20

2X

22

23

  

2c brown, black surcharge, 9%”);

mm.

2c rose, black surcharge, gflxflé

mm.

Variety : First 0 of JOHOR misplaced,

2c rose, black surcharge, 9%”);

mm.

  

24- ');2c rose, black surcharge, 9x3 mm.

Varzrly .' J

{25

26

27

placed above ll 0 e.

2c rose, black surcharge, 9x3 mm.

  

2c rose, black surcharge, [4%)(3 mm,

u
2C rose 15x3 mm.

  

2B ' 2c rose, black surchlrge, 14x3 mm.

29 l! 2c rose “ " 14%:(3 mm.

Varitly.‘ Tall J, 3% mm. high. p

30 an ac rose, black surcharge, 14%)(3 mm.

  

1° Wide J.

3! 2c rose, black surcharge, 15%:(3 mm.

Variety: J misplaced.

32 2c rose, black surcharge, 15%“ mm.

2° Narrow J.

33 2c rose, black surcharge, 15x3 mm.

I89r.

A. Regular issue.

2 cent stamps of the Straits Settlements of

thecissue 0(1883, surcharged JOHOR in various

types.

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

34
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1° Narrow], wide R.

35 2c rose, black surcharge, 13x2}; mm.

2° Narrow J, and 0, wide R.

36 2c rose, black surcharge, 1310,14 mm.

3° Wide J and R.

37 2c rose, black surcharge, 13x2% mm.

  

38 2c rose, black surcharge, [520% mm

B. Provisional issue.

24 cent stamps of the Straits Settlements

of the issue of August, I883, surcharged in

black JOHoR and new value, the original

value being obliterated by a black line. The

name JOHoR is of the same type on all the

stamps, but there are four types of the sur

charge of the value, distributed in each

pane as per following diagram :

 

I. II.

  

‘075191’??? 11-9-1

  

III. IV.

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

39 20 on 24c green, black surcharge,

type I

40 2c on 24c green, black surcharge,

type II

41 20 on 24c green, black surcharge,

type III

42 so on 24c green, black surcharge,

type IV

Varieh'er:

a. Censt instead of Cents.

43 2c on 24c green, black surcharge,

typel

This variety is the 4th stamp in the 5th

horizontal row.

b. JO misplaced.

44 2e on 24c green, black surcharge,

type I

This variety does not occur on all the

sheets.

r892.

Typo raphcd (portrait of Sultan H. H.

Ibrahim on white wove paper ; the stamps of

2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 cents are printed in lilac, and

the value and inscriptions at bottom in a

different color; the I dollar stamps are

printed in green and the value in carmine.

S‘ze r9x22% mm,

JOROR
PDS'ACI F

  

Perforated 14.

45 re lilac

46 2c lilac and yellow

47 3c lilac and carmine

48 4c lilac and black

49 5c lilac and green

50 6c lilac and blue

5! Id green and carmine

r894.

Provisional issue .

Stamps of preceeding issue, surcharged in

black with new value and original value

obliterated by a black line.
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60 3c on 6c lilac and blue, black sur

charge

61 3c on Id green and carmine, black

surcharge

March 16th, 1896.

Coronation issue. 

 

leaner-i Y’ I
 

  

Stamps ofthe issue of 1892, surcharged in

_ ~ black “ KEMAHKOTAAN" on the occasion of

Perforated H the cr ronation of the present Sultan Ibrahim.

52 3c on 2c lilac and yellow, black sur

charge

53 go on 40 lilac and black, black sur

charge

54 3c on 5c lilac and green, black sur

charge
55 3c on 6c lilac and blue, black sur- A '

charge56 3c on Id green and carmine, black ‘

surcharge Perforated I4.

Varieties : No period after Cents. 62 1c lilac, black surcharge

57 3c on 2c lilac and yellow, black sur- 63 2c lilac and yellow, black surcharge

charge 64 3c lilac and carmine " “

58 30 on 4c lilac and black, black sur- 65 4c lilac and black “ "

charge 66 5c lilac and green " “

59 go on 5c lilac and green, black sur- 67 6c lilac and blue " “

charge ‘ 68 Id green and carmine " “

ODD BITS

By JOHN N. LUFF.

I have been asked so many times about the purpose and manner of use

of the United States stamps for newspapers and periodicals, that I conclude

these points may not be generally understood and that a short sketch of them

may be of interest.

The 1865 issue was intended to secure for the post office department the

handling of newspapers, which was then largely monopolized by the express

companies by reason of cheap and quick service. The packages of papers

being stamped. it was allowable to mail them on the trains, without loss of

time by first going to the post office to be sorted and forwarded, and they

were also delivered to the news agents from the trains. These stamps were

usually cancelled by a brush dipped in black or blue ink. Copies with a

neat hand stamp are nearly always counterfeits, which, by the bye, are very

finely executed and difficult to detect. The postmark on the counterfeits is

usually Boston or New York. I have never yet seen a genuine copy with a

postmark. Cancelled copies in good condition are scarce. The size of the

stamps and the fact that they were not provided with gum, but had to be past

ed on by the person using. rendered them very liable to damage. The

wrappers on which they were used were generally thrown away as waste

paper, and thus few of the stamps were saved in a used state. This issue

was in use less than four years. It is the only issue of United States stamps

which are surface printed. They are typographed, in plates of twenty

stamps, four rows of five stamps each, and issued in sheets of ten. The

five cent stamps with the white border were made from the plates with the

blue border by cutting away the plate between the stamps.

These stamps were reprinted in 1875 by the Continental Bank Note C0.
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on very white, hard paper, in colors darker than the originals. The 5 cents

was also reprinted by the American Bank Note Co. on soft porous paper, in

dull and dark blue.

From 1869 to 1874 the collecting of postage on newspapers seems to

have been more a matter of luck than good management. The postage

might be paid by either the sender or the receiver and the amount of revenue

from this source received by the Government depended entirely upon the

carefulness and honesty of the postmasters. The Postmaster General, in his

report for 1873, says on this subject: “ No stamps are used for the payment

of such postage; and the Department is compelled to accept in full satisfac

tion whatever sums of money postmasters choose to charge against them

selves.”

The second issue came into use Jan. 1st, 1875. By the law governing

this issue, newspapers and periodicals, on being presented at a post office by

the publishers, were weighed in bulk and postage collected at the rate of two

cents per pound, for publications issued not less than once a week, and

three cents per pound for those issued less frequently. For this postage

a receipt was given and the stamps received were attached to a stub in a

book kept at the post ofiice for this purpose. The stamps were at first can

celled by a punch, but of late years date stamps and other forms of cancella

tion have been allowed. These cancelled stamps are vouchers for the post

master’s accounts. They are sent to Washington at regular intervals and,

after comparison with the accounts, destroyed.

The well known set of twenty-four stamps, ranging in value from two

cents to sixty dollars, was provided. By the use of the various values, postage,

at either the two cent or three cent rate, could be paid on any weight of

newspapers from one pound to one ton, by the use of not more than five

stamps. This accounts for such odd values as 72, 84, 96 and 1.92 cents. In

1879 a uniform rate of two cents per pound was established, and in 1885

this was futher reduced to one cent per pound, necessitating the issue of the

one cent stamp.

At first these stamps were sold to publishers or anyone who applied for

them. Many hundred sets were supplied to the Universal Postal Union

and it is said that sets were freely given to diplomats and people of influence

in Washington. Afterwards the presentation sets were surcharged “ specimen ”

and still later proofs were used for the purpose. Of late it has been forbidden

to sell the newspaper stamps to anyone. Publishers presenting matter for

mailing pay the cost of postage, instead of supplying the stamps. Receipts

are given and the stamps attached to the stubs, as heretofore, but they are only

handled by those in the post office. Owing to the large quantities given away,

the supply has been greater than the demand and the higher values have

usually been sold at less than their face value.

The first printings of these stamps were made by the Continental Bank

Note Co. on thin hard paper. The later printings by the American Bank

Note Co. are on soft porous paper. Many of the colors of the two printings

differ considerably, as will be seen by reference to the catalogues. A few

values were also printed from the old plates by the Bureau of Engraving and

Printing, before their new plates were ready for use_

A special printing of these stamps was made in 1875, to be sold to

collectors with the sets of reprints and department stamps surcharged “ speci

men." They are on very white, crisp paper, ungummed and in colors very like

the regular issue.

Most of the designs of the current set are adapted from their predeces
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sets. The values are altered and the stamps are of smaller size. When first

issued they were on unwatermarked paper. But most of the values have

now appeared on paper watermarked with the letters U. S. P. S. There are

twelve in the set, ranging in value from one cent to one hundred dollars.

Like the preceeding set they are not sold to the public. But many sets

have found their way into the hands of collectors, having been sold by officials

of the smaller countries of the Universal Postal Union.

It may be of interest to repeat here that, by the rules of the Universal

Postal Union, all countries that are members of the Union are bound to send

to headquarters at Berne. Switzerland, as samples of each new issue they make,

five sets for each country in the Union, I believe there are about 175 coun

tries in the Union, so the number of sets is quite large.

 

My article on the premie're gravurer of the r86r issue of the United

States is warmed over in the last number of the Post Ofiice. But I am at a

loss to understand why the publishers should garble it, instead of copying it

correctly. I think I clearly proved that there were two issues in r86r, the

first in August and the second in September. Why then does the writer in

the Post Ofiz'ce call the second issue retouched plates? They are nothing

of the kind. Additions were made to the diet, varying from a few tiny marks

to large groups of ornaments. But the plates were not retouched. The

writer says, “ it is impossible in some cases to decide whether changes which

are found in the stamps have been made in the die or in the plate made from

the die." As my article supplied the plate numbers of both the types, I

think that should have helped settle the question and, if that was not sutficient,

I could have shown him sets of die proofs to prove the alterations were made

in the dies. Examination of blocks of the stamps should also satisfy anyone

that the plates were not retouched. The changes are absolutely the same in

each stamp on a sheet, which would not be the case if they had been on the

plate instead of the die. And think of the labor involved in making large

additions, as in the case of the three and twelve cents, to each stamp on a

plate.

 

In Mr. Gremmel’s Comprehensive Catalogue of United Stale: Portage

Slump: I find frequent reference to retouched plates. I think it would be a

great improvement in the book if he would point out in what the retouches con

sist, so that we know what to look for and be able to recognized and place

these varieties. I must confess I am not aware of any very important re

touches in the plates of the U. S. stamps. I know the dies have sometimes

been retouched. But, so far as I can learn, when the plates become worn

they were either put aside or else ground down and re-entered

The plates of the 1 cent 1851-57 were extensively touched up, where the

transfer roll had not gone sufiiciently far or deep at the tops and bottoms of

the stamps. But this was done before the plates were put to press, whereas

retouching, as generally understood, is employed when the plates are showing

wear from long use.

 

I have on several occasions seen in the philatelic journals questions and

replies regarding the differences between the typographed and lithographed

stamps of the liberty head type of France and Colonies. Among the descrip

tions of the distinguishing points I have never noticed that which has always

seemed to me the most prominent and easy to be seen. On the typographed

stamps the shading under the eye is composed of lines of fine dots ; most of
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these lines start from the lower eyelid and run toward (not to) the center of

‘the check. The shading of the chin and throat is also made by lines of dots.

On the lithographed stamps the lines of shading under the eye are made up

of short dashes and they start from the nose and run in straight lines parallel

to the lower eyelid. The shading of the chin and throat is made by solid in

stead of dotted lines.

OUR ENGLISH LETTER

BY EDWARD J. NANKIVELL.

LONDON, 12th September, 1896.

The only excitement we have had since I wrote you last has been a little

bit of a scramble for copies of the British South Africas surcharged on

Cape stamps. One or two dealers got very fair lots of the }4d, 1d and 2d,

but the scarcer values of 3d. 4d and 6d have been very short for making up

sets. The 3d has been fetching tall prices. One dealer showed me a pair for

which he wanted £5. He said he had refused £2 for asingle copy. Other

dealers, however, are selling the 3d at 175., 6d. Others are locking up the

few they have been able to secure, in the belief that when their real scarcity

becomes known they will be even more appreciated than they are to day.

 

 

But I don't expect any such rise as your printer makes me talk about in

my last letter! I am made to say that the stamps out in Rhodesia were fetch

ing as much as 80 shilling each. It should have been 30. Possibly as my

letter was type writen the figure 3 got blurred in making a press copy and

looked more like an 8 than a 3. So ‘please postpone the hanging of that

printer-for the present.

 

A collector speculator swooped down on one dealer and cleared out his

stock of the surcharges at a single operation. That same party I have before

referred to in previous letters. I never hear of his selling any of these things

that he buys. So far as I can learn he simply hoards in a sure and certain

faith in their future profitable resurrection. He must have a grand lot. I

know one who has had a peep at his treasures and he tells me that the stock

is immense. He (that is the speculator) is a genial soul.

 

To return to the B. S. A. stamps; I may profitably point out to your

readers that it will be well to pick up, as early as they can, the “ One Penny ”

on Three Pence and the same surcharge on “ Four shillings." Of these

stamps, the statement has gone the rounds of the journals, that there were

1200 of each printed. I am now assured, on excellent authority, that there

were seven sheets of 60-420, of the “One Penny" on Three pence, and

eighteen sheets of 50 on the Four Shillings-r080. Both stamps should be

very good as there is not the slightest doubt about their being downright

genuine.

 

So long ago as June last I saw and chronicled in the P/iilatelz'r Ra'ard a

complete set of the new design for British East Africa, yet not a dealer

in this part of the world has yet been able to get any stock. Why I

know not. They are very pretty and would sell like hot cakes, and as the

set is a good long series it would be a profitable one to handle. Still there
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are none to be had. I have not been able to get one even for illustrating.

purposes.

Talking about illustrating I can only say there is no further develop

ment. Behind the scenes we know that matters are not so quiet as they seem.

Both sides are burnishing their weapons, and I am hopeful that we shall

come out safely in the end. Any way, there will be a big rumpus if we don't,

for more than one trade will be injuriously affected if we are beaten, and

just now the Britishers' blood is up about losing trade. For a Government

Department to deliberately drive a considerable trade out of the country at

this juncture will, therefore, be courting public indignation in a very risky

manner. The most amusing part of the business is the comment of an editor

on your side, who urges us to see in the trouble evidence that under an effete

old monarchy like ours, such things will occur. That poor fellow cannot

long have got loose from the nursery, or he would have known that red-tape

is a canker that affects all kinds of government officials under all types of

government, just as a lack of common honesty leads some editors of so-called

philatelic periodicals to dish up in their own jargon without acknowledge

ment of the labour of others.

One thing in this connection I must not omit to mention, that is the

announcement by Mr. Upcott Gill, the defendant in the recent prosecution,

that the prosecuting authorities have generously waived all claim to their

costs in either the Police Court or the Appeal Court, which by reason of the

conviction they were entitled to. Mr. Gill goes on to say:

The decision would appear to apply only to Colonial Stamps, and I take it that an

illustration ofacancelled stamp either by a defacing mark or by an ordinary postmark

would not be an infringement of the act, as such a block could not produce a representation

of astamp, or anything which could be mistaken for a stamp,—it would in fact, be only an

illustration of something which had at some previous time been a stamp but which at the

time of being illustrated was no longera stamp. Any way, unless I should be advised to

the contrary I shall act upon these lines. lfthe worst came to the worst I should do my

printing of stamp publications abroad which would be so much more of English money

which might be earned at home being sent to a foreign country.

Mr. Justice Grantham in the Appeal Case may have been right in his judgment but his

reasons for it were about as bad as they could be, and moreover, those reasons were based

on about as bada fault as a judge could commit, that of imagination. He assumed that

which had not at an time been suggested by the Prosecution and which moreover was

entirely opposed to act, and upon that assumption he based his judgment. Said he,—“ It

would be difficult for Mr. Gill to show bonafides in the matter because he knew that he

could not get such a block made in this country and he therefore went abroad." Now

nothing could he further from the facts. I did nut know that such blocks might not be

legally made in this country (and in spite of the judgment I am not sure of it even now),

and it was a mere accident that that particular block was included in the parcel done abroad.

If I had happened to have had that block made in England the prosecution would never have

occurred, as the prosecution would never have known anything about it. Their informa

tion was derived from the Customs authorities with whom the Foreign Customs had com

municated in case the blocks had been intended for any improper purpose.

 

We are watching with interest the experiment you are about to make in

the getting out of a journal for what you term the “ boy collector." The

programme which I have read strikes me as being a somewhat curious affair.

it seems it is to be a Jack-of-all trades journal. It is going to teach the

young idea how to shoot in all kinds of ways not hitherto dreamt of by phi

latelic editors. He must be a courageous editor who takes so merrily to the

instruction of young people in history, biography, geography, and all the

ologies under the sun. The boy collector, it seems, is also to be taught how
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to supply needy editors with acceptable articles on philatelic matters.

Evidently it is to be a marvellous production, by a marvellous editor. And

all for 15 cents. Itwill beat the ordinary University into a cocked hat.

Kindly enter me as a subscriber forthwith; I would sit at the feet of this

philatelic Gamaliel till further orders

 

Seriously, however, I wish your venture every success. The ambitious

part of the flourish will tone down to practical work. I am anxious, not to

say curious, to see what limitations you are going to recommend in order to

simplify collecting for the young collector. Personally, I hold that the limi

tation should exclude all varities of perforation, paper, and even watermark.

I am aware that this limitation is rather too drastic for some folks; still, it

seems to me that if you are to make collecting an attractive pastime for boys

you must exclude all perplexing varieties, and go back to old time methods.

 

The Nova Scotia remainders are being quitely absorbed here, several

collectors are even buying them as an investment, beliving that they will

eventually recover any present drop in value. Such beautiful old stamps are

naturally strong favourites, and will stand a strong dose of discovered remain

ders. Not a few imagine them to be old Perkins-Bacon productions. Those

who are of that way of thinking should secure pairs with the imprint, which

will show them that the stamps were done by the American Bank Note Co.

If the first issue were not so frightfully expensive these remainders would

have had a tremenduous run on the part of those who have not hitherto

taken North Americans.

 

Next month we shall be resuming our meetings of the London Philatelic

Society. Whether we shall follow the plan of last session of dropping the

Reference List meetings I cannot say. The excuse on which they were

dropped last session still holds good, viz: that the Publication Committee had

had in hand more work than they could see their way to publish at once. '

Meanwhile, others are doing the work and getting the kudos for it while the

Society sleeps. Witness the splendid Handbooks for specialists in course of

publication by Stanley Gibbons.

 

Our Auctioneers have already made a successful beginning. The indi

cations are certainly very strong in the direction of an unusally active winter

session. With a big Exhibition in perspective it would indeed, be disap

pointing if it were otherwise. Still even so, the readiness with which collec

tors and dealers have responded to the first stroke of the auctioneer's ham

mer must be encouragingly suggestive of a good time to come.

 

I am told that I have been twitted in a contemporary of yours for what

the editor terms my “ Philatelic Fashion Notes." That sort of chaff won’t

alter facts, and after all I am but a-chronicler of facts and fancies like him

self. I do not pretend to make or lead those fashions of which I write. If I

did perhaps he would want to enter into a contract for a boom in Samoans.

It may be very un-philatelic to lower the science to the grade of a fashion.

Human nature, however, is human nature, and, while it is so, fashions will

have their sway. They may, in matters philatelic, be the result of a passing

fancy, or of a coincident study of some particular group of countries. The

effect is the same. There is a rush for the stamps of a particular country,

hence the fashion. To my mind these changes from one group to another
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are of noteworthy interest. But they are not so much fashions as passing

changes of study on the part of the philatelic body. A popular Handbook,

for instance, appears, clearing up doubts, solving difficulties, and opening

the path to the better arrangement and collection of the stamps of a particular

group. There is immediately a more or less active demand for the stamps of

that group, generated by the requirements of collectors working up their

collections to the higher level of the Handbook. Such a. demand, call it

fashion if you like, has always followed every publication of the London

Philatelic Society, with the one exception of India and Ceylon.

 

What does the following Notice in our oflicial Landon Gazelle mean?

“ Foreign OFfice, Aug. 3r.—It is hereby notified for public information

that all the territories in East Africa, now under the Protectorate of Her

Majesty, except the Islands of Zanzibar and Pemba and the Uganda Pro

tectorate, are for the purposes of administration included in one Pro

tectorate, under the name of the East Africa Protectorate. This Protectorate

includes the territories bounded on the north by the river Juba, on the east

by the Indian Ocean, on the south by the German sphere, on the west by the

Uganda Protectorate, and also all adjacent islands between the mouths of the

rivers Juba and Umba.”

Looks as if “ British East Africa " is to become “ East Africa Protector

ate.” Possibly it may turn out that the curious Uganda labels noted by the

Monthly journals. couple of months since are the precursors of a regular

series.

Then the Sultan of Zanzibar, just as a special series with his portrait was

being prepared for him, shuffles off this mortal coil, and of course there must

be fresh arrangements for his successor. Truly, with the rumpus in Rhodesia,

philatelic matters in South Africa are exceptionally lively. And so long as

the stamps genuinely reflect such stirring events so much the better for

philately, for they make for us a series of historic landmarks. The sur

charged Cape stamps for Rhodesia, for instance, will give us for ever the

date of the rebellion in that part of the world, and incidentally also the date

of the Jameson raid into the Transvaal, being all more or less mixed up in

the same regions in the same year.

 

THE PHILATELIC CLUB

We are pleased to learn that the proposed Club and headquarters for

philatelists in this city is making satisfactory progress. The efiorts of the

Committee have met with gratifying results. The return of collectors from

their summer outings and the attendant renewal of interest in philately have

been manifested by numerous subscriptions to the capital stock of the Club.

About ninety out of the one hundred shares have been subscribed for. And

the Committee have taken up the remaining shares among themselves, in

order to facilitate matters, hasten the securing of a charter, etc. These few

duplicate shares will be transferred to applicants for membership, as long as

they last. Present indications are that the list will be full in a very short

time. It is not intended to issue more than the one hundred shares of stock

originally proposed.

The labor of securing a house for the Club has not been inconsiderable.

But we understand the Committee have at last succeeded in finding a build

ing well adapted to the needs of the Club and other interests connected with

it. We expect ere this number of the JOURNAL appears, the lease will have
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been secured. The building is centrally located and convenient to many lines

of street cars. An entire floor is occupied by one large room, which will

afford excellent accommodations for auctions. It is expected that the -

improved quarters and the up-town location will increase the attendance at

auctions, to the benefit of the sales.

The several philatelic societies of the city have also agreed to take rooms

with the Club and the house selected provides ample quarters for this purpose.

The Club will be well accommodated in the way of rooms for library,

billiards, smoking, etc., etc.

A meeting of the stockholders will be called at an early date to organize,

prepare Constitution and By-Laws, elect ofiicers and take any necessary

steps for placing the Club in a position to transact business and install itself.

We congratulate the Committee on the success which has attended their

efforts and philatelists on the prospect of having, at an early date, a pleasant

home and business headquarters.

Noyes

Our attention has recently been called to the fact that the present issue

of Roumanian stamps has a watermark considerably larger than that origin

ally employed in 1894. We find, however, that this change must have taken

place some time ago, and that but very little attention is paid to the size of

the watermark woven into the paper. The earlier stamps all bear a water

mark 13 mm. in height, whereas early in r895, as would appear from the

cancellations, the size began to increase, and has varied since then between

14 and 15 mm. the present stamps all appearing with the largest measure

ment.

The earliest dates that we find for the different values of the larger

watermark are the following:

1%b, February 13th, 1895

3b, January 7th, 1895

5b, January 28th, r895

rob, May 25th, 1895

15b, January nth, r895

25b, February 21st, 1895

50b, May 24th, 1895.

Of course, some earlier dates than these may be discovered, but this is

sufficient to show that the larger watermark has been in use on all the values

for considerably over a year.

941513.566

We illustrate herewith the Commemorative stamps of Uruguay chronicled

last month.
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We take the following from E/Fi/aI/h‘ra, of San Jose, in regard to a

projected new issue of stamps for Costa Rica : “ We learn from an employee

of the General Inspection of Instruction that a proposition is about to be

made to the Congress of this republic to make an issue of rostage stamps

with portraits of ( ur most notable presidents, rs follows :

1 centavo, Juan Mora Fernandez,

2 centavos, Eusebio Rodriguez,

—5 “ Braulio Carrillo,

ro " Juan Rafael Mora,

2o “ Jose Maria Mantealegre,

25 “ Juan Alfaro Ruiz,

4o “ Julian Volio.

H

50 Jose Maria Canas,

8o “ Jose Maria Castro M. (Dr.)

I peso, Jesus Jimenez,

5 pesos. Tomas Guardia,

ro “ Bernardo Soto.

We agree with this commission, but we think that it is a mistake to put

D. Bernardo Soto in the place of some other man who has served our country

well. We would also propose special stamps for tobacco, etc., seeing that

this now comes in free and the people are much pleased at being allowed to

sow it without restriction."

‘136134.313

According to Le (‘flllttfzbn'nellra'e Timbres Pas/e, stamps of one, five and

ten florins will shortly appear in the Dutch Indies.

K} {1' C‘: 'l} G

We illustrate below the new Italian stamps chronicled last month.

  

G'GGC’Q

The Landon Pln'lalelz'sl chronicles a current variety of the 2% penny

of the South African Republic in which the word PENNY is spelt PFNNY.

61.764124}

The P/zi/aIe/z'c Rrmrd denies the issue of the five shilling stamp fer the

South African Republic which was chronicled by us last month on the

authority of the Pllilalvlz'c jaurnal of Great Britain. We expressed our

doubts about the truth of the news when we chronicled the stamp.

C’Q’QC’Q

In the last number of our JOURNAL, we chronicled the r and 2 centavo

stamps of the current issue of Mexico with a new watermark viz., the letters

RM interlaced appearing in full on each stamp. On inspecting our stock, we

find that this watermark came into use some time ago, and we are surprised

that no one noticed it until now.
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We have the r, 2, 3, 4 and 5 centavos with this new watermark, and give

herewith the earliest dates that we have found on each value :

1c February 22nd, 1896

ac February 24th, 1896

3c March (P), 1896

4c February 10th, 1896

Se December 29th, 1895

As a peculiar circumstance, we may mention that we have the re stamp

with cancellation of the City of Mexico dated February 21st, 1895. How

ever, as this set was issued only in the end of March, 1895, this must be due

to the fact that the cancellation mark of the City of Mexico bears the wrong

year.

{t {r {'2 ‘I? {1*

Mr. Morgenthau has shown us three varieties of the 2c green of the

Argentine Republic of the 1888 issue, the principal difference consisting

in the distance between the top of the head and the frame above it, which

_ measures respectively 2, 2% and 3 mm. in the three types ; we illustrate be

low the first and third types.
  

‘QQGQQ

According to T/zz Mani/11y journal, the 3 penny lilac of the first type of

New Zealand exists on pelure paper.

QQQGQ

We have seen some pretty good forgeries of the twopenny and one

shilling stamps of the first issue of Gibraltar, a forged surcharge having been

printed on the current Bermuda stamps. The forged surcharge is a trifle

larger than the genuine, measuring 15%x3% mm., instead of r5%x3. The

color of the current Bermuda stamps also differs somewhat from the first

Gibraltars, the twopenny Bermuda being a claret brown, while the Gibraltar

is an olive brown, and the color of the one shilling Bermuda is olive bistre,

while the Gibraltar is a pale yellow brown.

{I} {2' {I} {'2 ‘I?

We illustrate the new issue of Antioquia chronicled last month.

  

We have seen a 20 paras Servia of the issue of 1867 perforated 12, with

double perforation vertically on the right side.
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. Mr. Bogert informs us that the current Salvador stamps are watermarked

with a Liberty Cap on a pole. In looking through our stock we find that

the current Ecuador and Nicaragua stamps bear the same watermark which

we illustrate herewith.

{it {i {It {It {1'

We have seen the five centavos of the issue of 1893 of Antioquia with

double vertical perforation at the left side.

{it {it {it {it Q

Tbe London P/zz'lateh'st notes that the current 25 centavos of Uruguay

exists with center inverted.

{It {it {I} {it {I}

The Mani/11y faurnal chronicles a pair of 40 paras ultramarine of the

1866 issue of Servia, perforated 9% all round, imperforate between the

stamps. -

<3} <1} {1' {i <1}

Messrs. Whitfield, King & Co. send us a number of stamps received by

them lately, amongst which are some forgeries of the early issues of Afghanis

tan that are new to us. They represent the runar dated 1288, with dotted

inner circle, the abasz' of the same date with plain inner circle, and the ska/u‘,

in agreenis/z drown shade, of Type 15 in the catalogue. All three are on

wowpaper, instead of laid. The two imitations of the 1288 issues have, in

most cases, all the projections clipped off close to the outer circle, to conceal

the fact that the smaller projections are shown in white on a solid black rim,

instead of being only outlined in Mark ; those of Type 15 are on a very thick

wove paper. With them are some impressions of the abasi of 1880. Type :9,

in a very bright vermz'h'an, on thin wove paper, which we think may possibly

be reprints-if that type is out of use.—(Mont/zly faurnal).

{i i} {I} i} Q

Messrs. Whitfield King & Co., send us a double surcharge of the “ one

penny" provisional on 2d red and olive of British Central Africa chronicled

by us in January last. They explain that this specimep is from the first

sheet printed ; the printer having set the surcharge too high up, put the sheet

on the press a second time after altering the position of the surcharge.

They further inform us that while these provisionals were being printed,

there being no 2d stamps in stock, H. M. Commissioner and Consul-General

authorized the postmasters of Blantyre, Chiromo and Zomba to cut the 2 penny

stamp in two and use each half as r penny stamp for postage on newspapers,

etc. These were only employeda day or two, and when the provisionals

were issued no more split stamps were allowed. Less than 50 were so used.

They were cut straight down the center, and not diagonally.—( T12: P/u'lateh':

Retard.)

i} i} i} G

According to La Revue P/zi/aIe/z'gue the following adhesives, envelopes,

etc. of France, are no longer in use :

Adhesive stamp : 75 centimes.

Unpaid letter stamps : 6o centimes and 1 franc.

Envelopes : 5 centimes on buff, large size ; 15 centimes on bluish, small

size.

Wrapper : 3 centimes.
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La Revue P/n'latelz'que describes two varieties of the 1% penny letter

card of New Zealand. In the rst variety the groundwork of the cartouche

with the inscription NEW ZEALAND is formed of broken lines, and in the lower

right corner of the reverse is the following inscription in microscopic char

actersi “ N. 2. Press Co. Ltd." In the 2d variety the lines of the cartouche

are unbroken, and there is no inscription in the right lower corner of the

reverse.

‘it G <2} G {t

We copy the ‘following from the Weekly Stamp News concerning the

newly discovered Frazer's City Express Post 2 cents, chronicled and illus

trated by us last month. ' ‘

“In March 1848 the Cincinnati papers contained an announcement of

cheaper rates of postage and informed all persons wishing to send their mail

at the reduced rates to call on H. Frazer & Co., on Fourth street, between

Walnut and Main Two stamps were issued for this service, viz., to blue

and 2c black, both being of the same type (see our description in No. 298).

The re stamp was used to prepay postage open and the ac stamp on sealed

letters. The cities receiving mail through this post were : Madison, Albany

and Evansville, Ind., and Louisville, Ky. The mail was carried by means

of boats on the Ohio River."

{t {1' {I} {I} Q

The new Johore stamps with portrait of the young Sultan were issued on

August 22d. The values are the same as in preceding series, viz: r, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6c and r dollar.

orlaourcts.

BRITISH CENTRAL AFRIOL-——Le Colledz'onmur d: Timbres-Paste

states that the design of the postal cards has been altered, the word “ PRO

TECTORATE " and the coat of arms having been removed.

Postal cards.

1p black

2p black and yellow
 

BULGARIA-Die Pastwertlrzez'zlun-Kunde states that the z 5 stotinki

unpaid letter stamp is now issued in the new type.

Unpaid letter stamps.

Perforated.

25s carmine

  

OOLOMBIAN REPUBLIQ-The current to centavos adhesive is now

printed in bistre on rose paper.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated 1 2x I 3%.

rec bistre on rose
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Panama-Mr. C. Witt has shown us a one peso stamp of the same type

as the other values of the current series.

Ad/zcsfz'e slump.

Perforated r2.

1p brown carmine

 

ECUADOR-The Week/y Stamp News has received a cover bearing a

pair of new 5c provisional stamps made by surcharging the IO centavos

revenue stamp of 1887-88 in four lines “r896—CoRREos—5—Cts."_and

paraphe. Der Philatelist states that the 5 centavos envelope of r8941ssue

has been met with, surcharged “ r895—r896.”

Ad/zerive stamp.

Provisional issue.

Perforated.

50 on too orange black surcharge

Enzle/ope.

Provisional issue.

5c dark green, ail/127e, black surcharge

  

FERNANDO PO.-Mr. C. Witt has shown us a }é centimo of the same

type as the remainder of the current series. T/ze P/u'lalelzt jaurna/ of Great

Britain chronicles a 6, 12%, 20 and 25c of same type and a provisional 50,

consisting of the current roc surcharged “ Habilitado 5c de Peso” in a circle_

Ad/zeriw stamps.

Perforated 14.

%c slate 12%c brown

5c on we gray. violet, blue surcharge 200 blue

6c dark violet 25c carmine

 

FRANCE-La Revue P/zilatr/fyue states that the 5 centimes envelope,

small size, is now issued on thick white paper and has a tongued flap. '

Envelope.

5c green, a'I/zz'te

 

GREAT BRITAIN-From the lVze/ely Stamp News we learn that the %,

r, 2%}) Army Officials were issued on September 1st. The surcharge on

the % and r penny is in plain capitals 3 mm., high; there are two lines,

“ ARMY ” 9 mm., in length, and “Orr1cIAL" 14% mm., the two lines being

just 12 mm., apart.

On the 2% penny the surcharge is in thicker type and the words are

9% mm,, apart. ‘

Ofirz'al stamps.

Watermarked a Crown.

Perforated 14.

%p vermilion, black surcharge .

1p lilac “ “

zyzp lilac on blue “ “
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HAYTL-We have received the 3 centimes adhesive, which appears to be

of a re engraved type. The stamp is a trifle smaller than in the preceding

issue, measuring only 23% mm , in height, instead of 24 mm , and the letters

of the inscription “ REPUBLIQUE D'HAITI " are a trifle smaller ; otherwise, we

can find no difference.

Ad/zesz'v: slump.

Perforated 13.

30 red violet

 

HONG KONG-We gather from the Nea'erlandsr/z Tz'jdrrllrzft mar

Paslzege/kundc that the reply part of the 40 on so reply card has been trans

formed into a single card by obliterating the word ‘ REPLY ' by a red line.

Poslal lard.

4c on 3c brown, 1311f, black surcharge (reply part)

ITALY-Le Callulionueur de Tz'mbres-Past'e states that the official

postal card is n )w issued with the stamp of the same type as the regular 10

centesimos postal card.

Ofiicia! posla/ tam’.

roc rose, cream

 

MBxt'JQ-Mr. S. Chapman has sent us three new Hidalgo Express

envelopes, the express frank being printed'in black instead of brown.

Express Hida/go.

Envelope.

Size 153x90 mm.

10c black, stamp 5c ultramarine, gray laid paper, marbleized

10c black, stamp 5c ultramarine, amber “ “ "

10c black, stamp 5c ultramarine, orange red laid paper, marbleized

 

NETHBRLANDS.—Mr. G. B. Robert, editor of the Neder/andrz/z

Tzjdsr/zrrft war PuslzegeZ/euaa’e, and Mr. D. A. Schreuders have sent us a

new 50 cent stamp, which is of the same size as the higher value;- and also‘

printed in two colors the central midlllion being printed in fawn and the

frame in emerald green. We also read in the 1V. T. 21 P. that the Unpaid

Letter Stamps of 272, 5 and 10 cents have been issued in entire sheets- of

type I, and printed in ultramarine.

Ad/zesiz'e stamp.
  

Perforated u. ‘

50c emerald green and fawn

Unpaid Lelter Slamps.

I Perforated 1.2%. _

2%c ultramarine, type!
SC I "u- u

“ H
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NIGER OOAB'I'.—TIn’ London Plu'lalelzkl states that the $4 penny stamp is

now issued in yellow green.

Ad/zexz'v: slam1).

Perforated.

V2 p yellow green

 

PARAGUAY.—The r centavo stamp is now issued with corrected spelling.

Adlzzsz'z'e slamp.

Perforated 12.

re gray

PERU-We copy the following from the Wee/cl] Stamp News: "We

have seen the 1,10 and sec of the current series bearing the new type

of ‘ GOBIERNO ’ surcharge. The old type, with frame, was withdrawn recent

ly, it will be remembered, on account of its having been counterfeited.

Ofi‘icial mail was then franked with unsurcharged stamps, pending, we

suppose, the preparation of this new surcharge. The letters of the word

‘GOBIERNO ’ are now 3 mm. high and the word measures 16 mm. in length.

Ofiirial stamps.

Perforated.

1c ultramarine, black surcharge

roc yellow, black surcharge

50c rose, black surcharge

PORTUGAL-Mr. C. Witt informs us that the 20 and 30 reis Postal

Cards, single and reply and the 25 and 50 reis Letter Cards have been issued

with stamp of the new type.

We read in the Nea'zrlandscll T{Mu/1n]! war Pasfzegelkunde that the

envelopes have also been issued with stamp of the new type.

Enzulopzs.

Size 142x110 mm.

25r green, lzufl'

5or blue “

Postal :ara’s.

zor lilac, bufl'

20 x zor lilac, bufi'

3or pale brown “

30 x 301’ pale brown, buf

Letter cards.

25r green, bufl

5or blue, Mu:

SEYCHELLES 18LAtIpS.-_We have received the current 45 cents

surcharged 18 cents, and it 15 said that the same stamp exists also surcharged

36 cents.

Among those received by us we note one on which the left bar of the

N is shorter than the right one.
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Adhesive stamps.

Provisional issue.

watermarked Crown and CA.

  

Perforated 14.

18c on 450 brown and carmine, black Surcharge

36c on 45c brown and carmine “ "

TRINIDAD.—The long heralded new issue has at last appeared, and we

must confess that it is not athing of joy and beauty. An attempt has been

made to reproduce the beautiful design used on the earlier issues, but we

consider it rather a poor imitation. The values from %d to r shilling and

the to shilling have the lower label in white with the value printed in color,

and the 5 shilling and 1 pound have the lower label in color.

  

gunman;

  

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated 14.

%p lilac and green

rp lilac and carmine

256p lilac and blue

4p lilac and orange

p lilac and violet

6p lilac and black

rsh lilac and red brown

55h green and orange

rosh green and blue

£1 green and carmine

VIOTORIL-La Revue P/u'laleligue states that the 2 penny letter card

is now printed in brick red instead of rose.
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Lelfer lard.

2p brick red, pal: azure’

 

ZANZlBAR.--L: Colledionneuf dc Timbres-Posle states that the current

stamps of the British East Africa Protectorate have been surcharged

“ZANz1BAR" in black. So far only the 96 and 1 anna have been seen.

Ad/lcsr've slumps.

Provisional issue.

Perforated.

%a yellow green, black surcharge

1a carmine “ “

THE MARKET

Auction sale of Cheveley & Co., August 12th, 1896.

Naples, Cross, %t blue, grand specimen, $23.75

Switzerland, Basel, 2941, very fine, 23.00

Wurtemberg, 70kr dark lilac, very fine, 18.00

“ 70kr pale lilac, very fine, 16_50

Gibraltar, 1st issue, rsh, mint state, 11.00

Western Australia, 2d black on red, extra fine, 15.00

“ “ 6d bronze, fine specimen, with brilliant lustre, 15.75

British Columbia, perf. 12%, 25c, mint state, 5.25

“ “ “ 50c, mint state, 6.75

Tobago, CC, 6d, 15.50

Nevis, 4d rose, unused. I650

" 4d orange, engraved, unused, 12.50

Canada, 7%d, superb, 18.75

United States, r869, 24c, without gril, unused, 12.00

British Honduras, small surcharge, 50c on rsh, 17.50

Nevis, rsh violet, mint state, 10.00

Trinidad, perf. 12%, 5sh lake, mint state, 6.00

Nevis, perf. 13, rsh, unused, 20.00

“ “ 15h yellow green, superb, 18.75

Dominica, CA, rsh carmine, mint state, unused, 23 75

St. Vincent, no watermark, 4d orange, unused, 10.50

Virgin Islands, rsh, with single outer line, mint state, 23.00

 

Auction sale of Messrs. Cheveley & Co., September 7th, 1896.

Switzerland, Geneva, envelope, smallest size, entire, used $60.00

Ceylon, imperf., 9d, very fine, . 10.00

Sierra Leone, CC, perf., 14, 4d blue, unused block of 9, o.g., 65.00

British Honduras, 6d yellow, unused, 11.00

Dominica, CA, rsh unused, o.g., 19.50

Nevis, 4d rose, unused, - - 13.00

“ 4d orange, unused, _ _ _10.00

“ rsh yellow green, used, ’ 16.00
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New Brunswick, 6d yellow, fine specimen, I3-5°

St. Christopher, 6d olive brown, unused, o.g., l°-°°

St. Lucia, ist issue, 6d green, very fine, 9-5°

St. Vincent, rsh violet rose, unused, o.g., l5-°°

United States, [856, 90c, used, thin in one spot, l3-5°

REVIEW
 

We have received from Messrs. Harry Hilckes & Co., Ld., a copy of

their auction summary for the season 1895-96. This little work is certainly

of great value to all collectors who are interested in studying the varying con

ditions of the stamp market, as the prices for fine specimens indicate as a

general rule the actual market value of the stamps disposed of.

Messrs. Hilckes & Co., have been very particular to classify the

stamps sold according to the condition of the specimens. This is of the

greatest importance. as nothing is more misleading than a bare list of the

prices realized for different specimens of the same stamp without any record

of the condition of the stamps themselves. It is well known that where a

brilliant copy might bring one hundred dollars, a poor or inferior one might

not realize more than from five to fifty dollars, according as to whether it

was badly damaged, slightly damaged. etc., etc.

COMMUNICATIONS

EDITOR AMERICAN JOURNAL or PHILATELYZ

I am well aware that it is the usual rule of your journal to refuse space

to matterin the nature of a controversy. But I beg you will indulge me in

a few words in regard to certain things in the Past Oflire for September,

which are both unjust and inaccurate. - In the editorial department my good

friend Mr. Capen (“ with all his faults I love him still”) again refers to “ the

quiet seclusion of Twenty-third Street," and says : “ The editor of the

paper tried to overthrow our argument by saying that the editor of the “Post

Ofice lived in Brooklyn." This is not quite correct It was not the editor

of the JOURNAL who said this fearful thing, but my very humble self, on page

347 of the current volume. Furthermore, it was not intended as an argument‘.

I said the editor of the Pas! Ofi‘ice made merry with me, and I tried to return

his jest. Either my humor lacked point or I did not realize the seriousness

of the accusation of living in Brooklyn.

So much for inaccuracy. Now for injustice. The opening article in the

September Port Ofiic: is upon the subject of the 186! issue of the United

States. The illustrations for the article and the description of the premz'c're:

gravure: are deliberately approprialed from my article in the AMERICAN

JOURNAL or PHILATELY for June wit/rout one word of [rel/i! either to the

JOURNAL or myself. '

As the bulk of the information contained in_my article was known only

to myself and a few friends, to whom I communicated some parts of it short

ly before publication, I do not think. it canl be claimed to have been

“ ordinarynews " .or ancient history. 7 vBy request I showed, Mr, ,Gremmel my
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stamps and pointed out to him the differences in engraving and color. But

I fail to see why this favor should deprive me of all credit in the matter.

Finally, if the stamps are very well known, why does not the Port Ofize point

out a distinct mark on one of the stamps which, for reasons of my own, I did

not mention? The wording of the descriptions in the Port Ofice is often

very like that of my article and the cuts are undoubtedly reproductions of

those prepared at considerable expense for the JOURNAL; note for instance

the ragged inner curve on the cut of the second type of the one cent.

The “ standard of philatelic ethics " of the Port Ofiir: is quite too

altitudinous ; it really should come down to the level of the rest of us who

are only mortal.

Very respectfully, Joan N. LUFF

THE ScoTT STAMP AND Com Co.:

Gentlemen-In your issue for May last, you comment upon a paragraph

reprinted by you from the Landau P/zilatelirl, referring to an error of the 1854

issue of Italy, 2111:. 5 centesimi in red, and give it as your opinion that the

stamp in question was a reprint.

In mentioning the stamp in my letter to the London P/zilalelist, I did so

more with a view to eliciting information regarding the status of the stamp

than to endeavor to establish its claim to consideration as a genuine variety.

The source from which I obtained it appeared to me one that strongly

supported the bonafide: of the stamp and, except in the point of color, it bore

every appearance of genuineness. As I stated in the Landau Pln'lalelisl, I

obtained the stamp many years ago-—in 1882 to be exact-from an approval

sheet sent me by a leading English dealer. It was cancelled, and on a piece

of what appeared to be the original letter, which contained some Italian

words written in a fine hand in violet ink. ‘l he color more nearly approached

a dull red than the “pink " of the catalogues, and it was placed in my

collection in the place assigned for the 40c. It was not until some months

afterwards that I discovered the inscription was “ c. cinque," instead of " c,

quaranta."

If, as you appear to suggest, my copy was a reprint, it must have been

fraudulently cancelled with a forged postmark and, to heighten the fraud,

placed on piece of an old letter. The source from which it emanated was

such, however, that I would be extremely loath to accept this explanation as

to its apparently used state. True, it might have been overlooked, and

placed on the approval sheet by an unskilled assistant, and the fact that the

error in value was not noticed would give some color to this supposition, the

price being only 4/-.

Can your friend who has had a “copy of of this great rarity in his

possession since many years." give any information about the source from

whence it orginally came? Was it cancelled or otherwise, and was the color

in anyway unusual ?

Of course the opinion of Dr. Diena that your friend’s copy was a re

print is suflflcient proof that there was such an error amongst the reprints.

When were these made, and were they ever available for, or even accidently

used for postage?

I should be glad to receive an authoritative opinion, so far as one can be

given in the absence of the stamp itself.

I am yours truly,

Tux AUSTRALIAN CORRESPONDENT or THE London Pfiz'lateh'rt.
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[This error is not recognized by any authority on Italian stamps and did

not exist in the original plate, neither were any 5 centesimi stamps printed in

red while those stamps were in use; various errors of the stamps of the 2d and

3d issues of Italy, either unused or used, the latter generally on entire letters,

were offered for sale by an Italian dealer as far back as 1878. These were

all undoubtedly reprints.]—ED

NATIONAL FHILATELICAL SOCIETY

Organiud r874. Incorporated 1892.

Meetings held Second and Fourth Tuesday of each month, at Room 26, Bible House, at 8 P. M.

OFFICERS.

Prur'dtnf, J. N. T. LEVICK, 54 William Street, Su'rtlarj, W. F. GREGORY, 11 Park Row, New

New York. York.

ViM-Prln'dtfll, R. R. Boon-r, 160 Nassau Street, New York.

Truuurtr, MAX MBYENBBRG,_58 Eighth Street, Hoboken, N. J.

COMMITTEES.

R. R. BoGuR'r, M. C. BBRLEPSCI-I,

Enhrtaz'nnunt H. Gasman, Finance \VALTEN S. Sco'rr

CHAS. D. \V. DRuw. A. L. BAIRD.

Geo. R. u-rruz, C. L. Murmur,

Hm! 05. S. Rrcn, Mnnhnln) H. COLLIN,

. N. Lu". J. M. Amman".

Librarian, J. S. Rrcn, 489 Manhattan Avenue, Exchange Mam , G. W. D. Cmr‘nm‘ros~ 280

New York. \Vest End Ave., lsew York.

SEPTEMBER 8, 1896.

The 6|st meeting of the Corporation and 309th of the Society was call

ed to order at 9.10 by President Levick.

Present : Messrs. Andreini, Berlepsch, Betz, Bogert, Drew, Gregory,

Levick, Luff, Mead, Meyenberg, Dr. Nascher, Perrin, Petersen and Williams

Reading of minutes omitted.

The Trustees reported the resignation of Mr. Crittenton from the Society

and the resignation of Dr. Feldman from the Board of Trustees. Two

vacancies in the Board thus being made, upon motion election was held to

fill the vacancies.

Mr. Chas. D. W. Drew was nominated to fill the long term and elected.

Mr. Walter S. Scott was nominated for short term and elected.

The President then assigned Mr. Drew to Entertainment Committee and

Mr. Scott to Finance Committee.

The Committee on Entertainment reported the selection of Mr. Berlepsch

as exchange and auction Manager.

After much discussion of methods to increase interest in meetings, ad

journed 10.15.

W. F. GREGORY, Secrelary.

SEPTEMBER 22 , 1896.

The 62nd meeting of the Corporation and 310th of the Society was

called to order by President Levick, at 8.50. P. M.

Present: Messrs. Andreini, Betz, Berlepsch, Bogert, Brevoort, Drew,

Gregory, Homburger, George, Krassa, Levick, Luff, Lynde, Meyenberg

Dr. Nascher, Perrin, Petersen, Rich, W. S. Scott, Weed and Williams.

Trustees reported the election of Eugene Baucher, E. Orange N. J., and

R. F. Braine, ]r., Brooklyn, as new members.
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The Treasurer reported that he had been unable to obtain any reply

from several members and requested that their names be published in the

official journal.

It was so ordered and that names of such members as failed to respond

to publication should be stricken from the roll.

The display of stamps by the members present was unusual and inter

esting. The most important was the exhibition by Mr. Krassa of a complete

set of die proofs of U. S. from 1847 to end of American Bank Note Co. con

tract.> These were handsomely bound in three volumes and as valueable

as they are beautiful. Adjourned 10.15 P. M.

W. F. GREGORY, Secretary.

STATEN ISLAND PHILATELIC SOCIETY.

Brand: of m’ .4. P. A.

Meetings held the third Tuesday of each month Communications relatin to the Exchan e De art

attlo‘clock P. M., at Loescher's Hotel, 36 Cana ment address to Edgar R.€arter, Box 36, ‘amp ins

St., Stapleton, S. 1., N. Y. ville, S. I., N. Y.

Pren'n'mt, Aucus'r DRJONGB. . . . . .
Communications relating to Examination of

s'cffmri’v ROBERT s- LEHMML Stamps Department, address Henry Clotz, P. O.

For information address the Secretary, 9 W, Box 999, N. Y. City.

16th St., N. Y.

1621) MEETING or THE STATEN ISLAND PmLA'rELrc SOCIETY, HELD

SEPTEMBER 17TH, 1896.

The meeting was called to order at 8.15 P. M., with the following mem

bers present :

President August Dejonge in the chair, Mesers. Henry Clotz, F. W. H.

Hahn, R. F. Albrecht, J. W. Sittig. Adolph Lienhardt, A. C. Carstanjen,

Chas. H. Seidel, E. R. Carter, John Schiefer, Hugo Kessler, Oscar Dejonge,

Dr. R. Roehre, A Richter and R. S. Lehman. .

The minutes of the previous meeting were adopted as read.

Mr. August Dejonge proposed for membership Mr. Ernst Kuntz, re

ferred to the Executive Committee.

Mr. A. Lohmeyer sends the Society Nos. 30 and 3r of the illonl/rly

Bullelz'n of the Postal Card Society. The Scott Stamp and Coin Co., pre

sents bound copies of volumes 7 and 8 of the AMERICAN JOURNAL or

PHILATELY ; The J. W. Scott Co., bound copies of volumes 3, 4, 5 and 6 of

the Melrnpolilan P/u‘lale/irt, “ A Friend" and Messrs. A. C. Carstanjen and

E. R. Carter denote some counterfeits for the Counterfeit Album ; Mr. E. B.

Sterling presents a handsomely mounted copy of the 2 shilling red per

forated Hamburg which various experts have endorsed both “ genuine ” and

“ counterfeit" without coming to any conclusion as to the true nature of the

stamp. A vote of thanks was unanimously tendered to the kind donors.

Mr. Clotz read a letter he had received from Dr. Odendall in which he

sends his regards to the members of the Society.

A postal was read from our member, Mr. T. W. Goonewarde, of

Wellawatte, Ceylon, which was handed to the Secretary for attention.

The meeting was adjourned at 9.40 P. M.
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smarts SETTLEMENYS-(Oontinued).

Johore (Continued)

1896.

  

Negri Sembilan.

1891.

  

Typographed on whi'e wove paper. The

cent values are printed in green, and on the

2,3. 4, 5 and 6 cent stamp the value is printed

in a different color ; the I dollar is printed

in lilac and the denomination of value in

green. Size I8%x22% mm.

{fr‘v'ri-i'i,

\ O

Watermarked

0 \

Perforated I4.

()9 re green

70 2c green and blue

71 30 green and mauve.

72 40 green and rose

73 5c green and brown

74 6c green and yellow

75 Id lilac and green

2 cent stamps of the Straits Settlements of

the issue of August, 1883, surcharged in

black “ Negri

Sembilan "

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

I 20 rose, black surcharge

Variell'z'r .'

a. Space between I and E of SEMBILAN.

2 2c rose, black surcharge

b. Space between M and B of SI-ZMBILAN.

3 2c rose, black surcharge

c. BILAN misplaced.

4 2c rose, black surcharge

d. Broken Lin SEMBILAN.

5 2c rose, black surcharge
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watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

1° Wide N.

I 2c rose, black surcharge, 16x2;,{ mm

2 8c orange " " 16x2}; mm

3 I00 slate “ “ 162:2;‘4' mm

2° Narrow N.

4 2c rose, black surcharge, r6x2§£ mm

5 8c orange “ “ 16x2}! mm

6 IOC slate “ “ I6x2% rnm

  

7 2c rose, black surcharge, lzxzrnm

  

8 2c’rose, black surcharge, I3x2mm

9

  

End of 1891.

Typographed on white wove paper.

18%xz2% mm,

Size

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

6 Ic green

7 2c rose

8 5c blue

1895.

Typographed on white wove paper. The

X, 2, 3, 5, 8, IO and 50 cent stamps are

printed in lilac and the value in a different

color. The dollar values are printed in blue

green and the denomination of value in

a different color. Sizes: 1, 2, 3, 5. 8, I0 and

50 cents, I3}4x22% mm. 1 and 5 dollars,

30x25% mm.

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

re lilac and green

10 2c lilac and brown

1: 3c lilac and carmine

12 5c lilac and ochre

13 8c lilac and blue

14 roc lilac and orange

1 5 50¢ lilac and black

16 Id blue-green and yellow-green

r 7 5d blue-green and blue

PAHANG

r890.

Stamps of the Straits Settlements of the

issues of I88: and 1883 surcharged in black

" PAHANG " in various types.

10 2c rose. black surcharge, I6x2% mm

1891.

Provisional issue.

24 cent stampsof the Straits Settlements of

the issue of August 18th, 1883, surcharged

in black " PAHANG" and new value, the

original value being obliterated by a black

line. The name " PAHANG" is of the same
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type on all the stamps. There are four

types of the surcharge of the value and there

are a number of minor varieties of each

type the differences consisting in the

position of the surcharge “Two CENTS"

relative to the word "PAHANG." As no

entire pane of these stamps is known, the

arrangement and numbers of each type on

the pane cannot be given.

  

III, IV.

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

11 2c on 24c green, black surcharge,

typer

:2 20 on 24c green, black surcharge,

type II

'13 so on 24c green, black surcharge,

aype rrr

r4 2c on 24c green, black surcharge,

type rv

1892-95.

T pographed on white wove pa er. Size
AyXMZQmm. p

  

\Vatermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

‘I 5 to green

16 2c rose

r7 so blue

1895.

Typographed on white wove paper. The

stamps of I, a, 3, 5, IO and 50 cents are

printed in lilac and the denomination of

value in a different color. The I and 5

dollar stamps are printed in blue-green and

the denomination of value in a different

color. Sizes: 1, 2, 3, 5, to and 50 cents,

I8%x22}4 mm., 1 and 5 dollars, 3ox25%mm.

 

 

  siege;

  

  

J;  

PA NG

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

I8 Ic lilac and green

19 2c lilac and brown

:0 3c lilac and carmine

21 5c lilac and ochre

22 8c lilac and blue

23 toe lilac and orange

24 50c lilac and black

25 Id blue-green and yellow-green

26 5d blue-green and blue

l’ERPrK-v

1880.

A. 2 cent stumps of the Straits Settlements

of the issue of 1868 surcharged with a capital

P surmounted by a crescent and star, the

whole enclosed is an oval.

  

\Vstermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated I4.

I ac brown, black surcharge, 15x3 mm.

B. 2 cent stamps of the Straits Settlements

of the issue of 1868 surcharged with a

capital P 5% mm high.

Watermarked Crown and CC.

Perforated 14.

2 ac brown, black surcharge

C. 2 cent stamps of the Straits Settlements

of the issue of 1868 surcharged " PERAK'

in various types.
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a1 .‘§‘.’..‘.‘..‘.' ’

Watermarked Crown and CC

Perforated r4.

3 2c brown,black surcharge, r 7x3§§mm 9

Van'e/y : K misplaced.

4 2c brown , black surcharge, I 7x3%mm

  

10

1° All letters wide.

5 2c brown, black surcharge. r4x2%mm

6 2c brown “ “ r4%x2% mm

11

r2

13

14

I5

16

I7

7

  

  

3' n and A narrow.

2c brown, black surcharge, 14x234 mm

  

4° E, R and A narrow.

2c brown, black surch.

  

5° All letters narrow.

2c brown, black surch.

2c brown

2c brown

ac-brown

2c brown

2c brown

2c brown

6° E narrow.

u

u

r2%x2;_{mm

I4%x2%nnn

r2;_{x2%mm

r2%x2§4’mm

r2x2§jmm

zzxzygmm

roh/xzy'mm

rox2§4mm

2c brown, black surcharge, r 2 )4 x3mmr8

r9 2c brown
u

11x2 mm

roxafimm20 2c brown

1883.

a cent stamps of the Straits Settlements of

2“ R narrow.

8 2c brown,bllck surcharge, r4x2§4mm

the issue of 1882-83 surcharged "PERAK"

in various types.
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watermarked Crown and CA.

A. r same height as other letters.

Perforated 14.

1° A wide.

A. P same height as other letters.

2t 20 brown, black surcharge, r3%x3mm

22 2c rose “ “ xsxxgfzgmm

23 2c rose “ ‘ r3%x2%mm

;J.

  

2° E wide.

24 2c brown, black surcharge, r3%x3mm

25 zcrose " “ !3%x2;{mm

26 2c rose “ ‘ 13%x2%mm

  

3° All letters wide.

27 2c brown, black surch. 13%):2' mm

28 2c rose ‘ rggxzfimm

  

4° All letters narrow.

29 ac brown , black surcharge, mxzyémm

30 2e brown " " I3},{xa%mm

31 2c brown " " 13x2%mrn

32 2c rose “ " 13%):2%mm

33 2c rose “ “ Iz%x2%mrn

34 zcrose “ “ l3%x2}_{rnm

35 2c rose “ “ r3%x2%mm

Varieties .'

a. PE misplaced.

36 2c brown,black surcharge, 1 3x2%mm

b. PE misplaced, double surcharge.

37 2c brown, black surcharge, 13x2%mm

c. AK misplaced.

38 2c brown, black surch. I3%x2§,(mm

39 2c rose, “ “ I3%x2%mm

  

\‘!'\‘#im'vhwvv‘i

B. P tallerIthan the other letters.

1° All letters narrow.

40 2c brown, black surcharge, xzxgmm

4r 2c brown “ “ I3}{x3mm

42 2c brown “ “ r3%x3mm

43 2c rose " " 13%:3 mm

44 2c rose “ “ 13%x3 mm

Variety .' PE misplaced.

45 2c brown, black surcharge, I 3Xxgmm

2° E wide.

46 2c brown, black surcharge, I 3}.{x3mrn

47 ac brown “ “ 13%x3mm

  

3° A wide.

48 2c rose, black surcharge, I3Xx3mm

49 2c rose " " 13%;:3mm

1° E wide.

50 2c rose, black surcharge, 14x25! mm

51 2c rose “ “ r4%x2%mm

52 2c rose “ “ r5%x2%mm

53 2c rose “ . -“ r5%x2% mm

Varieties .

a. PE misplaced.

55 2c rose, black surcharge, 1 5x294mm

b. l misplaced.

56 2c rose, black surchrge, 14;,{x2§_{rnm
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c. AK misplaced.

57 2c rose, black surcharge, l5x2;,{mm

d. Surcharge inverted.

58 2c rose, black surcharge, 15x2§1mm

e. Surcharge placed at the top instead of

in the center of stamp.

59 2c rose, black surcharge, 15x294mm

2” PE in much thinner capitals.

60 2c rose, black surcharge, 192%mm

3° E narrow.

61 2c rose , black surcharge, 14%:(2 ;,{mm

..|

I

l

i

1
.

I

I

1

I

i
1

  

62 2c rose, “ “ 15x2 51mm

1884. Watermarked Crown and CA.

. . . Perforated I4.

Provisional issue‘ 66 ac rose, black surcharge, 13x2}; mm

4 cent stamps of the Straits Settlements of , ‘

the issues ofjanuary, 1868, and June, r882, Van'fy- space b‘iween E and R

surcharged vertically in black with the name 67 2c rose, black surcharge, 14x25 mm

of the state and new value.   

1° Narrow K, wide I.

68 2c rose, black surcharge, I 2%an%mm

69 2c rose " " r2%xa},{mm

2° Narrow K, narrow R.

  

A. Watermarked Crown and CC.

Pefforated 14‘ 70 2c rose, black surcharge, 12%x2Xmrn

All the letters of PERAK narrow. 7r 2c rose " " r3x2% mm

63 no on 4c rose, black surcharge, 30 Medium K, wide R_

19X3%mm-, and "Z13 mm 72 2c rose, blaclrsurcharge, I2;_{x2%mm

B. Watermarked Crown and CA. 4° Medium K, narrow a.

Perforated I4. 73 2c rose, black surcharge, 12%xaXmm

1° 2 of PEIAK wide. 5° Wide K, wide a.

64 2c on 40 rose, black surcharge’ 74 2‘: rose, blflck surcharge‘ 13X2 Xmm

r9%x3% mm., and 13x3 mm 6° Wide K, narrow R.

75 2c rose, black surcharge, 1 31:2,!‘ mm

Variety .- FBRAK, the F altered into a P

with pen and ink.

76 ac rose, black surcharge, 13x2)‘ mm

  

2° E of PERAK narrow.

65 2c on 4c rose, black surcharge,

r9}4x3% mm., and 13x3 mm

1886.

2 cent stamps of the Straits Settlements of

the issue of August, 1883, surcharged “ PE

RAK " in various types. 77 2c rose, black surcharge, roxxKmm
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Van'efie: .'

a. A misplaced.

78 2c rose, black surcharge, 10x1 }{mm

b. P misplaced.‘

79 2c rose. black surcharge, roxrXmm

c Space between P and E.

80 2c rose,black surchargeJOKxXKmm

x886-89.

Provisional issue.

A. 2 cent stamps ofthe Straits Settlements

of the issue of August, 1883, surcharged

  

vertically with the name of the state and 1° A“ leuers wide

new value‘ 84 to on as rose, black surcharge

85 to on 2c rose, blue surcharge

2° All letters narrow.

86 is on 2c rose, black surcharge

87 1c on 2c rose, blue surcharge

Variely: ONE and PE misplaced.

88 re on 2c rose, blue surcharge

3° Wide N, narrow R.

89 to on 2c rose, black surcharge

90 re on 2c rose. blue surcharge

4° Wide N in oNE, narrow N in our

and narrow R in PERAK.

91 to on 2c rose. black surcharge

watermarked Crown and CA. 92 to on 2c rose, blue surcharge

Perforated x4- 5° Narrow N in ONE. wide N in CENT and

81 1c on no rose, black surcharge, narrow R in pER,\};_

I8X4 mm- and x4X4 mm- 93 to on 2c rose, black surcharge

94 re on 2c rose, blue surcharge

6° Narrow N in ONE, wide N in CENT

and wide R in PERAK.

95 !c on 2c rose, black surcharge

96 to on 2c rose,- blue surcharge

7° Narrow N's and wide R.

97 to on no rose, black surcharge

98 to on 2c rose, blue surcharge

8° WideN in oNE, narrow N in'_ curl‘

and wide R in PERAK.

  

99 re on 2c rose. black surcharge

IOO Ic on 20 rose, blue surcharge

1° An lemersmm'ow' B. 2 cent stamps of the Straits Settlements

81 re on 2c rose, black surcharge, of the issue of August, 1883, surcharged

17x3)‘ and “5):”; mm horizontally in black with the name of the

state and new value.

  

20 wide N in ONE and CENT' watermarked Crown and CA.

83 to on 2c rose, black surcharge.’ Perforated 14,

17%’‘3’‘ and "548% mm for to on ac rose, black surcharge
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Varieties .'

a. Broken E in CENT.

r09 re on 2c rose, black surcharge,

b. P almost upright.

110 to on ac rose, black surcharge,

c. Same as b and ONE inverted.

1!: IC on 2c rose, black surcharge,

[02

M2 10 on 20 rose, black surcharge,

PERAK 12 mm.

Varieties .'

a. Surcharge inverted.

113 1c on so rose, black surcharge,

b. Double surcharge, one being inverted.

114 to on 20 rose black surchar er03 IC on 2c rose, black surcharge ' g '

Van-die: . 115 1c on 2c rose, black surcharge

a. FREAK. Varieties .'

r04 1c on 2c rose, black surcharge a. Defective 0 11: ONE.

b. Double surcharge, one inverted. n6 IC on 2c rose, black surcharge

I05 16 on 2c rose, black surcharge b. T of CENT misplaced.

I as 102, CENT and PERAK as I03_ 117 1c on 2c rose, black surcharge

r06 1c on 2c rose, black surcharge

r and crzx'r as ror, PEllAK asro3. PERAK‘

above ONE CENT

  

107 to on 2c rose, black surcharge

c. 0, C and P misplaced.

I 18 IC on 2c rose,.black surcharge

r08 10 on 2c rose, black surcharge, d. Space between PE and RAK.

PERAK :3 mm. 118a rc on 2c rose, black surcharge
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no

120

--.---}.¢-|oa||

121 1c on 2c rose, black surcharge

  

r22 tc:on 2c rose, black surcharge

Variety .‘PREAK.

[23 It: on so rose, black surcharge

  

124 1c on 2c rose, black surcharge

 

Variety .' 0 of ONE misplaced.

t2 5 1c on 2c rose, black surcharge

  

r26 rc on 2c rose, black surcharge

Variely .' _

c.'=_Small_R_in PERAK

n7

  

126 It: on so rose, black surcharge

Varieties.’

a. P misplaced.

129 to on 2c rose, black surcharge

b. R misplaced.

130 to on 2c rose, black surcharge

c. Space between P and E.

13! It: on 2c rose, black surcharge

There are various settings of stamps Nos.

M5 to I28 ; each setting consists of a. pane

ofoostamps in to horizontal rows of6 stamps

each. The first setting is composed of Nos.

H5 and no, set up in triplets, repeated

twice on each horizontal row, No. 116 being

the second and fifth stamp of each row. The

second setting is composed of stamps Nos.

115 to 119 in three vertical rows, No.

:19 being the fifth stamp of the first vertical

row. In this setting there are a number of

minor varieties of No. 1:5. the difl'erence

consisting in the relative positions of the
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letters of one line of the surcharge to those

of the other lines. The stamps Nos. 117 and

118 are not to be found on all the panes.

The third setting is composed as follows:

Thirty stamps No. 115, five No. 122, one

No. 123, five No. 124, one No. 125, eleven

No. 126, one No. 127, four No. 128, one No.

129, and one No. 130. as per following

diagram. 0f Nos. 115, 122, 124, 126 and

128 there are several minor varieties, the

difference being in the relative positions of

the letters of the surcharge.

 

115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 115

 

115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 115

 

115' 115' 115' '115' 115' 115

 

115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 115

115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 115

 

 

 

123' 122 122' 122' 122' 122

124' 124 ' 124' 124 ' 125' 124

126 ' 127 ' 126 ' 126 ' 126 ' 126

126 ' 126 ' 126 ' 126 ' 126 ' 126

128' 130' 128' 128 129 128

This sheet exists also with jubilee line.

The fourth setting is formed as follows:

Thirty-five stomps No. 115, three No. 121,

four No. 122, six No. 124, eleven No. 126

and one 127, with minor vsrieties of all but

the last one, the difi‘erence being in the

relative positions of the letters of the sur

charge. The arrangement is shown in the

following diagram.

‘115' 115' 115' 115| 115' 115

115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 115

 

115' 115' 115' 115" 115' 115

 

1115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 115

 

115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 121

I21 IQI 122' 122' 122' I22

 

 

 

115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 115

124' 124 ' 124' 124 ' 124' 124

126 ' 126 ' 126 ' 127 ' 126 ' 126

126 ' 126 ' 126 ' 126 ' 126 ' 126

The fifth setting is composed as follows :

Thirty-one stamp: of No. 115, one No. 118,

two No. 119, one No. 120, three No. 121,

four No. 122, six No. 124, eleven N0. 126,

one No, 127. Of Nos. 115, 119, 121, 122,

124 and 126 there are several minor varieties.

This settingis arranged as shown in the fol

lowing diagram :
 

115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 115

 

 

115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 115

115' 115' 115' ;5' 120' 120

7115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 115

118'115' 115' 115i 115' 121

121 ' 11' 122' 122' 122' 122

115' 115' 115' 119' 115' 119

124 124 ' 124' 124' 124' 124

126 ' 126' 126 ' 127' ' 126

126 ' 126' 126' 126 ' 126 126

 

This sheet has also the jubilee line.

The last setting is composed as follows:

Twenty-nine stamps of No. 115, one No.

117, one No. 119, five No. 122, five No.

124, one No. 125, twelve No. 126, four No.

128, one No. 129 and one No. 131 as per

diagram. There are several minor varieties,

of Nos. 115, 122, 124, 126 and 128.

 

115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 115

 

 

 

 

115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 115

115 115' 115' 115' 117' 115

115' 115' 115' 115' 115' 115

115' 115' 115' 115'l 115' 115

122' 122' 122' 119' 122' 122

124' 124 ' 124' 124' 125' 124

126 ' 126 ' 126 ' 126 ' 126 ' 120

126 ' 126 ' 126' 126 ' 126 ' 126

7125 I—I;1 ' 128 129' 128

 

This sheet has also the jubilee line.

1890.

Provisional issue.

2 cent stamps of the Straits Settlements of
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the issue of August, 1883, surcharged

horizontally with new value in black. __

  

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

132 It: on 2c rose. black surcharge,

PERAK r5xz;4/mm.

133 1c on so rose. black surcharge,

PERAK r5%x2% mm.

Variety .' K misplaced.

134 1c on 2c rose, black surcharge,

PERAK 15%x2% mm.

1891.

Provisional issue.

2 cent stamps of the Straits Settlements

of the issue of August, 1883, surcharged

with new value and name of stete, the

original value being obliterated by a black

line.

. r _‘l. . $\

'rvvvvvv-v'vvvv"

  

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated I4.

135 1c on 2c rose, black surcharge

Varid)! : O of ONE narrow.

136 1c on 2c rose, black surcharge

  

:37 1c on no rose, black surcharge

  

I38 10 on 2c rose, black surcharge

  

139 to on no rose, black surcharge

There is only one setting of this issue,

composed as follows 1 Thirty stamps of N0.

r35, six No. 137, eighteen No. 138 and

six No. 139. They are arranged as shown

in the following diagram :

I35' I35! 135‘ 135' I35:: 135

 

135 I I35‘l I35' 135' 135 ll 135

‘135 l 135 i 135: I35 : I35 I 135

135 I35‘ I35‘ I35} I35} 135

I35" I35‘ 135‘ I35‘ 135l 135

 

137', I37‘ I31‘ 131‘ I31: 137
 

138‘l r38|| r38‘l 138' r38' r38

138iI 138‘ 138' 138'| r38‘l r38

r38: r38: r38 r38: r38}i 138

139’ I39} 139' 139' 139} I39

 

 

PERAK as on No. 122 and one and cram‘

as in No. r37.

140 to on 2c rose, black surcharge

PERAK as in No. 122 and ONE and cam‘

as in No. 138,

141 to on 2c rose, black surcharge

These two varieties are catalogued on the

authority of Major Evans, they are doubled

by Mr. \Vm. Brown. who has examined hund

reds of complete sheets without finding them.
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HI8TORY OF THE BELGIAN STAMPS WITH THE PORTRAIT OF

KING LEOPOLD 11.

BY JULEs Bouvéz.

 

Leopold I. King of the Belgians, having died at Laeken on the roth of

December, [865, only six months after the issue of the postage stamps bear

ing his portrait, the Belgian government kept the postage stamps of the issue

of 1865 in use for five years longer.

It was only after an inquiry into the processes of manufacture of these

postal values that the Belgian Postal Administration entertained the

idea of issuing postage stamps of a new type, with the portrait of King

Leopold II. . '

It must be admitted that the first issue of these stamps was not a great

success. It would have been easy, at the time, to inaugurate the reign

of the new monarch by a series of irreproachable stamps and, to profit

by the experience of Mr. Albert Barre, Chief Engraver of the French

Coins, who, in 1859, had resuscitated in the French essays the" method

of reproducing typographic engraving by cold stamping, by which he had

obtained plates of a beautiful finish, perfect exactitude and great resistance.

But no : Belgium thought she could do better in producing her new

set of postal values by wood engraving.

As is known, this style of engraving differs essentially from taille douce

engraving on copper and on steel, in that in the latter the lines which form

the design are let into the metal, whereas in wood engraving, on the contrary,

it is the white spaces and blanks which are hollowed out, while the lines

themselves are left in relief.

The issue in question and the two others which followed, in July, 1875,

and April, 1878, for which also wood engraving was used, were printed on

plates more or less successfully executed, which quite frequently produced

defective sheets. A careful examination easily discovers, principally among

the stamps of the issue of 1869, imperfections which have not yet been point

ed out, although they really form a group of specimens worthy a place among

postal curiosities.

Before pointing out the special features which have been discovered in

this line, let us first of all give an extract from the birth certificate of the said

series.

On November 1 3th, 1869, there appeared in the Mom'teur Beige, the

official journal, the following decree : '

“Leopold II, King of the Belgians.

“ To all present and to come, greeting!

"Considering Art. 8 of the law of April 22nd, r849, and our order of

September 25th, 1865, made in execution of that law :

“ Considering Art. 29 of the law of April 29th, 1868, on the postal

service :

" On the proposition of our Minister of Public Works :

“ We have decreed and do decree :

"Art. r. A new type of postage stamp is created, which shall be placed

at the disposal of the public for the prepayment of postage on articles sent

through the mails.

" These stamps will be sold at their nominal value by the Administra

tion of Railways, Posts and Telegraphs.

“ Art. 2. The above mentioned .stamps, of the value of to centimes and
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above, shall bear our portrait ; those of a value less than 10 centimes shall

have the arms of the kingdom.

“Art. 3. Our Minister of Public Works shall determine the values and

colors of these stamps, as well as the dates when they shall be brought into

use.

“ Art. 4. The stamps issued by virtue of our order of September 25th,

1865, may be used concurrently with the new ones until some date to be

determined upon by our Minister or Public Works, who will also fix the

period for their exchange and will take all the other measures required for

the execution of the present order.

“Given at Brussels, November 13th, 1869.

(signed) “LEoPoLD.

“ By the King :

“The Minister of Public Works,

(signed) “ A. JAMAR."

On the morrow of this order the Minister of Public Works arrived at the

following decision :

“Art. 1. The issue of the new postage stamps will begin on November

15th, 1869, with those of one and ten centimes, which will be of a greenv

color.

_ “Art. 2. The existing postage stamps of one and ten centimes will re

main in use provisionally and will continue to be sold concurrently with the‘

new ones until the quantities manufactured have been exhausted."

It was not until the following month that the series was completed by

the ministerial order which we reproduce below :

“The Minister of Public Works.

“ Considering the 4th Article of the Royal Order of November 13th,

1869, regarding the creation of a new type of postage stamp.

“ Orders :

"Art. 1. The colors and the dates of issue of the postage stamps of the

new type, designated in the table below, have been decided on in accordance

with the indications of this table : '

  

Values of the _—

Stamps Colors. Dates of issue.

to be issued.
 

2 centimes blue (type 1)

8 “ violet (type 1) January 1st, 1870

20 “ blue (type 2)
I‘

5 amber (type 1)
3° ,, amber (type 3) March 1st, 1870.

40 “ - carmine (type 4) .

1 franc violet (type 5) l April 1st’ 187°‘

 

“Art. 2. The existing postage' stamps of the same values as those
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indicated above are maintained in use provisionally, and the sale of them

will be continued until the quantities manufactured have been exhausted.

“Brussels, December,t2th, 1869.

(signed) “ A. JAMAR."

On November 15th, 1869, therefore, the two stamps with the portrait of

King Leopold II appeared : that of one centime, intended for the prepay

ment of printed matter, and that of ten centimes, for ordinary letters.

  

The first printing of these stamps, of a fine dark green, does not present

any peculiarity. We will only say that at this time the stamps for the pre

payment of letters were obliterated by means of a cancelling stamp with dots,

having a special number in the center for each respective post ofiice.

Therefore all the we stamps of this printing were cancelled in this way.

The second printing, which took place in 1873, produced stamps of a

yellow green ; the impression is less clear, especially in that part which

surrounds the medallion. This printing coincides in point of time with two

orders which we reproduce below, and which relate, one to the extension

given to the use of the one centime stamp and the other to the cancellation

of the ten centime stamp.

FIRST ORDER.

" The postage stamps of a lower value than ten centimes may be used

for the prepayment of letters and correspondence cards.

“The General Direction of Railways, Posts and Telegraphs is charged

with the execution of the present order.

- “ Brussels, August 31st, 1873.

(signed) “ MoUcmzUR."

SECOND ORDER.

“On receipt of the present order, all Belgian post offices will begin

to cancel postage stamps by means of a date stamp without any repetition

of this stamp on the letter, unless the first impression be defective.

“ Brussels, March loth, 1873.

The Director General,

(signed) FAssIAUx."

On July rst, r875, when issuing the 25 and 50 centime stamps, created to

carry out the treaty of Berne of October 6th, 1874, the Postal Administration

renewed the plate of the ten centime stamp and, while retaining the green

color, gave it a deeper shade than that of the second printing. For the can

cellation of these new stamps use was then made of a date stamp in steel,

engraved and hardened, the interior of which was square, instead of round,

and the date stamps bearing the letters P P below the exergue, which had

been in use until that time in the important offices, were suppressed. It is

therefore easy to recognize by their cancellation the stamps of this third

printing also, which were in use along time for they were used until December

1st, r88r,when they appeared in a new shade-dull green-as will be seen

from the decision which we copy here:
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“ The one and ten centimes postage stamps will in future be printed in a

green color of a paler shade than that of the existing stamps of like values.

“The issue of the one centime stamps of the new shade will begin next

month ;- that of the ten centimes stamps will not take place until some time

during the month of January next. ' . '

“The postage stamps of these two values printed with the old green ink

are maintained in use and the sale of them will be continued until the

quantities manufactured have been exhausted.

“ Brussels, November 17th, 1881.

“ The Director-General

(signed) Vmcmwr.”

The ofiicial documents of the Belgian postal service give us very precise

information as to the number of postage stamps of the different printings

which were sold during the issue. We have thought it well to give in the

table below a resume of this information. which is of some interest.

 

1 centime postage stamps. l0 centime postage stamps
 

No. of stamps No. of No. of stamps

sold to the not sold, sheets

public. &canc. printed.

—___ No of

sold to the not sold, sheets.

public. 81 canc. printed.
___________ ______ |

1st printing, I869 '

 

(dqrksreen) 75,977,075 11,925 280.000

and printing, 1873

(yellow green)

3rd printing, 1875

113,960,018 39,982 380,000

49,483,688? 16,312 165,000 86,971,064 26,936 200,000

331492 9701000 275,939,979 éoiozli 9201000
 

(pale green) 290,966,508

4th printing, 1881 ' '

(dull green) 119,968,230 31,770 400,000, 101,926,939 73,061 340,000

THE ORIGINAL GUM CLUB

BY S. C. OFFER.

The 691st semi-weekly meeting of the Original Gum Club was held Oct.

17, 1907 in the elegant rooms of the Club, located over the Zweibier Café. '

The attendance was small, only forty-nine members and two guests. Count

Komoffderoof, chief of the gumming department of the Imperial Russian

Stamp Manufacturing Bureau, was introduced by Mr. D. K. Karmin, and

the celebrated Indian chief, Big-Man-Who-Dasent was introduced by Mr. O.

L. Rounder, who had prevailed upon him to come up from Coney Island

for the occasion. The western exile had with him his very interesting collec

tion of stamps, the accumulation of a long and active life. All of these

stamps had been obtained from travelers through the chief's country, none

of them were voluntary contributors. It was an encouraging sign of the

spread of civilization to notice that all of the stamps had full original gum.

As the chief was careful to explain, he never killed a man who had only used

stamps in his possession, but always let him go with the injunction to procure

some unused stamps and return the next week and be killed. He sadly

said that his confidence in human nature had been greatly shaken, since

none of those released ever kept their promise, otherwise he would have

had a much larger and finer collection.

Count Komoffderoof has about completed an important mission. He

has been on a tour to the most remote parts of Africa and South America

1.
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and the least visited islands of the Pacific in search of new adhesive materials.

At the coronation of the young Czar next year it is proposed to issue a

special coronation series of seventy-nine values. To add interest-and

possibly to increase the sales-—it has been decided that each value shall

have a different kind of gum, each of which shall be a variety unknown at

present The Count’s trip has been fairly successful, as he has succeeded

in finding sixty-eight entirely new adhesive compounds and expects, by

the aid of the chemists, to supply the missing nine. Some of the new gums

are violently poisonous, but no unpleasant results are anticipated from their

use, as these particular gums will be applied to the higher values of the issue

only, none of which are expected to be used for postage, but are only intend

ed to meet the demands of collectors.

In opening the meeting the President said: "I regret to have been

late this evening but I discovered that my youngest son had been licking the

gum from some-of my stamps and I had to stop and lick the boy. I do not

approve of stamp gum as a species of infant's food "

The Trustees reported that they had decided to drop from the membership

roll Mr. O. B. Stinate, because of his continued refusal to remove from his

collection an unused copy of the two pence “ Post Office ” Mauritius which

had no gum The other members held that such a stamp was damaged and

unworthy a place in the collection of a member of the Club and had request

ed the Trustees to take action in the matter. Both entreaties and threats

had failed to effect the desired result and it had accordingly been decided

that expulsion of the member was the only course left to the Club. Approved,

unaminously.

Prof. Stickinmud of the Antediluvian College made an earnest speech

calling attention to the number of absentees most of whom. he said, had

doubtless been kept from the meeting by the attractions of a political parade.

He concluded by proposing an amendment to the By-Laws, forbidding

members to take any interest in politics, unless the question of original gum

should be directly involved. Referred to the proper committee.

Mr. Smith-Jones offered a resolution that the members of the Club

decline to collect grilled stamps, because stamps which have been so treated

have not the perfect original ‘gum, it having been broken by the grilling pro

cess. To this one of the younger members replied, for the same reason, no

' perforated stamps should be collected—after an animated discussion the

motion was lost. Following this, Mr. Smith-Jones and a few of the ultra

conservative members tendered their resignations and announced their in

iention of starting a new society to be conducted on sound principles, as

they understood them

The subject of “ philately " being in order, Baron Von Gedanken

warned the members that care was necessary with the large £1000 stamps of

Matabeleland. He had left one on his library table on a recent rainy day.

The dampness of the atmosphere had softened the gum and, in order to dry

it, he placed it on the floor near the stove. The family cat lay upon it,

mistaking it for a rug. The unfortunate animal became wrapped in the

stamp and was smothered. She left a large and interested family to bewail

her loss. Incidentally the stamp was destroyed, but this is a matter of small

moment to the Baron, as he had a large stock of them, having bought the re

mainders of the Matabele war issue. when they went out of use at the close

of the war, having been on sale only six hours. This issue is of absorbing

interest on account of the nineteen different shades of gum. It has been

claimed that some of these shades were never in use but were applied after
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the purchase, to oblige the Baron and increase the value of his holdings.

But this is. of course, mere idle rumor and not worthy of contradiction.

Dr. Greathead then read a lengthy paper upon forgeries of the gum of

the twenty-seventh issue of Tongaboo. This is the beautiful series with red,

yellow and green gum, in parallel horizontal bands. By an eleborate course

of reasoning it was shown that on the stamps with forged gum the yellow

band was 7% mm., wide, while in the case of the genuine it was only

7% mm., wide. Two hundred edition de luxe copies of this paper were

ordered printed for distribution among the members.

Mr. M. C. Ginty then showed the only known copy of the id red Great

Britain with the gum applied horizontally. The members and visitors were

much interested in this great rarity. The marks of the paste brush can be

distinctly seen. At the solicitation of many of the members Count Komoff

deroof promised to have applied to the next issue of stamps of his country

an improvement on this idea, consisting in three or four layers of gum, applied

alternately vertically and horizontally. It is expected that this process will

supply collectors with many interesting errors.

The Committee on Improvements in Gum made a partial report. They

showed some very beautiful samples with rainbow and chameleon colors. But,

unfortunately, these gums had proved to be either insoluble or non-adhesive.

As soon as a remedy is found for these slight defects, the Committte think

these gums will prove very superior. Moreover, a bald-headed member of

the Committee has tried some of the preparation as a hair-wash and found

it very effective. It is true the new growth is quite unusual in color and

does not match the remainder of the first crop, but it is hair and that is

esteemed of supreme merit by the owner.

The old question of mounting stamps without injury to the gum was re

vived by the display of the collection of Mr. D. Lhump. The stamps

were fastened face downward. Owing to sundry remountings, many of them

had been skinned on the face and others were covered by numerous hinges,

but the gum was intact and the collection presented a really beautiful appear

ance to those who are not so fastidious as to care for the face of the stamps.

Prof. Stickinmud showed some samples of his style of mounting. His

stamps are placed between plates of glass, about the size of album pages,

the plates being tightly fastened together at the edges. This allows the

stamps to be viewed from both sides. A collection mounted thus requires

considerable room and must be treated carefully. A large pile of these plates

recently fell upon the professor's mother-in-law and her recovery is not ex

pected. Several married members were much interested in this description

and are thinking of mounting their collections in this manner.

Before adjournment Mr. R. U. Bright showed a large bottle of original

gum. During the hot weather of the past summer his stamps stuck to the

pages of his album, but, by using great care, he was able to soak them off

and save the gum only slightly diluted.

Members will please remember that smoking is no longer allowed at the

meetings of the Club, for fear of possible deleterious effects on the gum of

the stamps exhibited.
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oUR ENGLISH LETTER

BY EDWARD J. NANKIVELL.

28, Birdhurst Rise, Croydon,

LONDON, 17th, October, 1896.

The arrangements for the great exhibition to be held in this little village

in 1897 are progressing satisfactorily, and there is every promise that we shall

be in a position before long to measure our prospects of ultimate success. I

may say that the general opinion amongst our leading collectors here is that

the show will surpass anything ever attempted before in the annals of

philately. Seven years will have elapsed since our last great exhibition, and

in those seven years great strides have been made in specialising. As a

matter of fact there is scarcely a country deserving of attention that is not

now specialised by one or other of the members of the London Philatelic

Society. Although we have taken magnificent rooms I feel certain that the

difiiculty will be to find room for the stuff that will be offered. Specialising

means pairs, singles, blocks, and shades, in profusion ; and this profusion

means space. Where once a single specimen signified content and complete

ness we shall now have pages of most varieties that at all lend themselves to

shading. Of course the big specialists will have to trim down their collections

to representative selections, but, even so, we shall not like to hear of too much

pruning of those stamps that lie hidden in the great hoards, and which are

rarely ever seen except upon such an occasion. For instance, who would

begrudge the space to a page of the 3 lire, Tuscany, unused, or unused early

Australians, or the “Transvral" error. and such like gems. Of course the

charge for space will operate as a check on the bulking up of medium or

common stamps.

 

I may not tell tales out of school, but this I may say without betraying

any secrets of the Committee room, there will be an exceptionally liberal

supply of medals for competition in every conceivable direction that is at all

likely to forward the interests of the show and of philately generally. For

more definite information my readers must await the publication of the Pro

spectus which is already well in hand and will no doubt be out next month.

 

The final selection of the rooms of the Institute of Painters in Water

Colours in Piccadilly has given general satisfaction. There has been a little

feeling over the sacrifice of such a splendid opportunity as the trade had of

having a booming show at the Crystal Palace, but that is subsiding, and all

hands are burying the hatchet in a common endeavor to beat all previous

records in this 1897 exhibition. It is no good crying over spilt milk or

punching the man who spilt it. There is more to be gained by working to

gether for the common end in view.

 

You will naturally want to know who are the men to whom the work of

getting up and carrying out this exhibition has been entrusted. Here then

is the full list of the Committee elected at a general meeting of collectors and

dealers on the 24th, of last month :

General Commz'llee.

E. D. Bacon. R. Ehrenbach. T. Wickham Jones. R. Pearce.

C. R. Biggs. Major E. B. Evans. T. Maycock. J. A. Tilleard.

M. P. Castle. D. Garth. H. R. Oldfield.

(Members of the Council of the Philatelic Society, London).
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Manchester Philatelic Society. I Shefield Philatelic Society.

“I. Dorning Beckton, President. C. E. Hunt, President.

A. H. Harrison, Hon. Sec. R. Sneath, Hon. Sec.

Liverpool Philatelic Society. Plymouth Philatelic Society.

F. B. Broadway, President. Capt.R.W.H. Stockdale,R.E.President.

M. Broad. Hon. Sec. W. J. Miller, Hon. Sec.

Birmingham Philatelic Society. Bradford Philatelic Society.

W. T. Wilson, President. 0. Firth, President.

-C. Johnson, Hon. Sec. W. H. Scott, Hon. Sec.

Brighton Philatelic Society. Cambridge Philatelic Society.

Baron A. De Worms, Hon. Sec. Oscar Browning, Esq., President.

H. D. Catling, Hon. Sec.

Oxford Philatelic Society. Leeds Philateh'c_Societ_y.

J. A. H. Murray, M.A., L.L.D., J. H. Thackrah, President.

D.C L., President. W. Dennison Roebuck.

F. A. Bellamy, Hon. Sec. F. K. Shipwith, Hon. Sec.

j. H. Abbott. F. R. Ginn. P. J. Lloyd. Walter Scott.

W. B. Avery. S. E. Gwyer. C. Lockyer. Gordon Smith

F. G. Bepler. W. Hadlow. W. Morle . B. T. K. Smith.

W. W. Blest. E. Hawkins. E. J. Nanhivell. J. Scott Stokes.

D. Brosnan. Harry Hilckes. Lieut. F. N. Napier. T. H. Thom son.

P. M. Bright. Pearson Hill. _I. A. Nix. Rev. W. N. sher.

T. Buhl. C. F. Hynes. W. H. Peckitt. Capt. R. A.Vansittart.

E. Clarke. W. R. joynt. C. J. Phillips. Dr. C. W. Viner.

H. J. Duveen. H. A. Kennedy. F. Ransom. W. T. Willett.

H. L. Estrange Ewen. Whitfield King. Rev. P. E. Raynor. A. H. Wilson,

M. Giwelb. C. j. Lambert. T. Ridpath. H. Winch.

E. S. Gibbons. W. Lincoln. Vernon Roberts. Hastings E. Wright.

' Executive.

W. B. Avery. Major Evans. T. W. Jones. C. J. Phillips.

.E. D. Bacon. M. Giwelb. T. Maycock. R. Pearce.

W. D. Beckton. S. E. Gwyer. E. J. Nankivell. Gordon Smith.

M. P. Castle. W. Hadlow. H. R. Oldfield. J. A. Tilleard.

R. Ehrenbach. G. F. Hynes. W. H. Peckitt. W. T. Wilson.

Ata subsequent meeting last week the Executive Committee met and

split themselves up into the following sub-committees with the view of divid

ing up the work to be done :

Finance Suh- Committee.

W. B. Avery. M. P. Castle. Major Evans. G. F. Hynes. W. H. Peckitt

General Purpose Sub-Committee.

W. D. Beckton. E. D. Bacon. R. Ehrenbach. M. P. Castle. M. Giwelb.

‘W. Hadlow. W. Jones. H. R. Oldfield. R. Pearce. Gordon Smith.

W. T. Wilson.

Advertising and Publicity Sub-Committee.

S. E. Gwyer. E. J. Nankivell. C. J. Phillips. T. Maycock.

These are the working Committees who will practically manage the getting

up and conduct of the Exhibition.

And now of course your readers will naturally want to know who these

men are to whom so much responsibility has been committed. Some they will
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immediately recognize. Others will not be so well known to them. Let us

therefore pass them in review in alphabetical order Out of the twenty there

are six dealers.

W. B. Avery. General Collector. Has a most magnificent collection in

cluding the two rare Post Ofiice Mauritius stamps. Nevis in sheets. U. S.

Locals galore. And a pocket deep enough to slake any philatelic thirst with

which he may be afflicted.

E. D. Bacon. Has probably the finest collection of Japanese stamps in

the world. But he is best known as a philatelic writer of the most careful and

accurate kind. He was a close friend of the late Mr. Tapling, and has now

the care of the Tapling Collection at the British Museum.

W. D. Beckton. A well known Manchester Collector, President of the

Manchester Society. Has a grand collection of Roumania, and is now

specialising in Greece. He is the life and soul of the Manchester philatelic

activities. '

M. P. Castle. An omniverous specialist in old Europeans. He lately

sold his Australians to Gibbons for £|o,ooo. As a judge of genuine stamps

he knows a thing or two, what he does not know in that line is not of much

account. He is very poor, very! At least he pretends to think he is, some

times ; therefore, he is very keen on a bargain. This poor man recently

bought a hundred guinea safe, in which to keep his poor philatelic trifles.

R. Ehrenbach. Has specialised most countries in his day and genera

tion. Now specialises Buenos Ayres, Colombia, and some other good old

South Americans. Hence the report that South Americans are coming up.

He is the most successful of all searchers for fine copies of rare stainps that

I have ever heard of. He scours the continent from end to end in his hunt

for gems. Once he swept the Spanish peninsula of rare Spanish, but lost the

lot in a subsequent pleasure trip to Africa, being robbed by Arabs.

Major Evans. Our chronicler of New Issues fqcz'leprinaps. The most

cultured and gifted of all our philatelic writers, and probably the most deeply

respected. I know of no one who has ever uttered an unkind word of him.

He would unquestionably head the list in any voting for the most popular

philatelist, for the simple reason that we should all plump for him to a man.

M. Giwelb. Dealer. An excellent judge of rare stamps. And he knows

their market value to a fraction. Has the reputation of handling a stamp in

such a loving manner as to convince the most sceptical that it must be not

only rare, but almost sacredly so.

S. E. Gwyer. A collector who could not resist the temptation to turn

dealer. He has travelled a great deal in the East and is now in partnership

with Mr. Hamilton Smith under the style of G. Hamilton Smith & Co. He

is the “ Co " and a very lively “ Co ” he is. ' '

W. Hadlow. Here is another collector turned dealer. Mr. Hadlow

started to make a fortune as a House and Estate Agent and Auctioneer, but

after much tribulation and deep thought he decided that there were more

dollars in the philatelic direction than in the ordinary run of business.

Hence he has gone in for philatelic auction work. Of course he is a success.

With such a voice as his and so much surplus energy it would be strange if

he steered for anything else. He is the most rapid salesman of the lot.

G. F. Hynes. Mr. Hynes is an authority on Indian Postal Issues, for

the very good reason that for many years he held the important post of Post

master General of India. He is now enjoying a well earned retirement, and

the London Philatelic Society is so much the gainer in a genial and regular

attendant at its meetings.
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T. Wickham Jones. A specialist in Shanghai, and the possessor of a

vvery fine lot of many other countries. Member of the Council of the Philatelic

Society of London.

T. Maycock. A member of the Council of the Philatelic Society of

Lodon. Also the Librarian of the Society. He has a grand show of West

Indians. Was a dilligent student of that interesting group long ago when

they were not so fashionable and dear as they are to-day. His St. Vincents

were envied at the last exhibition held by the London Society.

E. J. Nankivell. The writer of this letter, therefore, we pass on.

H. R. Oldfield. Member of the Council of the Philatelic Society of

London. Great on old Swiss and South Americans.

W. H. Peckitt. One of the Strand dealers. Does a good business with

out much noise.

C. I. Phillips. Another Strand dealer. Managing Director of the im

mense business of Stanley Gibbons Ltd. Noted for “ his best endeavors ” in

the pricing line. There are. however, more bargains picked up at Gibbons’

than any where else in London, but I will lay very long odds that C. J.

Phillips, with his best endeavors, comes out with the balance on the right

side nevertheless. He is a keen philatelist, but a very much keener dollarist.

R. Pearce. My fellow collector and specialist in Transvaals. Wise

man‘, good country, best of all for specialising; beats U. S. into a cocked hat.

Gordon Smith. Well known writer and specialist in South Australians.

Wrote Gibbons’ Handbook on South Australia.

1. A. Tilleard. Hon Sec. of the Philatelic Society of London.

W. T. Wilson. Your Agent at Birmingham. A shrewd philatelist of

the old school. A firm believer in Australians and Mexicans. Knows

Transvaals also. as few dealers do. President of the Birmingham Society,

one of the most flourishing and best conducted societies in the kingdom.

The prospectus is now being revised, and will be ready for publication

in the course of a week or two. Meanwhile, I think I may venture so far as

to say that there will be a very liberal supply of Medals for competition in

all classes. Matters are progressing in the most businesslike manner. Many

of the Executive have had valuable exhibition experience in the London

Philatelic Society. There are, I think. half a dozen of the London Philatelic

Society Exhibition Committee on the Executive. -

 

But, alas ! there is a rock ahead ! Mr. Harry Hilckes has discovered that

his name is not included in the elect, and he is very wroth. He tells us that

“the fact that Mr. Harry Hilches is not on the newly formed Executors,

(Sic) has occasioned very widespread comment ” not to say alarm in London

Philatelic circles. He says also that he has good grounds for the suspicion

that Mr. Hilckes’ exclusion was a matter arranged in advance by a small

clique of dealers. How terrible ! How is it that those wicked dealers are

always down on Mr. Hilckes. Should you hear that we are, the whole

twenty of us, sent to perdition as a consequence of this wicked clique work

you will understand the why and wherefore of our departure for regions un-_

known. It is very sad. But then. if Mr. Hilckes had been included in the

elect we might have been wafted, holus bolus, into the regions of everlasting

praise. Let us, therefore, be thankful for such mercies as we are permitted

to enjoy.

 

Mr. Hilckes takes us further into his confidence. He assures us that

“ In some high places, as well as in many that lie hid from the light of day,"

he is cordially hated. Of that fact there is not a shadow of doubt.
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There has been quite a little commotion over the so-called Nova Scotia

deal. Mr. Hilckes has denounced it as a terribly wicked thing and says the

stamps were on offer in quantities of thousands at 2s.6d. per set. Therefore,

the sales at 205 and 305 must be called by a very hard name. But the joke

is that the 2s.6d. a set was a bit of fun played off on poor Mr. Hilckes by a

small dealer in the city. This young man walked into Mr. Hilckes’ ofiice

and, having heard some rumors about a "find " of Nova Scotias, and with

out any thought of being taken seriously, asked Hilckes if he would buy of

him ten thousand sets at 2s.6d. per set. Hilckes swallowed the pill, being no

doubt over anxious for such an opportunity to pitch into the enemy.

Hence !
 

 

Some dealers, anxious to be in at the death, advertised sets at low rates

replying no doubt, upon getting a few of the 2s.6d. sets, and, to my know

ledge, at least one of those dealers has been advertising, and has been receiv

ing orders for sets, but has not a solitary stamp to supply.

 

I am told that the sets have gone off so well-that the price is to be raised

almost immediately.

 

We have not yet got to the end of interesting varieties in the stamps of

British South Africa. To the values on Cape stamps has to be added the

shilling Cape surcharged “ British South Africa.” But by far the most inter

esting variety is that which has been occasioned by another change of printers.

The wretched work of Perkins Bacon and Co., has been given up in favor of

better engraving and printing by Waterlows. Nothing more execrable in the

matter of postage stamps has been turned out for a long time than the

Perkins Bacon work of the new design. If possible the printing has been

even worse than the design. Anything more utterly devoid of taste than the

ludicrous combination of miserable design and tawdry colours in the higher

values could scarcely be conceived in our classic region of Whitechapel.

 

Not only will the printing be changed, the design is also undergoing such

improvement as it is capable of in minor particulars in the process of redraw

ing by Waterlows. Those changes in the redrawing of the design will always

make an interesting distinction from a philatelic point of view. They will be

found in the raising of the top corner labels of value and the alteration of

the ribbons which cross the legs of the supporters of the arms on either side.

In the re-drawn design the ribbons will not cross the legs of the supporters.

Other minor improvements will, I believe, be found, but I cannot at present

particularise then, for I have had only a brief glance at the re-drawn design.

 

Personally, I have never believed that such an execrable design could be

tolerated for very long by a Company with a Directorate of men who by their

_ very education must be sickened at the sight of it. And I firmly believe

that even Waterlows' superior workmanship will make it passable only for a

time. Therefore, in my opinion, collectors will do well to complete their

sets, especially of the Perkins Bacon monstrosities, for they will soon be

obsolete. There are not likely to be any such things as remainders to look

forward to, as the new Waterlow printing will only be ready to keep up the

supply. Of the Perkins Bacon rubbish there is no surplus, for the simple

reason that the supply has not kept pace with the demand. With such an

extensive establishment as Waterlows that will not happen.
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came what I call a “ Slump.

 

The Waterlow series will run to and include a ,6: value. The Perkins

Bacon printing does not go beyond a ten shilling stamp. The colors,

strange and vulgar combinations as they are, must remain for the present

unchanged.

I note that the value of the thick paper, perf. 12% of the 2d. and 4d.

B. S. A. is at last being recognized. Gibbons advertises it at 255. unused,

and used 55. Alfred Smith prices them unused at r5s. for the 2d. and 20s.

for the 4d. Why he makes two prices I cannot understand for my informa

tion is that an equal number was printed. For unused copies the price is

very reasonable, but I am inclined to think that the price for used is much

too high, for they ought to be fairly common.

Mr. Castle in the London P/zilatelz'sl has called in question a statement in

my letter in your journal in July last to the effect that "Australians are

down," that they are a drug on the market &c. He differs from that state

ment and takes up the cudgels on behalf of this most interesting group And

then, strange to say, goes on to give the reasons for the very falling off that I

have noted. He says, indeed, “It cannot be denied that there has been a

falling off in the very prominent position held by Australian stamps a few

years since, or that, in cricket parlance, their average for the last two years

has been reduced." And is not that serious enough, to admit that the first

favorites of a few years since have not only failed to participate in the

enormous rise in prices, but have even receded. And then Mr. Castle goes

on to talk of fine things. and how they have maintained their price, and he

prophecies a great future yet for Australians. Quite so, we all agree. Yet

he denies that there has been any slump in Oceanians. In this our informa

tion does not agree. I can say “ Amen " to all Mr. Castle writes in the

matter of faith in the future of Australians, but as a chronicler I am concern

ed with a record of hard and dry facts of the month from day to day, and on

every hand one heard, and still hears to day, of the falling off in the demand

for Australians. Mr. Cheveley, the Auctioneer, was the first to call my

attention to the fact, then dealer after dealer muttered regrets. Of course

the cause has been obvious The great crisis in Australia. when banks went

down right and left, resulted in collection after collection being sent over to

this country to be realised. There was little short of a flood of the supply.

The market was simply glutted. Then Mr. Castle sold out, the weak kneed

lost faith, and looked elsewhere for stamps that are likely to rise. And there

” Mr. Castle and I may differ as to the exact

meaning of this slang term, but, in the main, after all, I question whether

there is any real difference between us as to facts.

 

Some people seem to imagine that I am running down Australians.

That is simply absurd, for I expressly said that the “ wise ones have an un

shaken faith in their recovery.” and I have since more than once expressed a

pretty strong opinion that as a result of the fall, now is the time to buy

Australians. I am not sure that I should be going beyond the mark in say

ing that they are probably among the best things to buy at present. In the

opinion of many, prices had been unduly inflated. They are down now.

Hence as there is no rush they may be picked up reasonably. But the pick

ing up must be done before the turn of the tide, when prosperity and surplus

cash once more results in a demand for a return of the gems to the country

of their orgin. Some day, as certain as the crisis is passing away, Australi

ans will want their stamps back. Then those who realise to-day that there

is a “ Slump ” in Australians will bless their lucky stars that they recognized

hard facts and invested accordingly.
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’ THE NOVA soon-A armamnras.

The philatelic world has been under great excitement during the past

few weeks on account of the sale to a syndicate of a large quantity of the

beautiful stamps of this country by the Colonial Government, and many wild

stories have been afloat as to the quantities thus delivered, as well as to the

prices at which the different values and sets have been offered. We are sorry

to say that at this writing we are not able to state definitely the quantity of

each value obtained by the syndicate, but we are led to believe that it was

somewhere in the neighborhood of 200,000 stamps, and not 200,000 reis, as

has been claimed in some quarters. We also have reason to believe that the

syndicate in question obtained all the stamps which remained in the hands

of the Government of Nova Scotia, and therefore we do not credit for a

moment the statement contained in an English journal that the stamps have

been offered to dealers at as low a price as from 60 to 75 cents per set.

We do not know what the basis for these stories may be, and, while we

are loth to believe that the statements were deliberately false, they certainly

must rest upon some misapprehension. It may be claimed that the syndi

cate is asking too much for stamps of which a considerable quantity is now

on sale. but this is a question which, to our mind, concerns the owners alone,

and, as long as they are prepared to uphold their prices for an indefinite

time and to guarantee that it will never be reduced, we fail to see why the

stamps should be looked upon with suspicion, and we must believe that the

virulent attacks which have been directed against the stamps from one or

two quarters are inspired by motives of jealousy, and not by any particular

desire to advance the cause of philately or to protect the collector. We hope

before long to be able to give the exact proportions of the find in question,

and feel sure that these stamps, although they have fallen in price, will, on

account of their beauty of design and execution, retain their hold in the

affection of stamp collectors.

It has been stated in some quarters that the discovery and transfer of

this large lot is unfortunate for stamp collecting, as it might impair the con

fidence of some people in the stability of values, particularly as many had

purchased individual specimens at three or four times the price at which they

can now be obtained. ' If this process were a general'rule, the criticism might

be a just one, but a collector must indeed be carping and fault-finding who

complains of a decrease in value of one stamp which he possesses, while

hundreds and thousands of others are constantly mounting in price. There

is only one class who can be injured by so considerable a fall, and that is the

speculators, and if they fail to find their profit in any particular venture, it is

their misfortune, but it certainly does not injure philately as a whole.

 

THE PO3TPTGE sTPtMPs 0F FRANCE

From Le Collem'onneur a’: Tz'mbrer-Posle.

(Continued from page 345)

January, 1885, Envelope for Pneumalie Tubes.

This envelope was announced by the following decree :

“ Deere: relating 10 special lelegram: ext/lunged f/zroug/z pneumatic tubes in

file interior of Paris.
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“ The President of the French Republic.

“ Considering Art. 2 of the law of March 21st, 1878 ;

“ Considering the decrees of January 25th, 1879, May 22nd, 1880,

December 28th, 1881 , January 26th, i883, and January 9th, and November

14th, 1884 :

“ On the report of the Minister of Posts and Telegraphs,

“ Decrees :

“ Art. I. Beginning January 15th, 1885, the service of special telegrams

exchanged in the interior of Paris through the pneumatic tubes will include,

in addition to the telegram cards and the closed telegrams, the sending

of dispatches enclosed in special envelopes, stamped in advance and placed

at the disposal of the public by the Minister of Posts and Telegraphs 'at the

price of 75 centimes.

"The total weight of these dispatches, including the envelope, shall not

exceed 7 grammes.

“They must not enclose either any hard substance or any article of

value.

“ Dispatches which do not fulfill the conditions indicated in the present

article will be sent by mail.

“Art. 2. With the exception of the modifications resulting from the

preceding article, the dispositions of the decrees relating to telegram cards

and closed telegrams will be applicable to the dispatches which are the sub

ject of the present decree.

“Art. 3. The Minister of Posts and Telegraphs is charged with the

execution of the present decree, which will be inscribed in the Bulletin of

Laws. '

“ Given at Paris, January r5th, r885.

(signed) “ Juuas Giuévv.

“ By the President of the Republic.

(signed) “ AD. Cocmznv."

The stamps printed in rose on lilac paper which is found at the right of

the envelope is the same.

On the right side : “ Tubes Pneumatiyues." _

On the flap the notice : “ Poms MAXIMUM 7 GRAMMES. Il ne peut étre

insére dans l’enveloppe ni corps durs ni valeur d'aucune sorte ; l'enveloppe

qui ne remplirait pas les conditions voulues serait versée d'office dans le service

postal." (Maximum weight '7 grammes. No hard substance or article of

value of any kind is to be enclosed in the envelope ; any envelope not fulfill

ing the desired conditions will be sent by the ordinary mails.)

Envelope.

TUBES PNEUMATIQUES

  

n '

UIJITIHLWHSC

 

75 centimes rose on lilac.
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February, 1885. The Pneumatic System extended to the whole of Paris.

The work undertaken in 1882 to endow the capital with a complete net

work is finished at last.

This is shown by the red surcharge printed at the left diagonally: on the

cards and letter cards : “ Valable pour tout Paris " (Available for the whole

of Paris); the reply card of 1882 bears the same surcharge on each of the

cards, but in black.

Card.

  

  

.13“

is.
‘31??

as;
:sEg

2593,
2&3 ‘

“it 'U . I. _

P~

'

‘Eli-J" Mmm a”, '

30c black on buff, blue map. Red surcharge : “ Valable pour tout Paris."

Letter card.

50c black on blue rose colored ma . Red surchar e z “ Valable pour tout
P . ,, i P g

ans .

  

“Q
  

Reply card.

| (C4: cbti- n1 excl .\ QC"! rrlsern‘ a I‘mlrmq )

3 sERVrQQWLEGRAH-IIQUR

i $ltli$ PNEUMA'I‘IQUES.

s

  

wE-TELEGRAMME.
No or circuler qnr dam In limites \‘U r-lniicn nctrfli llr Paris.

43

'rI“.mwe...lnvnlnnrd:Ille'n'nrr

dcCanrrellnI'uq

‘enpun!eInTrime!leMI44Mr.

 

1Imam4eUncle-lOelm4.-Pnn':n!~
Inarnnrud-Reu'dcKaneeldeWe

e!I-ud

dry-i1I:

J'AIIIS

(EIICCiITlL‘ dc I'ancien neuhi).
I:1.

L! pr‘ a‘ 51mm.

Lc nombn: dcs mots n'csl p.15 limilt (In Curlr n'vjniule rs! drstinte d In re‘lvme.‘

30 x 30c rose on buff, without map. Black surcharge : “ Valable pour tout

Paris."

It was not until six months afterwards that the stock of surcharged cards

and letter cards was exhausted and the definitive cards appeared.

They are of the same type. The telegram card has on the front the in

scription : “ Ce telegramme peut circuler a Paris dans les limites de l'enceinte

fortifiée ” (This telegram may circulate in Paris within the limits of the old

fortifications).

The telegram letter card has on the back among the notices the same in

scription.
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Card.

30 centimes black on buff, without map.

Letter card.

50 centimes black on blue, without map.

The first telegraphic letter cards of this issue, like those of the preceding

issues, had a device for opening by means of a perforation reaching vertically

and horizontally to the edges of the letter card.

About September 15th, 1886, this device was changed, the horizontal

and vertical perforations stopping where they intersect.

The letter card with reply prepaid of the definitive type did not appear

until 1887.

, Reply card.

30 x 300 black on buff

(To be continued.)

THE coLLrcrons CLUB.

 

The Philatelic Club is no longer a proposed club. It'is an fait aeeompli,

under the name of the Collectors Club, it having been decided to enlarge

its scope so that numismatists and other collectors might be admitted to

membership, if desired.

The Committee on Location, after much effort, secured a very desirable

house at 351 Fourth Ave., a very central and convenient part of the city.

Considerable alteration and renovation has been done and the members were

able to move in on Wednesday last.

The meeting to organize was held Oct. 5th, nearly one half the stock

holders being present. The Constitution and By-laws prepared by the Com

mittee were presented and, after discussion and amendment, were adopted.

The election of a Board of Governors for the ensuing year closed the business

of the first meeting.

The Board of Governors met on Oct. 7th, and elected ofiicers and

appointed committees for the year as follows :

Board of Governors.

William Herrick, President, Charles Gregory, Vite-President,

J. M. Andreini, Seeretary, J. W. Scott, Treasurer,

H. E. Deats, John N. Luff, F. E. P. Lynde, F. A. Nast.

Exetutive Committee.

H. E. Deats, Chairman, H. L. Calman,

J. N. T. Levick.

House Committee.

F. E. P. Lynde, Chairman, H. E. Deats,

John N. Luff, Albert Perrin, W. S. Scott,

Committee on Amusements.

John N. Luff, Chairman, J. B. Brevoort,

P. F. Bruner, J. Oakley Hobby, C. L. Moreau.

Auditing Committee.

F. A. Nast, Chairman, H. Clotz,

A. Davison.

Literary Committee.

H. E. Deats, Chairman, Jos. J. Casey,

Jo's. S. Rich.
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Members/zip Committee.

Chas. Gregory, Chairman, R. R. Bogert,

H. Clotz, H. Collin, H. N. Terrett.

Furnishing Committee.

J. W. Scott, Chairman, R. R. Bogert,

H, L. Calman.

The building secured by the Club is admirably suited for the purpose.

In the basement will be the billiard room, store rooms. etc. The first floor

is occupied by the ofiice and the general lounging and smoking room ; the

latter can be readily converted into an excellent auction room by making the

necessary changes in the furniture. All the important stamp auctions will

be held here and it is expected the pleasant quarters and ease of access will

make the place very popular. On the second floor the Philatelic Society,

the National Philatelical Society and the Manhattan Philatelic Society will

have their meeting rooms. The library of the Club will also be located on

this floor. The third floor will be devoted to bed rooms, and rooms to be

used by the committees or by members for quiet chats and the display of

stamp treasures.

The Furnishing Committee have displayed much good taste in providing

for the comfort of the members.

Altogether the new Club starts out under very auspicious conditions

and with every prospect of success.

The Club House was formally opened on Wednesday evening, the 28th,

and comfortably filled by the members and their guests. The arrangement

and furnishing of the house appeared to meet the approval of all. The

various Committees have a number of improvements in view, which could

not be carried out in time for the opening. and which will add still further to

the comfort of the members. We anticipate the new surroundings will have

a beneficial effect upon the stamp auctions to be held in the club house dur

ing the winter.

The evening was spent in examining the house, games of billiards, ex

hibition of rare stamps and conversation. Acollation was served and the

members emptied their glasses to the success of the Club, the health of the

officers and the members who had especially contributed to the success of the

opening.

 

THE ‘rm/o vamrpss of THE 40¢ FRANCE 1849 AND 1870.

Translated from the Revue Pllilat/lique Franeaire.

Our Canfrere, Mr. E. M. Mahé, in the Revue of July, pointed out the

two types of the figure 4 in the 40c type Ceres. We now give a few

additional items in regard to the second variety of which Mr. Mahé speaks.

viz., the large 4.

4
'Dype 1. Type II.

The variety with the large 4, or rather drawn out 4, appears twice in one

of the two panes of :50 stamps each which compose the entire sheet of 300

stamps. They are placed side by side and occupy the sixth and seventh

places in the last horizontal row of the right pane of the entire plate. The

difference constituting the variety exists on these two stamps only in the 4 on

the left side, that is to say, the first. The slanting bar of the figure 4 is

noticeably longer, and its junction with the horizontal bar forms a sharper

angle than in the normal type.
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The variety of the drawn out 4 is found not only in the issue of 1849

and in that of 1870 for France and the Colonies, but also in the reprints

made in 1862. We mention here as an item of information that this variety

exists in the 40 centimes orange surcharged at Reunion :

1° in 1885, surcharge 5c R in two lines,

a” in r892. oblique surcharge REUNION.

The existence of the variety in question in the reprint of 1862 is rather

curious. As a matter of fact, in this reprint of the type Ceres no téte~béche

exists. This fact would indicate that a special arrangement of the electro

types had been made for all the values except the 40 centimes. for the two

stamps with the drawn out 4variety are found in the reprint in the same place:

that they occupied in the issue of 1849. No doubt can exist on this point.

We have seen entire sheets of 300 stamps of every one of the values reprinted

in 1862, and the only téte-béche that could be found was in the r franc of the

Empire, which was also reprinted at that period.

The variety with the drawn out 4 is therefore pretty rare, and will be

much sought after later on. Although there should exist on an average two

of this variety in every 300 stamps, this really does not happen in the case of

cancelled stamps of the 1849 and 1870-72 issues, as the cancellation very

frequently covers the 4 on the left side (where the variety is found) and pre

vents it from being distinguished. The variety, quite distinct, can be found

in the proportion of from two to three copies in 1000 cancelled stamps.

THE ETHICS 0F JOURNALISM

 

In the October r7th number of the Stamp Collectors’ Fortnightly, under

the head of “ China's Postal System as it is,” appear the following words :

“In view of the promised establishment of a properly organized postal

system for the Chinese Empire, it becomes interesting to look into the exist

ing mail arrangements of that vast country. In the nick of time a long and

most exhaustive article on this wry subject appears in the Der Ostasiatzlsche

Lloyd, of which a marked copy has been sent us by an esteemed continental cor

respondent.

It would appear from this that the editors of the Stamp Collectors’

Fortnightly had gone to considerable pains and expense in translating the

article spoken of, which appeared in Der Ostasiatz'sche Lloyd, but the fact of

the matter is that they copied word for word the translation made for this

journal by our Mr. Henry L. Calrnan. We ought to feel very much flattered

that the able linguist, Mr. Henry Hilckes, should have seen fit to accept Mr.

Calman’s translation without altering a single word, but we would have

supposed that ordinary decency should have required it to be stated that the

translation was copied from some other source. However, our friend Mr. H.

is so busy picking quarrels with everybody, in the four quarters of the

world, who may be connected with the stamp business, that we suppose this

little item of courtesy escaped his attention.

We wonder whether the editors of the Stamp Collectors’ Fortnightly did

really receive any copy of Der Oslasiatische Lloyd!
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News.

We are indebted to Mr. Offner for the opportunity of illustrating the Pro

visional Ecuador stamp and envelope, chronicled last month.

  

{1* G {1' {.5Mr. Offner has also shown us the stamps Issued on the occasion of the

fiftieth Anniversary of the Independence of Ecuador.
  

This issue consists of seven values; to rose, 20 blue, 50 green, roc

ochre, 200 red, 50c lilac, rs orange. The 1, 5, 2o centavos and rs are of the

large type, the other values of the smaller.

As these stamps will undoubtedly be condemned by the S. S. S. S., we

shall not give them any space in our Catalogues and Albums.

{1* {k {1* Q 1;}

We copy from the jllonl/zly faurnal: “The London Philatelist reports

that some of the reprints of Victoria, which were struck off last year, and

which it was understood would not be issued without some distinguishing

mark, are leaking out and being sold as originals. The following have been

seen :

Adhesives : wmk. V and Crown.

9d., brown on rose.

4d, carmine ; rs blue; as. blue; surcharged “ Stamp Duty."

1886. 1s. 6d. blue.

1888. %d. gray.

Envelope 1892. Id. carmine.

The first of these is described as being on the paper used for the 1d of

1887, which is not of so brown a tint as the older paper. The 4d, 1s, and as

are hardly distinguishable from the originals, except that the colors are per

haps too bright. The rs 6d is in a lighter shade than the original. The yzd

cannot be distinguished. It is believed that some of these reprints were on

their way to London, and should have arrived there before now."
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The Monthly journal, on the authority of Mr. W. T. Wilson, notes the

4 atts on 24 atts of Siam, large surcharge, with double impression of the

Siamese surcharge.

42> Q Q Q {1*

Mr. D. Benjamin informs us that the new issue of adhesives,postage

due, envelopes, wrappers and postal cards for China is in preparation.

The adhesives will consist of the following values: )4, r, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,

20, 30, sec, 1 dollar, each value to be of a different design. The values are

in Mexican currency.

{3} Q G Q {'.'>

Mr. L. M. Libbey informs us that he has a horizontal strip of the 1894

:c lake playing card stamps, of the U. 8., not rouletted vertically.

G ‘D {I} ‘D ‘5

Mr. John N. Luff calls our attention to two unchronicled plate numbers

of Cyprus, viz.: Great Britain one penny red, overprinted CYPRUS, plates 193

and 196. Complete sheets of these two plates, together with a number of

other sheets of the same country, have been for several years in the rooms of

the Philatelic Society of this city. It is certainly surprising that these plates

have so long escaped the attention of philatelists. The sheets are the property

of Mr. Wm. Thorne.

{l‘ G ‘D ‘D i}

We have seen a horizontal pair of the Ecuador 1c orange, r892, imper

forate vertically between the stamps.

O ‘D Q Q G

.Le Collectionneur de Tz'more Paste states that the 10 shillings of the new

issue of the South African Republic has appeared ; we shall await corrobora

tion of the news before chronicling the stamp, as the 5 shillings of the same

series, which was reported as having been issued some time ago, has still to

make its appearance.

Cl‘ 0 C? D ‘D .

We have seen horizontal pairs of the current r and 5c Honduras im

perforate vertically between the stamps.

C? Q {I} Q Q

We gather from the Nederlandselz Tz'jdsclzrxfl voor Porlzegelkunde that

the 10, 12c and 1p Argentine Republic are now issued with new watermark.

Q {1' C} Q Q

The Monlllly journal notes the }6 anna of the British East Africa Com

pany with double surcharge of the name of the Territory.

i} ‘D {1' Q Q

The Monthly journal notes the Provisional 1p on 2p bistre of Cape of

Good Hope with double surcharge.

*D 'l} G C’ {2

Divers of our contemporaries chronicle a 300 reis stamp of Timor sur

charged “ 30," and further overprinted “ 5 avos." This, we presume, is the

300 reis stamp of Macao, surcharged with new value and with the name

“Timor," which we believe was never issued for use, except attached to one

of the halves of a reply-paid post card. There is no 30 reis adhesive in Por~

tugal or her colonies, and no 5 avos adhesive in Macao or Timor. If these

surcharged curiosities exist as adhesives, we take them to be both speculative

and unnecessary-—Monl/lly journal.

. D l} {I} {15 (I)

We are informed that on the rst of September Montenegro issued a

series of postage stamps of the values of r, 2, 3, 5, r0, 15, 20, 25, 30,50
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novcics and r and 2 florins, in commemoration of the second centenary of

the foundation of the Petrovitch dynasty. It is said that three envelopes and

two post cards were also to be issued.

That is verily “going the whole hog." and well deserves the anathema

of the S. S. S. Society. To have a whole series of novcics and florins is as

bad as the Columbus visitation of the United States, in which the necessity

of dollar values was first discovered.

The stamps are of the orthodox Columbus size and all beara picture,

which is said to be a fancy one, showing some of the antiquities of Cettinje,

a monastery, cathedral, old fortifications with a tower, another tower which

served for the exhibition of the heads of offenders ; there is also to be seen a

statue of Danilo, the founder of the dynasty, who was elected Metropolitan in

1696. This jumble is printed in one color and the border in a second. The

stamps are, we understand, lithographed, and are perforated 1r

r novcic, dark blue, centre brown.

2 novcics, dark lilac, “ orange.

3 ‘ ‘ brown , “ yellow-green.

5 “ blue-green, “ brown

to “ yellow, “ ultramarine.

r5 “ dark blue, “ green.

20 " blue-green, “ ultramarine.

: 5 “ dark blue, “ yellow.

30 “ dark lilac, “ brown.

50 “ carmine, “ blue.

I florin, rose, “ blue.

“ black green.2 florins, brown,

—M0nllzly Circular.

The necessity for higher values of United States stamps than the then

existing 90c was recognized many years ago by everybody except the Post

Office officials and the editor of the Monthly Circular.-Tm; Punusmans.
{1* Q {It {1' {it I

We learn that the wretchedly printed stamps of the current issue of

British South Africa will shortly be replaced by another issue of practically

the same design, but redrawn and re-engraved. In the redrawing, sundry

improvements have been introduced; the most noticeable of these will be

found on the top of the stamp, and in the ribbon that crosses the legs of the

supporters on each side of the central arms. The upper labels of value will

in the new series be raised to the level of the top of the design. In the

current set they drop below it. The ribbon which crosses the legs of the

supporters in the current design will be curled up clear of the legs in the new

stamps. With the addition of a £1 stamp the values and colors will-at

least for the present-remain unchanged. The new stamps are being engraved

and printed by Messrs. Waterlow.—P/n'lateliz Record.

G {1* i} ‘D 4}

We have come across a very curious variety in the surcharge on the

r §éas., brown, Chamba. The word “ State," of “Chamba State," is spelt

thus, “STATF"; it must not be supposed that the variety is constituted by

broken letters, the second and two last letters of the word being clear abre

viations.—Landon P/n'lafelisl.

QQQQQ

The half cent adhesive of Canada is said to have been retouched and

the whole stamp lightened up.
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The Philatelic Record states that Portugal is about to issue another set of

commemoratives on the occasion of the national celebration, in 1897, of the

fourth centenary of the departure of Vasco de Gama for the discovery of

India. To the best of our knowledge, India was discovered many hundred

years before the Christian era, and we suppose that our contemporary meant

to say that the departure of de Gama was for the discovery of a new route to

India by way of the Cape of Good Hope.

QQQQ‘}

According to our esteemed correspondent, Mr. S Chapman. the present

watermarked paper used in Mexico is not giving satisfaction, and tenders are

now being made for adifferent paper as soon as the present stock is exhausted,

which will probably be about the end of this year or the beginning of next.

QQQA}

We have frequently advised collectors not to purchase at high prices

postally used specimens of Jamaica fiscal stamps, as we have always held that

these stamps could be used in that way at the present time. We have just

received a letter from a correspondent in Kingston, Jamaica, which proves

that these stamps are still receivable for postage, and we hope that our words

may be the means of saving some dollars to some of our readers.

Our correspondent writes as follows : “ I am at present possessed of some

stamps which I desire to dispose of, and therefore offer them to you and,

should prices be satisfactory, would send the stamps to my New York agent

in order that you may examine them. They are at present unused, but, as I

know that they are worth more when used, would pass them through the post

office. They are as follows :

27 Jamaica Revenue, 3d,

4 ‘l H Idw"

As these stamps are worth only face value unused, there is no reason

why the cancelled specimens should be worth much more. We also have no

doubt that the old fiscals, such as the 1%d, rsh and 55h, may still be obtained

without a great deal of trouble, and there is no reason why these should not

be used for postage in the same way as the Id and 3d stamps evidently are

used from time to time.

4} Q Q ‘D ‘D

As a sequel to “ A Cause Celebre " published in the JOURNAL last July,

we copy the following from the Herald of October 30th :

A PHILATELICAL MURDER.—(By Cable to the Herald).—-Paris, Oct. 29,

r896.—'l'he trial of Joseph Aubert and Marguerite Dubois, who were arrested

in May last on the charge of having murdered a man named Delahaef, ended

to-day in the conviction of the prisoners. Aubert, who was the principal in

the crime, was sentenced to penal servitude for life, and the woman, his

accessory, was condemned to three years’ imprisonment.

The body of the victim was found in a trunk at the railway station at

Courville, a small place near Cherbourg. The trunk had been registered in

Paris by a man who, it was later ascertained, was Aubert. He and his

woman companion had travelled to Courville from Paris on the same train

that conveyed the trunk, and when they called for it the next day they were

arrested. They confessed their guilt, and said their object in committing

the crime was to get possession of a collection of stamps, valued at $2.000,

owned by Delahaef.
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Through the courtesy of Mr. W. G. Ashley we are enabled to publish the

following I

New York, March 27, 1894.

This is to certify, that the following dies and plates engraved by us for

the Hawaiian Islands Post Ofiiee Department, have been cancelled and

destroyed :

Two (2) plates 50 One (I; Cent Stamps each,

One (r) plate rco One (1 Cent “

One (1) “ 15 Two (2) Cents “

Two 2) plates 50 Two (2) “ “ each,

Two 2) " 100 Two (2) “ “ “

One (1) “ 20 Five (5) “ “

One (r) “ 50 Five (5) “ “

One (1) “ roo Five (5) “ “

One 1) “ 50 Six (6) “ “

One I) “ 50 Ten (to) “ “

One ( r) " 5o Twelve (12 “ “

One (I) “ 20 Thirteen (13) “ “
One (I) “ 5o Fifteen (r5) “ l “

One (r) “ 5o Eighteen (r8) “ “

, One (1) “ 5o Twenty-five (25 “ “

One (r) “ 5o Fifty (5o) “ “

One (I) “ 50 One (1) Dollar

Total : Twenty (20) Plates Postage Stamps.

One (1) plate 6 One (1) Cent Post Card.

One (I) “ 6 Two (2) Cents

One (r) “ 6 Three (3)

Total: Three (3) plates Post Cards.

Two (2) Dies One (1) Cent Postage Stamps.

Six (6) “ Two (2) Cents “

Two (2 “ Five (5) " “

One r Die Six (6) “ “

One (r) " Ten (10) “ “

One (1) “ Twelve (12) - “ “

Two (2) Dies Thirteen(r3) “ “

One (1) Die Fifteen 21 5) “ “

One (I) “ Twenty-five 25) " “

One 1 “ Fifty (5o) “ “

One I " One (1) Dollar “

Total : Twenty (20) Dies Postage Stamps.

One (1) Die One (1) Cent Post Card.

One (I; “ Two (2) Cents “

One (r “ Three (3) “ “

Total : Three (3) Dies Post Cards.

One (I) Die One (I) Cent Envelope.

One ' I; “ Two (2) Cents “

One I “ Four (4) “ “

One i “ Five (5) “ “

One r “ Ten (to) “ “

Total: Five (5) Dies Envelopes.
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Two (2) Electrotypes One (1) Cent Envelope.

Ten (to) “ Two (2) Cepts ;‘

$2.? fl) 1‘ £21‘: £3; ‘1 1‘
Four (4) “ Ten (to) " “

Total, Twenty-eight (28) Electrotypes Envelopes.

And that the same comprises the entire quantity in our possession pre

pared previous to those recently made for the Provisional Government of

Hawaii.

T. H. FREELAND, Seet’y. & Manager.

' American Bank Note Co.

CHRONICLE

BELGIUM.—Mr. J. K. Schuh has sent us a 10 centime stamp issued to

‘herald the Exhibition which is to take place next year in Brussels._ The

style of the design is Gothic and represents St. Michael, the patron saint of

Brussels, vanquishing the dragon; in the back ground are seen the City-hall,

the Colonne du Congres and the Palais de Justice, and, as was supposed, the

sabatical label is attached to it. The stamp was issued on October r6th.

The 5 centime stamp which is printed in violet will be issued on Nov. 15th.

As the stamp will be in use for an indefinite period, we don't believe

that the S. S. S. S. will be justified in condemning it.

Mr. Schuh also sends us the 25 centime postal packet stamp of the new

type, with figure of value in black.

Aa’lzesive stamp.
  

Brussels Exhibition.

Perforated 14x14%.

roc orange brown

This stamp should not be placed in benzine, as the mere immersion in it

will change the color to greenish bistre.

Postal Packet stamp.

watermarked Coat of Arms and Shield.

Perforated 14%x15%.

25c yellow green and black

 

BRAZIL-Mr. A. Bruck has sent us a zoo reis unpaid letter stamp of

the same design as the 2000 reis issued last year.

Unpaid letter stamp. ’

Perforated 1 1%.

zoor lilac
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OANADA.—Mr. Beroard has shown us the new 2c. postal card.

 

Postal card.

POST CARD GARTH POSTALE -

UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION UNION PDSTAlL UNIVERSELLE l

‘
.

CAAADA.
THE ADDRESS ONLY TO BE WRITTEN ON THIS SIDE.

core ntscnve ‘A L' ADRESSE

  

2c red, buf

COLOMBIAN REPUBLIO—Antioqula.—We have received two different

series of stamps, both of same type, but printed in different colors; our

corres pondent does not give us the reason why two sets should be necessary ;.

some of these were already chronicled by us in September.

Adhesives.
  

Perforated 14.

2c gray 2c lilac rose

2%c slate blue 2%c brown

3c olive 3c orange red

5c green 50 yellow buff

10c brown violet roc purple

20c brown orange 20c blue

50c gray bistre 50c rose

1.00 blue, center black 1.00 carmine, center black

2.00 orange “ “ 2.00 dark green “ “

5.00 lilac “ “ 5.00 violet “ ".

Registration Stamps.

Perforated r4.

2%C rose 2%c dull blue.

 

ECUADOR-Mr. ]. M. Andreini has shown us the current 50 centavos

adhesive surcharged diagonally “ Diez Centavos."

The Nederlandsch Tljdschrift chronicles a series of official stamps for

1895 of the same type as the regular adhesives of the same date, but printed

in gray and over-printed in carmine “ Franqueo Oficial."

Adhesive stamp.
  

Provisional Issue.

Perforated.

100 on 50c dark blue, carmine surcharge
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Ojia'al stamps.
  

on}

Perforated.

rc gray, carmine surcharge 20c gray, carmine surcharge

2c gray, carmine surcharge 50c gray, carmine surcharge

5c gray, carmine surcharge rs gray, carmine surcharge

10c gray, carmine surcharge

FINLAND.—According to Le T{mare-Paste, the I mark is now issued

with the new perforation.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated 14.

Im gray and rose

 

GUATEMALA.—We have received a 3c reply card which has been

altered into a Special Delivery letter card for local service by perforating the

sides and bottom and surcharging the card in black, as per illustration ; the

edges of the card are ungummed.

Spatial Delivery Letter eard.

I
I

v
I

e
O

o
o
-

0
I
n

o

 

[lenbnu en este lldo Idle ll dheeddn

  

rzc carmine and black, w/zile

 

GREAT BRITAIN-office: tn the Lovant.—According to the Nederlamirell

Tzjdse/rrzft the 10 penny current stamp has been surcharged "4 piastres "

in black.

Adhesive stamp.

Watermarked Crown.

Perforated r4.

4p on top carmine and lilac
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BAY'I'L-Mr. Gremmel has shown us the 2c dark purple of the 1883 issue

with 13% perforation.

Aa'liesiue stamp.

Perforated 13%.

2c dark purple, whitepaper

 

INDIA-—Ohambm-We have received the current ra6p,' 2a6p, 3 and 5

d CHAMBA
rupees of India, surcharge STATE We suppose the: rupee exists also

with this surcharge.

Adhesive stamps.

Watermarked Star.

Perforated 14.

1a 6p bistre, black surcharge

2a 6p green “ “

2r brown and rose, black surcharge

3r green and brown “ “

5r purple and blue

 

Gannon-Le Timbre-Poste states that the ,'current 1 rupee ,'of India has

been surcharged with two lines of inscription in Indian characters for use

as an official stamp.

Ofiieial stamp.

Watermarked a Star.

Perforated :4.

rr carmine and green, black surcharge

 

Intuit-We have received the 2, 3 and 5 rupee stamps of India sur

charged in black JHIND STATE. '

The Monthly journal also states that the current 1 rupee stamp has

received the additional surcharge SERVICE.

Adkesive stamps.

watermarked Star.

Perforated r4.

2r brown and rose, black surcharge

3r green and brown “ "

5r purple and blue

Ofieial stamp.

watermarked Star.

Perforated 14.

n carmine and green, black surcharge

U ‘I

 

Strmoorn-We have received some copies of the official stamps with a

fresh setting up of the surcharge. The stamps are the old issue, head in

center, the new issue, elephant in center, not having yet been surcharged.

The surcharge is the usual “ On S. S. S.," but smaller, and is a fresh setting

up. The 3p is set up in blocks of 20 (two rows of 10), and there are the

following varieties : No. 1 has the ‘ s’ at bottom vertically under the ‘ o’ of

‘ on.’ No. 11 has the rs ' at the left inverted, and the stop too high, and Nos.

16 and 17 have the stop after the right hand ‘ s ' too high. The 6p are set

up in 10 varieties (one row.) We also found a block of the 3p with

surcharge inverted. (Plzilatelie journal of Great Britain.)
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Oflieial slumps.

Perforated.

3p orange, black surcharge

6p green “ " _

Variely : surcharge inverted.

3p orange, black surcharge

MADAGASCAR-Le Collectionneur de Timbres-Paste states that the

current series has been completed by the issue of the following adhesives,

postal cards and letter cards.

The r franc stamps with the name printed in the correct color have also

been issued.

Aa’lzesive stamps.

Perforated r4xr3%.

1c black on blue

2c brown on buff

4c claret on lavender I

200 red on green

30c brown on bistre

1fr bronze green on straw (error)

Postal mrd.

10c black, grayish green

Lefler card.

15c blue, gray

25c black, rose

 

MBIIOQ-Mr. S. Chapman has sent us some newly issued envelopes

with stamp of the current type and Wells, Fargo 8: Co’s frank, as per list

given below.

Mr. Charles H. Ackerley has shown us the 5 centavos brown on wove

paper of the 1878 issue watermarked part of “ PAPEL SELLADO."

Ad/zesz've stamp.

Wove paper.

Watermarked “ PAPEL SELLADO " in the sheet.

Perforated r2.

5c brown

Envelopes.

Size, rszitgomm.

White wove paper, blue inside.

10c green, stamp 5c ultramarine

15c green, stamp roc rose lilac ("para cartas I oz. en la Repiiblica Mexicana

excltisi)varnente” in red, and “ y a los Estados Unidos " in

purp e

15c green, stamp roc rose lilac (“ para cartas I oz. en la Republica Mexicana

exlusivamente " in red, and“ y :1 los Estados Unidos " in violet)

15c on x5e green, stamp 10c lilac (“ para cartas 1 oz. en la Repiiblica Mex

icana exclusivamente ” in violet)

15c on IOC green, stamp roc rose lilac (“para cartas r oz. en la Reptiblica

Mexicana exclusivamente " in purple)

30c on 40c on 25c green, stamp 20c brown lilac (“ para cartas 2 02. 1'1 los

Estados Unidos y en la Republica Mexicana ” in red)

roc green, stamps zoxzoc brown lilac.
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NETHERLANDS.-Mr. D. A. Schreuders and Mr. J. B. Robert have sent

us thei'new r gulden stamp.

Adhesioe stamp.

_Perforated 1r.

rgpurple brown, center olive

NEW SOUTH WALBB.—The Australian Philatelist states that in con

sequence of the reduction in the rate for letter cards to Fiji, an alteration has

been made in the inscription on the back of the current card. The word

“and " after “ Tasmania," and all the three or four lines after the word

“Australia " are erased and the words “ and Fiji " added, all in red ink.

Letter card.

%p red, drab, pin/l‘ inside. (Altered inscriptions).

 

ORANGE FREE STATE-We have received the 3 pence blue sur

charged in black %d. There‘are seven types of the surcharge and a number

of minor varieties, caused by broken figures. The stamps are in sheets of

240, four panes of 60 stamps each. The surcharge covers two panes. The

upper and lower halves of each sheet should therefore, be alike, but. owing

to some defect, the sixth stamp in the first vertical row of the upper half

and most of the stamps of the first and second vertical rows of the lower

half are very faintly surcharged. To remedy this defect they have been

overprinted by hand with type 5, producing five varieties of double sur

charge. We have examined a number of sheets and found the varieties in

the first row, on both halves, are always the same, but on some sheets part

of the surcharges in the second row of the lower half are sufiiciently clear

not to require the second impression.

We illustrate five of the types.

Q

~ r:
.‘G"

f‘

  

I Ill 1V V VII

Type II differs from type I in having the figure I with a straight serif

and type vI differs from type vII in having the figure I with a slanting serif.

The sheet is composed of eighty-four stamps of type I, fourteen of type II,

twenty of type III, eighteen of type Iv, fifty-eight of type v, thirty of type vI

and sixteen of type vII.

We also illustrate by the following diagram the make up of sheets.

giving all the double surcharges of the various sheets. The double surcharges

are represented by two numerals in the square, the lower numeral being the

type number of the original surcharge, and the upper that of the second

surcharge.
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Adhesive stamps.

Perforated.

%p on 3p blue, black surcharge, type 1

(l H l

%p on 3p blue 11

Jép on 3p blue “ " " III

%p on 3p blue “ “ " w
%p ‘I ‘C 1‘ v

%p on 3p blue “ “ “ v1

%p on 3p blue “ “ “ v11

Varieties.

a. Double Surcharge, types 1 and v

b. Double Surcharge “ 11 and v

c. Double Surcharge “ m and v

(1. Double Surcharge “ v and v

- e. Double Surcharge “ v1 and v

 

SALVADOR-From the Philatelic journal of Great Britain we learn

that all the current adhesives exist surcharged in black.

The two and three centavos with this surcharge were chronicled by us in July,

Ofiieial stamps.

Perforated.

rc green, black surcharge

so dark blue, black surcharge

10c dark brown “ “

12c gray violet “ "

15c dark green “ “

20c carmine " "

24c dark violet L‘

30c dark green

50c yellow

rooc dark blue

1‘ ‘I

‘l I‘

 

SAMOA-—Filatelie‘ Facts and Fallaeies states that the current 2% penny

stamp has been printed by error in black.

Adhesive stamp.

watermarked N. Z. and Star.

Perforated 12%.

2%p black [error].

 

SBYOHBLLBS.-From the Nederlana’reh Tijdsehrzft we learn that the

current 30c envelope has been surcharged in black “ 18 cents."

Envelope.

Provisional issue.

Size 14ox11omm.

18c on 30c black and brown surcharge

 

SHANGHAI.—Mr. D. Benjamin has sent us a 2c of the current type

printed in red on white paper, and two new values, 4 and 6c printed

respectively in orange on yellow tinted paper, and in carmine on rosy tinted

paper. The 2c stamps are printed on the paper prepared for the large so

Jubilee stamp. -
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Adhesive stamps.

Watermarked Chinese characters.

Perforated l3}éxr4.

2c red and black

4c orange and black, yellow tinted pa er

6c carmine and black, rosy tintedpaper

SIERRA LEONE-Mr. ]. C. Morgenthau has shown us the r, 2, 2%p

and 1s stamps of the current issue, which are now printed in regular Colonial

type. The pence values are printed in lilac, with name and value in a differ

ent color. The shilling is printed in green, with name and value in black.

Adhesive stamps.

SIERRA LEONE

u .

u
4

n
In
D

l

.

..':nnna1

  

Watermarked Crown and C. A.

Perforated r4.

rp lilac and rose

2p lilac and orange

2%p lilac and blue

rs green and black

 

SOUTH AUSTR_ALIA.—According to the Monthly journal the half

penny stamp is now issued with perforation :3.

Adhesive stamp.

Watermarked Crown and S. A.

Perforated r 3.

$41) brown

STRA_.IT8 BET'I'LEMENTS.—-Iohora.—-We have received the stamps with

the portrait of the new Sultan. . They are similar to the preceding issue and

are watermarked as per illustration.

Adhesive stamps.

JUNO" '

rosnel 11E‘ 1

Watermarked
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Perforated 14.

1c green

2c green and blue

3c green and olive

4c green and rose

5c green and brown

6c green and yellow

rd lilac and green

 

Nogtl Quinlan-According to the Philatelic Journal of Great Britain,

a 15 cent stamp has been issued, which we presume is of the tiger type.

Adhesive stamp.

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated r4.

x5e green and mauve

 

Punk-The Illustrierte: Briefmarken Jaurnal chronicles the 25 cent

and the 2, 3. 10, and 25 dollars of the new series. The first is of the tiger

head type, the others of that with group of elephants.

Adhesive stamps.

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated r4.

25c green and carmine

Watermarked Crown and CC sideways.

Perforated 14.

$2 gray green and carmine

$3 gray green and olive

$10 gray green and violet

$25 gray green and yellow

Sollngor.—ACCOrding to the London Philatelist, adhesives of 2, 3, to

and 25 dollars have been issued.

From the Illustrirtes Briefmarken Journal we learn that postal cards of

one cent, single and reply, have been issued, with stamp of the same type as

the 1892 adhesives [crouching tiger].

Adhesive slumps.

Watermarked Crown and CC sideways.

Perforated 14.

$2 gray green and carmine

$3 gray green and olive

$10 gray green and violet

$25 gray green and yellow

Poslal eardt.

rc green, hufi'

rxrc green, buf

TOBAGO-Mr. J. C. Morgenthau has shown us the current I shilling

which is now printed in the same color as the 6 pence. We wonder whether
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this is an error of color or whether it indicates a general change in the colors

used for the different values.

Adhesive stamp.

Watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

1s orange

 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA-The Philatelic Retard chronicles the 4p blue

of 1860 rouletted, a horizontal pair in the possession of Messrs. Buhl & Co.,

Ld., having been pronounced genuine by the expert committee of the London

Philatelic Society.

Adhesive stamp.

Watermarked a Swan.

Rouletted.

4p blue

 

ZANZIBAR.—The following novelties are chronicled by our English

contemporaries :

Adhesive stamps.

Watermarked Star.

Perforated 14.

%a green (India), black surcharge

zyza on 2a blue (India), red and black surcharge

Unwatermarked.

Perforated 12. -

295a blue (British East Africa Protectorate), red surcharge

5a dark ochre (British East Africa Protectorate), black surcharge

 

THE MARKET

Auction sale of Bogert & Durbin Co., September 26th, 1896.

United States, 1847, 100, unused, $15.25

1860, 90c, unused, 13.75

1869, 90c, unused, 4 perforations missing at top, 20.00

1870, 24c, unused, o.g., 13.50

Barbados, 1871, 6d vermilion, small star, unused, 10.00

British Guiana, 1850, re magenta, used, 14.00

1876, 96c, unused, 11.25

Canada, 1858, 6d perf., used, on the original envelope, and showing

part of the imprint, 15.00

(This appears to be a great bargain ; we should judge that the

specimen must have had one or more defects.)

Grenada, 1883, lSl'l, unused, o.g.I 10.00

Nevis, 1861, 4d rose, used, 10.00

New South Wales, 1889, aosh, unused, 10.00

St. Christopher. 1887, 6d olive brown, unused, 15.00

St. Vincent, 1861, 4d orange, used, 10.00

1881, 1d on 6d, unused, 15.00

Virgin Islands, 1867, rsh, double lined frame, 15.00

1868, rsh, colored border, used, 10.00.
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Auction sale of Cheveley & Co., September 28th. 1896.

Great Britain, watermark Orb, 2%d, plate 3, horizontal strip of 3, un

used, o.g , $ 45.00

£5, exceedingly fine, 11.00

Ionian Islands, blue, on entire letter, 11.50

Switzerland, Double Geneva, superb unused specimen, severed and

rejoined. 137.50

Vaud, 4c, slightly cut into at top, 82.50

Tuscany, 60 crazie, 48.00

Wurtemberg, 1st issue, gkr rose, unused, 32.50

Hongkong, 96c yellow brown, unused, one perforation repaired, 23.75

Mauritius, Post Paid, 1d, early state of plate. good margins, 52.50

smaller fillet, 2d, medium state of plate, unused pair, 8250

Greek Border, 1d red,'unused, 2625

do. do. very fine used specimen, 16.25

another one, very fine, ' 16.25

Sierra Leone, watermark CC, %d on 1 56d lilac, error HALF PFNNY, 23.75

South Australia, 6d, perf. x roulette, superb unused pair, o.g. 60 00

Western Australia, second issue, 6d green, unused o.g., ; 16.25

Newfoundland, 654d carmine, very light postmark, large margins, 75.00

6%d carmine, unused and fine, 55.00

6d orange, unused, large margins on three sides, 45.00

New Brunswick, 6d yellow, on portion of letter with half a 3d, 25.00

St. Christopher, CA, 4d blue, unused, 30.00

6d olive brown, unused, o.g., 15.75

St. Lucia, Star, 4d blue, unused 21.85

6d green, ' 20.00

another one, 21.00

St. Vincent, 1d rose, strip of 3, imperf. vertically, unused o.g., 21.25

1d rose, imperf. pair, unused, o.g., 23.75

Tobago, CC, 6d ochre, 16.25

Auction sale of Puttick SZ-SlIIIPSOIl, September 29th and 30th, 1896.

Great Britain, £5 orange, $ 11.50

another one, postally used, ' 12.50

Naples, )ét, cross, deep color and very fine, I 20.00

Spain, 1852, 2 reales red, pair, rather heavily postmarked, 102.50

1865. perf.. 19c rose and brown, unused, o.g., 12.50

Switzerland, Basel, 2%1, superb copy, 30.00

Zurich, 41, with vertical lines, 95 00

Tuscany, 60 crazie, superb, 52.50

1 soldo orange, on white, unused, o.g., 11.50

Wurtemberg, 3rd issue, 18kr blue, unused, 10.50

Ceylon, 6d brown on bluish, unused, 27.50

8d brown, nice margins, damaged at bottom, 15.00

rsh 9d green, unused, o.g_, 15.60

another one, used, 1 1.00

Hongkong, 96c yellow brown, unused, o.g., 30.09

Labuan, CA sideways, 12c red, ' 17.50

1880, 6 in red on 16c blue. 21.85

Cape of Good Hope, wood block, 4d blue, superb, 15.75

another one, very fine, 14.00

do. 4d dark blue, very fine 24,85
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Mauritius, large fillet, 2d blue, very fine, 72,50

Britannia, rsh green, unused, o.g., 15.75

St. Helena, CC, perf. 12%, 6d blue, o.g., 14,35

Canada, 7%d green, superb unused copy with fine margins, o.g., 77.50

another one in similar state, but not quite so fine, 38,75

red blue, thick paper, magnificent pair in mint state, 133.75

single copy similar condition, 4750

another one, cut close, part gum, 14.50

perf., )éd rose, unused, o.g., 10.00

6d violet black, very fine pair, unused, mint state, ‘ 147.50

single copy, similar condition, ' 62,50

New Brunswick, 6d yellow, superb lightly postmarked copy. 21.00

another one, very fine, 15.00

Connell, 5c brown, very fine, unused, 52.50

Nova Scotia, rsh red violet, lightly penmarked, minute tear in margin, 51.25

United States, 1857, 900 blue, unused, o.g., 19.00

Barbados, 5sh rose, unused, o.g. 19.00

1d on half of 5sh rose, magnificent used pair, 120.00

CA, “half-penny" surcharged in black and in red on 4d

brown, unused pair, 36.25

Dominica, CA, rsh, 15.00

Nevis, 4d rose on bluish, unused, 15.00

6d gray on bluish, unused, 11.00

rsh yellow green, unused, 90.00

another one, used, ' 16.25

6d green, unused, o g., > 40.60

St. Christopher, CA, 1d lilac rose, unused, o.g., 16.25

4d blue, unused. o.g., 27.50

6d olive gray, vertical strip of 4, o.g., 50.00

single copy, 12.50

St. Lucia, CA, 6d violet, o g., 13.50

another one, no gum, 12 50

rsh orange, unused, no gum, _ 17.50

St. Vincent, no watermark, 1d deep rose, a pair imperf., 16.25

rsh indigo, o.g., 18.00

rsh slate, compound perf. , o.g. , 10.50

Star, rsh vermilion, large perf., unused, o.g., 26.25

%d in red on half of 6d yellow green, fine, unused pair, 19.50

rd in red on half of 6d blue green, unused, o g., 11.50

another one, with curious double perforation, 14.50

4d 0n rsh vermilion, unused, o.g., 70.00

Tobago, 1st issue, 1d surcharged in manuscript, on half of 6d orange,

on piece of original, 10.00

CC, 6d ochre, unused, o.g., 15.00

Trinidad, pin perf., Id deep rose red, unused, o.g., 21.00

4d gray lilac. unused, o.g., 26.85

6d green, unused, o.g., 35.00

Turks Islands, 2%d on 6d black, Gibbon's No. 7, unused, 12.50

234d on rd red, Gibbon’s Nos. 6 and 7, unused, o.g., 65.00

1893, }6d on 4d gray, 15.00

Virgin Islands, 6d rose, perf. 15, unused, o.g., - 36.25

another one, cancelled, rather heavy postmark, 2 3.00

rsh, single lined border, unused, o.g., 15,75

rsh, double lined border, unused, o.g., 23.00
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British Guiana, 1862, provisional, 10 pink, a complete sheet of unused

originals, unsigned, 180.00

British Honduras, 6d yellow, unused, o.g , 15.75

rsh gray, unused, o.g., 15.75

New South Wales, Sydney view, ad blue, plate 11, the error “ cnnvr'r "

omitted, 38.75

New Zealand, imperf , rd red on blue, unused, o.g., 72 50

another one, used, on entire original, 13.00

another one, 1 1.00

Victoria, 5sh blue on yellow, very fine, 15.75

Auction sale of Puttick & Simpson, October 12th and 15th, 1896.

Great Britain, octagonal, 6d violet, unused, $1 1,00

rod brown, unused, 12.50

another one, 14.50

rsh dark green, unused, o.g., 12.00

Watermarked Large Crown, perf. 16, 1d red brown, 15.75

imperf. 1d rose red, with

gum, and showing plate

number, 16.00

2d blue, no lines, imperf.,

unused, slightly torn, 10.50

4d rose, watermarked Small Garter on blue, unused, no

perfs. at left, 14.50

4d rose on blue, medium Garter, unused, a little rubbed, 2 5.00

Small letters, 3d rose, plate 3, with dot, imperf., r5.75

another one, with trial perf., 18.75

rsh green, plate 3, hairlines, imperf., 15.75

another one, 15.00

6d, plate. 6, imperf., 12.50

6d bufl‘, plate 15, used, no perforations on one side, very

fair, 2 1.00

5sh Anchor,, unused, o.g., small tear, 10.00

rosh Anchor on white, unused, o.g., but perforated with

firm’s initials, 22.50

£5 orange, very fine, 10.00

Norway, 1854, 4sh blue, unused, 0.g., 14.00

Cape of Good Hope, wood block, 1d red, unused, 20.00

another one, used, fine, 12.00

Lagos, 25h 6d olive brown, lightly postmarked copy, 21.00

5sh blue, two perforations missing, 21.25

Mauritius, Postpaid, rd orange red, early state of plate, superb

specimen on entire original, 68.50

Large Fillet, 2d blue, damaged, 25,00

Transvaal, 1877, 3d mauve, with red surcharge, on thin paper, unused, 12.50

Canada, red blue on thick paper, superb unused pair, full gum, 150.00

Perf., %d rose, unused, o.g., 11.50

Newfoundland, 4d orange, unused and fine, 26.25

United States, 1860, 900 blue, fine specimen, unused, o.g., 23.00

Antigua, no watermark, 6d green, rough perf. 11%, unused, o.g., 15.00

Barbados, perf. 12x15, §éd dark green, unused, o.g., 22.50

another one, 15.7 5

1d on right half of 5sh, rose, used, 20.00

another one on left half, unused, with small piece of lower

right corner missing, 1 6.50
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Dominica, rsh, CA, 14.00

Nevis, perf. 13, on bluish, 4d rose, unused, . 20.00

perf. r5 lithographed, 1sh pale green, used, 19.25

CA, rsh violet, unused, o.g., 1!.50

St. Christopher, 6d gray, unused, o.g , ‘r 2.00

another one, I 1.00

still another, 1 1.00

'St. Lucia, CA, rsh orange,‘ used, rather heavy postmark, 14.00

Virgin Islands, rsh carmine, single lined border, unused, o.g., 15.00

1 ‘another one, 15.00

British Honduras, 6d orange, unused, o.g., 1 r.50

"i ish gray, unused, o.g., _ '. . .. 11.25

New Zealand, watermarked N. Z., rsh yellow green, unused, 11.00

Queensland, imperf., 1d carmine, very fine pair, . 20.00

Tasmania, 1d blue, unused, fine margins, slightly soiled, - - 12.00

AUCTION ‘SALES.

We simply wish to announce that we have several very fine collections

.in prospect for the coming season..but we do not. intend to hold our first

sale untilabout the secondweek in January. 9 The firstv auction, will (contain

a magnificent line of St. Louis stamps. and many other great rarities, and our

only reason for postponing the sale until'so, late aday is our opinion that it

is for the best interests of the owners of the collections that their stamps be

withheld until a sufiicient time has elapsed after the political and, financial

disturbances that have agitated this country for‘ some months past and which

have had so serious an effect on the purchasing capacity of the stamp'colle'ct

ingpublic ‘ ' ' -~ 7 > ' f‘ ._

We expect that the coming season will be a highly successful one and

that the almostaassured victory of the forces of honesty will so thoroughly

‘J‘v -

restore confidence in the business world-that collectors will no longer hesitate

vto invest goodv sums in their old hobby.

_- i, f ' COMMUNICATION.‘ - ', '7."'"1'T

._y . ,i v 4 ‘ FAYAL, SEPT. 26th 1896.

SCOTT STAMP' & Com Co., L’i). .'

Gentlemen : I was surprised when this morning I received a letter pre

paid with a 25r. cut envelope stamp, and upon inquiring at the Post Office,

I was informed by‘ a clerk that yesterday they-became short of the —stamps of
the lower values (2 yér. excepted). for vwhich 'reason they were obliged to

.availthemselves of that means until the’zgth inst., when-a supply is expected

to arrive by the mail steamships. _ I

I furthermore was informed that these stamps are to’ be pasted on the

envelopes by the Post ()ffice people on presentation of same, as ' otherwise

such stamps will not be available; or, if the sender chooses, they can be en

'closed in the regular stamped envelopes; but as good many people are un

able to write, and the Post Ofi‘ice clerks not being authorized to address en

velopes at the request of anybody,-the former way is more practicable in most

instances. ~'

Truly yours, JOAO C. N. LAGERDA.
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NATIONAL FHlLA'fELlCAL SOCIETY.

Organized r814. Incorporated r891.

Meetings held Second and Fourth Tuesday of each month, at Collectors Club, 351 Fourth Ave“

at 3 P. M.

OFFICERS.

President, I. N. T. LEVICK, 54 William Street, Secretary, W. F. GREGORY, 11 Park Row, Ne“

New York. York.

Vice-President, R. R. BOGERT, 160 Nassau Street, New York.

Treasurer, MAX MBYENBERG, 503 Eighth Street, Hoboken, N. J.

CU/llllll TTEES.

R. R. Boon-r, M. C. Banutrscn,

Entertainment H. GRnMMaL, Finance WALTER S. SCOTT

CHAS. l). W. Draw. A. L. BAIRD.

Geo. R. Turns, C. L. MORIAU,

House Ios. S. RICH, Mnnhrsht) H. CoLLm,

]. N. Luvs. J. M. Aunnnnu.

Librarian, J. S. RlCH. 489 Manhattan Avenue, Exchange Manager. M. C. Bunuuscn, Nathalie

New York. Ave.. Kingshridge, N. Y.

' > Oct. 13th 1896.

The 63rd meeting of the corporation and 31 rth of the Society was called

to order at 8. 30 P. M. by President Levick.

Present : Messrs. Andreini, Betz, Berlepasch. Bogert, Bruner, Blake,

George, Luff, Mead, Perrin, Dr. Nascher, Thwing. Tuttle, Walter Scott and

Williams.

Visitors; Martin Hayden and Edgar Nelton.

Minutes of the last meeting ommitted.

Trustees report election of John F. Black, N. Y. City an as active

member.

As proposed for membership: Rev. Samuel Alman of Brooklyn, Robert

Louis Coursen, N. Y. Martin Hayden, N. Y.

Upon motion of Mr. Luff the matter of celebrating the 22nd anniversary

of the organization of the Society was referred to the entertainment commit

tee; Mr. Mead kindly offered the use of a hall with talent for the occasion,

which was also referred to the committee.

Moved by Mr. Berlepsch seconded by Mr. Bogert that the House Com

mittee be instructed to confer with the House Committee of the Collectors

Club as to the accommodation to be provided for this Society. Mr. Luff be

ing a member of both House Committees stated that an excellent room was

being provided for use of the National.

The auction sale following was a marked success, some lots selling for

more than usual retail prices and all realizing good prices.

The twenty-five lots sold for $30.55.

An unusual activity was evident in matter of private sale and exchange.

The enthusiasm of members present at meetings so far this season be

speaks a thriving and successful season. -

Adjourned 10 o'clock.

W. F. GREGORY, Secretary.

The Treasurer reports the following list of delinquent members for pub

lication as per action of trustees at meeting of Sept. and:

]. C. Birch, . North Borneo, 1.00

D. D. Brolzheimer, New York, L50
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W. E. Baitzell, Baltimore, 1.00

C. A. Burger. New York, 6.00

Dr. G. N. (‘.ampbell, Kentucky, 1.00

J. B. Chittenden, New York, 1.00

Adolf J. Ditmar, New York, 2.00

A. F. Ferreira, Br. Guiana, 1.00

C.W. Grevning. New York, 2.00

Ernest Heitman, " Leipsic, 1.00

A. L. Hart, Halifax, 2.00

C. H. Huberich, San Antonio, 1.00

Chas. Hostman, Jersey City, 2.00

G. Kaufman, Mo., 1.00

Donald A. King, Halifax, 1.00

Judge C. Lindenberg, Berlin, 2.00

G. J. Luhn. Charleston, 1.00

Chas. Muecke, Hoboken. 2.00

Jos. Moschowitz, New York, 2.00

O. W. Rosenhain, Adelaide, 1.00

E. B. Sterling, Trenton, 4.00

Theo. Siddall, New York, 1.00

The above will be dropped from the roll of membership if dues remain

unpaid after 30 days from date of publication according to the rules of the

society. _

W. F. GREGORY, Seeet'ary.

 

Meeting held October 27th, r896.

The 64th meeting of the Corporation and 312th of the Society, was

called to order by President Levick

Present: Messrs. Andreini, Blake, Berlepsch, Dr Betz,- Bogert, Brunet.

Gremmel, Gregory, Levick, Luff, Lynde, Dr. Mitchell, W. Scott, Rich, Stein,

'l‘errett, l'uttle, Peterson, Weed, Williams and Gallien. As visitors Rev.

Samuel Alman and Messrs. Morgan and Hayden,

Minutes of last meeting read and approved.

'l‘rustees reported application from Duncan Stark Wylie of New York,

David J. Seligman of New York, Horace S. Bellinger of Elizabeth, N. J.,

Percy Gray Doane of Brooklyn.

Mr. Luff of House Committee reported the room in the new Club House

as fully prepared for the use of the National Society, and on behalf of the

Board of Governors invited the National to at once take possession.

Moved, seconded and carried that the furniture of the National be at

once moved to the new room, so that it would be ready for use of the

members at time of the Housewarming, October 28th.

Moved by Mr. Rich. seconded by Mr. Andreini, that a committee be

appointed to confer with similar committee of the Manhattan Society as to

rent of room in Club House and with full power to act. Carried. The

President appointed Mr. Rich.

The interest of all now centered in the Auction, which was unusually

attractive. Some of the lots were
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United States 1857. 40 Envelope on white. Cut square, $4.00

“ “ Revenue $20.00, blue and black, . ' 8.50

Canada 6d, thin wove paper, 2.25

“ 6d, laid paper, 2.75

Total of sale, $45.84‘

A sale of 25 lots will be held at every meeting.

The committee on entertainment report progress as vto the anniversary

entertainment.

Adjourned at 10.15.

W. F.'GREOGRY, Seeretary.

A.‘ ._. _t_'

‘v.

~ ~ 8TPTTEN ISLAND FHILATELIC SOClETY. [JP

‘_ " Branrh of m .4. P. .4.

Meetings held the third Tuesday of each month I Communication! relating to the Exchnn e De art

it 8 o'clock I’. M., ‘at hoescher'l Hotel, 316 Canal ment addrm to Edgar R. Carter, Box 30, 0111p ins

St., Stapleton, S. 1., N. Y. ,ville, S. 1., N. Y. , ,

' Pym-Ida." AUGUST DRJONGB' Communications relating Jib Examination of

s'cr'mr)" ROBERT 5' LmlM/m' Slam 5 Department, address Henry Clots‘ P/ O.

. ..For-information address the Secretary, 9 W. Box , N. Y. City.

16th St., N. Y.

 

163d Meeting of the Staten Island Philatelic Societ , held October 15th,

1896. The meeting was called to order at 830 P. M., with the following

.members present: President August Dejonge in the Chair, -Messrs. R. F.

Albrecht, A. Richter. A- C. Carstanjen, Chas. H. Seidel, Adolph. Lienhardt,

_J. W. Settig, Dr.‘ R.'Roe hre, Oscar Dejonge and R. S. Lehman; ' V , ,.; ,'

' The minutes. of the previous meeting were accepted as read. - T

The following‘ gentlemen were proposed for membership :'- Mr.--"F. G.

Sweet, by Dr. J. M. Craighil-l, Mr. Moriz Loewy, by MrpChasr-Mue'eke.

These nominations were referred to the Executive Committee -‘ The Executive Committe having reported favorably upon the nomination

_of Mr.\,Ernst Kuntz, the name was balloted upon ;and the gentleman-mn
animously elected a member of the Society. , _' ‘ -. . I' ',5:;.»-.' I

Mr.- Henry Gremmel presents bound volume 4j0f the Post OfifeeIfQr the

library, Mr. Chas. Muecke some counterfeits for the; Counterfeit Album,

Mr R. S, Lehman, his portrait for the Portrait Album and _ Messrs- .C-..A..

,Ribeiro & Co , their third Catalogue of Asiatic stamps. ‘The thanks ,of the

Society are tendered to the kind donors. I I, I, _ f, ' , . , 51' _ .,

A letter was read from the Club Philatelico de S510 Paulo, Brazil, ioffer

ing, to enter into exchange relations with the Society. This was referred to

the Manager of Salesj ' _ ' - \ ., A'letter was received from Mr. O. Witt, which‘ wasaread with integest,

also a notice from Mr. C. A. Stevens, stating that a volume of stampshad

been stolen from him which was referredto all, members. ,

The meeting was adjourned at 9.45 P. M. ‘. '

Ron'r. S. LEHMAN, Secretary.’
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THE EARLY ISSUES or SWITZERLAND.

PAPER READ BEFORE THE COLLECTORS CLUB BY JOHN N. Lurr AND

ILLUSTRATED w1'1‘11 STEREOPTICON Vnaws Bv Jos. S. RICH.

 

The early Stamps of Switzerland are attractive in their designs and

coloring and have been much sought by collectors. For the same reasons

they have attracted the attention of counterfeiters. Until late years little was

known about the stamps and few collectors could tell the good from the bad.

Hence forgers had little difficulty in placing their wares and many other,

wise good collections contained counterfeit Swiss stamps.

We will endeavor this evening to point out some of the distinguishing

marks of the genuine and fraudulent stamps.

The most important publication on this subject is a treatise by Freiherr

C. Von Girsewald, which first appeared in the Postwertzeiehen Kuna’e. I am

using as the basis of my remarks the translation of this work which is publish

ed by our fellow-member, Mr. Mekeel, to which I have added some observa

tions of my own and also a few corrections.

The early stamps of Switzerland may be divided into three groups:

Those issued by the Cantons ; those issued by the central government during

the transition period, for use in certain districts ; and finally those issued by

the Republic for use throughout Switzerland.

We shall try as far as possible to show the original and counterfeit

stamps together. When a group of four stamps are shown, it may be under

stood that the one in the upper left corner is genuine and the other three are

forgeries.*

CANTON or BASEL.

(Illustration) This stamp was used for the postal service of the City

of Basel, as is indicated by.the inscription “Stadt Post Basel.” It is fre

 

*For the benefit of readers of the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHILATELY we give a plate

illustrating the genuine stamps, in place of the photographic slides shown on the screen.
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quently spoken of as the “dove of Basel," though the bird is probably in

tended for a carrier pigeon.

The mark commonly used to identify the genuine stamps is a little dot

between the inner and outer frame lines of the coat of arms and over the

space between the letters s and E of “ Basel." It is always found on the

genuine stamps and seldom, if ever, on the counterfeits.

Near the upper corners of the shield are two leaf-shaped ornaments.

That on the left is rather broader and shorter than the one on the right and

also touches the inner frame line of the stamp. In the counterfeits these

ornaments are usually poorly imitated, and the one on the right is never

sufficiently narrow and usually touches the frame.

There are two arabesques in the upper corners, resting on a straight line

drawn across the stamp The tip of the left-hand arabesque is more hooked

than that on the right Neither of them touches the frame, while in all the

counterfeits I have seen it is touched by the arabesque on the left There

are curved lines running1 from the central ornament to the arabesques The

curve on the left merely touches the horizontal line while that on the right

becomes part of the line. In the counterfeits these curved lines are alike on

both sides and usually blend with the horizontal line. Her Von Girsewald

claims that there is a slight depression in the horizontal line at the point

where the right arabesque rests, but I have never been able to see it.

There is no period after “ Basel” and the period after ‘“ Rp." in the

right lower corner is opposite the middle of the head of the “ p." Some of

the counterfeits have a period after " Basel " and the period after “ Rp." is

often placed too high or too low.

In the counterfeits shown you will notice that the dove is too large. In

two cases the tail touches the frame of the shield and in the third the wings

touch it On very clearly printed copies of the genuine stamps it may be

seen that the lower fork of the tail touches the frame, but as a rule the point

of contact is covered by the red of the shield.

On the counterfeits the net work in the corners will be found to be too

coarse or wanting entirely.

In the genuine stamps the l‘o ” of “ Post " is narrow, rather pointed

and neatly upright. In the counterfeits this letter is too broad and leans to

the right.

FRANCO.

  

The usual cancellation is a date in a double-lined circle, with “Basel "

above and “ Vor-Mittag " or “ Nach-Mittag " (before or after midday) below.

This is generally stamped in red. We also find the word “FRANCO " in an

irregular octagon, stamped in red or black, The letters “ P. P." in an oval

are also found, but not often.
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The counterfeits are usually cancelled with a small single-line circle

with the name of the city and perhaps a date.

CANTON or ZiiRIcH.

(Illustration) The general design of the Zilrich stamps is a large

numeral on a back-ground of crossed diagonal lines. These lines are in

groups of four, and are. of course, in black like the rest of the design. There

is also an overprinting of red lines, either vertical or horizontal. The 4

rappen stamps are scarcest with the horizontal lines and the 6 rappen with the

vertical. These red lines are sometimes missing, but it seems uncertain if

such stamps are errors, essays, reprints or the result of some chemical change.

At the top of the stamps is the word “ ZllI'lCl‘l " on a lined background.

There is always an umlaut on the letter “ u.” On type II. of the 6

rappen the word is followed by a period. The inscription at the bottom is

“ Local-Taxe " on the 4 rappen and “ Cantonal-Taxe " on the 6 rappen, thus

indicating the purpose of each value. In both cases the words are joined by

  

a hyphen. Its absence is sure proof of a counterfeit. The panels at the

sides are filled by ornaments of loops and dots. There are six and a half

loops on each side, the half loop being at the top on the left side and at the

bottom on the right. The corners are filled by groups of five dots on a

background of crossed lines. Stamps with the figures of the date 1843 in

the corners are, of course, counterfeits.

The stamps are printed in rows of five, each stamp being of a different

type. The rows are repeated to form a sheet of fifty stamps. The originals

may be told from the counterfeits by observing the groups of lines in the

corners.

 

     

.\ 3e I

I -_- I_I

  

h /. l2

I_I I

We show you tracings of the different groups of lines on the 4 rappen

stamps. You will notice that no two stamps have the same arrangement of

lines in the four corners, It is sometimes difiicult to tell if there are two

lines or only one in the left lower corner of type 111, but on clear copies two
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lines are distinctly visible. Type II has furthert distinguishing features. In

some copies we find a defect in the top of the arm of the figure 4, and in

others there is indentation in the top of the 4.

There is a very fine counterfeit of type V, having the lines in the

corners correctly grouped, but the hypen between “ Local " and “ Taxe " is

missing.

  

We show you also a drawing of the arrangement of the corner lines in

the 6 rappen. In some cases, owing to indistinct printing, a stamp will appear

to have one less line in a corner than we indicate. These doubtful corners

are marked by curved lines in our sketch.

  

Type I is specially marked. In the right upper corner the two middle

lines of the first group are nearer together than usual and the longest line of

the second group appears very heavy or even as two thin lines close together.

0 O

O O

The cancellation is very like one used on the early stamps of Great

Britain. It is a cross surrounded by a rosette. Stamps were cancelled in red

in the city Zurich and in black outside the city. This cancellation has been

extremely well imitated. After 1849 the stamps were cancelled with various

other designs.
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CANTON OF GENEVA.

THE DOUBLE GENEVA. (Illustration) This stamp consists of two 5 centi

me stamps united across the top by a band inscribed “Port Cantonal."

The two halves paid the rate for the Canton, or either half was available for

use in the city of Geneva, for which reason each half was inscribed “ Port

Local."

The stamps are frequently cut apart up to the band across the top.

This was done by the clerks in the post ofiice, as a matter of convenience.

Pairs are also known composed of halves from two different stamps.

The distinguishing marks are :

On the left-hand stamp the inscibed scroll above the shield touches the

inner frame line on the right but is far from the frame on the left. On the

right-hand stamp the scroll nearly touches the frame at the left but is far

from it at the right. The “ G " of " Geneve," on the right stamp, touches

the upper frame line and the word is followed by a period. On the same

stamp the word “ de " does not touch the frame and is much obscured by the

rays around the letters “ I. H. S." On theleft stamp the “ G" of “ Geneve ”

does not touch the frame, there is no period after the word, “de" stands

clear of the rays, the top of the “ d " has a slanting serif like a figure 1 and

touches the frame.

The crown of the eagle on the right is a mere blot and the bill is widely

opened. There is one dot between the leg and wing of the eagle on the

right but there are three in the same location on the left stamp.

The vertical shading lines back of the key are well drawn and parallel

on the right stamp but on the left one they are quite irregular and the one

nearest the dividing line of the shield runs into it. On most of the counter

feits those lines are better drawn thanon the originals, being well and re

gularly ruled.

The best test for these stamps is found in the frame, which is composed

of a thin inner and a thick outer line. On the left stamp the thin vertical

line on the left side extends to the thick lines which cross the top and bottom.

On the right stamp the thin vertical line on the right side extends to the thick

line across the top and in the upper left corner the thin lines do not join.

The best counterfeit I have seen is shown herewith, but you will see that it

is lacking at some of the corners.
  

The usual cancellation mark somewhat resembles that of Ziirich. And

the counterfeit Ziirich mark is frequently used on the counterfeit Geneva

stam s. _
'li‘HE SMALL EAGLE. (lllusfraliom) This stamp replaced the double

Geneva in 1845. It was available for postage throughout the Canton, as is

shown by the inscription, “ Port Cantonal." The eagle is small. It does not

touch the frame of the shield with its wing, as in the preceding and succeed‘

ing issues. The feathers of the tail, however, reach the frame, and one of

them crosses the inner line. The eagles on the counterfeits usually look like

parrots or ducks.
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There is a period after the figure “ 5 " but none after the “ C.’. This

period is missing in the counterfeits. In them also the shape of the ribbon

with the motto is incorrect, and in one, which we show you, there are no

rays around the letters “ I. H S."

The lines back of the key are irregular and wavy in the originals and

some of them cross, at the bottom, the thin line of the shield. In the coun

terfeits they are straight and well drawn and do not cross the line of the

shield.

THE LARGE EAGLE. (Illus1ral1'on.) This stamp was issued in 1847 to

replace that with the small eagle.

The shield is a trifle broader than in the preceding issue. The eagle is

larger and better drawn, especially the head. It touches the frame with its

wing but not with its tail.

There is no period after the “ 5" or the “C." The right end of the

ribbon with “ Post Tenebras Lux ” crosses the thin inner frame line. In

many counterfeits it does not even touch the line. ('ounting from the left,

the sixth and seventh lines behind the key cross the inner frame line at the

bottom.

In the counterfeits the rays around the letters “ I. H. S." are usually ex

tended too far. The “ e " of " Poste " extends below the line of the word in

the originals but not in the counterfeits.

Herr Von Girsewald speaks of an imitation of the large eagle stamp,

printed on pink paper, which he thinks is probably an essay. This is the

design shown in the upper right corner of our group. In this case it is

printed on green paper (1 have it also on pink) and bears the bogus Zurich

cancellation. To call it an essay does it far too much honor. It is a very

dangerous counterfeit.

We show you here two cancellations used on the later issues of Geneva.

‘

—

_

_

*

“

fl

—

w

w

—_

—~

7

ENVELOPE. (Illustration). The Geneva envelope stamp was largely

used as an adhesive. When the Swiss postal authorities took charge of the

Geneva post office they found a large quantity of these envelopes on hand.

Alaw was passed sanctioning their use as adhesives. This may probably_

claim the distinction of being the first provisional stamp, and becomes, there

fore, of considerable interest. Used in this way the stamp is very scarce

and many of the copies found on original cover bear a false cancellation or

are the result of patch-work, a used envelope stamp having been stuck on an

envelope after some other stamp had been removed. Failure to correctly join

the cancellations usually reveal the latter fraud. It is said that, in preparing

the envelope stamp for use as an adhesive, the envelope was cut with a

paper-knife at the top and right and with scissors on the other two sides.

The design is similar to that of the adhesive stamps. In the back

ground of the eagle there are no dots at the right of the crown or the left of

talon. There are periods after “ Geneve " and “ C." There are twelve lines
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behind the key, counting at the top of the shield. The 5th, 6th and 7th lines

touch the post hole of the key, but the 6th does not touch the frame. There

Is only one line at the right between the key and the frame.

Most counterfeits of the envelope stamps are made from the designs used

to conterfeit the adhesives and differ much from the originals, especiallylin

the number of lines between the key and the frame.

On the counterfeits, as a rule, the eagle has no crown and there is no

period after “ C."

_ In the lower left corner of our group we show you a dangerous counter

felt which has many points of the original but lacks the period after the “ C."

The “ P" of “ Poste” also touches the frame and other minute differences

will be found on careful comparison. This also bears the bogus Zurich

cancellation.

The regular contonal cancellation was used on these envelope stamps

also the rosette shown here and the letters “ P. D.” in a circle.

FEDERAL DISTRICT STAMPS.

These stamps were issued by the central government after the union of

the Cantons into the Confederacy. The different coins and money systems

in use in the various Cantons made it diflicult to arrange a uniform postal

rate. A national issue could not be made without time and careful consider

ation. So temporary stamps were found necessary. These are now usually

known as the federal district stamps, though at one time they were ascribed

to the cantons of Neuchatel, Vaud and Winterthur.

The country was divided into eleven districts, only two of which arej-of

interest to us.

1st District. Canton of Geneva and the Vaudois district of Nyon.

8th District. Cantons of Schaffhouse, Thurgovia, Zug and Zurich.

FIRST DISTRICT. In September, 1849. a 4 centime stamp (Illustration) was

issued for this district. It was replaced by a 5 centime stamp (Illustration)

of the same design, in the following November. Only 5,000 of the 4 centime

stamps were issued. These stamps were at one time considered to be can

tonal stamps of Vaud.

The counterfeits are extremely well made. The most notable differences

are to be found in the corners, where the ruled lines forming the background
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should meet but frequently do not, as is shown in the accompanying drawing.

You will notice that the frame lines do not meet in the upper left corner and

that in the right corners certain lines lack mates. The arabesques above the

posthorn touch the "P” of “ Poste," and the "E" of “ Locale." The

corners of the counterfeits are often too carefully ruled.

Issue of December, 1850. (ll/ustralz'an.) This is usually called the

Neuchatel stamp. The distinguishing marks of the originals are quite simple;

the " s ” of Centimes " leans to the right, over the first “ L " of “ Locale" is

an arabesque like a figure “8," and in the lower left corner another like

a headless “ 5."

Most of the counterfeits are palpably wrong in the lettering or arabesques.

Some of them have the cross framed, which is not the case with the originals.

There is, however. one counterfeit which is very like the originals. In it the

“ s ” of “ Centimes " is upright~ the broken “ 5 ” in the lower corner is nearly

correct and the “ 8 " above “ Locale " is in its place, but it is inverted, hav

ing the largest part at the top.

EIGHTH DISTRICT. (ll/ustralion.) This is the so-called Winterthur stamp.

The general design is an ornate shield bearing a posthorn. within the ring of

which is a double-lined cross The posthorn is suspended from the top frame

by cords. cross lines divide the left cord into eight sections and the right into

nine. On most counterfeits these cords look more like strings of beads and

the number of sections is incorrect. 'l he lines which imitate the wrapping

of the cord around the ring of the horn form groups Counting from the

left, there are in the groups 4. 1%, 1%, 1% and 3 lines. In most counter

feits these lines are wanting entirely and in none are they correctly grouped.

Similar lines on the horn below the cross are much broken in the originals

and heavier and more complete in the counterfeits.

There are four marks across the bell of the born, the third of which does

not touch the left side.

There is a band, joining the neck to the ring of the horn, opposifle the

“ P " of " Orts Post." This is often wanting in the counterfeits. The cross

lines near the mouth piece are usually incorrectly placed in the counterfeits.

There are periods after the “ R" in the N. W. and S. E. corners and the

second “ O " of “ Orts post " is broken on the upper side_

The usual cancellation is the rosette of Zurich, stamped in black or

blue ; it is not known in red.

HP.

The letters “P. P." and lines, both in black, were also used.

GENERAL ISSUE.

()R'rs PosT. (llluslra/z'on). These stamps are printed in sheets of I60,

four blocks of forty different types, arranged in five rows of eight stamps

each. The differences lie in the inscription, the value and the ornamental

back ground. 'I he 40 types may be found with the cross framed in black

lines and without frame. Which variety was issued first and why the change

was made are unsettled questions.

We show youa full plate of the 40 varieties. We believe this has not

hitherto been attempted with the stereopticon.

Having so many types it is necessary to have a good photograph or re
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production of the plate in order to identify a stamp. The ornamental lines

in the upper left corner show the differences very clearly and are generally used

I 0Y3‘ I oRT

in locating a stamp. We show enlargements of this corner of numbers 20

and 21 on the plate, which will give an idea of the differences in the back

ground lines

The mouth-piece of the post horn is slightly wider than the neck.

Groups of lines cross the horn. They count. from either right or left, 2, 3,

3, 2. On the counterfeits these groups are seldom correctly imitated.

PosT LOCALE. (Illustratian). The design is very similar to that of

the Orts Post stamps, the most notable difference being the change in the in

scription. Of these stamps, also, we show you the full plate.

There are again 40 types, both with and without the frame around the

cross Those without the frame are rare used and, when unused, are the rarest

of the Swiss stamps. Their rarity has tempted the fakirs and it will be

well for anyone buying one of these st.amps to make sure the frame has not

been erased by chemical or other means.

These stamps may be located on the plate in the same manner as the

Orts Post or by the easier way of noting the shape and position of certain

little hooks below “ 2% ” and “ Rp.”

M

The tracing which we show of numbers 17 and 18 will give you a good

idea of these hooks. 'l hey vary greatly in size, sometimes being reduced to

a dot and on some copies wanting .entirely.

There are only three groups of lines crossing the horn, instead of four as on

the Orts Post stamps. These groups. counting from the left, show 4, 3 and 2

lines. The ring of tte horn is indicated by three lines, while that of the

Orts Post stamps is indicated by two.

'I he counterfeits of the Orts Post are frequently used, with a changed

label, to imitate the Post Locale stamps, but if these two distinctions are kept

in mind, we may readly indentify this class of counterfeits.
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000

' 00000

0000000
"ST 000 000

+203 0000000

xgg 00000
0 000

We find these cancellations on the Orts Post and Post Locale stamps, as

well as many previously in use.

RAYONS I., II. and Ill., values 5, to and r5 rappen and r5 centimes.

The word rayon signifies circle or letter district. The stamps of Rayon I.

carried a letter between offices not more than two hours apart. Rayon II.

was for distances that could be covered in two to ten hours And Rayon Ill.

for use between offices more than ten hours apart.

RAYON I., value 5 rappen. (Illustration) The stamps were printed in

black, red and blue on white paper and not, as is often stated, in black and

red on blue paper. There are many shades of the blue

The design is similar to the preceding Orts Post and Post Locale stamps.

There are again 40 varieties, as in the picture shown herewith, both with and

without the frame around the cross, the former being the scarcer.

The counterfeits may be told by comparison of the background lines, as

in the preceding stamps. In 185! the stamps were printed from the same

plate in pale blue and red on white paper. We have, therefore, the 40

varieties, but none of them have the cross framed.

RAYoN 11., value 10 rappen. (Illustration ) These stamps were printed

in black, red and yellow on white paper. Again there are 40 varieties, with

and without frame for the cross We have here the full plate. Herr Von

Girsewald claims those with the frame are only from trial sheets. I am not

prepared to express an opinion on this point, but our photograph is taken

from afine used pair with the frame and shows also an interesting counterfeit

on which the frame has been drawn with a pen. Again the arabesques of the

background must be used to determine the genuineness of a stamp. It may

be of interest to say that on the Rayon l and ll. stamps the post horn is of

the same design as on the Orts Post stamps.

In Rayon lll. (Illustration). We have three prominent varieties, small

figures with value in centimes and small and large figules with value

in rappen. We show you the three plates. The centimes stamps

were to accommodate the cantons speaking French and the rappen

stamps for those speaking German. The two varieties with small figures

were issued simultaneously. They were made from the second and third

rows of the Orts Post plate (Herr Girsewald says the 4th and 5th rows,

by the way). There are ten varieties of each and the cross is always framed.

Originals and counterfeits may be told by comparison of the arabesques.

On the originals also the Roman 111 after “ Rayon" is upright, while on

the counterfeits it slants to the right. All the counterfeits l have seen have

also the word " Rayon " in too large letters.

The type with large figures was issued to replace the two with small

figures, it having been found unnecessary to have stamps with the value ex

pressed in two currencies and the figures being thought too small. The

fourth and fifth rows of the Orts Post plate were adapted to provide the new

issue.
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We have therefore ten types, with the cross framed as before.

Of course the test of genuineness is to be found in the arabesques.

Herr Girsewald says he has never seen any counterfeits of the large type.

My experience has been quite the contrary. I have seen many counterfeits

of the large type and few of the small.

, "PPQ_

A great many cancellations were used on the Rayon stamps. We show

you a few of them.

In conclusion I wish to express my thanks to a number of our members

who have assisted with this entertainment, by loan of stamps, etc. Most ‘of

the fine unused stamps from Wl'llCl'l our photographs have been taken are

from the superb collection of Mr. H. J. Duveen, who kindly placed them at

our disposal. We are indebted to Mr. C. H. Mekeel for the use of cuts

from his hand-book. And I feel we are particularly indebted to Mr. J. S.

Rich, who has devoted much valuable time to preparing the slides as

well as exhibiting them to us.
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OUR ENGLISH LETTER

Bv EDWARD J. NANKIVELL.

28, Birdhurst Rise, CROYDON,

LoNDoN, 4th, November, 1896.

Before I close this letter I hope to be able to tell you something definite

as to the Prospectus of the Exhibition. The General Purposes Committee,

which has this matter in hand, met a few days since with the intention of

finishing it, even though it landed them for an all-night sitting. They met at

5 P. M., and I am told they sat till nearly midnight. The revised scheme is

now in the printers‘ hands, and I expect to receive it in the course of a week.

 

 

Meanwhile, here is a piece of good news. The lVeslminster Gazelle

says, “The Financial Secretaryship of the General Post Offices, carrying a

salary of j63,500 a year, is about to become vacant by the retirement, through

continued ill-health, of Mr. Algernon Turnor, C. B., who has held the post since

1880.” Mr. Tumor, behind the scenes, has been a serious stumbling-block

in matters philatelic. His retirement is, therefore, a very important piece of

good news. He was familiarly known as “ Wiggy Turnor." Another

oflicial whose retirement will be a source of great pleasure is Mr. W. H.

Cousins, Secretary to the Inland Revenue, who has been at the ‘bottom of

all the trouble about illustrating postage stamps. His tenure of ofiice will be

ended, I am thankful to say, at the end of this year. It should be no slight

gain to philately to be rid of two such officials in one year of grace.

 

The Bazaar has come out with its illustrations of postage stamps with

cancelling lines across all British Colonials. But I am told the authorities

contend that, even so, the law is infringed However, for the present, as

matters seem to be at a standstill, perhaps it is better to let sleeping dogs lie,

and say no more about it.

 

Some of your New York contemporaries seem to be able to instruct us

as to what is in the air in this part of the world. One says, in quite a matter

of fact-we-know-all-about-it-style, that there will be a commemorative stamp

issued next year on the occasion of Queen Victoria breaking the “long reign

record." Needless to say the statement is a pure fabrication. There have

been all sorts of suggestions, it is true, but the stamp idea has not yet shaped

itself. Some of us are hoping, not unnaturally, that advantage may be taken

of the occasion to bring out a permanent series of new designs more worthy

of the Empire. The same nursery correspondent tells his readers that a

certain wall show of forgeries is reckoned one of the sights of London. This

is too comical altogether.

 

The Album and Catalogue questions are now constant and fruitful

topics of debate. ln the last number of the Landau P/u'latz/z'rt Mr. Castle

delivers himself as follows : “ Over-elaboration, whether of varieties or prices,

in a general catalogue, is, in our humblejudgment, harmful in its effect, both

as regards the present and the future Philatelist. The trend of the situation

to-day seems to indicate in the near future three grades of philatelic informa

tion. The first is the simple. album-catalogue, the second is the general

catalogue for the masses, and the third is the scientific and exhaustive hand

book of any particular country, for the specialist. The latter, by whomso

ever issued, is not, however, food for the million." To all of which most
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Philatelists will agree. There can be no doubt that we are rapidly forming

up into three distinct classes, viz, the boy collector, the general collector,

and the advanced philatelist. So let it be. It is a very convenient and

acceptable division. The boy collector will keep the packet and sets trade

in good spirits, the general collector will answer for a demand for medium

stamps, and the specialist will pick up the unconsidered trifles which are con

siderately left him in the matter of minor varieties. By all means let us

settle down to that, instead of wasting our time sneering at each others‘ little

idiosincracies.

 

Tell it not in Gath ! The great house of De la Rue has at last tabled a

genuine error. The 1s. stamp of Tobago has been unwittingly printed in

the color of the six pence value. Not only that, the error passed unnoticed,

and the stamps were sent out to the Colony, and put on sale before the error

was discovered. Then they were called in. post haste. How many got out

into circulation remains to be seen. Those who have had them here are

banking them for developments in price. Thus far I have only seen one

copy, and that was unused. There is a quiet hunt going on for copies be

tween the dealers. l'he knowing ones, hoping the information has not leak

ed out generally, are inquiring for copies in the new colors, but they are not

getting much for their pains, for even the dullest have got an idea that there

is something more than a new color in the wind.

 

Mr. Phillips has at last, in the Monl/rly journal, given us the full history

of the Nova Scotia remainders, and it is to be hoped that we shall now have

heard the last of it. Petty malignity, which has been striding about on

moral stilts. has had a good innings, and has gulled simpletons right and

left. Never before has there been so much bosh written about a speculation.

“ Panics" and other twaddle have been the stock humbug of the day. A

good many sample noodles actually swallowed the bunkum about sets at 2s.6d.

each.

 

One bad impression, however, will take a great deal of forgetting, and _

that is Mr. Bartlett’s action in keeping back full information concerning the

numbers sold. Philatelists were entitled to that information from the first.

 

According to Mr. Phillips he was first approached by the Hon. W. S.

Fielding, who evidentally wanted to sell him a pig in a poke, for he asked him,

by cablegram, .“ For what quantity Nova Scotia stamps of cents issue will

you give face value? Our Government guarantee them to be remainders,"

but refused to say what quantity there was of each value. Then Mr. Phillips

heard that the lot had been sold to Bartlett, who also in turn does his best to

keep back the information as to the quantities. A mere speculator may

please himself as to his methods so long as he keeps within the law, but a

public man, of the Hon. W. S. Fielding‘s position, cannot so safely engage in

the diverting occupation of selling pigs in a poke. The transaction is not one

that is likely to reflect any great credit on the Government of the Dominion. It

is not at all surprising that half starved little republics, and gilt-and-ginger

bread Sovereigns should job their stamps amongst dealers, but it is little short

of a public scandal that a great Colony like that of Canada should jockey a

few pounds worth of old stamps about, pig in a poke style, among dealers

an dspeculators.
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There is a growing feeling that some specialists, or rather so-called

specialists are bringing Minor varieties into contempt. Every broken letter in

a surcharge, every failure of a machine to make a perfect impression becomes

a variety. In the bulking up of English the varieties that are being raked up

are simply ludicrous. But it must not be thought that these varieties are be

ing run up by the recognized specialists. On the contrary, I happen to

know that they are thoroughly disgusted at the business. No one could re

gard the silly English ramifications with more disgust than Messrs. Hastings

Wright and Creeke. And I may say, for my fellow specialists of Chilian

stamps, that the enumeration of varieties of watermark in the Bazaar has

provoked no end of mirth. Recognised specialists, as a rule, do their best

to limit the minor varieties to what may be termed die varieties, including, of

course, in that term genuine varieties of surcharge. But the latest dis

covery in the Chili list is an inverted " A " for “ V " in the word “ Centavos."

Could anything be more childish. Such nonsense brings serious philately

into contempt.

 

The most crushing exposure of the overdoing of minor varieties was the

snufiing out of Mr. A. A. Bartlett's formidable list of minor vatieties of die

dots galore in Prince Edward Islands stamps, by Mr. Tilleard, Hon. Sec. of

the London Philatelic Society, with the evidence of the actual plates, with

proofs from them, to back up his exposure.

The danger in the absurdities of“ would be specialists" is that they bring

discredit upon serious and sane students, and lead to to an unreasonable

outcry against Minor varieties of all sorts, which would be equally foolish in

another direction.

The firm of Stanley Gibbons L’t'd., have woke up at last to the fact

that Philatelists expect the best from them in the shape of Catalogues and

Albums, and will resent anything that falls short of their expectations.

Hence their last Catalogue has been a bitter disappointment. You have no

particular reason to complain, for it has given the Scott Catalogue such a

firm footing in this country as it never would, or could, have had, but for

this very inferior catalogue turned out by Gibbons. The new Gibbons Cata

logue is to be a Catalogue par excellence, bar two mistakes, at least what I

regard as mistakes, viz, price and illustrations. I gather that the bulk of the

old fearfully indistinct and almost useless illustrations will be used again, and

the price, high enough before, is to be increased from 35. 6d. to 55. Apart

from these serious handicaps, the new Gibbons will be, I verily believe, the _

finest thing that has ever been attempted in the way of a handy size Cata

logue. It is to be in three vols. or parts. Vol. I. will be devoted to the ad

hesive stamps of Great Britain and her Colonies, a splendid arrangement

from our point of view on this side. Vol. 2. will comprise the adhesive

stamps of all countries outside the British Empire. Vol. 3. will deal exclu

sively with envelopes, postcards and wrappers. Part I. is half promised for

Dec. Part 2. for Jan. Let us say two or three months later so as not to be

disappointed. I happen to know that the catalogue is the work of a com

mittee of the best philatelists in this country, and that it is edited by one

whose authority is absolutely beyond question. '

 

A great improvement which is to be introduced into the new Gibbons

will be the illustration of surcharges apart from the stamps. It is next to

impossible to make a clear and recognisable representation of a surcharge on
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the engraving of a stamp. Some years ago when I wanted to show some

Transvaal Surcharges very clearly I adopted the separate method, and have

had as a consequence a partiality for that method ever since. Why I have

not adopted it in the Plu'lalelir Retard I cannot say. But I shall do so in

future.

 

I should like to call the attention of South American specialists on your

side to an important paper on the 5 centavos, 1866, of Bolivia, by Mr. Old

field, a member of the Council of the London Philatelic Society, which

appeared in the October number of the London P/u'lalelitt. It is a most in

teresting contribution to the solution of the question of plates of that stamp.

Mr. Oldfield holds that instead of one plate with two retouches as

specified in your “ Catalogue for Advanced Collectors,” there must have been

one or more plates in five different states.

He sets out the chief characteristics of the five plates as follows :

Plate A. The lines of the globe are crossed by a series of small vertical

lines, and at the extreme right by two or three diagonal lines curved slightly

inwards. With the exception of some few stamps, mostly in the two top

rows, these vertical lines commenceabout the centre of the upper part of the

globe, extending thence to the right. In the exceptions mentioned, these

vertical lines are confined more to the right and lower part of the globe.

The shading on the breast of the eagle is almost entirely composed of

diagonal and horizontal lines. There are some few indicating the line of the

throat, and one, or perhaps two, running parallel with the vertical lines of

the wings. but the comparative absence of vertical lines of shading is one of

the features of this plate.

Plate H. The vertical lines on the globe have almost disappeared. The

diagonal lines at the right have been strengthened, deepened, or newly cut, so

that they stand out much more clearly or distinctly than in Plate A.

Numerous vertical lines of shading have been inserted on the breast of the

eagle.

If you compare the stamps of Plate A with those of Plate B, it is easy to

detect the differences in the lines of shading, indicating the eye, the mouth,

and the lines of the throat, or some one or more of them.

Plate C. The disappearance of the diagonal lines from the globe, as

well as of the vertical ones, except in the case of some few stamps, notably

Nos. r, 2', 6, 9, i2, 22, 54, 64 and 66. There is, however, in many of the

stamps a thickness or dark indistinctness in this part. New short horizontal

lines have been added to the right of the globes (as stated in the Catalogue

for Advanced Collectors), or in some cases the existing lines have been

merely deepened and broadened.

Speaking generally, the breast of the eagle in this plate has a much more

open and white appearance than in Plate B, the lines of shading there being

decidedly less numerous. There is an error in this sheet, the stamp N0. 66

in the bottom row being lettered “ Bolivia ” instead of “ Bolivia."

Plate D. That the thickness to the right of the globe, as described in

Plate C, is much more strongly marked, approaching almost to a dark

shadow in this spot. The lines of the background are much closer together,

and in places the background appears to be almost solid (as it does in the

stamps of Sicily), unless examined through a magnifying glass.

Generally speaking, the stamp has a much rougher and coarser appear

ance than in the earlier plates. The word “Bolivia " in stamp No. 66 in

the bottom row is correctly spelt.

Plate E. Generally speaking, I can only say that the workmanship is
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decidedly rougher and coarser than in Plate D. The background in most

cases is composed, apparently, only of confused lines in blocks, instead of

consisting of crossed vertical lines running continuously across the stamp

from top to bottom, or side to side. The plate has the appearance of being

upon its last legs, and quite fit to give place to a new issue, which. I should

imagine, was then about to appear. In stamp No. 66 the lettering much

more nearly approaches “ Bouvia " than “ Bolivia.”

 

Our Societies are all now in full swing. And I must confess the pro

vincial societies are taking the shine out of the premier society in the matter

of activity. Both the Manchester and Birmingham Societies have got out

Programmes for the whole winter session, whilst the premier society did not

even make a start with its hand to mouth from week to week arrangement

till the end of October. Truly the premier Society will have to look to its

laurels if it is to maintain its proud position, for it is fast being robbed of

them one by one. The Gibbons Handbooks altogether take the shine out of

the African work of the Society with its scandalous rag-and-bone shop style

of printing in battered letters and wrong founts. And the country societies

are not too overweighted with dukes and noble lords to indulge in the pleasant

pastime of rooking each other in exchange sheets. Its meetings are not well

attended and they never will be while they are of the hum-drum character.

Still we have the material. But what is the use of the material if you

don't know how to make it up, as the jobbing tailor said to the party who

thought of making a coat for himself out of some cloth he had stolen.

 

There have been some fine old games going on behind the scenes of

late in our London trade circles. I dare not venture on even a par yet,

though I am tickled enough to do so. Solicitors are engaged in reading and

studying some of the phases, and possibly the fat may get into the fire. If it

does you may take my word for it that there will be a jolly old blaze up.

Some of them mean business when they can get a fair chance to have a

regular fair and square set to. They are waiting like terriers at a rat hole.

So great will be the commotion if the game comes off that I am certain

nothing short of a commemorative stamp will suffice to represent the jubila

tion. Money will be no object when the festivities commence in real earnest.

The publication of a'Directory of Dealers is not all beer and skittles, as

one publisher has probably learned to his cost of late. The name of a well

known member of the London Philatelic Society was, no doubt unwittingly,

included as a dealer. As soon as the Member referred to saw it he there

and then instructed his solicitor to proceed to stop the publication of his

name in such a list. The solicitor said there was not the slightest doubt that

he could insist upon all the copies being called in and destroyed and blank,

blank, blank, besides. Bad for the publisher. After that I for one shall

take care not to indulge in the diverting pastime of publishing lists of dealers

lest I might include an angel unawares.

I have not yet heard the result of the proceedings.

 

LONDON, 18th November, 1896_

Here is a good story from the Westminster Gazette .

The writers of love-letters will do well when inditing or preserving these

missives to remember the moral of an incident which happened a week or

two ago. A youthful philatelist received permission from his father to sell

or exchange a number of old postage stamps he had discovered in a lumber
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room. The frugal minded papa impressed upon the son the fact that if he

left the stamps on the envelopes he would get a better price for them. The

boy adhered so strictly to this rule that he gave the letters he found in some

of the old envelopes into the bargain. Two days afterwards a lady informed

the papa that the whole town was reading, with intense interest, some letters

he had written before his marriage to his present wife. Notwithstanding the

frantic efforts made by the composer of the love letters. they were not re

turned, and there is no knowing but that they may turn up one of these days

in a neat “Guide to the Writing of Love Letters."

Removals to London continue to be the order of the day among stamp

dealers. The old firm of Alfred Smith & Co. are now settled into Essex

Street, which opens into the Strand. It was this firm which started the Stamp

Collectors’ Magazine, which to this day is one of the most prized reference

books in our philatelic libraries. Vol. 1 was published in 1863. The firm

was then known as “Stafford Smith & Smith." With the publication of Vol.

4, in r866, the style of the firm was changed to its present form of “ Alfred

Smith & Co.\" Mr. Stafford Smith set up for himself in Brighton, where he

still carries on a quiet business. The firm which has moved to London pub

lishes the Morr‘hly Circular. Its business,I fancy. lies mostly in the Sets and

Packets line.

Another removal to London is that of Mr. H. L’Estrange Ewen, who

describes himself as " Expert, Specialist and dealer in British Stamps.” He

has taken up his business abode at Norwood, a suburb of London close to

the Crystal Palace. With the view of advertising his change of address, Mr.

Ewen is getting out a new album for British Stamps, the first thousand copies

of which he intends to give away to boom his new place of business.

The English Specialists’ journal, which Mr. Ewen edits and publishes, is

announced to resume business on December 7th, which number will com

mence the second volume. Evidently Mr. Ewen means to have a good holi

day again, for the second volume is to be completed with the July, r897,

number, presumably to start the third volume in December again.

Mr. Ewen also announces a new edition of his Catalogue of British

Stamps. In his preface to the new edition he writes as follows :—

Former editions, apart from their incompleteness, have been written for

advanced Specialists, the method of arrangement, and the inclusion of minor

varietes having tended to confuse and dishearten the beginner. The present

edition, it is hoped, will be found useful by both. Whereas the collector of

thirty years ago ignored varieties of paper, watermarks, and perforations, we,

at the present day, not only collect these, but many collectors also devote

much time and trouble to the study of every minor variety. whatever its

nature. As opinions differ as to the collectability of many such varieties, we

have in the present edition separated them from the regular or “standard "

issues.

 

There has been a grand scramble for the Tobago rs. error of color, At

first one dealer who got a few sold them at double face, but the information

soon leaked out that they were an error of color, and then there was a

speculation as to the prices at which they should be sold. Hoarding began,

pending news as to the quantity issued. For the few that were sold high

prices were the rule, ranging from 205. to £l5. This latter price was got by
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a well known Collector who does not go in for West Indies The price was

a roaster, but I am told that the Collector promptly handed the money over

to a charity, as the stamp came in the ordinary way on the oflfice letters, and

a few pounds is no object to him. Now it is said that although all but a

thousand were saved by the cable the remainders have been bagged by a

Speculator, who has supplied the dealers with quantities. I hear of one city

dealer having 400, another 200, and so on. As to the price at which the

stamp will settle down at I am of the opinion that it will range at about 205.

That is about the price at which it is being sold in the trade just now, and I

question very much whether it will be worth more for a very long time. Of

course it is not only a genuine error, but a somewhat remarkable one.

 

The Prospectus for the great Philatelic Exhibition is almost ready for

issue, but I am afraid it will not be out in time for me to say anything about

it in this letter It will probably be published in full in the next numbers of

our leading philatelic periodicals.

 

A correspondent tells the Phi/alelfe Journal of Great Britain of a

rumor that the Crystal Palace intends to get up a Stamp Exhibition on its

own account I doubt it very much, and even if it were true as to the in

tention I am inclined to think that a very little experience in the pre

liminary arrangements would convince the Crystal Palace authorities that

the game is not worth the candle under the circumstances. Any stamp ex

hibition without the imprimatur of the leading philatelists would be a farce.

 

We are now well into Auction season and so far as I can learn there is

no very decided set in any direction. West Indians are not going at such

good prices as last season, on the whole.

THE NEW COMMEMORA'J'll/E sTAMPs or BELGIUM.

Bv JULES Bouvirz.

  

The competition opened for designs for a special issue of postage stamps

on the occasion _of the universal exhibition in Brussels which is to take place

in 1897, and which we have already spoken of in the March number of the

present volume of the journal, has produced quite a number of drawings that

have been rewarded by the government.

The premium of 1000 frances for the best design was, as is well known,

awarded to Mr. Alfred van Neste de Berchem, a young artist of Bruges, who
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was, at the time of the competition, doing his term of service in the Belgian

army.

The design has been adopted for the first of the two commemorative

stamps issued by the Belgian Administration in consequence of the decrees

which we reproduce below :

" Leopold II, King of the Belgians, to all present and to come, greeting.

"Considering Art. 40 of the law of May 30th, 1879, authorizing the

government to issue postage stamps, to assign to them a period of validity,

etc. ;

“On the proposition of our Minister of Railways, Posts and Telegraphs,

we have ordered and do order :

“ Art. 1° Special postage stamps will be issued on the occasion of the

universal exhibition which is to take place in Brussels in 1897. They will

be used concurrently with the ordinary postage stamps.

“Art. 2° Our Minister of Railways, Posts and Telegraphs will deter

mine the details, values and conditions of sale, as well as the period of

validity of these stamps, and he will take all other measures for the execution

of the present decree.

“ Given at Laeken, October 2nd, 1896.

‘ (signed) “ LEOPOLD.

“By the King:

" The Minister of Railways, Posts and Telegraphs,

(signed) “J. VANDENPEEREBOOM.

“Considering the Royal Decree of October 2nd, 1896, relating to the

issue of special postage stamps on the occasion of the universal exhibition in

Brussels in 1897 ;

“ The Minister of Railways, Posts and Telegraphs orders :

“ Art. r° The above mentioned postage stamps shall bear the inscription:

‘ Bruxelles 1897 Brussel. Postes Posterijen.’

“ They shall be provided with a slip with the words : ‘ Ne pas livrer le

dimanche—Niet bestellen op Zondag,’ the purpose and use of which are

determined by Art. 1° of our order of May 15th, r893.

“Art. 2° The values and the colors of these stamps are determined as

follows :

“ 5 centimes, violet ;

“ r0 centimes, brown.

.“ Art. 3° These stamps will be sold until December 31st, r897; they will

be used under the same circumstances as the ordinary postage stamps dur

ing the term of their validity, which will end on June 30th, 1898.

“ Art. 4° The to centimes stamps will be issued on the 15th of the

present month, and those of 5 centimes on November r5th next.

“ The Director General of the Post office is charged with the execution

of the present order.

Brussels, October 5th, 1896.

(signed) “J. VANDENPsEREBooM."

The design of the stamp represents in the foreground St. Michael, the

patron saint of Brussels, overcoming the Dragon, and in the background a

perspective of the principal monuments of the capital, among which can

easily be distinguished : at the left, the city hall and its ‘tower; a little nearer

to the center, the column of the Congress house, and to the right the Palace

of Justice with its dome.

It must be owned that the engraving of this stamp leaves much to be

desired. It is strange that in Belgium the official engravers can not attain
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that perfection which is found among our English neighbors and, better still,

in New York, where all those beautifully finished stamps of the South

American countries are obtained.

The new Brussels stamp is perforated 14 and measures 35x24mm. A

slight error will be observed in the printing of the Flemish word “PosTERIJEN ;"

the engraver, having forgotten the letter 1, put in a small vertical dash to

take its place ; the spreading of the ink on certain sheets has changed the J

into a U through the addition of this dash. Philatelists will not fail to dis

tinguish these in the future, and we have thought it worth while to call the

attention of those interested to the fact.

Contrary to all previous issues, the new values have been issued, like the

poster stamps, in sheets of 25, instead of 300. The first series, divided

among the 865 post ofiices of the kingdom, comprised 100,000 sheets, 01

2,500,000 stamps. In accordance with the decision arrived at in 1894 with

regard to the first commemorative stamps, those issued on the occasion of

the Brussels exhibition will serve in the same way as the ordinary postage

stamps, and the post offices will deliver them to the public concurrently

with the present stamps. but only when asked for. After December 31st,

1897, some decision will be come to by the postal administration concerning

the stamps remaining unsold.

' The administration having already remarked that the width of the new

stamps is a little more than the diameter of the date stamps, has given in

structions for the latter to be applied in such a manner as to overlap the

label and to be put on twice. This will not be at all agreeable to collect

ors of used stamps, for it will cause the copies to be almost obliterated.

On the occasion of this new issue it has been said that with the two

values of which we have been speaking Belgium will close her series of

commemorative stamps. It is said, indeed, that several governments intend

to propose to the next postal congress, which is to be held in Washington in

1897, a plan for putting an end to issues of this kind, which complicate the

organization of certain postal departments and the labors of the international

post office at Berne. This plan will, moreover, include a scheme for the

issue of a universal postage stamp and other measures of a nature interesting

to philatelists, to which we will call attention in another article.

The 5 centimes violet stamp of the Brussels Exhibition appeared in

Belgium on November 15th, 1896, St. Leopold's day. It was not greeted

with much enthusiasm by collectors, although the design of the engraving,

which also represents St. Michael, but in a triumphant attitude, is pretty well

executed.

Like its elder brother, the 10 centimes stamp, it was issued in sheets of

25 stamps, and the first printing will probably be the only one, for it con

sisted of 200,000 sheets, or five million stamps.

We give above a cut of this stamp, the size of which is exactly the same

as that of the 10 centimes. It is its size particularly (it being greatly in ex

cess of that of the ordinary stamp) that prevents its general use on correspond

ence. These stamps are used preferably for the prepayment of receipts and

commercial papers, as well as for school savings bank purposes, and every

thingleads us to believe that very few of them will be used to prepay letters

for abroad. Observers attribute this to various causes, but the principal one is

to be found in the discredit thrown on these stamps and in the misinforma

tion concerning them published by the Belgian press. Thus, several news

papers declared that the stamps of the Brussels Exhibition could not be used

for the prepayment of letters going abroad ; that France and Germany,
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particularly, had refused to recognize them and that any correspondence pre

paid by means of these stamps would be taxed as unpaid on reaching its dis

tination.

We will say at once that all this is false, and that neither France nor

Germany, any more than any other country in the postal union, can con

sider these stamps as being invalid. So long as a new postal congress has

not come to a formal decision on this subject, modifying the convention

signed at Vienna on July 4th, 1891, and decreeing that commemorative

stamps can no longer be used for the prepayment of correspondence going

abroad, all the postal administrations of the union can continue to issue

them.

In order to remove all doubt on this point, it will be interesting to give

here an extract from the text of the principal agreement of the Postal Con

gress of Vienna, in which it is said:

“ Art. 11. The prepayment of any package from one country of the

union to another country of the union can be made only by means of post

age stamps which are valid for the prepayment of private correspondence in

the country where the package comes from.

Art. 12. Each administration keeps the whole sum charged for the

prepayment of correspondence which it sends to other countries of the union.

Consequently, there is no occasion on this account for any exchange of state

ments between the various administrations of the union."

Although these details suffice to demonstrate the inaccuracy of the state

ments circulated by the Belgian press with regard to the rejection by foreign

postal administrations of the stamps of the Brussels Exhibition, we think it

well to note that by the terms of Art xxxiii of the Regulations for the exe

cution of the Postal Convention, the postal administrations which are in

the union should exchange with each other, through the international office

established at Berne, five complete collections of their postage stamps and

should without delay and in the same way give notice of any alteration made

in them

As, after having made. arrangements for the creation of its new com

memorative stamps. the Belgian Postal Administration did not fail to com

ply with the article of the Convention which we have quoted, it may well be

said that these stamps are available for the prepayment of correspondence

sent abroad.

THE Poslhcll 8'fPtlVllJ8 Of FRANCE

From the Collcctionneur de Timhres-Poste.

Continued from Page 475.

We give here reduced copies of the Telegram cards and Telegram

Letter cards issued in 1885 and 1887, which we had not room to put in the

text in No. 191 of the Collectionneur (No. II of the present volume of this

Journal.) These are still in use.

Originally, the system for opening the cards was that indicated above ;

the inconvenience of the perforation of the corners, which often resulted in

damage to the cards, led to the adoption for the letter cards of a style of

perforation which did not extend to the outer edges of the card. This

method is still in use.
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1887. .Derrease in {/20 rate for envelope: for pneumalz'c lulres.

It will be remembered that the decree of January 15, I885, had fixed at

75 centimes the rate for the pneumatic tube envelope, for amaximum weight

of 7 grammes.

No doubt, this price appeared very high, for few persons took advantage

of this mode of correspondence.

Therefore, in analogy with what had been done with the pneumatic

cards and letter cards, a decree of 1887 reduced the rate on these envelopes

to 60 centimes for 7 grammes.

The existing envelopes had the black surcharge “Taxe Reduite 60c"

printed on them in two lines, the former value being obliterated by five small

horizontal lines.
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Envelope.

TUBESQPNEUMATIQUESQ ~51 1”
Q g‘ ,

  

 

60c, on 7 5c rose, lilar.

It was not until 1889 that the envelope of 60 centimes was issued,

idesntical, with the exception of the value, with the 75 centimes envelopes of

18 5. A

Envelope.

60c. rose, lilac. _

July. 1884. The cholera epidemic which had just broken out with great

violence at Toulon and Marseilles threatened to spread through France, if

measures of an extreme severity were not taken.
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In a great center like Paris the danger seemed especially imminent ; for

this reason an understanding was arrived at by the vario ls administrations

interested : Prefecture of the Seine, Prefecture of Police, Postal Administra

tion, etc., etc., with the object of carrying out as quickly as possible the

measures of isolation or disinfection required by the conditions. Beginning

July 12th, the Manager of the Paris telegraphs gave to his staff instructions

relating to the free circulation of telegrams to give notice to the funeral

administration of deaths resulting from epidemic or contagious diseases.

Here is the circular.

“ BUREAU OF TELEGRAPHS 0F PARIS.

‘PARIS, July 12th, 1894.

CIRCULAR.

“ With a view to giving. to the doctors of the Civil Service, facilities for

requesting the Funeral Administration to proceed at once to put into cofiins

persons having died from any epidemic or contagious disease, the Prefecture
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of the Seine will have telegrams made for the use of the Civil Service doctors

in districts provided with pneumatic tubes.

“ In districts not connected with the pneumatic system, these same

doctors will make use of the ordinary telegraph for the correspondence which

they have to transmit, so that there may be no delay in putting into cofiins

those persons whose death shall have occurred from any contagious disease.

“The telegram cards and the electric telegrams in question, which will

be in conformity with the annexed samples, will be accepted in the Paris

offices without previous payment of the rates and without deposit of guarantee.

The charges ralating to these dispatches will be entered in the account of the

Prefecture of the Seine.

“ The accounting of these dispatches will be kept conformably to

article I99 and the following ones of Instruction T. At the end of each

month the receivers will annex to each statement on Form 303 ter, a detailed

statement on Form 44I of the cards and telegrams deposited at their office.

“ Receivers, who have not Register No. A2 or Forms 303 ter and 441

should immediately ask for them.

“ CAEL,

“ Engineer & Director.”

We have before us several types of these cards made for the Civil

Service doctors.

The first which we reproduce above, is very similar to the current pneu

matic card. '1 he obverse bears the inscriptions printed in black on buff:

“CARTE TELEGRAMME. jllonsierle Directeur des Pompes funébres, rue

d’Aubervilliers, r04, PARIs," and at the left, in three vertical lines reading

upwards : “Prefecture de la Seine. VILLE DE PARIs. SERVICE DE LA

VERIFICATION DES oEcEs; " to the left a perforated coupon or stub having

only on the back the inscriptions : “M /e Dr .. . . . .mc'decin dc l‘c'tat-ciz'il

du . . . .arrona’issement de Paris. 1V0. . . .Rr’quisition aa'ressc'e a l’Administra

a’es Pompes funchres pour la mise en hilre d'urgence de M. . . . .rue. . ..r1o

....dr'c/dc’le....l88.., oi ....heurc... du Paris, le ....1s8..,o....

heure a’u ......"

Along the dotted line of the stub: “ VERIFICATION DEs nuns," and

on the reverse of the card :

N".... ....."

" Le soussign'e, Medecin de l'Etat-Civil, du. . . .Arrondissement de

Paris, délégué it cet efi'et par le Maire, officier de l’Etat-Civil, requiert

l’Administration des Pompes funébres d’effectuer la mise en bie‘re d'urgence

de M. . .décedé a Paris rue. . . .No. . . .au. . . .étage, le. .. 188. .,a. . . .heure

du . . . . . . "(Szgnature)”

And below, to the left, in four lines:

" Dimensions du cors : Longueur. . . .Largeur. . . .Nature du ccrceuil

. ‘To this card was attached a bulletin in white paper destined to receive

report of the Civil Service doctor.

Card.

30 centimes. black, hufi'

We know of a card identically the same as that we have just described,

but it has not the black stamp of 30 centimes, and the address is altered as

follows :

Monsieur le Directeur des Pompes Funébres, avenue du Maine, I4I."

Card.

(no value) black, huf. '

We will add that other service cards printed in black on dark gray pape
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were addressed to Monsieur le Prefet de la Seine, Service municipal de

Desinfection gratuite, etc., etc., others printed in black on white or buff pa

perr, were intended for the municipal crematory service.

Thanks to these energetic measures, the cholera epidemic in Paris was not

of a very grave character. The number of cases was very small and the disease

was quickly stamped out. A few collectors have preserved in their albums

the cards issued at the time and which were difficult to procure. We have

been assured that they were not much used ; some persons go so far as to say

that, although they were issued, these cards were never in use.

THE ENVELOPE ISSUES or 18844895.

BY JOSEPH RECHERT, HOBOKEN, N. J.

 

In the following an attempt will be made to tabulate the 1894-95 issues.

The distinguishing features between the Purcell (Holyoke) and the

Plimpton (Hartford) manufactures have been pretty well discussed, still I

trust it will be interesting for some of your readers to have the most peculiar

points reiterated.

In the Holyoke make sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 14 have the left '

hand flap overlapping the right side. Sizes 7, 8, 9 have the side flaps over

the under flap. The manila and amber manila envelopes and wrappers are

of wove paper in the Holyoke make.

The Hartford manufacture, on the contrary, has in sizes 1 to 14 the

right over the left fiap, and in sizes 7, 8, 9 the under flap over the side flaps.

The manila and amber manila envelopes and wrappers are on laid paper

with the exception of 1 cent manila sizes Nos. 3 and 6, which appear on both

laid and wove paper. -

The dies are the same in both issues with the exception of the 5 cents,

which in the Holyoke is a new one, where the collar touches the beard and

the hair on the forehead is protruding. -

The watermark, though of the same design, shows many varieties ;

suffice it to say that the Holyoke watermark has a rather irregular shape, and

the Hartford a more symmetrical one. '

I have listed the 1 cent Hartford in three shades as these are entirely

distinct.

Notice should be taken, that while the two sizes 4 and 14, emanating

from the Columbian Issue have been manufactured by the Hartford firm,

yet No. 14 white paper has also been made by the Holyoke concern.

Attention is drawn to the errors in watermarks.

The one of 1890 or wmk. J. of the Natl. Phil. Soc. book appearing with

the 2 cents Hartford sizes 4 and 14.

The small so-called service monogram P. O. D. or wmk. M. of the N.

P. S. list in both the r and 2 cents Hartford on No. 3 manila wove paper.

Another variety is to be noted : the 1 cent Hartford with a projection or

Spur below the bust in size 5 white paper.

It has also been stated that the new 5 cents die came with the 1890

wmk. (J), but so far I cannot substantiate the fact.

Besides I have two varieties of the 2 cents white on wove paper, showing

no watermark. Undoubtedly some of the missing varieties in the following

list will turn up in the course of time. -
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CORRECTED TABLES.

1894-95 Issues.

1 Cent.
 

HOLYOKE.

No. DK. BLUE. L'r. BLUE.

2 White. 1

Amber. -

3 White. I

Amber. |

Manila, W, ._

Amber Man. W. _

I

I

I

I

HARTEORD.

BLUE. DK. BLUE. LT. BLUE.

 

   

White.

Amber.

Manila, W.

Manila,

White, W.

I

I

. I

L. I

I

l

I

I

I

Wrapper, W. I

Bigot’.

._._|...__..__|....

_||ll|l|l_Il

--l-Il|-l-\

L.

1894. 2 Cents.
 

N0. HOLYOKE. HARTFORD. N0. HOLYOKE. HARTFORD.

I White.

2 White.

Amber.

Oriental Buff.

Blue.

Manila, W.

Amber, Man., W.

3 White.

Amber.

Oriental Buff.

Blue.

Manila, W.

Amber, Man., W.

4 White.

Amber.

5 White.

Amber. '

Oriental Buff.

Blue.

Manila, W.

Amber, Man., W.

13 White.

Amber.

Buff.

Blue.

14 White.

Amber.

  

10 White.

| l White.

7 White.

Amber.

Oriental Buff.

Blue.

8 White.

Amber.

9 White.

Amber.

I2 Wrapper.

Dark Green, W.

Lt. Green, W.

Dark Green, L

Lt. Green, L.

 

Fl

“Nb,*“NHNNL‘NNNHNNIJNNDNH‘JNNNN

if!

llnullnululugun

nullunwnwnunén»

.

iNNlJNNl-YNNNNNIiMNNiNiNNb-IN

 

 

1 894 ' 4 Cents.
 

No. HOLYOKE. HARTFORD.

 |lIlll 

21,

ii-A-hl-A%

Lower.E"

7 White Scarlet.

Amber "

8 White “

Amber “

9 White “

Amber “

Red.

1 l

‘6

H

I‘

H

Jk-A-ki-k‘b
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5 Cents.

No. No.

3 White new die _ 5* 3 White 014 die. 5

Amber “ “ 5 Amber “ “ 5

5 White “ “ 5 5 White “ “ 5

Amber “ “ 5 Amber " “ 5

White “ “ (Lt. Blue.) 5

ERRORS AND Onnr'rnzs.

Watermarks.

Harlfard.

1 Cent No. 3 Manila wove paper, Service Wrnk. M.

2 No. 3 H ‘l i‘ ‘I ‘t MI

2 Cents No. 4 White paper, 1890 Watermark J.

2 Cents No. 4 Amber “ " “ J.

2 Cents No. 14 White paper, 1890 Watermark I.

2 Cents No. 14 Amber “ “ “ J.

Wave Paper.

Holyokr.

2 Cents No. 2 White paper, unwatermarked.

5 Cents New die No. 5 Amber paper.

Hanffard.

2 Cents No. 11 White paper, unwatermarked.

Die Varielx'es.

Hartford.

1 Cent No. 5 White paper, “ Spur,"

4 Cent No. 8 Amber paper, Claret die.

W. means wove paper.

L. means laid paper.

 

Noyes

Lc Collerlionneur dc Timber-Paste states that the Madagascar stamps

chronicled last month have not been issued, in fact, have not been ordered

so far.

The same paper says this Colony is likely to issue special Unpaid Letter

stamps.

D G 4;} G {t

We have seen a pair of the 10 centavos of Costa Rica imperforate

between.

‘Cl’ {1* {1' £1‘ {1'

The Mani/11y Journal mentions a pair of the Brit. Guiana rc on 1 dollar

of 1890, each stamp of which shows two impressions of the red surcharge,

the one partly covering the other, but both quite plain and distinct.

GQQQQ

.Tlu Philatelic Record mentions the provisional British East Africa 2%a

in red on the ra 6p lndia, without a fractional dividing line. The same

variety exists also in the Zanzibar provisional of the same value.
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We illustrate below the Registration stamps of Antioquia, chronicled last

month.

  

GGQQG

Le Caurrier dc Timbres-Porte announces that the Dutch Indies will

shortly have an issue of Postal Packet stamps of 1, 5 and lo florins and also

of a 2c envelope for visiting cards.

G'GGGQ

From L: Ca/lectionneur dz Tz'mbres-Paste we learn that Kewkiang has

furnished some new material for the blacklist of the S. S. S. S. in surcharging

the current 20, 15 and 6c stamps respectively 54, 1 and 2 cent. The first two

are surcharged in black and the last one in blue.

QQGQQ

Le Col/erlz'onncur dc Timérer-Porte states that Canada will shortly issue a

new series of adhesives of the same type as the current 20 and 50c.

Q {l {l {l G

Messrs. Williams & Co. have shown us part of a sheet of 1c Unpaid

Letter stamps of Peru, surcharged with triangle 4, on which one stamp has a

double surcharge, one over the other, and a vertical pair having three sur

charges, the third surcharge being between the two first ones.

The same correspondents have also shown us a re green with head of

General of Bermudez, having the surcharge inverted, and a re orange of 1881

“ Chilian Arms," and a 50 I882 “ Chilian Arms and Horse-shoe," surcharged

in black "YCA " in oval.

Q {I} Q {'2 Q

L: Co/ln'lz'onneur dz Timbres-‘Posle mentions the provisional Fernando

Po so on toe with surcharge inverted.

QQGGQ

Mr. W. C. Eaton calls our attention to the fact that there are two varie

ties of the figure 5 with curved serif of the so on 6c Liberia ; the normal type

has a wide serif, while on the variety the serif is narrow, and the body of the

5 a trifle taller. The variety is repeated on the sheet in the eighth stamp of

the second, third and fourth horizontal rows.

GGG‘DG

Le Co/Zem'onneur a’: T[mares-Paste chronicles the current 2%c brown of

Antioquia imperforate horizontally.

{$5956

Le Caller/101mm)‘ (12 Timbrer-Porle chronicles a provisional 1c Hankow

stamp. consisting of the to and 30c stamps surcharged “One Cent" in black.

The same contemporary chronicles a new series of adhesives in design

similar to preceding issue, but smaller, measuring 22x26mm. instead of

24x29mm. The values and colors are as follows :

2c green, 5c violet, roc dull blue, 20c brick red, 30c violet.
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All these will, of course, come under the ban of the S. S. S. S., as there

is no doubt about their speculative nature.

\DGQ'D'Q

From the Monthly journal we learn that an error has been discovered in

the overprint upon the Army Official stamps of Great Britain, one stamp in

each sheet of the %p and rp showing the second word spelt “oFFIcIAI."

The last letter appears to be a distinct " I," not a broken “L,” and it always

occurs in the same position on the sheet.

QG’GGG

The publishers of the Monthly journal state that in a lot of stamps

recently obtained from the correspondence of a business house in Cordoba

they found a specimen of the “ IN PS ” hlue of Buenos Ayres, printed onboth

sides. The impression on the face is in dark blue, and is well centered ; that

on the back shows about three fourths of one stamp and one~fourth of

another, in a paler shade, but quite sharp and well defined. They suppose

that the paler impression was defective in some part of the sheet, and that

the paper was in consequence turned over and put a second time through

the press.

QQGQQ

Subscribers of the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHILA'I‘ELY will receive with

this number the title page and index for I896.

CHRONICLE.

IBELGIUM.—-Mr. J. K. Schuh has sent us the Brussels Exhibition stamp

of 5 centimes, which we illustrate below.

Adhesive stamp.

Brussels Exhibition.

  

Perforated I 4x I 4%.

5c violet

 

BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA-We have seen the £1 revenue, sur

charged Ish and used postally.

The Monthly journal chronicles a 6p revenue, surcharged zsh also used

postally.
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Adhesive stamps.

Provisional issue.

 

  

Perforated 14.

Is on £1 dark blue and red, black surcharge

25 on 6p lilac and red, black surcharge

 

BRITISH EAST AFRICA-Le Collectionneur de Timhrer-Poste chronicles

the )6 anna envelope and the M and r anna wrappers of India, surcharged

with the name of this territory in black.

The Philatelic Record chronicles two new varieties in post cards. 1 anna

on 1% anna, India, surcharged with ordinary surcharge, and another of the

same value, surcharged in blue in larger type.

They also chronicle two fresh varieties in envelopes, namely: 2% anna,

surcharged on India 4 anna 6 pies, showing two varieties of the surcharge,

one being in three lines in blue and close together, and the other in black,

much wider apart.

A 2 annas Registration Envelope with stamp of same type as current

adhesive has also been used.

Envelopes.

Jéa green, black surcharge

2a6p on 4a6p orange, black surcharge

2a6p on 4a6p orange, blue “

Registration Envelope.

My‘?!

1 REGISTRATION c

- lmrlsn mar

33; AFRIeA 1,

.-; g

tt5 .

FROYICTOIAY

  

 

White wove paper, linenfllined.

2a chocolate
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Wrappers.

%a green, black surcharge

la red brown black surcharge

Portal Cards.

Ia on 1%a blue, black surcharge, hufi'

Ia on 1% blue, blue " “

 

BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA-The London Philalelisl chronicles the cur

rent Ish Cape of Good Hope, as having been surcharged "British South

Africa Company."

Adhesive slamp.

Provisional Issue.

Watermarked Anchor.

Perforated 14.

15h yellow buff, black surcharge

 

(NYLON-Mr. E. G. Rusbridge has sent us a new 2 cent reply card of

the same design as the current 2 cent card. (Stamp with Queen's head).

Pasta! card.

2 x 2c yellow brown, while

 

OOLOMBIAN RIIPUBLIO.—The }4c of the city of Bogota has been re

engraved, the principal difference beingin the letters of the inscription, which

are larger than in the preceding one.

Adhesive slamp,

  

Perforated 12.

%c black

Panama.—Mr. C. Witt has shown us the 50c of same type as the cur

rent series.

Adhesive slump,

Perforated r I50c bistre brown

 

OURAOAQ-According to the Nederlana'seh Tz/dsehrift voar Pastzegel

huna'e, the ace Unpaid Letter stamp of the current type has been issued.

Unpaid Lei/er stamp.

Perforated 12 M.

200 green and black

 

OYPRUS.—We have received the new % piastre, which completes the

current series.

Adhesive stamp.

Watermarked Crown and C.A.

Perforated r4.

yépi‘green and red
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FERNANDO PO.—The Colleeliormeur de Timbres-Poste chronicles the

100 de p Timbre movil with surcharge “ Habilitado Para Correos " in blue.

Adhesive stamp.

Provisional issue.

Imperforate.

10c deep carmine, blue surcharge

 

FRANCE-French Office! In Zanzlbu.—We have received the following

adhesives, which complete the current series :

Adhesive stamps.

Perforated 14x13%.

1%a on 150 blue, red surcharge

2a on 200 red on green, black surcharge

3a on 300 yellow brown “ "

4a on 40c red on straw “ “

 

HAY'I‘1.-—Mr. Gremmel has shown us the 5 centimes of the re-engraved

type.

Adhesive stamp.

Perforated 13%.

5c slate green

 

INDIA—Travan00ro.-Dr. Scherer has shown us the 3 and 4 chuckrams

envelopes on white laid paper; also a wrapper of % chuckram ; this last one

has the stamp of the same type as adhesives. Both envelopes have the in

scription “ Travancore Gov’t " embossed on the left flap,

Envelopes.

White laid paper.

Size: 137 x 79mm.

30h violet

Creamy white laid paper.

Size: 120 x 94mm.

40h green

Wrapper.

Manila paper.

Size: 128 x 305mm.

}éch green

INDO CHINA-Le Colledionneur de Timhres-Posle states that this colony

has issued a 5 franc adhesive stamp of the same type as the remainder of the

current series.

Adhesive slump.

Perforated 14x13%.

5 fr violet, name in blue

 

LABUAN.—Fr0m the London .Philafclisl we gather that the 2 5, 500 and

1.00 stamps of the North Borneo State have been printed in new colors, and

surcharged “ Labuan ” in black.

Adhesive stamps. '

Perforated.

250 green, black surcharge
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500 red brown, black surcharge

1.00 blue, black surcharge

MBXIOQ-Mr. S Chapman sends us the 20 postal union card of the

preceding issue, which has been surcharged at the sides “ Para los Estados

Unidos Y Canada," in yellow green ; our correspondent states that this

card should never have read “ Union Postal Universal," as only the 30 rate

is in force. The present surcharge is only for using up the present stock,

and when the next supply of cards is printed they will probably read “ Servicio

Exterior.”

Postal card.

20 rose and blue green, yellow green surcharge, lmf

NETHERLANDB,-We read in the Nederlandsch Tiydschrift ooor Post

zegelhunde that the I, 1%, 1212, I5, 20 and 250 Unpaid Letter Stamps are

now issued in full sheets of type I.

Unpaid letter stamps.
  

Perforated 12%.

1c ultramarine and black, type I.

1%0 ultramarine " type I.

12%0 ultramarine “ type I.

150 ultramarine “ type I.

200 ultramarine “ type I.

25c ultramarine “ type I.

ORANGE FREE STATE-The provisional $4 penny stamp, chronicled

by us last month has been replaced by another provisional, as per illustration.

They are issued in sheets of 240 stamps, the surcharge being set up in two

horizontal panes of 60 stamps each. There are a number of varieties, consist

ing in the relative position of the letters of the first line of the surcharge

towards those of the second line. We only have been able to find two errors,

viz: first N of PENNY inverted; this is the first stamp of the fourth hori

zontal row in the left pane; and, PENNY without period; this is the last

stamp in the bottom row, right pane.

Adhesioe stamp.

Provisional issue.

  

Perforated 14.

%p on 3p blue, black surcharge.
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’QUEBNBLAND.-Mr. Gremmel has shown us the new I penny stamp,

similar in design to the preceding one, but with large numerals of value

in lower corners.

Ad/zesiw stamp.

  

Watermarked Q and Crown.

Perforated :3.

1p orange

ST. HELENA-We have received new stamps of 1, 2, 2%, 5 and [O

penny of the same design as the ryép ; also ip postal cards, single and reply,

the stamp on which shows a view of the Island.

Adlresizl'e slam/5s.

JD'LSOd.

  

Ti
\Vatermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated r4.

1p carmine

2p yellow

zyzp blue

5p violet

rop brown

Postal rards.

1p carmine, 1111f

lxrp carmine, Ill/f

 

SALVADOR.-The annual provisional has made its appearance in the

shape of the current 24 centavos, surcharged “ Quince Centavos."

We have also received this provisional and both the current series

adhesives, surcharged “ De Oficio Correos del Salvador."

Adlzesiz'e slamp.

Provisional issue.

  

Perforated

:50 on 24c purple, black surcharge.
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Ofiz'rz'al stamps.

Perforated.

Surcharged in black.

1c blue _1c emerald green

2c dark brown 2c lake

3c deep green 3c yellow brown

50 olive brown 50 blue

roc yellow IOC brown

12c Prussian blue no slate

15c lilac 15c blue green

20c magenta 15c on 24c purple

24c vermilion 4 200 carmine rose

30c orange 24c purple

50c dark brown olive 30c dark yellow green

rp rose 50c orange

r ooc dark blue.

SIERRA LEONB.—The Denise/1e Briefmarkm Zulu/lg states that the

2s, 5s and ,{r of the new type have been issued.

Adhesive stamps. '

  

watermarked Crown and CA.

Perforated 14.

25 green and ultramarine

as green and carmine

£1 brown, rm’

 

SOUTH AFRICAN RBPUBLIQ-The Deidre/1e Briefmarl'elz Zeilmlg

chronicles a 6 penny stamp of the new series.

Ad/zesz've slam/l.

  

Perforated 126p dull lilac green
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA-The Australian Stamp Company informs us that

the current 5 and 6 penny adhesives are now perforated 13.

The Deutsche Bricfmarhen Zeitung states that the current I penny post

card has been surcharged in black, 0. S.

Adhesive stamps.

R‘
U
JSOUHI AUSTRALIA

  

Watermarked Crown and S.A., letters close together.

Perforated 13.

5p brown lilac

6p blue

Ofiicial Postal cara'.

1p brown, buf, black surcharge

 

TASMANIL-We learn from the Philatelic journal of Great Britain

that the 4 penny stamp is now issued on paper watermarked TAs, letters

close together.

Ad/tesive stamp.

  

WVatermarked

Perforated.

4p ochre

ZANZIBAR-The Wee/sly Stamp News reports the current 4% and 7%

annas of the British East Africa Protectorate as having been surcharged

‘ Zanzibar."

The Philatelic Record states that the current I rupee of India has

received the same surcharge.

Adhesive stamps.

  
I
\ A '

ISHEAS

FRlCR

.> .
*   
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Provisional Issue.

Perforated.

4%a orange, black surcharge

7%a lilac “ “

  

Watermarked Star.

11 carmine and green, black surcharge

AUCTION 8ALE8.

Our first sale for the season 1896—97 will be held in the second week of

January, and will contain a fine collection of stamps, to which has been

added a splendid lot of rarities of the United States, British North America,

etc. Among the stamps offered at this sale will be the following:

St. Louis: 1st plate; so, dies 1, 2 and 3 ; 10c, dies 2 and 3; 2d plate‘:

200, die 2, cut close; 50, die 3, cut close ; 10c, dies 1, 2 and 3, two unused.

New Brunswick: 1 shilling (2); Newfoundland, 6%p, 1 shilling (unused

and used): Nova Scotia, 1 shilling (3); and a number of split B. N. A.

provisionals.

Providence, complete sheet; State Dept., $5, $10 and $20 ; Brazil. 1844,

6001, very fine; British Guiana, 1850, to magenta and 4c blue; Canada,

7%p green; full o.g.; Dominican Republic, 1862, 11 green ; Spain, 1852, 21 ;

Switzerland, Geneva, 10c; Zurich, 4r; Tuscany, 2 soldi.

Our second sale will be held some time in February, and will include

one of the finest collections of United States stamps in the country, and will '

present a great number of stamps which have never before appeared at

public auction. Amongthe most worthy of mention we may note the follow

ing :

New York, all varieties, used and unused, with many different varieties of

signature, including the rare autograph “ R. H. M." (R. H. Morris);

Original New Haven, cut square, and signed reprints, both in red and blue ;

Entire sheet of_Providence ;

St. Louis, so on first paper :

toe on first paper, die C, unused ;

10c dies A 8: B, on the third or pelure paper (These stamps on the

third variety of paper are among the greatest rarities of the

United States issue).

The line of Carriers is magnificent, including the followingl

New York, 3c buff, unused ;

20 red, unused, o.g.;

Baltimore, reconstructed plate of Black Horseman; 10 red, short rays and

“sent,” unused ;

P. O. Dispatch, green, red on white and blue on white, laid paper ;
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Boston, 2c black, unused ;

Philadelphia, type I6, many varieties ;

Among the regular issues of the United States stamps the following" are

worthy of special notice :

1847, so block of 4, unused, o.g.;

1851, IC, about 40 varieties of shifted die, including blocks in magnificent

condition with original gum ;

r857, 5c red brown, unused pair with original gum ;

186I, first engraving, 12c ;

“ 3c pink and 5c yellow, unused, o.g.;

r866, 30 scarlet, unused, o.g.;

I868, grilled all over, 30c;

r869, inverted medallion: 15c, 24c, 30c;

" originals without grill: I, 3, I5, 24, 30, 90c;

1870, t2 and 240, with grill;

1875, complete sets of re-issues and complete sets on violet laid and brown

chemical paper;

Departments, complete, unused, o.g.;

Periodicals, complete, in all prints;

Envelopes, cut square;

r853, 3c, octagon ends;

1857, toe on white, unused;

1863, 2C on orange, unused;

r874, 3c, die C, on fawn, used;

“ 3c, die C. on blue, used, entire;

2c vermilion, die A, on manila, used;

War Department, all issues, complete;

Revenue stamps: Imperf., 3c Playing Cards, unsevered pair, and fine copies

of $.30, $|.9o and $20 Probate of Will;

Second issue : complete, including $200 and the following

with inverted medallions, I, 2, 5. I0, 50c, 70c, $I, $5;

Third issue : inverted medallions : 2c, 5c, 30c;

Proprietary, $I and $5, unused, o.g.; inverted medallions :

1, 2 and 3c;

1878, rouletted, 5c, unused, o.g ;

The list given above will present some idea of the extent of the collec

tion in question, and those who are looking for fine specimens of United

States stamps should await this opportunity before purchasing elsewhere.

Almost every stamp in the collection is in as perfect condition as can be

desired by the most fastidious.

We have also some other sales in view, but are not as yet prepared to

furnish any details.

I‘

H

H

H

COMMUNICATION.

EDITOR AMERICAN JOURNAL or PHILATELYZ

In the October number of the JOURNAL you kindly gave me space for a

letter concerning certain articles. editorial and otherwise, in the Purl Ofiee.

To my letter the editor of the Post Ofiiee has made reply and explanation,

both courteous and satisfactory.

Mr. Capen calls my attention to the fact that the article of which I
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particularly complained was not a special article but a part of the “ Des

criptive Catalogue of United States Postage Stamps" now running in his

journal. and that it is not customary to give credit in catalogues to the sources

of the information contained in them. This I must admit and, therefore,

that my remarks were hasty and not sufficiently considered. Nor do I doubt

for a moment the correctness of Mr. Capen's claims that he has been study~

ing the premz'éres gravures of 1861. Anyone who has read his careful and

elaborate articles on U. S. stamps can well believe that there is little concern

ing the stamps of this country which has escaped his attention.

I will thank you to publish this letter in the JOURNAL, since silence on

my part might be construed to mean that I am " sulking in my tent ” or am

not sufficently manly to acknowledge a mistake when it is pointed out.

Furthermore, it is but fair to Mr. Capen that your circle of readers

(which may not be the same as that of the Posl Ofiz'ee) should hear both sides

of the question.

Thanking you for your courtesy, I am,

Respectfully yours,

~JOHN N. Lurr.

THE STAMPS OF BARBADOS.

BY MESSRS. E. D. BACON AND F. H. NAPIER.

Published by SrANLEY Gmuous, Lro., London.

This is quite the most valuable contribution to philatelic literature in

some time. And it is good reading. The element of dryness, too often

apparent in such works, is conspicuously absent. Facts and dates are

blended with interesting observations and much information is given which

will be welcome and useful to students, especially those who are interested in

paper, printing and the mechanical details of stamp manufacture.

A notable thing about the book is the feeling that the authors speak “as

one having authority." They do not guess ; they know. Their dates, tables

of quantities etc., are from official sources and records. Philatelists will

appreciate the liberal spirit of Messrs Perkins Bacon & Co., in giving their

assistance and placing their records at the disposal of the authors. Collectors

and writers in this'country have often had cause to regret the narrowness and

secretive policy of the Post Ofiice Department and of the bank note companies

who have held the contracts for printing most of our stamps. Some of us

have felt the sting of official churlishness in replies to inquiries. We have

also read between the lines not only indifference but ignorance of the merits

of our pursuit. It is refreshing to know it is not thus everywhere.

In the introductory remarks the authors regret their inability to give us

further information concerning the perforating machines used by Messrs.

Perkins Bacon 8: Co., which subject they opened so entertainingly in the

Saint Vim'enl handbook. But we are promised the benefit of their researches,

when they shall have been brought to a satisfactory termination. This will

be awaited with pleasurable anticipation by all collectors of British Colonial

stamps.

In this part of the book our attention is called to the fact that Barbados

was the first British colony to adopt a half penny rate and issue a stamp of

that denomination, which example was not followed by the mother country
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for over eighteen years. Within the past year this progressive step has been

repeated by the adoption of the farthing rate for local postage on newspapers.

Following the introductory remarks we find the reference list, which is

very concise and carefully priced.

Then comes the most interesting part of the book, the notes. Section I.

is largely devoted to a description of the paper used for the first issues. I

take the liberty of quoting : “ The unwatermarked paper used for Barbados

was manufactured from fine rags and new pieces at Rush Mill, near North

amption. It was a hand-made paper with deckle edges on all four sides of

the sheet, one surface only of which was rolled. In color it is a greyish

white, and it is entirely without watermark, even the makers‘ name being

omitted. It was made by the same firm that held the contract for supplying

the paper for the first One Penny and Two Pence stamps of Great Britain,

of which stamps Messrs. Perkins Bacon & Co., were themselves the printers.

The paper used for the Barbados stamps was identical in every respect with

that of these two early stamps of Great Britain, save that it was unwater

marked, and the sheets for both countries were of the same size.”

In explanation of the great variation in thickness of this paper we are

told that “ it has been stated that each ream of five hundred sheets of paper

had to scale the same weight; and that as the process of paper-making by

hand precluded the possibility of exact uniformity of weight, some sheets

were purposely made considerably thicker or thinner than others, so that

they could be used to raise or lower the weight of each ream to the required

standard."

Our attention is called to the “blueing ” of the paper of the early stamps,

as with the first two values of Great Britain. The early stamps of both

countries were the work of the same printers and made with the same or

similar inks, and in both the blueing gradually disappeared on the discovery

and correction of the cause.

Frequent reference is made to the “ great find of unused early Colonial

stamps that took place some seven years ago.” The writer has frequently

wished that some one acquainted with the details of this find would make

them known. It has been hinted that this was more than a find and that,

were the facts published, we should have both an interesting story and a

surprising list of the stamps comprising the lot. The authors express the

opinion that in listing some of the stamps of this find they “have treated

them with a consideration they probably do not deserve." I concur.

To my mind the most interesting thing in the book is the lengthy and

careful description of the various star-watermarked papers, used for the

stamps of this and other Colonies.

I cannot refrain from making another quotation at this point. “ As we

have never met with an account of paper moulds in any philatelic work, it

will perhaps be as well for us to give a short description of them here. The

surface of the mould consists of very fine ‘ gauze-wire cloth,’ which is tightly

stretched by a wooden frame. The watermarks are composed of wire, which

is bent to the pattern required, and each separate star, letter, etc., which is

technically known by the name of ‘bit,’ is securely fastened in the correct

position on the gauze surface. The other portion of the mould consists of

what is called the ‘deckle,’ from which the rough edges of hand-made paper

take their name. The ‘deckle’ is merely a plain narrow wooden movable

frame, which is made to fit on to and around the four sides of the mould ;

and in case of double moulds, such as those from which both the star papers

were made, the ‘ deckle,’ although one frame, is, as it were, divided into two,
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in order to cover the sides of the two halves of the mould which adjoin each

other. A paper-maker works with two moulds and one ‘deckle.’ After he

has made a sheet, or, in the case of a double mould, two sheets of paper, he

passes the mould to an attendant called a ‘coucher,’ who proceeds to take

the paper off and to clean the mould in readiness for the paper-maker, who

in the meantime is employed making paper on the second mould.”

This is only a brief extract from the description of the star-watermarked

papers, but it shows the quality of the work. To quote more would be un

fair to the authors and detract from the pleasure of their readers. Any

collector who has puzzled over these stars will appreciate the lucid descrip

tions given of them.

One finishes with a sigh of satisfaction the chapter devoted to the five

shillings stamps surcharged “ 1d.” They are described in such a quiet easy

way that it seems they should never again cause the least trouble. And then

one turns to those two pages of illustrations and sighs again ; but it is not

the same kind of a sigh.

The descriptions of the various perforations and of the machines used to

make the later ones are very clear and concise. Throughout the book are

many interesting paragraphs about dates, colors, split-stamps, imperforates of

doubtful merit, the one shilling blue error (heretofore undescribed), the so

called lithographic transfers from engraved plates and similar topics ; all of

which will prove of much value to collectors who wish to know more than

can be learned from the perfunctory descriptions of priced catalogues.

As in previous handbooks, tables from the records of the printers close

the volume.

The paper, printing and illustrations leave nothing to be desired.

We congratulate Messrs. Bacon and Napier on having produced an

interesting book, full of valuable facts and details, which they have placed

before us in a thoroughly readable and enjoyable form.

It is a work which no student of stamps or collector of British colonials

should fail to read.

101m N. LUFF.

 

THE MARKET

Auction sale of Cheveley & Co., October 14th and 15th, 1896.

Ceylon, 2r 50c, lightly postmarked, $ 12.50

St. Helena, perf. 12%, 4d carmine, double surcharge, the first 18

mm. long, the second 19 mm., used, 22.75

Victoria, 5sh blue on yellow, superb specimen, 21.25

British Columbia, perf., 12%, $1.00, unused, o.g., 13.00

-United States, 1856 90c blue, unused, 18.00

“ very fine used specimen, 25.00

Barbados, small Star, 6d vermilion, unused, 10.50

“ 5sh rose, 10.00

Nevis, lithographed, 6d superb unused specimen, 0 g., 75.00

St. Christopher, 6d olive brown. used, 13.00

St. Lucia, 1896, rsh orange brown, used, 18.00

a “ another one, r 1.00

St. Vincent, 4d yellow, unused, 10.50

Virgin Islands, rsh, single lined border, unused, o.g., 21.85
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Auction sale of Bogert & Durbin Co., October 24th, 1896.

United States, 1860, 90c unused, $ 13.20

“ ~lustice, 900, good used copy, 18.50

“ Executive, 6c, unused, 11.00

“ State, $2, used, 13.00

“ Revenue, $200, first issue, perf., 13.00

“ Proprietary, 500, used, 13.00

“ “ $1.00, somewhat dirty, 34.00

“ “ $5.00, used, very fine, 226.00

Auction sale of Puttick & Simpson, October 26th and 27th, 1896.

Great Britain, 9d bistre, plate 3, with hairlines, used but rather soiled, $13.50

“ zsh red brown, very fine, 13.00

United States, 1857, 900 blue, unused, no gum, 15.75

“ 1869, 900, 10.50

Barbados, 55h rose, 10.50

" another one, 11.00

“ still another, 10.00

Dominica, rsh, CA., 13.00

Montserrat, CA., 4d blue, 11.50

St. Christopher, 6d gray, unused, 11.00

“ another one, used, 11.50

St. Lucia, Star, 4d blue, unused, 15.00

“ 83, rsh orange, postally used, 14.85

“ another one, unused, 18.00

St. Vincent, rsh rose, large perf., unused, o.g., 37.50

“ 5sh rose, well centered, unused no gum, 57.50

Tobago, CC, 6d, small ink stain, 11.00

“ another one, o g., 12.50

“ another one, used, ‘ 10.00

“ CA. 6d ochre, used but rather browned by gum, 31.25

Virgin Islands, 6d rose, perf., 15, unused, 25.00

“ rsh double lined border, unused, 17.50

“ . single lined border, unused, 1 1.25

Brazil, 1844, 300r black, very fine, 15.00

British Honduras, 6d yellow, unused, o.g., ' 11.50

Auction sale of Cheveley & Co., November 2nd, 1896.

Bremen. imperf., 7gr, used, $12 50

Great Britain, rsh octagonal, unused, o.g., partly split by one of the

silk threads, 23.00

“ £5, used, 12.00

Wurtemberg, 70kr dark lilac, ‘14.00

“ 70kr lilac, - 12.00

Ceylon, 9d imperf., very fine, 12.50

Buenos Ayres. 3p green, unused, cut rather close, 21.85

Nevis, rsh yellow green, 15.00

“ 6d olive, lithographed, unused, o g., with margin of sheet attached, 77.50

New Brunswick, 6d yellow, beautiful unused specimen, 60.00

“ 6d yellow and half of 3d, used, on portion of letter, 21.25

Nova Scotia, 1d, unused, 10.50

United States, 1856, 90c, unused, o.g., 18.75

Virgin Islands, rsh, single lined border, used specimen, 16.85
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Auction of the Walter S. Scott Stamp Co., November 10th, 1896.

United States, 1851, 5c red brown, magnificent copy, $1.25

“ 1861, Se yellow brown, unused, splendid copy, 26.00

“ 1869, 24c green and purple, unused, 11.25

“ " 90c black and carmine, unused, slight tear at top, 21.00

“ Reissue, 5c blue, 10,25

“ “ 30c blue and carmine. 16.20

“ Periodical, $36, 17.00

“ Executive, 6c, unused, 14.25

“ Justice, 24c, unused, 10.25

“ “ 30c, unused, 17.00

“ State, 900, 10.50

Barbados, 1873, ssh, 11.25

British Honduras, 6d yellow, 10.75

“ rsh gray, 12.00

Canada, 7%d, magnificent copy, 17.50

Monaco, 1885, 5fr, unused, ' 10.00

St. Lucia, CA, 6d lilac, unused, 16.25

St. Vincent, 1883, 4d ultramarine, unused, II-5°

Wurtemberg. 7okr red violet, used, I5-°°

NATIONAL PHILATELICAL SOCIETY.

 

Orgnnizrd 1874. lncnrporated 1892.

Meeting: held Second and Fourth Tuesday of each month, at Collectors ClubI 351 Fourth Ave,

at 8 P. M.

OFFICERS.

Prnr'dznf, J. N. T. Lnvrcx, 54 William Street, Su‘rltzry, W. F. Gnaconv, 11 Park Row, New

New York. York.

Vi£"P"¢-*‘id"lt, R. R. BOGERT, 160 Nassau Street, New York.

Treasurer, MAX MBYENBERG, 58 Eighth Street, Hoboken, N. J.

(.‘OAIJIITTEES.

R. R. BoGzR-r, M. C. Baum-sen,

Enhrlainmmt H. GRBMMEL, Finance WALTER S. Sco-rr

CHAS. D. W. Dmrw. A. L. BAIRD.

Geo. R. TU'I'TLB, C. L. Monnltu,

Home 05. S. RICH, Mnnbcrtfil'f H. COLLIN,

. N. LUFF. J. M. Amman“.

Librarian, J. S. RICH. 489 Manhattan Avenue, Exchange l’llavmgnr. M. C. "BRLHPSCH, Nathalie

New York. Ave" Kingsbridge, N. Y.

November 2, 1 896.

Special meeting of the Society held in the new room at the Collectors

Club was called to order by President Levick.

Present : Messrs. Andreini. Berlepsch, Bogert, Boucher, Brevoort, Bruner,

Chittenden, Drew, C. Gregory, W F. Gregory, Krassa, Levick, Luff, Lyndes,

Dr. Mitchell, Dr. Nascher, Dr. Hill, Perrin, Rich, W. Scott, Tuttle.

As visitors, M. Hayden, Dr. Berle.

Minutes of last meeting read and approved.

Entertainment Committee reported progress as to anniversary.

Mr. Luff exhibited his marvelous gathering of United States stamps.

The display of gems was a surprise and pleasure to the members of the

Society beyond the descriptive powers of the Secretary.

’ The thanks of the Society were voted to Mr. Luff.
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A vote of thanks was also extended to the Govenors of the Club for their

courtesy in opening the rooms to the Society.

After an exceedingly enjoyable meeting adjournment was had at 10.30.

W. F. GREGORY, Secretary.

November 10th, 1896.

The 65th, meeting of the Corporation and 313th, of the Society was called

to order at 7.45. In the absence of all ofiicers. Mr. George was chosen

President pro tem.

The Entertainment Committee reported that they had provided for the

anniversary by holding a sociable on evening of January 12th. Report

accepted.

The officers immediately arriving, a short intermission was allowed that

the Trustees might consider important business.

Session being recalled with the following present, Messrs. Andreini,

Blake, Bogert, Brevoort, Berlepsch, Collin, Drew, Davison, George, Gregory,

Gremmel. Dr Hill, Krassa, Luff, Lynde, Mead, Parker, Peterson, Perrin,

Weed and Williams.

The Trustees reported the election of new'members as follows :

Jules C. Cretin, Martin Hayden, Rev. Samuel Alman, R: L. Coursen.

As many of those present desired to attend the Auction Sale in the

. assembly room, the meeting was adjourned at 8.30.

\N. F. GREGORY, Secretary.

November 24th, 1896.

The 66th, meeting of the Corporation and 314th of the Society was called

to order promptly at 8 o'clock by President Levick.

Present-Messrs. Andreini, Berlepsch, Dr. Betz, Black. George, Gregory,

Hayden, Dr. Hyatt, Lynde, Luff, Krassa, Levick, Rich, W. Scott, 'l‘rafford,

Tuttle and Williams.

Minutes of last meeting were read and approved.

Trustees reported the election of the following as active members: H.

S. Bellinger, David J. Seligman and Percy Gray Doane. Also as proposed

Dr. T. S. Bronsor of New Haven, as active member, and Bradford C.,

Church, Duluth, Minn., as corresponding member.

Mr. Rich as a special committee to confer with committee of the

Manhattan Society reported the arrangement which had been agreed upon

between them. Upon motion the report of the committee was approved.

Mr. Krassa presented to the Society, sundry conveniences, such as

benzine cup, tongs, etc., which were accepted and a vote of thanks extended.

The auction sale consisted of good stamps and sold generally at fair

prices, though some were very cheap.

The total amount realized was $39.44. It was a very encouraging

feature of the sale that the lots were all sold, not being protected by the

owners in any degree.

W. F. GREGORY, Secretary.

As our next meeting, December 8th, will be the annual meeting and the

annual election of officers will be held a large attendance is expected and a

specially attractive sale is promised of 25 lots only.

M. C. BERLEI’SCH, Auction Manager.
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Benton. Lewis IL, "102.

Bouvez, Jules, 22, 68, 111, 156, 204, 245,

339. 383. 460. 518

Calman, Henry L., 1, 55. 99, 139, 183,

231' 279. 304. 33!. 352. 373, 419. 449

Collin, Henry. 1, 55, 99, 139, 183, 231,

279. 331. 373,419. 449

Herrick, Wm, 7,

Leavy, Joseph B., 159.

Lufl, J. N., 24, 76, 153, 195, 252, 296,

345. 392- 428- 501. 539

Nankivell, E. J., 13, 289, 353, 404, 431.

466, 512.

“ Otler, S. C.," 463.

Rechert, Joseph, 259, 525.

Cook Islands, Nola, 362.

Corea, Notes, 31.

Correspondence Card, Origin and Develop

ment of the, 156.

‘ Correspondents, Answers to, 169, 325.

Costa Rica, Adhesives, 88.

" Wales, 436, 527.

Counterfeit Provisionals of

tralia, 24.

Counterfeits of United States Grills, Danger

ous, 66. .

Cuba, Adhesives, 88, 176.

" Postal Cards, 126.

" rVoles, 320, 408.

Cuba's Post Office Open, 155.

Curacao, Adhesives, 37, 531.

" Noler, 124.

" Provisionals of, a few words on

the Recent, 172. .

Cyprus, Adhesives, 531.

Western Aus

DANISH W. INDIES, Adhesives, 322.

Philatelic. in Germany, Programme of

the VIII, 262.

Denmark, Adhesives, 322.

Departments, Executive, Statement of the

Number of Official Postage Stamps

furnished the, from 1873 to 1884, 170,

Diego Suarez, lVofes, 31, 214.

Dominica] Stamps and Entire Envelopes,

History of the Belgian, 204, 245.

Dutch Indies, Notes, 42, 436, 528.
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EARLY ISSUES OF SWITZER

LAND the, 501.

Ecuador, Adhesives, 37. 176, 217, 440,484.

“ Envelopes, 218, 440

“ Postal Cards, 219.

“ Notes, 31, 86, 131, 173, 438, 478,

479

English Letter, Our, 13, 289, 353, 404, 431,

466, 512.

Envelope of Belgium, Historical Note on

the Stamped Postal, 383,

Envelope Issues of 1894-1895, 525.

Envelope, Remarks on the Origin of, and its

use as a Postal value, 339.

Envelopes, New Issues of, see “New

Issues."

Envelopes, United States, the 1894, Issue

of, 258.

Eritrea, Adhesives, 176.

Ethics of Journalism, the, 477, ’

Exchange, Limited, London, the Phtla

Club and, 402.

FALKLAND ISLANDS, Adhesives, ".6,

177.

Fernando-Po, Adhesives, 88, 219, 412, 440,

53‘

" Notes, 528.

Fiji, Adhesives, 412.

“ Notes, 83, 122.

Finland, Adhesives, 37, I27, 366, 485.

“ Postal Cards. 88.

First Types of the 1861 Issue of the United

States, 252.

Forgeries, A few South African Stamp, 30.

“ British Bechuanaland, 3o.

‘ Cape of Good Hope, 30.

“ of Swazieland, 26.

“ 0f the British East African 15!:

Issue Provisionals on English

Stamps, 265.

“ Zululand, 31.

France, Adhesioes, 532.

" Envelopes, 440.

“ Notes, 85, 86, 408, 438.

“ the Postage Stamps of, 19, 70, 249,

342. 472' 52!

France's New Stamps, 121.

French Congo, Notes, 361.

" Ofiices in Morocco, Adhesives, 219.

“ “ “ Envelopes, 8B.

“ “ " Posta1Cards,177.

“ Offices in Zanzibar, Adhesives, 582.

" Stamps, the new, 153.

GAMES STAMPS, Olympian. 260

German East Africa, Adhesives, 27o.

" “ " Postal Cards, 270.

Notes, 214.

Gibraltar, Adhesives, 38.

" Notes, 320, 437.

Great Britain, Adhesives, 270, 440, 485.

“ “ Notes, 401, 529.

Greece, Adhesives, 38.

" New. 215. 267. 319. 361. 407. 408

ll 11 u

 

Grenada, Adhesives, 270, 367.

“ Notes, 268, 361, 406, 408.

Grilled Stamps, United States, 159.

Grills, Dangerous counterfeits of United

States, 66.

Guanacaste, Adhesives, 88.

Guatemala, Adhesives, 22o.

" Envelopes, 177.

" Postal Cards, 485.

“ Notes, 215, 320.

Gum Club, the Original, 463.

Gwalior, Adhesives, 89, 367, 486.

“ Envelopes, 89.

HANKOW, Notes. 406, 528.

Hawaiian Islands, Notes, 85, 173, 409, 482.

Hayti, Adhesives, 271, 322, 441, 486, 532.

Holigoland, The Stamps of, 296.

Herrick, Wm., 7.

Historical Note on the Stamped Postal

Envelope of Belgium, 383.

History of the Belgian Dominical Stamps

and Entire Envlopes, 204, 245.

History of the Belgian Dominical Stamps

with the Portrait of King Leopold

II, 460.

Londuras, Adhesives, 79, 177.

" Postal Cards, 178.

" Notes, 216, 319, 479.

Hong Kong, Adhesives, 127.

" Postal Cards, 441.

Hungary, Notes, 266.

INDIA, Adhesives, 38, 89, 127, 220, 267,

486.

Envelopes, 89, 532.

" Postal Cards, 89.

“ .Notes, 84, 87, 123, 173,268,363,

480.

“ Native States, Notes, 363.

Indo China, Adhesives, 532.

" Notes, 31.

International Albums and Catalogues, 399.

Issues, Commemorative, 396.

“ Early of Switzerland, the, 501.

" New, (see New Issues).

Italy, Adhesives, 412.

" Postal Cards, 127.

“ Notes, 84, 87,'214, 215, 436.

41

JAMAIOALNFM'I 4°9- 451

Japan, Adhesives, 412.

Jhind, Adhesives, 486.

“ Notes, 31, 123.

Johore, Adhesives, 491.

“ Notes, 439.

“ Cat. for Adv. Coll. 425, 449.

Journalism, the Ethics of, 477.

\xswxmno, Notes, 528.

LABUAN, Adhesives, 532

“ Postal Cards, 322.

“ Notes, 32.

Leavey, Joseph B., 159.
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Leeward Islands, Notes, 85.

“ " Stamps still Good for Pos

tage, Obsolete, 261.

Letter, Our English, 13, 289, 353, 404, 431,

466, 512.

Liberia, Notes, 528.

Lot, is Combination, 76,

Luff. J- N-. 24. 76. I53. I95. 252. 296. 345.

392, 423. 501. 539

MADAGASCAR, Adhesives, 322, 487.

" Envelopes, 322.

" Postal Cards, 322, 487.

" Notes, 408, 527.

Malta, 1Valer, 212.

Market, the, 40, 78, 114, 165, 204, 262, 306,

368. 444. 493. 541

Mauritius, Adhesives, 38, I

“ Envelopes, 38.

" Postal Cards. 38,90, 271.

“ Notes, 31,123.

Metropolitan Philatelic Club of San Antonio,

33. 48.181. 227. 276. 327

Mexico, Adhesives, 39, 413, 487.

“ Envelopes, 90, 127, 271, 441, 487.

" Postal Cards, 328, 533.

“ Nates, 83, 267, 319, 407, 436, 437,

481.

Mexico, the Post Office Scandal, in, 109.

Montenegro, Adhesives, 91.

“ Notes, 479.

Morocco, Adhesives, 91. 1‘

Mozambique Company, Adhesives, 39.

" Notes, 123.

NANKIVELL, E- .|., 13. 289. 353. 404.

 

431. 466. 512

Natal, Notes, 212, 320.

National Philatelical Society, 53, 137, 229,

275. 318. 372- 447. 498, 543

Negri Sembilan, Adhesives, 93, 492.

Netherlands, Adhesives, 129, 178, 413, 441,

488. 53s

“ Envelopes, 22o.

" Pasta! Cards, 271.

" Notes, 85, 122, 214, 319, 320,408

Nevis, Plating the Stamp of, 392.

New Foundland, Nates, 122.

NEW ISSUES AND VARIETIES, 35.

87. 124. I74. 217; 269. 3% 364, 410.

439, 483. 529

Adhesives:

Abyssinia, 217.

Antioquia, 411.

Argentine Republic, 269, 364, 410, 484.

Austria, 125.

Barbados, 269.

Belgium, 125, 321, 483, 529.

Bhopal, 89.

Bolivia, 269.

Brazil, 483.

British Central Africa, 35, 529.

“ EastAfrica, 35,87, 125, 176, 365.

“ Guiana, 41o.

“ South Africa, 217, 269, 366, 531.

Bulgaria, 36, 88, 270, 411, 439.

Campeche, 39.

Cape of Good Hope, 270, 321, 366.

Ceylon, 36, 321.

Chamba, 220, 486.

Colombian Republic, 411, 412, 439. 440.

484. 531.

Confederate States, 176.

Costa Rica, 88.

Cuba, 88, 176.

Curacao, 37, 531.

Cyprus, 126, 531.

Danish \Vest Indies, 322.

Denmark, 322.

Ecuador, 37, 176, 217, 440, 484.

Eritrea, 176.

Falkland Islands, 126, 177.

Fernando-Po, 88, 219, 412, 440, 531.

Fiji Islands, 412.

Finland, 37, 127, 366, 485.

France, 532.

French Offices in Morocco, 219.

" " in Zanzibar, 532.

German East Africa, 270.

Gibraltar, 38.

Great Britain, 270, 440, 485.

Greece, 38.

Grenada, 270, 367.

Gunnacaste, 88.

Guatemala, 220.

Gwalior, 89, 367, 486.

Hayti, 271, 322, 441, 486, 532.

Honduras, 39, 177.

Hong Kong, 127.

India, 38,89, 127, 220, 367, 486.

Indo China, 532.

Italy, 412.

Jhind, 486.

Japan, 412.

Johore, 491.

Labuan, 532.

Luxemburg, 127.

Madagascar, 322, 487.

Mauritius, 38.

Mexico. 39. 413. 487

Montenegro, ()1.

Morocco, 91.

Mozambique Company, 39.

Negri Sembilan, 93, 492.

Netherlands, 129, 178, 413, 441, 488, 533.

New Zealand, 271.

Nicaragua, 128.

Niger Coast Protectorate, 442.

Nowanugger, 38.

Norway, 91, .178.

Orange Free State, 488, 533.

Panama, 440, 531.

Paraguay, 324, 367, 442.

Patiala, I27.

Perak, 492.

Peru, 39, 178, 442.

Philippine Islands, 179.

Porto Rico, 129.

Portugal, 415.

Portuguese India, 179.

Queensland, 39, 272, 415, 534.
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Raj Nandgam, 9o.

Roumania, 130, 272, 324.

Roumanian Offices in the Levant, 272.

Russia, 179, 222.

St. Helena, 534.

Russian Offices in the Levant, 222.

Salvador. 39. 91. I30. I79. 122- 324. 490.

534

Samoa, 490.

Santander, 36, 412.

Selangor, 416, 492.

Servia, 130, 324. 415.

Seychelles Islands, 442,

Shanghai, 272, 415, 490.

Siam, 224, 273.

Sierra Leone, 130, 416, 491, 535.

Sirmoor, 38, 486.

South African Republic, 224, 324, 416,

535

South Australia, 180,273, 416, 491, 536.

Spain, 93. 325

Straits Settlements, 40, 93, 273,416, 491.

Sungei Ujong, 40, 273.

Tasmania, 367, 536.

Timor, 416.

Tobago, 492.

Tolima, 37.

Tonga, 417.

Trinidad, 443.

Uganda, 417.

United States, 125, 175, 217, 364, 410.

United States of Columbia, 36, 37,

Uruguay. 40, 130, 274.

Victoria, 40, 367.

Western Australia, 94, 131, 493.

Zanzibar, 131, 224, 274, 325, 368, 417,

444. 493. 536

Zululand, 224.

Envelopes and Wrappers:

Argentine Republic, 364.

Benin, 217.

British Central Africa, 35.

“ East Africa, 125, 365, 530.

Colombian Republic, 322.

Cochin, 322.

Ecuador, 218, 440.

France, 440.

French Oflices in Morocco, 88.

Guatemala, 177.

Gwalior, 89.

India, 89, 532.

Madagascar, 322.

Mauritius, 38.

Mexico, 90, 127, 271, 441, 487.

Netherlands, 220,

New South Wales, 413.

Nicaragua, 178, 220.

Norway, 222.

Paraguay, 413.

Peru, 178.

Portugal, 442.

Queensland, 179.

Roumania, 324.

Salvador, 91, 222.

Travancore, 532.

Turks Islands, 93.

United States, 31, 34, 35, 86, 87, 124,

174, 259.

Zanzibar, 131.

Postal and Letter Cards:

Abyssinia, 41o.

Argentine Republic, 364.

Bavaria, 125, 176.

Brazil, 125.

British Central Africa, 439.

“ East Africa, 410, 530.

Guiana, 321.

“ South Africa, 410.

Bulgaria, 321.

Canada, 217, 484.

Cape of Good Hope, 36, 366.

Ceylon, 366, 531.

Cuba, 126.

Ecuador, 219.

Finland, 88.

French Offices in Morocco, 177.

German East Africa, 270.

Guatemala, 485.

Honduras, 178.

Hong Kong, 441.

India, 89.

Italy, 127.

Labuan, 322.

Madagascar, 322, 487.

Mauritius, 38, 90, 271.

Mexico, 323, 533.

Netherlands, 271.

New South Wales, 488.

Nicaragua, 221.

North Borneo, 91.

Norway, 129, 271.

Paraguay, 413.

Peru, 272.

Philippine Islands, 179.

Porto Rico, 129.

Portugal, 129, 442.

Queensland, 272.

Roumania, 272.

Roumanian Oflices in the Levant, 272.

St. Helena, 534.

Salvador, 222.

Samoa, 272, 367.

Selangor, 492.

South African Republic, 273.

South Australia, 536.

Spain, 93.

United States, 173.

Victoria, 93, 443.

Zanzibar, 131, 325.

New South Wales, Envelopes, 413.

“ Portal Car-d1, 91, 271, 488.

“ Notes, 33.

New Zealand, Adhesives, 271.

“ Nam. 32. 34. 12s. 320. 439

Nicaragua, Adhesion, I28.

" Envelopes, 178, 220.

" Postal Cardr, 221.

“ Nalrs, 32, 85, 86, 438.

Niger Coast, Adhesives, 442. _

North Borneo, Pasta! Cards, 91.
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Norway, Adhesives, 91, I78.

“ Envelopes, 222.

“ Poslal Cards, 129, 271.

“ Nales, 362, 363.

Nossi Be, Notes, 214.

Notes, 31, 83, 122, 172, 212, 266, 361, 406,

435- 4781 527

Notes from Abroad, 304, 31g, 352.

Notice to Subscribers, 83.

Nova Scotia Remainders, the, 472.

Nowanuggur, Adhesives, 38.

OBOCK, Notes, 408.

Obsolete Leeward Island Stamps still good

for Postage, 261.

Odd Bits, 428.

“ Offer, S. C.," 463.

Oflicial Postage Stamps,Furnished the Several

Executive Departments from 1873 to

1884. Statement of the number of, I70.

Olympian Games Stamps, 260.

Orange Free State, Adhesives, 488, 533.

Origin and Development of the Correspon

dence Card, 68, I56.

Origin of the Envelope and its use as :1 Postal

Value, Remarks on, 339.

Original Gum Club, 463.

Our English Letter, 13, 289, 353, 404, 431,

466, 512.

PAHANG, Cot.for Adv. Col1., 450.

Panama, Adhesives, 440, 531.

Paraguay, Adhesives, 314, 367, 442.

Envelopes, 413.

fostal Cards, 413.

Notes, 361.

Patiala, Adhesives, r27.

Perak, Adhesives, 492.

Cat. for. Ado. Call, 451.

Persia, Notes, 212.

Peru, Adhesives, 39, 178, 442.

Envelopes, 178.

Postal Cards, 272.

Notes, 124, 268, 219, 406, 528.

Peruvian Stamps of the Issue of March, 1395,

256. 349

Philatelic Chit-Chat. 357.

Philatelic Club and Exchange, Limited,

London, the, 402.

Philatelic Day'in Germany, Programme of

the VIII, 262.

Philatelic Society Reports, see “ Society

Reports."

Philippine Islands, Adhesives, I79.

“ Postal Cards, 179.

“ Notes, 173.

Plating the Stamps of Nevis, 392.

Porto Rico, Adhesives, 129.

“ Postal Cards, 129.

" Notes, 3!, 406.

Portugal, Aallesie'es, 415.

" Envelopes, 442.

“ Postal Cards, 129, 442.

" Notes, 481.

Portugal, Unused Stamps of the Issue of

1853, 401.

 

Portuguese India, Adhesives, 179.

Postage Stamp Catalogue, the 57th Edition

of our Standard, 402.

Postal Card, The Victorian Advertising, 200.

Postal Cards of Abyssinia, the New, 398.

Postal Reform in China, 387.

Post Oflice Open, Cuba's, 155.

“ Scandal tn Mexico, the, 109.

Programme of the VIII Philatelic Day in

‘ Germany, 262.

Project, the Club, 400.

Protest of Stamp Collectors against Specu

lative Issues, I63.

Provisional, Another Western Australia, 120.

Provisionals of Curacao, A few words on the

Recent, 172.

Provisionals of Western Australia, Counter

feit, 24.

QUEENSLAND, Adhesives, 39, 272, 415,

5341

“ Envelopes, 179.

“ Postal Cards, 272.

“ ‘ ZVoles, 83, 361.

RAJ NAN DGAM, Adhesives, 90.

Recent Publications, 44.

Rechert, Joseph, 259, 529.

Reform in China, Postal, 387.

Re-issues of the Stamps of the United States,

195.

Remarks on the Origin of the Envelope and

its use as a Postal Value, 339.

Remainders, the Nova Scotia, 472.

Reports, Society, 48, 51, 97, 132, 182, 226,

_ 275. 326. 370. 418. 447. 498. 543.

Reprints and Re-tssues of the Stamps of the

United States, 195.

Review, 445. 539.

“ “ The Stamps of Barbados," 539.

Roumania, Adhesives, 130, 272, 324.

“ Envelopes, 324.

“ Postal Cards, 272.

“ New. 31, 123. 407. 435

Roumanian Ofiices in the Levant, Adhesives,

272.

Roumanian Offices in the Levant, Postal

Cards, 272.

Rural Stamps, Catalogue of the Russian, 7.

Russia, Adhesives, 179, 222.

" )Volex, 123.

Russian Offices in the Levanr,Adlzesi-ues, 222.

“ “ " “ Notes, 266.

Russian Rural Stamps, Catalogue of the, 7.

STE. MARIE DE MADAGASCAR,

Notes, 214.

St. Helena, Adhesives, 534.

“ Postal Cards, 534.

St. Vincent, A’otes, 362.

Sales, Auction, (see also “The Market,")

82, 497. 537

Salvador, Adhesives, 39,91, 130, 179, 222,

324, 490, 534

“ Envelopes, 91, 222.

" Postal Cards, 222.

" Notes, 216, 268,438.
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Samoa, Ad/usiws, 49o,

“ PoslalCords, 272, 367,

.Santander, Ad/usiws, 36, 412.

Scandal in Mexico, The Post Oflice, 109.

Schleswig Holstein, CaLfor Ado. CoIL, 1.

Selangor, Adlmi-urs, 416, 492.

" Postal Cards, 492.

“ Notes, 123.

Servia, Adhesives, 130, 224, 415.

“ Nam. 32. 437. 438

“ Cal. for Adv. Coll., 3.

Seychelles Islands, Adhesives, 442.

“ Envelopes, 490.

“ [Va/rs, 33, 407.

“ Cat. for Adv. CoIL, 6.

Shanghai, Adfitsiws, 272, 415, 490.

“ Cat. for Adv. Col/., 55.

Siam, Adbesines, 224, 273.

“ Nola, 32, 363, 479.

“ Cal. for Adv. C011., 99.

Sierra Leone, Adhesives, 130, 416, 491, 535,

“ Notes, 409.

“ Cat. for Ad1/.-C0ll., 102.

Sirmoor, Adhesives, 38, 486.

“ Notes, 216, 468.

Society for the Suppression of Speculative

Stamps, 29.

Society Reports :

Birmingham Philatelic Society, 51, 97,

136, 182, 230, 329.

City of London Philatelic Club, 132, 228,

275- 326' 37I- I

Metropolitan Philatelic Club of San An

tonio, 48, 133, 181, 227, 276, 327.

National I’hilatelical Society, 53, 137, 229,

275. 328. 372. 447. 498. 543

Staten Island Philatelic Society, 52, 98,

135, 226. 277. 328. 370. 418. 448. 500.

Somali Coast, Notes, 408.

South African Republic, Ad/usivzs, 234, 324,

416. 53s

Postol Cards, 273.

N0":- 83. 173. 436,

479

Cat. for Adv. C011,,

u 11 ll

11 at u

I | H I‘

139.

" “ “ A New Variety, 153.

South Australia, Adhesives, 180, 273,416, 491,

536

Postal Cards, 536.

Car. for Ado. Co/L, 183,

231, 279.

South Bulgaria, Cat. for Adv. (01L, 282.

Spain, Ad/ltsims, 93, 325.

“ Postal Cards, 93

“ Notes, 361.

" Cot. for Adv. Coll, 284, 331, 373.

Speculative Issues, Protest of Stamp Collec

tors Against, 163.

Speculative Stamps, Society for the Sup

pression of, 29.

Stamp Bourse, the, 312.

Stamps, Bank, Addendum Number Two, 104.

Belgian, with the Portrait of Leopold

‘ II, History of the, 460.

u 11

 

Belgian, of 1865, 108.

Clipperton Island, The, 114.

Commemorative of Belgium, Remarks

“ of Belgium, the new, 518.

on the, I11.

Dominical, History of the Belgian, 204,

245.

for Printed Matter, the New Surcharged

Belgian, 22.

France's, New, 121, 155.

Grilled, United States, 159.

Leeward Islands, Obsolete, still good

for Postage, 261.

of Heligoland, the, 296.

of Nevis, Plating the, 392.

Olympian Games, 260.

Peruvian, of the Issue of March, 1895, -

256. 349

United States, Reprints and Re-issues

of the, 195.

Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue, the 57th

Edition of Our, 402, '

Statement of the Number of Oflicial Postage

Stamps Furnished the Several Ex

ecutive Departments from 1873 to

1884, :70.

Staten Island Philatelic Society, 52, 98, 135,

226. 277. 328. 370. 418. 448. 500

Stellaland, Cat. for Ado. ColL, 383.

“ Forgeries, 3o.

Straits Settlements, Adhesives, 40:93, 273,

416. 491

Noles, 32, 123, 43g.

CaLfor Adv. CoIL, 419

449

Subscribers, Notice to, 83.

Sungei Ujong, Adhesives, 40, 273.

Suppression of Speculative Stamps, Society

for the, 29.

Surinam, Notes. 214.

Swazieland, the Stamps and Forgeries of, 26.

Sweden, Nails, 173.

Switzerland.

TASMANIA, lldllfliwfi 367, 536

Timor, Adhesives, 416.

“ Notes, 86, 479.

Tobago, Adhesives, 492.

Tolima, Adhesives, 37.

“ Notes, 213.

Tonga, Adhesives. 417.

" Notes, 266, 362. _

Trinidad. Adhesives, 443.

Turks Islands, Envelopes, 93.

“ [Votes, 31 .

Turkey, Notes, 123.

g‘: ANDA, Adhesives, 417,

mted States, Ad/mizzs, 125, 175,217, 364'

410

" Envelopes, 31, 34, 35, 86, 57'

I24. 174. 259.

“ Posfdl Cards, 173.

" 1W1“. 31. 32. 34. 86, 124,

I73, I74. 266, 319, 321,

407. 439.479.

u t‘
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United States, Envelopes, The 1894 Issue of

the, 258.

Issues of 1894-1895,

525.

" Grilled Stamps, 159.

" Grills, Dangerous Counterfeits

of, 66.

“ Reprints and Re-issues of the

Stamps of the, 195.

u H

" The First Types ot the 1861 '

Issue of the, 252

United States of Colombis, Adhesives, 36, 37.

“ “ Notes, 85, 213,

267, 268, 528.

Uruguay, Adhesives, 40, 130, 274.

" Notes, 86, 132, 408, 435, 438.

VENEZUELA, .N'otes, 362.

Victoria, Adhesives, 40, 367.

“ Postal Cards, 93, 443.

“ Notes, 31, 84, 266, 478.

0 v 3 I!

J

Victorian Advertising Postal Card, the, 200.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA, Adhesives

94. I31. 4_93

Western Australia, Notes, 267.

Counterfeit Provisionals

of, 24.

Western Australia, Provisional, Another

:20.

Words, Words, Words, 345.

Wrappers, New Issues of (see New Issues).

Wuhu, lVotes, 85.

ZANZIBAR, Adhesives, 131, 224, 274,

325. 368. 417. 444.493. 536

“ Envelopes, 131.

" Postal Cards, 131, 325.

“ Notes, 86, 216, 409, 527.

Zanzibar, Briiish East Africa and, 356.

Zululand, Adhesives, 224.

“ Forgeries, 31.
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